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The dilemma we had for this issue
wasn’t so much ‘Whose photos do we
put on the cover’ as much as whose
do we leave off! It was always a
given that Roger Taylor would be our
main cover feature as he looks back
over his career outside of Queen,
but when you look at the names of
the fellow artists covered here then
it just stated getting crazy. So while
we had to forego the likes of Doro,
Mr Big, Bonnie Tyler, Night Ranger
and Rainbow’s David Rosenthal
on the cover, I’m sure you will be
happy with everything we have
managed to squeeze into this 164
page extravaganza – Rob Evans’
look back at ‘The Gods of AOR ‘93’
being a particular personal highlight,
amongst many.
Speaking of ‘personal highlights’,
the album I am recording to pay
tribute to my late mother is rapidly
nearing completion, with Doro
(delightful personality) and Jeff Scott
Soto being the last pieces of the puzzle
to fall into place. The first track we
mixed has Robin Beck singing ABBA’s
‘Knowing Me, Knowing You’, which
turned out brilliantly (the album has
3 covers and 9 originals ...with Robin
McAuley on ‘Don’t Fear the Reaper’
also sounding amazing!! And Darby
Mills... wow!).
Talking of ABBA, the big news right
now is the release of brand new
music and an album coming up, after
almost 40 years since the band split.
I’m a huge fan of the Swedish quartet
and cannot wait to have their new CD
in my hands ... but I’m not convinced
about this hologram touring idea.
Would I watch it? Probably, just for
the experience. But what next? See
The Beatles at a concert venue near
you soon? Technology can be a gift,
but sometimes it can also leave one
with a queasy feeling.
Fireworks #97 will hit the street on
Thursday Dec 16th. Hope to see many
of you there – and to our many new
readers this issue, hope you found
enough good reading to return.
Bruce
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JOANNE
SHAW TAYLOR
Interview by James Gaden
Photo by Christie Goodwin
With a string of impressive releases under
her belt showcasing her distinctive vocals
and excellent guitar playing, Joanne Shaw
Taylor has become a real force on the Blues
Rock scene. Her latest effort, simply entitled
‘The Blues Album’, sees her embracing her
roots with the project overseen by none
other than Joe Bonamassa. Fireworks spoke
with Joanne to learn more.

We last spoke back when
‘The Dirty Truth’ came out
in 2014. So before I get to
the new album, let’s catch
up. Your last album, ‘Reckless
Heart’, was your first major
label release, on Sony?
It was the first one I’d ever
recorded in Detroit as well, where
I live, so it was nice to finally do a
Detroit album after all these years.
So yeah, even that album is two
years old now.
You were out touring,
playing most of it; then a
pandemic came along. You’ve
rescheduled for November;
that must be weird, touring
under that album’s banner
when you’ve got a new one
coming out?
Yeah, we were in the middle
of a tour and we’d put out a
‘Reckless Blues’ EP, which we
were also promoting. Then
in March, Trump said he was
closing the borders and we are
all US based, so we had to leg it
back and haven’t toured since.
It is weird to be coming back
because in my mind we’re going
back to a tour which was good
until the last three days, when
the world just took a dump,
basically. [Laughs] It’s been so up
and down, it wouldn’t surprise
4

me if aliens landed tomorrow a nd
brought another virus with them!
The new album is called
‘The Blues Album’ and I
thought “Aren’t all your
records Blues albums?” But
this isn’t your normal Blues
Rock style, this is proper, old
school authentic Blues!
I know I’ve always been called
a Blues artist, but I don’t think any
of my albums are Blues albums. I
think I’m a Blues guitarist who
sings in a Soul manner and the
music is a mix of Blues, Rock, Soul
and Pop. I’d always wanted to do
a proper Blues album and I know
I can’t write Blues songs, so I’d
always had in my mind that I would
do a covers album. When it came
to the title, I called it that because
I couldn’t think of anything else.
[Laughs] None of the songs
sounded like an album title so
screw it, it’s ‘The Blues Album’, it
does what it says on the tin!
It’s interesting you mention
wanting to do a covers album,
because last time we spoke
(in Fireworks #66) you said “I
thought maybe I’d bought myself
the right to do a covers album.
The problem was I couldn’t find
any! There are obviously loads
of songs I love but I’m just not
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any good at picking ones I could
do... I don’t have that ear.” So
here we are; what’s changed?
I think what really helped with
this was… if I tried to pick a cover
to work into an album I’d written,
I’m still not great with that, but
the whole concept of this was I’ve
finally got my voice to the point
where I think I can sell proper
Blues songs – and have it sound
like a Blues singer and not a girl
from Solihull trying to do it! That
was the big fear. So it was easy
then, I just picked Blues songs I
loved, that I wanted to try, enjoyed
singing and that I thought we could
do in a really cool way. I just love
Blues music but I can’t write good
Blues songs. Also, I wasn’t trying to
make it sound like any of my other
albums; this is a covers album that’s
meant to sound like an old Blues
album. It wasn’t like I had to try
and find a song that would fit next
to ‘Mud Honey’ or ‘Going Home’.
I could pick anything that fitted
the Blues genre; it was so easy,
not having to come off the road
and think up twelve to fifteen new
songs. ‘Where am I at musically
and mentally, what do I want to
sing about?’... all that pressure was
gone.
You have said before you
always gravitated to guitar
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and never thought of yourself
as a natural singer, but your
huskiness and vocal style is
ideal for this material.
I think that’s just from touring, I
haven’t really stopped for thirteen
years. Guitar always did come
easier to me than singing, which is
probably why I’m enjoying singing
almost as much as I enjoy guitar,
because I had to work harder for
it and it’s more rewarding. I always
wanted to do a Blues album, but
while I felt like my guitar playing
was up to that level, I didn’t feel
like the voice was there and that’s
what sells it. Experience, coupled
with having eighteen months off
touring… and I live alone so I’ve
not really been using my voice that
much. It’s been as well rested as
I ever could’ve hoped for, so that
certainly helped.
I enjoyed the fact that you
haven’t picked much that’s
obvious either; some of these
selections were completely
new to me.
Which
probably
shows
what giant Blues nerds me and
Bonamassa are! These are songs
that we knew very well and
seemed obvious to us. [Laughs]
But no, I didn’t want to do ‘Sweet
Home Chicago’ or ‘Hoochie
Coochie Man’; some things have
FIREWORKS

just been done and you want to
put your own take on them. It’s a
bit easier when they aren’t songs
everyone has heard.
When it came to choosing
the songs, whether it suited
your voice is obviously one
key factor... were there any
other remits?
Joe’s main thing was he really
wanted to push me as a singer on
this album, so he went for songs
that were challenging to sing. For
instance, he picked ‘Let Me Down
Easy’, the ballad by Little Milton.
He also picked ‘If You Gotta Make
A Fool Of Somebody’ which has
been recorded by both Aretha
Franklin and Bonnie Raitt, so
there’s two serious singers. Mine
was more fun. ‘Can’t You See
What You’re Doing To Me’, the
Albert King song, was in my set-list
when I was sixteen; I particularly
loved Tommy Castro’s version
that he recorded in San Francisco.
‘Keep Loving Me Baby’ was a song
I’ve been playing since I was fifteen
and loved... I just picked songs I
liked and wanted to do. [Laughs]
You’ve got a horn section
on a lot of these tracks, which
I love. How will you adjust live?
I assume you aren’t planning
on taking brass players on the
road?
It depends on the song. When
you’re touring an album you’re
probably going to be doing four
or five new ones, you don’t tend
to play the whole thing. There are
always going to be some songs
that were studio songs and can’t
be recreated live. If you’re playing
90 minutes, realistically, how many
big ballads can I get out every
night and still make it through the
show? So professional decisions
like that dictate a lot… also, bear
in mind I didn’t record any horns,
they were done afterwards, so I
heard the songs without them.
They were perfectly fine to me.
I’m glad we added them because
I’m like you, when I hear the old
B.B. King styled records, I love the
horns. But these songs can work
both ways, and I always feel there
should be a difference between
the album and how it sounds live,
otherwise what’s the point?
How did Joe get involved
in producing it?
It was very organic, because
everyone’s touring career had
come to a halt; if I was having this
time off I wanted it to be fun. Joe
and I are good friends and we
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talked most weekends, having a
Zoom chat and a glass of wine. I
told him that I thought my next
album would be covers and he
asked what songs I had so far.
Then he started sending ideas.
I’d send him a rough recording of
me playing it and eventually I said,
“Why don’t you produce this?
We’re friends, it might be fun to
work together properly, and you’re
basically producing already, having
input on what songs I should do.”
Thankfully he said yes and it was
fun. I stayed at his house; we’d
go record, have dinner and then
watch ‘The Crown’. I made an
album with my best friend.
You’ve worked with some
top producers like Jim Gaines
and Kevin Shirley... how does
Joe compare?
He’s not too dissimilar actually.
He kept telling me he was going
to be a nightmare and pushing to
get performances out of me, and
he said it enough that I thought
maybe he would be a nightmarish
dictator, but he was great! Very
similar to Jim and Kevin in terms
of how to record a live Blues band;
get the band in for four days, try
and get most of the solos done,
then overdub the vocals at the
end because you can’t sing in the
live room as it’ll bleed into the
drum mics. They have different
personalities; Jim’s the most laid
back, Kevin is the most fun. Joe
was great; I was really impressed
and proud of him. He really took
to the role and is really good at it.
He joins you for a duet
on the album as well... had
you considered a duet with
anyone before?
No, and I didn’t suggest it for
this actually! Obviously I’d have
loved to have him on it but I’d asked
him to be the producer, I hadn’t
asked him to be Joe Bonamassa,
the guitarist. It was actually Josh
(Smith, co-producer) who had the
idea. He came up with this Little
Village song called ‘Don’t Go Away
Mad’ and we were doing pre-prep
and he said, “Oh, by the way, we’re
doing this song; it’s a duet between
you and Joe.” I didn’t see it coming.
It was fun, he was in the control
room the whole time and I was
in the live room, so it wasn’t like
we had to gaze weirdly into each
other’s eyes. I actually couldn’t get
through one lyric though, because
there’s a bit where I have to sing
“You’re the best I’ve ever had” and
he was staring at me while I was
singing it and I was like, “Dude,
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you’ve got to leave the room, I’m
not doing this.” [Laughs] It’s come
out great though, nice to hear us
together... we go back such a long
way it’s nice to have a memento.
‘I Don’t Know What You’ve
Got’ has some really cool
Sam Moore-esque vocals
from Mike Farris on. Did you
know him or was he someone
Joe brought in?
A bit of both… that was the
one song I was adamant I wanted
to do and that was the first song I
thought of when I started thinking
about this album. I wanted to do
it very much in the Little Richard
way and have it with... it’s not really
a duet, it’s just someone else in the
background kind of harmonising
and singing along, but still quite a
prominent vocal. I mentioned it to
Joe and, prior to Covid, I’d done
one of Joe’s Blues Cruises and
Mike Farris was on. He kind of led
the all-star jam one night; I knew
of him but I’d never seen him and I
was blown away, I thought he was
absolutely fantastic. When it came
to doing this, I wasn’t sure who
Joe would suggest. He brought up
Mike and I said, “If you think he’d
do it, please ask him. I’d love that.”
We finished, I left, Joe sent the
track to Mike, he sent it back and
it was absolutely perfect. He didn’t
try and sing what I was singing,
he sang around me. He just knew
what to do; he has such great feel
and tone... an absolute pro.
When it came to your
guitar parts, you’ve got
Joe Bonamassa sat in the
producer’s chair. Did you
get free rein to do what you
liked, or was he very hands on
about your playing?
That was what I was dreading!
I imagined playing a solo and him
saying, “So you decided to do that
did you? Interesting...” [Laughs]
But it was brilliant actually, it was
the first time I’ve been produced
by someone who plays guitar
to that level. It was really helpful
sometimes; I was doing ‘Let Me
Down Easy’ and I’d done take after
take of the solo and just couldn’t
get it going anywhere. He sat
down with me and said, “Start it
like this...” and just played a little
lick, and as soon as I had that lick,
I went off and it made it easier. So
having that guidance from a guitar
angle was really helpful. Also, what
I really wanted on this album, from
a guitar point of view, was tone.
I wanted a Telecaster; no pedals,
authentic… and he’s the guy for
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that. “Which one of my 5,000
vintage Fender amps would you
like to use, Joanne?” [Laughs] He
and Josh hooked up a Dumble
Overdrive, a Deluxe and that was
it, my Telecaster straight in. That’s
the tone for the whole album.
When it came to the song
selection, who had the final
say... you or Joe and Josh?
They liked me to believe I
had the final say. [Laughs] There
were two songs they suggested
that just didn’t suit my voice; I
tried them in different keys and
none of them sounded good. The
other thing was if the lyrics didn’t
mean anything to me. As a singer
that’s important, I have to have an
emotional attachment to what
I’m singing. So they said, “Ditch
those then, let’s move on.” So
all the songs I suggested, we did.
All of theirs made it, apart from
those two. Although there was
one I wanted to do, which Joe
wouldn’t let me do, and I knew he
wouldn’t because he kept avoiding
the conversation. That was ‘Goin’
Down’ by Freddie King. He’d
recorded it; loads of people had
but I was saying, “Who cares, it’s
my album? And I can’t think of a
female who has done it.” But he
kind of met me half way and we
incorporated a bit of the Freddie
King rhythm into ‘If That Ain’t A
Reason’, so that was a nod, that
was the compromise.
The tour you’re doing in
November was supposed to
be all about ‘Reckless Heart’
and now this is out; will this
album get a tour, or will you
leave it alone?
I think I’ll combine the two.
This US tour will be more of this
new album and them some of
‘Reckless Heart’ and I think that
will probably apply for the UK too.
I know we promised a ‘Reckless
Heart’ tour but by the time we
get to do it it’ll be two years old.
I think we all understand why, so
I will play some of that, some old
stuff and a good chunk of the new
album. Hopefully that will keep
people happy – but they’ll soon let
me know if not! [Laughs]
Joanne Shaw Taylor’s “The
Blues Album” is released by
KTBA Records. Order from
www.ktbarecords.com.
Joanne tours the UK in
November. Tickets:
www.joanneshawtaylor.com
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Tales of the Old would
seem to be the result of
one person’s perseverance
through the years, from your
initial demo ‘Beware’ back
in 2010, through your EP
‘A Passageway From Hell to
Earth’ in 2012 to ‘The Book
Of Chaos’ your debut album.
If fact your own personal
journey, from 2010 to here,
sounds like a “passageway
from Hell” itself. Can you take
us through this story of your
musical life, from beginning to
end?
Yes, the reality is not far from
your interpretation. Since I was a
child I loved movie soundtracks and
Classical music, but it all started
when a mixed playlist accidentally
fell into my hands from my older
brother’s computer. It had many
great songs from different genres;
this playlist was my first contact
with Heavy Metal music and with
my favourite band, Rhapsody. The
first track I fell in love was ‘Emerald
Sword’. I heard that ‘Power Of
The Dragon Flame’ had just been
released and I bought it the same
day, and as you can imagine, I
literally melted it. After about a year
I started Classical piano lessons for
about three years where, despite
my rapid development, I decided to
leave the piano and start keyboard
lessons with Bob Katsionis, the man
who would become a good friend
and even better partner. So in 2012
I co-recorded with my still current
teacher Bob Katsionis, the first
official EP ‘The Passageway From
Hell To Earth’, which would be the
harbinger of an upcoming album.
Unfortunately, life had other plans;
because of serious problems, I left
the music completely and basically
whatever else I was doing. After
a lot of hard work and suffering,
I completed the album and now I
am able to present it to the world
through the company Pride & Joy
Music, who I would really like to
thank for the opportunity and the
trust they show in my work.
How would you describe
your music? Having Sakis
Tolis from Rotting Christ will
certainly open some eyes,
how did this collaboration
come about?
Symphonic Dark Ambient
Power Metal, I think, is the most
representative title I could give
as our music has clear Power
elements but is not limited there. I
want to believe that it marries even
the darkest Ambient elements in
a perfect way. It’s definitely not
6

You have a Classical choir
on the album. Whose idea was
this, and what do you think
they bring to your album?
The idea was mine, as of course
was the way the combination of
classic and childish choirs came
out on the album. The purpose
was to give the appropriate feeling
of terror, agony, epicness and
drama to each track separately,
to be able to engage the listener
as much as possible and to make
them part of the story and the
atmosphere; something that I
believe we achieved to a great
extent. So, to conclude, I believe
that the choirs put their own
special touch in the overall result
of the album sound. It is not there
just to be.

Interview by Bruce Mee
Symphonic Dark Ambient Power Metal?
That’s a new one on me, but for Mike Tzanakis
from Greece, this is how he describes his music.
With my interest definitely piqued, I caught up
with Tzanakis to get the full background on
what seems to be a dream brought to life.
the most mainstream sound but
at least it’s a little different. As for
how my collaboration with Sakis
came about, I happen to know
him personally from a long time
ago. We talked and without a
second thought he agreed to help
and make me very happy with his
participation on my album.
Fabio Lione (Turilli/Lione
Rhapsody) would seem a more
understandable guest within
your genre. How did you guys
end up working together?
When we finished rerecording of the album I said
to Bob how awesome it would
be, if Fabio was singing on the
debut album. My first ever
official release would be marked
by the voice of my favourite
singer... how great that would
be? Besides, let’s not forget that
Rhapsody was, and will always
be, my favourite band. His voice
was whirling in my head during
the composition of the album
constantly. And from what you
understood from the way he
sings, I love the combination of
his aggressive and melodic vocals;
they are so authentic and unique.
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You make a big mention
of Bob Katsionis, your coproducer, who you describe
as “the mastermind of Power
Metal in Greece.” Tell us
about your relationship for
this debut album.
Our
co-operation
was
absolutely perfect and successful, I
would say. He is a man with vast
experience in the field, an open
mind and a lot of patience – he will
never compromise with something
that does not correspond to the
vision of the artist he collaborates
with. From the recording to the
mixing, he was very methodical
and very professional. There was
no mixing or mastering without
me having first heard and approved
the final result. Somewhere here,
of course, I should add that our
relationship started almost a
decade ago when I started taking
keyboard and composition lessons
from him, so as you can understand
working with him on my debut
album was the best choice I could
make. He has known me for a long
time, so he can understand exactly
what and how I want it, something
really very important for every new
and upcoming musician.
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Do you feel all the pain
and disappointment you have
suffered through the years
has been worth it, to bring
you where you are today, and
see your debut album finally
released?
One hundred percent! Not so
much the pain and disappointment,
but the persistence and patience,
or stubbornness if you want
that I showed up to finish the
album. The feeling of completion
and the final result, just as I
envisioned it, without sacrifices
or compromises, is truly
indescribable. I’m glad I closed
my ears to all those voices that
told me that I should make some
sacrifices, like the guests or the
choirs, so I could finish the album.
I would definitely do it again no
matter what.
Will we see Tales Of The
Old on a live stage anytime
soon?
Any time soon, no, but
sometime in the future, yes. I hope
that the album will be embraced by
the world and the press and give
us an extra incentive to get on the
road as soon as possible.
And do you think it will
take anywhere near as long
for a follow-up to be recorded
and released? Any plans, on
that front?
The composition of the next
album has been completed in every
aspect. The recordings, if all goes
well, will be scheduled for next
year, but what comes first for us at
this moment is nothing more than
to promote in the best possible
way our debut album ‘The Book
Of Chaos’. Everything else comes
second to that.
FIREWORKS

Your story begins with the
group starting out as a live
covers band in the 80s?
Yeah, way back... we were just
kids basically. We started playing
London clubs pretty much as a
Rhythm & Blues band; we just
wanted to go out and play great
music and have a wild time, and
that’s what came across in our
shows. We played places like
the Camden Palace, we had a
residency there; we played all
different places in London and got
a bit of a following. It was mainly
just standards but then we added
some Rolling Stones, some Blues
Brothers stuff and we kinda got
sucked into the corporate world. I
never wanted to do that but it paid
the bills and we honed our craft.
After a while Alex (Mungo) and
I wanted to try our own stuff, so
that’s when we started writing our
own songs. Eventually we got to a
point where we could start putting
it out. It’s matured nicely; we’ve
had this stuff lying around for
years.
Your first album was released
in 2018, and you decided Abbey
Road was the place to record it.
That’s aiming high!
[Laughs] It’s funny, at the time
I thought we needed to get the
songs out and I said let’s save up,
do it properly. We’re all huge fans
of The Beatles, and Pink Floyd,
so we planned to go to Abbey
Road and record it quickly, do
a live album. We went in with
everything worked out, it was
very controlled and a nice way of
working. We did the whole record
in about four sessions and what
came out was great. Obviously
the engineers they’ve got there
help, but just being in Studio
Two, it’s so historic, it makes you
bring out your best. The problem
is once you’ve recorded there, it’s
really hard to do it anywhere else!
[Laughs] There’s a piano there that
John Lennon used for ‘Ob-La-Di,
Ob-La-Da’ and Paul McCartney
used for ‘Lady Madonna’... when
you have access to that, it’s very
special.

Interview by James Gaden
From playing covers for fun to crafting their own
material, Al Ross & The Planets have travelled light
years since their inception. With the release of their
sophomore album ‘Blue Crystal’ imminent, Fireworks
spoke to Ross to hear how the new album was born
out of creativity versus adversity.
one of our guys got Long Covid;
it basically put him out of action
for most of last year. I started
thinking about doing something
special as we could take our time
on it, but Abbey Road had such
strict restrictions. We looked at
continuing at another studio,
a place called Echo Studios in
Buckinghamshire. One of us
would go in alone and do things
staggered. Then we got Norman
Beaker, a Blues legend, to play
on the record, but he did his stuff
remotely. We managed to make it
work but you take it for granted,
there’s something about making a
record in a room together – when
someone does their part in another
part of the world and mails it in, it’s
quite stressful. Something really
good came out of it, but it was
much more of a production record
than we anticipated. The one big
upside was because nobody could
tour, suddenly all these great

session musicians were becoming
available to do things, so that was
the silver lining in a very black
cloud.
Did the session players
change the sound of the album
or the material you’d written?
Not really, although one track
called ‘All The Things We Started’
is quite a Jazzy track, and our
saxophonist David Brammer
had worked out this sax part and
recorded it. He was really proud of
it but I wanted a piccolo trumpet
on there. I got a great player called
Jamie Wall to come down and I
asked him to do something. He
played this part and it just blew
us all away... so then I had to tell
Dave we didn’t want to use his
part. [Laughs] I talked to the other
members and we all agreed it
took things to another place, and
there was quite a lot of sax on the
album anyway, so things like that

happened. On ‘The Middle Of The
Night’… that’s quite a spiritual
song and I wanted it to sound like
it was done in a church, in the deep
south of Alabama, with a Gospel
choir. Something was just lacking
in it though and I was talking to
a really good guitar player called
Alex Ward. I said I wanted to hear
what would happen if someone
like Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton or
Peter Green had played on it. He
did three versions, emulating each
one and they all had the ‘wow!’
factor. So it did give us the chance
to try out different things. We got
a great female singer called Holly
Petrie on there to do a wailing,
anguished sort of vocal. We’d
tried a bunch of different parts
but what she did came out so
exciting – we had lots of spur of
the moment things where we had
a session player available and they
contributed something great.
So the next stop would be
live shows – have you got any
pencilled in yet?
We’ve been waiting to see what
will happen; it looks like hopefully
we’re getting back to normal a bit,
so we will be playing some shows
around about the time the album
launches. For touring itself, that
will probably be next year. We’ll
do London based gigs to start with
and next year we’re also looking
at Germany and Holland. We’re
primarily a live band, it’s what
we’re known for and so we’re
dying to get out there!
‘Blue Crystal’ by Al Ross &
The Planets is released on 10th
September 2021 on CD and
download through Wienerworld.

You’ve made the new record
there too, but a pandemic came
along. How big an impact did it
have?
We’d started recording in
January and had done quite a bit
and we were due to go back in on
29th March, then sure enough it
was scuppered and all put on ice.
I started to go nuts in lockdown; I
wanted to start doing something on
the album... unfortunately a couple
of the band members came down
with Covid. That made me think
about session musicians because
8
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Interview by
Bruce Mee
After the successful release of their debut ‘Freedom Of Speech’ in 2020, this fantastic German/Swedish combo
returns with sophomore album, ‘A Journey Into The Unknown’, mixed and mastered by Jacob Hansen (Pretty
Maids, Volbeat). Fireworks got together with vocalist Rob Lundgren to talk about the band’s progression.
You have Oliver Palotai
(Kamelot) playing keyboards
on all the tracks, as with the
debut. Do you consider him a
part of the band now?
Oliver is definitely a part of
the two albums, but we haven’t
discussed yet whether he will be a
part of other areas within the band,
only time will tell. I personally enjoy
his contributions; some parts even
inspired me to sing along on parts
where vocals weren’t planned from
the start! Creativity of music, you
never know where it’s gonna go…
like life in general I guess.
This time Mike LePond
(Symphony X) plays bass
on all tracks. How did this
collaboration come about?
Our bass player Florian (Hertel)
couldn’t record on this album
due to urgent family matters that
needed his attention. We all wished
him the best and then started
looking around for a replacement.
Luckily, through contacts we talked
to Mike and he did an amazing job,
very quickly. I am a huge Symphony
X fan, so it was a cool surprise to
have him join us on this one. Again,
life works in crazy ways. [Laughs]
Is it ever your intention to
have a full-time keyboardist
and bassist in the band, or
do you view it as mainly a
studio project? Or were the
difficulties getting full-time
members a result of Covid,
and the non-existent live
scene over the past eighteen
months?
This band is not just a studio
project, but of course Covid
stopped our touring plans so
it gave us more time in the
studio. Full-time members, I can’t
comment on. We do work with
whatever we can each day though,
and so far this band has exceeded
my expectations through our
accomplishments. Every time we
FIREWORKS

meet, we also have great chemistry,
creativity and good times so all that
is left I guess is to blast the stages
around the world... look out!
What other obstacles did
Covid present during the
recording of the album?
There were some personal
things we all had to deal with
when Covid hit, but it somehow
didn’t slow down the creativity.
As you can see, we managed to
put out a full-length album within
a year of the debut. We also never
compromised on quality... on the
contrary; there were many rerecordings and changes, both on
what I was writing and the final
recordings. It was tough, but we
learned a lot and I’m super happy
with the results.
You also have Henning
Basse (Metalium, Firewind)
doing backing vocals on most
tracks, plus a duet on ‘Live
Forever’. How did you guys
end up working together, and
what do you feel Henning adds
to the album?
We talked about having different
singers joining for a few duets on
this album. Covid stopped some of
the candidates, but Henning was
available and we were very excited
to add a bit of a choir feel to spice
up the choruses which turned out
great. He adds a subtle depth to
the songs and a very cool lead duet
as the closing epic. Henning is also
a cool cat and we had some funny
phone calls while planning the
recordings... the dude is awesome!

through the amazing German
countryside surrounded by rich
fields as I was writing the lyrics.
There’s great beauty on this planet
in a myriad of shapes, colours,
feels... you name it. So the song is
a tribute to just that, and imagine
how deep the ocean is, so much we
can’t even see. It was hard to cram
that into a few lines but the chorus
always gives me goosebumps so
I think we nailed it, at least in my
opinion. The video was inspired by
another video we saw that had a
similar concept of fans holding up
the lyrics, and since there are fans
around the world, we felt we could
gather footage of different people
in different, beautiful places. That
would help to not only show cool
areas, but also people’s connection
to their loved ones and the
support for the band. A great unity
I’m proud to have seen grow and
I thank everyone who joined the
video.

How would you say ‘A
Journey Into The Unknown’
progresses from your debut?
It’s better and more refined
teamwork which leads to more
complex song writing. We’re still
testing the waters and learning
throughout but we had a clearer
vision, including everyone with
their own ideas here and there.
The end production also sounds
bigger as we had Jacob Hansen
handling the final levers. We still
enjoy the debut but it was great to
see another side to what Mentalist
can sound like. Like I always say,
“This is only the beginning” and I’m
filled with wonder to see and hear
‘An Ocean So Deep’ has a what the future of Mentalist will
very interesting promo video. become. It’s an unknown journey...
First, tell us of the meaning [Laughs]
behind the song, and then
whose idea was it for the
The album once again
video? Are those fans holding features awesome artwork
up the lyrics?
from Andreas Marschall (Blind
‘...Ocean...’ is a very meaningful Guardian, Running Wild); is
song to me. I remember walking there a continuing story for
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the Mentalist? What is the
album cover and title trying to
tell us?
The story always continues from
where it left off... life cannot move
in other ways. This album also
demonstrates that in its artwork.
We wanted to scatter hints of each
song in the cover, and Andreas did
that beautifully. But of course, most
present is the Mentalist riding into
the unknown. Where will he end
up? Maybe the next album will tell...
hmmm.
As you say, the mix and
mastering has been handled
by Jacob Hansen. What do
you think he brings to the
Mentalist sound?
His production glued our sound
together. I was blown away with
the first mix and almost didn’t want
to comment for fear of ‘disturbing
the power balance’. [Laughs]
Listening back after the initial shock
I was pleased but then we worked
out the little details and found the
final force. Honestly, I am never fully
satisfied with my own work – the
never ending drive I guess – but
this came mighty close, if not even
crossing the finish line. Well done
Jacob... wow!
With the Covid situation
seemingly coming to an end,
what does the future have in
store for Mentalist? Will you
be doing live gigs, and if so, will
you be bringing in different
musicians?
Yes there’ll definitely be gigs
in the future and I’m hoping to
join the stage with other amazing
musicians as well; they are most
welcome! But first things first; we
need to ride this Covid wave the
best we can and then get back out
there in a safe, balanced way. There
are great times ahead but most
importantly, within this moment!
Let life be a lesson of who you are
and what you really want!
9

lead singer voice, Myles Kennedy – great guitar
player, great singer. In the format of Bluesy stuff,
I don’t try to fake an American accent but the
songs were easy for me to sing because I really
got into the recording format. I would have loved
to have done it live but you can’t play rhythm
guitar in the middle of the room… it would have
caused problems for the recording engineer. So
we got it as close to live as we could; if there are
two guitars, one of them is live. I did go back to
patch a few things; some of the Albert King stuff
is quite difficult because he very much played
question and answer. B.B. King was also like
that as he didn’t play any chords; Freddie King
was sheer enthusiasm and happiness.
How did you choose the songs for the
album from the massive back catalogue of
this trio of legends?
It was harder leaving ones out. I tried not
to go for the obvious songs, but ‘Key To The
Highway’ is a classic. I tried to do it in a slightly
different way; I used more or less the Freddie
King version. We recorded maybe three or four
extra songs which are left in the can… there’s
nothing wrong with them but we were thinking
about vinyl, twenty minutes a side, nice and
loud. Finding the publishers was the hardest bit
and who wrote the songs. For instance, I always
presumed ‘Don’t You Lie To Me’ was an Albert
King song, but it turned out to be originally by
Tampa Red.

B ER NIE MARSDEN
Interview by Rob McKenzie
Picture by Fabio Gianarda
Bernie Marsden doesn’t need too much introduction, but it is
important to emphasise that his time in Whitesnake was only a
small fraction of his career. The list of bands he has played with is
immense and includes the legendary Paice Ashton Lord and Cozy
Powell’s Hammer, plus he has chalked up collaborations with the
likes of Joe Bonamassa, Jack Bruce and Ginger Baker. With these
impeccable credentials and his ever-growing reputation as a world
class Blues guitarist, Bernie releases ‘Kings’, an album that contains
his interpretations of classic songs from B.B., Freddie and Albert
King. Fireworks spent a very pleasant evening with Bernie at his
Buckinghamshire home to talk about the album, as well as picking
up some fantastic stories of life in the top bracket of Rock and Blues.
The guitar work on the new album is
superb but your voice also sounds amazing
– you sound so young!
10

Thank you, I am still a guitar player who
sings. Singing guitarists to me are people like
Bryan Adams; Adrian Smith has a fantastic
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Did you use exactly the same guitar specs
as used on the originals?
I used my guitars; I didn’t try to replicate
the songs. For instance ‘Help Me Through The
Day’ was [previously] recorded by Whitesnake
on ‘Love Hunter’, I liked the atmosphere and
the vibe. Getting the right guys was crucial;
John Gordon (bass) recommended Jim Russell
(drums) and Bob Haddrell (keyboards). Even
though we rehearsed, it was a joy; in fact the
recording engineer [Stuart Jones at Woodworm
Studios] actually recorded the rehearsals. He
said it sounded so great – a couple of the songs
were one or two takes. The album was recorded
at the end of 2019, so the timing gave me a
chance to replace vocals that I knew I was going
to have to. I took the whole thing to another
studio [Jamie Masters at Echo Studios did the
mixing]. I was with him fifty percent of the
time; I told him what I wanted but I also wanted
someone else’s input on it. He did a really good
job and got it remastered by Conquest Records.
Your album is released by a new label,
Conquest Records, which plans to cover
different music genres dictated by what they
like. That sounds refreshing!
I am very proud to have ‘Kings’ as 001 on
the Conquest label; their commitment is good
because they are fans of the music. They have
really come up trumps with the cover; the vinyl
will look and sound great. The next album will
be ‘Chess’ [songs from the classic Chicagobased Chess Records], followed by a live album
from two years ago called ‘Stage’. All titles are
five letters! The following album will cover
twelve of my heroes from the Rock world; I’ve
done Johnny Winter, Cream, Rory Gallagher,
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Walter Trout, Mountain… they’re all in the can
and all done because of last year. That’s with
Jimmy Copley on drums who plays great…
sadly we lost him a few years ago.

us, I just had one song. So I said to wait until the
next album when we can get together. I also like
working with him because his band is fantastic
(all Nashville cats!).

It is interesting that you had the idea of
doing this ‘Kings’ album for a year or so
before. Is it true that Billy Gibbons (ZZ Top)
galvanized you into action when you played
with him as part of the Supersonic Blues
Machine?
The Billy Gibbons thing was when he looked
at me before the gig [in 2018] and said, “This is
fantastic, wouldn’t it be great if we could make
albums of all the stuff we grew up with?” When
I was on stage that night, I thought “Why not?”
– I already had it in my head. So on the way
back home, I phoned John Gordon and we were
in the studio a few months after.

You are a legendary Bluesman who
inspires many people’s playing; the same
must be true of the Kings for you in terms of
their success and contribution to the Blues.
All have sadly passed away now; can you
take us through your connections with them
during your career?
B.B. King and I were pretty close. I met him
in 1978 (at the Odeon in Birmingham) and he
was very charming; the next day we went to the
Hammersmith Oden and I spent two nights on
the road with him. I saw him next on the B.B.
King/Gary Moore tour when I was hanging out
with both of them. B.B. said “You’ve known
Gary a long time? He is a hell of a player…
you’re not so bad yourself Bernard!” We stayed
in touch right up until the end. I am a bloke from
Buckinghamshire playing American Blues;
I can play and I do what I do. When I was a
younger man B.B. was really nice to me when
he said, “Of course white men can sing the
Blues, but do they feel the Blues? Only a few
can…” – and he put me in that category!
I first saw Freddie King in 1969 in London
and then I saw him on every trip he made to
Europe. I found out that he made an album in
Chipping Norton near here [about 30 minutes
away] and it was frustrating that I could have
hung out with him! I did meet him later on
and talked briefly when I went to see Chicken
Shack at the California Ballroom in Dunstable.
There was a man fixing a transit van and I asked
him when the doors were opening… he turned
around and it was Freddie! He had a reputation
for fixing things. I saw him many, many times
after that.
I saw Albert just the once at the London
Astoria; I was watching with Robert Plant.
Albert was in a terrible mood and sacked the
drummer after three numbers – he got the hump
with him and said “If you don’t play better
in the next song, I’m playing drums” and he
shooed him off the stage. He came back though,
who’s going to play the guitar? The band were
grinning; you could see it had happened before.
He was really good; everyone thought Albert
King was playing on David Bowie’s ‘Let’s
Dance’ album but it was Stevie Ray Vaughan.

You are known as a guitar collector and
connoisseur, but the Kings were also known
for their guitars… BB King’s “Lucille” for
example and Albert King played a Flying V
Gibson left handed.
For the guitar police; anyone who is lefthanded (like Albert King) will know this…
especially if they play like him, Otis Rush or
Eric Gales. He played the guitar upside down
with right handed strings – so you are pulling
the thin strings from the top and getting a
different sound. The great Jeff Healey, who I
got to know and played with, used to play the
guitar like a piano and then stand up to play
[conventionally]. I was playing with him at
Nottingham and I asked him, “How did you
learn to play like that with no sight?” He said,
“How did you learn to play, bro?” I thought
“Point taken”; he didn’t think about it, he just
played and then realised he could play the other
way! There’s a legend that says Jimi Hendrix
could play left-handed and right-handed. I
never saw it, but it may have been Peter Green
who said he played his guitar at the Speakeasy
and all he did was just flip it and play!
‘Lucille’ came about from a fire in the 1950s;
it was going to get burnt and B.B. went back in
to get it; he found out afterwards that the fight
that started the fire in the juke joint (a nightclub
in Twist, Arkansas) was over a woman called
Lucille.
You wrote and played on Joe Bonamassa’s
‘Royal Tea’, which had fantastic reviews.
Do you see him as the heir apparent to Eric
Clapton?
I see him as ‘Joe Bonamassa’ – he’s out
there, he’s forty-odd years old, he’s a great
guitar player, a really good bloke. He flicks his
hair back and puts his dark glasses on to go on
stage, and when he’s on stage, that’s the Joe the
world knows. We get on really well, he has a
lot of respect for me and my past and he loves
the way British people play the Blues. Joe first
played with B.B. King when he was 10 years
old – he was on national TV when he was 13.
It’s been so hard in the pandemic; Joe called
me to start on the follow-up to ‘Royal Tea’.
He asked what I wanted to do – I sent him a
couple of things from my phone, but without
that [proximity and] rapport between the two of
FIREWORKS

Your devotion to the roots of the
Blues resulted in a friendship with David
“Honeyboy” Edwards who was close friends
with and played with Robert Johnson
himself. Reading up about “Honeyboy”, he
was born in 1915 in Mississippi and he’s as
authentic as you can get as a Delta Blues
guitarist.
“Honeyboy” Edwards was fascinating;
he was only 83 when I met him and he lived
until he was 96. It was not until late in life
that he became more well-known as the man
that played with Robert Johnson. “Honeyboy”
said, “The biggest thing I can say about Robert
Johnson is that he liked women and whiskey.
He had a tragic life; he died in 1938 and was
effectively murdered at a gig by a jealous
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boyfriend. He was a given a bottle of whiskey
that he was warned not to drink – he was 27.”
Whitesnake obviously had a massive
Blues vibe when you were in the band, most
famously perhaps with ‘Ain’t No Love In
The Heart Of The City’?
When I met Bobby Bland, he said to me,
“You from Whitesnake?” His son used to play
drums and knew about us. Bobby was about six
foot four; he said, “You recorded ‘Ain’t No Love
In The Heart of The City’... man, you made a
shit load more money for that song than I ever
did.” I told him not really, because Whitesnake
didn’t write it, it was two Americans who wrote
it! So many people had told him that we had
done his song that he assumed we had written
it! It’s a great song… it came from me taking
the Bobby Bland album to the studio. I forgot
the words for the second middle eight and that’s
the reason why half the world sings it wrong!
You sang on a few Whitesnake songs but
out of all those on ‘Love Hunter’ you sang
‘Outlaw’ which was a very upbeat David
Coverdale type of song.
‘Outlaw’ was the only song I think that was
credited to me, Jon Lord and David Coverdale.
I got Jon involved when I was writing it; he was
saying “No, it was nothing to do with me.” I
said “Jon, take a credit”… he was such a big
character!
There was a song, ‘You ‘N’ Me’, that
appeared on my solo album, which he [David
Coverdale] and I wrote; he wanted me to sing
it. I said “No” because it was a Rock song. I
basically bailed out and sang ‘Free Flight’ on
the first album and on the second album he
said I should sing ‘Outlaw’; he always sang
the backing vocals. When we got to ‘Ready an’
Willing’ I was the one who backed out; I said
“No, you are the singer.” Whitesnake in the
early days (right to when I finished with them)
was very much a band – I know the main writers
were me and him but there was always a group
song – at least the guys get publishing money.
Not necessarily a Blues device but your
use of a voice box was very distinctive and
memorable with Whitesnake.
The voice box is me on ‘Day Tripper’ and
‘Hit And Run’. Live it was good; it is hard…
it does your teeth in if you don’t do it right!
The speaker comes out of the tube – you have
to be good for it to sound right. If you listen
carefully on ‘Day Tripper’ you hear me say
“Albert Tatlock is the devil” because B’s and
A’s work quite well. Stevie Wonder did it all on
‘Superstition’. Jeff Beck did it first on his ‘Blow
By Blow’ album with The Beatles’ ‘She’s A
Woman’.
Finally, all but two tracks on the ‘Kings’
album are vocal based songs made famous
by the Kings. What was the rationale behind
adding your own instrumentals ‘Runaway’
and ‘Uptown Train’?
I didn’t want to chuck in original stuff, but
I did have a couple of instrumental tracks that
I added in as a little homage. It’s hard to write
Blues music; it’s all been done!
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After four years Heaven
& Earth are back with a new
album, but only you and
Lynn are left from the last
one. That’s a big upheaval for
anyone; was Covid a factor
or had you decided that new
blood was needed in the
ranks?
SS: The problem with a band
like this is that all the guys we’ve
played with in the past are well
established musicians, and if the
band they’re in isn’t touring or
working on new material, they
have to move on to other things,
which is totally understandable.
Actually, we’d started to plan a full
tour in support of the last album
but then the pandemic hit and
that was that. The new band has
Simon Wright on drums, who’s an
old friend I’ve worked with before;
George Barabas, our keyboard
player, was a huge fan of Heaven &
Earth and on his Instagram page he
posted a video of himself covering
‘Dreams And Desires’, so he was
a natural choice. Then we have a
new singer called Gianluca Petralia.
Talking of Gianluca, his
predecessor Joe Retta had
such a powerful voice, so
when he left it seemed that
you’d have a hard time finding
a
suitable
replacement.
Fortunately Gianluca fits the
bill perfectly – where did this
young man come from and
how did you find him, because
he certainly fits in well on the
new album?
SS: A friend of ours got in touch
and said, “Guys, you should check
this singer out, he’s on YouTube
and I think he’s just what you’re
looking for.” So Lynn and I watched
his videos and we thought that he
would be the perfect fit for us,
and he is. One of the good things
though is that Lynn is a lead singer
too and I always wanted two singers
so they could trade off vocal parts
and help out in the bridge. Joe,
who is also a great singer, always
wanted to do everything himself
which I always felt wasn’t right for
us. Now though the two of them
can trade harmonies all the time.
LS: Gianluca has a different
vocal sound and style from our
other singers. It helps that he has
this raw feel to his voice because
it was just what we were looking
for with this album, someone
who could give us that raw,
powerful feel.

explain how the song came
about?
LS: That track was written
especially for the album.
SS: The song is about a really
good friend of mine, Taran Butler,
who is one of the best marksmen
in the world. He has a private
shooting range and the first time
I went there he was shooting
targets twenty yards away without
looking at them, just drawing the
gun from his hip in a couple of
seconds. So hence the title…

Interview by Ian Johnson
Heaven & Earth are back with a Classic Rock
fan’s dream album called ‘V’. Fireworks talked
to guitarist Stuart Smith at his home in America
and bassist Lynn Sorensen at a noisy airport to get
the lowdown on the new CD, why Rock music is
all about attitude, the trials of recording during a
pandemic and much more besides.

with, it seems, everyone
chipping in. With new
members coming in was it
hard for this to continue that
way or did the song writing
process go smoothly?
LS: Well, this time it was me,
Stuart and Simon in a living room all
writing together. We had a couple
of songs left over from the last
album that we worked on as well,
but with Gianluca living in Italy and
the horrible time they were having
with the pandemic over there, we
couldn’t get him over to write with
us which caused a few problems.
Personally, when I’m writing I love
to work with the singer because it’s
an intimate thing, singing... you have
to understand the vocalist and how
he phrases things or how emotive
his voice is. The keyboards were a
little easier because George, who
was in Hungary, would send over
four or five takes of his keyboards. I
would sit down, listen to what he’d
done and choose whichever take I
thought would suit the song best.
The song writing on the
SS: I agree. Lynn and I always
albums is always a band effort like to get the input of everyone
12
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who’s involved in the band because
it stops everything becoming stale.
This time, most of the writing
was done at my house with the
three of us working on the songs.
We’d hook up our gear to Lynn’s
Pro-Tools, record the music with
Simon playing an electronic kit
and then we’d add the bass and
my guitar parts. Then after the
writing sessions, Simon went into
a proper studio and re-recorded all
the drum parts on a proper drum
kit, which took a couple of days.
LS: Recording had to change
a lot during this pandemic, but
I’ve always felt it’s best to have
everyone together when making
an album because Rock is all
about attitude and you have to be
together for that attitude to rub
off on each other. I hope things get
back to that sooner rather than
later.

‘Little Black Dress’ is
another song that jumps out
at you, with Gianluca really
delivering.
SS: Yes, Gianluca does a fine job
on that song. That one’s about an
old girlfriend of mine who I’d buy
stuff from Victoria Secrets for.
[Laughs] They kept sending email
adverts for their stuff even after
I’d stopped buying from them, and
one of these emails was an advert
that said “Every woman needs a
little black dress”, and I thought
what a great title for a song. So
Lynn and I were writing for this
new album when we got the deal
with Frontiers, and at the time we
didn’t have a singer. So we both
were thinking of going down the
guest route again, and we thought
that ‘Little Black Dress’ would be
perfect for Steven Tyler, but then
we found Gianluca and he does a
really great job.
On ‘Ship Of Fools’ your
guitar work, in places, is very
complimentary towards your
mentor Ritchie Blackmore.
Do you let him hear your
albums before you release
them?
SS: As soon as I get a physical
copy of an album I’ll send it to
Ritchie and he‘ll let me know
what he thinks. It’s interesting you
mention that song because it was
actually originally a demo of one
that I did for the very first album
I made back when I was 19 years
old. It never made it onto an album
until now, but I played it to Lynn
and he said, “Yeah that’s great. Let’s
do it for the new record.”
LS: When Stuart played it to me
I immediately thought that it had
the feel of a song from one of our
earlier albums, it sounded so good
that we knew it had to go on the
new record.

‘One In A Million Men’ is
a real rocker but with loads
I understand there were
of melody running through some problems making the
it; live it’s definitely going to video for ‘Drive’?
be a show stopper. Can you
LS: It was done in fragments
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with all of us filming our bits
separately and then putting it
together later on, the nature of
the beast during the pandemic.
SS: That video was a nightmare
for me. I’m a reserve policeman
here in the States and I’d broken
my foot chasing a bad guy over a
wall, and about a month before
the video shoot I’d had surgery
on my heel to insert two metal
pins. So I was hobbling around on
crutches wearing a special padded
shoe, but come the day of the
video shoot I’m in pain, hardly
able to stand and trying to look
like I’m a rocker having a great
time. [Laughs] If you look closely
my face has pain written all over
it. Gianluca’s part was the hardest
because we said to him, “You have
to film your bit while standing in
the middle of a road so it fits in
with the video.” At that time it
was illegal to go anywhere in Italy,
with a big fine or jail if you were
caught. So off Gianluca goes with
two friends as lookouts, one half a
mile one way the other half a mile
the other, looking for police cars!

about that. Rock music is a frame
of mind, and whilst Rock might
ebb and flow over the years, it’s
the human feeling you get when
listening to the music, the being
a part of something. I also think
Rock bands on the whole are all
about the music, whereas a lot of
modern artists have their fingers
in a lot of pies. Rock has lasted
because artists have dedicated
themselves to the music and
haven’t tried to be something
they’re not.
SS: Also, I think that a lot of kids
have grown up with parents who
love Rock music. They’ve listened
to their Mum’s and Dad’s record
collections and they’ve heard all
this great music. They then hear
and see all these younger bands
that just don’t cut it and they want
to listen to somebody who plays
like Pink Floyd or Led Zeppelin
or Rainbow. So the attraction I
think is partly due to their parents
influence, but also because Rock
has stood the test of time and the
music sounds just as good now as
it always did.

The production is strong
and rich on this album –
are you happy with how it
turned out?
LS: I wanted it to have that
strong sound but also to have a
rawer feel to it, to have that ‘hit
the record button and just play
the song’ feel. The kind of sound
you get when you play a song for
the first time together, because
when you do that it’s always got
more attitude, which is what Rock
music is all about. I think if you
over analyse a track or question
every note, you can spoil the
song. The best track you record
isn’t always necessarily the most
perfect take.
SS: Oh I agree
LS: My job as producer is to
get everything down initially, then
decide which one is the best vocal
take, the best guitar take, the best
whatever, and then use that for
the album. Sometimes the most
perfect solo or vocal isn’t used
because the attitude just isn’t
right, but I hope everyone likes
what we’ve done on the album
because we always try to make
the best music we can.

Musicians have really been
through the mill with this
pandemic, a lot of income has
been lost because they’ve not
been able to play live which
must have been especially
hard. What are the prospects
of Heaven & Earth touring
because there are still a lot
of restrictions with travel and
venue capacity?
SS: To be honest, I don’t think
it will be viable for us to tour
this year. It has to make sense
financially for us to play a gig.
We’d have to play festivals over
a weekend then venue shows
during the week. Then we’d have
to fly our singer in from Italy, our
keyboard player from Hungary,
and the rest of us from around
the States, so that all adds to the
cost. You’d also have to book a
rehearsal space so we could all
meet up beforehand and work
things out between us, which all
costs, and after the financial losses
caused by the pandemic you
have to be careful. We need the
festivals back as soon as possible,
but I don’t see that happening until
next year.
LS: We’d love to play live again,
but like Stuart said, it has to make
sense financially. Maybe when the
Frontiers Festival is back on we
could come over for that and
play some extra dates in Europe,
but it’s a wait and see thing at the
moment.

Why do you think Classic
Rock music is still so popular
today when its heyday was
back in the seventies?
LS: I think the simple answer
is the attitude, because you can’t
kill an attitude and Rock’s all
FIREWORKS
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Aunt Vera on a night out at the bingo didn’t deter Ama Chan one
iota, as he solo’s like his life depended on it. It’s worth every penny
of a fiver.

Rob Evans delves into the world of rare AOR vinyl....
Welcome to The Vinyl Countdown, a haven for
all you crate diggers out there, the ones for who
Discogs, Ebay and Musicstack are their virtual best
friends. I’m like a vinyl detective, leaving no box
unturned and finding you the Melodic Rock gems
your collection has been crying out for.
Looking like they’ve raided the
wardrobes of bands like Esprit or Moritz,
ESPs two-tracker, ‘Tell Me’ from 1985, is
a Pop infused soft rocker. It was recorded
at Granny’s Studio, London which would
explain where they got some of their
wonderful blouses. If Spandau Ballet had
turned into an AOR band they’d sound
like this, only one would suppose they’d
be in marginally better outfits. It’s relatively cheap, as you’d expect.
When Chris Norman quit the chart band Smokie he developed
quite a lucrative solo career in the mid80s, especially in Germany. One of his
finest moments would have to be ‘Sarah
(You Take My Breath Away)’, a slowburning, keyboard parping AOR song
of some magnitude. It would sit nicely
next to your 2am and early 80s Uriah
Heep albums, with its B-side an equally
splendid affair. It should cost you next to
nothing and it’s recently been covered by Axel Rudi Pell, but we
won’t hold that against him.
In the 80s, the Pop/Rock culture of the New Romantic movement
clashed head-on with the sounds of some
AOR bands, as is witnessed on The
Force’s single, ‘Tomorrow May Never
Come’. A sprightly romp through the
worlds of The Police, Bite The Bullet and
Duran Duran, it’s taken from their major
label debut on WEA and is amazingly
cheap, so snap one up.
If ever there was a bunch of perennial Glam Rock losers then
it would have to be Gin Sling. These
Tyneside teasers were led by the
indefatigable Marc Ama Chan, a man that
didn’t know when to call it a day. The
butt of many a Kerrang! quip, Gin Sling
actually managed to release a half decent
single in the shape of ‘Love Crazy’. The
fact that their singer looked like your
14
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The most pure AOR sounding song to grace the column this
month comes from Scotland’s Walk
On Fire, a band that knew their way
around a good tune. Their debut album
yielded three singles, all worth picking
up, but for me it’s ‘Crime Of Loving You’
that should have seen them storming the
charts. Instead they were probably big in
Balmoral, and for a vocalist of Alan King’s
calibre, that just wasn’t good enough.
This glides along, with all the prerequisites that go into making an
80s AOR single so essential. At only a quid, this is a steal.
Having released two singles in 1988 and 1990, it would appear
that Nottingham’s Geneva were a
bunch of serial over achievers. On their
debut seven inch, ‘Lady’, they go for the
brooding big ballad and fail dismally, whilst
it’s B-side, ‘Out Of The Fire’, is a hamfisted attempt at rocking things up a little.
It would seem that the good people of
Nottingham know what they are dealing
with as I picked this up for a quid in that
fair city, whilst elsewhere it’s gone for big money.
Having traded under the name of Empyre for several years, a
change to Monterrez didn’t see them fare
any better. Initial copies of their ‘Worlds
Apart’ single from 1986 came as a picture
disc under the name of Empyre, whilst
later versions had Monterrez glued over
their old name. They desperately wanted
to be in the same league as the likes of
Heavy Pettin’ and Excalibur, but fell short,
although only by a whisker as in the right
hands they could have been contenders. This can go for big money,
especially with the picture cover.
On their solitary single from 1986 it seems that Virtual Earth
would dearly love to be IQ or even
Twelfth Night. It’s a shame they never got
to make a full album as both ‘Mariner’s
Dream’ and ‘The Keeper’ are superb
slices of quirky Prog that is both inventive
and accessible. On ‘The Keeper’ they
come across as a quasi AOR band, whilst
‘Mariner’s Dream’ pushes them towards
IQ at their most adventurous. It is quite
rare and very little is known about them, but when it does show it’s
usually around the twenty pound mark.

Check us out on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/thevinylcountdownAOR
and post your finds and recommendations.
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A lot of bands refer to a
difficult second album. Mr. Big
did it the other way around,
you made a good first record
and then everything went up a
level for the second one. Why
was that?
I think there were a couple of
factors. A lot of bands play, work
and write for years and years, then
get a record deal, so they were
working on that first album for
ages. The record then comes out,
they tour and six months later they
have to produce another one, so
that’s part of the “sophomore jinx”,
as it’s referred to sometimes. With
Mr. Big it was a little different
because all of us had a lot of
experience performing in all kinds
of ways before we started. The first
record, unfortunately, came out in
a really crowded field. There were
a zillion bands that launched on a
very similar premise – a guy from
this band got together with a guy
from that band and they brought
in another guy from another band
and made a record. It was difficult
to get any attention or traction
for that first record. We went out
anyway and didn’t worry about
whether that first record had done
well or not. It did okay... good,
but not great. But we went out on
the road and we toured and toured
and toured. It was like a reverse
process, we were out on the road
for about a solid year from that
first record, so we had grown
as players, as writers and our
connections had grown between
each other as musicians. We didn’t
really know each other that well
on the first record. So I think all
those live shows and performing
under every imaginable condition
was a good thing. When it came
to returning to the studio we had a
fresh perspective on things.
The album opens with
‘Daddy, Brother, Lover, Little
Boy’ which features you and Paul
Gilbert playing a harmonised
solo with Makita drills. Where
did that idea come from?
Well, it was a joke initially!
Someone made a comment that
Paul played so fast, the only way
he could play faster is if you put
picks on the end of a drill and
pulled the trigger. As it turns out,
that’s not true – he’s still faster.
[Laughs] It’s funny, we don’t
always have the drills live so I have
to play the solo with my fingers –
the drill is surprisingly inadequate
to play guitar or bass! Anyway, we
were going in to do the song and
Paul thought about doing the drill
16

MR. BIG
Interview by James Gaden

H

ailed as one of the top 50 Greatest
Hair Metal albums ever made by
Rolling Stone, Mr. Big’s ‘Lean into It’
remains highly thought of, brimming with
great songs, superb musicianship, exquisite
vocals and the smash hit single ‘To Be With
You’. In celebration of its 30th anniversary,
it has been reissued with a new surround
sound mix, a fresh remaster and a wealth
of bonuses. Fireworks called up bassist Billy
Sheehan to revisit a classic.

thing for the solo on the record
for a joke. I can’t remember who
suggested it but someone said,
“Well, Billy should harmonise
with him on the bass, if you’re
going to make it ridiculous, do it
twice as ridiculous!” So we did and
it was just tongue in cheek; a lot of
Mr. Big had a sense of humour to
it, both in our live performance
and our recordings. That’s all it
was and people made a lot out
of it, bands tried to top it doing it
with chainsaws and eggbeaters or
blenders… it was just a joke guys,
everyone relax! And right around
the same time Eddie Van Halen
used an electric screwdriver on
‘Poundcake’. He didn’t play the
guitar with it; he held it next to the
guitar pickup to make a wild noise.
He did that, and that spawned a
huge controversy, people arguing
who did it first, Mr. Big or Van
AUTUMN

Halen; fans took sides and started
calling each other horrible names
– all over a joke! Live it was
hilarious to do, we had a good time
with it and the Makita Company
gave us some great tour support
because we endorsed their drills.
People made such a big deal over
what guitar they had endorsement
deals with and that was an extra
layer of the joke, we endorsed a
drill and Makita was kind enough
to give us all some nice tools. I got
a generator and mitre saw, they
were a wonderful company and we
enjoyed working with them.
‘Lucky This Time’ is one of
the few Mr. Big songs not written
by a member of the group, it was
penned by Jeff Paris. How did he
get involved?
Pat Torpey knew him, he had
played on some of Jeff’s records
ISSUE 96

and he came in and said, “I got a
friend who has some really good
songs.” So we said “Bring him
down” and Jeff came to rehearsal.
I love ‘Lucky This Time’; it’s one
of my favourite Mr. Big songs.
Sometimes you need someone
from outside the band to write
something which removes the
band, offers just something
different. I love Eric’s voice on
that, he killed it and the bass and
guitar are tuned down a step so
it’s heavier. There are some great
harmonies in it, I just love it. Jeff
Paris brought that and he had
another but we never ended up
recording it.
‘Love Makes You Strong’,
which originally was a Japanese
bonus track, appears here; that’s
another great song I’m surprised
never made the record.
There were quite a few songs we
did that never saw the light of day
in America unfortunately. Atlantic
Records did a pretty good job but
I always got the impression, and I
definitely have some evidence…
that they weren’t necessarily
into the band. What really got
Mr. Big the success we had was
our manager, Herbie Herbert.
He was the man who made it all
happen, he got our deals, got our
tours, got our producer Kevin
Elson involved... he was the man.
Atlantic kind of sat on the sidelines knowing Herbie would take
care of it, so why should they do
anything? I think unfortunately we
lost a lot of ground that could have
been easily gained with a bit more
effort from the label. There were
some great people there that were
on our side but the top people,
there was friction there, I don’t
know why. Songs like ‘Promise
Her The Moon’, I constantly get
asked why that wasn’t pushed to
be a hit single. Even ‘Just Take
My Heart’, that was in line to be
another number one, but the label
released it before ‘To Be With You’
had gone away, and radio stations
didn’t want to play it because
they were still playing ‘To Be
With You’. They didn’t want to
be playing two songs by the same
band. It was funny how it worked
back then. So the label kind of
blew it there, I think we could have
had a second number one single
with that.
The ballads were always the
ones pushed as singles, did you
feel it undermined the fact you
were actually a really kick-ass
Rock band?
FIREWORKS

It wasn’t our choice really,
people like what they like and
ballads are generally more
popular as singles if you run the
numbers. Hard Rock is great at
a party but ‘Close To You’ by
The Carpenters will outsell it a
billion to one. [Laughs] You can’t
change how the public is and we
weren’t pandering to anyone by
doing ballads. When I first heard
‘Just Take My Heart’ I fell in love
with it, I thought it was a great
song. ‘To Be With You’ was more
of an afterthought, which is why
it was last on the record. If we
had thought it was going to be
a hit, it would’ve been on first!
[Laughs] The good aspect though
was people who loved
the ballads would
come to the show and
really get off on the
heavy stuff, and I’d
see kids in Metallica
and Slayer shirts with
their fists in the air
when we did ‘To Be
With You’! We created
a peaceful transition
between two groups of
people and we always
had a great audience in
that respect, they were
broadminded and went
for the whole album,
not just one or two
songs.
There are two
bonus tracks on
here, ‘Stop Messing
Around’ and ‘Wild Wild
Women’, which you originally
put out the demos for on the
awesome ‘The Vault’ box set.
Here though, they’ve been
cleaned up and sound like
proper studio tracks. Are there
more unreleased songs like that
which could be polished up to
this standard?
Probably a lot! [Laughs] We
did put out the original demo
which was mastered from a
cassette; I found one that also
had ‘Anything For You’ on. We
have great technology now, you
can take something that wasn’t
treated properly or we didn’t have
the means to make it sound right
back then, and now bring it to life.
I’m really pleased that the people
who put this together did so with
those tracks.
On the back of the success of
‘Lean Into It’ you toured again
and released the ‘Live’ album
and video. You played the bulk
of the album on it but ‘Never Say
FIREWORKS

Never’ didn’t feature. I don’t
recall ever hearing a live version
of that – did you perform it, and
if not, why not?
We did, I remember doing it...
I’m not sure where. But you have
the problem where you have a
ninety minute or a two hour set
and to sing that long is tough on
a voice, because you’ve got a
show tomorrow and you just did
one last night. We’d put as much
in the set as we could but some
things we had to cycle around a
bit because they were particularly
physically demanding to perform.
My hands can put up with a lot
of pain, scars and blood but vocal
cords are delicate little things deep

do with what gets put out and in
what format. For myself, I have
to concentrate on my performing,
singing and bass playing and to
also be involved in the business
of running the band. I don’t have
time for doing that aspect as well,
although I know some people who
do. They can have a handle on that
and I envy them, they’re amazing
and I’m impressed, but I can’t do it.
[Laughs] People often ask me why
we made so many live records… it
began after the first Mr. Big record
came out. We played in Japan and
it was going to be a while before
‘Lean Into It’ would come out. The
Japanese label wanted something
in the meantime because the

“I think unfortunately we lost a lot of
ground that could have been easily gained
with a bit more effort from the label. There
were some great people there that were
on our side but the top people, there was
friction there”
BILLY SHEEHAN
inside you that don’t respond well
to being pushed too hard! So yes,
we did perform it but it was one of
those that was tough to do. I don’t
think there has been a song from
any of the first four records that we
haven’t performed live.
Mr. Big released a lot of
live albums and things like
‘Japandemonium’ and ‘Live At
Budokan’ were edited down to fit
on single CDs. Do you think the
full shows might get a release?
I imagine that is a possibility
but as strange as it may seem,
I personally don’t have a lot to
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fans were so wonderful to us
there and so into the band. So we
were opening for Rush, and the
soundman had a Digital Audio
Tape recorder, just two tracks,
stereo, right and left. He recorded
what came off the board live, so it
wasn’t mixed, mastered, tweaked
in the studio, re-sung, overdubbed
or anything… nothing at all. We
took the tape, sent it to Japan and
it became the first ‘Raw Like
Sushi’ album. So the budget for
that record was $7.95 because that
was how much the DAT tape cost!
[Laughs] We did nothing else to it
and in Korea it sold 350,000 units.
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I don’t know what the number
was in Japan, but it sold like crazy
there too. So it became a tradition,
after a tour, we’d make sure we’d
recorded somewhere and put it
out as a live album. It acted as
an interim release until the next
record, mostly for Japan. It would
get exported, re-licensed and sold
in other areas too. People always
think it’s the band’s idea; we’re
just out there playing, we didn’t
have time to strategise like that! It
was the Japanese label who wanted
it and they did a great job. To give
you an idea of demand, I remember
one time we did three nights at the
Budokan, sold out. After the third
night, I had a day off and there was
a bootleg store. I went in
and they had a bootleg
of the show from the
night before, on CD,
with artwork, shrinkwrapped. [Laughs] I
didn’t get mad that it’s
not an official release;
I’m cool with a bootleg
and they used to always
give me bootlegs of our
stuff for free. So I’ve
got a great archive of all
kinds of shows.
Finally Billy, I
interviewed Pat when
‘Defying
Gravity’
came out and he said
about how tight the
deadline was and
that you had to rush
to make the album.
I know Eric wasn’t that
happy with it. Is that the last
album? What is the future of
Mr. Big now?
Honestly, we really don’t
know. A lot of bands have been
very successful in replacing a
member who left or had passed
away, but we brought in Matt Starr
to play drums when Pat was still
alive, because Pat couldn’t play a
full kit with his illness. And after
Pat unfortunately passed away,
we had gigs booked that we had
to honour, so we did those with
Matt, who is a wonderful guy,
wonderful drummer and a good
singer. But it’s not the same... we
don’t have the same dynamic, it
feels a little funny. I’d love to go
out and play again, every day I
get emails and messages from
Mr. Big fans around the world.
We have such love and gratitude
for them all; I’d love to play for
them again in any capacity. I hope
some situation will work its way
out but as of right now, there are
no plans.
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THE ENTHUSIAST’S GUIDE:
MR. BIG

Shrugging off their initial “supergroup” tag, Mr. Big became an enduring band whose consistently excellent
material is rivalled only by their prolific live work. James Gaden guides you through their catalogue.
Formed in 1988, Mr. Big was the
amalgamation of former Talas and David
Lee Roth bassist Billy Sheehan, ex-Racer X
guitarist Paul Gilbert, vocalist Eric Martin
and drummer Pat Torpey. Martin had already
issued three records as an artist and Torpey
had backed a number of noteworthy artists
such as Belinda Carlisle, Roger Daltrey and
Jeff Paris.
The group’s self-titled debut album landed
in 1989, showing the band to have not only
superb musicianship but a strong sense of
melody, all topped with harmony vocals.
While the first album was a strong
statement, their follow up ‘Lean Into It’
powered them into platinum selling status in
America and Canada, thanks in no small part
to three hit singles. The most notable however
was ‘To Be With You’, which hit number one
in eleven different countries.
When the polished third album ‘Bump
Ahead’ came along, the group notched up
another hit with a cover of the Cat Stevens tune
‘Wild World’. By the time ‘Hey Man’ came
along, the band’s sound had mellowed with
incredible craft going into the material, but
Hard Rock was in short supply. After the tour
to promote it, Gilbert decided to quit the band.
Mr. Big went on a brief hiatus before
moving forward with new guitarist Richie
Kotzen, whose guitar playing was without
question. He also possessed a superb singing
voice which not only kept the harmonies
intact, but also allowed him to chip in with
some lead vocals too. ‘Get Over It’ was
Kotzen’s first chance to put his mark down
and he helped write over half of the material.

When the follow up ‘Actual Size’ came
in 2001, things were getting a little fractious.
Even though the material on the record was
excellent, a look at the writers showed the
unity on the previous record had gone out

of the window. Martin contributed his songs
with his frequent writing partner Andre Pessis,
Torpey penned music with his mates Lanny
Cordola and Chuck Wright from House Of
Lords, Kozten wrote with producer Richie

SCORCHING
‘Lean Into It’
(Atlantic) 1991

‘Bump Ahead’
(Atlantic) 1993

Mr. Big hit it out of
the park with their
second album. It had
blistering Hard Rock
like the phenomenal
opener ‘Daddy, Brother, Lover, Little Boy
(The Electric Drill Song)’ where Gilbert
and Sheehan played in harmony with Makita
drills. Writers of the calibre of Jeff Paris and
Jim Vallance also contributed to the all killer,
no filler release. The Pop-Rock brilliance of
‘Green Tinted Sixties Mind’ sat by rock solid
cuts like ‘Voodoo Kiss’, ‘Alive And Kickin’’
and ‘A Little Too Loose’ and the group also
showed a knack for ballads, with both ‘Just
Take My Heart’ and ‘To Be With You’ being
hit singles, the latter of which hit number
one in multiple countries. If you start a Mr.
Big journey anywhere, it should be here.
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‘Hey Man’
(Atlantic) 1996

The band’s third
effort attempted to
replicate the formula
of its platinum selling
predecessor and while
it didn’t quite manage it, it’s far from
being a dud. ‘Colorado Bulldog’ continued
the tradition of the group flying out of
the traps to start, while ‘Price You Gotta
Pay’ became a permanent fixture in the
set-list. The cover of Cat Stevens’ ‘Wild
World’ was a successful, if somewhat
transparent label attempt to latch on to
the success of ‘To Be With You’, with
Mr. Big’s own ballads ‘Ain’t Seen Love
Like That’ and ‘Promise Her The Moon’
arguably better. The powerhouse cover
of Free’s ‘Mr. Big’ though is an inspired
inclusion to close the record.
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While ‘Trapped in
Toyland’ shows Mr.
Big could still put
their heads down and
rock out, ‘Hey Man’
boasts a few more flavours as the band
really showed their songwriting chops off
here. ‘Take Cover’ is a standout, while
‘Jane Doe’ sees Sheehan get down and
funky on the bass. ‘Goin’ Where The
Wind Blows’, ‘If That’s What It Takes’
and ‘Dancin’ Right Into The Flame’ show
the band’s softer side, while ‘Out Of
The Underground’ is heavier than you’d
expect. ‘Fool Us Today’ brings things
together in fine style. Not as immediate
or rocky as their earlier records, but you
could make a case for it having the most
stylish compositions.
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SIZZLING
‘Mr. Big’
(Atlantic) 1989

‘What If...’
(Frontiers) 2011

‘Get Over It’
(Atlantic) 2000

If you’re going to
make a statement of
intent, then starting
your debut album with
‘Addicted To That
Rush’ is definitely going to grab a listener’s
attention. The thumping ‘Wind Me Up’,
strutting ‘Merciless’ and glorious ‘Rock &
Roll Over’ work beautifully, while the band
proved there was more to them than just
classy vocals and flashy fretwork with the
ballads ‘Anything For You’ and ‘Big Love’.
When so many 80s singers were shrieking
like Tarzan, Eric Martin’s smoky, soul
infused rasp is divine and he sounds right
at home on the cover of Humble Pie’s ‘30
Days In The Hole’. While it was a blueprint
for greater things, Mr. Big’s first album still
has a lot to offer.

When bands split
up and then later
reconvene, the
question is “Have they
still got it?” Once you
hear the rumbling bass of ‘Undertow’ and
Martin’s distinctive voice, the answer is a
resounding “Yes”. ‘American Beauty’ shows
they can still deliver the frantic rockers, and
‘Around The World’ proves it was no fluke.
Everything here is good, whether it’s the
signature ballad ‘All The Way Up’ or the
anthemic ‘I Get The Feeling’. Kevin Shirley’s
production is muddier and bass heavy
compared to the more polished Kevin
Elson produced earlier records, but Shirley
recognised Mr. Big are a live band first and
foremost and just wanted them playing
naturally. It worked a treat.

Losing a musician of
Paul Gilbert’s calibre
would normally
cripple any other
band, but not Mr. Big
who brought in ex-Poison six-stringer
Richie Kotzen. He could not only
compete with Gilbert as a guitarist, but
was a skilled writer and great singer to
boot. ‘Electrified’ demonstrates Kotzen’s
more earthy guitar tones, but he and
Martin sound great singing together as
‘Static’ testifies. ‘Superfantastic’ is as
super catchy as ‘Hiding Place’ is dark,
while ‘A Rose Alone’ and ‘Dancin’ With
My Devils’ are guaranteed to get feet
tapping. The sound changed, but not for
the worse, with Kotzen offering a new
lease of life for the group.

Zito and Sheehan only weighed in with one
four way co-write. His dissatisfaction with the
way things had turned out was obvious in the
video for the band’s single ‘Shine’. Penned by
Kotzen, Sheehan hardly features in it at all and
when he does, it would be hard to imagine him
looking more disinterested in proceedings.
As a result, Martin and Torpey discussed
firing Sheehan but Kotzen decided to play
peacemaker as playing alongside Sheehan
was a deciding factor in him joining. When
Sheehan learned he was almost ousted from
a band he created, the writing was on the
wall and the group announced their farewell
tour in 2001.
After a Paul Gilbert show at the House Of

Blues in 2008, where the guitarist brought
Sheehan, Torpey and Kotzen up for an encore,
talk of a reunion was sparked due to the
reaction and fun the musicians had. Martin
was contacted and next thing you know the
original line up of Martin, Sheehan, Gilbert
and Torpey announced a reunion in time for
the 20th anniversary of their debut record.
They returned with a ‘Greatest Hits’
package and tour before issuing their first new
album in a decade, the Kevin Shirley produced
‘What If...’ It proved the band still had it and
saw every track written by all four members.
2014’s ‘...The Stories We Could Tell’ saw
Mr. Big battle adversity as Torpey had been
diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease, forcing

him and producer Pat Regan to programme
most of the percussion (in incredibly authentic
fashion). Matt Starr was brought in to help
take the load for the subsequent tour with
Torpey being used sparingly. 2017 saw a
rushed effort, ‘Defying Gravity’, released,
written and recorded in just six days. The tour
would again use Starr as the main drummer
with Torpey more in a guest role and tragically
a year later, he passed away.
As things stand, Martin has mentioned
he would like to do one last Mr. Big album
with guest drummers as a swansong. Time
will tell if that appears, but in the meantime,
they left a pretty impressive collection to be
getting on with.

TOASTY
‘Actual Size’
(Atlantic) 2001
The band’s second
album with Richie
Kotzen saw the bulk of
material being penned
while Sheehan was
touring with Steve Vai. As a result the bassist
contributes little and the other three all
wrote with their own friends rather than with
each other. Nevertheless, ‘Lost In America’,
‘‘Wake Up’ and ‘Arrow’ are all excellent
additions to the catalogue. Kotzen offered the
superb single ‘Shine’ and shared lead vocals
with Martin on the funky ‘Suffocation’, while
Torpey brought in some of his best material.
Not only did he co-write the aforementioned
‘Suffocation’, he added ‘Crawl Over Me’
‘Cheap Little Thrill’ and ‘One World Away’. It
may have been strained behind the scenes but
the music was still first rate.

TEPID
‘...The Stories We
Could Tell’
(Frontiers) 2014

Trying to make an
album when your
drummer has been
diagnosed with
Parkinson’s disease is a challenge for
anybody, but Pat Torpey sat with producer
Pat Regan to programme his parts and
the results are astonishing. ‘Gotta Love
The Ride’ brims with power while the
bouncy ‘I Forget To Breathe’ rocks along
nicely. The relentless ‘The Light Of Day’ is
another gem, while the obligatory ballads
‘The Man Who Has Everything’ and ‘Just
Let Your Heart Decide’ are typically well
crafted. The pulsating ‘The Monster In Me’
is darker than the band’s normal work but
is most effective, while ‘Satisfied’ will leave
the listener feeling exactly that.

‘Defying Gravity’
(Frontiers) 2017
Circumstances were
not great for the
band’s most recent
effort. Only a six day
window to write and
record an album, with guest drummer
Matt Starr helping out as there was
no time to programme Torpey’s parts.
‘Open Your Eyes’, the title track and
‘Everybody Needs A Little Trouble’ are
solid, but ‘Mean To Me’ must rank as one
of the worst cuts the band have ever
recorded. ‘1992’ is a fun look back at how
they found fame, and the slow burner
‘Nothin’ Bad ‘Bout Feeling Good’ works
well. Sadly, the rushed material, lack of
any real rockers and an unusually lifeless
production from Kevin Elson mean this is
the band’s weakest studio release.

THE LIVE ALBUMS
Other than perhaps Deep Purple, you’d do well to name a band who have issued as many live albums as they have studio ones, but Mr. Big certainly
qualify. Overleaf you will find a guide to the ones that have been issued around the world – believe it or not, there are several more which are only
available in Japan (their strongest market). However, the ten listed here should be more than enough for anyone except the most rabid completist.
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SCORCHING
‘Live’
(Atlantic) 1992

‘Japandemonium’
(Atlantic) 1994

Captured in San
Francisco, on this live
disc Mr. Big demonstrate
their chops by blazing
through most of their
smash album ‘Lean Into It’, with Sheehan and
Gilbert showing on ‘Daddy, Brother, Lover,
Little Boy’ that the drill harmony solos were
not studio trickery, just incredible musicianship.
Songs like ‘Green Tinted Sixties Mind’ and
‘Alive And Kickin’ sound great and with the
addition of ‘Addicted To That Rush’ and ‘Rock
& Roll Over’, you have a formidable set-list.

‘Back To Budokan’
(Frontiers) 2009

Mr. Big were always
a draw in Japan and
here, promoting ‘Bump
Ahead’, they deliver a
blistering performance.
‘Colorado Bulldog’ is a great opener and
it’s good to hear ‘Wind Me Up’ brought in.
The inclusion of Gilbert and Sheehan’s solo
spots are annoying as there are only 10 songs
from the 22 song set included here, but the
disc is rounded out by two new studio cuts,
‘Seven Impossible Days’ and ‘I’ve Learned My
Lesson’, both of which are great.

Mr. Big went all out
on their reunion live
album, clocking in
at over two hours
and including songs
from their first four albums. Martin sounds
great and Sheehan, Torpey and Gilbert
demonstrate their skill as singers on the a
cappella ‘It’s For You’. The show is great fun,
particularly on the cover of ‘Smoke On The
Water’ where the band swap instruments
not once, but twice, displaying their
unquestionable musical prowess.

SIZZLING
‘In Japan’
(Atlantic) 2002

‘Live At Budokan’
(Atlantic) 1997

What was intended
as the band’s farewell
statement, ‘In Japan’
does offer the chance
to check out how they
fared with Richie Kotzen. As you’d expect,
the results are excellent, with songs from
his era like ‘Shine’, and ‘Lost In America’
sounding right at home next to ‘Daddy,
Brother, Lover, Little Boy’ and the seldom
played ‘Blame It On My Youth’. Vocally he
also sounds great when he duets with Martin
on ‘Static’ and ‘Suffocation’. Mr. Big went out
on a high.

‘Raw Like Sushi’
(Atlantic) 1990

Recorded on the
‘Hey Man’ tour, ‘Live
At Budokan’ offers
more tracks than
‘Japandemonium’ or
‘Live’ and Martin is possibly at his peak
here. The rest of the band are also
flawless, executing a superb medley of
songs from the debut album as well as
the new material. Sheehan even takes
on lead vocals for a cover of ‘Suffragette
City’. The show was edited to a single
disc, but does add a studio track ‘Livin’
Like A Dog’.

As the title might
suggest, the songs
here were recorded
directly onto D.A.T.
from the house
mixing console when the band opened
for Rush. It gives a rare chance to hear
them live before they were headliners in
their own right and the untouched audio
proves what a force they were from day
one. It may be only six songs, with it being
a support slot, but it’s very much quality
over quantity. No overdubs needed when
you are as good as this.

TOASTY
‘Raw Like Sushi II’
(Atlantic) 1992
Taken from the ‘Lean
Into It’ tour, much
like its predecessor,
this is just raw audio
from the house desk.
It replicates some of what can be found
on the full length ‘Live’ album but the
performances are no less spirited. Special
note must be paid to the closing pair of
covers, the band’s frequently played take
on The Who’s ‘Baba O’Riley’ nestling next
to a storming version of Deep Purple’s
‘Woman From Tokyo’, which is worth the
entrance price alone.

‘At The Hard Rock Live’
(Atlantic) 1996

‘Live From The Living
Room’ (Frontiers) 2011

Recorded in Singapore
to promote ‘Hey
Man’, the band’s
first (semi) acoustic
album sees them
playing an excellent set. Despite Gilbert
playing acoustic guitar, Sheehan has his
electric bass while Torpey plays a small
kit. As a result, this “unplugged” album
has plenty of punch, not dissimilar to
the one released by Kiss, with ‘Alive And
Kickin’, ‘Daddy Brother...’ and ‘Jane Doe’ all
sounding sublime despite lacking Gilbert’s
usual overdrive.

You might think that
a second unplugged
live album was a bit
pointless, but nothing
could be further from
the case. This show is intimate, sounds
incredible and has a set packed with rockers
instead of being loaded with just ballads.
‘Undertow’, ‘Around The World’ and ‘Still
Ain’t Enough For Me’ are all here and work
great alongside more obvious cuts like ‘Take
Cover’ and ‘Voodoo Kiss’. ‘To Be With You’
also sounds wonderful with the addition of
a string quartet.

TEPID
‘Live From Milan’ (Frontiers) 2018
Recorded when the band were touring to support ‘Defying Gravity’, this album was released as a tribute to Pat
Torpey, who features on this recording but died not long afterwards – Matt Starr performing the bulk of the
drum duties here with Torpey in a reduced guest role. On the plus side, the band perform five cuts from ‘Defying
Gravity’, several of which, like ‘Open Your Eyes’ and ‘1992’, sound better than they did on the studio record. The
downside is that over the sprawling set-list Martin sounds quite tired and croaky. While he does a solid job on
the harder cuts like ‘American Beauty’ and ‘Colorado Bulldog’, he runs out of steam on ‘Alive And Kickin’’ and
uncharacteristically struggles on ‘Just Take My Heart’... a nice memento but the least important of their live output.
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make no apologies for bringing Backseat Sally to the pages of
‘Fireworks’ once more. The Rochester, New York band’s selftitled debut LP is one of the best Melodic Hard Rock albums
of all time. Originally released on vinyl back in 1983, I’ve also
long considered ‘Backseat Sally’ to be the best album Pat Benatar
never made thanks to a musical style displayed on the record that
was very much in a similar vein to Pat’s early trio of albums, yet
still retaining the band’s own unique style.
Backseat Sally – comprising Sally Kay (real name Sally Cohen) on
vocals, guitarist Jeff Gilhart, bassist Gary Cummings, keyboard player
Casey Filiaci and, last but not least, Sally’s husband Dave Cohen on
drums – had, like most Rock bands in the States back then, seriously
paid their dues on the club and bar circuits prior to gaining a record
deal. Having been singing in bands since high school, Sally met Dave
when the couple had joined a Jazz Rock band called Milestone in the
early 70s and they married in 1975. After playing in various other
groups in the Rochester area, plus a stint in a travelling show band,
the couple formed what would become Backseat Sally in the late 70s.
“I played in a few Rock bands while in high school, but my main
focus at that time was my high school Jazz band,” Dave Cohen told
me in one of a number of conversations we’ve had over the years. “I
got my first taste of the recording studio with the Rush-Henrietta Stage
Band... that’s what they called the band back in the late 60s. We played
Big Band festivals in the north-eastern US, including at the Berklee
College of Music in Boston, the Concord resort in the Catskills –
where I played in the 1970 All-State Jazz Band along with future
Winger and Dixie Dregs’ drummer Rod Morgenstein – and throughout
Europe including the Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland in 1971.
We played the same casino immortalised in Deep Purple’s ‘Smoke On
The Water’ that burned down a year or two later.”
“Back home though, it was a very fertile scene in Rochester for
all styles of music at that time. The Jazz scene was happening with
Chuck and Gap Mangione, Joe Romano, Vinnie Ruggiero and my
dear friend, pianist Barry Kiener. Barry was a Jazz prodigy who was
introduced to me by my drum teacher Vinnie Ruggiero. Barry went
to high school with Sally in nearby Penfield, NY, which was another
suburb of Rochester. Barry and I played together in a number of groups
during the late 60s and early 70s and he introduced me to many great
musicians including a young Steve Smith who went on to play with
Jean-Luc Ponty and, most famously of course, Journey. Barry died
way too young in 1987 while on the road with Buddy Rich.”
Although they appear to have had several mutual acquaintances
back then, Dave first became aware of Sally whilst she was a member
of a local high school Rock band.
“Sally was in a band called Prism (no relation to the Canadian group
of the same name). My cousin, Phil Bloch, was the band’s drummer
and a couple of horn players from my high school Jazz band were also
in the group. They were a very tight, horn-driven Rock and Soul band.
Sally was killing it on tunes by Janis Joplin and Lydia Pense. That’s
where I first became aware of Sally, although coincidentally, Sally had
been a member of the 1970 All-State Choir at the Concord when I had
played in the Jazz band in 1970!”
“I had joined Prism, my first band, in high school,” recalls Sally. “I
did so because I really wanted to be a professional singer. I had started
winning talent contests early in high school, and I believe that Prism
actually contacted me to audition because of my wins.”
“The thing is that I always had my solo Folk act between bands, so
I pretty much performed since the 9th grade. As a freshman in college
in 1971, I got a call to audition for another band, Milestone, which
was a Jazz/Top 40 group that also hired David. We were both with
that wonderful Jazz/Rock band for several years, during which time
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we married in 1975. We mostly played three to six nights per week…
that’s something unheard of in Rochester now.”
Sally and Dave then joined that aforementioned road show band
called The Big Apple before sowing the seeds for Backseat Sally upon
their return to Rochester…
“After about two years and some more recording in Pennsylvania
and NYC, Sally and I returned to Rochester to concentrate on recording,
writing original material and securing a record deal,” explains Dave.
“We recorded a four song demo and the recording engineer on those
sessions was Todd Schafer. Todd played trumpet in my high school
Jazz band and had also been in Prism with Sally. We set about putting
a band together for writing, recording and performing. The first
incarnation of Backseat Sally was Sally, Casey Filiaci (Sally’s writing
partner) on keys, John Conti on bass, Ethan Porter and (Duke Jupiter
alumni) Don Maracle on guitars. Demos were recorded, submitted to
labels and rejected. Jeff Gilhart soon replaced both Porter and Maracle.
Gary Cummings, with whom both Sally and I had previously worked,
was eventually brought in on bass.”
“I honestly don’t remember how we lucked out with Casey Filiaci,”
laughs Sally. “We were all focused on getting a recording deal, and
although everyone contributed to our sound, Casey was the musical
director. Jeff Gilhart was a friend of Casey’s and bass player Gary
Cummings was the final addition.”
It was Todd Schafer – who took on the dual role of the fledgling
new group’s manager and producer – who came up with the band
name.
“Todd Schafer was responsible for the name,” confirms Dave.
“There was actually a song called ‘In The Backseat’ that we recorded
on an early demo”
As Sally was taken to be the eponymous ‘Backseat Sally’ as the
focal point, did that lead to any misunderstandings or unsavoury
incidents at gigs from guys who failed to realise she was actually just
playing a character?
“Well, David told me that he remembers a gig where he was in the
men’s room and some guy was talking about how “hot” I was, and he
thought it was pretty funny,” Sally laughs. “The first couple of rows
in the front at shows were usually guys, but I just figured that was part
of my playing up my sexuality. I used to do a costume change in the
middle of each set and I loved to be outrageous. I actually think it was
me that got a little confused about my character versus me. I would
do radio interviews and not know which I should be! It finally led me
to take acting lessons, because, besides being confused as to who I
should be, people would say I was a good actress on stage and I didn’t
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understand what they meant. That led me into musical theatre, where
I ended up earning my Equity card in the mid-late 80s.”
Whilst the demo process continued the band played club and
college gigs in upstate New York before finally gaining the break in
the early 80s that they had been working towards…
“We would send demos to the major record labels with little or
no interest. One demo cassette was literally chained inside a heart
shaped candy box in order to garner attention,” recalls Dave. “One
of the labels we sent the demo to was Swan Song Records. We got
a call one day from a young woman named Lauren Siciliano in their
New York office who loved the demos. Unfortunately she informed
us that Swan Song only signed British acts. It figures that the one
person at a label that liked our music was also at a label that couldn’t
sign us because we were American! However, one day her boss, Led
Zeppelin attorney and Swan Song president Steve Weiss, happened
to hear Lauren playing our tape in the office and asked her about the
band. He asked her why she hadn’t brought this to his attention. She
said she thought he wouldn’t be interested since the label only signed
British acts. He replied that he could always shop it to another label
if he really liked it. That led to a showcase in NYC for Steve and
his staff, which then led to another showcase for Steve’s friend Doug
Morris, who at the time was the head of Atlantic. Six months of legal
wrangling later we had a deal with Atlantic for an EP. Once they saw
that we had enough material the deal was reworked for a full album.”
“We had a lot of songs prior to recording the album for Atlantic
that for one reason or another didn’t make the cut,” adds Dave. “We
probably had three albums worth of material already recorded in
demo form.”
“We were recording pretty much all the time, as we did a lot of
demos in order to get our deal, so we certainly had more songs than
ended up on the album,” notes Sally.
The songs that did make the band’s debut album were just perfect.
The opener ‘Get In Line’ is worth the price of the album alone, but
it’s a record that highlights not only the fact that Sally possessed one
helluva voice, but also that her cohorts were all superbly adept at
their craft; Casey Filiaci delivering ever colourful keyboards, bassist
Gary Cummings providing some solid, rhythmic bass, Dave Cohen
weighing in with his powerhouse drum performances and Jeff Gilhart
surely on a par with such six-string contemporaries as G.E. Smith and
Neil Giraldo!
Interestingly, rather than placing the group with another producer,
Atlantic were happy for the band to continue working with Todd
Schafer. It would perhaps have been interesting to hear how
they would’ve sounded with another set of more noted ears at the
production desk, but that may have taken a great deal of their natural
sound away. Give Schafer his due, he created an absolutely terrific
sounding record that, as noted earlier, I’ve always considered to be
better than anything Pat Benatar was putting out by then.
With the album released, the band began to pick up interest once
the video for ‘Prove It’ began to gain a fair bit of exposure on MTV.

Bizarrely, such interest and momentum failed to be built upon by
Atlantic and the album sold, well, not a lot…
“I really have no idea who or what was at fault. I always tend to
blame the music itself, which may be unfair although I’ve never been
happy with my own performance on the album,” opines Sally. “We
were definitely improving with time, but then had to fire Todd for
personal reasons. That left us without personal management just when
someone should’ve been very proactive in getting our option with
Atlantic renewed.”
“The original record deal we signed with Atlantic had no video
budget,” adds Dave. “MTV was just starting around that time and
nobody really had an idea of how important it would become in terms
of breaking new artists. We did get them to finally give us a small
video budget, but we had to kick in a lot of our own dollars to get it
finished. In those days Atlantic probably released 10 to 12 new artist
albums each month, so we kind of got lost in the shuffle, I think. A
combination of no tour support from the label and the band not having
proper management in place really limited our exposure. We did get to
open for the Kinks and The Romantics though.”
“We didn’t tour that much because our management and label had
decided that we would wait for the album to hit it big before signing
with a touring/booking agency, which left us nowhere when the album
didn’t sell,” comments Sally. “As Dave states, we did open up for The
Kinks and The Romantics, and still toured clubs and colleges.”
Was there ever any chance of a follow up record?
“We went back in the studio after the Atlantic release in 1983
to demo more material,” recalls Dave. “We recorded 18 tracks,
without producer Schafer with whom we had recently parted ways.
Atlantic passed on the new material and the band was dropped.”
“That was a very nice demo, but sadly it didn’t get us a second
album,” comments Sally. “The band broke up after that. Actually, it
felt so good to quit beating our heads against the wall! Dave and I
had invested everything we had into the band and it was time to stop
the bleeding. Although my heart was truly broken by the music biz, I
did keep writing and singing while pursuing theatre for several years.
Dave never stopped, of course! Then, when our daughter was born in
1988, all the passion I had for a performing career went into being a
mommy. I got hired as a TV entertainment/arts reporter and did that
for 13 years before going into PR for arts.”
Dave, of course, continued in the business, bringing his skills and
expertise to the likes of Cheater and AOK. He currently plays with
Prime Time Funk.
BSS have occasionally reunited on special occasions since going
their separate ways in the mid-80s and the band members all appear
to have gone on to enjoy success in a diverse array of areas. Sadly,
the band’s solitary album remains unreleased on CD (and not without
attempts being made to licence it for reissue either). It would therefore
be a truly wonderful day should ‘Backseat Sally’ ever gain that
elusive, official release on silver disc that’s really so long overdue.

ollowing on from the Starchild feature in the last
instalment of ‘Bands That Time Forgot’, the Vancouver
based Zingo were another Canadian Hard Rock outfit
that unfortunately flew too low under the radar to leave much of
an impression at the time.
Zingo first formed in 1973 and featured Keith Scott, an individual
better known these days as Bryan Adams’ right hand man when it
comes to the lead guitar. However, despite six years of toil, the band
decided to call it a day. Amazingly, in 2015 the Zingo name reappeared
thanks to the release of a CD containing tracks originally recorded in
the mid-to-late 70s.
Besides
the
aforementioned
Scott,
the
uniquely
monikered Zingo also comprised Vince Nardulli (lead vocals), Dave
Skinner (keyboards/guitar/lead vocals), Mike Skinner (keyboards/sax/
flute/vocals), Joe Alvaro (bass) and Frank Dato (drums). Musically
the band played melodically inclined Hard Rock with great harmonies
and a progressive feel. Think Zon, The Hunt and Morningstar in terms

of comparisons; the musicianship is superb.
While the bulk of the group’s commercially available material
wasn’t released until that CD emerged, the band did release a single,
albeit on a couple of small, independent labels based – a little bizarrely
– in the UK and Germany. Harbor Records issued ‘(Oh No) I’m In
Love Again’ (backed with ‘Sailing On’, both songs written by Dave
Skinner and also featured on the CD) in 1979. The single was also
issued in a picture sleeve a year later by the German owned Strand
label.
To find out more about one of the lesser known acts to be featured
in this series I got in touch with Dave Skinner, who was only too
pleased to furnish ‘Fireworks’ readers with the band’s story, the
beginnings of which are very familiar to those of us of a certain age....
“I always liked singing when I was a kid, but when I first heard The
Beatles in 1963, I started getting really interested in music. By 1966,
when I was 13, I met Vince Nardulli and Frank Dato. We put a band
together and gigged all the way through high school for the next five
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years. We started playing professionally in the early 70s, although
we really weren’t old enough to be playing in the night clubs around
Vancouver at the time!”
By this point Vince and Dave were playing together in one band,
while Frank was playing drums with a different group in the same
clubs around the city. However, at one point Dave was playing in a
band called Ram with Frank, alongside keyboard player John Hall,
who would later join Prism. It was actually Hall who first coined the
future band name of Zingo, as part of an original suggestion he had for
a group moniker with ‘Nietzsche Zingo’.
“That had something to do with the German philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche,” explains Dave. “A few bands later, when we
were looking for a name for the new group, we remembered John’s
‘Nietzsche Zingo’. It was Vince Nardulli who suggested we just call
it Zingo.
“Just before we started Zingo, Vince was in a band called the
Handley Page Group,” Dave adds, talking about a band consisting of
several musicians he himself had previously played together with in
a group called Badge. “The guitar player in Handley Page was Keith
Scott. At that time I was the frontman in Stanley Screamer. We were
out on the road when I heard that Vince was leaving the Handley Page
Group, so immediately called Frank Dato and suggested we start a
new band with Vince. So I quit Stanley Screamer, and the guy that
replaced me in that band was Ron Tabak, who went on to become the
vocalist with Prism.”
After forming around September 1973, the first line-up of Zingo
featured the impressively hirsute frontman Nardulli, Dave Skinner
and his ex Ram colleague Jim Grant on guitars, Mark Herstein on bass
and Frank Dato on drums. Keith Scott joined the band about a year
later in 1974 (replacing Grant) and Joe Alvaro ultimately superseded
Herstein. Dave’s brother Mike Skinner was then added on saxophone,
keyboards, flute and backing vocals. So what was the Vancouver
music scene like at that time?
“The Vancouver Music Scene was pretty good. In the 60s, when
we were first starting out before Zingo, there were some bands that
already had record deals, like Bobby Taylor & the Vancouvers and
also The Collectors. The latter band morphed into Chilliwack. After
we put Zingo together there was a really busy club scene that allowed
us to play six nights a week. We were playing on the same nightclub
circuit as Heart and Bachman Turner Overdrive, before both bands
achieved huge international success.”
Did Zingo have a definite musical direction in mind at the start?
“No. We were all into all the British bands like The Beatles, The
Rolling Stones, Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin, Savoy Brown and Cream
as well as Jimi Hendrix, but also grew up playing a lot of early Chicago
Blues and R&B. We really liked very Funky bands like Tower Of
Power and also a lot of Jazz Rock Fusion. We liked a simple, well
written Rock song, but also liked very Progressive music. Although
Zingo started off with more straight ahead Rock songs, we got more
progressive and experimented with different styles.”
A year after Vince Nardulli had quit the Handley Page Group (a
band that Bernie Aubin, later of Headpins fame, was the drummer
with at one point) Keith Scott joined the singer in Zingo. At this point
the band started writing more original songs (as opposed to having to
play cover songs in the clubs) and began opening shows for the likes
of Trooper and the Nick Gilder fronted Sweeney Todd. Later on they
opened up for Canned Heat, John Lee Hooker, Brownsville Station
and also undertook a Canadian tour opening for The Beach Boys in
1978. “Which was amazing considering we didn’t have a record out,”
marvels Dave.
The group first began recording material in 1974.
“I had first started writing songs in high school, but never recorded
them much until around 1974 after Keith Scott joined Zingo,” reveals
Dave. “Keith also started writing some songs. I was playing second
guitar when we started Zingo but had an accident and injured my left
hand and couldn’t play any guitar at all for five years. Luckily I started
out as a keyboard player, so I switched back to playing them. By the
time we got a record deal and did any real recording, I had written all
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the songs on keyboards and was playing them full-time.”
From the material on the CD, it’s clear to see the band had some
pretty strong songs. All of this material was compiled from recordings
made between 1975 and 1977 it would appear.
“All of those songs were mostly just rough unfinished demos
except for a few that were recorded in the famous Little Mountain
Studios with British producer John Schroeder,” reveals Dave. “I
wrote three of those songs – ‘Merry Go Round’, ‘I’m In Love’, and
‘Sailing On’ – and Keith Scott wrote ‘You’re For Me’. Unfortunately,
we didn’t ever get any time for pre-production to develop the songs
properly. It was always a big rush job.”
What kind of interest was Zingo getting from labels at the time?
“I am not sure about what interest we had from other labels. We
never got the right kind of promotion that you need to make it in
the music business. I am sure that if we were being managed by a
guy like Bruce Allen (manager for BTO, Prism, Bryan Adams and
Loverboy and who had actually been Zingo’s booking agent in the
early days) there would have been a lot more interest from labels
and probably some more success may have happened. Zingo was a
very visual and exciting band live. As a band we could play any type
of music, we just needed a chance to record and develop the songs
properly. When we toured with The Beach Boys they called us in for
a meeting after a show at the Edmonton Coliseum and said they really
liked us and wanted to produce the band. They wanted us to move to
California and start working with them. Going back to Vancouver we
were all excited, but our management at the time advised us not to do
it for some reason. When looking back now I think that was probably
the best chance we ever had and we should have packed up, left and
moved to California. Sometimes you just have to take a chance and
get out of your comfort zone, but we were young and didn’t know
anything about business.”
Was it frustrating that other bands were getting signed?
“Yes, it was a lot of fun opening for the likes of Trooper and
Sweeney Todd, but a bit frustrating for us. I remember one show
we opened for Trooper at the PNE Gardens that was just after they
released their first album. When we were playing our set the crowd
was going crazy over us. Zingo had a lot of stage presence and
charisma and Vince and Keith were very dynamic on stage. The
crowd actually grabbed Vince off the stage to be with them; I think
it was the first time I had seen crowd surfing! When Trooper came
on later they surprisingly didn’t get the same amazing reaction from
the crowd. Now Trooper was a really great band and went on to sell
a lot of records, they had gotten signed and been given the chance to
write and develop all the songs for their first album properly. Even
though Zingo was a very visual and exciting band live, had a singer in
Vince Nardulli – who was a very exciting natural front man performer
on stage – and had some killer musicians in Keith Scott and Frank
Dato that could play any type of music, unfortunately we didn’t have
the proper management required and did not get the opportunity to
develop our songs properly. That part was very frustrating.”
What do you think was preventing the band from getting the same
opportunities?
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“I think it was mostly bad management. We had great musicians;
we just needed a chance to develop the right way. Unfortunately we
didn’t get that chance.”
As noted earlier, Zingo did put out the single through the Harbor
and Strand labels...
“A guy by the name of Bill Crompton approached us in Vancouver
and introduced us to John Schroeder of Harbor Records in the
UK. Years later I found out Bill Crompton actually co-wrote two
songs that The Beatles recorded when they were backing up Tony
Sheridan just before they became The Beatles. Anyway, when we first
signed with Harbor I think we were supposed to be recording a full
album. I am not sure what happened though.”
The band broke up in 1980, with the various members going off
to do their own thing. Mike Skinner would notably appear in later
years on records by Agent, played with the Jim Foster Band and also
toured with Mr. Mister, while Keith Scott would not only record and
tour with Bryan Adams, but also record with Fast Forward, Strange
Advance (that band’s Paul Iverson had been a former member of the
Handley Page Group), Bryan Ferry, Tina Turner, Glass Tiger, Tom
Cochrane, Cher and a host of other artists.
“The last Zingo gig was on Dec. 31, 1979 opening for Red Rider at
Beban Park Arena in Nanaimo, BC. There wasn’t any big drama but
we just gave up and the band just eventually fell apart. Keith worked
as a sound technician for a while and played in another band for a year
or so before joining Bryan Adams in 1981 and recording ‘Cuts Like
a Knife’ in 1982.”
“After Zingo ended I started playing guitar again with a variety of
different bands. I played with Prism’s Ron Tabak for a short time and
was involved with some other recording projects that had some great
songs and got fairly close to signing a good deal. One of those bands
was Vertigo that had a lot of interest from Atlantic Records and the
producer Bob Ezrin. The band had some great demos and recorded
with another famous Canadian producer in Jack Richardson. I was
still writing for many years and was playing gigs with many different
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bands in clubs, and, up until a few years ago, was playing some great
gigs in casinos.”
How did the CD reissue occur?
“Jim Buckshon, who was a musician friend of ours back in the
70s, helped us to release the CD. Jim had been running Renegade
Productions and had a local record label called Renegade Sounds,
he has released quite a few albums of local Vancouver bands since
the 80s. Anyway, back in 2010 Jim was at a Bryan Adams concert at
the Empire Stadium in Vancouver. While watching Keith Scott with
Bryan Adams that night, Jim, who had always liked Zingo, thought
it would be a great idea to release a CD. That was when the seed
was planted and it took five years from that day until the CD was
eventually released in January 2015.”
Has the interest in the band all these years later been surprising?
“It has been really great to hear those old songs written in 1975
suddenly being reviewed and played worldwide since 2016,” enthuses
Dave. “Over the years I have heard quite a few people mentioning
Zingo and still talking about Zingo 40 years later, so it feels really
good that we are remembered quite a bit locally and have been picked
up on in the likes of the UK, France, Germany, the Netherlands and
the US.”
Will there be any further releases? Is there anything still in the
vaults?
“I am not sure. We did just recover some songs from a two track
master mix, but they were just pre-production demos recorded on
a four track. We might get those songs re-mastered and replace the
same songs online for digital downloads because these are better
quality. I would love to release some more Zingo material someday
and even have a reunion and play live, but I would never want to
do that without Keith who is always busy with Bryan Adams. Also,
Vince sadly passed away in a tragic accident 32 years ago, so it would
really not feel right without Vince and Keith.”
Zingo’s album can be purchased on CD or Download at:
https://zingo.bandcamp.com/album/zingo
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at Ramblin’ Man, which I just loved! I had to get creative to be able to
practice for the show as I didn’t bring a guitar with me on the trip over, so
I got the idea to go into a music store in Zurich to try out a guitar and go
over some songs. I started playing and singing – hey, they didn’t kick me
out! I could tell the people that worked there were gathering in an office
behind me to listen. Thanks also to Kris Barras who loaned me a guitar
to rehearse with the day before Ramblin’ Man. For my acoustic set I used
a guitar that Brian in Blackwater Conspiracy loaned me –thanks guys! It
was a pleasant surprise to see some dear friends at Ramblin’ Man and I
made some new friends as well! That’s where I met Martin Jarvis from
‘On Point Touring’ who is now representing me. From Maidstone I flew
to Bavaria and played with some friends to a sold-out audience. We got a
stellar review in the local paper… it was in German so I can’t be sure, but
that’s what they told me! [Laughs] Overall, I had a fantastic trip!”
“[During lockdown] In 2020 I started looking into my ancestry
and found out that I’m related to the St. Clair’s of Rosslyn Castle,” she
continues, “where the Rosslyn Chapel is situated. The St. Clair’s are an
ancient family and Rosslyn Chapel has always intrigued me [As it did
Dan Brown, who based the mystery of ‘The Da Vinci Code’ around the
building – Ed]. Maybe that’s one of the reasons why I’m drawn to the
UK and Europe. I’m anxiously waiting for the time when I can come
back, make music and explore my roots... I find history and architecture
fascinating.”

Words by Bruce Mee
Photos by Dave Jenkins
Jaime Kyle famously made her UK live
debut at ‘The Gods’ back in 1993 with
Gary Burr supporting her live on stage as
her second guitarist, and again in 1996, an
experience that certainly had a profound
effect on the young Ms Kyle…
‘The Gods’ was an incredible experience which started my love affair
with the UK; it was a musical whirlwind! Bruce, you were instrumental
in starting ‘The Gods’ festivals and getting me over to play those shows.
I miss the artists, band mates, the music, the comradery and the people.
The fans were amazing. I can’t thank you enough! I have fond memories
of those shows… but let’s not mention the stag do where a naked
Welsh guy was chained up outside my hotel room all night. That’s
another story!”
In 2001, Jamie was supposed to make a third appearance at ‘The
Gods’, but 9/11 and family health reasons resulted in her pulling out at
the last minute, which disappointed a lot of her fans, as well as Scottish
act The Promise who had been putting in long hours learning all her songs
to be her backing band. As she explains, “I was thrilled to be going over
to play because it had been a while since I had performed in Europe…
and then the Twin Towers were attacked. Americans had always felt
safe before that but it was obviously an illusion. I know that many other
artists cancelled travel, tours and shows because of the attack. Also, at
the same time my mother was very ill and begging me not to leave; she
was hospitalised just before I was scheduled to go. It weighed on me that
I disappointed all the fans and my backing band, but she needed me. I
couldn’t leave knowing she was in hospital and it might be the last time I
would see her; I don’t regret staying with my mother. She passed away of
lung cancer soon after and I miss her every day.”
That was not the last time Jamie had the opportunity to play over
in Europe as she headed over here for a short holiday almost 20 years
later. “In 2019 I went to Europe for a short vacation with my sister,” she
explains, “and it popped into my head to make a call to a friend to see if
there was any place that I could play while I was over. I ended up getting
two shows at the last minute. I made an impromptu solo appearance
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Since Jamie last visited these shores, she has married Dave Jenkins,
the lead guitarist and singer of San Francisco based Pop/Rock band Pablo
Cruise. I wondered if having this new musical counterpoint in the house
would somehow change her methodology of writing and playing music…
maybe Dave gave her new drive and enthusiasm. “Music is always going
on around our house, neither of us has changed the other’s writing,” she
counters. “We both have different styles. I think we push each other to
sing more and we encourage each other to follow our dreams. Dave
is Groove and Funk oriented while I’m more Rock and personal. He is
the original lead singer and guitar player for Pablo Cruise and co-wrote
‘Whatcha Gonna Do When She Says Goodbye’, ‘Love Will Find A Way’
and pretty much the whole Pablo repertoire. I have one of my favourite
singers and guitar/bass players right here in the house… and he’s free!
[Laughs] I engineer while he plays, we both do background vocals and
I record my vocals as well. And because we can do it all if we want to,
we can explore more ideas. We challenge each other in a good way, and
we’ve brought in other great musicians/singers.”
So what exactly has the waif-like Jaime Kyle been up to musically in the
last 25 years since we last saw her? “I’ve been mixing it up,” she explains.
“I never stopped performing and I never stop writing; I’m always busy. I
toured Iraq and Kuwait with Dave, Bobby Kimball (Toto), Bill Champlin
(Chicago) and Tamara Champlin. We played for our troops, flying on
C130s to different bases… incredible! We got bombed about 150 yards
away from the stage… it took out a city block. That was exciting, and
not the kind of excitement I like! Having played the Bluebird in Nashville
for years I’m in ‘The Bluebird Scrapbook’ and one of the shows I put
together there was with John McFee of The Doobie Brothers… me,
Dave and Tom Curren (three-time world champion surfer/musician).
Also, ‘3rd and Lindsley’ in Nashville is a favourite place to play. I’ve been
doing my own shows and have opened for Geoff Tate of Queensrÿche,
Dave Mason, Bad Company, The Doobie Brothers… I sang back-up with
Ozzy Osbourne on a project called ‘Rasputin’ which was fun. I performed
with Jon Pousette-Dart in an award-winning video documentary on a
song we co-wrote with his wife called ‘Who I Am’. It’s about Alzheimer’s
and it won multiple film festival awards all over the world: ‘Best Video’,
‘Best Performance’ and ‘Best Song’. When he isn’t out doing shows with
Pablo, Dave and I sometimes play in a trio called American Classic Hit
Makers with Walter Egan (‘Magnet and Steel’, ‘Hot Summer Nights’
with Lindsey Buckingham and Stevie Nicks). The guitar playing between
Walter and Dave is magical and the harmonies are delicious! Also, I have
a sweet song ‘That Night Of Nights’ that I co-wrote, produced and
performed for a movie called ‘The Least Of These’ which has become a
top ten Christmas classic. These are just a few highlights. There are many
more… 25 years is a lot to cover, and I can barely remember two weeks
ago. [Laughs]”
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Early on in her career Jamie
had great success with artists
covering her songs, the likes of
Heart, Air Supply and Faith Hill
all scoring big hits on the back
of her talent. Though it might be
lesser known these days, bands
are still covering her work. As she
explains, “There have been other

artists who’ve recorded my songs.
There’s a group most recently
that I am excited about called
Levon. They’ve recorded two
songs, ‘The Rush’ and ‘With My
Eyes Closed’, which I adore. I also
wrote with Howard Leese (Heart,
Bad Company) for a song called
‘The Vine’, sung by the late, great

Jimi Jamison (Survivor). I co-wrote
‘In Your Eyes’ with Karl Cochran
(Ace Frehley) and Joe Lynn Turner
for his ‘Second Hand Life’ album…
there’s more on discogs.com or
on my website. After my first
record deal, I bought recording
equipment. In my early teenage
days, I spent many a night on a
couch waiting for a session to be
over so that I could use the studio
after hours. I grew up learning a lot
about recording and learning from
some of the best engineers. Chuck
Ainlay (Mark Knopfler) has been a
mentor and my studio has allowed
me the freedom to record when
I want to. There were very few
female producers and engineers at
the time. I have always had a geek
side. I use Nuendo (Steinberg/
Yamaha) to record with.
That’s what I used to record
my new album. I also use
Taylor, Fender and Roland
instruments.”
During
lockdown,
Jaime and Dave started
a local street band, which
had some famous names
involved. As Jaime goes on
to explain, “On 25thApril
2020, we were in lockdown
in Northern California, near
San Francisco. It seemed
the world was paralysed and
depressed, everyone feared
the virus. We were afraid to
fly at the time, and we were
in a perfect place to quarantine.
We planted a garden in case we
needed it… big failure. Our soil
had too much fertiliser and burnt
up all our plants, so we thought
we’d better stick to music! Dave
said, ‘We have to make ourselves
practice.’ And I said, ‘Why don’t
we take our amps, guitars and
mics out to the street, if the
neighbours like it great, if not we’ll
stop?’ I told our neighbour and
good friend (Joe Tan, Designer
at Apple) across the street what
we were doing, and he said, ‘I
can play drums and percussion
with you guys.’ We said ‘YES!!!’
So, we met up. He was at
the end of his driveway, and
we were across the street in
front of our gate; it’s a deadend street so it seemed pretty
safe as far as traffic goes. We
had a handful of people show
up and people listening from
their homes. We decided to do
it again the next week and more
people showed up. A young
couple were dancing with their
little girl to ‘Wild One’. Someone
said, ‘Hey, Mike Krieger (co-
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creator of Instagram) would like
to play guitar with you guys.’ Dave
said, ‘Well, what we really need is
a bass player’, because we already
had two guitars. So, we talked to
Mike and he said he did play bass.
We said, ‘Great!’ We sent him
songs some from my new album
and then we rehearsed in the yard
and played the next weekend… he
did a really good job. The crowd
was growing though they were all
socially distanced with masks.”
“Debbie Lambert (Product
Manager at Apple) told one of
the guys in the band that she’d like
to sing and asked if she could she
join us,” she adds. “We said ‘yes’
knowing it was a neighbourhood
band and hoping she could sing…
turns out she had a beautiful
warm tone that matched Dave
and I perfectly, it fit like a glove!
We didn’t rehearse a lot and
sometimes it was in front of a
crowd but each week more people
came. It was sort of a secret and
if you found out, you were in.
We spread the word with just a
street address on an app called
‘Nextdoor’ and kept it just for
our neighbourhood. Some people
made donations which helped to
make the videos for the album.
Our crowd really grew… they
were wrapped around the street
and out on porches and decks.
Everyone said it brought them a
lot of happiness and it made us
happy too. The band is called 300
Yards Band and consists of Dave
Jenkins, Jaime Kyle, Joe Tan, Debbie
Lambert and Mike Krieger. We
had Steve Price, original member
of Pablo Cruise, come and join us
on one show and also champion
surfer, Tom Curren, a surprising
singer and writer. I documented
the whole thing; it really is a heartwarming story. Some footage will
be up on my website in a couple
of months. I smile thinking back
on it.”
One thing that I noticed
personally when Jaime played ‘The
Gods’ in 1993 was that she seemed
a little introverted and insular…
not self-confident in her own skin
at all. This was compounded when
we went to Gibraltar together
for a weekend to play a show and
she dressed like your favourite
aunt, but seeing her latest promo
photos, the sexuality fairly steams
off the page as the change of
attitude becomes clear. “I know it
doesn’t really make much sense,”
she laughs, “because I did some
modelling and acting early on,
which is all about how you look.
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Steve Boyle, took the footage that
Anthony provided and created
‘Kick It Down’.”

The 300 Yards band: Debbie Lambert, Dave Jenkins, Mike Krieger, Joe Tan, Jaime Kyle, Tom Curren (photo Jeremy Lambert)

I grew up in many bands and had
several of my own, but it was hard
being a female in Rock and I didn’t
want any distractions; I guess I
wanted to be taken seriously as
a writer/player/performer and
producer. I obviously didn’t want to
draw attention to my looks and my
body. I didn’t play it up like I could
have, and now? I’m just reinventing
myself and having fun with it.”
Jaime has a new album coming
out in March of next year, and is
currently recording promo videos.
Having seen just the one, ‘Kiss
Dirt’, I would describe it as being
very much ‘in your face’. Jaime is
only too happy to tell us about the
recording of each one. “It began
with Covid,” she explains. “On
lockdown in California we couldn’t
work and we didn’t dare fly at the
time. I’ve always wanted to learn
about video, and I’ve had ideas that
I wanted to see come to fruition,
so I bought a lot of lights, stands,
backdrops and used my time to
learn how to do these things. I
didn’t let fear get in the way. I am

proud of ‘Untangled’. I knew where
I wanted to shoot… I woke up one
day and said, ‘Let’s go!’ While I was
getting ready, Dave packed up the
lights and the ladder. It’s fun for me
to experiment doing videos, it’s
something different for me but still
artistic with each song dictating
what the video needs to look like.
‘Wild One’ is a fun, rockin’, in your
face performance video. I am never
sure what I am going to wear or
what location we’ll use until we
find it. I wait for inspiration and
when it hits, we try to capture it.
‘Kiss Dirt’ has a unique touch to
it… it’s not finished but I have a
great start. The title of the song is
a tease for sure; you want to know
what it’s about.”
“‘Kick It Down’ is a beautiful
story,” she continues. “I was the
first female artist from Nashville
that was signed to a Rock record
deal. I have very little footage of
‘The Passionate Kind’ years. The
record company promised that I
would make a video but when the
new CEO came to power, they
didn’t give me a video as promised.

At that time, it was certain death
for a release if you didn’t have a
video. I asked to be released which
they did, but other artists on the
label weren’t so lucky. Years later,
I got an email from a guy that
says he was in film school at the
time. He attended the concert
for my record release party at
328 Music Hall in Nashville and
he had footage of the show that
he wanted me to have… his name
was Anthony Noe. I called him
immediately and found out that
he had lung cancer and was dying;
he had just two months to live and
he wanted to make sure I got the
footage before he passed away. I
cried when he told me; here was
a beautiful soul that was about to
leave this world and he thought of
me… I am tearing up right now
thinking of our conversation. That
footage is precious to me but way
more meaningful in that he took
the time to seek me out and give
me that gift. I kept in touch with
him for as long as I could; one day
he didn’t respond and I knew that
he had passed away. Videographer,

Jaime has a newly designed
website at www.jaimekyle.com,
and she is happy to describe
the experience. “I have some
wonderful people dealing with
my website,” she beams. “I love
the look and it’s my hub for
information; I want to reach as
many people as I can! You will find
out information on the releases,
downloads, shows and more, so
keep checking in there!”
Having just secured a new
promo agent for live touring in
Europe, it seems that we might see
Jaime over here in the near future.
“We’re booking for 2022 right
now,” she confirms. “I love the UK,
Ireland and Europe; I’m interested
in history, the architecture and
the people. I have many friends
there so I’m ready to come over
as soon as I can. Barring any travel
restrictions, I’m ready to rock!”
Looking
back,
Jaime
contemplates just how things
have turned out for a shy, young
Kentucky girl who had her debut
album released on a major label
back in 1992. “You never know
why things happen sometimes,”
she ponders “until you’re down
the road and look back; then
things make sense. You can see
why certain things had to happen
to maybe push you in the right
direction. It may be bumpy and
ugly to get you to a beautiful place.
It’s like climbing a mountain but
you finally get to see the view –
the payoff! I love this new album so
much. It makes you happy, makes
you forget, moves your body,
connects your heart, and makes
you think. Maybe it will pull you
out of yourself and take you away.”
It seems 2022 is an exciting
time for Jaime Kyle, taking the
time to enjoy herself, get back on
the horse and get out there!! She
certainly agrees! “It is an exciting
time for me. I’m enjoying putting
out my new music, pictures
and videos… I’ve waited a long
time for this! My new version of
‘Wild One’ is the first single and
video out this month. The lovely
Faith Hill had a huge country hit
with it and now this is my rockin’
version of the song. There will be
downloads, CDs, vinyl and videos
in March 2022 when my album will
be released, and I hope to see you
all soon!”
So say we all!!
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Interview by Richard Epps
Never one to rest on his laurels, Steve Newman is back with album number thirteen, ‘Into The Monsters’
Playground’. A stunning piece of work; this is right up there with his best. Fireworks caught up with him recently
to speak about the album in detail and his future plans.
A lot has gone on in the past year; how have you and your family
been since we last spoke?
We’ve been fine thank you. I’m lucky in that I don’t rely on the live
music scene to make a living; I really feel for those who do. I’ve been
able to work from home with the studio, and we’re all healthy which
is the main thing really. It hasn’t affected what I do, but like I say, I’ve
been lucky.
We are privileged to have another album so soon after the excellent
‘Ignition’. Why so soon?
To give you a bit of a timeline, we recorded ‘Ignition’ in late 2019.
Then we went to Athens at the end of January 2020 to play a show and
we actually played three new tracks. On the plane home we saw all these
people masked up; we were thinking ‘you’re mad!’ We’d heard about this
thing but thought it wouldn’t get to the levels it did. We were in talks to do
a five or six date UK tour which was just being set up, then in March/April
everything stopped. It got to May and I said to the guys “I’m going to write
a new album.” I had some recordings for the second Compass album and
I just carried on and wrote ‘Into The Monsters’ Playground’ when it was
apparent things weren’t going to improve.
What’s the meaning behind the title ‘Into The Monsters’
Playground’?
I had the title quite early on in the writing process… I then started to
look around for some images of monsters and playgrounds!! I came across
this satellite image of a hurricane, and with my history with the Caribbean,
it resonated with me. I always thought a song with that title would be about
a stormy relationship, but when you’re in the Caribbean, you’re aware of
these storms and you really are’ In The Monsters’ Playground’! So the
song is a parallel with the relationship thing, if you listen to the lyrics. I
also wrote ‘Hurricane Sky’ for the album as I’ve always been fascinated by
the theory that if a butterfly beats its wings on one side of the continent, it
causes a hurricane on the other. This was an apt title and it fitted the album
and cover.
You seem to be using more keyboards, and I’ve noticed that you
are singing in a higher tone; was that deliberate?
I always write songs for my voice, I didn’t really notice that it was
higher, that is interesting. I know when I first recorded it and sent it to
Georg at AOR Heaven he said, “Yes, it’s a very aggressive album with
an urgency to it”… which may have made my voice sound higher. We
blamed it on what we have been going through with Covid and my
frustration coming out about being stuck in my studio. It’s definitely a
more ‘in-your-face’ album.
Tracks like ‘I’ll Be The One’ and ‘Spirit Cries’ are very AOR for
you whilst ‘Icon’ is just a great track.
I had the riff for ‘I’ll Be The One’ coming out of each speaker and I
thought that sounds great, but I thought it needed something to hold it
together, which was the very Night Ranger sounding keyboard piece. It’s
actually the first song I’ve done with a chorus that rises up from bottom
to top; I call it a revolving chorus. As for ‘Spirit Cries’ I wrote that for
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Terry Brock; it’s very Strangeways. It’s one of those songs where nothing
happened with Terry, but I think it fits really well into the album as a semiballad. ‘Icon’ is based on Charlie Chaplin; all the lyrics are based on film
titles. His story is a really interesting one… he said he would survive the
atomic age, which was really forward thinking, and I liked that.
It isn’t often that you write ‘boy meets girl’ love songs; however
‘Lightning Tree’ is beautiful and packs so much in. What’s the story
behind it?
There isn’t one really. I do remember cycling across a field when I was
really young and there was a tree that had been struck by lightning – it was
all black and burnt and quite scary. I had an idea of someone scratching a
heart on it and going back years later. It’s got an unusual structure; it has
a first verse, then breaks to a kind of chorus and then solo, verse and it
finishes. I wanted to do something non format, and I guess working on the
Compass album has made that a bit easier for me.
The first single, ‘Give Me Tonight’, is really rocking. Was it you
who decided to release it as the first single?
It was mine. Georg and I have a great relationship… I said I wanted
to do something different. It’s probably the hardest rocking first single
I’ve released from an album; it’s a little left field. I’ve had some mixed
comments about it; some people think it is a Punk song! ‘Hurricane Sky’
is going to be the second single as I feel that really sums up the sound of
the album.
Was there any challenges with the recording of ‘Into The Monsters’
Playground’, or were you able to stick to your tried and tested routine?
Not really, we tried a few different things with the production as I
wanted a harder hitting album, and I think we have achieved that. Rob
McEwen handles the drums as normal. Every album to me is a learning
curve and I’m always trying to improve. I always approach a new album
as a new album. I don’t use any templates, although recording is so time
consuming I can see why some do. But in answer to your question, we had
no challenges due to lockdown. Rob thought the material was really strong
and his positive feedback drove me on and meant a lot to me.
I know shows were cancelled last year. As you have such a good
live band and a wealth of new material, do you have any live shows
planned?
We were booked for the HEAT Festival at the end of 2020. Unfortunately,
that has now been postponed until 2022,but with the original line-up so as
it stands that will be our first show. I really can’t see anything taking place
this year though, with the current situation still on-going unfortunately.
Do you have anything else in the works?
Yes, there’s going to be another Compass album. We’re in the process
of finishing that off at the moment, but we’ve been delayed a bit getting
the vocals finished because of Covid. I was really pleased with the first one
and this one is sounding great. I imagine that will be released next year…
it’s already had high praise from those who’ve heard what’s completed.
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CHARLOTTE WESSELS

A

Interview by Dave Scott

lot has changed for Charlotte Wessels during 2021. Back in
February, she announced the heartbreaking news that she
(along with four others) was leaving Delain, having been a
part of the Symphonic Metal group since 2005. The Dutch singer
had already joined Patreon as an outlet to work on other things,
and she has since devoted the majority of her time to releasing
music and videos through the crowd-funding platform. September
will see the release of a solo compilation album featuring various
‘Songs Of The Month’ from her time with Patreon, and Fireworks
had a video call with her to catch up and discuss the new release.
You now have a new and completely
different way of creating music. How did
your Patreon journey start and what drew
you to that platform?
It was inspired by the fact that I’ve always
written a lot of music, more than ended up
on the Delain albums. When I was planning
Patreon, it was fully my intention to have it
be something that existed next to Delain. I
thought I should have something where I’m
in full control and that I could easily schedule
around whatever Delain were doing. I was
thinking about something that was both flexible
and really independent, something I could do
myself. I wanted something that was like an
ongoing thing, creating a community where
people could also really communicate and
influence what was happening there. I really
liked the concept of Patreon as a consumer, so
I started planning it and worked for some time
to get the first few songs ready; then I launched
in May 2020 and it was beyond anything I had
expected. At first, given that Covid had just
happened, I thought maybe I shouldn’t launch at
that moment because it was an awkward time to
ask people for money, but I’m glad that I didn’t
wait until it was all over because it’s still going
on. People were very enthusiastic and really
grateful to be able to contribute to musicians
they liked. It’s a beautiful platform and I’ve
been navigating through it over the last year. It’s
wonderful because you can make it your own,
you can make your own rules; I like that, I like
that you can shape it. I will probably adjust a
few little things as I go along, like the tiers and
the structure, and you can do that. Nothing is
set in stone, as long as you really communicate
with the community.
Did you always plan to create a song a
month?
Yes, I really wanted to do that because I have
a lot of songs on the shelf that I wasn’t doing
anything with. However, things are moving and
changing as I go. When I started out, I had a big
pile of songs where I was like, “I really like these
songs; I can release this. They’re very different
from Delain, but that’s the idea.” In the entire
first year, if I had a Metal idea, I would save it for
our next song-writing sessions in Delain. Now,
things have changed a little bit for a couple of
reasons. Firstly, I have been doing all of it from
beginning to end – the writing, the recording
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and the production – and I’ve learned a lot,
which is great. The downside to that is there are
a lot of songs that I had at the beginning, where
I would say, “I could always release those”,
where now I’m either not as excited about them
anymore or I feel like “Yes, this is a good song,
but I would do so many things differently that
it will be like starting from scratch.” Therefore,
right now, I am working through my pile of
ready-to-release songs, unexpectedly, much
quicker than I thought. Now, that’s becoming
kind of a pressure thing, so I think I will spend
some time in the fall making a new pile; maybe
really closing off and not doing anything else
and focusing on it.
Is it spurring on your creativity, the ability
to do pretty much whatever you want?
In a way… but I do feel like I have to explain
more now that Delain is no longer a factor. My
musical identity, so to speak, has always been
kind of… I like different sorts of music and
that’s a big part of who I am, but in the first year
I didn’t do any heavy music because that was
what I was doing next with Delain. Now, as I’ve
done so many Pop songs and electronic songs,
I do kind of feel the pressure. The heavier ideas
I do have, I feel I need to finish those songs
now because I see people going to my platform
thinking, “Oh, let’s see what Charlotte is doing
on her own. Oh, there’s no Metal here, I’m out.”
I’m like, “No wait, that’s because I was in the
band, this was originally two ideas that have
now become one.”
Patreon goes further than just songwriting as you are also doing videos and
hangouts.
Yes, the hangouts; that was the part that
kind of went… I thought I would just call in
every once in a while and we’d chat, but that
has become every month. Two hours of Q&A,
singing songs, etc., that has kind of got out of
hand in a really good way. [Laughs] That’s
really cool. It really grew and I’m very excited
about that because that’s also something that
just happened. The videos… I wanted to do that
because I like visual arts as well. I did think at
one point that I would always make it visual,
but this new release is happening sooner than I
planned. I thought I would definitely wait with
releasing something publicly until I had done a
full production outside of this little basement.
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There’s a positive motivation and a negative
motivation. The negative motivation comes
because it bothered me that I didn’t want my
music to be just for the ones who could afford
to have that monthly commitment. Then the
response was really good to the songs, so that
is kind of the positive motivator because I was
like, “I don’t care if it is just my basement
productions, if people like it and people want to
hear it, then I’m just going to put it out there.”
Some are referring to ‘Tales From Six
Feet Under’ as a solo album, but I tend to call
it a Patreon compilation.
Yes, and I like it better than a solo album,
because I feel like – and this is also a little bit of
insecurity from my side – I just know people are
going to compare it to the really big, fancy and
costly productions that I’ve done previously,
and I’m like, “It’s not the same thing!” Some
of the songs were written and recorded in
an afternoon, so it’s not the same thing at all.
Yet, I also don’t want to downplay it; it’s kind
of weird. I use “Compilation Album” because
that’s what it is. That’s because the songs were
not written to end up together on an album
necessarily.
Is there any song from the ten that is
especially important to you lyrically?
I think ‘Soft Revolution’ was a big one
in terms of lyrics because it really kind of
addressed what we’ve collectively gone
through. Everyone has their own personal
reasons, but I feel that collectively with Covid
we’re not doing great; we’ve had to adjust to
a different sort of life… loneliness in a lot of
cases and stepping away from our passions.
I feel like I started ‘Soft Revolution’ before
Covid, at least I already had the basic idea
for it. Really, just this idea that no one is okay
and that’s okay, you don’t have to pretend that
you’re doing better than you’re doing. Also, if
you are feeling melancholic, there is strength
in that as well. You can make things from that,
you can make art from that. Therefore, it’s kind
of a call to take your sadness and accept it. It’s
fine to not be fine, and you know, just ignoring
it or just putting it away will only make it fester.
That was a big one. ‘Masterpiece’… it wasn’t
literally about my issues around eating, but I
was finishing the song whilst I was also finishing
therapy for it. It was kind of a moment… you
know when you’ve gone through therapy and
you’re coming to the end. It’s kind of terrifying
to stop because you feel like, “What if I mess
up?” ‘Masterpiece’ is really a song that is like, if
you mess up, you get to try again and you don’t
let your mistakes define you, you don’t let it pin
you down.
Instrumentally, the album is basically just
you. Is there anybody else on there? I know
you have already mentioned that the drums
are programmed?
Almost all of it… Alissa White-Gluz does
a cover with me, and she also did some of the
guitar and drum arrangements on ‘Lizzie’. I
used “plugins” and whatever else I have here.
I do have some guitars here; there are some
acoustic guitars on it, but I’ve recorded the
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electric guitars. They’re all programmed –
which I know is like cursing in a church! – even
some of the solos are programmed. I mean it is
real, I played it, but I played it on a keyboard.
For a lot of the other instruments, I really enjoy
sounds where you can’t hear what instrument it
is. I like sounds that don’t sound like an actual
instrument, which makes working digitally
much easier of course. I have my favourite
“plugins” that I tweak on for hours… I did play
the clarinet and all the vocals are real! [Laughs]

about the no-CD part. At first, I thought I want
the music out there as a digital release, just so it
was open to everyone and not only those who
could afford Patreon. Then I thought, if there’s
going to be a digital release, it would be nice
to also have a physical product. I’m a big fan
of vinyl, so that was an easy choice of physical
item for me. I do see a lot of people disappointed
that there is not a CD, and that’s encouragement
for me to say, “Okay, if I do another release, I
will do the full thing.”

I have to ask about ‘Cry Little Sister’. I
know it’s odd to focus specifically on a cover,
but anyone of a certain age will know that
song. Can you explain why you covered that
track?
As I mentioned earlier, I went through my
pile of songs quicker than I expected – I’ve
been working hard making music seven days a
week, three parts of the day – so one weekend
I said to myself “This weekend, I’m not doing
anything!” I was like “Okay, let’s watch a
movie” and ‘The Lost Boys’ had been on my
watch-list. At the very start of the movie, it
opens with the water and the town… you’re
flying through the air and then you hear the
choir… and I got goosebumps just from hearing
that. It was like, “Oh, this is so good!” Long
story short, I spent the entire weekend that I’d
promised myself that I wouldn’t do anything on
the cover because I had to do the song!

How much thought have you given to
touring?
I’ve planned when I am planning it! I know
that I have to think about it, but at this point I
have a new pile to make in order to have the
headspace for long-term projects. That’s my
first project. Once I have done that, and we
are talking the fall of this year, then I’ll start
thinking about how I’m going to bring this to
the stage.

You have some different vinyl formats
for the album, but why did you decide not to
release it on CD?
I’m starting to wonder that myself… I
thought nobody buys CDs anymore, but I’ve
had a lot of people who are very disappointed
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Before we finish, I want to ask about
Delain. You released a statement earlier
this year about you (and others) leaving the
band. Can you add anything more as to what
happened?
I don’t want to go too deep into what
happened, whose fault it is, why and how
because I feel like as soon as someone
starts talking about that, there is a risk of
people going back and forth. If we were all
in agreement about what happened and why
it happened, then we would probably still
have a band. What I can say and what I think
is important is that it wasn’t a decision that
was made lightly. A lot of the issues that led
to this conclusion have plagued us for many
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years. It goes back way longer, at least for me
it does, and the fact that it has escalated is very
sad. It’s something… we’ve always looked
for solutions because Delain is something
we all put our heart and soul into; I think it’s
important for people to know that. Of course,
since Covid came along we didn’t have to
rush our decision. When things started going
south, if we [at that point] had to be on stage
in two weeks, maybe we would have made a
decision in haste. Then I would always have
wondered, “What if... what if there was an
option to explore that we haven’t?” As we
spent most of 2020 trying to find different
solutions to how could we make it workable,
were there other setups we could work in and
so on... we left no stone unturned. Therefore,
with that in mind, I’m still really sad that this
is the conclusion, but it’s a small comfort
to me knowing that it really wouldn’t have
worked. We really tried. It’s really sad and
I’m still kind of finding out how do I relate
to it? It will be tough to see a Delain that I
am not a part of in the future... that’s the part
where I’m at and I haven’t had to deal with
that yet. I’m not looking forward to that. The
important thing is that we really, really tried,
and it’s sad that this is the conclusion. Also, I
am really grateful that in the time that all this
was happening, I had something positive to
focus on. I was writing songs while we were
all figuring out what we were going to do. I
was putting songs out there when we realised
that it wasn’t going to happen. When the
announcement went online, I’m so glad that I
wasn’t going into some sort of black hole, but
that I was thinking, “Okay, I have a video to
record next week so…”
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Words by Dave Cockett

A

s one of the founding members of the mighty Judas Priest, the name of K.K. Downing is
indelibly linked with the development of twin guitar Heavy Metal as we know it today.
He regularly toured the world and was an integral part of a songwriting machine that
sold tens of millions of albums, but back in 2011, after more than forty years in the band, he
suddenly called time. Now however, after the best part of a decade in the wilderness, he throws
down the gauntlet with the release of ‘Sermons Of The Sinner’, the debut album from KK’s
Priest. Fireworks recently sat down with the affable guitarist to talk about his career past and
present but learned much, much more…
Late 2010/early 2011 seemed to be a
time of turmoil in the Judas Priest camp.
In December it was announced that they
were planning one final fling – the Epitaph
World Tour – to say goodbye and thank you
to their fans, but barely a month later that
message changed somewhat when a second
press release proclaimed they were in the
process of writing new material. To muddy
the waters yet further, a couple of months
down the line it was then announced that
K.K. Downing had decided to retire and
would not be part of the tour.
“First of all I didn’t retire,” K.K. laughs;
“that’s just a myth, I can explain that! The
truth of the matter is that I quit… I actually
quit the band in late December 2010 when
things came to a boil. I sent them a letter
that just said ‘I’ve retired’; I didn’t say I’m
retiring from the business altogether or
that I didn’t have any more to give; I was
just calling time on the band. Basically
however, everything I said in that letter was
me prostituting myself because I wasn’t
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giving the real reasons for throwing in the
towel, and the real reasons were coming
to a boil… they were boiling over in fact.
But they either didn’t twig to it or didn’t
care. It was just ‘Oh, you know, it’s K.K.,
he’s always amicable, he’ll come with us or
he’ll go along with whatever’.”
The ‘reasons’ that informed the decision
to quit, at least from his perspective, were
well documented a couple of years ago in
his autobiography ‘Heavy Duty – Days
And Nights In Judas Priest’. Tensions it
claims within the band were longstanding
and primarily driven by the level of control
that manager Jayne Andrews and guitarist
Glenn Tipton were exerting over everyone
else, an increasingly frustrating situation
that stretched as far back as 1985. He even
recalls that after a particularly fraught
Toronto show with Alice Cooper in 1991,
he composed a resignation letter on the
flight back to Los Angeles but ultimately
didn’t send it. This time however things
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were different.
“You have to understand,” K.K. adds,
“when I quit, all I was quitting was that
farewell tour… it was the final tour, it was
the end of the band. My headspace just
wasn’t in the right place with everything
else that was going on. I was being pressured
to write and record an EP to support the
farewell tour, and I said, ‘I’m not ending
my career with an EP… forget it!’ So all
of these things were just coming to a head
you know, the ongoing thing with Glenn
and Jayne… they got together in 1985.
The only thing I was bailing out of was
the end of Judas Priest and yes, it probably
should’ve been the end of Judas Priest.
We were all getting older, and the stage
performances just weren’t there anymore…
I never felt solid with Glenn. We didn’t
know about Glenn at that point (Tipton was
later diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease
and retired from full time touring in 2018),
but he was just partying on stage and the
band wasn’t hot. I wasn’t enjoying the gigs
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anymore and that wasn’t fair on the fans that
were paying good money to come and see
us. You’ve got to give it a hundred percent
and people just weren’t doing that, and that
bothered me. At the end of the day you’ve
got to be able to rely on your bandmates
because you’re out there, there’s thousands
of people out there and anything can go
wrong on that stage; you have to cover for
each other. When there’s a simple mistake
that we need to jump on and cover up or
whether you’ve got stage apparatus that’s
about to fall on you, you know, or some
axe wielding nutter in the crowd… all that
stuff’s happened!”
“So when the fans,” K.K. continues,
“…when people come down on me saying
things like ‘Oh you left, you deserted us to
go and look after your golf course’, they
don’t understand because they haven’t been
told the truth. From their perspective it was
a lot easier to tell people ‘Oh K.K. yeah,
he retired… he retired to look after his golf
course’. The heat was off then, that was
their story because I’d sent in a retirement
letter. And it was a nice, amicable letter for
lots of reasons; not least because I was so
embroiled in business with the guys after 40
years. I was a 25% director of the company,
25% shareholder of the company… so we
had a long way to go when it came to the
corporate and financial side of things. I
could’ve said ‘I’m quitting and this is why’
first time around… but I didn’t.”
To add some context, their last studio
album at that point – 2008’s grand and
at times overly ostentatious concept
‘Nostradamus’ (a radical shift away from
the classic Judas Priest sound) – had been
a somewhat protracted endeavour that
ultimately failed to engage with their core
fan base. One of a number of ‘missed
opportunities’ according to K.K.’s book…
certainly it would have lent itself to a full
blown stage extravaganza instead of the
odd track here and there in a standard Priest
set. Elsewhere in the band there was also
growing dissatisfaction with the way that
things were being handled…
“We felt that Rob (Halford) was ready
to move on again,” K.K. shrugs. “He still
had a separate manager at that point and it
looked as though he was gearing up to leave.
He’d already released a couple of albums
in 2010 under his own steam and that’s
not good, you don’t do that to your fellow
bandmates. So there was a lot of unease in
the camp anyway; it wasn’t just me, nobody
was happy about the situation. You know,
in most relationships, man and wife… it’s
usually one person that wears the trousers,
and it isn’t always the man. And the other
person, to make the relationship work, has
to accept that sometimes because if they
don’t get their way, they either manipulate
their way or they throw their toys out of
the pram and then you don’t go forwards.
That’s not good in a relationship and it’s
not good in a business. I suppose when I
look back, my silence was often my cross
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to bear.”
Calling time on something you’ve loved
and nurtured for more than forty years seems
like a decision not made lightly, particularly
when bowing out before one final farewell
tour could be construed as a slap in the face
to those who’d supported you throughout
those years. Dame Fate however was about
to throw in one almighty curve ball.
“As I said earlier, I wasn’t quitting
the business, I was just quitting the end
of the band,” K.K. emphasises once
again. “At that point a friend of mine, a
fellow musician, was encouraging me to
reconsider my decision. He said ‘Come
on K.K., you’ve gotta do this after all this
time’. So I thought about it and came to the
conclusion that perhaps he was right… so
I called Ian (Hill). I said ‘Ian, I’m thinking
maybe I’m going to do the tour anyway’,
but he said ‘No, I think it’s too late now’.
It wasn’t too late for me because I knew
all the songs, I could’ve gone out there and
done it; I think I had a right to do it. But
from talking to Ian I just wasn’t getting
the same encouragement that I was getting
from a friend. You know what I mean…
Ian’s on the inside and the friend’s on the
outside saying things like ‘You’ve got
to do it, it’s a farewell tour. There’ll be a
video, everything… you’ve gotta be there’.
So I was feeling confident that what I was
saying would go back to Jayne Andrews
and the other guys, but I wasn’t getting
the right feedback… and then they sent
me a press release which I didn’t respond
to. I’m thinking to myself why aren’t they
saying ‘K.K., Ian says that you’re talking
to him about doing the shows. Is this what
you want to do because if it is we need to
talk’, you know what I mean? But they sent
me a press release saying that I’d retired or
whatever and asking ‘was I okay with the
text?’ I ignored that again and called Ian,
I said ‘Ian, can you email me the set list?’,
because that was always another bone of
contention. I’d expressed my view before
that if the Epitaph Tour was going to be
the final tour, the set list needed to be a
chronological journey through the history
and the evolution of the band. It should
select songs, popular or maybe obscure,
from each album; that’s how I wanted to
do it. So Ian sent me the set list over and it
looked just like that! But the first thing next
day they issued the press release… then I
got angry!”
“Bottom line is, when the dust had settled,
I’d changed my mind,” K.K. confirms. “So
that day I sent in my second letter setting
out the real reasons why I quit the band.
It’s as simple as that, but they prefer to tell
the world ‘Oh, he’s retired!’ That second
letter, which I have, says ignore everything.
Everything means everything… because
I’d originally prostituted myself by giving
that typical soft soap, K.K. response to try
to keep everybody happy. But when I sent in
that second letter I felt so much better, and
straight away another band member said
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‘I bet you feel good about that… good on
you!’ And I had the support, we all felt the
same; it wasn’t just me who felt that things
weren’t right. So that’s the comprehensive
story, and I’ve had to bear the brunt of
fans thinking I’m just a jerk off. And to be
honest I’d agree with ‘em if they think ‘Oh
I’ve retired because I’ve had enough now.
I’ve had enough of your money and your
support and all of that or whatever. I’m
just going to look after my golf course’. I
can see it; you should imagine how I feel!
And when I see Rob give his account of
why K.K. wasn’t allowed back in; who’s
pulling the strings, you know? It’s a bit
like Joe Biden and Kamala Harris, you can
only ask questions if you’re one of us…
and all the interviews in ten years, the real
story hasn’t been told. So it’s my time to
speak now because the guys got legal with
me a few years ago. I begged them not to,
I said ‘Let’s sit round the table and talk’,
but they wanted to oust me as a director
which they finally did a couple of months
ago. They managed to achieve that because
they had the majority. So I’ve been kicked
out of that and they’re continuing to work
on my shares which is what they really
want. That’s still ongoing; so every time
you see a fan buy a shirt with ‘British Steel’
on there, I don’t get anything from it… or
‘Screaming For Vengeance’ or ‘Painkiller’,
or anything. That’s where it lies right now.”
To their credit, the Judas Priest camp
have remained fairly tight lipped on the
subject of K.K.’s departure (beyond the
original press release) and the behind
the scenes battles that seem to have been
ongoing for some time. Even singer Rob
Halford’s own autobiography ‘Confess’
offers little insight, but it’s obviously
something that has frustrated K.K. for
more than a decade, the advent of his new
band KK’s Priest finally giving him the
opportunity to put his side of the argument.
“A few weeks after I wrote that second
letter,” K.K. states emphatically, “Rob’s
manager contacted me and said that he
(Rob) wanted to talk. He wrote me a letter
saying that Rob wanted to come round to
see me about forming a band with him and
other band members, who I could name…
I still have the letter. So it looked like
Rob was getting ready to do something
anyway… but having said that, we were
just about to embark on a farewell tour; The
Epitaph, the end of the band! It was winding
down, I don’t care what they say; it wasn’t
the same. The live shows were not doing
justice to the fans expectations because on
stage I felt that we were vulnerable. We
weren’t musically… we were all there. You
know what it’s like, it’s rock n’ roll and I’m
not going to put anybody down for having a
few beers or this, that n’ the other, but if you
go too far you don’t feel secure. I suppose
the jest is that Keith Richards could have a
cigarette in one hand and a beer in the other
and still play great guitar… some people
can, some people can’t! [Laughs]”
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“I did the book when I gave up on the
band,” he adds with some resignation,
“because to start with they were actually
paying me what I was entitled to, what I
was promised. And that was royalties on
anything that I was a part of… when you
think of all those album covers, I helped
to develop them. I was there in all of the
meetings, my money paid for them. But
after a while I wasn’t getting accounts,
I wasn’t getting anything. They said
that I wasn’t entitled to money but they
were paying it to me as a gesture; then it
stopped and the lawyers got involved.
They said that my shares in the company
weren’t worth anything; I have all the
correspondence here. And that’s the point
when I did the book… because I had given
up. You know, nine tenths of me had given
up, but even after the book I still said ‘Are
you sure about this?’ I mean, they’ve seen
me out there, they’ve seen me play, they’ve
seen what I can do… but now I’m in a great
situation. I’m with great guys that I feel very
comfortable with; they are true and they’ll
go out and it’ll be a hundred percent on that
stage. We’re here now to have some good
times with our fans, to put on great shows
and to deliver great music, and we’ll move
forward with that. Obviously, the legal
situation will still be ongoing unfortunately.
It wasn’t my call… I begged ‘em, ‘Let me
come down, we’ll sit round a table and sort
everything out’, but they said ‘No’.”
One of the most infamous events in the
storied history of Judas Priest was the 1990
‘subliminal messages trial’. The parents of
two fans launched a civil suit against the
band alleging that the song ‘Better By You,
Better Than Me’ – a Spooky Tooth cover
that had first appeared on the ‘Stained
Class’ album back in 1978 – contained
an embedded message encouraging them
to ‘do it’. After getting drunk and high,
the pair had attempted to use a shotgun to
commit suicide; one succeeded, the other
actually survived albeit with horrendous
injuries. One of the most poignant points
in K.K.’s autobiography when talking
about the trial in Reno is the passage ‘…
in an instant I felt like little Ken again, in
that all too familiar position of waiting for
whatever it was that was bad and heading
my way’. To the outside world, the right
minded part of it at any rate, the whole
thing seemed ridiculous…
“Yeah, it was,” K.K. recalls, “but there
was seriousness to it as well because
there’s always that doubt. You’re in another
country, you’re in another world, you’ve
got that whole Bible Belt thing going on
too. I remember being in France, I think,
recording the ‘Painkiller’ album when all
of a sudden they dropped this bombshell
on us, ‘Oh, you’ve got to go to court in
America because this has happened’. And
you’re thinking ‘You’ve got to be kidding
me, they’re actually putting us on trial for
people killing themselves… its ridiculous!’
At first I thought somebody like Margaret
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Thatcher would jump in feet first, or
the Musicians Union maybe; you know,
‘Hang on, this is ridiculous! Our lads are
not gonna go over there and suffer all this
bullshit’, but no, it had to happen. I can’t
quite remember what happened but I think
we had to go to Chicago to do depositions
or something like that. And it was only then
we saw… I don’t know why they showed
it to us, but they showed us the deposition
of the one lad that had lived; the one who
literally blew the middle of his face out.
That was grotesque, a terrible, terrible
sight… and the fact that he was still alive!
I think they showed it to us so that it would
actually sink in as to what we needed
to do. It brought it home that we were in
another man’s land and that we needed to
do exactly what the lawyers told us to do, to
follow their instructions and adhere to their
guidelines.”
“And nothing was certain when it went
to trial,” he continues, “a lot of innocent
men must have gone to the gallows and
vice versa, that’s why they abolished
hanging. That’s why they brought down the
amount you can sue the government for if
you can prove you were wrongly convicted
because so many people are overturning
their convictions. Lots of innocent people
are found guilty and a lot of that has to do
with the court process… who’s got the most
expensive lawyer, you know. Anyway, as
soon as we walk into that courtroom in
Reno, there’s an easel with this painting or
photograph of the lad, the one that lived…
when he was like thirteen! Short hair,
schoolboy… he wasn’t that, he was totally
different to that when this happened, he
was an older teenager with a long history of
things. So it’s all this kind of trickery and
misinformation… it’s just like, everybody
out there probably thinks this of me because
I ‘retired’ to look after my golf course. And
that’s just not the case, I had professional
managers looking after my golf course,
you know, it had been open six years. The
company appointed at the beginning of the
year in 2011 was Troon Management; they
operate two hundred facilities in the States,
Dubai… and in the UK, The Centurion
Club (in Hertfordshire) in England. That’s
how Hitler did so well with Goebbels; it’s
all propaganda, and in a court case this is
what worries you more than anything else,
misinformation.”
The trial itself lasted for more than a
month, although Rob aside, none of the
band members was asked to testify in
their own defence. Fortunately, the trial
judge ultimately saw sense and the case
was thrown out of court, but for a while
it looked like the whole Rock and Metal
subculture was the target of some loony,
right wing extremist agenda.
“I have to commend Rob for getting up
there,” K.K. nods, “it’s pretty traumatic
when you think about it. Even though he
could do that in his sleep, it was still a very
valiant thing that he did to agree to go up
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there because that part of the testimony
needed to be done by someone. The lawyers
thought it needed to be done to illustrate
the point; you can talk and read as much as
you want to, but a picture or an audio can
paint a thousand words in a situation like
that. Thankfully, I don’t think it made much
difference to our standing or sales at the
end of the day. It’s funny how the business
works really, but because of the music and
the fans it takes a lot to knock us over. Rob
need never, ever have worried, if he did,
about his coming out for example because
at the end of the day, people just forget and
move on. And it’s the same with the court
case; I think people just thought ‘Okay, it’s a
part of what bands have been going through
throughout history’. What happened before
with the PMRC – the infamous Parents
Music Resource Centre – I think a lot of that
bolstered the case for us really. People were
trying to get somebody, anybody to take the
fall. Whether it was Ozzy, or Judas Priest or
someone else; people were gunning for us.
We went through The Carolina’s, the Bible
Belt. Jeez… I remember that people were
out there with the banners, ‘don’t go into
the show; this is evil’ and all of that. So we
went through all of that… and you have to
ask yourself, did people want to stop Rock
music or Metal music? Did they want the
money to go to their church or whatever?”
Talking of the media and how the court
of public opinion can help shape or destroy
lives, the situation with former Judas Priest
drummer Dave Holland is perhaps much
more complex than it seems on the surface.
Arrested in 2004 and later sent to prison,
Holland was found guilty of the attempted
rape and indecent assault of a 17 year old
boy with learning difficulties. Holland
passed away in January 2018.
“I have a lot of sympathy for Dave
Holland,” K.K. adds after pausing briefly.
“I know a lot more about that situation
than most people and in my opinion,
Dave was wrongly convicted, and I
hope that that appears as well at some
point. It was absolutely disgraceful what
happened to Dave, it really was. But you
know, when people get their teeth into
you in the media… there you go again,
misinformation. As soon as that happened
the local papers (in the Northampton area),
they posted that this teenage lad was firstly
under age, not true; and secondly he was
disabled and in a wheelchair, again not
true. And when that sort of stuff goes out,
it’s a high wall to climb over again. Once
that wall’s been put up with the people it’s
terrible what happens, what can happen.”
After all the behind the scenes
shenanigans, K.K. finally took to the stage
again at Bloodstock Open Air in August
2019, nearly a decade after his last on stage
appearance with Judas Priest as part of
the 30th birthday celebrations for ‘British
Steel’. Performing with erstwhile Manowar
guitarist Ross The Boss and his band, fans
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were overjoyed to see him run through a
handful of Judas Priest classics.
“It was a long wait,” he admits, “and
even after all the stuff that had gone on
before; I was still thinking that the door
would be open. It was hard to see myself
starting over after spending my whole life
creating and being a part of the evolution
of Judas Priest. I was an instigator of it, a
workhorse… because that music didn’t
exist when I was growing up as a teenager,
it just wasn’t there. And the reason I got
on board as a kid was because there was
no music for me. The only thing I had was
Blues music which was great, you know,
and I jumped on board maybe a year later
than Eric Clapton, John Mayall… Jeff Beck,
Jimmy Page and all those guys that went
on to create Progressive Blues bands. And
they did a lot of great things; Led Zeppelin,
Cream, Fleetwood Mac… past masters
at progressing the Blues which they were
very much a massive part of, but I didn’t
take my inspiration from that, I took it from
Heavy Metal which was fragments… just
fragments at the time. The first time I heard
something that had an effect on me – I think
it was 1964/65 – was the Kinks with ‘You
Really Got Me’. They were supposed to be
a Pop band and this was supposed to be a
Pop song, but it wasn’t. It was the beginning
FIREWORKS

of this Heavy Metal music because it was a
riff orientated song. And there was ‘Wild
Thing’ by The Troggs. There were a couple
of other things too, but it was the great
Jimi Hendrix… when I saw him in 1967;
that was when I heard lots of Heavy Metal.
There were quite a lot of other things too;
lots of bits of Blues, Progressive Blues…
it was other things but the mainstay was
Metal, the Metal ingredients were there
with his great songs. Obviously ‘Purple
Haze’, ‘Foxy Lady’ which typify a lot of
other things… but I was there analysing
everything that was there and everything
that wasn’t. So when I started out, I wanted
to traverse down this road by creating and
looking into the evolution of music that
didn’t exist for white, snot nosed kids…
kids that were really impoverished, that
were roughing it, you know? Obviously, we
weren’t working in cotton fields or being
subjected to that type of oppression, but
we did have this type of oppression in the
home, in the school. Any work place was
just torment for us and we didn’t have the
music as a release; that kind of white man’s
Blues or whatever you might call it didn’t
really exist back then.”
“But the story goes,” he adds almost
as an afterthought, “Judas Priest were
awarded an induction into The Metal Hall
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Of Fame at Wacken in 2017, 2018… I can’t
remember when precisely, but obviously I
wasn’t a part of that even though the guys
giving the award wanted me to be. They
were meant to get the award on stage at
Wacken, but they said ‘No, we’ll do it in
a tent’, and that’s what they did… it’s on
YouTube somewhere. Richie Faulkner
picked up mine I think. I don’t know what
happened; maybe his name’s on it, but I
wasn’t invited to be there. So Steve Göldby
from MetalTalk (and HMHOF board
member) said to me, ‘Will you accept the
award at Bloodstock, we want to induct
you there?’ So I thought about it a bit and
he said ‘Come On, let’s do it, you’ve gotta
have the award… either that or fly out to
Los Angeles and be awarded there’. In the
end I agreed to do it at Bloodstock, and then
he said ‘Well, if you’re gonna do it will you
play a couple of songs?’ So I thought about
it some more and said ‘Well... it’s not that
easy’, to which he replied ‘What about if
we get Ross The Boss; it’s just a one guitar
band, you can make up a guitar duo?’ And
I’m one of those guys who will always go
along with things with enough cajoling so I
said ‘Oh, Okay’. I’m glad I did it because I
really enjoyed it in the end. Ross was very
nervous at first because I had people there,
but I was so proud of the guys who played
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the songs, they were absolutely spot-on!”
Long dormant fires within suitably
rekindled and any chances of reuniting with
his former bandmates looking increasingly
unlikely, K.K. then started to focus on his
own future and what he still had to offer
to the fans who’d followed him all those
years.
“After Bloodstock, I was asked to
play with Dave Ellefson,” he recalls.
“He was doing a tour with his band and
they were playing at The Steel Mill (in
Wolverhampton) which I’m an ambassador
to. They said ‘Will you play a couple of
songs?’, so I said ‘Okay’. Then they invited
‘Ripper’
(Tim
‘Ripper’
Owens, former Judas Priest
singer) to come over, and Les
(Binks, drummer for Judas
Priest in the late seventies),
and it just grew and grew
from there. So I put a set
together and that was great
too. That was November
2019… and that Christmas,
I was getting a bit bored so
I thought ‘I wonder if I can
write an album?’ I sat down
and within four or five days
I had the backbone of an
album, and in four weeks
I’d done some demos of the
whole thing. And because I
was on my own, I carried on
with the lyrics and melodies
because I wanted to hear it; I
wanted to hear more of it, you
know what I mean? I was just
singing the melody lines as
rough as they were, and when
I felt comfortable and that I
wouldn’t embarrass myself,
I called the guys with a view
to putting a band together. I
didn’t want to do it the other
way round, I didn’t want to
get caught out, but I was really
just pleasantly surprised that
I could do it all without the
writing partnership that I had
before with Rob and Glenn.
So I called up A.J. (Mills,
guitarist with Hostile) who
lives not too far from me.
Although he’s a guitar player he’s got a
pretty good singing voice, so we re-did
the demos… you know, tried to better the
drums and all that; spent a bit more time
on it.”
“Then it all sort of snowballed from
there,” he laughs. “At the same time I was
talking to a record company and potential
management and I’d promised them that
I would have it done and finished by the
end of April (2020)… I only started it at
Christmas! Fortunately ‘Ripper’ and Sean
(Elg, drummer with DeathRiders/Cage
who stepped in when Les Binks injured
his wrist) were both able to come over
and do drums and vocals, but right then
36

Covid hit. We’d already got some shows
lined up that summer in Spain, Belgium,
some festivals… France, Ireland, so the
record company needed the album finished
quickly. But because the teeth of Covid
had bitten deep and were starting to bite
deeper… flights closed down, the studios
closed down, everything closed down.
I couldn’t get into the studio to do the
guitar overdubs I wanted to, I couldn’t mix
anything, I couldn’t do some sample mixes
and I couldn’t do the re-amping that we had
to do. So because of that, I had to take my
foot off the pedal for a while but in the end
that gave me the luxury of just revisiting
everything again.”

Delayed for more than a year whilst
the world got to grips with the pandemic,
debut album ‘Sermons Of The Sinner’
is indeed a bold statement of intent. And
should anybody be in any doubt, issuing it
under the ‘KK’s Priest’ battle standard most
assuredly throws down the gauntlet to his
estranged comrades in arms.
“You know, I’m happy for them to tell
any of their side of the story against me,”
K.K. reiterates. “I have great respect for
my bandmates irrespective of whatever’s
been done; it’s in the history books. We
fought in the trenches together, you know;
it wasn’t always good but you expect that
in a long-term relationship. But I will say
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this, I was always loyal. I never left the
band to record albums with other people,
I didn’t do that. It took Glenn six years
to do his two albums; Rob left and took
our drummer Scott (Travis) with him all
those years for all three bands… I was the
one who was loyal and true. And that’s
why; if anyone out there has any doubts
and doesn’t think that I deserve the right
to be a Priest… I disagree. I was a Priest
back in 1969; 1968 when I first saw the
van (the old Ford Thames 400E used by
the original, Al Atkins fronted version
of Judas Priest) going through town and
wanting to be in that van. I deserve the
right to… not dispose of everything that I
am, my whole entity. I can’t
do that, I can’t leave me
behind, what do people want
me to do? Do they want me
to call the band ‘The Flying
Blues Brothers’ or something
that’s totally detached to
everything that runs through
my veins? I’ve grown old,
we’ve grown older or old
together through a lifetime
and I’m not gonna leave the
fans, the music legacy of
who I am or my relationship
with them. Don’t get me
wrong I’m not gonna take
everything, but I’m gonna
take the essential ingredients
of what I feel belong to me. I
want to be in the future and I
want to be in the present, but
I’m also very proud of what
we achieved in the past and I
don’t just want to throw that
legacy away.”
“And so KK’s Priest
moves on,” he continues,
“and the fans who think that
this is just an offshoot of
Judas Priest, it’s not. This is
a new entity, but it’s taking
an essential, devoted and
loyal ingredient forward
and there’s plenty of space
and room for everything to
grow and evolve. The face
of KK’s Priest is revealed in
the video for the title track
‘Sermons Of The Sinner’.
It’s a face, an entity, a character… he’s
part of the story, part of me, but he’s
synonymous with everything that I’m
doing. As Frank (Sinatra) once sang,
I’m doing it my way now! This is it,
this is how it would’ve been if it had
been just me; it’s not a collaboration or a
compromise. I’m not denouncing that in
any way shape or form you understand,
I’m very proud of everything we’ve ever
done, everything we’ve ever created
and all of us that are involved there for
better or for worse… and that’s how
it should be. I can’t say I’m getting the
same back; I’ve had a good kicking. But
it’s not me that’s denied the fans and the
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world, you know, the best Judas Priest that Judas Priest
could be. Even before this album I wrote to them again,
‘I just wanted to double check, is the door open or is
it permanently closed?’ and they said ‘It’s permanently
closed’. So that’s where it lies. It’s a bit like a death
really where there’s an unresolved situation until the
final blessing at the funeral, only then you can move on.
Once you know, you know and there’s closure; you can
move on and that’s where I’m at right now. And I’m good
with that, I’ve got far too much to offer and so does this
fine band… a good, true and classic Metal band. I hung
on long enough thinking that there would always be a
way back, but there was always a situation. Obviously
Glenn’s illness is very regrettable, but in some ways that
just made things harder for me as well.”
Although the album has effectively been ‘in the can’
for some time now and all touring aspirations have been
thrown into complete disarray with the Covid situation,
the commitment of K.K. and the band hasn’t diminished…
quite the opposite in fact.
“It’s really exciting with the new album coming out right
now,” he beams. “I’m totally focussed on this record, the
new band and my new found career. And what I’m trying
to do is to continue to uphold this wonderful genre of
music that, let’s face it, is not totally in a safe place at the
moment. We’re losing people every day unfortunately…
time is moving on, and that’s a major, major focus right
now. We were spread all over the place when we did this
album because of the restrictions – Tony (Newton, bassist)
had to fly out and record Iron Maiden in the States at one
point – so we just got on with it really. And that was it; I
was just really surprised how easy it all was. So I’ve gone
through the same process again. I spent a few days in late
September last year and I’m confident now that there’s
another record there as well. So I’m really looking forward
to getting the guys involved again when this blasted Covid
thing moves on, and it’s going to be fantastic. I can hear the
second album in my head already, but for now we’ve got to
get this show on the road. And it will, it will happen I can
promise you that!”
With a couple of striking videos – ‘Hellfire Thunderbolt’
and ‘Sermons Of The Sinner’ – already making waves, the
immediate future looks bright indeed for K.K. Downing
and his band. As a parting shot he reflects on the current
version of Judas Priest.
“There are people on stage now calling themselves
Judas Priest,” he muses. “I’ve never met them yet they’re
playing my songs, doing what I did and looking the way I
looked… it’s as simple as that, and that’s fine. But people
have to understand that I’m not dead; I’m still alive and I
have a right to do what I’ve always done. I’ve been denied
doing it for too long when there’s a place for me. Andy…
Andy Sneap is a great guy, I love him and I’m a friend of
his. I’ve been up to his studio and I’ve worked up there
with a young band mixing and stuff like that, and he said
to me that he would hand the baton back at any time if
that’s what was requested. When Glenn retired there was
an opportunity… and there’s been an opportunity since
because they’ve said that Andy’s not a member of Judas
Priest, he’s their touring guitarist. So you’re seeing a
Judas Priest with touring guitarist guys, you know that’s
not how it should be really. I read an article today that said
‘Oh yeah, KK’s Priest, they look and sound just like Judas
Priest’… which Judas Priest are they talking about; the
one that I was in for all those years or the new one? I know
the guys have got lots of fans, lots of people out there, but
I want those fans to have an understanding. I hope they
like this music as well and understand why it has to be like
this because it can’t be any other way!”

How are you and the rest of the band,
particularly Kelly Keagy after his recent
heart problems?
I’m fine thanks, just recovering from a fall
where I fortunately managed to save my 1962
Sunburst Fender Stratocaster! We decided to
go in and get a doctor to take Kelly’s blood
pressure and his vitals were perfect. Then he
took mine and Jack Blades vitals and our hearts
were racing a little bit; we asked the doctor,
“How come Kelly is fine and we’re not?” The
doctor replied, “That’s because Kelly has got a
new heart!” [Laughs]

Interview by Mark Donnelly
Photo: Kevin Baldes
Of all the Melodic Rock acts to emerge in the last four
decades, Night Ranger has turned out to be one of the
most enduring. Still boasting three original members,
the band continues to tour and release new material on a
regular basis. Fireworks recently caught up with guitarist
Brad Gillis at his home in the suburbs of San Francisco to
talk to him about the new album ‘ATBPO’, playing live,
learning to play the guitar… and big feet!

All our lives have been upturned in the
last eighteen months. What have you been
doing to cope?
Well you know, it was a tough situation
when Covid came about. When it set in we
had to cancel a show down in Punta Cana
(Dominican Republic), right there on the beach
at the Hard Rock Casino. We were worried that
if we went and did the show, we would have
gotten stuck down there. Due to the rapid spread
of the virus we cancelled everything from then
on, including a tour booked with Sammy Hagar
and Whitesnake (about 42 amphitheatre shows
around the country). It was pretty hard for the
band to drop everything in 2020.
‘ATBPO’ (‘And The Band Played On’)
is your twelfth studio album; do you still get
the same buzz from recording new music?
Yes, we had a blast doing this record. The
pandemic is such a tragic situation for all, so
we decided to make a positive out of it. We
all got together late last year and started doing
Zoom calls, throwing ideas back and forth and
then decided which ideas to work off. After
that, we figured out the tempos for the new
songs that we would record; and after getting
the arrangements together, we had Kelly go in
and play drums in a studio down in Arizona
where he resides. After that was done, everyone
individually started to put their own parts on it
in our own home studios.
The last four albums have been a real
return to the form of the early days. Do you
have any particular favourite songs from the
new album yourself?
Well, after you have spent so many months
on a record… you finish mixing, and you are
listening to it over and over again just to try
to finish everything off. After all that I just
kind of put it away and don’t even listen to it
again. [Laughs] Of course, there are definitely
some favourites; I love the song ‘Coming
For You’, plus the more hard-driving songs
like ‘Breakout’ and ‘Cold As December’. My
favourite ballad is ‘Can’t Afford A Hero’…
I really loved doing that one because I got to
pull out my 1957 Stratocaster and play through
an old Fender Blackface Deluxe Reverb Amp.
There’s something to be said about using actual
vintage gear to get that sound and tone.
What is the main difference between
how you used to record and how you record
nowadays?
The whole process is pretty much the same,
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the only difference being when you have a
home studio you are working out of the box...
which means through the computer. There are
guitar plug-ins you can use, like Guitar Rig,
plus different boxes you can plug into like my
Boss GS-10 that I use. I have another unit where
I can plug straight into it and it has six outputs
that either go direct to the computer, or out to
an amplifier which then goes through a speaker,
enabling you to mix and match the sounds to
get whatever you are after. So, the process is
the same using the big amps, but now I have
the luxury of going within the box, adding other
elements, and of course doing it from the luxury
of your own home.

of your debut album ‘Dawn Patrol’. Have
you any plans to celebrate the landmark
anniversary?
Yes, we talked about making it the 40th
Anniversary tour for Night Ranger. Of course,
now that things are finally opening up, new
shows are coming in and we are hoping to hop
onto another large tour to celebrate that fortyyear anniversary, but you know, it’s a great
feeling to stand the test of time. I have been in
the same band for 40 years, which is very rare
these days, but we have been able to stand the
test of time and put out new records every few
years, and our touring schedule, pre-Covid, was
close to 90 shows per year.

As a band do you realise just how much
high regard there is out there for your 80s
back catalogue?
That could be attested by our audience and
the numbers we’re bringing in, we’re still able
to go in and kick butt when we tour. We have
got a great list of shows coming up. This 4th
July we’re doing the M3 down in Maryland
where we are headlining the third night of a
three-day festival. We’re also playing in Ohio
with Styx, the Moondance Jam, Summerfest
and we’ve just got booked on the Kiss Cruise for
Halloween. We’re still in pretty good demand as
far as getting out on the road and doing some of
these better shows. Also, we’re booked in 2022
to do the Sweden Rock Festival, opening for
Guns N’ Roses.

That’s pretty impressive even for new
bands. Are there any plans to re-master the
early albums?
I’ve talked about it and it has been mentioned
before. It would definitely make things sound
better, but we’ll just have to wait and see what
happens on that one.

Fantastic, does that mean that you may
come to the UK again?
I always let management know if we’re
flying to Europe so that we can try to get quite a
few shows together instead of just doing a oneoff. The hardest thing for any band member or
traveller is spending fourteen to sixteen hours
on the road to get to their destination, and after
getting their work down, flying straight back
home again.
What do you remember about opening
for Foreigner back in 1985?
I remember it well. I just saw a video of
us playing in Germany and I swear it looked
as though there were 30,000 or 40,000 people
in the audience… it brought back lots of great
memories. Our one big issue was that we didn’t
go back every couple of years to keep our status
up because we kind of had to come back to
Europe and start over again.
Do you also remember playing the HRHAOR Festival in North Wales?
I remember Wales… it was way out in the
boonies. We all stayed in these little trailers. I
remember we got there a day early and Keri
(Kelli) and I went out to see the other bands.
I remember the long drive getting there, these
beautiful, rolling hills and all the sheep on the
side of the hill and just thinking that Europe is
beautiful. We kept going and going and there
was nothing out there, then all of a sudden
we came to this concert venue and saw all the
trailers.
Next year marks the 40th Anniversary
FIREWORKS

When playing live, how easy – or hard – is
it to decide on a set list?
Well that is both a tough and an easy call on
that one, only because we have to play the big
hits and we always do. We usually delve into
the latest record to do a cut or two and then we
switch other songs around, like ‘Rumours In
The Air’ and songs we don’t usually play. We’ve
also taken fan input on that same question to
find out their favourite tunes, which has resulted
in us having probably a basketful of 25-30
songs that we can pull from; we like to change
things about. We like doing the B-sides that
weren’t such big hits but still kick butt, songs
like ‘Touch Of Madness’. I always have fun
playing that one, which we usually lead the set
off with, because it throws me right into the fire
in terms of soloing… but we try to play what
the audience wants to hear, especially our major
fans. We also play a few covers that come over
well in the set, including two Damn Yankees
songs (‘Coming Of Age’ and ‘High Enough’)
and a little Ozzy (‘Crazy Train’). And then Keri
Kelli, our other guitar player, had a long stint
with Alice Cooper so we throw in ‘Schools Out’
and the audience loves it and sings along. A
slight departure from Night Ranger but we are
all connected to those songs somehow.
How did you first learn to play the guitar?
I grew up playing in the 60s when The
Beatles came out. I got my first guitar in 1965,
a K Vanguard II and I still have that guitar.
My brother, being seven years older than
me, towards the end of the 60s had all the
great records by Jimi Hendrix, Led Zeppelin,
Santana, The Doors, Blue Cheer, etc. He set me
up in his room with a turntable, and made a little
distortion box that the turntable would plug into
going out into headphones; I would then plug
my guitar into that box so I would be able to
hear myself playing and the record playing at
the same time. He would go out every night,
whilst I would sit in the room and play all those
records learning by ear. One of my brother’s
friends came by once and said, “If you want
to take lessons and learn ‘Mary Had A Little
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Lamb’ that is one thing; however, if you want to
listen to the radio and learn by ear, basically all
the songs you are hearing are the seven to nine
chords that you already know, so try learning by
ear.” That changed my world, listening to all my
brother’s records, listening to the radio. I was
able to pick up on chords, music, the root chord
and then started doodling into soloing.
What are your favourite memories from
over the years?
There have been a lot of great ones. Doing
big shows, that has always been the greatest for
me. One of the biggest was with Jack Blades in
the band Rubicon, back on March 18th in 1978,
playing at the California Jam II. Now, Rubicon
was the only band that people didn’t know.
They had artists like Ted Nugent, Aerosmith,
Heart, Dave Mason, Santana and a few other
bands, but that will always stick in my memory
as there were 250,000 people when we played
and I had just turned 20 years old… that was
the biggest day of my life. A few other ones are
Night Ranger playing these big huge shows.
One was in Houston, back in the mid-80s when
we started headlining and we would get 30,000
people at an outdoor concert. It was so funny
because it rained, which was a muddy situation
for the fans, but I remember looking over whilst
we were playing and they’d knocked down a
fence and fans were jumping over it to get into
the show and landing in the mud. Crazy things
like that. We have had some huge shows on our
own in recent years; 20,000 in the mid-west for
one concert. You know, the more the merrier.
We have done about 3,000 shows in our career
and the machine is still rolling.
That’s one of the great things about Night
Ranger, the fact that you will play in front
of 20,000 people one night but then 2,000 the
night after and just give it the same…
Those smaller shows are almost more fun
because you can see the crowds, right there in
your face, so it is more personal. I just love to
play as does everybody else in the band, which
is a good thing. There are a lot of bands that are
just going through the motions to pick up their
cheque. We just like to throw it down. The firecracker energy of Jack Blades, running around
and singing, and Keri Kelli is all over the stage;
it just makes me want to run around more.
At our age, running around is good exercise!
[Laughs]
What is the one question that you have
never been asked, but you would have liked
to have been asked?
(Looking perplexed) I cannot think of
anything. I’ve literally been asked it all over
the years. Hang on; nobody has ever asked me,
“What is your shoe size?”
So Brad, what is your shoe size?
[Laughs] I’m a size twelve, yet I’m only five
feet, nine inches tall. Having big feet, you know
what that means?
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Words by Steven Reid
Releasing their debut EP way back in 1992, The Wildhearts have been a stop-start fixture on the UK
music scene ever since. While those in the know have long understood the importance of the band,
with their stunning 2019 album ‘Renaissance Men’, that acclaim seems to have finally spread into a
wider conscience. The band’s latest release, ‘21st Century Love Songs’, refuses to simply follow the
same blueprint, instead adhering to the Wildhearts’ ethos of “if it doesn’t come from the heart, then it
sure ain’t wild enough!” Fireworks sat down with not one, but three members of the band to find out
more, with only Danny evading our questions on this occasion.
GINGER WILDHEART
“We’ve always been a good
band,” The Wildhearts’ frontman
and guitarist Ginger states safe
in the knowledge that he’s right,
“but it’s only relatively recently
that we’re being respected as one.
The passion and commitment of
our community is second to none,
and anyone lucky enough to have
gotten into The Wildhearts in the
last few years… well, they will find
a very kind, loyal and generous
family to belong to. There are a
few wackos but every family has
those, right?”
From the first listen to the
pulsating ‘21st Century Love
Songs’, the heady days of the
fan-club edition of ‘Fishing
For Luckies’ and its follow up,
‘PHUQ’ were conjured up for
this lifelong Wildhearts fan, but
when asked if he agrees, Ginger
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counters with a characteristically
insightful reply. “I think you are
much better positioned to make
those comparisons. A lot of the
time music reminds you of the best
times of your life as a music lover.
I’ll just keep writing songs and
people can tell me if they touch
an emotional nerve.” And believe
me when I tell you the modest
songwriter’s compositions always
have… and still do.
If he’s understandably reticent
to categorise his band’s superb
new record, will Ginger be more
willing to reveal whether he has a
clear picture in his head of what
he’s aiming for when one of their
new ‘long-players’ begins to take
shape? “I usually have a clear idea
of what I don’t want an album
to be,” he admits with his usual
candour, “and that sets up a filter to
accept ideas suitable for the job. At
the start I’m a scavenger of ideas,
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anything that sits right with my
vision of the music is scooped up
and shoved into boxes. And as the
boxes get full, I sift through to see
what stays and what goes. This is
when I have to be mercenary and
throw away perfectly acceptable
ideas that just don’t excite me.
Then I’ll start coming up with
lyrics while walking my dog or
running. Once there’s an album’s
worth of ideas, I’ll start demoing
the songs and begin the final stage
of preparation before showing
them to the band.”
The lead track from ‘21st
Century Love Songs’ is the
forward-looking, but nostalgia
driven. ‘Remember These Days’.
Considering that Ginger has
often stated that he’s not one for
peering over his shoulder, is that
song really as simple as its title
suggests? “I never look at the past
unless I’m drunk,” he confirms.
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“And I hardly ever write drunk
because it’s usually crap. But when
I was looking at a live picture of
me and CJ, during the pandemic,
I started thinking that we should
never take things for granted.
And that’s where the shape of
the song began. It often starts as
a shape or a feeling, so I can just
shout or play something onto my
phone memos in the vein of what
I’m going for. When I came back
to this song, I knew it had to be a
very affectionate and emotional
conversation with CJ about how
‘the bad days’often carved out
some of the major elements that
make up our band.”
But don’t worry, The Wildhearts
aren’t suddenly on some nostalgiafest, oh no. This latest album is no
less angry or direct than we would
expect with tracks like ‘You Do
You’ or ‘Directions’ very much a
comment on the madness of the
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world we currently find ourselves
in. Do these tracks go at least some
way to summing up the frustrations
of the man who wrote them? “Yes,
but only the specific frustrations
for the theme of the song,” he
explains. “Frustrations with life
and the behaviour of people aren’t
as simple unfortunately. And
they usually involve adjusting
your opinions based on what
people might be going through, or
what they’ve seen to make their
behaviour so conflicting with mine.
This is when I get to employ my
‘better self’ and try to find reason
or acceptance for things out of my
control. In a song, things need to
be more succinctly summed up
in hooks and rhymes. I’m still an
angry cunt and I hope I always will
be; it’s a great source of energy.”

problems, not all of them being
sonic problems,” the legendary
live performer says honestly,
before adding, “CJ suggested that
we use that experience as a turning
point. He was absolutely right and
I intend to distance myself from the
emotional side of playing live…
treat it more like a job. I think I
need to put myself first in order
to make everything else work in
harmony. It’s not something I’m
very comfortable with, but the
bigger picture is more important
than my emotional reaction to
things.”
Even with a phenomenal new
album being unleashed, Ginger,
as ever, has a lot of musical irons
in the fire, with Ginger & The
Sinners soon to start getting some

music out there. “The Sinners are
a very special bunch of players
with a very specific bond,” the
ever prolific musician says with
some pride. “I can’t say I listen
to too many bands that sound like
The Wildhearts, largely because
no one does. With The Sinners,
I’m tapping into the things that
made my favourite bands from
the seventies so exceptional.
Whether it’s the harmonies of
Steely Dan and Fleetwood Mac,
the twin guitars of The Allman
Brothers or the groove of classic
Status Quo, Georgia Satellites,
The Stones or Little Feat; it’s a
language that everyone in The
Sinners understands and speaks
fluently. It’s too early to talk
about it, but very exciting things
are happening for the band. And

With the live scene opening
up, The Wildhearts appeared
at the test event at this year’s
Download Festival, but after
the set was abandoned halfway
through, Ginger suggested on
social media that he’d be quite
happy to never play another live
gig again. “When we played
Download our set was rife with

CJ WILDHEART
“We’ve always just kind of
done what we’ve wanted to
do. Sometimes it’s worked and
other times it hasn’t. Looking
back, a good plan and some
focus may have pushed the
band to a wider audience, but
we are still bringing home the
bacon from making a noise,
so all is good,” is how CJ
perfectly sums up that special
something that’s long made
The Wildhearts the indispensable
band they are. And while they’ve
always been a mighty outfit no
matter the challenges they’ve
faced, the reuniting of the classic
four – Ginger, CJ, Ritch and
Danny – truly reignited the band
as they unleashed ‘Renaissance
Men’. “It sounded good from
the word go,” the guitarist and
co-vocalist agrees. “That’s half
the battle and we all really liked
the album. Ultimately you need
to keep the fans happy but if
the band isn’t digging the sound
then you have a problem… you
can’t bullshit folks out there with
straight bananas!”
‘21st Century Love Songs’,
whilst having all of The
Wildhearts hallmarks, pushes in
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all based on the simple values of
great music.”
And does being able to scratch
those different musical itches with
such a wide variety of talented
musicians make it easier for Ginger
to return to The Wildhearts when
the time is right? “The Wildhearts
is a very, very unique powder keg
and special handling is needed
when we’re together, but we’ve
been doing this for a long time,
so we’re pretty good at staying on
track. The Sinners is like a holiday
in comparison… and then there are
the solo albums for the red headed,
step-children of my writing style.
They’re all important parts of why
I make music.”
So does that mean we can
expect The Wildhearts to remain
as active going forward as
they’ve been in recent years?
“That is a question that no one
in the world can answer,” Ginger
muses. “I can say that I hope
so. Our relationship with the
community that we have helped
create is unique and important.
The Wildhearts are beyond just
music at this point in our lives.”
re-energised, but as ever CJ
is gracious and honest when
it comes to all the different
incarnations the band have
been through. “There have
been so many members in this
band,” he offers, “and I’ve
loved them all. I view the band
like a pizza, but each slice has
a different topping and takes
you on a different journey with
every bite.”

many different directions. With
it being an expansive, broad
thinking album, how does CJ
view the evolution between
the renaissance and the 21st
century? “I think ‘21st…’ works
as a volume of music,” he begins,
before proving that food is never
far from this guitarist (and hot
sauce inventor’s) mind. “It’s like
a big hunk of BBQd ribeye steak,
whereas ‘Renaissance Men’ is
more like a sit down meal with
some nice wine… and some
Angel Delight for dessert!”
But that ravenous appetite
doesn’t stop at CJ’s rumbling
stomach, with ‘21st Century
Love Songs’ a remarkably
hungry, vital album. How have
The Wildhearts managed to
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maintain that passion after so
many years together? “Well, I’m
hungry, in fact I could murder
a smoked salmon and cream
cheese bagel right now; one of
those nice bagels freshly made,
not those crap ones from Asda!”
the connoisseur of sandwiches
continues. “On the music front,
I think we have a Punk Rock
stance on all things, so we keep
the vibe brattish, hence the hienergy to our sound. For a bunch
of old bastards, Ginger and
myself still bounce around the
stage like crazy men and Danny
does an alright hop, he’s like a
frog!”
Ah yes, the one legged
wonder on bass. With his return,
The Wildhearts seem to be truly
AUTUMN

During
lockdown
the
wild ones played some online
shows, but with long postponed
tours still on the books, they
must be desperate to get out
there and play in front of their
ardent fans again as soon as
possible? “Lockdown was
strange,” he says, “in that we
suddenly stopped playing live
and all shows were pulled. It
was actually quite frightening
at first, but we adapted, and
I’ve actually been busier than
I’ve ever been and all while not
playing any shows… go figure.
Having time on your hands can
be a gift as long as you are not
a lazy fuck and can look at the
whole picture from a different
angle. It’s like a potato; there
are many ways to cook the
little blighter, all as delicious as
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the next. I personally like the dauphinoise
technique, creamy and cheesy, sublime in
its texture.”
At the end of last year CJ released
the excellent and remarkably aggressive
solo beast, ‘Siege’. Considering that the
guitarist is brewing up strong material, in
an ideal world would he like to see more
of his songs used on Wildhearts albums?
“I’m okay with my songs as long as they
come out. ‘Siege’ was my lockdown album
and needed to be heard as a group of songs
rather than a few on a Wildhearts album.
As a musician, as long as you are making
music and putting it out, you are surviving
and living up to the job description. If I was
a chef, I’d be in the kitchen making tasty
food like a nice rotisserie chicken, not in
a garage changing the oil on your motor,”
CJ continues, clearly thinking he’s talking
to The Good Food magazine! “Ginger and
I started the band in 1989 and we are still
here, making music, playing shows and
the band is still our bread
and butter. We are like
cockroaches and I can
see us being around for a
while longer.”

Wildhearts fans can never quite be sure
whether a new album is just around the corner,
or a few years down the line. Does Ritch
think the positive reaction to ‘Renaissance
Men’ inspired the band’s quick-fire return
with this latest release? “No, the reaction to
‘Renaissance Men’ inspired the quick fire
return with the ‘Diagnosis’ mini-album,” he
states emphatically. “We had all these songs
on the go; in the 90s they would have ended
up as B-sides to the physical single releases,
but without that outlet we decided to put
them out as a mini album.”
It’s been a great time to be a Wildhearts
fan, what with superb albums and live
shows a-plenty prior to Covid. However, if
the fans have been delighted by one thing in
particular, it’s been the reformation of the
classic line-up of the band. As the other half
of The Wildhearts’ all important rhythm
section, how has it been to lock back in with
Danny’s unmistakable bass work both in the
studio and on stage? “It feels amazing when

Okay, okay enough
with the food analogies;
let’s just talk about CJ’s
Devilspit Sauce! “My
hot sauce is my baby,”
the spice-master says,
pretending it hadn’t been
on his mind all along. “I
grew up on my mum’s
homemade chili sauce, so
to have my own brand be
so popular is a dream. I
find it truly amazing that
folks out there love it so
much and as you can tell, I
love food… et voila!”

RITCH BATTERSBY
“I don’t think Wildhearts fans would
ever expect two similar albums in a row
from us,” the band’s powerhouse drummer
Ritch attests. “Even if there was guaranteed
success, I wouldn’t expect Ginger would
ever want to write songs to order in a
specific vein purely because the last one
was successful. I think one of the best
things about The Wildhearts is that Ginger’s
songwriting is constantly evolving. In the
early days there were no boundaries set and
presumably that’s one of the things that the
fans love… it certainly keeps me in love
with the band. I couldn’t be in a band that
made the same album time after time. I
understand why some do it and can see the
appeal for the fans, but just as there are fans
and bands who like to stay in their comfort
zone, there are fans and bands that don’t.
I’m glad I managed to find the latter.”
Super dedicated though they are, The
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I’m playing Wildheart’s songs, whether
with Danny, Jon or Scott playing bass,”
Ritch says. “They are all amazingly talented
players and I’ve been very lucky to share the
stage with all three of them. But in the same
way that there is a big difference in playing
styles between Bam, Stidi and myself,
there is also a big difference in bass styles
between them. Luckily for me, my style
seems to work with each of their individual
approaches. Jon is a really tight player; he’s
so on the beat that when I play with him I
feel that I can loosen up a bit, whereas Scott
is a bit more Rock n’ Roll, rough around the
edges and that makes me play a bit tighter.
Danny I suppose is a cross between those
two styles – both rock n’ roll and tight as
fuck! I had been wondering how it was
going to be playing with Danny again when
he rejoined. It’d been so long since we last
played together and at that time I was used
to working with Jon but to be honest, it felt
like we’d never stopped playing together. It
instantly sounded great.”
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Considering all of the trials and
tribulations The Wildhearts have endured
over the years – along with a host of genuine
triumphs – would it be fair to suggest that
Ritch might be amazed that they are all still
here making music and with such a devoted
fan base? “Amazed that we’re all still alive?”
Ritch questions candidly. “Yes! Not amazed
that we’re still here doing it though. There’s
an amazing passion for The Wildhearts and
that’s a feeling that the fans and the band
share. We, as band members, realise how
special the band is and how lucky we are
to be here still doing it and to have such an
amazingly loyal set of fans that have stuck
with us through all the ups and downs. The
shows have always been amazing, but to still
be playing to rooms full of people; people
who’ve been there with us all through the
band’s career, growing up with us and going
through the same experiences… that’s more
than just playing songs to a crowd, that’s a
real connection.”
And that chemistry
between band and fans,
especially on stage, is just
undeniable. How desperate
is Ritch to get back out in
front of the fans? “We
played Steelhouse Festival
2 recently and it was one
of the best shows we’ve
played for a long time,”
he says with enthusiasm.
“When we get it right it’s
just the best… and we
seem to be getting it right a
lot these days. I can’t wait
for all the up and coming
shows.”
Amazingly, given how
busy The Wildhearts have
been, Ritch has also got
back together with Grand
Theft Audio in recent
times, with an excellent new song, ‘Ruin
Your Youth’ already having been released.
How did that reunion come about? “Jay
(Butler) and Ralph (Jezzard) started working
on some new material but struggled to find
a decent drummer, so they ended up with
me again,” he laughs. “We all felt like it
was a good time to make some more Grand
Theft Audio music. We’ve got loads of stuff
demoed and are working towards finishing a
new album. Jay has been writing tons of great
stuff and I’ve been trying to keep up with him
with the production side of things. We have a
new track coming out shortly called ‘Ici Mon
Decree (Zut Alors)’, and at some point in the
not too distant future a new album too. In
the same way we’ve been talking about The
Wildhearts making no two albums the same,
we’re wanting this album to be different from
the first, but with all the colour, intensity and
explosiveness it contained. Please check it
out when it’s released.”
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GARY HUGHES: PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
Interview by Dave Ling

T

he name of Gary Hughes should require zero introduction to readers of this magazine, in fact the
Lancastrian singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and producer has been making music since
even before we hit the shelves (Hughes and his band Ten, promoting a fifth album, ‘Babylon’, were
Fireworks’ cover stars of Issue #2 in late 2000).
In a two-part interview, Gary and his musical and real-life partner, vocalist Karen Fell, set the scene for
the upcoming release of ‘Prophecy’, a debut album made together under the handle of TAO before in the
story’s second half we widen the net to discuss surviving the pandemic, Hughes’ own endeavours, writing
and producing for Bob Catley and Hugo, and, of course, Ten, a band that its leader cheerily admits has
“teetered for 26 years”. And you know what? He wouldn’t change a thing…
Gary and Karen, you guys met on the music circuit in the
Blackpool area and have been together for several years.
Karen Fell: Yeah, I did some recording at Gary’s previous studio; this
was quite a long time ago now.
Gary Hughes: Karen used to do her demos at my place. At the studio I
got to know the faces that came in and out of the door and also the voices
that worked there. In a musical sense, we soon realised that we were on
the same wavelength. Karen was massively into Roxette…
Karen: … and Within Temptation. Bands like that.

taskmaster but I wouldn’t have driven her if I didn’t know she
could do it. I hope that the end result was worth the pain.
Karen: Oh, it was… definitely.

Karen, I know you played a part in Gary’s solo album ‘Waterside’,
but is ‘Prophecy’ the first record you’ve been on in your own right?
Karen: Yeah, especially in terms of being part of a band because
until now I always sang on my own. So this is a new thing for me
and I’m really excited about it. Having the opportunity to sing Gary’s
songs is a real thrill, though he’s a hard taskmaster in the studio [they
both laugh]. And in fairness, I threw in the occasional tantrum of my
own. It feels great to do something like this and I think the album
came together really well.
That’s a lovely, clear, crystalline voice you have, Karen. Who was
it modelled upon?
Karen: I wouldn’t say I modelled it upon anyone, but I do like Ann
Wilson and Bruce Dickinson. My voice isn’t like theirs, but I’m a fan of
them both.
Did you write any of the record?
Karen: No. It was all Gary.
Gary: Although she did change some things. If Karen doesn’t want to
sing a lyric, believe me, fire-breathing dragons cannot force her.
Karen: I did have some input to the lyrics, but the melodies all came
from Gary. And some of those were also changed; there was no way I’d
get up so high.
Gary: Karen is the first to admit, some aspects of her voice are stronger
than others though I’d say generally she’s extremely strong. We did make
some of the melodies a little more comfortable for her to sing.
As ever, Gary’s writing style remains extremely identifiable.
Gary: Yeah, I suppose that’s true.
Without knowing for sure that ‘Rock Brigade’, ‘Angels And
Clandestine Fools’ and ‘Prophesy’ itself were Gary Hughes songs, I
could still take a very strong guess.
Gary: Oh thanks, that’s very kind. I always enjoy writing
for another voice. Working with Bob Catley [on his solo albums
between 1998 and 2001] was a tremendous experience because I
knew the textures and tones of Bob’s voice, also its limitations
with regard to range, so I would weave something within
those parameters. The same is true of working with Karen. It’s
interesting because when I sing something myself sometimes… I
wouldn’t say that I play it safe, but I’m very conscious of my own
limitations. I tend to sing within them, whereas if I know that
someone has technically ‘got it’, well… Karen said I’m a hard
44
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Gary, a few months ago you told me that its blueprint was ‘Heart
meets Pat Benatar’. Do you still stand by that comment?
Gary: Yeah, I think that was when I first started to record Karen. Like
you said, her voice has that clarity and purity. It’s warm at the lower end
as well, and very few singers have that. It’s almost like mixing Karen
Carpenter with, I don’t know… Ann Wilson. Karen has the warmth as
well as the power on top. This record shows the full range of what she’s
capable of. It’s a great vocal CV for her to take forward.
In that same earlier conversation you said that you perceived
‘Prophecy’ as “filling an empty AOR niche.” It’s an interesting claim
with so much new music still being released in that genre. Some
might say there’s too much of it.
Gary: Yeah, I think so. I did make that comment and I probably agree
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[with the last part of your question]. When you look at British bands
within this genre, there isn’t too much happening. It tends to be American.
And the European bands are largely symphonic. The American side of
things tends to be more what I consider to be ‘more classic’. I’m talking
about the bands from the 1980s or 1990s. Those influences are all over
this record, of course, but what I was trying to suggest is that not too many
bands add a fresh twist. To be doing it now is perhaps a little out of time…
but why not do it anyway?
As a Frontiers label-mate, I’m intrigued to know whether you’ve
heard Chez Kane’s album?
Gary: Yeah. She’s another powerful singer with a set of songs that
comes straight out of the late 1980s.

Gary: Chris is from Wales and he got to know Karen, because their
personalities gelled so well it felt logical he should be a part of this. It was
the same story with Dave.
Dave Rosengana is the brother of Ten guitarist Dann, I believe?
Gary: Yeah. I think he’s only been in cover bands so far, but he’s a
great bass player. Dave has a very articulate style. So with Karen being
Scottish, Chris being Welsh and myself an Englishman, it was like the
three countries uniting. That’s where the name of TAO came from –
Together As One.
Aaah, so that’s what it stands for.
Gary: Yeah, Together As One. It has quite a poetic ring, doesn’t it?

Right now there are not too many female acts doing it, sadly.
Karen: I agree; it’s an area that should be better represented. That’s the
way it is at the moment. We’re just going to give it our best shot and see
where we go. Even if it doesn’t do as well as we hope, I still had a great
time making it.

Yeah. So who were the other performers?
Gary: Darrell Treece-Birch [from Ten] played keys on every track
except ‘Prophecy’ and ‘Nazarene’, which I handled. I also played some of
the rhythm guitars, but Chris Gould played the bulk of everything. Brian
Webster played the drums on the album and will be part of the live band.

Is that a Talk Box, the retro guitar effect so famously deployed by

With Covid-19 and all, was ‘Prophecy’ a difficult album to make?
Gary: It certainly took quite a lot of time. Obviously, the last two
years were a bit of a nightmare so we went through spasmodic periods of
recording, followed by nothing. I think we had maybe four breaks in the
process, and after each time you’d have to get back into the zone again
but we got there in the end.
Wasn’t the album recorded in Gary’s new home studio, which he
had built in his garage?
Gary: My previous studio had become a bit of an encumbrance. The
overheads were incredible, so we scaled things down and put some of its
equipment into storage. I soundproofed the place, which is at the back of
the house, and that turned out really good because I could head out there
and work.
Karen: It was good because when inspiration came we could just lay
it down. That’s the joy of having a home studio.
Gary: I kept on working through the pandemic, and we could chip
away at getting the job done though obviously it was sometimes difficult
to get people in [to play]. Some of the album was made remotely, but
largely it was done in the window during the first lockdown and the second
one. It was an unusual way to make an album but these are unusual times.
You are self-releasing the results in late September or early
October. Was that always the intention?
Gary: Pretty much, though we had interest from one or two labels, but
nothing that I felt would really get behind what we were trying to achieve.
It’s such a commercial album that I really believe it could be heard on
Radio 2. It will be hard to achieve that, but you’ve got to give it a go.
How do you feel about the prospect of going it alone?
Gary: Pretty good – we want to be masters of our own destiny.
Although I’ve done a fair few albums in my career, this is the first time I’ve
gone down that route of handling the pressing, releasing and promoting.
That’s why Bruce Mee is helping us with the direction of those parts.

Bon Jovi on ‘Living On A Prayer’, that we hear on its opening track,
‘Nobody But You’?
[They both laugh].
Gary: Yeah, that’s right.
It was used unashamedly?
Gary: It was about time to drag the old Talk Box out of the attic and
dust off the cobwebs. You know, until Chris [Gould] played it I almost
forgot how much guitarists hate those things. The poor guy almost
choked. I thought it would add to the mood of the song.
So which musicians played on ‘Prophecy’?
Karen: We’ve got Chris Gould [guitarist], who used to be in
Serpentine.
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What’s the artwork like?
Karen: It looks great.
Gary: Once again we used Darrell Treece-Birch, who worked on
my album ‘Waterside’. Darrell’s a superb artist and, like I mentioned, he
played keyboards on the album.
Karen: The sleeve is based on tarot cards.
Gary: So many of the tracks were haunting, that seemed to work.
Karen’s not exactly Stevie Nicks but her voice can have quite a lilting
quality, and tarot ties in nicely with the title of ‘Prophecy’.
The two promotional videos shot are rather good.
Gary: We’re very pleased with them. We did clips for the opening
track, ‘Nobody But You’, and also ‘Fire In The Sky’. Those are two real
rockers to start with, and to give a flavour of the album, but we will also
do videos for ‘Prophecy’, ‘Angels And Clandestine Fools’ and ‘Might
Just Break Your Heart’. We’re going to take two days to try and get all the
AUTUMN
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footage we need for those.
Karen: When you are self-promoting, especially in these days of
YouTube, the more videos you have the better.
With the debut still unreleased at the time of our conversation it
feels ridiculously premature to ask about plans to make a follow-up,
but would you like to do so?
Karen: I think we’d really like to do it all again.
Gary: It would be nice to widen the base of what we’ve done with this
first record. So often a debut does a lot of the spade work, and a followup lands better. I’m with Karen; should ‘Prophecy’ have legs then it’s
something I’d like to pursue. Now I’ve got a flavour of writing for TAO
– the blend of the voices and the guitars – it’s a bit like working with Bob,

the process becomes instinctive.
If and when we come out the other side of this mess, what about
the possibility of some shows?
Karen: I really hope so. I’ve been singing for an awful long time and
I love playing live. I cannot wait to get on stage again.
Gary: For Karen, I think it’s the most important thing of all.
Karen: It always gives me such a buzz. When we get out of all this, I
think it will be more important than ever.
Gary: People will want to start going to gigs again; it’s been
missing so long from all our lives. Concerts are part of the reason we
all love music.

H

aving guided the band from their inception in 1995 to the
present day, Gary Hughes’ stewardship of Ten has involved
the negotiation of early critical acclaim, success in Japan and
a succession of line-up changes. Along the way he was privileged to
learn from Mike Stone, the celebrated producer of Journey, Asia and
Whitesnake who sadly passed in 2002, and Deep Purple’s keyboard
maestro Don Airey who contributed to their album ‘Babylon’.
Ten never fulfilled their potential to break into the big time.
And yet, having survived Grunge, Nu-Metal and numerous other
musical fads, fourteen albums later they are, as the youngsters like
to say, ‘still a thing’. With a pair of “very” commercial-sounding
new records set to be released early next year, Gary’s instantly
recognisable composition and singing style is still interwoven to
their very DNA. Long may it remain so…

Gary, back in March, in the midst of
lockdown, you released not just one solo
album but two; a collection of originals,
‘Waterside’, and the retrospective doublecollection ‘Decades’.
I was really pleased with ‘Decades’. Back
in the previous April [2019], when Ten played
at the Frontiers Rock Festival in Milan, they
[Frontiers] released ‘Opera Omnia’, a 16-disc
boxed set that contained everything Ten had
done – all 14 albums. When something like
that happens maybe you can be excused for
thinking to yourself: ‘Okay, is that the final
chapter [of our career]? Are we shelved now?’
But thankfully that’s not the case, and we are
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still in Frontiers’ plans.
There was a suggestion that, just like ‘Opera
Omnia’, my solo records would be put into a
box. The further I thought about that I realised
my solo career is more of a niche thing; anybody
that wants those albums would probably have
them already. They wouldn’t need a re-hash. So
Frontiers asked if I would make a compilation,
and from my point of view that made far more
sense because it wouldn’t rip the fans off.
They’re not buying the exact same thing twice;
it’s slightly different.
The process of re-mastering certainly
brought something new to those tracks.
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That’s right. In a sonic sense it’s very difficult
to compare something from thirty years ago to a
song recorded last year. Getting them to sit side
by side on the same record isn’t easy; I had to be
quite creative to get them in line, and I like that
the songs sounded different to the way they did
on the original albums.
One assumes that ‘Waterside’ was made
in lockdown?
It was done entirely in lockdown. When
we did the video for the song ‘Waterside’ we
managed to find a studio in Birmingham that
was among the very, very few in the country to
allow filming for business purposes. We had an
extremely bizarre day where we arrived there
wearing masks and had to keep them on unless
you were on camera, drinking or eating. But we
managed to get together all of the pieces and
elements we needed to make the album happen.
At least we didn’t just stay in and sulk during
lockdown.
Having featured Karen on backing vocals
and your son Scott on B/Vs and as a twin
lead singer on the track ‘Screaming In The
Half Light’, ‘Waterside’ was a real family
affair. An album you must be very proud of.
Yeah, Scott is a chartered accountant by
trade but he’s always had the music thing going
and he’s now writing his own material. He’s
currently working on an album of his own with
a Los Angeles based producer called Jeff Sojka,
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a Grammy winner who has mixed various
things for various bands like Big Country. That
is sounding phenomenal, we’re about to get
TAO out, and a couple of Ten records will be
delivered in the next few months for release in
early 2022, so all things considered it’s been a
very productive year.

And stylistically speaking…?
They are a return to the styles of the first
few albums. We recorded a batch of 20 songs
with a view to releasing them in a stepped
fashion. Here’s hoping it works in the same
way. Both albums are shaping up to be very
commercial indeed.

I’m sure that just like most artists you
prefer to look forwards rather than back,
but projects such as ‘Decades’ provide useful
moments of self-analysis. 26 years after the
formation of Ten, are you happy with where
you find yourself in 2021?
I think so. I’m massively proud of what Ten
has done. I always think that when Ten started
out we were ten years too late.

Other artists like Bob Catley have called
upon you – we went into that situation indepth back in Fireworks #94. But in 1997
Now & Then also commissioned you to
produce the self-titled first album from
former Valentine frontman Hugo. How did
that come about, and was it enjoyable?
It was really good fun and it was great to
spend time with Hugo, he’s quite a charismatic
individual. There’s a bit of an aura around him.
He’s lived with the stigma of being reminded
that he sounds like Steve Perry, and it can
become a bit wearing. You could say that the
two stylisations are quite similar, but he’s still
Hugo as well. Hugo could even have more
power in his voice than Perry, though maybe he
doesn’t have quite the same range.
I do know that he was pleased with the
album we made together. I think he loved being
in England recording as it was quite different for
him, though he absolutely hated the journey to
the studio. Hugo was staying at Bruce’s place.
Each morning I picked him up and we’d drive
to Manchester together. Americans are so used
to sticking to a speed limit of 55MPH, and if we
were running late there I was zooming along at
70 or more. For him it was a white knuckle ride,
he’d get out of car with legs turned to jelly.
Hugo was a tremendous guy though I admit
I have kind of lost touch with him. But I recall
making that album together so fondly.

Grunge was on its way out…
Yeah, it was just the wrong time for a
band like us. That we have endured through
times when our style of music was massively
unpopular brings me immense satisfaction. Had
Ten been around during the 1980s we’d have
been a part of the mainstream. But we still made
it work, and we still endured. There are not
too many bands that can make that statement.
The big bands, the classic acts, will always be
around because they’re the legends or gods of
the genre, but for band like ourselves… well,
we’ve teetered for 26 years. [Much laughter].
It’s better to have teetered than not
existed at all.
Yeah, that’s it exactly. We haven’t gone
down or fallen. That’s quite a feat when you
think about it.
Ten has been your real calling in life.
That band had some amazing success in
Japan early on; did that acclaim serve as
vindication of what you were doing?
It did, very much so. And it was a strange
thing because Zero Corporation, our label in
Japan, had no idea that it would happen. For
each of the first three releases Zero Corporation
had to re-press, instantly. The first day’s sales
were massively underrated, and they hadn’t
catered for that.
It launched us into a situation where the
Japanese suddenly thought that we were going
to be the next big new thing. I still recall fondly
that the second time we toured over there,
Bruce Mee and Mark Ashton [from Ten’s UK
label Now & Then Records] came to the shows
and it was great to be able share that feeling of
success with them because they had made it
happen. Okay, we were behind the musical bit,
but Bruce and Mark had done the marketing
and salesmanship. It was a great time in my life.
I still look back at photos taken in Japan and I
think: ‘We were there, it did happen.’
You already mentioned the intended
follow-up to Ten’s 2018 record ‘Illuminati’,
what more can you tell us?
We’re doing that in the same way we did
with ‘Ten’ and ‘The Name Of The Rose’
[the band’s debut and sophomore albums,
recorded at the same time and released within
months of each other in 1996] and with
‘Albion’ [2014] and ‘Isla De Muerta’ [2015].
It allows the label to capitalise quicker on
any promotional advancement that they make
with the first release.
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Is there an artist that you’d love to work
with but haven’t had the opportunity?
I always idolised Robert Plant. And it’s
difficult because guys in that upper echelon
of success don’t need to work with anybody
they don’t want to. But I’d love to have written
something with [David] Coverdale or with
[Robert] Plant. On the female side, Karen has
mentioned Ann Wilson, and I’d love to work
with Ann or Nancy.
Working within melodic music, being with
Bob [Catley], making those three albums with
him, was a massive deal. In my eyes, Bob was
such a huge icon for me. I’m really pleased that
I made those albums, and that he liked them
so much. Bob would have been on that list if I
hadn’t already ticked him off. [Laughs]
Almost two decades after it was released,
how do you now look back on the Arthurian
rock opera ‘Once And Future King’?
I think it still stands up, and I loved doing it.
Spread across two albums, ‘…Future
King’ featured Catley, Doogie White,
Shaun Harris from Diamond Head, Harem
Scarem’s Harry Hess, Arjen Lucassen of
Ayreon fame, Damian Wilson, Lana Lane
and Royal Hunt’s DC Cooper amongst
others.
I’m so gratified that I got to make it. My
only regret is that it was never performed live. I
would have loved to play it live with the original
cast, just as a concert in two parts. Around three
years after it came out [in 2003] I was contacted
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by a gentleman from Belgium who was putting
on a festival and he suggested that. We got a
little way down the line with it, and then either
the money ran out or it just didn’t materialise.
I’d love to have performed it and filmed it for
DVD. It could have been like Tobias [Sammet]
is doing now with Avantasia.
I had an idea for a similar type of follow-up,
not an Arthurian storyline, but at the time Ten
signed to Frontiers, they didn’t think there was
any legs in that type of concept piece. There was
no money and it couldn’t be marketed, they said.
And this was at the same time as Tobias was
starting to do well with Avantasia, which he now
takes around the world to perform. I’d still like
to do another piece in that style… who knows?
In fact, the font of all knowledge that is
Wikipedia tells us that right now you are
working on a new rock opera. Can you spill
any beans on that?
That’s a little bit misleading. It’s the one I
just described to you, which I finished some
time ago though it needs updating. I’ve still got
in the can for such a time when it could see the
light of day.
Last summer you were a part of ‘Push
Through’ by the Frontiers All Stars, a
collaborative single recorded in isolation and
featuring more than 60 of the label’s artists.
It was a bit like Band Aid, only with added
power chords.
[Chuckles]: Yeah. It was quite a strange
thing to be involved with because so many
artists took part. I completed my part in about
25 minutes. They told me to sing whichever
line had been attributed to me; it wasn’t a case
of singing the whole song over and over. You
just film yourself on a mobile and press ‘send’.
Bosh – done. It was a massive undertaking
for Alessandro [Del Vecchio] who pulled it
together. And I’m thinking I had a hard time on
‘Once And Future King’!
Finally, it feels like the green shoots
of recovery are beginning to appear. The
Frontiers All-Stars project was intended to
foster “a positive mental attitude”. Now that
the fog of Covid-19 is hopefully on its way
out, what sort of a mindset are you both in?
Karen Fell: Being completely honest, I’m
still a little apprehensive. I hope that we don’t
run into the light too quickly. Like so many
others, Covid made me appreciate the little
things in life, those everyday eventualities
that we don’t really think about. Gary and I
have realised that we are very, very fortunate
to have what we have. We can make music
whenever we like. And that has kept us going
really, hasn’t it?
Gary: That’s so, so true.
Karen: Perhaps lockdown was an
opportunity that we’ll never have again. When
so-called normality returns, I suspect that people
will be fast and furious again for 365 days a
year. Lockdown was hard, but it wasn’t all bad.
Gary: I agree with Karen. Just about
everybody in the world was moving too fast.
Covid made us appreciate the precious things
we have. We should put the brakes on just a
little bit; appreciate family and friends, listen to
music and enjoy life a bit more, maybe work
a little less if you can. There are valuable life
lessons to be learned for everybody.
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at it. I remember with ‘Soulscripted’ that I
got a quote for a video and it was as much
for one song as I’d spent on the entire
album! I have a couple of spots in Grants
Pass (a town of approximately 40,000
people in Oregon). There’s a very old part
of town where there’s an alley that I use to
shoot the videos. You can move fifty feet
down the alley and turn the camera and
have a completely different world; brick
walls, old metal fences, old brick buildings,
etc. A hundred worlds down each alley.
The video for ‘Not The Only One’ was
filmed entirely in the six foot by eight foot
hallway in my house. I set the camera still
and moved things in and out of the room.
I keep running out of places to do videos.
[Laughs]

DOUG BRONS

Interview by Mark Donnelly
Doug Brons has just
released his third studio
album ‘Pull’ which is
chock full our luscious
Westcoast/AOR
songs,
all of which would grace
any film score from the
halcyon days of the mideighties. Fireworks caught
up with him in at his home
in Oregon to discuss the
inspirations behind the
new album.

Lots of artists/bands record albums
from certain eras; however, you
based your new release on the year
1985… why specifically that year?
I guess when I looked back, it was the
year after my wife and I got married, we’d
had our first son; it was a good time. It
was just such a good year… David Pack
released ‘Anywhere You Go’. That album
had everything for me; the writing was
great, the instrumentation was great, as
were the players. I just look back and that
was such a great year for me musically. It
was kind of the end of what is now defined
as the ‘Yacht Rock’ era (late seventies to
the mid-eighties). After 1985 it started
heading towards the nineties which wasn’t
my favourite era. It was like the “glory
days” and after 1985 the sound I love kind
of started falling away.
How is the new album different to
your previous releases ‘Timepiece’
and ‘Soulscripted’?
We intentionally went after sounds and
a vibe that was specific to that year. There
are different sounds from song to song;
however, each one of the songs you could
relate to a song that was produced in 1985.
The other albums were just a collection of
songs I was working on at the time and not
so focussed.
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The album was originally titled
‘Audio 1985’. Why was it renamed
‘Pull’ for its European release?
Khalil Turk at Escape Music thought
that there might be some people who
thought that it was a remake of an old
album. He asked if I could come up with
an alternative title. Originally, I was trying
to think of something that would match
the red on the album cover, so I thought of
those pull boxes to set off a fire alarm, so
I suggested ‘Pull Box’ and he said, “What
about ‘Pull’?”

What was the inspiration for the
songs, and did you purposefully write
them to be uplifting?
I believe I did yes. I’m a kind of a
perpetually optimistic person. Even in the
darkest of whatsoever, I’m going to find
the silver lining. The songs I’ve pulled out
of my past experiences on each album; I
wrote the song ‘Coming Home’ back in
1985 but with slightly different lyrics. I
truly think we are bombarded with a lot
of negativity these days so I’m trying to
offset that.
How do you record the songs?
I have a home studio. I record the lead
vocal and the keyboard parts that I play. I
then send them off in two formats: audio
tracks with the sound that I’ve picked and
there’s no messing with it, but I also send
them to Mark Dowdy and Tom Hemby
as MIDI files so if they want to go in and
change the sound or parts slightly they can
do that. If they like what I did, they just
use the audio track, but if they want to
monkey with it a little bit, they can.
You’ve made several videos for the
songs from the new album. Can you
tell us more about them?
The video thing is something I’ve had
to do out of necessity. If you look at my
earlier ones, hopefully I’m getting better
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Have you ever been approached to
have one of your songs used for a film
soundtrack?
I have not, but I have been told that a
lot of them would be good for film. When
I was 25, I really made a run at it to be a
real Rock Star. I didn’t make it, but back
then it was such a different game, if you
didn’t get in with a record company you
couldn’t release an album. We then raised
our kids and when my boys moved away
from home, I decided to jump back in.
I’m still learning so much and I don’t even
know where to go to present the songs to
somebody for film. If you have a name, let
me know! [Laughs]
It’s often been noted that are
some vocal similarities between you
and Bill Champlin... didn’t he once
recommended you to sing on a song
he was originally intended to record?
I can think of no better compliment,
he’s a great singer to sound like. Yes, that’s
correct, I got a call from him – I get a call
from him probably once a year. Somebody
had wanted him to sing on a remake of
the Chicago classic ‘Hard Habit To Break’
but he was too busy, so he suggested
that they contact me… however, I’m still
waiting! With all sincerity, I won’t mind if
they don’t call me as it was just a gift him
calling me.
Do you ever play live or are you
just a studio musician?
At this point I’m just a studio musician
as I work fifty hours a week making a
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living. At the point when I can get enough
income from my music, which I truly never
know if I will, I would love to, but I love
what I do. I kind of had to make a choice
between the studio or performing, and I
chose studio because I love it so much.
Can you tell our readers a little bit
more about some of the songs?
My second album ‘Timepiece’ dealt a
lot with the passing of time, and the song
‘Again’ on this new album actually does
too. At some point in life we probably all
wonder what might have happened had we
made a different decision. There are so
many times we make the wrong decision...
we’re all human; sometimes I wish I could
have gone back to fix something. The
song ‘Again’ is about the fact I wish there
was a door that you could go through to
make changes, even if it didn’t change your
current life. A lot of that stuff has to do
with family; I found someone who had an
old projector as my dad used to take film,
so it was fun going through all the film
when I was young and putting the music
to that.
I’m a very patriotic guy, I love America.
Every citizen of every country should be
proud of where they live. I wrote ‘We
Are The Patriots’ as an American thing
obviously because that’s where I live,
but be proud of wherever you’re from. I

believe that there are negative forces at
play; if you homogenise everything you
lose the beauty of the individual cultures.
With ‘Faith Hope Love’ I tried to write
a Michael McDonald style ballad. I tried
to imagine him singing it. Then to have
Pat Coil (McDonald’s B3 player), Dan
Needham (McDonald’s drummer) and
Tom Hemby (who’s played with McDonald
before) was amazing; I hope they picked
up on that. [Laughs] There’s a Bible Verse
in Corinthians 13:13: “And now these
three remain: faith, hope and love. But
the greatest of these is love.” I believe
there’s a lot of room for forgiveness; if we
could forgive each other a little bit more
for things we’ve done in our past and just
put that behind us and move on, the world
would be a better place.
The one thing that is making me smile
is that every time I’m reading a review,
it’s hard for someone to pick a favourite
song. With my albums in the past I can
truly say those three or four songs are the
strongest ones; I hate to call the others
“fillers” as I put my heart and soul into
them, but for whatever reason they didn’t
quite come through to the listener as well
as the others. On ‘Pull’ however I seem to
have managed it so it’s really hard to pick
a favourite; ‘Look Up’ is one I may choose.
We released that over a year ago when
Covid first came out and it was different.

It was such a cool song that I wanted to
be able to put it in the album, but if I’d put
it on the way it was originally recorded
it just wouldn’t have been suitable. We
tweaked it approximately twenty degrees
to fit. I had Pat Coyle do streams and told
Tom Hemby to keep the strings… but
he thought there were too many so we
pulled them out in places. We put some
power chords in the chorus, pulled out
the clean guitar and put in a crunch guitar
in the verses… I gave him some things
that I thought the song needed and he just
nailed it.
How would you sum up your
philosophy about the future?
“Faith, Hope & Love” is a great mantra
for today; I’m very excited about the
future. Japan liked the first two records
and now Escape has picked up on this one.
‘Soulscripted’ was an absolute miracle and
I kind of thought I’d used up my miracles
so I was now on my own; but I truly believe
that God never wants you to be on your
own. I’m already in the baby stages about
putting together my next album. The first
one had Amy Grant, Bill Champlin, John
Schlitt (Petra) and a lot of great studio
musicians from Nashville. So, I’m looking
to do it that way again and hopefully get
some more great musicians to play.
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orchestration for strings. If Billy wants to try
a song we haven’t done in a while he lets me
know, so it’s one phone call from him and I take
care of it and make sure that everybody learns it.
Billy Joel is a piano player himself. Is
he fairly open to musical suggestions from
you when discussing arrangements for live
shows?
He’s always open for input. We have the
luxury of having a really great band. We’re not
only good musicians, that’s a given, but everyone
really knows how to play and everyone listens
to each other. There’s an organic component to
it and some things don’t need to be discussed;
because we have such a talented band, a lot of
the time my job is just to keep the train on the
tracks.
You also hooked back up with Chuck
Burgi from your Rainbow and Red Dawn
days in Billy’s band. How did it feel to play
with Chuck again?
It’s great. Chuck and I toured with Enrique
Iglesias together and all through our lives and
careers, our paths have kept crossing. We’ve
been friends for years so having him as part of
Billy’s band… it’s great to have an old buddy
there. He’s a great musical addition to the band
and his playing has been fantastic. He’s helped
to elevate the whole band.

DAVID ROSENTHAL
Interview by Mick Burgess
Having joined Rainbow as a 20-year-oldstraight out of
college, David Rosenthal has never looked back. Forging
an impressive career over four decades, he’s worked with
an impressive array of artists – including Bruce Springsteen,
Dream Theater, Cyndi Lauper and Robert Palmer – finally
hooking up with Billy Joel as his musical director 30 years
ago where he has remained ever since. Fireworks called
him up to look back on his career, including his time in
Rainbow and the prospect of a follow-up to the classic
‘Never Say Surrender’ by his own band, Red Dawn….
You’re currently keyboard player and
musical director for Billy Joel. How did you
end up working with Billy?
I’ve been with him since 1993. His
keyboard player had left and he was looking
for somebody new. A guy in his position
didn’t want to do cattle-call auditions so
my name was mentioned as I’d done a lot
of things in my career up to that point, even
after Rainbow, so my name popped up. It was
50

a closed audition, just me and one other guy.
What does your role as musical director
entail?
There are a lot of different responsibilities;
I’m the band leader in Billy’s absence. He’s
the leader but a lot of times he’s not at soundcheck or at a rehearsal so I run things and work
on arrangements. If we need horn parts then
I’ll write the charts for those, or I’ll write the
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You also have Mark Rivera on saxophone.
He’s the man behind the sax solo on ‘Urgent’
by Foreigner. Playing with such world
class musicians must inspire you to push
yourselves to get the best out of each other?
There’s no question of that. When we all
get together to play the energy is incredible.
Everybody is a great musician but the collective
energy when we play together just goes up a
bunch of notches. We are all very fortunate to be
in such a great band with such a great catalogue
of material to play and getting to work with
Billy who is still singing his ass off. It’s really
been a lot of fun.
Who inspired you to play the keyboards?
Keith Emerson and Rick Wakeman were
big influences on me, and the original keyboard
player from Happy The Man, Kit Watkins, was
a big influence too… as was Tomita. He was a
tremendous influence and was the reason I got
my first synthesiser. When I heard him play his
version of ‘Pictures At An Exhibition’ I was just
blown away.
When did you form your first band?
I was 12 and started jamming with a couple
of guys, and then when I was 13 I was in my
first real band where all of the other guys were
17 or 18. My parents were hesitant initially to
let me join a band with guys who were so much
older than me, but they agreed to let me do it as
long as we rehearsed in their basement so they
could keep an eye on things. It was nice of them
to do that and everybody else in the band agreed
to it as they really wanted me to be keyboard
player.
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You studied at the Berklee College
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of Music in Boston. Did you find that it
really developed you as a musician, both
from a theoretical perspective and from a
performance point of view?
It worked for me on all levels. I was already
a good player when I went to Berklee, but
when I came out I was a much more wellrounded musician. The theoretical knowledge,
orchestration, synth programming and audio
recording and all that stuff… and that’s not
to mention that I practised six hours a day for
practically four years. It took my playing to a
different level.
Were you there at the same time as anyone
else of note?
Yes, I had a band with Steve Vai. We met
on the second or third day and we connected
immediately; we put a band together called
Morning Thunder. We’re good friends to
this day.
It wasn’t long after graduating from
Berklee that you joined Rainbow. How did
you end up joining them?
There was no gap between me leaving
Berklee and joining Rainbow. I was finishing
up there and a friend of mine knew a friend of
Ritchie’s, that’s how I heard they were looking
for a keyboard player. I sent in a cassette where
one side was my Classical recital at Berklee and
the other was of my band at the time that did
lots of Rock ‘n’ Roll covers. Ritchie liked it and
invited me down to an audition.
What was your audition like?
It was kind of a cattle-call audition with a
room full of 40 or 50 guys that he narrowed
down to just me and one other guy. We got a
call back to a three hour audition the following
day and I got the gig.
Were you familiar with their material
or did you just take a punt and go for the
audition?
I knew some but not all of it. There were
four keyboard players in Rainbow before me
and five or six albums. So what I did to prep
for the audition was to listen to everything really
carefully, and whatever those keyboard players
had stylistically in common, that was obviously
what Ritchie was looking for. I combined that
with the Classical influence that I knew Ritchie
loved… believe me I did my homework.
You were young and not long out of
college, auditioning for an internationally
renowned band with a long track record was
a huge step. Did people think you were mad
or did you just feel that you should aim high?
I was only 20; I was probably too focused on
what I was doing to even notice what anyone
else might have been thinking. I got a lot of
support from my professors at Berklee and my
friends and family. I mean why not go for it,
and not only that, but do the best that I can To
this day I’m very grateful to Ritchie for taking a
chance on a 20-year-old kid. We clicked straight
away and musically it was very natural for me.
Ritchie
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Blackmore

had

quite

Rainbow in 1982, L-R: David Rosenthal, Bobby Rondinelli, Ritchie Blackmore, Roger Glover, Joe Lynn Turner
reputation for being ruthless with hiring
and firing musicians, was that quite
intimidating to you?
I was just rolling with it. I had this attitude
and still do to this very day. When you go in
for an audition you try to do the best that you
can. I prepare – in fact I over-prepare – do
my homework to a ridiculous level and then
go in and do my absolute best. At the end of
the day if you don’t get the gig, maybe you’re
just not the right guy and not because you
went in unprepared. I’ve always been well
prepared and put my best foot forward. With
that attitude I’ve been fortunate to have never,
not got the audition.
What do you recall of your audition?
What did you have to play?
I remember some things from the audition. I
think I had to do ‘Man On The Silver Mountain’
and we jammed a lot because Ritchie wanted to
see how I interacted with his playing. It was very
natural; we clicked as musicians right away. I
do remember one specific moment in my call
back when Roger [Glover] was running the
audition. He came up to me and said to pretend
that I was on stage in front of 20,000 people
and that Ritchie had broken a string so there’s
nothing happening on stage and I had to fill the
space. I played some Hammond then onto my
synths; I played something on the Moog and
clavinet. I just played and I found out about a
year later, when I was talking to Roger, that he
asked that of everybody and I was the only one
that played. Everybody else had an excuse and
would say they’d be prepared if that happened
but I was the only person that started playing. I
didn’t really think anything of it; if somebody
asked me to play then I’ll play.

a
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Was the whole band there?

The whole band was there, Bobby
[Rondinelli] and Joe [Lynn Turner], as well as
Ritchie and Roger.
When did you find out that you got the
job?
The auditions were on back-to-back days, so
me and the other guy were on the second day
and we had three hours apiece. He went first and
I went second. Maybe it was a few hours later
that Bruce Payne, Ritchie’s manager, called me
and told me that I’d got the gig.
Did you play some live shows before you
started working on ‘Straight Between The
Eyes’?
No, the first line of business was to go in and
make the ‘Straight Between The Eyes’ record.
The first thing that happened a week or so later
was that we went up to Vermont and rented a
big house which we all lived in. We set up all
the equipment and basically jammed and came
up with all of the songs for the record.
Was any of the material already written
when you arrived?
A lot of the songs would start with Ritchie
who had a riff in mind… a lot of songs came
as a result of jamming coming out of his riffs.
He was the main impetus to that and then Joe
would come up with sketch melodies and
would eventually write lyrics over them. I think
six or seven of those songs were close to being
something when we went up to the studio at
Morin-Heights in Canada. Those songs were
then finished in the studio, whereas other songs
were started and finished in the studio. Ritchie
enjoyed doing that… where we were able to
capture things in the studio just as they were
coming to existence and have that creativity go
right to tape.
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As the new guy in the band, were you
given any creative input or were you directed
as to what to play?
You always had to be aware of being the
new guy and I have a fairly good sense of when
my opinion is welcome and when I should
just go with the flow, I guess that’s one of the
reasons why it worked out even though I was
so young. I knew instinctively when my ideas
were welcome and I knew when to keep my
mouth shut.
You co-wrote ‘Miss Mistreated’ with Joe
and Ritchie. How did you write together?
That one came out of the jams but I made
more of a contribution. There’s always a fine
line between arranging and writing. Everybody
contributed to the arrangements but I think
on that one my contribution was substantial
enough that Ritchie offered me a writing credit.

them back at the house on the night. I read every
manual of every piece of gear.We’d spend all
day in the studio and then I’d go back and spend
all night reading the manuals in bed with a flash
light. Ritchie was nice enough to let me sit in
the control room through most of the recording
sessions as he knew I was fascinated by it and
wanted to learn. I was young and I kept my
mouth shut so he was fine with it. I would read
about it and go in the next day and watch what
was happening, then go back and read about it
later that night. I gained a world of knowledge
from doing that.
Ritchie is known for his wicked sense of
humour, especially directed at his keyboard
players. Did you manage to escape his pranks
or did he get you a few times?
Let’s put it this way, everybody is a new boy
at some point in Rainbow and nobody escapes

You did the orchestration on ‘Eyes Of
Fire’, what was your brief for that?
The brief was that Ritchie wanted live strings
on the song. I asked what sort of ensemble did
he want and whether it would be a full orchestra
or just strings... he just wanted strings. We’d
already recorded the basic track and I wrote
the score for it so I worked from that. We got
the string section from the Montreal Symphony
Orchestra and we recorded them. That was
a real thrill as that was the first time I’d heard
one of my string arrangements played by a real
orchestra… that was really exciting. There’s
a great shot of me in the studio with Ritchie
and Roger listening to the first pass of ‘Eyes
Of Fire’ with the strings and I didn’t know if
Ritchie would like it or not, so the look on my
face just said ‘Well, what do you think?” Two
minutes after that he gave me two thumbs up
and he loved it.

How was your first world tour with
Rainbow?
Everything was so new and I didn’t even
have time to think about it. I just rolled with it
but as I got further into my career and looking
back on that, I know how lucky I was to have
experienced that at such a young age. When
I was living it, you don’t have thoughts about
that, you are just doing your job. Yes, I was
enjoying it and it was super cool, but I wasn’t
going to get caught up in it and let it go to my
head or any of that stuff. I was there to do a job
and that’s what I did.
Did that experience you had on the road,
help you when you went in to make ‘Bent
Out Of Shape’?
I think so and I also had a deeper
understanding of what Rainbow fans were like
around the world. I was very familiar at that
point with the whole back catalogue and how
certain songs go over in different markets, so I
had a much greater understanding of what the
band was like, what Ritchie was about and what
he wanted to accomplish at any given point in
his recording career. By the second record I
had a much deeper understanding of the whole
thing.

Previous members of Rainbow have said
that they contributed musically a lot more
than they were credited for. Was that the
same for you?
It’s difficult to say what happened before
as I wasn’t in the band then but Rainbow was
Ritchie’s band and it was up to him to decide
what he felt was appropriate. I was very pleased
to get a co-writing credit on ‘Straight Between
The Eyes’ and two more on ‘Bent Out Of
Shape’.
Was the experience of making your very
first album, ‘Straight Between The Eyes’,
like you’d imagined it to be?
It was kind of what I imagined but it was
better because there I was actually doing it,
being able to put all of this knowledge gained
in school into real world use. I was able to take
all those years of learning and growth and bring
it to something. It was also fascinating for me
in the studio, as the studio they had at Berklee
was a little antiquated, even for those days, but
Morin-Heights was state-of-the-art and they had
a lot of equipment that I’d never seen before.
I knew what it did theoretically but I’d never
actually seen it being used. I made friends with
the engineer on the album, Nick Blagona, and
I asked if I could borrow the manuals to read
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five-minute solo spot every night which was
cool. That didn’t happen by accident and
I knew I’d be doing that so I had time to put
something together. I did one thing for the
‘Straight Between The Eyes’ tour and another
for the ‘Bent Out Of Shape’ tour. Crowds never
bothered me and I’m very comfortable playing
in front of an audience, I just go up there and
do what I do. In terms of being on your toes
during a show, you have to know the song but
you always have to keep one eye on Ritchie no
matter what. He could stop the song or anything
could happen, but so long as you know that and
stay focussed, then you are okay… but if you
make the mistake of going into your own world,
then you could miss cues. I’ve never been that
way. When I’m in a band with other people I’m
very present and aware of what everybody is
doing, but most importantly, what the leader of
the band is doing.

the pranks. He did a lot of things to me but I
thought it was funny to be honest and you laugh
it off. Some of it was really funny but in the end
I just kept focus on my job. I think if the pranks
got out of control with previous musicians
in the past, maybe that was a symptom of the
relationship deteriorating or him not being
happy with what they were contributing or for
whatever reason. I went through all the basic
new guy stuff and then it dissipated and I wasn’t
the new guy anymore, it was someone else.
Ritchie likes to improvise on stage; was
that pretty scary at first when he gave you
the nod to take a solo spot?
It never bothered me. He’d give me a
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You co-wrote two songs on the album,
‘Can’t Let You Go’ and ‘Fire Dance’. Did
you feel that you were now more part of the
creative process in the band?
I think so… I wasn’t the new guy any more
so that definitely helped. I continued with the
band because it was working and Ritchie was
happy with what I was doing. Had there been
another Rainbow album after that I’m sure I
would have done it with them but Ritchie broke
it up to put Deep Purple back together.
This era of Rainbow was arguably the
most stable in its history with only Bobby
Rondinelli leaving and Chuck Burgi coming
in. Did it feel pretty settled to you or was
there still some tension within the band?
I think nobody ever felt like that band was
stable. You never knew what was round the
corner. It’s just the way it was and it’s how
Ritchie is… it’s his band and his artistic licence
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to do what he wants. We started the ‘Bent Out
Of Shape’ sessions with a different drummer,
not Chuck. We did the rehearsals and rented
a house in Vermont; we jammed together
and he was there for that and boy did he get
some new guy treatment. We went over to
Copenhagen to Sweet Silence studio to record
the album and we started the record with him,
but it wasn’t working out. We weren’t getting
what we needed and Ritchie wasn’t happy.
Joe knew Chuck from his Fandango days and
he suggested bringing him over. We ended up
redoing a lot of the drum tracks.
Did he record new drum tracks from
scratch?
Some of the recordings were done fresh
with Chuck, some of the other recordings we
kept and Chuck replaced the drum tracks which
had already been done, which is an almost
impossible job to do. It’s really a tribute to
Chuck’s skill to be able to come in and replace
an existing drum track. Everybody plays to the
drum track so to come in and redo that you have
to be where that guy was but still be the glue to
make all of the other instruments make sense.
It’s a very rare talent to be able to do that and
Chuck did it – he was amazing.
How did things change with Chuck
coming in? What did he bring to the band?
Stylistically they are very different players
and he worked out really well on that record and
tour. He and I became really good friends and
we have been friends ever since.
You did a world tour again including
shows in Japan with an orchestra. Whose
idea was it to do that?
It was Ritchie’s idea and we did two nights at
the Budokan with the orchestra. He wanted to do
it and he asked me to do the orchestration; I was
thrilled to do that. It was a great experience and
the thing that was cool about it was that it was
unannounced. Those two shows had sold out
and there was no mention that we were going
to play with an orchestra so it was a surprise
for everybody. If you listen to the recordings
where we do the extended intro to ‘Difficult
To Cure’ and then Ritchie plays the riff and we
hit that big giant chord, at that point the curtain
opened and there was an orchestra there bathed
in Rainbow lighting. You can actually hear
the whole audience go “Whhoooaaa!” as they
couldn’t believe it. It was a magical moment as
they didn’t know it was coming.

got a call from Bruce Payne saying that Deep
Purple was getting back together and Rainbow
was over.

a decision about the rest of the band then. He
came to me as one of the first and it really came
close to happening.

Did you feel disappointed when you heard
that?
I would have done another record and a tour
if it continued but at the same time, I was fine
to move on with what came next. I can’t blame
Ritchie for wanting to do that. He didn’t break
up the band because he was mad at anybody, he
just wanted to go back to Deep Purple and who
doesn’t love Deep Purple? I can’t fault him for
that; I knew where he was coming from so it
was okay.

Do you look back on your time in Rainbow
as a good time?
Absolutely and the further away from it I get,
the more I look back and think how fortunate
I was to have an experience like that at such a
young age… it’s 40 years in October since my
audition. I think Rainbow is one of the great
iconic bands of the 70s and 80s and it’s cool that
people still remember it. I think it still has its
place in history.

In a recent interview Joe Lynn Turner
said he’d been in touch with you about
working again with Ritchie in a reformed
Rainbow. What happened there?
I did speak with Joe at length about it but
Ritchie wasn’t on-board at that time. I told Joe
that I was interested but if you don’t have Ritchie
on-board with this idea then there’s not a lot to
discuss. He was enthused about it and really
wanted it to go ahead, but I think he put the cart
before the horse. It’s Ritchie’s band and anyone
who thinks otherwise should think again. That
came and went but then when Ritchie decided
to put Rainbow back together a few years
ago we had spoken about that and he’d asked
me to do it. I said “Yes, I’d love to” but there
was a festival that he was going to headline in
Germany, that was planned a year in advance
and I didn’t know my schedule with Billy Joel
at that point. He only usually does two shows a
month, or three on a busy month, so most likely
it wouldn’t have been a problem. Ritchie wanted
me to do four shows with him and I was really
excited but I didn’t know Billy’s schedule that
far in advance. Ritchie needed to know as he
had to commit to the festival and he didn’t want
to do that until he knew who the band would be.
I understood that and we very amicably decided
that wouldn’t be possible. Jens Johansson, who
did do those shows, is a great keyboard player.
I think Ronnie Romero is phenomenal; he’s a
really good singer. I didn’t know of him prior to
that. I didn’t know who else Ritchie was going
to use at that point, I don’t think he had made

After Rainbow you worked with Little
Steven. How different was it touring with
him?
It was a different level of touring and we
were doing smaller venues, it was a different
type of foray. It was good and I got some great
experience. That was in summer 1984 so I was
still only 23 years old.
Cyndi Lauper again, was so different to
Rainbow. How did you end up working with
Cyndi?
I did the ‘True Colors’ tour from 198687, she was looking to put a brand-new band
together to do the tour. I’d liked to have recorded
with her too but she ended up doing some other
things after that. She also had a revolving door
of musicians, but it was all great experience.
All those different types of experience that I
had in the 80s all lead up to me having the right
experience to be in Billy’s band.
You also worked with Robert Palmer on
his ‘Heavy Nova’ tour and played 56 shows
in 56 days. Now, that’s a heavy schedule, so
how did you cope with that?
How did I cope? I have no idea; we were
just zombies. That was down to Robert as he
thought that if he took a day off then he’d lose
his voice, he just didn’t want a day off. That was
the first leg of the tour, the second leg was 55
shows in 57 days and the only reason we had
two days off is because we had 16-hour bus
rides. It was a gruelling schedule and we were
beat to shreds, you kind of lose the spark a little.

How long did you get to rehearse with the
orchestra before the shows?
I think we did two rehearsals with the
orchestra in a rehearsal space, and then we did
another rehearsal day on one of the days before
the gig.
Were the Budokan shows your last with
Rainbow?
Yes, they were but we didn’t know that at the
time, we just knew it was the end of the ‘Bent
Out Of Shape’ tour. We thought we’d go home
and then return in a few months to start up on
something else, but a month or so after that I
FIREWORKS
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In the early 90s you formed Red Dawn
with Chuck Burgi, Greg Smith, Larry Baud
and Tristan Avakian. Was this your band
that you put together?
Right through the 80s, between touring, I
had a band called Infinity with Mitch Malloy
who was the singer. He and I wrote a lot of
songs together and we went through different
iterations of the band but we never managed to
get signed. Everybody had gone off in different
directions. Then I was offered a deal in the
90s with these songs that I’d been shopping in
the 80s. I said I’d love to do it but didn’t have
a band anymore, so they just asked me to put
a new band together. They gave me the deal
based on the songs I wrote with Mitch and ones
I would write in the future.
How did you put the band together?
I held auditions. I asked Chuck if he’d
be interested even though I didn’t know if he
was available or would even want to do it, but
he said that he’d love to do it. The first time I
heard Chuck and Greg Smith play together was
magic. They’ve become great friends and have
done a number of projects together over the
years. I heard a lot of good players but when I
heard the two of them together, I knew that was
my rhythm section. I’d auditioned a number of
guitar players and there was a studio in New
York where they were building up a huge
karaoke catalogue of all these great Rock tunes.
I was brought in to do a lot of keyboard parts
and I met Tristan there. He was doing all the
guitar parts and he was pulling off all the most
difficult shit, everything from Yes to Boston and
Queen. and I thought he was great so I’d kept
in touch with him. We had done another project
together after that with a Brazilian singer named
Deborah Blando. When I was putting Red
Dawn together, he came down and played and
I knew he was my guy. Larry Baud was the last
piece of the puzzle. I heard some stuff that he’d
sang on and I thought that this was the voice
that I wanted. I met with him but it took a bit of
coaxing as he had a cover band and was busy at
the time, but I played him some of the stuff and
we wrote some songs together and we clicked.
He was a great singer.

David Rosenthal on stage with Billy Joel
I basically needed to find some work, so when
the offer to join Billy Joel came along, it was
the right gig at the right time. Along the way
we’ve been offered a couple of opportunities to
make a second record but everybody in the band
is off in different directions and doing different
things. I wouldn’t want to make a second Red
Dawn record that would be thrown together.
If I couldn’t do a second record with the same
integrity as the first I’d just leave that first one to
stand on its own.
What about doing something with Mitch
Malloy?
That’s not impossible. You never know
where life will lead. Mitch and I keep in touch
and I know he’s in Great White now.

He had a great voice but he doesn’t seem
to have done much after Red Dawn. Do you
know what happened to Larry?
Larry was older than all of us and he was
at the end of trying to make it big in the music
business, so he came aboard figuring that he’d
give it one last try. Me and Larry went over to
Japan to do some promo but the band never
really got off the ground sadly. I think if the
album had been put out five years earlier, we
would probably have been mega. The time the
record came out it was already the beginning of
the Grunge era and that whole style of music
had fallen out of favour. The record never really
got its fair shake and that’s why it fell apart.

You did some work with Dream Theater
a while ago on their ‘Change Of Seasons’ EP.
What happened there?
It was after Kevin Moore had left the band
and they were looking for a new keyboard
player; they actually asked me to join the band
but I was on the ‘River Of Dreams’ tour at the
time. They are friends of mine and I would’ve
loved to have joined them but I wasn’t available
and they understood that. They went on to get
Derek Sherinian, who was very young at the
time and he needed some technical assistance
on some of what he was doing. He was a great
player but at the time he wasn’t very familiar
with some of the gear out there or how to get the
types of sounds that the band was looking for.
They brought me in to do synth programming.
Derek became a band member but I just did
synth programming on the album.

Do you regret that Red Dawn never got
the chance to fulfil its potential?
After the album came out, we all went in
different directions. I’d invested a lot of my
own money in the production of that album and

Would you like to do a full-blown Prog
Rock album at some point?
Well, I’ve done the Happy The Man album
which is Progressive Rock, but I’d love to do
more... I have Prog running through my veins.
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Dream Theater would have been a good fit but
I think Jordan Rudess is tremendous; he’s a
personal friend of mine going way back to the
late 80s. He’s a great player and a great fit for
them… such a great talent and just the nicest,
nicest guy.
Here we are almost 30 years later and
you’re still touring with Billy. What is it
about Billy that works so well for you?
I think it’s a good fit musically. Personalitywise I get what he’s about and as a musician,
I understand his music and he likes what I do
and what I bring to the table in terms of my
skillset. It just works. When I first joined, I
never thought I’d still be doing it 28 years later
but you just never know how life goes. It’s been
quite a ride and an amazing experience and I
hope that it can go on and on.
What about the future, what are you
planning over the coming months?
I don’t really know but I’ll continue with
Billy as long as he wants to continue going.
Who knows where that will lead to? It’s a great
situation to be in and I’ll go for as long as it goes.
I’m always doing different types of projects…
writing, producing, orchestration… I don’t have
anything specific planned but I’ll be finishing
off Billy Joel’s sheet music. One of the things
I did in my orchestration career was Yngwie
Malmsteen’s ‘Concerto Suite’ back in 1998. I
love orchestration and I’d love to do more of
that type of thing. I’m fortunate to really enjoy
a lot of different types of things and to have a
skillset that enables me to work wearing a lot
of different hats. I enjoy everything I do. When
people ask me what’s my favourite project,
well, it’s the one I’m doing at the moment.
For more on David Rosenthal visit www.
davidrosenthal.com
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happened, we just didn’t really realise that. We were enjoying being with
the people at home and relaxing for a little bit, and hoping it would subside
pretty quickly, but it just kept going for sixteen months or something like
that. It starts to wear on you; you realise that being on the road and playing
live is part of who you are in a way. It’s been hard, but at least we have
something on the horizon. Shows came back here in California this past
month or so and it’s been great to go back on stage and get back playing
again.
Despite the circumstances under which it was conceived, ‘Shine A
Light On Me Brother’ seems much more upbeat than ‘Last Light On
The Highway’, would you agree?
Yeah, I would say so… every record has a different kind of turn on it,
you know? We’re not trying to make the same record multiple times over
and this one just came out how it came out. We got to work with some
great friends on it with certain co-writes, and we’re excited to get out on
the road and play the ‘Last Light…’ album for people just as much as
we’re excited to play tracks off this new record as well.

Interview: Ant Heeks. Photo: Bryan Greenberg
Though they have been active since 2011, it was
2020’s tremendous ‘Last Light On The Highway’
album that brought Southern California’s
Robert Jon & The Wreck to the attention of a
larger audience in the UK. Just over a year later
the band are about to release their sixth album
‘Shine A Light On Me Brother’, so Fireworks got
in touch with main-man Robert Jon Burrison to
hear all about it.
It’s barely been a year since ‘Last Light On The Highway’ was
released, did you expect to be releasing another album so soon?
No, it wasn’t really in our thoughts, we were going to release ‘Last
Light…’ and then be out on the road in Europe and the UK for a bit;
we probably weren’t even thinking about writing a new record until later
this fall. But you know, because of how the world went and because we
weren’t allowed to get on the road, we took that time and decided to write
some songs. Once we’d got a pile of songs we decided to record them
and said “Let’s just release another record”. We picked a handful of songs
for the record after writing ten times more than we needed and we were
stoked to be recording them; we’re really excited for everybody to hear
them when it’s released in September.
You’re very much a road band who are out on tour most of the
time, how hard has it been for you not to be able to get out and play?
Oh man, to be frank it sucks! That’s part of who we are, and I think that
after the first couple of months of being in lockdown and everything that
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With two fairly new albums worth of material that you haven’t
been able to perform live, how will you approach the setlist when you
are able to get out and play?
We tend to not strictly write setlists… we have a basic set but we just
call out whatever we feel, whatever the crowd is feeling, and we kind of
let things go on stage and take new directions. But as far as the UK and
next Europe runs go… I don’t like it when I go and see my favourite
bands play and all they do is play ninety percent of their new record that
nobody really knows yet, so we’ll definitely be playing a lot of the back
catalogue. A lot of ‘Last Light…’, and sprinkle in the new record as well.
Try to hit all the bases and make everyone have a wonderful night that
they won’t forget.
Is the title-track ‘Shine A Light On Me Brother’ a reflection on
what’s happened in the world during the past eighteen months?
Yes, very much so. There was so much darkness, such a dark cloud
over the whole globe… and you know, especially during that time in the
United States where there was a political battle going on with protests in
the streets and everything, it kind of puts a dark cloud over everyone. But
the whole point of the songs is to find the light again, find the peace and
be saved by the light and get out of this darkness and look to the future.
Another extremely upbeat song on the album is ‘Radio’, but
lyrically speaking it seems that there’s a lot more meaning to it than
just trying to get your own songs broadcast on the radio?
Oh yeah, that was a really fun track. We were just hanging out at a
buddy’s house drinking; we got some guitars out and started playing
around with different little riffs and that song just came out, which is the
best way to write a song, without any pressure or anything. When you
hear it you might originally think it’s written about a girl, but I took it
in a different way. It’s basically about a young band trying to make it
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in the industry and always ending up being chewed up and spit out by
Hollywood before getting sucked back in again; just a fun song that has
whatever meaning that you want to hear from it.
How hard has it been for you to make it to where you are within
the industry?
I think there are obstacles in everything you do in life, and we’ve had
obstacles, but we’ve overcome them. I’m sure we’re gonna hit more
obstacles the further we go in our career, it’s more about how you deal
with those obstacles instead of worrying about the fact they’re gonna be
there because they’re gonna be there no matter what. The five of us have
a good camaraderie, we are there for each other and we try to push each
other in every aspect of our lives. I have a lot of faith in us for the next
obstacle that we hit; if we can get through Covid and get through multiple
tours getting cancelled, we can probably get through anything.
How much has the ‘Last Light…’ album really expanded your
fan base?
That was the first record that we had radio airplay with, especially
over in the UK thanks to Planet Rock. It was the first record that we did
that had articles and stuff written about it. We were debating releasing
it during the pandemic, but I think it came out at the right time because
people didn’t have much to do other than sit at home with their phones
or computers, so it gave us a chance to put it in front of more people who
had the time to check it out.
The timing of the ‘Tired Of Drinking Alone’ video couldn’t have
worked out much better for you.
No, and obviously we wrote that song before any of this happened!
The video that Steve (our keyboard player) put together would only have
worked during that time because everybody was so used to being on a
Zoom call or just being at home drinking by themselves. It’s a weird thing
to say, but that video wouldn’t have happened if the pandemic hadn’t
happened. And also, it brought new life to that song because everybody
was sat out there and having to drink alone! [Laughs]
There are also some very reflective moments on the new album, in
particular the song ‘Brother’, what’s the story behind it?
You know, we have some close family members and friends that deal
with mental health issues. Problems that they’ve dealt with their whole
lives, going in and out of facilities… we wanted to write a reflection on
that and write a story that’s real, about things that happen and the people
we need to care for, people that need our help. That’s kind of what that
song was. I love that song, it just came together so well. It’s definitely a
special song on the record, for sure.
Do all your songs come from personal experiences?
I think for the most part we can always find some personal aspect in
the songs we write. There are songs that we just write and try to tell a story
that we might have heard; every song’s a little different. As we get older
I think it gets more personal as we get farther down the road, if you will.
On our early records there wasn’t enough personality or enough emotion
involved, we were just writing lyrics that might not have really mattered,
but I think in the past few years we’ve been trying to hit that personal note
a little harder and it really shows in the songs themselves.
So to somebody who has never heard Robert Jon & The Wreck
before, how would you describe your sound?
That’s always the question, right? [Laughs] In the past we’ve always
called it “Rock ‘n’ Soul” because we’re not a strict Rock ‘n’ Roll band,
we’re not a strict Soul band and we’re not a strict Blues band. So it’s an
amalgamation of Rock ‘n’ Roll, Soul and Blues and we put it together
how the five of us can. I don’t think it would be what it is without the
five people in this band, each one of is a part of that and makes it what
it is. It’s really unique for us and we hope that people can get attached to
it and understand what we’re trying to do. Coming down to a show and
experiencing it live is our biggest thing; we just love playing live and
being in front of people, and feeling the energy they give us is what we
get off on.
Robert Jon & The Wreck’s new album “Shine A Light on Me
Brother” is available from www.robertjonandthewreck.com
The band tour the UK from September 16th with special guest Troy
Redfern. Tickets: www.alttickets.com and www.gigantic.com
FIREWORKS
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making of the album?
It was finished before actually, but the release
date was delayed because of Covid. I like to
make new records, not for sales or anything as
streaming has hit those, but more because I like
to keep my shows fresh.
Was it frustrating for you having finished
the record, then having to sit on it and wait
months before your fans could hear it?
I couldn’t wait for it to get out as I had such
a joy making it. It’s had fantastic reviews from
all over and I couldn’t wait to see that reaction,
so I’m very pleased that it’s finally out. It was
frustrating, but I’m already picking songs for
the next album.
When did you start work on the album?
I started back in 2019. I’d just released
‘Between The Earth And The Stars’ and I was
working in-between touring. The way I work
with David Mackay is that when I’m on tour
and have a few days off, I fly into Heathrow,
go to the studio and he plays me the demos
he’s been working on while I’m away. It’s a
totally different way to the way I worked with
Jim Steinman. He did nine different live takes
with the band and he’d pick the best and build
on that. David fixes all the tracks ready for me
to go and add my vocals; it works fantastically
well. So, I’m out playing live and David is
back in the studio working on the next record.

BO NN IE TYLE R
Interview by Mick Burgess
Photo by Tina Korhonen
After first coming to prominence with ‘Lost In France’
in 1976, Bonnie Tyler went on to make two of the most
iconic songs of the 1980s. With her latest album ‘The
Best Is Yet To Come’ proudly proclaiming her plans for
the future, her husky, powerful voice has never sounded
better. Fireworks called her up to talk about the album as
well as what it was like working with Jim Steinman and
Desmond Child, and how Paul Stanley suggested that she
record ‘Hide Your Heart’…
Has the Covid enforced downtime
enabled you to do things that you didn’t have
time to do under normal circumstances?
I couldn’t be in a better place here in
The Algarve. I flew here after my last show
in Sweden back in 2019 and I’ve been here
ever since. I’ve been able to do a lot more
interviews, and I’ve been doing a lot of
cooking… so much so that my husband doesn’t
want to go to restaurants anymore! This is the
longest time I haven’t been performing since
I was a teenager, but I’ve got my first two
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shows coming up in Spain very soon. I have a
fabulous band with Matt Pryor on guitar, Jon
Poole on bass, Alex on the drums and John
Young on the keyboards; he played with Uli
Jon Roth for a while and he has his own Prog
Rock band called Lifesigns. They’ve all been
with me for about thirty years, except Alex
who has been with me for about eight years,
so I can’t wait play live with them again.
‘The Best Is Yet To Come’ has been out for
a couple of months; how did Covid shape the
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Do you have much material ready for you
next album?
Yes, I have about six brand new tracks. In
fact, David sent me another song this morning
but I haven’t had the chance to listen to it
yet. He’s got some great people, such as the
Cottle Brothers, working around him who are
amazing musicians.
What was your plan for the record when
you first started? Did you have a clear vision
on its direction at that point, or did that
develop as you were working on it?
It’s kind of like a throwback to the 80s; it
wasn’t meant to be that way but it’s just how it
turned out. I love Steve Womack writing songs
for me... he’s got four on the album. His songs
just suit me down to the ground. They are such
powerful, energetic songs that are just great for
me and I’m looking forward to having more on
the next one.
On your previous album you performed
duets with the likes of Rod Stewart and
Francis Rossi. Did you consider doing that
again this time?
I didn’t want to do duets on this album
because it limits what I can do on tour. With this
one I can do anything I want. How could I get
Rod Stewart to come along and sing at one of
my shows when he’s over in America? Francis
Rossi is on the road just as much as I am, so
it would be difficult to do those duets live…
although Cliff Richard was gracious enough to
get up on stage with me in Portugal a while back
and sing with me in front of 50,000 people on
the beach.
Did you get to sing together in the studio,
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or did technology come into play enabling
you to work on the song remotely?
I did with Francis, but Rod was in LA when
I was in London. Then when he was in London,
I was on tour, so David went down to Rod’s
place in Essex and recorded his part there. I was
gutted that I couldn’t be there so we did ours
separately but I was so thrilled that he said yes
to do a duet. It was such a compliment to me for
him to do that.
You have again worked with David
Mackay like you did on your previous album.
David actually produced your first two
records in the 70s. How did you reconnect?
I hadn’t seen him for forty years. We
reconnected through my original bass player,
Kevin Dunne, who was in the first band I had
(Imagination) in the late 60s. He wrote some
songs for me and asked me to have a listen, but
as he hadn’t written anything before I said that
I’d be completely honest with him. I wasn’t
expecting to like the songs, but when I listened
to them, I just went “Shit!!”… I was totally
blown away. He ended up getting three songs
on the last album and one on the current one.
So, when he played them to me, he asked how
I fancied working with David again as he was
knocking the songs into shape for him. I said
that I’d love to and when we met for the first
time in forty years, it was lovely and it was so
great to work with him again. It was great fun
making the album and that helps so much, I
think that shows on the record.
Given the forty year gap, did the way
you worked in the studio change or was it
essentially the same as it was back in the 70s,
give or take a bit of technology?
It was different as he has his own studio
attached to his house. I loved it, it was very
comfortable with a lovely atmosphere and I’m
really looking forward to going back.
On ‘Stick To Your Guns’ you feature pan
pipes with Leo Rojas adding some beautifully
haunting melody to the song. How did he
become involved?
If it wasn’t for the fact that I met the Pope,
then I wouldn’t have met Leo. He was playing
this beautiful pipe music there at the time and
when I was listening to it, I just knew which
song he’d sound fantastic on. When I went back
home, I mentioned him to David and I asked
him to send a song over to him. He did an
absolutely fantastic job.
‘Stronger Than A Man’ was used to mark
International Women’s Day. What inspired
you to record that?
I was in the studio and I said to David that
I was going to give Desmond Child a ring, as
I’ve worked with him many times in the past.
I rang him and asked if he had anything new
for me and within a couple of days he sent
me ‘Stronger Than A Man’. I absolutely love
it, in particular the line “A woman’s place
is anywhere a woman wants to stand.” Not
that I’ve ever found a problem in the music
business… I don’t know why that is, maybe
because it’s because I’ve got a big voice so that
FIREWORKS

I’ve never felt like I’m in competition with the
men, or maybe it was all the club work I did in
the early days.
You’ve worked closely with Desmond
Child over the years. How was it for you
working with him?
He produced my album ‘Hide Your Heart’
on a shoestring; we had such a limited budget
for that but he did a brilliant job… he found me
‘The Best’ as well. Nothing much happened
with that album – Tina Turner went on and
recorded ‘The Best’ and it was a massive hit –
but what it did do was give me my confidence
back in my choice of material. He found me a
fabulous song that I loved from the start, but it
was lacking in a middle eight that Tina put in.
Desmond writes songs with so many amazing
people. In an article in People Magazine he said
that out of all of the people he’s worked with
over the years, I was the most prepared and he
loved making that record with me.
Did you ever think back in those days
that you’d have such a long and successful
recording career?
I never dreamt that I’d have a recording
deal one day. I didn’t even have any tapes to
send to record labels, that was a pipe dream
to me. Then by accident, Roger Bell heard me
sing. He came to listen to a boy in a club in
Swansea and I was singing upstairs. He came
in on the wrong floor, heard me singing and
told the songwriters Ronnie Scott and Steve
Wolfe about me. They invited me to London to
make some demos, one of which was ‘Lost In
France’. I thought it was a bit of a sweet song
for me as even in those days I was rockier. My
first single (‘My! My! Honeycomb’) totally
bombed, then they released ‘Lost In France’
with a big campaign and that was a big hit for
me. It was wonderful getting onto Top Of The
Pops. When I was younger, I would never go
out until I’d watched Top Of The Pops, so to
actually appear on it was amazing.
You’ve covered a few songs over the years
and on this album you’ve covered ‘I’m Not
In Love’ by 10cc and Donavan’s ‘Catch The
Wind’. What do you look for in a song that
you are thinking about covering?
The 10cc one wasn’t my choice, it was
David’s. I said I didn’t know about doing it as
it’s such a classic, I didn’t know if we should
touch it. He said I could do it completely
differently and make it my own. I said I’d give it
a shot but if I didn’t like it then I’d do something
else. David’s version of it is fabulous and I love
how it’s turned out… I think that I have made it
my own. ‘Hide Your Heart’ was actually given
to me by Paul Stanley, he asked Desmond Child
to pass it on.
Earlier this year we heard the sad news
of the passing of Jim Steinman. You worked
with Jim on ‘Faster Than The Speed
Of Night’, what did you learn from that
experience?
He was a very funny guy and absolutely
fabulous. I fell in love with Meat Loaf’s
music and at the time I didn’t know who was
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producing it. I’d just been signed by CBS and
I had a meeting with Muff Winwood; he asked
me who I’d like to work with. I told him that
when I was on the way to the meeting, Meat
Loaf came on the radio and I’d love to work
with his writer and producer. He said that was
Jim Steinman and he’d never do it, it’d be a
long shot if we asked him... but he did ask him
and he took me on. I wanted to work with Jim
because of what I knew he could do for me. I
knew I wouldn’t have much input apart from
my vocals, but I wanted him to work his magic
on me the way he did for Meat Loaf. I wanted
him to create a fantastic record for me, which he
did, and it got to number one. Jim has written
some of the most iconic songs in the world and
I’ve got two of them.
‘Holding Out For A Hero’ is one of those
songs and is often used as music in films and
on sporting occasions. Does it surprise you
that it still pops up all over the place?
I just did an interview with an American
magazine the other day and he told me that
‘Holding Out For A Hero’ is in the movie
‘Loki’; he said it was a great new summer film.
It’s amazing, it’s everywhere and it never stops.
The Dan Band recorded a rather cheeky
version of ‘Total Eclipse Of The Heart’ in the
film ‘Old School’. What did you think of it?
That’s the one with the “F-word” in isn’t it?
I’ve only heard it once but I know people who
absolutely love that.
Over the years you’ve worked with
some incredible musicians including Mike
Oldfield, Tony Levin, Simon Phillips, Randy
Jackson, Giorgio Moroder, Rick Derringer
and on your current album Lawrence Cottle
and John Parr. It must inspire you to be at
the top of your game having musicians like
that around you?
John Parr in particular is such a fabulous
guy, a great writer and a superb musician.
Simon Phillips played on one of my earlier
records ‘The World Starts Tonight’ and is a great
drummer. I’ve been blessed with working with
such great musicians throughout my career.
It’s been a long time since you hit the road.
Do you have any plans to play live in the UK,
or are you waiting to see what happens over
the coming months?
79 of my shows were postponed due to
Covid, so we’ll be dealing with those dates first
and rearranging them before we move on and
think about new shows. I love touring in the UK
so I hope there’ll be a tour there very soon but
nothing is planned so far.
What else do you have planned over the
coming months?
I have some shows coming up in Finland
and Scandinavia, and the main tour starts in
February 2022. I’ve missed playing shows so I
can’t wait to get out and perform again.
‘The Best Is Yet To Come’ is out now on
earMusic.
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to write from true experiences
and a lot of the songs on the
album are about the mental health
problems many of us have these
days. There are songs about love
and romance and ‘The Second
Stint’ is about death. It’s actually
about a girl I knew who got in with
the wrong crowd, got into drugs
and sadly passed away.

Interview by Ian Johnson
Yorkshireman Leon Robert Winteringham is the heart and soul behind The LRW Project.
‘Fight & Climb’ is his second album and Fireworks called him to find out why he does
virtually everything himself, why his music doesn’t need labels and much more besides.
What’s your background/
musical history?
I got into AOR when I was
about 16. I’d go to a local record
shop where these great covers
from bands like Danger Danger
and Cinderella would jump out at
me, so I’d buy them. At that time
I was playing the guitar but I was
a shredder, which is where I was
probably going wrong as I’m just
your average northern bloke and
shredding was more an American
thing!
What made you decide to
start The LRW Project?
The first album, ‘To Love,
Repeat & Wonder’, I did as a
challenge to myself to see if I could
actually do it. I didn’t want anyone
else involved really except for the
photographer and the girl who
helped me with the artwork; it
was done solely for me to prove
something to myself. But when
I mentioned that I’d made this
album on Facebook a lot of friends
I’d made from Firefest wanted
a copy; it was all done kind of
naturally with no plan to release
it or anything. The new album is
different, it was planned and I had
a vision for it.
Why did you decide to
become a one man band;
was it lack of label interest
or because you had a vision
that you knew only you could
pull off?
If I’d gone with a label it
wouldn’t really be my project. To
be honest, if I ever did go with
a label I’d probably go under a
different name, a band name
maybe and just be a member
of that band. I’ve never really
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wanted to go with a label
because I see this as achieving
my goals; it’s my mission to make
The LRW Project the best I can.
Control is important to me and
I have a kind of OCD when it
comes to my music. Even though
I used an outside engineer on
the album, I always sat next to
him while he worked because
I had to make sure everything
was spot on. I sent ideas to
the artwork people, I booked
the photographer, the studio…
everything was me in charge.
How long did it take to
write and record this album?
It came together really fast to
be honest; whilst we were still
mixing the first album I’d already
written ‘Who Will She Marry?’
That song set the tone for the
new album and I knew I had to
make sure that all the other
tracks were up to the same level.
So I kept writing from early 2019
until maybe late November/early
December that year. In October
I did the ‘Go Sober for October’
thing and my singing voice got
better so I kept going… I haven’t
touched a drop since and my
vocals have improved massively.
I went into the studio in January
2020, stripped my demo vocals
off the tracks and tidied things
up a bit; what you hear musically
is basically what I’d already
recorded at home. I used the
studio to do my vocals again to
push myself as a singer, but on the
whole the music is exactly what
I’d already recorded. Everything
was done in about five or six
weeks but then we went in to
lockdown. At the time I didn’t
think much of it but it just went
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on and on and the album was
on a computer, locked up in a
closed recording studio that had
never shut its doors before. So
I waited, then I waited some
more getting more stressed out
with each passing month, but in
a way the lockdown was maybe
a good thing too because I got
ideas for the artwork, I changed
the album’s title, things like that.
Then when we got back into the
studio late last year, everything
started going forward at a pace.
How would you describe
your music, I’d say it’s Hi-Tech
AOR with a modern twist but
with a lot of classic melodies
running?
I don’t want to describe my
music, I don’t want to label it,
I’d rather just be known as a
song writer. I think it’s more of
a coincidence that I got known
as an AOR artist; that happened
because of Facebook friends
picking up on the first album.
Don’t get me wrong, I love that
people have thought of my music
like that, but I don’t want to be a
one-trick pony. If I want to write
a Pop song or a love song, I don’t
want to be tied to a single type of
sound. I’ve got some songs ready
to go for another album but I
don’t want people to expect just
another LRW sounding album.
I’m a song writer and want to try
different things with my music. I
have no one to argue with me if
I want to write something that
sounds different from The LRW
Project.
Do you write from personal
experiences?
I don’t really make stuff up, I try
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‘Round Two’ and ‘Who
Did She Marry?’ have great
production
values,
the
settings and layouts of both
videos put a lot of bands
with bigger budgets to
shame. Where were they
filmed and how long did it
take to film them?
‘Round Two’ was me listening
to it on repeat and coming up
with ideas for what I wanted to
show in the video. So again, hands
on, I storyboarded the whole
thing but I couldn’t find anywhere
to shoot it. I’d go out for weeks
and try to find a building we
could use, then one day I took
my girlfriend’s dog for a walk. We
went a different way from our
usual route and there it was the
building you see in the video…
it’s near York Railway Station.
The video for ‘Who Did She
Marry?’… I’ve had this Richard
Attenborough line from ‘Jurassic
Park’ in my head for years: “No
expense spared”. That’s the story
of this whole album and the
videos; I try to make everything
I do the best I can. I always say
to my camera guy that a video is
only as good as the location, the
venue and the props. If you cover
all that and plan it right then
the video will always look great.
Initially we were going to shoot
at Castle Howard but that fell
through; then Allerton Castle,
which is just down the road, said
they could help me and that’s
what you see in the video. The
dancer is a local lady who, when
I think of a dancer, is the person
I think of first. She does a lot of
choreography for Pantomimes
and things like that, so when I
though of having a dancer in the
video, she was the person I called.
Do you have any plans to
take it on the road or is it
purely a studio project?
Never say never… but if I
ever did take this out on the
road, I might not go out as The
LRW Project; to be honest, I’m
not even sure if the project will
survive another year. I have so
many ideas about things – I might
put a band together or join a band
and do that instead of this. It’s all
about what songs I’ve got to show
the world.
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Interview: Steve Swift. Photo: TherÃ©s Stephansdotter
Soilwork are in the studio. Many will love to hear that, but it adds
a bit of an extra frisson when that other linked band, The Night
Flight Orchestra, have just released their new album. And what an
album; still flamboyant, still fun, but ‘Aeromantic II’ is even more
80s with a dancing, pumping Survivor heart. Fireworks spoke to
co-originator, guitarist and co-writer David Andersson…

“We came together when I did my first tour with Soilwork back in
2006. I didn’t know Björn (Björn ‘Speed’ Strid, vocals) before that, but
we instantly bonded over our common love of Classic Rock and then we
brought in the others. It took a while to find the right people, but once
we did find them, we just had our unique sound right from the start.” He
laughs, not for the first time tonight. “If you had been in on our recording
sessions, it would probably shock some people… me and Angelo (Sharlee
D’Angelo, bassist) listening to fusion at six o’clock in the morning!”
Well, every album from The Night Flight Orchestra sounds like a
party, a party some would like to have closed down using music laws and
ordinances, a party others would enjoy but stay masked up. Some others
though would dance in the street (like one of their new videos) taking
delight in ‘rules’ being flouted.
“That’s lovely, thank you. You can hear (John Lönnmyr) the
keyboardist, he’s a jazz player – I love playing jazz too – you can hear
the foreign elements in there, it’s not your standard Rock and Roll solo.”
He chuckles and his love of the music is apparent. The openness to
take other styles of music, styles that shouldn’t work but that absolutely
do, the ability to be a receiver when writing the songs.
“Unfortunately we don’t write together that much, but in the studio
we’re all very involved in the production process, it just develops
organically. It’s really the same with both bands; I don’t have any OCD
tendencies… I just trust everyone to do something interesting. If someone
comes up with something… if it’s good, it’s good, bottom line. Even if
I’ve written a song, if they can embellish it and make it more interesting
I’m the happiest man in the world!”
A very open way of looking at it, not every band has this ease...
“We always engineer everything ourselves. I’m always the engineer
when Sharlee’s playing the bass and it’s like ‘let’s have a break and listen
to ‘Pink Flag’ by Wire or the first album by Gang Of Four’, that’s how it
works and that’s really interesting. I guess I just have a really hyperactive
brain, I can’t imagine any other band doing that. I wanna hear the
imperfection, but if you’re a good musician it will sound good anyway.
Eddie Van Halen, a lot of his guitar playing was odd in a way. I’ve been
studying music theory for ages, he described it as tumbling down the
stairs and landing on your feet – that’s what I want to do as well.”
To jump headlong into a style of music that some would shun and
others approach warily, understandably perhaps, shows that love of
making big moves, not reckless moves because they have landed square
on their toes with this album.
“I hate genres; that’s just not very interesting. I hate that phrase ‘guilty
pleasure’. We’re in the studio with Soilwork and the other night we
stayed up all night playing jazz!” He chuckles again. “At the same time
it’s also been nice to come from a Metal background and Metal fans are
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really open to stuff. I have two daughters and I always tell them if you go
somewhere in a foreign city and you get lost, if you see someone with
lots of tattoos and a strange haircut, go talk to them because they’re the
nicest people.”
Yep, they have an openness which is a real credit, they try new things;
this is surely why The Night Flight Orchestra are so popular.
“My favourite bands are still Deep Purple, Black Sabbath… you have
this busy thing going on with the guitars down the middle; it should just
be there to anchor everything. My vision is that when you put on an album
by The Night Flight Orchestra, it should just bring a party, one that’s been
going on for a while!”
And that love of the music is what infects every note in every song on
every album.
“I’m 46 years old and I’ve been playing the guitar since I was 9. I’ve
been collecting records since I was 5, I just do random stuff but it seems
to work. We do get the AOR label, which is really annoying. I like to just
think of us as classic Rock because that’s such a broad concept. There are
elements of AOR, ABBA and whatever!”
He laughs again, as the idea of the joy of this music takes him over
again. It’s lovely to hear, the pure joy of the music, the pure enjoyment,
something that’s desperately needed at the moment. Lockdown question
coming up...
“It’s going quite well, I’m writing all the time. If you’re a musician
and songwriter, what are you gonna do? Keep writing songs and record
them and stop bitching about the pandemic! You can’t really affect it very
much, can’t really do anything about it. I see that people seem to play our
music quite a lot and that’s really all the affirmation I need. Both bands are
bleeding together… we’re all friends in both bands, we’re doing slightly
different stuff with each band but it’s all about great stuff.”
You know what we need? A great big melting pot… OK, there’s
cynicism waiting around every corner, but to use that word again, the joy
of the music is so infectious, it fights other infections. And this album is a
continuation of the last excitable, exciting excellence.
“I’ve always loved the idea about space, not like I wanna go there, but
I’ve always been reading loads of science fiction. In the end it’s about
escapism, I just want to provide an escape. You can write a song and
the best feeling is when you’re in the studio and you record it and have
everything on it, you get goosebumps. That’s why I’m doing this. When I
was 9 years old and bought ‘In Rock’ by Deep Purple, put it on my vinyl
player and they start off with ‘Speed King’… that’s the feeling I want!”
There’s that joy again, the love of the music. No barriers, just loving
the way it makes you feel and allowing you to feel that way. The Night
Flight Orchestra are a great companion, let yourself go...
AUTUMN
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You’ve put out a wealth of great
material outside of Queen, and you
were the first member of the band
to do anything solo. You released a
single ‘I Wanna Testify’, and then a
full album called ‘Fun In Space’ in
1981 – what sparked that?
I guess I was just coming into my
own as a writer, and I just felt it would
be nice to express myself outside the
band without having to go through
all the process of selection and
arguments and arrangements. It was
really just an expression of myself –
having said that, I always loved being
in a band, and I still do, strangely
enough… what’s left of us!
Were the other members
supportive of solo work, or was
there concern that if you scored
a big hit it would affect Queen
because you were all so integral to
the group?
No, that was never a problem;
it was never intended to be an
alternative to Queen as a career. It
was just simply self-expression.
When any of us did anything solo or
did something away from the band,
the others were very supportive, just
“good luck” really, never any bad
feeling there.

R O GER TAY L OR
Interview by James Gaden
Photo and cover image by Lola Leng Taylor

Best known as the drummer for Queen, one of the greatest
bands the world has ever seen, Roger Taylor has achieved a
lot in his incredible career. Aside from penning global hits
like ‘A Kind Of Magic’ and ‘Radio Ga Ga’, he has also produced
hits for other artists and been by far the most prolific worker
outside of Queen. Not only has he released three albums with
his own band The Cross, this October he releases his sixth
solo album ‘Outsider’ and plans to hit the road to support
it. Fireworks were given the chance to call Roger in July,
shortly after the tour announcement, for a candid chat about
the records that were Taylor-made...
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You were one of the first
members of Queen to produce
someone else – in 1980 you were
involved with a single for an artist
called Hilary Hilary. You not only
produced it, but you co-wrote it
and played all the instruments.
What was the story with that?
Oh God, yeah! It was a very
amateurish affair actually. She was
somebody that I knew who had a
great look and I thought it would be
fun; I wrote the song but it was all
done in my demo studio, so it was all
very, very basic. It’s kind of “of the
moment”, y’know? Sort of a postPunk/New-Wave thing…
By 1984 you’d made a second
solo album ‘Strange Frontier’, from
which you released ‘Man On Fire’
and the title track as singles and
shot promotional videos for them.
While you made appearances on
TV to promote your first two solo
albums, you had never toured solo
at that point?
No, I was too busy with Queen
really. That and the whole process
of putting a band together to tour is
quite a thing. I did do it later on, when
I formed The Cross in 1987, but that
took a lot of my time. The only reason
I could do it then was because Queen
was working less hard, meaning I had
more time to do that. So I did get to
go out with The Cross, we did a bit of
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touring and played a couple of solo
tracks with them which was fun.
The first album by The Cross,
‘Shove It’, you wrote all by
yourself. So it was basically a
solo album but you launched it
as a debut for your new band.
You’re absolutely right; it was
a solo album really. The second
one, ‘Mad, Bad And Dangerous To
Know’, that was a real The Cross
album, a band album, but yes, the
first one was a solo album to all
intents and purposes.
I understand that for
that second album, the other
members of The Cross wrote a
lot of the songs because you were
busy working on ‘The Miracle’.
The band’s sound changed from
the more Pop-Rock of the debut
to a Classic Rock sound. Were
you happy with that evolution?
Oh yeah, I think some of the
songs on it are better than others but
the band was getting somewhere.
It was a lot of fun but honestly,
Queen was such a big thing, such a
big part of my life, there was never
a point where The Cross would
rule over that. We were very, very
loyal to one another in Queen.
You mentioned how you all
supported each other in solo
endeavours and The Cross
is a prime example, Freddie
Mercury singing on the first
album and Brian May played
the solo on ‘Love Lies Bleeding’.
Exactly right, Freddie sang
‘Heaven For Everyone’, he was
just hanging about when we were
making it and he said, “I love that
song, I want to sing that song,
let me sing that song.” Yeah,
absolutely, you’re a better singer
than me so why not! Freddie really
loved it, that’s why his version
went on the album. Of course, we
would subsequently re-work it
years later as Queen anyway.
Did John Deacon contribute
to ‘Shove It’?
Not really, John was always
more… he was very in himself, if
you know what I mean. We really
only socialised if we were in the
studio or on tour. By contrast Fred
and I were very close, and would
socialise outside of work as well.
Around this same period
you were a lot more active as a
producer, working with acts like
Jimmy Nail, Fergal Sharkey and
you produced the debut album
from Virginia Wolf. You also
FIREWORKS

worked with Magnum on their
‘Vigilante’ album. They had
already experienced some UK
success, so what were you asked
to bring to proceedings as their
producer?
That’s right – God, Virginia
Wolf, blimey… you know your
stuff, I tell you! [Laughs] With
Magnum, my job was to make
as good an album as we could.
They were a very good band, and
they’re still going. They were very
good musically and strong on all
fronts. Their image was a bit odd
I thought, very old school, but
Tony Clarkin, he was their main
writer and I thought his songs were
fantastic. I enjoyed that album
actually and I think it still sounds
good today. There are a couple of
great tracks on that album. They
had a great drummer, good singer;
everyone was good in that band.
They worked hard and I really
enjoyed my time with them, it was
a good experience.
You actually opened for
Magnum with The Cross on a
German tour; was it a difficult
transition to go from being a

Taylor pictured with The Cross for the
‘Liar’ single, circa 1990 (photo by Paul Ryder)
within three or four months of his
death, so all other things faded
away at that point. Brian and I
were thinking, “Well that’s it then
really. It was good, but we’ll have
to get on with life now, whatever
that means.” We were all in a very
strange place for about five years.

“It’s very hard when you’re in a band
like Queen to do stuff away from the
mothership if you know what I mean, it’s
difficult because you feel a huge resistance
from people, sort of dismissive like “Oh
yeah, it’s him from them” kind of thing.”
Roger Taylor on working solo
record producer for a band to
then being their opening act?
[Laughs] It was bloody awful.
I wish I’d never done it! I don’t
know why I did that, absolute
madness really. I don’t know how
the management ever permitted it
to be honest, but there we are, we
all make mistakes! [Laughs]
‘Blue Rock’ was the third and
final album from The Cross. It
was arguably the best one, but
it never got much of a chance,
as Freddie passed away shortly
after it was released. Did that sap
any enthusiasm you had for the
band, because you put The Cross
to bed not long after?
Yeah, it didn’t even get released
outside of Germany or Japan.
It did kill the enthusiasm, you
got it. And after Freddie died, I
became fixated on trying to make
the tribute concert work. That was
all done very quickly; it was done
ISSUE 96

my main instrument is drums
and there I was just singing, or
sometimes playing guitar some
of the time. So it felt quite odd at
first. I thought the ‘Happiness?’
album was quite a decent album
though. That and ‘Electric Fire’;
I was quite pleased with those.
It’s very hard when you’re in a
band like Queen to do stuff away
from the mothership if you know
what I mean; it’s difficult because
you feel a huge resistance from
people, sort of dismissive like,
“Oh yeah, it’s him from them”
kind of thing. Even Mick Jagger
has encountered that, trying to
shake off that massive brand to
do your own thing.

I think when we started making
the ‘Made In Heaven’ album, not
everyone was convinced that was
a good idea. I thought it was a
great idea to finish things. Once
we completed the album and got
it out, that was sort of the end of
the shock and grief period. I must
admit, a lot of the 90s are a blur to
me.

The tour was superb and there
were four tracks recorded at the
Shepherds Bush show that were
released as B-sides for some of
the singles. Would you consider
releasing the whole show, even
if it’s just digitally, because that
concert was fantastic?
Do you know… I didn’t
even know about that! Can you
remember what the songs were?

In 1994 you returned to
your solo career, issuing
‘Happiness?’ which reflected
on some of those experiences
and this time you did a full
tour to support it. Did you feel
particularly daunted by this
or had touring with The Cross
prepared you for being the
focal point for a full show?
Yes, I did, that I do remember!
[Laughs] I did feel daunted, I
must admit. I wouldn’t be as
daunted now but again, I felt a
bit awkward. It’s difficult because

Yes, there was a fabulous
version of ‘I Want To Break
Free’, along with ‘Ride The
Wild Wind’, ‘Loneliness’ and
‘Everybody Hurts Sometimes’.
If you do have the whole show,
there would be Queen fans out
there that would love to get their
hands on it.
Blimey. Oh yeah, I remember a
couple of them… I don’t think I’ve
heard the whole show to be honest.
I’d quite like to get my hands on it
myself, just for interest sake to see
what it sounds like! [Laughs]
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basically released as I did them. It
wasn’t really until I did ‘Isolation’
during the lockdown that the rest
of the songs on the album kind of
followed. The singles weren’t big
releases but people seemed to like
them so I started looking if they
could all be put together – and
when I did, it seemed to work.

Taylor performing in Truro, Cornwall on the
‘Happiness?’ UK tour, 1994
You toured again four years
later to support ‘Electric Fire’
and did a then world record
setting live streamed show from
your ‘Cyberbarn’ [a barn at
Roger’s home that was converted
to host a concert]. Live streams
are common now but back in
1998, it was really new. Where
did that idea stem from?
That I certainly remember!
Somebody suggested it to me
and I didn’t really understand the
internet at that point. It did seem
like a good idea though and it was
fun – quite nerve wracking but
fun, although it was hard for me to
imagine this thing going out into
the ether and people sitting at home
and watching it all over the world.
It’s an odd concept but it worked. I
really liked that album; it has a bit
of everything.

your thought at the time?
It was a nod to ‘Fun In Space’,
exactly, but it wasn’t really the
intention to say I was done. I sort
of work in the moment and I didn’t
know if I was going to do anything
else. I just do stuff now; I’m very
lucky having my own studio and
it’s a proper studio, so now I can just
wait for the moment when I feel like
working. It’s a wonderful luxury
but I had no idea if I was going to
do anything else at that point. When
I made this album, ‘Outsider’, that
came because I suddenly realised I
had a lot of stuff, I’d had a creative
burst if you like. I had all these
songs and suddenly there was an
album, it was just there because
I’d been working away, especially
throughout lockdown, trying to
pass the time in an interesting
way. It’s always satisfying when
you’re working, work is good. It’s
In 2013 you issued your fifth almost like cheating the virus – ah,
solo album ‘Fun On Earth’, in so you thought you could stop us!
conjunction with the amazing [Laughs]
‘The Lot’ box set. The big box
set contained remastered editions
It started with some singles;
of all your albums, both solo you released ‘Journey’s End’
and with The Cross, plus all the inspired by David Bowie passing,
singles. Between that and the fact then you put out ‘Gangsters
that ‘Fun On Earth’ was a nod to Are Running This World’ and
your first solo album, many fans then ‘Isolation’, but you never
thought you had come full circle indicated there was an album
and this was you closing the door coming?
on your solo career. Was that
When I did those, they were

While you’re known as
Queen’s drummer, and you
played guitar in The Cross,
you handle the bulk of the
instrumentation here and there’s
quite a lot of piano on the record.
Do you employ the piano a lot
when you’re writing?
I’ve got a beautiful Steinway
Grand Piano here, it sounds
wonderful. I’m not a great pianist
but I do love to write on piano, it’s
great because all those chords are
accessible. I find it easier to write
on piano than on guitar, it just felt
like a more musical way of doing
things – although I love guitar,
absolutely love it. I’ve always
loved guitar music.
Me too, I gravitate to the Rock
stuff so a track like ‘More Kicks’
was right up my street. I noticed
a saxophone pops up in that and
one was used quite prevalently
on ‘Fun On Earth’ too, it’s not an
instrument that gets used much
these days.
You’re right and I love
saxophone,
especially
an
overblown sax, it adds so much
excitement. Think about Little
Richard, he used saxophone a lot.
There were a lot of those early
Rock ’N’ Roll records that had
it; I don’t know why it went out
of style. Saxophone can make or
break a record... think of ‘Baker
Street’. I love the sound of it so I
brought Steve Hamilton in to play
on my stuff. He played on a track
from ‘Fun On Earth’ called ‘Fight
Club’ and I just loved the sound it
added; it’s a whole different feel.
‘Gangsters

Are

This World’ comes in two
forms, basically two different
tracks that share the same title,
a slow version and a Rock one.
Why is the Rock one named the
“purple” version?
You’re exactly right, it is two
different songs and it was inspired
by The Purple Gang, which was a
group of Detroit gangsters from the
1920s. It’s a very tenuous reason
but I had to call it something else
to differentiate between the two
versions, because as you said, they
are different songs, different lyrics,
just with the same title and the
same message.
There’s a wonderful acoustic
version of your 1994 hit ‘Foreign
Sand’ that you originally did with
Yoshiki. The original was quite
lavish, what made you strip it
down?
To be honest I thought the
original was over-arranged. It was
too long, too flowery… when
really, at heart, it was a nice, decent
song. So I’ve stripped it right back
to the kernel to make the most
simple version of the song I could.
So you can listen to the huge, floral
arrangement with the orchestra and
the big piano flourishes, or you can
just hear what the core of the actual
song is with this version.

When you issued that single
originally, there was a superb
re-working of The Cross song
‘Final Destination’ as the B-side.
Did you and Yoshiki ever discuss
making an album together?
No, it was always going to be
a couple of songs. I saw him last
year actually in Japan, he’s still a
friend. It was a short term thing
because we’re fairly different;
with him everything has to be so
perfect, so I think it would have
been very difficult to have done
a whole album together. ‘Final
Destination’ was chosen because it
was a song I always liked playing
at concerts; I thought it was a good
Running live track.
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Mad, Bad And
Dangerous To Know
1990
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You’ve also covered ‘The
Clapping Song’ on this new
album, and given it some Rock
sheen, which is left-field but
works really well here. What
made you record that?
I just loved that song; I found it
so catchy, like a playground nursery
rhyme sort of thing. I adored the
Shirley Ellis version so I thought
“I’d love to try that”. It was great
fun and once again I got Steve
Hamilton in with some other horn
players, and I played a very, very
old Trixon Telstar drum kit. It has
an old sound to it and it was really a
lot of fun for me.
When it comes to touring
for this album, you say it will
be modest and that you want
it to be musically very good.
Have you decided who will be
in your band?
Yes I have. I’ve got my old
friend Jason Falloon on guitar.
I’ve got Spike Edney, who is
great because he remembers stuff
when I forget it. [Laughs] I’ve got
the fabulous Neil Fairclough on
bass who plays with us in Queen.
I’ve got Tyler Warren who also
plays with us in Queen; he plays
percussion and occasional drums,
he’s a fantastic all round musician.
And I’ve got Angie (Pollock) from
Goldfrapp on keyboards, so we’ve
got a good range and scope.
I have to mention Jason
Falloon... he has played with you
since 1994 and I have always
thought he was a phenomenal
player. Where did you find him?
I found him in a pub in Sussex!
[Laughs] A friend of mine rang
me and said, “You’ve gotta come
down to this pub and see this guy
play guitar.” I walked in and he
was playing ‘Voodoo Chile’…
there were only two of them, him
and his brother on bass, and I was
just blown away. I was thinking,
“Where did this guy come from?”
and I’ve done a lot of work with
him since. He’s my go-to guitar

big places… all I want is for it to be
very enjoyable and fun.
How come there was no tour
for ‘Fun On Earth’?
I just didn’t feel like it really. I’m
doing this because I’m really happy
with this album; I feel good about it
so why not? We’ve had to postpone
our tour with Queen twice now; it’s
now going to happen next year, so
I think this will be a nice way to
spend October.

Taylor performing at the Wickham Festival, 2016
(Photo: James Houlbrook/Alamy Live News)

player now – if I can’t persuade Jeff on the ‘Electric Fire’ record and she
Beck. [Laughs]
toured with me for it.
The pubs near you sound
great; didn’t you find Treana
Morris in one down there too?
I did, I saw her in a local pub
near my house in Cornwall. She has
the most beautiful voice so I put her

When you do this tour, are you
considering recording, filming or
streaming any of these gigs?
I haven’t really thought that far
ahead. The tour has been pitched
very modestly, I’m not doing any

Roger Taylor’s ‘Outsider’ Tour Dates:
Sat 2 Oct
Sun 3 Oct
Tue 5 Oct
Wed 6 Oct
Fri 8 Oct
Sat 9 Oct
Mon 11 Oct
Tue 12 Oct
Thu 14 Oct
Fri 15 Oct
Sun 17 Oct
Tue 19 Oct
Wed 20 Oct
Fri 22 Oct

Newcastle, O2 Academy
Manchester, Academy
York, Barbican
Cardiff, St. Davids Hall
Liverpool, O2 Academy
Norwich, University East Anglia (Uea)
Bath, Forum
Bournemouth, O2 Academy
Plymouth, Pavilions
Nottingham, Rock City
Bexhill, De La Warr Pavilion
Guilford, G Live
Coventry, Hmv Empire
London, O2 Shepherds Bush Empire

Usually on tours you’ve
played the bulk of the latest
album, a smattering of Queen
tunes and some stuff from your
other records. Interestingly,
you’ve tackled Queen songs that
were not necessarily your own,
such as ‘I Want To Break Free’,
‘The Show Must Go On’ ‘We
Will Rock You’ and you also
dusted off ‘Fat Bottomed Girls’
once. Are there others you fancy
a crack at?
Did I do ‘Fat Bottomed Girls’? I
don’t remember that!
Yes, at a gig in Wintershall in
2011 with Jeff Beck and Ronnie
Wood. I wasn’t even sure it was
true until I got hold of a bootleg
and you did, and did a good job
of it.
Well I’m astounded to hear that.
[Laughs] Whatever Queen songs I
do will be on a whim, which was
maybe what happened there. I
might do ‘Under Pressure’, but that
will depend on how Angie sings
that with me.
I’m sure I speak for a lot of
Queen fans when I say I’m really
looking forward to it, it’s been a
long time since your last tour.
Thank you, it has and this has
been a pleasure, you obviously
know your stuff. It’s nice to talk to
a magazine with deep and profound
knowledge. I do get people saying
to me, “Oh, I didn’t know you
sang” and I think, “Oh... where the
fuck have you been?” [Laughs]

Blue Rock

Happiness?

Electric Fire

Fun On Earth

Outsider

1991

1994

1998

2013

2021
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Six years after ‘The Book Of Souls’
comes Iron Maiden’s seventeenth opus,
and one that further enhances their
legendary status as one of the most
consistently engaging Metal acts. Maiden
albums these days aren’t immediately
digestible, such is the wealth and breadth
of musicality on offer, one must immerse
oneself within its scope to truly appreciate
what they have created, and ‘Senjutsu’ is
conceivably their most challenging yet. The
title loosely translated from Japanese as
“tactics and strategy” or “the art of war”,
‘Senjutsu’ is as untypical Maiden as it’s
possible to be, and yet so typically Maiden
therein as no matter what tangent they go
IRON MAIDEN
off on they retain a sound that is instantly
recognisable.
‘SENJUTSU’
Abounding with the customary
(Parlophone) HEAVY METAL
cerebral Maiden epics and copious
Reviewed by Ant Heeks
elements of sheer grandeur, at eightytwo minutes it’s long, but for an Iron Maiden album that’s never too long; that’s like
saying the Great Wall Of China is too long. What’s surprising is that it’s probably the
most overall moderately-paced Maiden album thus far, but what it lacks in tempo and
bluster they make up for with evocative drama and sheer musical dexterity.
Though the wonderful first single ‘The Writing On The Wall’ is the most commercial
thing they’ve done in many a moon, and the album’s two shortest tracks ‘Stratego’
(with its clever use of subtle orchestration to evoke a movie soundtrack feel) and
‘Days Of Future Past’ hint at the rampaging Metal Maiden of old, elsewhere ‘Senjutsu’
maintains the complexity of their more recent releases.
Kicking off with the title-track is certainly a bold move, for ‘Senjutsu’ is a striking
eight-minute, slower-paced piece, albeit richly atmospheric, with lush undulating
melodies and constructed around a tribal rhythm; I can’t see them opening their live
show as per tradition with this song when their tour commences, but as an album
opener it’s quite a statement. Elsewhere ‘Lost In A Lost World’ is considerably sombre
in nature, the lengthy ‘The Parchment’ is dramatic and notable for its quite stunning
three-way guitar spectacle, and while the musical middle section of ‘Death Of The
Celts’ is undeniably (and somewhat predictably) Celtic, it’s Celtic as only Iron Maiden
can do.
Yet for all the bravado and sometimes violent imagery, they can also stir the
emotions with a lyric that truly touches the soul as the haunting ballad ‘The Darkest
Hour’ proves, while album finale ‘Hell On Earth’ shifts away from the premise of war
and concentrates on the reality of the state of the world, with an at-times almost
ferocious vocal from Bruce Dickinson, who delivers a strong and quite magnificent
performance throughout.
If it’s a dose of fist-pumping, galloping Metal Maiden of old you desire then just go
dig out your copy of ‘Number Of The Beast’; unconventional, and at times indulgent it
may seem, ‘Senjutsu’ is a true work of art that confounds, challenges and enthrals in
equal measure, confirming Iron Maiden remain as peerless and indispensable as ever.
Nobody was really sure if Queen’s
Roger Taylor was going to go back to his
solo work after he issued 2013’s ‘Fun On
Earth’, in conjunction with the incredible
box set ‘The Lot’, which featured all of
his solo albums, singles, remixes and all
three records with his band The Cross.
While a global pandemic saw that there
wasn’t much fun on Earth for anybody, the
resulting postponement of another tour
with Queen+Adam Lambert saw Taylor
unexpectedly with a lot more time on his
hands.
As a result, he began working in his
home studio as and when the mood took
him and began issuing some singles, such
ROGER TAYLOR
as the melancholic ‘Journey’s End’, the
‘OUTSIDER’
more politically orientated ‘Gangsters Are
(EMI) ROCK
Running This World’ (which came in two
Reviewed by James Gaden
entirely different forms) and the track
‘Isolation’ which summed up pretty much
everybody’s feelings. Getting back into writing and recording songs saw him relight a
fire and the next thing he knew, he’d made his sixth solo album.
All the aforementioned singles appear on the record and at the time of writing, a
new single ‘We’re All Just Trying to Get By’ has just been put out, a lovely little number
featuring some effective counterpoint vocals from KT Tunstall. That gives an indication
of what’s in store, but there’s a real variety of material here, with Taylor performing the
majority of instrumentation alone.
The low-key opener ‘Tides’ is textbook Taylor, while the downbeat ‘I Know I Know
I Know’ is a fine slow number. There’s still evidence here of Roger the Rocker however,
as ‘More Kicks’ thumps out as a booming Blues-Rock stomper, before morphing into a
Rock ‘n’ Roll free for all, complete with screaming sax solo. ‘Absolutely Anything’ is a
full version of the lovely ballad that first appeared in the 2015 Simon Pegg film of the
same name, while the cover of ‘The Clapping Song’ is both unexpected and wonderful.
‘Outsider’ is another classic Taylor tune and the stripped back, acoustic version of his
hit ‘Foreign Sand’ is superb.
The one unquestionable upside to life being turned on its head was the burst of
creativity it resulted in, and Taylor’s return to solo work will no doubt delight countless
fans. His albums have been consistently great and ‘Outsider’ is no exception.
FIREWORKS
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Night Ranger...seventeen million
albums sold and still going strong after
more than forty years, with the trio of
Brad Gillis (guitar), Kelly Keagy (drums,
vocals) and Jack Blades (bass, vocals)
starting out under the name of Stereo.
Now well into their sixties they’re still
proving they can rock with the best of
them as new album ‘ATBPO’ (“And The
Band Played On”) showcases.
Alongside the founding trio is
ten-year veteran keysman Eric Levy
and guitarist Keri Kelly, who joined
permanently in 2014, which is the same
line-up that played on ‘Don’t Let Up’
back in 2017 – an album that was as
NIGHT RANGER
good as anything they’d released in the
past with plenty of anthems, hooks,
‘ATBPO’
solid riffing, top-notch song writing
(Frontiers) HARD ROCK
craft and the emotional pull of standout
Reviewed by Carl Buxton
song ‘Truth’.
A lot can happen in four years and sure enough the pandemic has made
recording difficult for some bands, and Night Ranger were no exception with the
writing starting in early 2020 and then resorting to Zoom meetings and home
studio recording. So, is the end result a cohesive, solid album full of typical Night
Ranger class? Well, the first single ‘Breakout’ introduced fans to a fast fluid rocker
full of melody with Kelly and Gillis trading blistering solos, Blades in fine voice
and Levy sprinkling keys all over the chorus with a locked-in rhythm so typical
of the Blades/Keagy partnership. I wouldn’t have expected anything less to be
honest as Night Ranger don’t do “boringly average”. Their second single ‘Bring It
All Home To Me’ is Americana that Night Ranger do effortlessly with a feel-good
factor and another great solo duel between Kelly and Gillis – so important to the
DNA of the band. Previous guitarist Joel Hoekstra has amazing feel and tone and
was a superstar replacement for original six-string shredder Jeff Watson whose
eight-finger tapping skills used to blow audiences away. Kelly is not a showman
but his dexterity and all-round ability honed over a multitude of collaborations
compliments Gillis astoundingly well.
Throw in the bouncy, quirky ‘Hard To Make It Easy’, the sweet ballad ‘Can’t
Afford A Hero’, the strong riff-oriented ‘Cold As December’, the anthemic ‘Dance’,
as well as the powerful ‘Monkey’ and you have as solid a Night Ranger album as
you could hope to get in 2021, albeit not as immediately memorable as earlier
records on first plays though.
A three-piece, Melodic Hard Rock
act comprising members from England,
Scotland and Wales, TAO – Together As
One – is an exciting new venture built
around the song-writing craftsmanship
of Ten mastermind Gary Hughes. The first
time Hughes has written and produced
songs for another project in its entirety
since the trio of albums he made with
Bob Catley around the millennium,
‘Prophecy’ has all the strong hallmarks
we’ve come to associate with his
writing, yet still offers something new
and refreshingly different.
The star of this particular show
is vocalist Karen Fell – Gary’s realTAO
life partner – her sweetly seductive
‘PROPHECY’
voice reminiscent of both Sue Willetts
(Tarot) MELODIC ROCK
(Dante Fox) and Kate Bush with more
Reviewed by Dave Cockett
than the occasional nod towards Pat
Benatar, Ann Wilson and the late, great
Marie Fredriksson. Joining Karen in TAO are guitarist Chris Gould (Serpentine)
and bassist David Rosingana (brother of Ten guitarist Dann), drums and (most)
keys on the album being provided by Brian Webster and Darrel Treece-Birch (Ten)
respectively.
Drawing influences from both Heart and the aforementioned Pat Benatar –
with a liberal sprinkling of the pomp and majesty that have always characterised
Hughes’ work – ‘Prophecy’ is rooted in the golden age of AOR/Melodic Rock yet
thankfully not chained or constrained by it, far from it in fact.
Kicking off with the punchy ‘Nobody But You’ (complete with Bon Jovi
approved retro “Talk Box” guitar effect) sets thing up rather nicely; its brash,
effervescent persona and dramatic keyboard flourishes bringing some much
needed Pomp ostentatiousness back into the world of Rock. The altogether
moodier ‘Rock Brigade’ which follows (intro reminds me of ‘Time Soldier’ from
the classic one-off by The Ladder back in 1986) takes a classic Ten melody into a
Hi-Tec AOR arena, whilst the exquisitely titled ‘Angels And Clandestine Fools’ has
an epic, almost Gothic Rock feel to it.
Hard to pick a favourite track (always a good sign) with a surfeit of high-end
material like ‘Prophecy’, ‘Nazarene’, ‘Gone Forever’ and ‘Fire In The Sky’ to choose
from, but for pure crossover impact, the breathtakingly awesome ‘Might Just Take
Your Heart’ just about steals the show… what a chorus!
Karen’s voice is remarkable; her delivery perfectly interpreting every mood
and whim of Hughes’ prose, and the overall sound and production carries you off
into another realm. One of the best albums of its type I’ve heard in years!
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AL ROSS & THE PLANETS
‘BLUE CRYSTAL’
(Weinerworld)
ROCK

Al Ross & The Planets have been
around literally “on and off” since the early
eighties, originally a London based trio they
added members and played mainly covers
around the clubs and pubs of the day. This
ground to a halt in the mid-eighties when
vocalist Alex Mungo left and joined Then
Jerico. They started to add new members in
1990 and on Alex’s return in 1992 the band
successfully worked the circuit through the
nineties, padding out the covers with their
own songs until 2001 when the band all
went their separate ways. And that would
have been the end of Al Ross & The Planets
if it wasn’t for the friends stepping in to help
Al Ross out of a work jam in 2007 after a
band he’d booked to play The Cavern failed
to show; the band reformed and played the
sold out venue. They went into hiatus again
in 2008 and it would be six years before
they’d get together to see if they could still
make the magic happen. They could; and in
2017, after thirty years, they entered Abbey
Road studios and recorded their first album
‘The Planets One’, which received critical
acclaim.
And that brings us to ‘Blue Crystal’,
also recorded in Abbey Road Studios. It is
a true pandemic album, started in early
2020 it was repeatedly de-railed by illness
and Covid restrictions, but finally ‘Blue
Crystal’ was birthed. The opening track
‘Crossroads’ I felt would sit within the Take
That catalogue, it has a vibe that asks for
a big show, dancers, set changes and full
orchestra. Juxtaposed with that, ‘All The
Things We Started’ is more suited to the
intimacy of a Jazz lounge. ‘Checkin’ Out
The Vibe’ is the rocker on the album jazzed
up with a horn section, whereas ‘Sweet
Memories Of You’ is softly influenced by
Pink Floyd.
Blue Crystal is hard to categorise; it’s
more Pop than Rock, more Jazz than Blues
,yet is neither Pop nor Jazz. They make no
bones that The Beatles are a big influence
and that probably explains the difficulty in
pinning the style down. But if you want an
accomplished, mellow album to play at a
gathering of friends with mixed musical
tastes, this delightful album fits the bill.
Helen Bradley
ALIRIO
‘ALL THINGS MUST PASS’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

A completely new name to me, but
obviously there must be something going
on here, as Alirio has been signed to a
multi album deal with the prestigious
Frontiers label. In short, this is oldschool Classic Rock; it’s big, bold and
occasionally bombastic.
It appears that Alirio has, in the past,
cut his musical teeth in bands such as
Khallice and Age Of Artemis, and more
impressively, he’s been a part of the Queen
musical ‘We Will Rock You’, plus the Queen
endorsed tribute ‘Queen Extravaganza’,
drawing praise from Roger Taylor no less!
The ten songs on offer here are, for
the most part, chunky pieces of muscular
Hard/Classic Rock. ‘All Things Must Pass’
and ‘Let It All Burn’ both steam-along at
a fair pace before we get the first change
in style, that being the very tasteful ballad
‘Here I Am’ and it works a treat. ‘The
First Time’ is another slower number,
and Alirio’s soulful approach to the song
makes it a standout. However, it’s songs
like ‘Back To The Roots’ with its industrial
stomp, and ‘Edinburgh’ which have a cool
streak of individuality to them and make
for a refreshing approach to Classic Rock;
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both are real album highlights.
It’s then back to type with ‘Back To
The Light’, ‘I’m Still Here’ and ‘You Hate’,
in that they are all very palatable Rock
tunes. A particular mention must go out
to ‘Grey’, which is a duet with Journey
vocalist Arnel Pineda, and is surprisingly a
rather predictable Rock ballad. I dare say
it’s probably one of the album’s weaker
points... ah well.
This is an album that’s big on
production and the mix is sympathetic,
in that everything here gets a fair crack
of the whip. Alirio is, without doubt, a
most powerful, impressive vocalist and
I’d like to see him take on different styles
going forward, as there’s definitely more
in his locker than just this Classic Rock
approach, and his bluesy inflections are
most appealing.
As a debut solo album, I would say
this is, for the most part, a success. I look
forward to seeing how he progresses in
the future.
Malcolm Smith
AMANDA LEHMANN
‘INNOCENCE AND ILLUSION’
(Independent)
ROCK

Amanda Lehmann is a member of
Steve Hackett’s band, and she has written
all the tracks on this album; she also sings,
plays guitar and keyboards… a talented
lady indeed. This is her first album, having
released two EPs previously over the years.
Other musicians on this opus are Nick
Magnus (piano), Roger King (keyboards),
Steve Hackett (guitars and harmonica),
Rob Townsend (alto sax) and Paul Johnson
(backing vocals).
The album opener ‘Who Are The Heroes’
is a stunning song full of harmonies,
double-tracked guitars and keyboard
orchestrations; it starts slowly, but builds
up via a heavy guitar riff and Genesis-style
keyboards. ‘Tinkerbell’ starts with multitracked voices, acoustic guitar and gentle
keyboards; there is a lovely melody with
orchestration, before then going into an
ear worm chorus and instrumental piece.
‘Only Happy When It Rains’ has a
Jazz feeling to it with Hackett playing
harmonica. ‘The Watcher’ is a slow, dark
piece with a Blues guitar playing first in the
background, and then breaking into a solo;
the voice is lower than the previous songs
and there is a splendid chorus – for me,
this is the highlight of the album. ‘Memory
Lane’ was released as the first single earlier
in the year; it is a laid-back piece with tight
harmonies, a great sax break and fantastic
sounding orchestration.
‘Forever Days’ features Hackett with
his signature guitar sound exchanging
licks with Lehmann’s guitar work;
there is a catchy chorus and various
keyboards swirling around. ‘We Are One’
has Lehmann accompanied by a piano
introduction before going into a chorus
with harmonised and multi-tracked voices;
it’s a splendid track with a Pink Floyd/Kate
Bush feel to it. ‘Childhood Delusions’ again
starts with a piano and a lone vocal, before
melodic keyboards appear followed by a
beautiful sax solo. The track sounds like a
song that would be played in a dark smoky
Jazz club. The final number is ‘Where The
Small Things Go’; it’s a short song with
just Hackett on acoustic guitar, Lehmann’s
vocals and the now familiar multi-track
sounds.
This release has a mixture of Prog
Rock, Jazz and Blues tunes on it. The multilayered melodies work perfectly. Lehmann’s
vocals change from soft, to hard-edged, to
angelic. It is an amazing record and highly
recommended.
Paul Gregory
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ANDREY SMIRNOFF
‘ELECTRIC GRAVITY’
(Independent)
INSTRUMENTAL

‘Electrical Gravity’ is a guitar
virtuoso solo album from Russian multiinstrumentalist Andrey Smirnoff (variant
spellings are available), a man more
commonly known as composer, arranger
and current guitarist for vocalist Udo
Dirkschneider’s post-Accept outfits U.D.O.
and Dirkschneider.
Truth be told, I usually approach these
kinds of albums with caution – a case
of twice bitten, thrice shy – as they’re
often loaded with self-indulgent technical
brilliance at the expense of emotion
or anything other than bland, fairly
unlistenable tunes that fail to connect with
anyone left cold by technical ecstasy. If,
however, there’s an exception that proves
the rule, then ‘Electric Gravity’ is it!
“I always wanted to put out an
instrumental solo record” says Smirnoff,
and it seems that the lockdown period gave
him the time needed to focus his creativity.
“I wanted to give my guitar a lead vocal
ability and make it sing” he says, and
certainly across the ten tracks included here,
his guitar finds many voices.
The variety is impressive, as styles range
from the Blackmore-inspired neo-classical
Metal of ‘Samurai’ and ‘Light And Shade’,
through the melancholic ‘Escape’, to the fun
and flight of the Southern Rock-influenced
‘Wings Of Freedom’ and the quirky rockedup Jazz and Blues of ‘Twist Me’. Pick of a
very healthy crop for me though, are the
soulful, balladic ‘Sunrise In Butrint’ and the
rhythmically heavy and somewhat sombre
‘Djentology’; the latter a composition
which offers hints of Iron Maiden in the
initial melody and provides a great launch
pad for some seriously moody riffing and
emotionally charged lead work.
‘Electric Gravity’ is an enjoyable and
engaging album which makes me want to
delve further into Smirnoff’s back catalogue,
including his work with Russian bands
Everlost and Master. None of the tracks
here outstay their welcome, as Smirnoff

manages to create that rare thing – a nonindulgent virtuoso album that is accessible,
relatable and fun.
Michael Anthony
APOSTOLICA
‘HAERETICA ECCLESIA’
(Scarlet)
POWER METAL

Best make a dash and break out the
holy water and crucifixes as we’re teased
with the declaration that Apostolica’s
‘Haeretica Ecclesia’ heralds the first chapter
of the four masked prophets’ very own book
of revelations. It finds the self-proclaimed
Power Metal heretics donning masked
personae, all of which adds to the mystery;
and of course, this never did any harm to
the likes of Kiss or Slipknot, or indeed to our
very own Ward XVI, who we can’t wait to
see bringing ‘Metamorphosis’ to the stage.
So, does the band that features some
of the finest musicians of the international
Heavy Metal scene (albeit incognito, as to
who they actually are maintains a sort of
“If I told you I’d have to kill you” mystique)
deliver on the promise, or will we encounter
a disappointing case of “all style, no
content”?
Barely disguised within some of the
grand arrangements, all delivered with a
confident and melodramatic theatricality,
are the sort of melodic sensibilities
combined cloaked in a swath of heaviness,
of fellow mask wearers Ghost. Amongst the
ten tracks, ‘The Sword Of Sorrow’ gives an
early indication that galloping pace and
power is well within their manifesto, as is a
commitment to choral vocal passages.
Symphonic and metallic powerballadeering are all visited, along with
the occasional subtlety, the likes of which
provides a suitably atmospheric intro to the
towering march and grandeur of ‘Thanatos’.
The latter sees the Gothic and epic flags
flying proudly as ‘No More Place In Hell’
finds the band taking up the battle cry and
delivering a decent impression of invading
brigands.
The subject matter might get darker,
with the likes of ‘Pollution Is My Name’,
‘Famine’ and ‘The Dusk Is Coming’

AIR RAID – ‘FREEDOM RING’ (Independent)

PROGRESSIVE

Patience is a virtue they say, and I’ve had to be
very patient waiting for a follow-up to Air Raid’s
classic 1981, Eddie Kramer produced, self-titled
debut.
The aforementioned debut was a classy mix of
AOR/Pomp/Progressive Rock led by the impressive
Arthur Offen and Rick Hinkle; the former, in the
intervening years, has released albums under the
“Flag” moniker, plus a superb solo album ‘Seven
Wonders’ back in 2017. The gestation for this
particular album has taken quite some time, given
that recording started before the world turned
upside down, but happily it’s now out and wow, what an album it is.
The Air Raid nucleus of Offen and Hinkle is still firmly in place, but the sound has
evolved from that debut album. Yes, the glorious Pomp is still very much in evidence,
but it’s more nuanced this time around, making for a quite glorious listening
experience. From the opening dynamics of ‘Air Raid’ through to the triumphalism of
‘The Silvering’ there is not a single wasted minute.
After the opening track we get ‘Let Your Freedom Ring’, which is deep with
many textures to it, and ‘Island Song’ is a track which, I believe, dates back to
the early seventies and again takes us on a most wonderful journey. ‘Derby Day’
is more straightforward in nature, it’s even got a Southern Rock feel in places too,
but nevertheless excels in creating a terrific atmosphere. ‘A Place In The Northland’
is good old fashioned Pomp Rock in all its glory, and this only serves up as the
appetiser to the album’s centrepiece.
‘Lost Horizon’ is a seven-part song spanning some nineteen minutes, and is
adapted from the James Hilton novel of the same name. It’s a deep, thoughtful,
truly epic piece and the music contained therein reflects that. Offen’s lyrics are a
joy to behold; he’s a real poet/storyteller, which in turn gives the song a real sense
of grandeur and gravitas. The closing track ‘The Silvering’ is a quite stunning piece
with guitars, keyboards and vocals all in perfect harmony; it rounds off what could
well end up being one of my albums of the year.
This album is a Pomp Rock/AOR… even a Progressive fan’s dream, full to the
brim of top-notch musicianship as well as lyrical content. I cannot recommend this
highly enough.
Malcolm Smith
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suggesting that we’re all doomed to
suffering an eternity in the fires and flames
of damnation, albeit with a pumping set
of tunes piped through the speakers. The
intense instrumental passages add to the
fury, and the trepidation before closure
comes with some light at the end of the
tunnel on ‘Redemption’ with another
barrage of inspiration to gird the loins.
Apostolica base their philosophy on
the premise that the world needs faith
and hope, now more than ever. Their
self-proclaimed “powerful and anthemic
antidote to the age of spiritual slavery”
on ‘Haeretica Ecclesia’ provides a bold and
stirring soundtrack.
Mike Ainscoe
ASKING ALEXANDRIA
‘SEE WHAT’S ON THE INSIDE’
(Better Noise)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Okay, cards on the table. I have never
really listened to Asking Alexandria before;
not for a long time, anyway. Like many
other twentieth-century boyz, modern
Metal bands often leave me cold, and that’s
especially true of those labelled Metalcore,
who seem to think that shouting and
volume are adequate substitutes for power
and passion, without adding anything
new to the mix. Not that fans of Modern
Metal or Metalcore should take notice of
anything I say – what excites you often
depends on the point at which you got on
the roundabout.
Well, sometimes it’s nice to be
wrong. Seven albums in, and I’m
both pleasantly surprised and a little
stunned by the way Asking Alexandria
have evolved, and by the melodic and
traditional Hard Rock influences that
cushion the angst and introspection of
this very modern Metal band.
From the moment the ear-grabbing
acoustic/orchestral intro of single ‘Alone
Again’ runs its course, ‘See What’s On The
Inside’ finds a hard-hitting groove that is
both abrasive and accessible. There are
great dynamics throughout. Listen to
the way ‘If I Could Erase It’ builds until it
explodes, or check the incisive lead jabs
over the doomy riff and impassioned end
point of ‘Faded Out’. The sound is full,
rich, and superbly layered; exemplified
on the one hand by short, sharp rockers
‘Never Gonna Learn’ and ‘The Grey’, and
on the other by the more intense and
moody title track.
Elsewhere, ‘Find Myself’ and ‘You’ve
Made It This Far’ are power ballads of a
fashion, with the emphasis very much on
power. The thumping, angry riff of ‘Misery
Loves Company’ quickly dispels any
thoughts of a Rossington-Collins cover,
while ‘Fame’ is another track fuelled by
anger, with Danny Worsnop’s sniping
vocals more than ably supported by some
superb playing. There are Sabbath-like
pace changes here that sound fresh and
essential – these guys really know what
they are doing!
‘See What’s On The Inside’ is rousing,
knowing and highly proficient. There is
power, there is passion, there is melody,
there is range, there is emotion, there is
heaviness and there is undoubtedly Metal.
It’s a compelling blend of the classic and
the modern. Here writes a suitably humbled
and contrite convert. Now, where’s that
back catalogue?
Michael Anthony
BASTIAN PER
‘WAY BACK HOME’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE METAL

It’s been two years since Bastian Per
from Argentina released their debut album
‘Epic Journey’. A lot has changed in the
FIREWORKS

world since then and band mastermind
Sebastian Prosperi says that the album’s
theme is about addressing the fact that
world leaders have lost their focus and the
world needs to wake up and take action
for a positive change. On the first album
Prosperi hired some musicians to help him
record the album. Subsequently, they played
live shows and truly became a band and the
progression (pardon the pun) is noticeable.
Opener ‘A Better World’ is only a minute
long with haunting piano and keyboards
and vocalist Mariano Barreiro doing his
best James LaBrie (a la ‘Images And Words’
period) impersonation. ‘Overture’ once
again continues with the Dream Theater
comparisons, wonderful keyboards from
Gabriel Kohout. A stunning guitar solo
from Prosperi (sounding like Pendragon’s
Nick Barrett) and powerful drumming from
Maximiliano Cataldi. ‘Defeat Device’ is
very reminiscent of Threshold when Mac
was the vocalist and is a cracking number.
Porcupine Tree are definitely an influence on
‘The Lonely Shepherd’ where Barreiro sings
in a mellow Steven Wilson style before the
tempo is upped and crunching guitars kick
in and the vocalist shows how strongly he
can sing when required. ‘Through The Fires’
is a moody number with a superb solo from
Prosperi and passionate Barreiro vocal.
Kohout shows off his skills during the
opening of ‘Seize The Day’ which tips its
hat at Pendragon with a killer guitar solo
once again from Prosperi. ‘Deadly Virus’ is
a mixture of DT and Evergrey and I could
swear I was listening to LaBrie singing
again. Great bass work from Martin Sokol,
another cracking tune. The beginning of ‘The
Mystery Behind’ lends a nod to Jethro Tull’s
‘Aqualung’ and is welcome for its variation
and of course Prosperi nails the solo! ‘The
Safe Place’ is a ballad and Barreiro sings
beautifully over Kohout’s piano before
Prosperi lends a helping hand halfway
through. Derek Sherinian guests on the
instrumental ‘Greatness Delirium’ and adds
an awesome Hammond solo. The title track
is over eight minutes long and is very Dream
Theater in its composition and sound.
Bastian Per should be proud of this
release – the production is top notch as is
the performance. Hopefully album number
three will see them forge their own identity,
this is a fantastic album nevertheless.
Az Chaudhry
BEN GINDER GROUP
‘BEN GINDER GROUP’
(Independent)
ROCK

Here’s a band that obviously loves
Classic Rock, but rather than simply emulate
their heroes they’ve taken elements from
several genres and produced a sound of
their own, and whilst not being overtly
unique, it’s still refreshing. The quartet is
Ben Ginder (vocals, guitar) Luke Newmaster
(drums) Logan Ruth (bass, vocals) and
Zach Salem-Noll (guitar) and together
they recorded their eponymous album in
their own home-studio, with mixing and
mastering by Austin Smith.
This is another set of musicians, in
what seems to be a common theme these
days, who have gone old-school in terms
of analogue gear; this can be clearly heard
in the final production of the album. Please
don’t misinterpret the latter as being poor;
it’s more like the audio you would expect
from a remastered classic opus from the
seventies.
Opening salvo of ‘Ride It Out (The One
For Me)’ and ‘Since You Came’ exemplify
this and what the band of “Retro Rockers”
is all about. ‘Paradise’ will have you
foot-tapping, whilst ‘Heavy Blues’ is selfdescriptive and well suited to Ginder’s
earthy vocals. Southern Rock can clearly be
heard running through ‘No Sunlight In The
Garden’ and ‘Keep Me Warm’, the latter
ISSUE 96

ALCATRAZZ – ‘V’ (Silver Lining)

HARD ROCK

Alcatrazz is back with a fifth album, fittingly
entitled ‘V’. I am told it also implies “V for
Victory” and indeed that is so. Nothing should be
taken away from the previous albums, but let us
celebrate this new victorious era for Alcatrazz with
singer Doogie White.
The rest of the line-up is as per last year’s album
‘Born Innocent’, with founder members Gary Shea
(bass) and Jimmy Waldo (keyboards) plus Mark
Benquechea on drums and Joe Stump on guitar.
As an Associate Professor in Guitar at the Berklee
College of Music, Stump shows throughout he has
the chops to give Yngwie, Blackmore and Vai a run for their money. The emphasis of
this album is clearly to bring back shades of the debut album ‘No Parole From Rock
‘N’ Roll’ which helped burst Malmsteen into the public eye. So, neo-classical solos
at mind-numbing speed are the order of the day. The music is a mixture of Power
Metal, more raunchy Rainbow-esque songs ending with a mind blowing ballad.
White’s vocals fit into this band well and have enough character to make this
album memorable. There are guests on board; they help the flow of the album but
it is not clear whether they are present due to Covid-19 related logistical reasons.
Either way, Cliff Evans (Tank), Nigel Glockler (Saxon) and Donnie Van Stavern (Riot)
add to the Metal pedigree in the mix.
For me the triumph of the album comes in the tail of the album. ‘House Of Lies’
has a riff that Ritchie Blackmore would be proud of and a solo that you would
think was played by the Man In Black himself. Final track ‘Dark Day For My Soul’
is a true epic in the same way ‘Suffer Me’ was from the debut album. Unusually for
Waldo, the introduction is classical piano based rather than organ/synth, but the
electrification quickly follows in the slow burning rousing verses before Stump pulls
a solo out of the very highest of drawers. All hail Alcatrazz ‘V’.
Rob McKenzie
having a Drivin’ N Cryin’ vibe.
‘Get Me Out Of Here’ and ‘Close To You’
both have a more contemporary feel, whilst
‘Stone Age Symphony’ would not be out of
place on any of The Vintage Caravan albums.
My personal highlight is the tremendous ‘All
She Does (Is Fool Around)’ with its fantastic
interplay between the two guitarists.
Like myself, back in the early eighties
filling up a C-90 tape cassette, BGG decided
to use up the remaining space on the CD
to record five superb cover versions from
groups that influenced their style. ‘Paranoid’
(Black Sabbath) is exceptional and arguably
the pick of the bunch; however, ‘Burning
For You’ (Blue Öyster Cult), ‘Whipping Post’
(The Allman Brothers), ‘The Boys Are Back
In Town’ (Thin Lizzy) and ‘Purple Haze’ (Jimi
Hendrix Experience) are all consummately
played, never straying too far from the
originals, but given the BGG magic touch.
If Classic Rock is your thing (and why
wouldn’t it be?), I can highly recommend
this debut album.
Mark Donnelly
BERNARDO LANZETTI
‘HORIZONTAL RAIN’
(SnV)
PROGRESSIVE

Mr Lanzetti is, to those in the know,
or if you’re a fan of Italian Progressive
Rock, the former lead singer of Progressive
legends PFM (Premiata Forneria Marconi), a
position he occupied from 1975-1978. Since
those heady days Lanzetti has forged a solo
career for himself, and it was with great
pleasure that this new album landed in my
inbox, as I’ve followed his solo career with
some interest throughout the years.
It’s an album that contains nine tracks,
with all but two sung in English, which helps,
as my Italian is pretty much none-existent!
Opener ‘Heck Jack’ is, rather surprisingly, a
fairly funky number augmented with brass
and female backing vocals, making for a
very listenable experience. ‘Lanzhaiku’ is
slightly darker and takes on a progressive
edge with its brooding tone. ‘Time Is King’
has the air of solo Peter Gabriel about it at
times, commercial without losing any of its
progressiveness, whilst ‘Genial!’, complete
with its Mexican style intro, morphs into a
compelling piece of modern Prog.
‘Conventional’ is anything but; it’s a
quiet symphonic piece that gives Lanzetti
free reign with a demanding vocal
performance, whereas ‘Ero Un Num Ero’ is
AUTUMN

an understated song that rather meanders.
The title track follows, and it’s back on
more familiar territory, comprising both
Progressive and Jazz elements that make it
an album highlight. ‘Different’ rounds it all
off and is a quite grand affair, with African
rhythms set alongside choral voices.
This is an album which, for the most
part, hits the required sweet spot for fans
of Italian Progressive Rock. It includes some
big names from the Progressive world too,
such as Tony Levin and Derek Sherinan,
so without doubt there’s a real pedigree
here. However, outside of that I’d be hard
pressed to see who would find this of any
real interest, which is a real shame as this
album has a lot to recommend it.
Malcolm Smith
BERNIE MARSDEN
‘KINGS’
(Conquest)
BLUES

Bernie Marsden does not really need
any introduction, as his Blues guitar prowess
puts him into a field of a select few (of
course his Whitesnake credentials only add
to his legendary status). The ‘Kings’ album
is a tribute to the three Kings – BB, Freddie
and Albert King. Although not related to BB
King, who was famous first, the surname
was in effect a brand-name for Albert and
Freddie and then used as a collective name
for this elite set of Blues players.
Marsden’s choice of songs covers the
essence of the Kings without necessarily
choosing their biggest songs. However,
there are a number of well-known songs
here, which Eric Clapton and others in the
sixties played back to the US. On that point,
Marsden does not sing in an American
accent, but on occasion it’s very much like
Clapton’s transatlantic style.
Launching with Albert King’s ‘Don’t
You Lie To Me’, Marsden covers the rousing
heavy bends of the song and keeps the uptempo going with ‘Key To The Highway’.
A throwback to the Whitesnake days is
the inclusion of ‘Help Me Through The
Day’ which appeared on the ‘Love Hunter’
album, but of course with David Coverdale
singing. Other highlights are the infectious
‘Woman Across The River’ and ‘Me And My
Guitar’, which in hindsight could have been
massive on any early Whitesnake album.
The album closes with a couple of original
instrumentals written by Marsden in the
style of the Kings.
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ANETTE OLZON – ‘STRONG’ (Frontiers)

MELODIC ROCK

It’s been seven years since Anette’s debut
solo album ‘Shine’ was released and a lot
of water has passed under the bridge since.
Collaborations with Jani Liimatainen for the
fabulous The Dark Element and with Magnus
Karlsson and Russell Allen for the Allen/Olzon
project, effectively replacing Jørn Lande who
stepped aside, in recent years have kept Anette’s
profile very high up in the industry.
Although ‘Shine’ was a very personal album full
of melancholia including ‘Moving Away’ written
after her mum’s cancer diagnosis, it was also a
very bright album in many ways, particularly when compared to this sophomore
release. There are many sad songs contained on this record when one digs beneath
the surface, such as the measured ‘I Need To Stay’ with its angelic choral elements
and the beautiful soaring ballad ‘Sad Lullaby’ which both relate to the strained
relationship Olzon had with her father prior to reconciliation before he passed
from Covid. With that in mind Anette has taken the bold step of writing a song
specifically about Covid and labelled it ‘Strong’ which has also given the album its
name. Influenced by the writing style of Five Finger Death Punch with its moody
verses and soaring vocals in the chorus, it’s a well written and arranged song with
a fabulous bridge and is set to be the fourth single release.
Other sad and personal songs include ‘Who Can Save Them’ which deals
with the thorny subject of what kind of world will we adults leave behind for
our children. Awash with typical Olzon, melody it also contains complex drum
patterns from Anders Köllerfors. Indeed, the drumming is exemplary, and with
Olzon’s husband Johan Husgafvel handling the bass and providing the growls
that are an unfamiliar addition to her body of work, that leaves the super-talented
guitarist/multi-instrumentalist Karlsson to weave his musical landscape to Olzon’s
musical vision.
The first single ‘Parasite’s dramatic, punchy nature allied to frantic keyboard
sequencing and Johan’s harsh vocals certainly grab one’s attention. My personal
favourite is the follow-up single ‘Sick Of You’ (about abusive relationships) that
resonates with me. The powerful lyrics atop the beautiful melancholia and huge
melodies make this one a stand out. And with Olzon’s use of choral and string
arrangements that compliment her huge sense of melody and her burgeoning
musical partnership with Karlsson, this album represents another high point in her
canon of work.
Carl Buxton
This is a classic album for fans of
Marsden and/or someone looking for an
introduction to accessible Blues. It comes in
digital, CD and vinyl with a very distinctive
retro packaging.
Rob McKenzie
BETWEEN WORLDS FEAT. RONNY
MUNROE – ‘BETWEEN WORLDS’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

Created as a vehicle for Ronny Munroe
(Trans-Siberian Orchestra/Metal Church),
‘Between Worlds’ sees him partnered with
song-writing gunslinger for hire Alessandro
Del Vecchio, and whatever you think of ADV,
he generally comes up with the goods.
Ronnie Munroe certainly has an
individual voice, and I’ve always found him
to be powerful, yet scratchy. He can hit just
about any note you give him, but if he’s not
to your taste, then this album is unlikely to
change your mind. Me? I can take or leave
him, but I really wanted a good set of songs
to fall in love with.
Unfortunately, it’s been very tricky to
really bond with ‘Between Worlds’. There’s
nothing wrong with the music, and this
should come as no surprise with two such
talented lads working together on it; plus,
they’re ably assisted by musicians who
could no doubt crank out high-quality Rock
music in their sleep. I think my problem is
that none of the tracks really grab me. I’ve
listened many times, and there’s nothing I
look forward to, or sing along to with any
gusto, though I do enjoy it each time. Partly
it’s Ronny’s vocals, which feel just a bit too
rough for the material, but I expect fans of
his will like it a lot more.
Trapped in the space between Melodic
Rock and Hard Rock, ‘Between Worlds’
tries its hardest, but it just doesn’t soar
like I’d have expected it to. A perfectly
listenable album made by talented people,
I feel others may get more from it than me,
especially if Ronny floats your boat.
Alan Holloway
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BLACK RIVER DELTA
‘SHAKIN’’
(Sofaburn)
BLUES

A certain Joe Bonamassa absolutely
loves these Swedish Blues rockers, which
in itself is probably the highest praise
they could garner. If you weren’t aware
of their Scandinavian nationality, you
would probably swear that they came
from somewhere in the Bayou, such is the
authenticity of their sound; and again, that’s
a huge feather in their cap.
I keep hearing about the Black Keys in
connection to this band… really? That’s
horribly insulting to BRD as they are
massively superior in every respect! These
Swedes seem to have the Blues running
through their very veins, as they could not
sound more faithful to the Delta sound.
There is something truly effortless about
what they do; they simply know how to
groove and to swagger… and I love them
for it.
Strangely though, the best moments
are not the foot-stamping rockers, no. What
this band do best is turn on the emotion
and to sing with real soul. Cases in point
are the two moodiest songs. First of all,
the languid ‘Solitary Man’, which gently
meanders like a flowing river, it’s truly
atmospheric and incredibly impressive. The
truly jaw-dropping number for me though is
the breathtaking ‘400 Hours’, which simply
tears at your heart and leaves you wounded
and breathless; dear Gods, it is achingly
beautiful.
Few albums grab you and simply refuse
to let go. However, this sophomore release
by Black River Delta is one of those rare
beasts. I have fallen in love with this album;
it is everything that is good, true, and purely
organic about music. If you only buy one
more album this year… make it this one; I
promise you won’t regret it.
Chris O’Connor

AUTUMN

BLACK SMITHS
‘SOUTHSIDE’
(Independent)

BLACKTOP MOJO
‘BLACKTOP MOJO’
(Independent)

HARD ROCK

HARD ROCK

This Russian Modern/Alternative Hard
Rock band has a lot going for them. Having
released several EPs and a mini album, the
band has now graduated to a full album
despite the pandemic. Eugene Artiushin
gives the band a distinct rough edge, which
is either the band’s strong point or their
Achilles Heel… depending on your taste.
Certainly, they sound far more British
in sound than you would expect, with
standouts including the excellent Groove
Metal of ‘Friday Queen’, the pacey vitriol
of ‘The Speed’ and the crunching modern
Metal of ‘Shaman Dance’; there’s an early
Black Stone Cherry edge to this one. The
fantastic Hard Rock of ‘The Rover Song’ is
a fitting album closer.
With a punchy production that brings
the guitars to the fore, this is a decent, if
slightly amateurish, album from a band
who would undoubtedly benefit from
working with a top producer.
Mike Newdeck

East Texas heavy rockers Blacktop Mojo
have had some success since forming in
2012, cracking the elusive Billboard chart
a few times with singles, and they must be
hoping that this, their fourth album since
2014, will continue the winning streak.
Blacktop Mojo are certainly an
unashamedly heavy band, with plenty
of massive bluesy riffs all over the shop.
Opener ‘Wicked Woman’ certainly show
off what they are capable of, with vocalist
Matt James wailing with plenty of anger
and angst over riffs that’ll tear a few heads
off live, I’m sure. It’s good, powerful stuff,
with follow-up ‘Bed Tundy’ (I see what they
did there) carrying on the good work at a
slightly slower pace.
It makes you think that this is going to
be just one in a big pile of bluesy, heavy
albums, most of which are great fun to
listen to. Whilst they don’t excite me too
much, I don’t dislike that sort of thing, and
this band do it well. There are a few tracks
that veer a little too far into pure Grunge
territory, but that’s a personal niggle that
won’t apply to many.
Even with my reservations, I have to
admit that this is a pretty decent album,
with a solid production, big-ass songs
and sterling musicianship throughout. The
slower songs work as well as the harder
ones, with closer ‘Tail Lights’ standing out
as a future classic; it’s an emotional ballad
that still packs a guitar punch when needed.
This is certainly worth checking out…
before they lose their mojo.
Alan Holloway

BLACKSWORD
‘ALIVE AGAIN’
(No Remorse)
POWER METAL

It’s only fitting that after some eleven
years in the Metal wilderness, Russians
BlackSword have christened their second
album ‘Alive Again’. To their credit, this band
aren’t just alive, they’re kicking and bloody
well screaming; they’ve re-emerged with a
sound that has survived an Iced Earth, been
slammed in the Iron Maiden, and have,
once again, been exclaimed with a true
Rhapsody!
Okay, so that doesn’t suggest that ‘Alive
Again’ is imbued with the most original
take on the Metal genre, and indeed that’s
the case. However, there’s also no denying
that BlackSword recreate the classic attack
of those acts with a real sense of passion.
Since the band’s 2010 debut ‘The
Sword Accurst’, only bassist Ivan Viking
and guitarist Artem Omelenchuk (who was
clearly missing the day that silly names
were handed out) remain within the ranks.
The rest of the horde are now rounded
out by drummer Stanislav Volkov, second
guitarist Denis Grebenkin and singer Vadrim
Kudryashov, with that trio all seeming to
have been enlisted some time during 2018.
The passing years have allowed the
old and the new to gel seamlessly, with
the twin axe (or should that be sword?)
attack locking in tight as the riffs explode
and the solos fly high. With Mr. Viking
and Volkov making an equally impressive
rhythm ruckus, sparks really do fly when
BlackSword regale us with the tales of
‘Long Lost Days’, the ‘Immortal Hero’ and
‘The Last Viking’. Yes, the lyrics are maybe
all a little passé, with warriors, invasions
and tales of glory the order of the day, but
Kudrysavov manages to give everything a
believable air through a strong performance
that adds drama to the forceful themes he
fronts.
From the opening blast of ‘Iron Will’
to the closing theatric, modern Maiden of
‘The Crown Of All’, BlackSword really don’t
put a foot wrong, yet neither do they even
hint at the possibility of straying far from a
path that’s been taken many times before
by bands, in truth, with a lot more to say.
‘Alive Again’ is good; in fact, it’s better
than that. But in such a crowded arena,
I’d suggest that they’ll have to show much
more of a willingness to take some risks and
provide at least a few new colours to really
make any sort of breakthrough.
Steven Reid
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BLUHAUZ
‘BLUHAUZ’
(Independent)
ROCK

Bluhauz is a new name to me, but may
not be to you if you’re familiar with the
singer and guitarist’s former band Stone
Giant. This native of Argentina joined his
first band as a teenager (who rehearsed in a
blue house, inspiring his moniker), moved to
the US with his family at the age of twenty,
and enrolled at the Berklee College Of
Music in Boston, where in 2013 he formed
Stone Giant with like-minded classmates.
Now based in Miami, he’s stepping out as
a solo artist with his debut, self-titled solo
album.
Not having any previous affiliation
with Stone Giant, I have nothing to
compare ‘Bluhauz’ to, but if traditionalmeets contemporary, Blues-based Rock
that incorporates a little Funk, some Popinspired beats and a whole lot of swagger
pushes your buttons, then this is for you.
The bulk of the album has a swampy
fuzziness to it, which comes across as a
little psychedelic on the slower, meandering
numbers, and the slight processing on
Bluhauz’ already raspy vocals certainly
add to the overall scuzziness, but it works
well. His guitar playing is the real draw here
though; his soloing is fiery and sometimes
unpredictable, but staying just the right side
of flashy, while his vocals remind me a little
of Paolo Nutini.
With a host of obvious references that
encompass Led Zeppelin, Aerosmith, Jimi
Hendrix, Lenny Kravitz and Prince, it’s a
predominantly moody affair irrespective
of the variation in tempos. However, the
rousing, sax-infused ‘Celebration’ and
lighter, irresistibly catchy ‘Does It Matter?’
offer a little levity. Check out the videos
online for ‘Purify My Soul’, ‘Give It Back’
and ‘Loving’ to get the general idea of what
Bluhauz has to offer.
Ant Heeks
FIREWORKS

BOKASSA
‘MOLOTOV ROCKTAIL’
(Napalm)
HEAVY METAL

‘Molotov Rocktail’ is the third album
release from Trondheim-based, Norwegian
Stoner/Punk rockers Bokassa; their
previous album ‘Crimson Riders’ being
released in 2019 during their tour with
Metallica. The threesome include vocalist
and guitarist Jørn Kaarstad, drummer
Olav Dowkes and bassist Bård Linga. The
vocals of Kaarstad are pretty unique due
to the gruff raspy tone – not unlike that
of Mr Lordi himself. It is difficult to find
comparisons for Bokassa’s musical style,
so try and think of a Green Day/Lordi
(without keyboards) hybrid.
There are eleven tracks on display, and
a quick look at the titles certainly show
that the band have a sense of humour
and are capable of writing some clever
and witty lyrics, as well as some catchy
tunes and riffs. Lead track ‘Freelude’ starts
off slowly, building into the main riff with
harmony choral vocals in the background.
A bass riff ups the tempo for ‘So Long
Idiots!’ with vocals that vary between
raspy and normal tone.
‘Pitchforks R Us’ is probably the most
straight-forward rocker to me; it’s got
good riffs and a catchy chorus, though
not quite sure about the cheerleading
chant three quarters of the way through.
‘Hereticules’ contains some hilarious
lyrics and is pretty catchy to boot, whilst
‘Careless (In The Age Of Altruism)’ reminds
me of the Beastie Boys with Rap-type
verses and a catchy singalong melodic
chorus. ‘Immortal Space Pirate 3 Too
Old For This Sith’ features a heavy Black
Sabbath-type monster plodding riff that
drives the song along.
‘Molotov Rocktail’ is certainly different
from anything else I have heard coming out
of Norway. There are lots of well-crafted
songs which can be really heavy in sections,
complete with catchy sing-along choruses
that should certainly get the crowds going
in the live setting. The band manage to
sound much bigger than a three-piece; they
have plenty of presence and are capable of
jumping between styles with ease.
I’d recommend giving ‘Careless (In The
Age Of Altruism)’ and ‘Immortal Space

Pirate 3 Too Old For This Sith’ a spin to get
the vibe of what this band are about.
Chris Mee
BOOTYARD BANDITS - ‘SONGS
FOR THE SADDLE SORE’
(Rock People)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Hailing from Worcester here in the
UK, the Bootyard Bandits don’t actually
describe themselves as Southern Rock at
all, defining themselves instead as Country
Metal. They say they are the “illegitimate
offspring of Black Stone Cherry and Steel
Panther”. Well, whatever they really are,
they are absolutely splendid! The band have
immaculate musical calibre, coming from
such acts as Grim Reaper, The Defiled, Fury,
and Villains, and the sheer quality of their
music is simply undeniable.
The band is a quintet, with the unlikely
monikers of Big Mac (banjo), Joey Bones
(guitars), CJ Handsome (vocals/guitars),
Bamm-Bamm (drums), and… er… Two
Puds (bass). Obviously, the lyrics could not
be more tongue-in-cheek, and are about
as politically correct as a kick in the happy
sacs - so much so, they actually give the
immortal Macc Lads a run for their money!
They are however, very funny and you can’t
help but sing along, which is surely what
this is all about?
This is the band’s full-length debut,
following up last year’s ‘The Very Best Of’
EP… yes, I know! Nothing is out of bounds
here; there are no holy cows that cannot be
lyrically slain, or at least violated… don’t
ask! This is not music for people who are
overly sensitive politically, but musically the
band is tighter than a horse’s arse… again,
I beg you, do not ask!
This album blasts past in a whirlwind
of big hooks, huge choruses, blistering
musicianship and sledgehammer humour.
I have played it while driving, probably
not the best idea, as I find myself driving
way too fast, howling along gleefully. I love
this album, it’s the ultimate party release. I
imagine that live these guys are an absolute
blast. They have already toured with the
likes of Massive Wagons and Alestorm (now
there was a perfect pairing if ever there was
one!). From opener ‘MILF’ through to closer
‘Christmas No. 1’, this is your soundtrack to
drinking and boogying without a care in the
world.

AURI – ‘II: THOSE WE DON’T SPEAK OF’ (Nuclear Blast) SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK
First… allow me to put forth a few words from
my very first experience with Auri – “When three
of the world’s most creative musical minds merge
together we get Auri! Nightwish mastermind
Tuomas Holopainen, along with vocalist Johanna
Kurkela and guitarist Troy Donockley, finally
realised a musical dream that has been floating
around the trio for some time.”
The dream I spoke of was directed to the first
release of this trio. Now, three years later we are
about to enjoy and be filled with wonderment
as we explore ‘II: Those We Don’t Speak Of’,
the group’s second effort. This release scales heights that go beyond their first
collaboration, and we are now able to enjoy an even higher plateau of creativity. A
higher plateau of composition, arrangement and use of instruments. This album will
raise our musical spirit to a scaled height, even higher than the debut.
‘II …’ is full of wonder, both lyrical and musical. Magical performances from the
original three are finely tuned by the addition of percussionist Kal Hahto. From the
opening title-track to the very last notes of closer ‘Fireside Bard’ we hear nothing
short of brilliance! This is an album that is totally immersive, surrounding us with an
otherworldly soundscape. Kurkela’s voice is heaven sent, and the mastery of each
instrument performed by Donockley is limitless. Of course, Holopainen’s creativity
and composing skills are wide and imaginative. When the three combine their skills
the results are simply unbelievable.
Auri have given us ten beautiful passages to explore; from ‘The Valley’ to ‘The
Long Walk’ you will be spellbound. The musical passages alone will inspire, and with
soaring vocalisations each movement scores an easy maximum of ten.
Epic performances all, ‘II: Those We Don’t Speak Of’ is a musical masterpiece
that spans a whole host of different sounds. Auri have broken through the borders
of Classical, Heavy Metal and Symphonic Metal, to the point that I think we are
hearing a new category of music. Maybe we should just classify it as “Auri”.
Bruce E.J. Atkinson
FIREWORKS
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BARENAKED LADIES – ‘DETOUR DE FORCE’ (Risin’)

ROCK

It’s been twenty-three years since the Ontario
popsters first tasted success with 1998’s ‘Stunt’,
which hit number three on the Billboard album
charts, initially fuelled by the hit single ‘One Week’.
Remarkably, the band’s first album was ‘Gordon’
in 1992, and although former members have
departed – some under acrimonious circumstances
– it is a tribute to lead singer Ed Robertson that the
band and its music remains intact.
If you think you’ve never heard the band, think
again, as they wrote and performed the theme
tune to The Big Bang Theory, entitled ‘The History
Of Everything’. It was this song that resulted in a lawsuit being filed by former
vocalist/guitarist and co-founder Steven Page against Robertson. He claimed that
he was owed twenty-percent of all the profits generated from the song. To cut a
long story short, the lawsuit was stayed in favour of Robertson. The two have since
patched up their differences, although the outcome of the litigation is unknown.
Anyway, musically the band offer more of the same this time around, where breezy,
quirky Pop combines with Roberston’s instantly recognisable drawl, plus lyrics that
induce a smile, but stay just the right side of serious. The punchy summer Pop of
‘Good Life’ and ‘Flip’ – a lighter version of Smash Mouth perhaps? – highlight the
band’s ability to ignore trends and do what they do, whilst still somehow remaining
relevant.
The production is pin sharp and that serves to turn Pop gems like ‘New Disaster’
into something even more shiney. ‘Big Back Yard’ is an acoustic tune about…
wanting ... wait for it, a big backyard . The song is clever and the hook is as incessant
as the comical lyrics. ‘Flat Earth’ is another quirky slice of tongue-in-cheek acoustic
Rock with added Hammond Organ for good measure. The Beach Boys-light ‘Here
Together’ is a laid-back, smooth acoustic Rock song and that remains the general
theme for the second half of the album, which lacks the peppy, upbeat Pop tunes
of the first.
If you’re a fan, then the addition of this album to your collection is a no brainer;
but for those wanting to dip their toe in, I would suggest that you have a listen to
the two Rhino “greatest hits” albums that were released in 2011 in 2019.
Mike Newdeck
It’s time to get stupid and rock-out with
your… well you get the point… Brilliant!
Chris O’Connor

these trying times is greatly welcomed. A
fantastic album indeed.
Ian Johnson

BRAINSTORM
‘WALL OF SKULLS’
(AFM)

BROKEN RAIL
‘BEAUTIFUL CHAOS’
(Cleopatra)

POWER METAL

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Brainstorm are back with their new
album ‘Wall Of Skulls’, so grab hold of
something solid and prepare for a Melodic
Metal onslaught that will pin you to that
very wall mentioned; it’ll then try to rip the
ears from your head clean off! A strong
statement I know, but this is the band’s
most exciting, powerful and fun album to
date, and it’s been a joy for this reviewer to
listen to it.
After the obligatory intro ‘Chamber
Thirteen’ the band strike for the throat
with opening cut ‘Where Ravens Fly’. It’s
a song singer Andy B. Franck said needed
to be hard, fast, attention grabbing, and so
in-your-face that the listener knows from
the off that Brainstorm mean business. That
is indeed the template for this new CD;
songs that are all about attacking the audio
senses with venom and fire.
Just for starters, give ‘Solitude’, the onetwo bombardment of ‘Escape The Silence’
and ‘Turn Off The Light’ (which features
Seeb Levermann of Orden Ogan - first time
the band have ever used a guest vocalist…
see interview for why), the forceful midpaced ‘Glory Disappears’ and the awesome
Metal monster ‘My Dystopia’ a listen and
you’ll find yourself immersed in one of
2021’s finest Metal albums!
It doesn’t stop there though; the hook
filled ‘End Of My Innocence’, ‘Stigmatized
(Shadows Fall)’ (the best song on the
album, in my opinion), ‘Holding On’ and ‘I,
The Deceiver’ all show that Brainstorm are
back. Those contemporaries also playing
this same kind of Metal should be afraid…
very afraid.
‘Wall Of Skulls’ is full of self-confidence
and a brashness that belies their near thirty
years in the business, but more than this,
Brainstorm have recorded an album that is,
above all else, fun with a capital F, because
each and every time you play it you’re left
with a big daft grin on your face, which in

It has become clear that there’s a new
wave of Nu Metal, evolved in a fusion of
Hard Rock energy and infectious Metal
rhythms, always with the hallmark of an
alternation of clean voice and growling.
Called “Nu Core”, it is the sound of bands
who were barely even born when Korn
and Limp Bizkit emerged. Musicians grew
up with a thousand different influences,
modern sounds and fresh productions.
Broken Rail could be included in this
new current as an award-winning Rock
and Metal act, recently signed by Cleopatra
Records for this, their third album. The
band, based in Alabama, flew straight to
LA in early 2020 to meet up again with
longtime producer Joseph McQueen (As
I Lay Dying, Bad Wolves, Upon A Burning
Body) to record their first full-length opus
under the label; then the world stopped and
everything has remained in waiting.
However, ‘Beautiful Chaos’ arrived
and is still out there waiting to become a
live act for all the fans of the band. It’s a
powerful record, one that perfectly meets
all the genre’s guidelines; clean melodies,
outbursts of anger directly from Pantera’s
tradition, granitic riffs and solos from the
very promising Dave Delacruz and the
versatile voice of Blake Clawson.
If you’re into bands like Tetrarch, Tallah
and Guerrilla Warfare, then you’ll surely
have to check out this American five-piece;
they all follow a well-defined path, so you
know what to expect!
Fabiana Spinelli

AUTUMN

BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE
‘BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE’
(Spinefarm)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

I don’t think this band needs an
introduction, do they? Bullet For My
Valentine are following up 2018’s ‘Gravity’
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with this self-titled effort. The band open
with the glitching ‘Parasite’ which quickly
turns to sheer in-your-face menace and
aggression before the guitar solo climbs and
squeals away; this is courtesy of Michael
“Padge” Paget. As for introductions, it’s got
a storming melodic hook for the opening.
‘Knives’ is delivered thickly with gusto
and plenty of fuzz, before the powerful
‘My Reverie’ displays guitar spiralling,
over-the-top like chimes. The thrashy ‘No
Happy Ever After’ has a touch more rhythm
and pace about it than the others. If these
descriptions feel short, it’s because there
isn’t a huge amount of differentiation to
make between the tracks, especially in the
first half of the album.
‘Can’t Escape The Waves’ and ‘Bastards’
marks a turning point; the former exhibiting
a more deliberative sung verse, whilst the
latter is a dark, beautifully crafted tune.
Closer ‘Death By A Thousand Cuts’ almost
matches the fury of the opener, but with
a mix that never lets up; it also includes a
spinning solo.
Formed in 1998, and with seven
albums to their name now, Bullet For My
Valentine still sound pretty damn classic
Metalcore to me.
Sophie Brownlee
CASTANARC
‘THE SEA OF BROKEN VOWS’
(Khepra)
ROCK

This being the first time this scribe has
heard this eight-piece ensemble, I thought a
little research was in order. The only trouble
was… I got lost in the wondrous journey
and almost forgot the task at hand – this
review! Castanarc’s first release – 1983’s
‘Journey To The East’ – totally blew me
away. As I journeyed further with more
of their consequent material, the more
enthralled I became.
Finally, we have come to 2021, and
the group’s brand-new release ‘The Sea Of
Broken Vows’. It’s a very impactful body of

work. One can hear the enormous growth
of creativity, of musicianship progressing
from a breath of fresh air, in the eighties, to
an unqualified stellar musical force in the
Progressive Rock field.
Castanarc’s line-up is made up of
eight maestros: David Powell (keyboards),
Mark Holiday (vocals), Pete Robinson
(bass), Charlie Morgan (drums), Neil Duty
(guitars) and Pat Mount (guitars), plus
Angela Gordon (flute & low whistles), Steve
Beighton (saxophone) and John Spence
(guitars and percussion). Eight musicians
who are masters of their instruments and of
an enlightened mindset, that when creating
these musical movements must reach deep
with their own spirits to find such treasures.
Together they produce such a scrumptious
sea of sound with magical stories that
surround us and uplifts our souls.
Full of stories and messages that
constantly stir one’s musical soul, Castanarc
paint a full, vibrant tapestry of music that
simply allows the listener to float within
their epic soundscapes. From the opening
‘A Song Rings Out’ we immediately know
we are in the presence of musical brilliance.
Eleven stories set to amazing beds of
music; ‘Lost Tears’, ‘The Ascent Of Man’
and ‘Walking With Angels’ are just a few
examples of this group’s mastery. Overall,
it’s a complex masterpiece.
Castanarc and ‘The Sea Of Broken
Vows’ is a “must have” record. Discover
for yourselves what is meant by “musical
genius”. The album is of the highest degree;
in turn, it brings to the world a very special
musical gift.
Bruce E. J. Atkinson
CATALYST*R
‘CATALYST*R’
(Progressive Gears)
PROGRESSIVE

Another release from the purely Prog
label Progressive Gears; this time from a
new British band who only got together
during the first lockdown last year, which is

BLOOD RED SAINTS – ‘UNDISPUTED’ (Frontiers)

MELODIC ROCK

I’m sure those amiable and somewhat reserved
members of Blood Red Saints won’t mind me
saying that their third album, 2019’s ‘Pulse’, left
me rather perplexed and disappointed. After
their impressive debut ‘Speedway’ (2015) and
its illustrious successor ‘Love Hate Conspiracies’
(2018), the band took the brave decision to “beef
up” their sound. ‘Pulse’ adopted a more “modern”
approach which seemed to go against the band’s
true, deep-rooted AOR beliefs.
So, with album #4, would they continue
evolving into a different entity altogether, or
would they regress and re-embrace those “good old days”? I’m ecstatic to report,
for purely selfish reasons, that the latter is indeed the case… and then some! These
are arguably the finest set of tunes the band have composed hitherto.
Due to geographical difficulties amidst this ongoing pandemic, guitarist Neil
Hibbs was unable to contribute; however, Rob Naylor (bass) returned to the fold
to join Pete Godfrey (vocals, keys), Lee Revill (guitars, keys) and Andy Chemney
(drums). That darker, aggressive and modernistic vibe has been dispensed with, thus
allowing those radio-friendly AOR characteristics to be utilized to the maximum.
Throughout ‘Undisputed’ there are hooks aplenty, singalong choruses, short but
succinct guitar fills, delicate but purposeful keyboard embellishments and opulent
backing harmonies; all these are encompassed within, what feels like, a renewed
energy, precision and fortitude. Interestingly, gone too are many of those sound
effects incorporated throughout ‘Pulse’ that, personally speaking, contributed to my
(reluctant) indifference towards the album.
The sumptuous, effervescent and propulsive AOR of opening duo ‘This Ain’t A Love
Song’ and ‘Love Like War’ confirm their adherence to those halcyon days of the
eighties. ‘Heaven In The Headlights’ elevates the quality to an even greater altitude;
it’s arguably their finest moment, and a future sure-fire winner in the live arena. The
quintessential BRS power ballad ‘Breathe Again’ oozes emotion, thanks to Godfrey’s
discerning, dulcet tones. ‘Caught In The Wreckage’ temporarily reasserts the
vibrancy, before slow-burner ‘Karma’ highlights the band’s evolving song-writing
maturity. Both ‘Come Alive’ and ‘Alibi’ are foot-stomping, commercial monsters, and
the title track (complete with felicitous “boxing” effects) evokes memories of the
debut. The stunning ballad ‘Complete’ and atmospheric epic ‘All I Wanna Do (Is Be
In Love With You)’ brings the album to a meritorious conclusion.
Blood Red Saints have re-emerged as serious contenders for the title of
‘Undisputed’ champions of British AOR. Welcome back… I forgive you!
Dave Crompton
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quite impressive when you think about it.
The album opens with ‘Welcome To
The Show’; the first thought going through
my mind as it started was that it reminded
me of Pallas, circa Alan Reed. ‘Apollo One
Three’, initially quite slow, with an off-beat
drum pattern and almost a Jazz-Blues vibe,
then gears up with a nice bass riff, while
still retaining that vibe. You are probably
supposed to imagine floating in space “in a
tin can.” ‘Someone Else’s Dream’ confused
me at first, as I wasn’t sure whether I was
listening to a ballad or not; but when the
drums come in, the song opens up and it
becomes very pleasant and features a
rather nice guitar break.
‘You Against The World’ has, what
sounds like, a string quartet at the
beginning, but quickly gets more forceful,
and almost heavy. It then heads into a
neat and memorable chorus, before the oft
repeated line which sounds like “we are the
cannabis.”; there’s also a bit of a Techno feel
to part of it. Commencing with heavy delay
on piano (or Fender Rhodes), ‘In The Deep
End’ settles into a steady medium pace
which doesn’t grow or change from here
on, either in tempo or chords, but is still a
very pleasant song.
‘Immortal’ tells us that they have found
the secret to eternal life, with another
memorable and sing-along chorus with
vocal harmonies thrown in. It’s the kind of
song that, if they were going to release a
single, then this would be it. ‘Goldst*R’ has
a quite mysterious and almost foreboding
start with a steady pace for quite a while,
before the music suddenly explodes in a
cacophony of Prog grandiosity. As the old
adage says, “Always leave them wanting
more”, and I think it’s fair to say that these
guys have done that, coming up with this
after such a short time together. The last
track shows serious potential, and knowing
that they can come up with something
like this makes me wonder why it only
happened right at the end.
I will be very interested to see what
comes out in the future.
Andy Brailsford
CHAIN REAKTOR
‘HOMESICK’
(Freia)
PROGRESSIVE

Dutch band Chain Reaktor have
done themselves proud with their debut
album ‘Homesick’. The band is comprised
of brothers Arjan (drums) and Bart Laan
(guitar, vocals and flute), their father Erik
(keyboards and vocals) and bassist Mark
op ten Berg, and together they have created
an extremely enjoyable and listenable fiftyfour minutes of Prog! They’re not novices
– Erik is a member of Silhouette and the
brothers have their own band Skylake.
Their bio states that the idea behind
the album was to capture feelings that
manifest by a lack of belonging in the
modern world. ‘Homesick’ acts as a journey
to help to find who you want to be in the
midst of temptations in these isolating
cities. Ten-minute opener ‘The Day That
Never Came’ begins slowly with some
flute and gradually picks up with swirling
keyboards and then later crunching metallic
riffs. The vocals, to these ears, are a mixture
of Steven Wilson and Mikael Akerfeldt and
contains superb guitar work towards the
end from Bart Laan.
‘Lonely City’ again features flute and
punchy keyboards at the outset and is very
reminiscent of Camel and early seventies
Genesis; Pendragon also spring to mind.
The track is upbeat and there are some neat
vocal harmonies, and Bart’s guitar work is
exceptional. He must have been listening
to Nick Barrett, as I can hear huge nods to
Pendragon everywhere. ‘Enjoy Your Life’ has
plenty of piano at the beginning and then
Bart lays his stamp on the track with some
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sublime guitar work.
Violin augments ‘The Lying King’, plus
lots more keyboards and superb guitar
work – Bart really is a master of his main
instrument; the rhythm section prove their
worth too. The title track once again begins
slowly with a gentle piano, violins and even
some sax courtesy of Martin Streckfuss. The
song goes off at a tangent when Bart enters
the fray and mesmerises the listener with
his histrionics – John Petrucci eat your heart
out! ‘Stop Yelling’ hints at Porcupine Tree
with the Wilson-esque vocals and overall
keyboard sound. Of course, Bart punctuates
the track here and there with beautiful,
haunting but menacing guitar. ‘A Thousand
Diamonds’ brings the album to a close –
smatterings of keyboards, snippets of violin
and saxophone and Bart Laan’s amazing
guitar work.
‘Homesick’ is an impressive debut; each
time I play the album I hear something
new. Excellent music from very talented
musicians!
Az Chaudhry
CHANTEL MCGREGOR
‘THE SHED SESSIONS VOLUME 1
& 2’ (Independent)
BLUES

When the pandemic hit last year and
going to a live concert became impossible,
so many artists did the next best thing they
could to keep themselves and their fans
entertained by utilising the internet and
broadcasting solo live performances from
various locations; living rooms, gardens,
studios, swimming pools, or in the case of
acclaimed Blues Rock vocalist and guitarist
Chantel McGregor, her shed! With fans
asking if she would record an album of “The
Shed Sessions”, McGregor selected some of
the covers she had been performing and did
exactly that.
With ‘Volume 1’ consisting of just
McGregor and her acoustic guitar, it’s
naturally a low-key and stark affair.
McGregor’s guitar prowess has never
been doubted, but it’s nice to hear her
just playing acoustic, and the barest of
arrangements reveals just how lovely and
angelic her voice is when truly exposed.
Her song selections are mostly ones that
are traditionally acoustic-based, like Neil
Young’s ‘The Needle And The Damage Done’
and ‘Harvest Moon’, Fleetwood Mac’s
‘Landslide’ and ‘Gold Dust Woman’, Jewel’s
‘Morning Song’, Linda Rondstat’s ‘Love
Has No Pride’, Blind Faith’s ‘Can’t Find My
Way Home’ and Bonnie Raitt’s ‘Angel From
Montgomery’ and ‘I Can’t Make You Love
Me’. She also tackles Hendrix’s ‘Voodoo
Chile’, but her sombre reworkings of Peter
Gabriel’s ‘Sledgehammer’ and Metallica’s
‘Nothing Else Matters’ are quite beautiful.
‘Volume 2’ sees McGregor hooking up
with keyboard player Jamie Brooks, which
gives the songs a completely different feel,
while maintaining the subtle approach.
However, this time the songs are a far
more eclectic mix, with some quite lengthy
numbers. The plaintive piano and vocal
versions of Radiohead’s ‘Creep’, Jewel’s
‘Foolish Game’, Tori Amos’ ‘Winter’ and Joni
Mitchell’s ‘River’ are truly haunting, and
there’s also a very slowed-down take on
the George Gershwin song ‘Summertime’.
However, when McGregor brings her
electric guitar into play with some truly
mesmerising playing on Alanis Morrisette’s
‘Uninvited’ and Steven Wilson’s ‘Drive
Home’ and ‘The Raven That Refused To
Sing’ the results are extraordinary; mournful
yet stirring all at once, and reminding me
of Mostly Autumn during their more serene
moments. She also wonderfully reworks her
own song ‘Walk On Land’, while ‘April’ is
seven minutes of guitar instrumental that is
just staggeringly good.
Both volumes are wonderful, but I
would steer towards ‘Volume 2’, as its
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vocal/piano/electric guitar arrangements
are stunning; definitely music for those
quiet, reflective moments.
Ant Heeks

BOOK OF NUMBERS – ‘MAGICK’ (Pride And Joy)

Magick is the debut release from Phoenix-based
Metal outfit Book Of Numbers. The band were
formed in 2019 by guitarist Brent Barker and
vocalist Kevin Schumacher and later recruited
bassist Dennis Hayes. Session drummer Gary
Bruzzese was brought in to record the drums for
the album. Interestingly, Barker and Schumacher
met while rehearsing material for a Sabbath tribute
band before deciding to do their own thing, so it
is perhaps no real surprise that the material on the
album is heavily influenced by Black Sabbath and
Dio-era Rainbow, with riff driven songs and plenty

CHARLEY VERLAINE
‘KOMOREBI’
(Raviens)
HARD ROCK

Charley Verlaine is a French guitarist,
singer and songwriter who is now based in
Germany and has been active for ten years
in various bands and as a session player, but
is now stepping out with his first solo album
‘Komorebi’ (which roughly translates from
Japanese as “the scattered light that filters
through when sunlight shines through
trees” – not sure you really needed to know
that, but feel enlightened that you now do.)
Verlaine handles all instrumentation bar
drums, which are handled by Joe Babiak.
Verlaine lists his influences as Iron
Maiden, Black Sabbath and Dio and you
can sot of hear that in the Metal approach
to this album, albeit with a more modern
edge. Vocally he comes across as a gruffer
Bruce Dickinson (when he uses his lower
register) and isn’t afraid to throw the
odd “woah, woah” refrain in, and while
undoubtedly a talented guitarist who is
willing to unleash a series of face-melting
solos at every opportunity, this isn’t just a
vehicle for his six-string excesses as there
are some pretty decent songs here, when
taken at their own merit.
My only gripe with this album is its
pacing; it kicks off in style with the catchy
groove of ‘Skull_Bones’ and the bass-driven
‘Inner Sinners’, then the bouncy ‘Wild Child’
kicks things up a notch, but then the album
slows a touch and settles into a similarlypaced groove for five tracks, and while the
songs are OK I have to admit the pacing
becomes a tad monotonous. The lively,
acoustic-based and Folk-tinged ‘Alison’s
House Of Glass’ injects a much-needed
burst of life before ‘Komorebi’ itself which
is a Psychedelic-tinged Blues ballad with
proggy interludes to close the album.
It’s a decent enough debut, but better
pacing could have made it much better.
Ant Heeks
CHRIS FARREN
‘IN SO MANY WORDS’
(Melodic Rock Classics)
MELODIC ROCK

A name I’m sure that a lot of readers
will be largely unfamiliar with, but I
guarantee you’ll have heard one, if not
more of the songs Chris Farren has written
on the radio or someplace else. Farren is
primarily a back-room musician; one who
either produces or writes for others, and
very rarely steps into the spotlight under his
own name. His list of credentials is, it goes
without saying, most impressive.
He’s written songs for the likes of
Greg Allman, Olivia Newton John, Michael
McDonald and a host of others, but here,
officially at least (I might add that a bootleg
did appear sometime back in the nineties of
his own material), are the first recordings
under his own name. They are, it has to be
said, in the main demos but they have been
re-mastered to give them a very polished
feel. Such was the volume of songs Farren
had amassed, this album soon turned into
a double set.
The majority of the songs date back
to the mid-eighties, and it shows. They are
essentially smooth sounding West Coast
AOR/Pop with a dash of Country thrown
in too. The opening and the title track
is indicative of Farren’s writing; bright
and breezy with instantly catchy hooks.
Throughout the first disc we are treated
to a quite excellent set of songs, from the
laid back bluesy ‘Anything For Money’, the
uplifting balladry of ‘I’ll Be Waitin’’ through
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HEAVY METAL

of virtuoso guitar soloing.
There are eight tracks on the album, with opener ‘Magick’ getting quickly out
of the blocks from the off with a simple but effective riff driving the track along.
‘Optimism’ is a song comprising acoustic guitar segments that build in intensity,
with heavy guitar riffs and prolific soloing in the middle section. The lead-in section
to ‘The Jester’s Crown’ features a guitar solo over acoustic backing, before breaking
into a heavy bombastic riff for the verse that carries through the song.
‘Children Of The Sea’ is a cover of the Black Sabbath classic and fits in well with
the rest of the material; it follows the original pretty faithfully, but has a heavier feel
with way more bass present. ‘Contact/ Kissing Laughter’ unusually kicks off with a
guitar solo prior to getting into its groove with some more heavy riffing and a vocal
reminiscent of Bruce Dickinson.
With ‘White Turns Black To Grey’ we have a ballad that sticks with the acoustic
guitar backing throughout and introduces a very emotional solo; a bass drum/
snare introduces this heavy chugger with its slow, doom-laden beat and Dio-like
vocal. ‘Our Dying World’, a song particularly pertinent in these times, again jumps
from quieter acoustic sections to heavy riff driven sections to emphasise the lyrical
content of these parts.
This is a promising debut from Book Of Numbers. While offering nothing new, it
features songs with many pace changes, well written lyrics, and some very good
guitar riffing and solo work.
Chris Mee
to the pure AOR of ‘When I Close My Eyes’.
The second disc pretty much carries on
where the first one left off. Smooth AOR,
with hints at the likes of Paul Carrack (he
of Mike And The Mechanics fame) in songs
such as ‘Someone, Somebody, Somewhere’
and ‘Save Me’, and it’s hard not to marvel
at the exquisite arrangements and playing.
This album is a must for lovers of that
laid back AOR sound that was prevalent
back in the eighties. It’s limited to just five
hundred copies worldwide, so you’ll have to
be quick to snap one of these beauties up.
Released through the Melodic Rock Classics
imprint, they have to be congratulated for
bringing the recorded works of Chris Farren
to light.
Malcolm Smith
CHRIS JAGGER
‘MIXING UP THE MEDICINE’
(BMG)
ROCK

I can tell you’re thinking it. Stop it. This
is Chris Jagger. Chris. He has his own career.
He doesn’t hang about either; he likes to
touch a lot of stuff – music, food, writing,
chatting, he does it all. It’s on his own
terms… and so is this album. The cover is
him ringed with acoustic guitars, wooden
warmness which continues in the grooves.
The sort of gentle Skank that Paolo
Nutini was so successful for recently kicks
this album off. ‘Has Anyone Seen My Heart’
also boasts a fruity brass section; ‘Love’s
Around The Corner’ is a fun party, and ‘Wee
Wee Tailor’ has a an oddly Berlin Cabaret
feel around piano and violin.
But he can lay back on calming Blues;
that sax still pushing in on ‘Talking To
Myself’, and that closing time lament ‘A
Love Like This’ is a fabulously laidback
tune. Clearly because of his familial links,
the downbeat and honest sounding ‘Hey
Brother’ may have some thinking it’s about
asking for a chat about Mick, but it isn’t;
this simple paean is sadder and sweeter
than that.
It’s a lovely album to spend time with.
The rounded mix sounds expensive, the
songs sound completely at ease with
themselves. They say laughter is the best
medicine, but this is up there too.
Steve Swift
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CIRCUS OF ROCK
‘COME ONE, COME ALL’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

I first got wind of this from an email, and
an album cover which I thought featured
Avatar vocalist Johannes Eckerström, but it
actually doesn’t. However, on checking out
a track on YouTube, I realised I had to hear
this in its entirety. It’s by a (I hesitate to use
the term “band”, as it’s more of a project)
conglomerate of people, ring-mastered
by drummer Mirka Rantanen, who is a
member of King Company… a name new
to me.
Many of the musicians featured I
am not familiar with, but as is often the
case, it turned out to be a good find. I did
recognise three names – those being Danny
Vaughn (Tyketto), Marco Hietala (now exNightwish) and Elize Ryd (Amaranthe).
The music is infused with energy right from
the start, with ‘The Beat’ shredding out at
speed, featuring Riku Turunen (no relation
to Tarja as far as I can determine) on vocals.
There are some notable influences on here,
such as ‘Desperate Cry’, a mix of Bon Jovi
and Rainbow (circa Joe Lynn Turner), while
‘Sheriff Of Ghost Town’ featuring Hietala
could easily fit on a Nightwish album.
It’s probably fair to say that the other
two songs featuring “known guests”, ‘In
Times Of Despair’ with Ryd and ‘Caught
In The Middle’ with Vaughn, were either
written with those people in mind, or
excellent choices were made afterwards.
The former features a fantastic bass and
drum riff, while the latter has a catchy, singalong chorus with some nice fret-work on
the lead break. In fact, most of the thirteen
tracks are accessible to those who like
something to hook onto, with choruses that
you know the second time you play them.
‘Plywood Covered Windows And Crappy
Shoes’ has a great chorus line, and although
it is one of those “I had a hard life in the
past” songs, the title is amusing and the
song is tongue-in-cheek, so it doesn’t bring
down the overall “bounce” of the album.
The album ends with ‘Tears Of The Clown’,
the start of which I thought I was listening
to Whitesnake’s ‘Is This Love’; not only by
the notes played, but the sound itself, and
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I’m assuming it was probably done as some
kind of homage.
This is a good, strong album, and one
which is very much worth checking out.
Andy Brailsford
CLIVE NOLAN
‘THE SONG OF THE WILDLANDS’
(Crime)
PROGRESSIVE

Alongside his counterpart and friend
Oliver Wakeman, Clive Nolan has brought
us tales of the Jabberwocky, Sherlock
Holmes and fantastical Dark Fables and
more besides; but now, Nolan has decided
to go that one step further and record an
album about one of the oldest and most
revered stories in history, namely the epic
Nordic tale of Beowulf.
It must be a daunting task for anyone
to bring this sixth-century epic poem to
life, but Nolan has done just that. He has
utilised every musical trick in his arsenal to
pull it off. Recorded with a huge number
of musicians, including solo vocalists
Ross Andrews as the Narrator, Beowulf is
played by Ryan Morgan, Gemma Ashley as
Solveig, Christina Booth as Tyra and Freja
is played by Natalie Barnett; respectively
they provide a baritone, two altos and a
soprano, plus there are Rock musicians
playing guitars, bass, keyboard, drums and
many traditional musicians on violin, horn,
oboe, keyharp, psalmodikon and lyre. If that
wasn’t enough, a choir consisting of two
hundred members were recorded during
the lockdown and joined the proceedings,
singing in Anglo-Saxon (Old English) to fill
out the whole listening experience.
Now, as you’ve already surmised, this
album is part concept, part radio play and
part theatre, and for that reason… it isn’t
easy to review. The music is wonderful,
and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed listening to it.
However, it’s one of those albums where
you have to listen in one go. There’s little
point in listening to a couple of tracks here
or there, because you’ll lose the magic if you
do. ‘…Wildlands’ is one of those albums
where it’s essential to don headphones, sit
back, close your eyes and invest both your
full attention on everything that Nolan and
the multitude of musicians have shaped
and crafted. If you do this, time and time
again you will reap the rich musical rewards
of this passionate and highly creative work.
Followers of Clive Nolan’s work will
adore what he’s produced here. Likewise,
the many Prog fans who have an affection
for intricate but accessible concept albums
will also love what the man has crafted here
on. I’d also urge the curious to check this
wonderful album out, as it covers so many
musical bases that it might be something
you think you’d dislike, but will, in fact,
come to adore.
Ian Johnson
CRIMSON FIRE
‘ANOTHER DIMENSION’
(No Remorse)
HEAVY METAL

I must admit that every now and
again I do like a bit of Heavy Metal,
as long as it has a bit of melody and I
can hear the words! Knowing this, the
Review’s Editor forwarded this to me. I
must also confess that I was not aware
of Greece’s Crimson Fire until now;
apparently this is their third album, the
first coming seventeen years ago.
We get underway with ‘Judas’, which
musically is very good, but I found the
repetitive chorus somewhat annoying. I
much preferred ‘Don’t Fall From The Sky’
with its great fast drumbeat and really
strong high vocals from John Britsas.
It reminded me of Power Quest, who I
remember seeing and enjoying at Firefest 2
back in the day. I love the bass and keys intro
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to the more melodic ‘On The Edge’; coupled
with a great solo it is a real highlight for me.
The pace increases with ‘Fire Below’,
which reminded me of old-school Iron
Maiden, whilst ‘Set The Night On Fire’ has
a slightly modern sound to it. ‘Eye Of The
Storm’ is slightly longer, and a mid-tempo
track with an eighties sound to it, with
its keys in the background. ‘Sold My Soul’
cranks the pace up again, whilst ‘Chasing
Time’ is more melodic again, along with
some great guitar work. The longest song
on the record is closer ‘Walking Into The
Light’; it is quite a good track and has
an interesting instrumental part halfway
through, before another great solo.
This is a solid, well played release, I
don’t know how often I will go back to it
though. I struggled with the opener, and I
prefer the more melodic songs; however, it
may well float your boat if this is your thing.
Richard Epps
CROSSBONES CREED
‘TROUBLEMAKER’
(Molot/Irond)
HARD ROCK

How do you fancy some Southern Hard
Rock? The first thing to note with this outfit
is that they aren’t from South of the Dixie
Line, but are actually from Sochi, on The
Black Sea in Russia. Unlikely as that seems,
they do a good job of emulating their US
counterparts.
The production is decent, with the
riffs given plenty of oomph, and there are
nicely layered harmony vocals to make
the choruses surprisingly melodic. There’s
plenty of grit on the slide assisted ‘Water
Is High’. They pull out the steel guitar for
‘When The Sun Goes Down’, which has
a Blue Murder feel. ‘Destination’, which
traipses out numerous railroad clichés, has
good harmonies and a Led Zep groove.
They fall into Blues Rock on ‘My Way’
which fits them well, playing to guitarists
Ed G’s and Evgeny Poznyakov’s strengths.
‘See You Again’ displays strong, shifting
dynamics and postures, much like Jon Bon
Jovi in his ‘Blaze Of Glory’ period. When they
slow it down too, as on ‘Where You Belong’,
they still hold your attention. Poznyakov
also handles the vocals, which are tough to
match the music, although the odd accent
issue means they don’t always convince;
but he’s got sturdy pipes nevertheless.
‘Hole’ is a bit of a curious departure as
it brings in a more modern edge. Generally
though, it’s an enjoyable sojourn to the
South; it’s likeable, but some of the songs,
like ‘More’ and ‘Easy Ride’, don’t rise above
average. Not yet in the same league as the
likes of Cold Truth or Black Stone Cherry, this
outfit have got potential with their muscular
sound. However, tightening up the songwriting would help their cause if they’re
looking to make a splash internationally.
Duncan Jamieson
CROSSON
‘LIVE AT THE ORPHEUM’
(Galaxy)
HARD ROCK

‘Live At the Orpheum’ is the first live
album released by Australian Glam Rock/
Hair Metal band Crosson after fifteen or
so years in the business. For this live album
band founder/vocalist/guitarist Jason
Crosson has enlisted the services of Dave
Ben Lee on guitar, Tory Giamba on bass, Kyle
Barr on drums and features Olivia Scanlon
and Liberty Thirsk on backing vocals and
dance choreography. The music is very
eighties influenced and has a real retro
feel to it. There are a lot of tongue in cheek
lyrics and the band seem to be having a lot
of fun while at the same time not taking
themselves too seriously. This concert is also
being released as a Blu-Ray with various
tracks available to view on-line.
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BRENT WINDLER – ‘NEW MORNING HOWL’ (Goldstar)

ROCK

Brent Windler wants this album to be like a new
friend from Kansas City. That’s fine - just don’t eat
all the crumpets.
A spectral and sweet ‘Around The Bend’ greets
us… quite sixties chart in its feel. It’s applecheeked and very easy to like. That continues
with the pleading guitar of ‘Josephine (Woodland
Flowers Are You Roam)’. ‘Can You Sleep Tonight’
has a fifties big beat beginning and then floats
around; this is not the Country Rock/Outlaw
Country with touches of Americana we’ve
experienced so much recently.
When it does add some Americana with a little Country, even ‘Mr Sun’ isn’t
particularly sunny; it’s smudgy generally, and has a piano spine. At least ‘The Glitter
And The Roar’ has some push-and-pull in its Indie feel, plus muted horns; and when
he tries a bit of drumming bluster, as on the title track, it’s still fifties, but really adds
groove - the sweeping strings here are a lively feature.
Not what we expect, and that’s a good thing. This mate from Kansas City breezes
in with a hint of patchouli and a wafting scarf, and he asks before reaching for the
last crumpet. Excellent.
Ms D
The album lists twelve tracks of which
ten are actual songs, one is the introduction
and another is a band introduction over
a musical backing. Of the remaining ten
songs, two are covers and eight are original
with ‘Everyone’s A Star’, ‘We All Need An
Enemy’ and ‘Weak At The Knees (For A Hot
Brunette!)’ being lifted from 2020’s ‘Rock
‘N’ Roll Love Affair’. 2018’s ‘Invincible’ gives
us ‘Never Give Up’, ‘Invincible’ and ‘Broken’
with a single track going all the way back
to 2006, ‘Wanna Be Japanese’ from ‘We
Are The Future’. The lead track ‘Banished’
is an amusing monologue played through
the P.A. prior to the band entrance, from
what I would guess is a judge from an
intergalactic court. The two songs covered
are Queen’s ‘We Will Rock You’ and ‘Money
Money Money’ by Abba. Bit of a Jekyll and
Hyde here as their rendition of the Queen
classic is not great, whereas the Abba
cover works well, though I would argue
that there is enough good material in their
back catalogue that would make covers
superfluous.
Crosson’s style of catchy Melodic
anthems with plenty of hooks, harmonies
and sing-along choruses certainly translates
well into the live setting. This is an easy
album to get into and as long as you go
with the flow, should come out with a
big cheesy grin at the end. My only real
complaint would be that the running time
is quite short at only forty-five minutes, it
would have been even better if it had been
a full headlining show length.
Chris Mee
CRUZH
‘TROPICAL THUNDER’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

It’s been five years since Swedish outfit
Cruzh released their self-titled debut. Since
I knew I was to review their sophomore
album, said debut has been getting some
serious airtime, and I admit I’d forgotten just
what a cracking record it is.
Cruzh were formed when guitarist
Anton Joensson and bassist Dennis Butabi
Borg (both formerly of Glam rockers
TrashQueen) hooked up with vocalist/
keyboardist Tony Andersson in 2013.
Andersson has since moved on and been
replaced with former Reach vocalist Alex
Waghorn.
Guitarist Joensson had previously
announced that ‘Tropical Thunder’ would
have “more edge, more attitude and
simply more Rock ‘n’ Roll” than the debut;
it certainly does, but while it’s a pretty
decent album, and they still drop the odd
Def Leppard-ism in here and there, the
melodies aren’t quite as memorable as its
predecessor. I have to be honest, if I wasn’t
already familiar with the band I possibly
wouldn’t have given ‘Tropical…’ quite as
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the penultimate piece which is very well
done; often slow, but then revved for a
classy, harmonious Hard Rock lead hook.
This is done a few times to a pleasing
effect. In addition, before the close there’s
impressive soloing.
Ian Peter Hood
DAVID CROSBY
‘FOR FREE’
(BMG)
ROCK

much attention.
First single ‘We Go Together’ is just
glorious; it’s a mid-tempo melodic anthem
and the perfect intermediate between the
two releases. The catchy ‘New York Nights’,
‘Turn Back Time’, the slightly Journey-ish
(well, the intro is anyway!) ‘Paralyzed’ and
moody ‘Line In The Sand’ also hit the spot,
though the latter’s speeded-up solo section
seems tacked-on just for the sake of it.
‘Cady’ is a nice piano ballad, and
the closing acoustic ‘N.R.J.C.’ (“No Rush,
Just Cruzh”) is rather chilled out, but it
does grow on you. The opening title-track
demonstrates Cruzh’s tougher sound,
and while a thumping hard-rocker with a
crunchy riff, I’m unfortunately left reminded
of Steel Panther. ‘Moonshine Bayou’ is
another Sleaze-orientated number that’s
undeniably catchy, but it’s ultimately
marred by Waghorn’s needless Death Metal
scream at its conclusion.
‘Tropical Thunder’ is a more than
adequate release, though, for me, somewhat
inferior to their previous album. However, if
you enjoyed the debut, then by all means
pick this up, as you might appreciate their
updated sound more than I do.
Ant Heeks

David Crosby has nothing to prove.
What’s more, he has nothing to atone for, but
a recent documentary showed a thankful
but chastened man keen to make up for
past issues and apparent indiscretions. He
doesn’t need to hide anything, his life has
played out in harsh spotlights and that
makes this album so honest.
Generally, what we have are tracks that
begin with a spectral vocal and acoustic
until those glorious harmonies hit and
the band join. Sounds simple, but it’s hard
to make it continually lovely; the opener
suddenly explodes into a smooth Yacht
Rock master, this title-track really introduces
things nicely. This isn’t raucous, but you’d
expect that.
Then he throws in squelchy, Steely Dan
type track ‘Rodriguez For A Night’, electric
piano to the fore, horns in the chorus, this
is if Donald Fagen and Walter Becker were
leaning over his shoulder, and indeed that’s
partially the case, Fagen wrote the lyrics
for him, but Crosby and his son/bandmate
James Raymond fitted the music here, and
it’s fantastic; this sounds like a song Steely
Dan never recorded. ‘Ships In The Night’
adds an almost Steely perfection to it’s
smooth, Yacht Rock feel, those swelling
backing vocals wrapping around the
chorus, and he has some warm Country
feel on ‘Boxes’ which then picks up some
gentle Funk.
What an album, what quality. Yes,
gentle and gently funky, but that might
really link with the musical preferences
at the moment; deserved and what fun if
David Crosby had a big hit at this point in
his career?
Steve Swift

DAN JONES
‘ZERO FOUR NINE’
(Independent)

DEAD REYNOLDS
‘BREATHE WITH STRANGERS’
(Independent)

INSTRUMENTAL

MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Enter the U.K.’s Dan Jones, a Rock
guitarist revealing his debut solo album.
Gifted, he plays all instruments on it, except
on ‘Sunrise’ where he’s joined by two other
musicians. Prog fans may be familiar with
him, as he was in the Wolverhampton band
The Dreaming Tree.
Sadly, like many Progressive Rock
instrumentals, it lacks direction, purpose
and crucially melody. From the ten tracks
on offer, only three can be considered
good, and regrettably just one of those is
memorable. Obviously, this is poor. The
music has a dated style which doesn’t help,
and despite Jones’ ability to perform various
styles, a great amount is excessively basic to
the ear and quite boring.
‘Rage A La Bona’ is typical of what’s
wrong. It’s often reminiscent of background
music from a Starsky And Hutch episode,
and though I’m a fan of that show, this
isn’t a compliment; it’s too simple and
repetitive. The first piece ‘Tribute’, though a
poor choice for an opener, turns out to be
a strong indication of most that follows.
Tracks three and four, however, do raise
the game considerably, but only briefly.
Respectively, ‘1512’ with its mellow intro
develops with some hard-edged Rock and
interesting variables throughout. ‘Geoid’
tops this with its Pink Floydish start, leading
to tuneful, quite complex Prog rhythms.
I want to end on a high. ‘Disclosure’ is

Dead Reynolds are a five-piece from
East Anglia who got together in 2018. No
bio was included with the digi promo so I’ve
had to resort to the net, and I can tell you
that the band is made up of Callum, Luke,
Ben, Dom and another Luke. Who does
what, I have no idea! They spent eighteen
months pre-Covid honing their craft by
playing festivals, and then their own twelve
date tour – a brave move considering
their debut album has only just come out.
However, I’m sure, along with a few billion
others, they had no idea what was waiting
around the corner at that point.
‘Breathe With Strangers’ contains
ten tracks and clocks in at thirty-eight
minutes. I must admit I thought the band
were American, I’d listened to the album
several times before I carried out any
research, and was pretty surprised to learn
that they’re indeed English. Opening track
‘I Tried’ is a full-on rocker, in parts Green
Day and in others Dead Letter Circus. The
vocalist (it’s really frustrating not having
any band details!) has a powerful voice
and the drummer ensures that you know
he’s around! ‘The Only One’ is heavy but
catchy with some decent riffing. ‘Lines’ has
a harsher feel to it, more of a punky sound.
‘Not My Place’ has a Killers influence at the
outset and then becomes heavier.
‘Uninspired’ contains some interesting
bass lines and more excellent riffing at
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CATS IN SPACE – ‘DIAMONDS – THE BEST OF’ (Harmony Factory)

ROCK

“Tinkering” with your own songs can be
construed as a risky move when they’re much
adored by the fans, but that’s exactly what Cats
In Space have done on ‘Diamonds’, a reimagined
collection of some of their finest tunes from the
first three albums, ‘Too Many Gods’, ‘Scarecrow’
and ‘Day Trip To Narnia’. Much care and attention
is put into everything the Cats do, and ‘Diamonds’
is no exception; all of the vocals have been
completely re-recorded by new frontman Damien
Edwards (who joined in 2020 for the ‘Atlantis’
album), while the instrumentation has been
remixed and remastered to give it more “oomph” – in particular, Jeff Brown’s
basslines benefit from the amazing clarity.
Now, it goes without saying that Damien Edwards has a quite remarkable set of
pipes, but I’m not going to say that Edwards’ vocals surpass the original versions, as
that would be a complete injustice to Paul Manzi’s previous impeccable renditions.
However, Edwards has been given free rein to put his own stamp on the songs
(which of course is entirely the point of the exercise) and take them in a slightly
different direction; he does this adroitly, with extra ad-libs and the odd alternative
phrasing. He certainly brings a more theatrical approach to the more Rock-based
songs, but he really comes into his own with spectacular performances on the
ballads ‘Chasing Diamonds’ and the always sublime ‘Scars’.
It can’t have been easy to cherry-pick just eleven songs to reinterpret from such
an exquisite collection of albums (the CD version also adds three choice cuts
from ‘Atlantis’), and while the expected selections like ‘Mr. Heartache’, ‘Last Man
Standing’, ‘Too Many Gods’ and ‘Thunder In The Night’ are present, a few of their
deeper, fan-favourite cuts like ‘Scarecrow’, ‘2:59’ and ‘Hologram Man’ also make
the grade. Also included is a wonderful live version of their epic ‘Greatest Story
Never Told’ that was recorded at last year’s ‘Full Stream Ahead’ show, recorded at
KK’s Steel Mill in Wolverhampton.
I really can’t reiterate enough just how much you need Cats In Space in your life;
if you’re still yet to succumb to their charms, then ‘Diamonds’ truly is the perfect
introduction to a wonderful band and their supreme new vocalist. Utterly brilliant,
what more can I say? Oh, you want a Cat pun don’t you? Oh, go on then… this is
a su-purr-lative e-furr-t!
Ant Heeks
certain points where the band catch their
breath… only for a brief moment though!
The boys don’t really let up throughout the
album, and that’s my only criticism; a little
contrast would have been welcome. Single
‘Bring It Down’ is extremely catchy, and you
can imagine a mosh pit forming down the
front when it’s played live. ‘Dust’ is another
Green Day heavily influenced number, and
that’s no bad thing!
Dead Reynolds have done themselves
proud with these ten songs. I’m sure they’ll
go far with the right promotion and a few
lucky breaks. If they make a second album,
and I’m fortunate enough to review it,
please include some band info!
Az Chaudhry
DEAFHEAVEN
‘INFINITE GRANITE’
(Sargent House)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

I remember as if it was yesterday,
walking into Impact Records in Birmingham
and Rich handing me a pink covered CD
emblazoned with the word “Sunbather”.
He was raving about it, saying the band
was the best Black Metal band he’d
probably ever heard, and that they were
what Emperor might sound like if Johnny
Marr played guitar for them. That album
simply redefined Extreme Metal, and the
San Franciscans have kept progressing their
sound ever since. Never a band to fall into
Satanic cliches, they never wore corpse
paint, always looking more like an Indie
band, and theirs were not songs of violent
hate or anti-Christian rage, more of urban
alienation and despair.
‘Infinite Granite’ is a huge game
changer yet again for this magnificent
band. They have hinted at the coming
change in the past, but dear Gods, this is
sampling astonishing. Gone are savage
guitars and bestial tortured shrieks of
the past, and in their place are sublime
shoegaze washes of colour, and even more
surprisingly, vocalist George Clarke proves
he has an absolutely beautiful “clean”
singing voice. The album has already
sharply divided their fanbase; purists hate
FIREWORKS

it, seeing it as an abandonment of Metal’s
principles, while the rest of us (with ears
and open minds and hearts) see it as the
absolute masterpiece that it really is.
If you have not already heard lead-off
single ‘Great Mass Of Colour’, then you
have missed out on what is singly the best
song released this year. It truly is complete
and utter dreampop perfection, with a
wondrous chorus to die for. It’s only at the
end that Clarke cuts loose with one of his
famous shrieks – adding to the drama of
the song beautifully. Follow-ups ‘In Blur’
and ‘The Gnashing’ are equally dazzling
and gorgeously textured in ways that most
bands can only dream of.
Guitarists Kerry McCoy and Shiv Mehra
have simply reimagined their musical
vision, and now create luscious waves of
shimmering beauty instead of their previous
razor blade assaults, and it works in ways
I never thought possible. Album coda
‘Mombasa’ is a twisted creature that begins
soothingly but ends in savage fashion,
nodding to the band’s extreme past.
‘Infinite Granite’ doesn’t so much rewrite that rule book, more incinerating it,
and out of the ashes has come a glorious
phoenix. All hail Deafheaven.
Chris O’Connor
DEEP PURPLE
‘HAMMERSMITH APOLLO 2002’
(earMUSIC)
ROCK

Yet another live document from the
legendary Deep Purple, but this particular
concert has real historical significance.
It marked the final show from original
member, keyboard maestro Jon Lord, a man
whose sound was absolutely integral to the
identity of the band and a huge factor in
their appeal and enduring influence.
While it may be marketed as a bootlegtype release with its no frills, cardboard
style packaging, this is a first-rate live
recording – sonically superb with both
clarity and punch in abundance. The band
are on brilliant form too, running through
classics like ‘Woman From Tokyo’, ‘Black
Night’, ‘Perfect Strangers’, ‘Speed King’ and
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naturally ‘Smoke On the Water’.
What is also nice is the band pull out
some lesser played numbers, something
that happens less and less these days. The
hugely underrated ‘Mary Long’ gets an
airing, along with ‘The Aviator’ and ‘Fools’,
which are not exactly set-list lynchpins. Also,
‘Up The Wall’ makes an appearance, which
was a new tune that would eventually
morph into ‘I Got Your Number’ and would
be recorded for the album ‘Bananas’.
There is, sadly, a big “but...” coming.
The downside of this show is… Ian Gillan.
The charismatic singer is clearly nowhere
near top form here, presumably being full of
cold or flu. He’s barely audible at first, and
finds himself even croaking his way through
the less demanding numbers like ‘Lazy’.
Even when he is doing his amusing song
introductions, the hoarseness of his voice is
obvious; credit to him for even getting up
on stage, let alone tackling this set-list. The
man is a trooper, and I imagine if you were
there on the night, the occasion would carry
it through, but as a standalone listening
experience, it can be hard work.
Lord’s playing is as impeccable as ever
and his keyboard solo is both stunning and
poignant. While the band have continued
with Don Airey on the keyboards, who is
phenomenal in his own right, I’m sure he
would be the first to tell you nobody could
do it quite like Jon Lord.
Far from an essential release,
‘Hammersmith Apollo 2002’ does serve a
purpose in representing the end of an era
for one of Rock’s greatest ever bands.
James Gaden

Built around drummer Keith Heaney,
guitarist Bobby Chavez and Jonathan
Gabriel Jr. on keyboards, DemiAura spent
quite some time honing their sound and
seeking a direction without quite knowing
which way to go. In 2017 however, the
final piece of the puzzle fell into place on
discovering singer Chelsea Wrathchild. With
a name like that you`d half expect some
sort of Mötley Crüe clone, but Wrathchild
possesses a fine set of pipes that suits
the complexities of DemiAura`s take on
Progressive Metal perfectly.
It doesn`t take long into opening
song ‘Pleiadian’ to realise that musically
DemiAura have the musical chops to mix it
with the big boys of Prog. A flurry of drums
and swirling synths and some ferocious
riffing tick all the boxes amongst the myriad
of tempo and mood changes. The ace in
the pack, however, is Wrathchild. A hugely
melodic delivery with a range to match
brings a musicality so often missing from
Progressive Metal. Amidst the flurry of
notes melody reigns supreme, giving the
likes of ‘Escaping The Event Horizon’ and
‘The Dreaming’ something of a twist on a
tried and tested formula.
The ‘When Day and Dream Unite’ vibe
throughout will keep most dedicated “Prog
Heads” more than happy, while Wrathchild`s
vocals open up the landscape somewhat
wider, making a hugely satisfying debut
release and an exciting future ahead.
Mick Burgess

DEMIAURA
‘THE ASCENDANT’
(Pavement)

HARD ROCK

PROGRESSIVE

DemiAura from Phoenix, Arizona, may
have been round in one form or another
since the late nineties, but ‘The Ascendant’
is incredibly their debut album. Better late
than never, as they say.

DEVOID
‘LONELY EYE MOVEMENT’
(Frontiers)
This is the second album from French
rockers Devoid. They signed to Frontiers after
their music was universally applauded by
the staff there, and ‘Lonely Eye Movement’
is the result. Best described as Melodic
Metal, guitarist Shad Mae says, “the idea
was to achieve the perfect mix between my
heaviest influences such as Evergrey, Devin

CHARLOTTE WESSELS – ‘TALES FROM SIX FEET UNDER’ (Napalm)

ROCK

I’m sure that every Delain fan was as equally
stunned as I was back in February when Charlotte
Wessels announced she was leaving the band.
Thankfully, Wessels had already established a
secondary outlet for her song-writing and that
creative avenue has now become the primary
focus for her musical endeavours.
Wessels created her own community on the
Patreon platform in May 2020 with the intention
of using it to release songs that were very
different from the material she was recording
with Delain (for transparency, I’m a member). The
idea was to release a song every month with no limitations, while the more Metalbased stuff was put aside for Delain. With sixteen monthly tracks now unveiled,
Wessels has decided to release her first solo album. However, it’s important to
state three key facts.
Firstly, this is more of a compilation than a fully-fledged solo debut as the ten
songs are a collection of her best monthly tracks. They were not written with the
intention that they would appear on an album together. Secondly, these have all
been written, recorded and produced by Wessels in her own Six Feet Under Studio.
She is a multi-instrumentalist but has been very upfront that things like the drums
and guitar solos were programmed. Lastly, there is not much Symphonic Metal as
those songs were originally kept specifically for Delain.
From Dance/Alt Pop-like offerings such as ‘Afkicken’ (her first Dutch-language
song) and ‘Masterpiece’ with its poppy beat and catchy textured vocals, through
‘Victor’ (featuring a soft verse and bounding, hushed-vocal chorus) and ‘Source Of
The Flame’ with its unusual ethnic beats, wailed vocals and strummed guitar chords,
to the orchestral-sounding ‘Lizzie’ (featuring Alissa White-Gluz) and the slightly
more Symphonic-like ‘FSU (2020)’, there’s plenty to enjoy. My standouts have to be
the glorious and infectious ‘Superhuman’, the beautiful yet lyrically powerful ‘Soft
Revolution’ and Wessels’ cover of ‘Cry Little Sister’ (‘The Lost Boys’ is a very special
film to me).
The variety and quality of the songs on this album more than justify Wessels’
decision to release this Patreon compilation, the only potential negative for some
is that it’s only available on vinyl and digitally. It may not have the big-budget
production that comes with being in a juggernaut like Delain, but the chance to
hear one of the world’s finest vocalists delivering songs straight from her heart is
unmissable. This fine, eclectic collection provides yet more evidence of Charlotte
Wessels’ immense talent.
Dave Scott
AUTUMN
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CIRCUS 66 – ‘FOLLOW THE BLACK CROW’ (Black Crow)

HARD ROCK

Good grief … what a voice! That was my
immediate thought on first hearing this album.
Vocalist Annabelle Zaychenko is the owner of
an astonishing pair of pipes, and takes her cue
from the likes of Joanna Dean, Joyce “Baby Jean”
Kennedy, Nikki Lamborn, Toni Childs and Skin.
She is a veritable powerhouse, and gives this
Maidenhead-based quartet an immediate identity
that sets them head and shoulders apart from the
crowd.
Musically, Circus 66 bring the Funk with real
verve and elan, instantly reminding me of The
Winery Dogs, Stevie Salas Colorcode, Clutch and Mother’s Finest, yet injecting
everything with their own unique fiery brand of British soul. Guitarist Matt Pearce
lets fly with a barrage of tasty licks and searing leads; he’s a real find, his natural
fluidity is both refreshing and dazzling in its own right. The rhythm section is
comparatively new to the band, but bass guitarist Luke Ward and drummer Leigh
Holley have proved to be inspired additions, laying down a wonderful, tighter-thanhell bottom end to the band’s sound.
This band understands that the best thing an album can do is to not outstay its
welcome. So, they have written songs that flow freely, yet are tastefully concise. As
a result, both songs and album fly past, leaving you wanting to experience them
again; a sure sign that they have hit the perfect balance musically. I wish more
bands understood that this is a winning formula. I’m hoping to see these guys live
soon, as I presume that they’re even more impressive in the that environment. There
are nine wonderfully eclectic songs on offer, and not the tiniest hint of a weak link
to be found anywhere.
Circus 66 are genuinely going to go on to big things. Catch them early if you can,
because their star is surely on the unstoppable ascendance.
Chris O’Connor
Townsend and Soilwork with my favourite
AOR bands like Winger, White Heart, Giant
and Strangeways. We wanted to produce
an album that is both catchy and timeless.”
That direct quote describes the album pretty
well; you could release this album mideighties with the soaring vocal melodies
and harmonies, along with nifty guitar runs
and hooks, and it sits perfectly within an
AOR skin, but the skeleton is pure Metal.
The title-track is a song about the
horror of dealing with depression and
trying to make your way through every
single day. It doesn’t matter what others
might tell you about what or who you are,
the struggle never stops. “The melancholic
atmosphere of this … is deliberate,
although we also wanted to leave hope at
the end”, Mae adds.
‘Destination Heaven’ has a glorious
rousing chorus, it’s a real fist-pumper and
features some tasty guitar riffs and breaks.
German vocalist Carsten Shultz is a real
find; he has a solid Rock voice that hits the
required highs with the assuredness of a
flaming arrow. ‘Waiting For A Storm’ would
happily play over the credits of one of those
badass eighties speedway films; the driving
rhythm and the punchy guitars of Mae and
Gwen Kerjan fatten the sound.
The rhythmic skills of Geoffrey Shob
Neau (bass) and Benjamin Lesous (drums)
come in to play for ‘Absence Of Holiness’; at
this point I realise the whole album is giving
me a rather Yngwie ‘Rising’ Force’ vibe.
Devoid are masters of a catchy chorus, as
evidenced on songs such as ‘Mirror Maze’,
‘Hands Of Salvation’, and what is now one
of my favourite ever song titles, ‘Martial
Hearts’. The album concludes with ‘Wood
And Wind’, a gentle acoustic instrumental
that doesn’t sit with the rest of the album
but is nonetheless beautiful.
‘Lonely Eye Movement’ doesn’t
necessarily break new ground, but it isn’t
meant to. As Mae said, it was meant to
be “catchy and timeless”, and it achieves
exactly what was intended.
Helen Bradley
DIM GRAY
‘FLOWN’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

The market for plaintive, sparse,
anguished Progressive Rock has grown
at quite a rate in recent years. Bands such
as Radiohead and Fleet Foxes have been
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inspiration for many an outfit as they seek
to raise the melancholy, while still somehow
boosting your spirits. Dim Gray are a
Norwegian three-piece closely following
that blueprint with this, their self-released
album ‘Flown’; and, it has to be said, with
no little success.
I can’t claim to be naturally drawn to
this spartan approach, and while I do love
the gut-wrenching bleakness of a band such
as Riverside, they are more than likely to
punctuate their ideas with some aggressive
riffing and howled vocals, which makes the
effect much less singular. Here, while the
mood ebbs and flows, the good times are
never really round the corner. This, for me, is
mood music and no mistake, but when that
mood arises, ‘Flown’ could be considered as
devastatingly impressive.
Just as likely to sit on the piano and
vocals of Oskar Holldorf as they are to rely
on the guitars from Håkon Høiberg, or drums
from Tom Ian Rogne Klungland, tracks such
as the emotionally heavy ‘Wandering’ and
the short joining piece of ‘Flown’ definitely
feel as though they are part of a journey.
Taken in isolation, much of the impact of
this highly charged collection drifts away
into the ether. However, as that title track
gives way to the echoing, pleading ‘Light
Anew’, so the heady approach of Holldorf’s
clear, lilting vocals grow way beyond the
impression left in single song bursts.
Something that will leave little surprise
is discovering that Dim Gray are all about
atmosphere, connection and having the
ability to build pieces that emotionally impact
as their meanings unfold. This band don’t,
in all honesty, convey their intentions in a
manner that’s likely to make them a regular
feature in my listening schedule; and yet, I’d
go as far as to suggest that when ‘Flown’ is
the musical mood I’m in, it can be classed as
intensely engaging in more ways than one.
Conversely, experienced out of context or
in the wrong frame of mind, and somehow
that shimmering beauty disappears into
nothingness. In many ways I think that was
maybe the intention all along.
Steven Reid
ECLIPSE
‘WIRED’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

There aren’t many things guaranteed
in life, apart from death, taxes, you’ll have
a birthday within twelve months, and that
AUTUMN

the latest Eclipse album will be brilliant;
it’s a fact. Apart from the first two (now
virtually disowned) Eclipse albums, since
2008’s ‘Are You Ready To Rock’ the Swedish
quartet have been a virtually indispensable
Hard Rock outfit, and album number eight,
‘Wired’, maintains that trajectory. There’s
no doubt that main-man Erik Mårtensson
has the Midas touch, as everything he
touches turns to musical gold, be it W.E.T.,
Ammunition or Nordic Union; however, for
me, Eclipse is his real crowning glory.
A Celtic influence has often been
prevalent in Eclipse’s music, with previous
album ‘Paradigm’ exploring that sound
fairly expansively, and that facet of their
sound surfaces intermittently again here,
such as the little melody in ‘Run For Cover’,
the brilliant musical breakdown in ‘Things
We Love’ and the lilting, acoustic intro to
the power ballad ‘Carved In Stone’. Those
moments aside, ‘Wired’ is otherwise a
straight-forward but no less immense, fistpunching Hard Rock masterclass, if a little
darker thematically then previously.
Is there a better opening quartet
to an Eclipse album than the dynamic,
AC/DC-esque riffage of ‘Roses On Your
Grave’, ‘Dying Breed’, the anthemic first
single ‘Saturday Night (Hallelujah)’ or the
aforementioned ‘Run For Cover’? Answers
on a postcard please! It only calms
down when ‘Carved In Stone’ makes its
appearance; a ballad that truly stands up to
my all-time favourite Eclipse song ‘About To
Break’ – and I remember Mårtensson once
telling me he didn’t think he wrote very
good ballads!
The latter half of the album maintains
the darker and perhaps heavier feel,
with ‘Poison Inside My Heart’, ‘We Didn’t
Come To Lose’, ‘Dead Inside’ and ‘Bite
The Bullet’ with its D.A.D.-reminiscent
guitar interlude, but it’s never to the
detriment of the outstanding melodies,
something that seems truly effortless on
a song like ‘Twilight’ - even if its closing
melody borrows heavily from Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony (or Rainbow’s ‘Difficult
To Cure’!). ‘Things We Love’ is a melodic
masterpiece that really highlights the guitar
interplay between Mårtensson and Magnus
Henrikssen that seems more prevalent
throughout ‘Wired’.
I’ve loved everything Eclipse have
ever done, though I’ve always maintained
nothing has ever quite matched the sheer
majesty of their ‘Bleed And Scream’ opus.
However, ‘Wired’ could be the album to
finally take that crown. Sheer brilliance!
Ant Heeks
EDDIE TATTON
‘CANONS UNDER FLOWERS’
(Stunted)
ROCK

Eddie Tatton is a guitarist who has been
around for a number of years. This album is
a collection of songs that he wrote whilst his
partner was recovering from her illness after
she caught Covid. Other musicians involved
here are Wayne Proctor (drums, producer),
Lynne Jackaman (vocals), Bennett Holland
(keyboards), Dan Humphreys (bass) and
Mozez and James Manners (vocals). Tatton
uses a range of classic electric guitars and
amps throughout the recordings.
The opening song ‘Small Voice’ starts
with an acoustic guitar and voice, but
quickly changes into an electric number with
lap steel and slide guitars. It is a pleasant,
mid-tempo song with tasty backing vocals
and an Indian-influenced solo at the finish.
‘Rise’ is a slow, spacey tune with multiple
vocalists and a distorted guitar throughout.
There is a lovely piece of slide guitar soloing
during this tune and fantastic electric piano
at the end. ’Namasta’ has an arpeggio
acoustic guitar and Jackaman singing
alongside a slide guitar, before breaking in
and out of an instrumental piece.
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’Hope’ is an instrumental track utilising
different guitars and their tones. ‘Tempest’
is a great Blues Rock track with a very
good chorus; it contains brilliant guitar
work and is reminiscent of something that
Joe Bonamassa might do. ‘Canons Under
Flowers’ is another instrumental with many
changes in tempo; sometimes sounding like
David Gilmour, and at other times there are
Jeff Beck influences.
There then follows a trilogy about
Mother Nature and the effects of
doing nothing if we do not protect the
environment. ‘Left To Our Own Devices’
is the highlight for me; it has Jackaman
singing a slow-paced ballad, ending
with a feedback guitar. This is carried on
in ’11.59’, which has Tatton on various
guitars and effects pedals with a driving
drum beat by Proctor. The album winds
down with ‘Glory’, which has a gentle
melody, plus slide and acoustic guitars
with birdsong throughout.
This opus covers so many different
styles of music and is a guitarist’s album;
however, there are many tracks containing
other superbly played instruments and
wonderful vocals too. The production by
Proctor is very good, and this will sound
perfect blasting out over a decent pair of
speakers. This music grows on you and is
well worth taking the time to listen to it.
Paul Gregory
EDGE OF PARADISE
‘THE UNKNOWN’
(Frontiers)
HEAVY METAL

Frontiers has been harshly criticized for
both the seemingly endless project bands
as well as resurrecting Pop Metal acts
from the 1980’s who are fighting for one
last chance in the spotlight. However, the
label absolutely still possesses a talent for
signing a plethora of fantastic new talent,
and Edge of Paradise is yet another such
discovery. Falling somewhere between Hard
Rock and Symphonic Metal, it has all of the
accoutrements of both.
While the pandemic of 2020 blunted
any and all plans of touring, founding
members Margarita Monet (vocals,
keyboards) and Dave Bates (guitars) went
back into the studio, and along with Jamie
Moreno (drums) and Ricky Bonazza (bass)
forged fire and steel to birth what has
become ‘The Unknown’, their second album
on Frontiers and fourth overall.
Monet sings with a similar timbre
and attitude to that of Priya Panda from
Diemonds (a personal favorite femalefronted band from Canada). However,
Monet offers a bit more; her range and
clarity is nothing short of sublime and her
powerful delivery is absolutely elysian. She
is equally sultry and fierce with seemingly
invisible octave transitions.
From the moment ‘Digital Paradise’ (the
album’s infectious opener) kicks into gear, it
is the epitome of what is to be found on the
rest of the album. Although guitar solos are
not a prominent feature here, it is a special
moment when one occurs, like on ‘Bound
To The Rhythm’. The dazzling display of
technique and execution will immediately
captivate and invoke envy from guitarists
everywhere. Although the vocals are the
clear highlight of the album, ‘Tidal Wave,’
‘False Idols’ and ‘One Last Time’ feature
some of Margarita’s best singing on the
album.
Edge Of Paradise is evidence that the
Los Angeles Hard Rock/Metal scene is
alive and well, with no nostalgia for the
Sunset Strip, Pop Metal scene that rose to
prominence throughout the eighties. They
embrace the sights, sounds and attitude
of the current day and have created
something nothing short of brilliant with
‘The Unknown’. No matter what track you
select on the CD or wherever you drop the
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CONNOR SELBY – ‘CONNOR SELBY’ (CJS)

BLUES

It’s an extraordinary thing to say that at the
tender age of twenty-two you opened for a
legendary band at one of the most iconic venues in
the world, but given that Connor Selby supported
The Who at Wembley Stadium, the man has every
right to highlight that on his CV. There’s something,
though, about the singer/guitarist that gives him a
sense of experience and gravitas that’s way beyond
his relatively tender years. This debut highlights a
talent injecting his youthful vigour into this old
soul, resulting in a freshness to this most loved
genre. Truth is, as a musical style, Blues covers such
a huge range already, but that is all part of its everyman appeal. Selby’s approach is
to highlight his grasp of these different moods in this sophomore release, building
on his acclaimed debut ‘Made Up My Mind’ two years ago.
The big, bold ‘I Can’t Let You Go’ opens this account, the swirling organ and brass
adding to its classic styling. The following ‘Falling In Love Again’ turns up the heat
with some deep Funk as Selby digs a lowdown groove; and so it continues, from
the filthy stomp of ‘Emily’ to the slow Blues of ‘The Man I Ought To Be’. Here is an
artist already assured in his path, although the album indicates someone not afraid
to stretch his wings a little and try different things. Despite this seeming attempt
to cover the bases, there is a real cohesion here, the material being uniformly high
quality.
It helps that Selby’s rich and characterful voice is so mellifluous. His fretwork is
equally as impressive and the hand-picked musicians he has with him are all stellar
players in their own right. Joining him, the polymathic Stefan Redtenbacher not
only plays bass but is band leader and producer; his partner in rhythm Mike Sturgis
locks things down with a swing and the keyboard work of Liam Dunachie adds a
real dazzle to proceedings. With this core, and the gospel backing vocals of Louise
Clare Marshall, the sound of the album is full of rich hues, all adding a precious
patina to the picture.
Whilst the highlights are many, the heartfelt ‘The Man I Ought To Be’, Country Soul
paeon ‘Hear My Prayer’ and grand blues barnstormer ‘Starting Again’ are hard to
beat. With confidence this high, the sky really is the limit for Selby.
Paul Monkhouse
needle on the Limited Edition, 180-gram
Blue LP, this album will not fail to deliver a
fantastic experience.
Brent Rusche
ELECTRIC GUITARS
‘FREE WHEELER’
(Mighty)
ROCK

This is the fourth studio album from
this Danish group which includes Søren
Andersen, the well-known producer/
guitarist from the Glenn Hughes and
Mike Tramp bands. The first three albums
were great and are recommended, and
the standard has been kept high by this
latest release.
‘Dopamine’ has an energy that is a little
like D-A-D; it’s wild and slightly punky, but
still very much Rock and with skilled guitar.
‘Free Wheeler’ has a bit of an AC/DC vibe
with a bluesier feel. ‘Cut Loose’ reminds
me a little of Thin Lizzy with a slightly more
folky vocal. ‘Zero Four’, referring to a regret
dating to 2004, has a stomping beat and
a structure which may be influenced by
seventies Glam; it also has a great bluesy
solo. ‘Going Out’ is more poppy with
harmonies, and even has the line “Hungry
Like The Wolf”, but, of course, they do not
forget the guitar.
‘Incoming’ is funkier and more seventies,
and could almost be something written for
Glenn Hughes. ‘The Rainbow’ is about the
never-ending quest for success in the music
biz, and ‘Nervous Breakdown’, referencing
the pandemic, are both a bit Cheap Trickish and more AOR. ‘Hot Blooded Woman’, a
South American tour story about something
way out of hand, also channels Cheap Trick,
but it is heavier with added high screams.
‘Welcome History’, on the topic of why the
human race never learns from its mistakes,
closes out the album with some truly heavy
bass and falsetto that again would sit very
well with fans of Glenn Hughes.
As you can see, from the cited
influences, this is an album for the dyedin-the-wool Classic Rock fan. Some of us
will always love this kind of stuff… and
rightfully so.
Dawn Osborne
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ELECTRIC HAZE
‘GET IN LINE’
(Idle North)
HARD ROCK

Relative newcomers from Umeå in
northern Sweden, Electric Haze are a fourpiece delivering a style of Hard Rock firmly
rooted in the seventies. Formed in 2014,
they released a number of singles (I’m
assuming digitally, as physical versions
aren’t viable these days) in 2016, following
this up later the same year with a selftitled, six track EP. Now, a mere five years
later they return with ‘Get In Line’, their
full length debut… and an interesting little
tome it turns out to be!
Given their affiliation to the golden
decade of Rock – don’t let anyone try and
tell you that was the eighties, just assume
anyone who does isn’t old enough to know
better – you won’t be surprised when names
like Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin etc. etc., crop
up in terms of comparisons. However, throw
in a few crunching (dare I say Stoner?) riffs,
a dash of eighties Punk/Glam and plenty
of swagger, and you’ll find an album that,
on the whole, celebrates rather than copies
what has gone before.
Opening their account with the gritty,
driving ‘Succuba’ – imagine the swagger
of Whitesnake meeting a funky, Van Halenesque shuffle all put through a fuzz box – it
sets up what proves to be quite a diverse
sounding record… can I still say that and
remain relevant? Perhaps not, but heyho! ‘WOAH!’, which follows, has a sort of
embryonic “Mötley Crüe meets Poison”
Glam Metal vibe to it (albeit with more of a
Garage feel), whilst the brooding title track
echoes Led Zeppelin… Greta Van Fleet eat
your heart out!
Elsewhere, the hauntingly emotive
‘Craven Of Pain’ is a slow burning ballad
with a guitar solo that reminds me of
early eighties Vandenberg, and ‘Clenched
Fist’ has a moody Black Sabbath riff
welded to a Rainbow-like chorus. ‘Cryin’’,
which brings things to a suitable close,
also drinks liberally from that Zep-infused
well of creativity. In Anton Ekstrom they
have a suitably charismatic front man,
and the guitars, bass and drums all snap
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into line to showcase his classic roar in
its best light.
Well played and arranged – the
production has a live, almost rehearsal
room spontaneity to it, but I’m guessing
that (and budgetary limitations) was
entirely the point – it may take a couple of
spins to get into the groove, but that extra
effort is definitely worth it.
Dave Cockett
ELECTRIC SIX
‘STREETS OF GOLD’
(Cleopatra)
ROCK

When this came my way, my mind
immediately reminded me of their
videos back in the day for ‘Danger High
Voltage’ and ‘Gay Bar’. What I didn’t
realise was how successful Electric
Six were, and that they have released
something like fifteen albums so far. This
one, however, is a covers album, which
to be honest I can struggle with, as well
as new versions of their two best known
tracks (previously mentioned).
‘Streets…’ is a mixture of Pop and
Rock covers, I will concentrate though on
what may be of interest to readers here. The
opener ‘Don’t Change’ is an INXS track that
I am not familiar with, but it is actually okay.
I have always had a soft spot for Fleetwood
Mac’s ‘Little Lies’, however, this doesn’t
really do it for me. It is too much like the
original, apart from the vocal, obviously.
Even though it isn’t a Rock song, The Jam’s
‘That’s Entertainment’ is a classic to some,
and this is actually quite good, not veering
much from the original.
Alice Cooper’s ‘No More Mr Nice Guy’,
to my ears, isn’t a great rendition, however,
I much preferred Kiss’ ‘Strutter’, which
follows pretty faithfully to the original. To
be honest, I had forgotten about David
Bowie’s Tin Machine project, but ‘Under
The Gun’ is pleasant enough. What was of
more interest to me were the new versions
of ‘Danger High Voltage’ and ‘Gay Bar’, both
of which are again not too different from
the originals, so I am not sure of the point of
adding them to this release.
I guess this record is best listened to
with an open mind and not to be taken too
seriously. If it makes you investigate the
band’s history then I guess it has done its
job; however, I am afraid it wasn’t for me.
Richard Epps

ENEMY INSIDE
‘SEVEN’
(Rock Of Angels)
HEAVY METAL

A bit Symphonic, a bit Metal and a
bit Modern/Alternative. Pretty hard to
pigeonhole for those who need genre
definition before they proceed to investigate
further. Think early Delain, Evanescence and
Amaranthe, and that may clear things up
(or not). ‘Seven’ is the sophomore outing
for this female-fronted German quintet and
it made enough of an impression to make
me check out the debut album ‘Phoenix’,
released back in 2018.
Natassja Giulia (vocals), Evan K (lead
guitar), Dave Hadarik (rhythm guitar),
Dominik Stotzen (bass) and Feli Keith
(drums) have been together since 2017, and
there are a number of videos on YouTube
giving a fair representation of what Enemy
Inside are all about.
‘Seven’ contains eleven tracks (ten
original compositions and one cover), and
it is evident after just one play that the
band have a strong ear for melody. Though
the music is not overly heavy, the guitars
and rhythm section pack a decent punch,
and Giulia has a great voice. The hooks
are immediate, and though ‘Crystallize’,
‘Alien’ and ‘Release Me’ are the songs
chosen as singles to date, I think all eleven
are worthy contenders, with ‘Bulletproof’
being especially catchy. The cover of
Jennifer Paige’s ‘Crush’ has been given a bit
more edge and doesn’t seem out of place
amongst the rest of the material, though it
is the last track on the album.
Now that touring restrictions are
easing, I’d love to see Enemy Inside over in
the UK, either headlining in their own right
or as support to a higher profile act. With so
many mediocre female-fronted bands out
there, it’s good to know some can still come
along to make me sit up and take notice.
Dave Bott
ENUFF Z’NUFF
‘NEVER ENUFF!’
(Cleopatra)
HARD ROCK

Those who’ve known me for many
years always wonder why I like the Enuff’s;
their music isn’t “Pink & Fluffy” (copyright
Derek Oliver), it’s not Proggy or heavy either.
Instead, it’s poppy/glammy and decidedly

CRIMSON RIOT – ‘IT TOOK AN APOCALYPSE’
(Die Laughing/Golden Robot)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE
Winners of the ‘Who Will Rock You’ TV show in
2018, Crimson Riot follow up their debut ‘Classy
Punk For Trashy People’ with an album that has
a surface sheen of “heard it all before”, but has
a depth of style and enjoyment that stamps all
over most of their competition with big hob nailed
boots.
Opener ‘You Kill Me’ is pretty much what you’d
expect; a cool little Punk Pop piece that doesn’t
do anything new but does it well. It’s with follow
up ‘Political Identity’ that Crimson Riot really
made me stand up and take notice. It’s a horribly
catchy song, fast of pace and full of attitude, but it’s the lyrics that really stand
out, basically speaking about assuming someone’s political leanings, as happens
so often on social media. It’s definitely my favourite track of the album and of this
issue’s releases.
Just when you think you’ve got them nailed down, it all goes Irish with ‘St James’s
Gate’, and they do a fine, upbeat job, too. ‘Girl Fight’ is an angry song about sexism,
whilst ‘If The Shoe Fits’ brings a more Ska sound to the table. It wanders around
in this fashion for a total of twelve songs, none of which go past three and a half
minutes, but they also never feel too short either. It helps that they all are incredibly
catchy as well.
Husband and wife team Roxy Gunn and Chris Reject share vocals, with Gunn
taking the lion’s share; both work very well with the music, whether it’s harmonizing
or taking the lead. This is an almost perfect example of what can be done within the
genre, blasting all-out, fun Punk Pop, Ska and even a bit of Country, yet ramming
home socially relevant messages whilst they do it.
Crimson Riot are exactly what the scene needs right now.
Alan Holloway
AUTUMN
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DANKO JONES – ‘POWER TRIO’ (Mate In Germany/Tonpool) MODERN/ALTERNATIVE
“It’s easy to write Rock songs”, declares band
leader Danko Jones. My retort would be that it’s
also easy to review Danko Jones songs.
The refreshing thing about this Canadian band
is that they aren’t suddenly going to release an
album chock full of Progressive Rock, or bore us to
tears with ten-plus songs of shoegazing dullness.
Predictably, ‘Power Trio’ – the bands tenth –
carries on from where 2019’s ‘A Rock Supreme’
left off. Power Garage Rock is the order of the
day, with riffs aplenty spread across the eleven
tracks. Opening up with rip-roaring ‘I Want Out’,
the album is peppered with simplistic good time Rock & Roll; the one-hundredmile-an-hour ‘Flaunt It’ or the buzz saw guitar crunch of ‘Dangerous Kiss’ being
prime examples.
Danko Jones is a ballad-free band, and that doesn’t change here. Instead, there’s
more bang for your buck, with the heavy Power Pop of ‘Raise Some Hell’, the quirky
‘Blue Denim Jumpsuit’, or the incessantly catchy ‘Good Lookin’ with its ridiculous
earworm verse refrains. Tongue-in-cheek lyrics remain intact throughout; another
given with Danko Jones. There’s nothing here that will turn you on to the band, but
fans will again find plenty to enjoy.
“The more things change the more they stay the same” is a phrase that could be
applied to Danko Jones, and that is extremely positive in my book.
Mike Newdeck
Beatles-like in sound, yet from the first time
that I heard ‘Fly High Michelle’ (some thirty
odd years ago) I’ve loved this band and
their music, and in Chip Z’nuff and Donnie
Vie you’ll not meet two nicer people in the
music business. This new triple CD/vinyl set
therefore, is not just a welcome addition
to any Enuff’s collection, it’s dare I say an
essential one.
Made up of forty tracks, all recorded by
the band during sessions before the first
album came out, this is for any fan of this
band; it’s like Indiana Jones finding the Holy
Grail! Okay, I’ll admit that in places the
sound at times has a demo-like and raw
quality to it, but that only adds charm to the
songs, which after you’ve heard them will
leave you scratching your head, wondering
why any of these wonderful tracks never
made an album proper.
‘Bye Bye Love’, ‘I Won’t Forget’, ‘Girl
Crazy’, ‘Never Let You Go’, ‘Just What You
Want’, ‘Everyone Says No’, ‘Crazy Night’,
‘Still Lovers’, ‘Number One’, ‘Soldier’s Story’,
‘Million Miles Away’ and ‘Maybe Someday’
could be put on any Enuff’s album and
you’d be happy that they were there.
The box set comes with extensive liner
notes penned by Donnie and Chip, and they
detail their struggles to get noticed and how
they tried to come up with a sound that
would define them and differ themselves
from the many other bands around at the
time. There’s also a wealth of new photos,
many from fans who took fuzzy pictures at
their shows over the years.
So, it’s time to break into the piggy
bank (once again) and invest in forty new/
old songs that Rock ‘n’ Roll you, and not a
duff one to be found anywhere. I’ve heard
many great sounding albums with pristine
production jobs over the last couple of
months, and I’ve enjoyed them all; but to
tell you the truth, this raw sounding triple
disc set is the one I’ve returned to the
most… brilliant stuff.
Ian Johnson

Simon, is the first single to be released and
is acoustic Blues with a gorgeous slide guitar
and a catchy chorus. ’Whole World’s Got The
Blues’ features Eric Gales doing the guitar
work, and for me this is the standout track;
it’s fantastic Blues Rock, starting off slow but
then gradually increasing in tempo. ‘Dear
America’ is typical Bibb, full of twelve bar
Blues vibes, claps and even a mandolin.
’Different Picture’ is a slow burning
tune with just vocals and acoustic at the
start, but then opens up into a typical Gary
Clarke Jr feel with great backing vocals
and a cracking slide guitar. ‘Tell Yourself’
includes some nice lyrics and benefits from
being just vocals, acoustic and slide guitars.
‘Emmett’s Ghost’ is about the murder of
Emmett Till, whose incendiary lynching in
1955 galvanised the civil rights movement;
it is an American roots style of music and
sounds wonderful.
‘White And Black’ and ‘Along The Way’
are lovely slow songs with very meaningful
words. ‘Talkin Bout A Train’ is in two parts;
the first part is a slow dreamy track with a
Blues harmonica playing in the background,
whilst the second is very different and is
a jazzy track. ‘Loves Kingdom’ is a bouncy
Soul/Stax track with great bass guitar and
harmonies. ‘Oneness Of Love’ has Lisa Mills
on shared vocals and is the only ballad on
the album; it has a cello playing along with
the vocals and is a very atmospheric tune.
This collection is full of great songs,
collaborations and very poignant lyrics.
There are different styles and genres of
music included, from basic Blues to fuller
sounding tunes, and this makes it sound
that much more interesting. This is for fans
of Blues who like American roots style
music brought up to date.
Paul Gregory

ERIC BIBB
‘DEAR AMERICA’
(Provogue)

God, I love Soulive, sexy Soul with
funky forays. So, when our Reviews Editor
flirted this to my inbox, I hoped we’d have
something just like it. Then I could explain
to him why a Soul album should be in
these pages. Eric Krasno was involved in
the conception of that great band, plus
producing for so many, including Norah
Jones, Aaron Neville, 50 Cent and a myriad
other; this should be good....
This isn’t as frenetic as Soulive, but it has
that sweet beat and a Soul swing; that almost
George Benson guitar and well-placed horns
in ‘Silence’. The shiny slider ‘Leave Me Alone’
is a delight, and eighties, icy Funk brooder
‘Good Thing’ takes you right back there, and
lagging beat and smudgy guitars is a prime

BLUES

This album is released on 10th
September, and Eric Bibb describes it as
“A love letter to America and that on this
record I’m saying all the things I would
want to say to somebody dear to me, but it’s
also a self-portrait as well.” He has various
guests appearing, including Eric Gales,
Shaneeka Simon and Ron Carter. The album
was co-written with producer Glenn Scott.
‘Who LoPa Lovin’ is a laid-back Folk/
Blues acoustic ditty featuring Ron Carter.
‘Born Of A Woman’, featuring Shaneeka
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ERIC KRASNO
‘ALWAYS’
(Mascot/Provogue)
ROCK

AUTUMN

bit of bedroom Soul.
Hang on though; James Brown is doing
his foot shuffle as the horns nudge and the
guitar flows for ‘Lost Myself’. He leaves us
with the soft, Folk and Prog-touched ‘Always
With You’. What a cool, calm collection.
Now, let me get those arguments
ready...
Steve Swift
ESQUYS
‘INSTINCT’
(Aedonia)
SYMPHONIC

‘Instinct’ is the first album from
Esquys, the solo project of French writer,
composer, musician and producer
Sébastien Normand (formerly of Polarys
and more latterly Nepenthys). It’s billed
as Symphonic Folk Metal, though I’m
not sure that even that label, while not
inaccurate, is sufficiently broad to capture
the rich tableau of sounds and influences
which Normand has assembled.
Normand’s intention is to use Esquys
largely as a vehicle for delivering his own
compositions, drawing on guest vocalists
and other collaborators where required.
In fact, aside from the vocal contributions
of Anna Fiori, Ranthiel, Jen Janet, Anna
Murphy, and Micky Huijsmans, plus
Freak Kitchen guitarist Mattias Eklundh’s
outstanding solo on ‘Open Your Eyes’,
Normand plays and programmes all sounds
and instruments here himself.
Conceptually, there is a story at the
heart of ‘Instinct’ that is essential to
understanding its flow and presentation.
Esquys is a little girl born into a Northern
tribe trying to protect what is left of its
ancient rites and beliefs in the face of a
new world order. Normand has, it seems,
got several albums planned to cover the
developing story through the eyes of Esquys
as both a young girl and an adult.
The range of styles and sounds here
are fascinating. The Metal influences are
frequent and varied, and are perhaps most
consistently prominent on the galloping
‘Ghosts’. At times they are subtle or, at
least, not overbearing, with movie score
influences featuring strongly, especially on
the album’s instrumental tracks. Particularly
intriguing is ‘Ddwansiwr’ (‘Dancer’ in
Welsh), a lengthy piece which, building
on a rhythmic, percussive opening, is both
folky and cinematic at times while edging
towards the experimental end of Prog (the
ground occupied by the likes of Richard
Wileman and Karda Estra).
The vocal performances are, without
exception, immensely enjoyable, but the
pick for me is Anna Fiori’s delivery on
the aforementioned ‘Open Your Eyes’,
which veers between sweet and (almost)
death growl to striking effect. The album
concludes with an “enhanced” cover of
Madonna’s ‘Frozen’; something of a surprise
for sure, but a great song that works well
in context.
‘Instinct’ features an interesting, varied
and beautifully presented set of tracks
that should appeal to Symphonic Metal
and Prog fans alike. It’s a thoughtful and
engaging album that draws you in and
keeps you guessing. If it should prove to be
the first of several, then so much the better.
Michael Anthony
ETERNAL SILENCE
‘TIMEGATE ANATHEMA’
(Rockhots)
POWER METAL

‘Timegate Anathema’ is the fourth
full release from Italian female-fronted
Symphonic Rock band Eternal Silence,
some four years after previous release
‘Mastermind Tyranny’. I would describe the
musical style more as Melodic Power Metal
with Symphonic elements which gives the
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material a classical feel. The band line-up
is currently Marika Vanni on vocals, Alberto
Cassina on guitar/vocals, Enzo Criscuolo on
guitar, Alessio Sessa on bass, and Andrea
Zannin on drums.
The album tracks incorporate a theme
that revolves around the concept of time.
The ten songs range from an acoustic ballad
through to Power Metal romps, on to the
heavy, dark and broody. ‘The Way Of Time’,
a fast-paced Melodic Metal number opens
the album in good style, leading in with a
guitar riff and keyboard counterpoint that
builds till the introduction of the vocals
(which reminded me very much of Amy
Lee on this track), which then take the
lead for the remainder of the song. ‘Edge
Of The Dream’ leads off with a majestic
introduction, which could almost be a film
score, prior to the verse which features
a duel female/male vocal followed by a
soaring melodic chorus.
Next up is the (first) single ‘Ancient Spirit’
which features a nice melodic keyboard
introduction that plays counterpoint to the
main guitar riff as it comes in. The vocals
manage to create an atmospheric ambience
that reflect the title. ‘Heart Of Lead’ changes
the formula slightly with a slow, emotional
guitar intro, and it leads with a male vocal
prior to switching to a female lead. Second
single ‘Glide In The Air’ again opens with a
nice keyboard/guitar intro where the keys
seem to weave around the guitar riff, thus
creating an unusual but pleasing effect…
different but enjoyable. Ballad ‘Firefly’,
with its acoustic guitar, synth violins and
dream-like vocals is almost a perfect oldschool ballad. Album closer ‘Red Death
Masquerade’ is possibly the heaviest song
present, and it makes good use of the
talents of both vocalists.
Not being familiar with Eternal Silence,
I was pleasantly surprised listening to
‘Timegate Anathema’. The vocals and guitar
were particularly impressive; the songs
were melodic without being overblown,
and the keyboards were used to good effect
(no idea who was playing/programming).
I’d recommend catching the videos for the
singles, as they will give a fine introduction
into what the band are about.
Chris Mee
EYES
‘PERFECT VISION 20/20’
(GMR)
HARD ROCK

Anyone remember the Swedish Melodic
Rock act called Aces High? Good, well what
we have here is four fifths of that band:
Anders Sellborn (bass), Björn H. Lindbäck
(drums), Joakim Sandberg (guitars) and Åke
David Rickard (keyboards) are now joined
by Planet singer Peter Andersson for this,
their debut album.
However, there’s a problem with this
re-vamp, because if you do remember Aces
High, then you’ll know they played an uptempo style of Melodic Rock with a lot of
musical flair. Conversely, the songs here
are more about being old-school, seventies
Hard Rock plodders than eighties rockers,
and the album suffers for this. Personally,
there’s not much to get truly excited about,
and as good as parts of the songs can be
at times, few, if any, have a long-term
memorable feel to them.
Also, what lets this album down is
the fact that you might have (like myself)
shelled out for their recent £8 EP that came
out last year and consisted of five tracks.
If you did, all of said songs can be found
on this album with no tweaks to them; so
in essence, it’s another tenner for only five
new songs, which I have to say is poor
guys… very poor.
Musically, as I mentioned, there’s an
old-school feel going on here, with nods to
Rainbow and Purple with a bit of a Scandie
twist. However, there’s just something
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lacking in the fun department. Each song
comes in, is well played and sung, but then
leaves without anything sticking. Gun to
my head, I’d say look out for ‘Playing To
Win’, ‘Turn Of Your Life’, ‘This Is Us’, the
up-tempo ‘Shot Down In Flames’ and ‘More
Than Meets The Eye’ as they all have their
moments, but with a little more energy they
could have been so much more.
Summing up, I’ll say that I was hoping
for a lot more from Eyes, and whilst this isn’t
that bad, it isn’t all that good either. I think
others will warm to this more than I have,
and good luck to them, but this is another
that won’t be revisited often.
Ian Johnson
FEUERSCHWANZ
‘DIE LETZTE SCHLACHT’
(Napalm)
POWER METAL

The rise of tongue-in-cheek Pirate /
Viking / Medieval / Folk Metal is one of
the more curious genres that’s happened
in the last few years. An antidote to a lot
of the po-faced and crushingly serious
bands out there, it can be a little “Marmite”
in its appeal, with people either buying
into it lock, stock and barrel, dressing up
and filling festival fields with inflatable
swords and unicorns, or avoiding it like
the (Bubonic) plague. Tapping into this
fervour for over-the-top insanity, German
outfit Feuerschwanz have gone the whole
spit roast hog with this truly epic release,
and they bring a full hour-and-a-half of
bombastic and barking medieval Folk Metal
in full flight.
As with similar bands, this sextet
has created its own immersive world
with its own characters and mythology.
The musicians themselves, sporting such
names as Sir Lance Fleet, Hans the Upright
and Prince Testicle Heart, all give a clear
indication that this is meant as a bit of
campy fun. Whilst this is all easy for some
to dismiss, the material is performed at
such a high level that you can’t but help
be impressed by the overall package.
There’s no half measures here, and from the
suitably grandiose opening instrumental
‘Powermet Intro’ through to the everything
but the kitchen-sink-meter peaking of closer
‘Under The Dragon Banner’ no opportunity
is missed to fry your synapses.
Metal
jig
‘Metnotstand
im
Marchenland’ amps up the Folk side, with
fiddles and whistles flying as much as the
riffs. ‘The Eleventh Commandment’ sounds
like a party between Dick Dale, Fairport
Convention, Megadeth and Rammstein and
shows that truly… everything goes! For
those who love Thrash, both the suitably
titled ‘Dance Of Death’ and ‘Methammers’
should satisfy, but if your thing is more Rap
and grinding riffs done in a medieval Metal
style, then go straight for ‘Thing’. Elsewhere,
guests Angus McFife from Gloryhammer
and Patty Gurdy crop up along the way
(amongst others), joining in the madness
and adding their own talents to the brew.
Given the length of the release, and
the fact that virtually all of it is sung in
their native tongue, it can be a marathon
if attempted in one sitting, even if you’re
fluent in German. But, if drinking mead
from horns and fighting your enemies with
a rubber broadsword is your thing, then
dive in headfirst.
Paul Monkhouse
FLOTSAM AND JETSAM
‘BLOOD IN THE WATER’
(AFM)
HEAVY METAL

Even today most Metal fans of a
certain age associate Flotsam And Jetsam
as the band that Metallica poached Jason
Newsted from and probably don’t realise
that they have had a long and relatively
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successful career since then. Truth be told,
‘Blood In The Water’ is their fourteenth
studio album which is four more than
Metallica have released, and to many fans
and the band themselves they are only
getting better!
Their previous two releases ‘Flotsam
And Jetsam’ and ‘The End Of Chaos’ (mixed
by Jacob Hansen) have been critically
acclaimed in some circles, with the latter
the highest charting album of any in their
career. Still featuring the powerhouse
vocals of original singer Eric ‘AK’ Knutson
and the phenomenal drumming of Ken K
Mary, whose resumé includes the likes of
Alice Cooper, House Of Lords, Accept and
Bonfire (he played all drums on the seminal
album ‘Fireworks’). They are complimented
by original guitarist Michael Gilbert (in his
second spell) and second guitarist Steve
Conley who are both old school shredders
brought up on the likes of Accept’s Wolf
Hoffmann in Gilbert’s case, and Malmsteen,
Vinnie Moore and Eddie Van Halen in
Conley’s, with Conley a legato player and
Gilbert a picker. Bassist Bill Bodily (exToxic and formerly of Death Metal bands
Contrarian and Inhumatus) is a five-string
aficionado and brings his unique fingertapping skills to Flo-Jet’s bottom end to
complete the line-up.
Having written enough material to grace
three albums Flotsam And Jetsam have had
to bring their “A” game to the table to top
their last effort. ‘Burn The Sky’ has been
released as the first single and its aggressive
riffs and melodic soloing alongside Mary’s
powerhouse drumming certainly get the
juices flowing, and the killer in-your-face
power of second single ‘Brace For Impact’
with its rapid fire riffs and drum tempo mixed
with time changes and a slowed down midsection are probably going to make the live
arena alongside the title track which is old
school Thrash at its best.
The production is impressive, and
the mix of Thrash, Speed Metal, Power
Metal and contemporary Heavy Metal
with Knutson’s dynamic vocal delivery still
delivering high octane power makes for a
very impressive album indeed. The fact that
Flotsam And Jetsam aren’t a considerably
bigger band is criminal!
Carl Buxton

FOCUS – ‘FOCUS 50: LIVE IN RIO/
COMPLETELY FOCUSSED’
(In Focus/Cherry Red)
PROGRESSIVE

Happy Birthday to ya! Happy Birthday to
ya! Happy… well, you know how that one
ends. Focus is fifty and still kicking; battered
and bruised, with a big collection of past
players, but still here, and this birthday
pressie is a nice one with 3CD/1Blu-Ray.
Firstly, the bonus disc, a lockdown project of
the “Focus” numbers.
The highlights of ‘Completely Focussed’?
Well, ‘Focus 1’ is stately and considered;
‘Focus 2’ has a sweet flute handing around,
whilst ‘Focus 3’ is half as long and therefore
doesn’t have the grandeur of the original.
‘Focus 8’ enjoys its meander, ‘Focus 11’ is a
jazzy discourse, and there’s a purity to the
piano and guitar arrangement of ‘Focus 12’.
There are thirteen “Focuses” here, because
some didn’t appear on Focus albums.
The other discs are ‘Live In Rio’ from
2017 and a Blu-Ray of the show (the latter
not provided for review). The first ‘Live
In Rio’ disc has a lovely spick and span
sound with a sadly relegated spot for the
drums. ‘Focus 1’ has a sweep and swooping
guitars, the flute jousts lustily; and of course,
they do ‘House Of The King’, which has a
lovely jaunt. The crowd joins in with the scat
in ‘Eruption’, and ‘Sylvia’ is simply glorious.
The second ‘Live In Rio’ disc boasts
a thick sounding, organ-blasting ‘Harem
Scarem’, and an almost coming-off-therails, joyously received ‘Hocus Pocus’, which
blasts off on fret-board flurries, but almost
ruined by a verrrrrrrrry long drum solo.
This is a band in rude health, and with
Thijs van Leer central to it, they sound as
good as ever. Fifty candles on that cake
shine brightly...
Steve Swift
FOGHAT
‘8 DAYS ON THE ROAD’
(Metalville)
ROCK

The seventies were a golden era for the
live album. So many classics came from
that period, with KISS’ ‘Alive’, Deep Purple’s

DANNY DANZI - ‘TRIBULATIONS’ (Escape)

HARD ROCK

Many moons ago I once insulted Danny Danzi
at a Z Rock Festival. He was on the bill, and
having never heard of him before, I said to this
guy standing next to me at the bar that I hoped
this Danny Danzi fella was good and not another
let-down (there’d been a couple that day already).
He replied, “Me too, and I’ll try to do my best for
you.” Bugger… that was my foot firmly planted in
mouth! Thankfully, Danny saw the funny side of my
comment, and he was, by the way, one of the best
artists on that day.
His two solo albums have also been long time
favourites of mine, so when this new and unexpected album dropped in my intray I was shocked to say the least. However, what does Mr Danzi and his friends
sound like almost eighteen years after his second album ‘Danziland’ came out?
Well, bloody fantastic is my answer. It’s Melodic Hard Rock with a huge old-school
feel, all wrapped up in a wonderfully rich production.
What is strange though, is that this album is billed as a concept based on the
life and challenges that Danzi, drummer Guy DeFalco and bassist Joe DeFalco have
had over the years. Now, I suspect that having the info booklet to hand would help
with the story here, but without it I’ll just say that what we have is some of the
best Melodic Hard Rock I’ve heard this year; just hit “Play” and wallow in some
cracking songs, like ‘Accountable’, ‘Restitution’, the swaggering ‘Forever’ and ‘Carry
Me Back’.
They’re ably supported by other great songs, like the catchy-as-hell ‘It Is What It
Is’, ‘Hangin’ On’ with it’s Southern-ish feel, the heavy rocking ‘Where Do We Go’ and
the fast-as-a-whip ‘Help Me Out’. Closing the album are two tracks that are worth
the price of the album alone; namely ‘Arms Wide Open’, a seven-minute AOR-tastic
track that has a guitar solo to die for, and the hard rocking ‘Forever’, which has a
devastating earworm of a chorus.
I’m so glad Danny Danzi and his friends are back with us and this album shows
that you don’t have to go down the European identikit route when writing and
recording a Hard Rock album in 2021. Definitely going to place highly in the end of
year polls; what a comeback!
Ian Johnson
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‘Made In Japan’, Thin Lizzy’s ‘Live And
Dangerous’ and ‘Strangers In The Night’
by UFO (to name just four) going on to
represent high watermarks in the careers of
many artists from those times.
Joining that illustrious list is Foghat, who
were formed in London by former Savoy
Brown members Dave Peverett, Roger Earl
and Tony Stevens, before relocating to the
USA where they found considerable success
with a clutch of gold and platinum records,
including the legendary ‘Foghat Live’,
released in 1977; it became the biggest
selling album of their career and helped to
define a musical decade. After a number of
splits, reformations, line-up changes and
deaths, the current line-up features original
drummer Roger Earl alongside former Ted
Nugent/Victory vocalist Charlie Huhn and
Wild Cherry guitarist Brian Bassett, both
of whom have been in Foghat for over two
decades; Rodney O’Quinn from Pat Travers
also joined the band on bass.
It’s always going to be a challenge to
match an iconic live album; an album that
captured a moment in time in people’s
lives that can never be replicated. However,
‘8 Days On The Road’ proves to be a fine
release in its own right. Recorded at Daryl’s
House, New York in 2019 it includes five
of the six tracks that graced ‘Foghat Live’.
They all stand up well to those illustrious
originals, and much of that is down to the
soulful voice of Charlie Huhn, who breathes
life into classics such as ‘Road Fever’ and
‘Fool For The City’.
Bassett’s sterling slide guitar work and
Earl’s clanking cowbell on opener ‘Drivin’
Wheel’ ensure that classic Foghat sound
is still alive and kicking. Although a minor
quibble, it’s disappointing to see nothing
from the three Charlie Huhn fronted studio
albums, but when the Boogie shuffle of
vintage cuts ‘Chateau Lafitte ‘59 Boogie’
and ‘Eight Days On The Road’ lock in, all
that is forgotten. A riotous Rock ‘n’ Roll
romp through Chuck Berry’s ‘Maybellene’
and a groove-heavy take on Wild Cherry’s
‘Play That Funky Music’ sets it up perfectly
for Foghat’s signature tune ‘Slow Ride’.
All this makes for a hugely enjoyable
live album, and one that celebrates
Foghat’s illustrious legacy with a
genuine passion that bodes well for their
forthcoming studio album.
Mick Burgess
FRED LEE AND THE RESTLESS
‘SLEEPWALKING IN DAYLIGHT’
(Lovely)
ROCK

Frontman of Swedish hardcore outfit
Totalt Javla Morker, Frederik Lindkvist
(A.K.A. Fred Lee) brings this delicious
smorgasbord of delights to us… and it’s
miles away from the day job! Eschewing
his normal, full-blooded approach of raw
throated Punk, ‘Sleepwalking In Daylight’
brings much more of a Folk Rock flavour to
things, and shows an artist embracing his
creativity in these alternate ways.
Whilst not quite ready for pipe and
slippers just yet, the album illustrates
what, some may label, as a more “mature”
approach; the songs having more shape
and slick curves than the brutal, previous
material. This though is a superficial artifice,
and if you scratch below the surface, you’ll
certainly find the same fire as always; the
singer’s want to subvert the medium, thus
blindsiding the casual listener.
From blue collar rockers like opener
‘What Do You Want’ which blends
Springsteen with Tom Petty, the Bluegrass
‘I’ve Tried’ that could have been written
by The Waterboys if they’d been born in
Missouri rather than Edinburgh, through
to the Billy Bragg-ish, stripped bare
and polemic ‘You Were Anyone, But
Not Anywhere’, there’s much to enjoy.
Underneath this still bubbles the spikiness
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that he’s renowned for, and whilst there
are certainly some lush arrangements, like
the laid back ‘New Sweden’ and the lilting
‘Juliet’, there’s also driving rockers like ‘The
Weight On My Shoulders’ that manages to
capture the spirit and spit of The Clash’s
prime era.
One of the things that most benefits the
album is its “live” feel; the whole having
been recorded over a scant two days, and
this following just four rehearsal sessions by
the band. In the age of constant refinements
and months in the studio working on one
song, this harks back to the work rate of The
Beatles and Sun Records; it makes a hugely
refreshing change, encapsulating that Rock
‘n’ Roll ethic. Whilst that approach adds the
spark, it’s the song writing that is at the
heart of what the artist does here, and that
obvious love for the influences translates
into something that’s not just Lindkvist
dabbling in something to shock people, but
a true passion project.
Whilst the recording may have been
swift, there’s nothing rough or unfinished
here; the tracks sonically shine to exactly
the right level without losing any of its
thrilling forward momentum. A vibrant,
intelligent and vital album.
Paul Monkhouse
GABRIELE BELLINI
‘REBELLION PARTY’
(GoldMusicOne)
INSTRUMENTAL

With twenty-four albums over a thirtyfive year career, Gabriele Bellini’s résumé is
the only presentation he may need. But if
we still want to add something more about
the Italian maestro, we can say he is a
guitarist, teacher, producer and record label
founder; renowned for his music work but
also for his intense activity promoting the
best underground bands on the scene.
So, from an eclectic and original
musician, one would expect a hearty,
solid album and ‘Rebellion Party’ does
not disappoint. It’s a collection of thirteen
instrumental tracks that give life to a hymn
to existence. It’s a concept about instinct,
the eternal struggle for salvation and that
ability, that innate strength, that gift inside
of us that we should never forget about.
With his Rock and Roll attitude and
cheeky style, Bellini is still evolving, looking
for the perfect soundscape, where a wide
dynamic range fits with a multitude of
influences, from Rock to Blues, always in the
name of melody. It’s a mature work, fruit of
long evolutionary labour, full of energy and
love for life, a celebration of beauty and
all the positive things we have around us.
This is a dialogue without conceit, a voice
that tells the story of our times with rhythm
minding the soul.
Check out this album if you need a little
island of music and peace, far from the
darkness of the daily ugliness.
Fabiana Spinelli
GENESIS
‘THE LAST DOMINO?’
(UMC/Virgin Universal)
PROGRESSIVE

Hands up… who’s never heard of
Genesis? My guessing is that everyone
reading this review will be familiar with a
good many of the tracks featured on this
latest compilation from the band, which has
been released to tie in rather conveniently
with the bands (final?) Autumn shows here
in the UK. Put together with help from the
band themselves, this double CD/four LP
set takes in most of the band’s illustrious
history, and unsurprisingly showcases the
Collins, Banks, Rutherford era.
There are twenty-seven tracks in all,
and I’m surmising that there will be certain
fans of the band bemoaning the fact that
their particular favourite isn’t included here.
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DEVIN TOWNSEND – ‘DEVOLUTION SERIES #2:
GALACTIC QUARANTINE’ (InsideOut)

PROGRESSIVE

This one sort of crept up on the blind side, as
I was totally unaware that it was being released.
Having released part one of this series last year,
and being someone who never lets the grass grow
under his feet, Devin Townsend offers part two,
and it’s considerably different to the last offering.
Whereas that was the recording of the “audience
with” show recorded in Leeds, which was all
acoustic and “quietish”, this one most definitely
isn’t. It’s made up of “virtual live”(?) recordings of
fourteen of Townsend’s tracks, recorded not quite
sure where, and including an equal measure of
his Progressive works and his more Metal Hevy Devy “Strapping Young Lad” style
music, which, for me, tends to feature the skip button more often.
There are seven tracks here; ‘Velvet Kevorkian’, ‘All Hail The New Flesh’, ‘Almost
Again’, ‘Aftermath’, ‘Love?’ and closing track ‘Detox’. All are from the Strapping
Young Lad albums which, as I said, are not my thing at all. To be fair though,
‘Velvet Kevorkian’ isn’t that bad, and is used more as an announcement track, with
Townsend introducing the “concert” and the musicians playing on it, who were all
over the place at the time.
‘Almost Again’, with its sequenced keyboards, would have thrown it into the
more Prog area were it not for the screaming vocals. However, there are sort of
“transitional” tracks that, while still heavy, make a bit more sense to me. For
example, ‘By Your Command’ from the ‘Ziltoid The Omniscient’ album, which still
sees the screaming vocals, (and some amusing comments), but is more accessible
musically. ‘Juular’ kind of fits here also, and possibly ‘Deadhead’, but the Progressive
elements are far more discernible; taking us onto ‘Supercrush!’, ‘Hyperdrive’,
‘Kingdom’ and ‘Stormbending’ with the massive sound and everything you could
want from a Prog-Metal monster. We then have the antithesis of the SYL material
with ‘Spirits Will Collide’, the sublime track from latest album ‘Empath’.
While I admit that quite a few of the songs on here are not my favourites, this is
how a “live” album should be recorded, with inter and between song comments
and banter from the people involved. This can inject humour and personality into
the performance, of which Devin Townsend has in abundance. I wonder what’s
coming next.
Andy Brailsford
It’s impossible to please all the people all
the time, and I think it’s fair to say that this
latest collection ticks most, if not all the
relevant boxes. From my personal point
of view, I was always in the Gabriel/early
years camp, and felt the band had lost its
Progressive roots when wider commercial
markets came knocking. Although it took
some time, I was finally won over by the
aforementioned classic line-up’s mixture of
clever Pop and Progressive Rock.
All the hits are here of course; from
the thrilling rush of ‘Turn it On Again’, the
unsettling malevolence of ‘Mama’, and the
starkness of ‘Abacab’. However, I think it’s
on the deeper cuts featured that the band
show their true magnificence, from the
flowery fantasy of the Gabriel years to the
more, dare I say it, romantic approach in the
later years. So, starting rather oddly with the
short ‘Dukes End’, we`re then treated to a
veritable feast of Genesis goodness.
On the first disc, there`s the erabridging of both ‘Fading Lights’, and
‘Home By The Sea/Second Home By The
Sea’, the delicate ‘The Cinema Show’ and
the quite wonderful ‘Afterglow’ (just one
of the many jewels in the crown from
the band). The second disc kicks off with
the band’s first real hit single ‘Follow
You, Follow Me’, although purists might
argue that the Gabriel-fronted ‘I Know
What I Like’ holds that honour. This disc
also includes four tracks from the Gabriel
era, strangely enough all from the same
album, ‘Selling England By The Pound’,
including `Firth Of Fifth`, which is still seen
by many as the pinnacle of the band’s
recordings. There`s also the likes of the
dark ‘Domino Medley’ and thankfully,
the full-length album version of ‘Tonight,
Tonight, Tonight’ to more than satisfy fans
of the later period.
All in all, a most satisfying package,
which perfectly illustrates the band’s ability
throughout the years to come to terms with
the ever-evolving music scene. A legendary
band for sure, and if the album/tour title is
to be believed, then this is a most fitting
finale for them.
Malcolm Smith
AUTUMN

GEOFF CARNE & THE RAW ROX
BAND – ‘SHAKEDOWN’
(Skyfire)
ROCK

Top and Southern Rock fans take note!
Although I will detail negatives, this album
scores and is refreshing, due to every
track possessing melodic merit. This is the
exception these days and praiseworthy.
Geoff Carne is a vocalist and guitarist
with a solo album release in 2014. Another
discography album entry came from his
joint effort with drummer Mick Hatz two
years later called ‘Get Close’. However, for
this album, a five-member affair (according
to the biography I’ve been sent) he is only
credited with the singing. Added to this,
we have four players on traditional Rock
instruments. Ironically, his poor voice is the
weak link. Due to the similar sounds (too
similar) reflected in all the tracks, maybe
it’s “like it or loathe it” style stuff; I like it!
All ten pieces are good, but I’ll summarize
a few for you.
The album kicks off with the ZZ Top
flavoured ‘Break The Rules’. I was struck by
the unusual distortion guitar effect and solid
drumming. ‘Some People’ (don’t worry, it’s
not a Cliff Richard cover!) with its chugging
rhythm loses any fear of giving boredom
by a typical good dose of harmony. Again,
the drums impress. Finally, and maybe the
best of all the numbers, we have ‘Heart On
Fire’; its lumbering thick guitar is amply
complimented with depth of melody.
Ian Peter Hood
GERRY RAFFERTY
‘REST IN BLUE’
(Parlophone)
ROCK

There’s a bittersweet feel to this. It’s
great, because it’s new Gerry Rafferty
material, but there’s sadness, because it’s a
posthumous release. Some of these tracks
are very old, from the time he passed of
course, and some from as long ago as the
seventies. It’s a strong, if sad, send off.
Well, ‘Still In Denial’ has a feel of a band
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enjoying themselves; Country-inflected and
with gob iron and organ stabs, its eminently
likeable. ‘Sign Of The Times’ is a simple,
tight offer, and there’s a sort of all-matestogether seventies feel to ‘I Still Love You’; it
could have come off George Harrison’s ‘All
Things Must Pass’.
There are covers, and even though
one is called ‘Wild Mountain Thyme’, it’s a
version of ‘Will Ye Go Lassie Go’ and ‘Dirty
Old Town’. There are also seventies, uptempo Country Rock radio tracks, like ‘Slow
Down’ or organ-heavy, slow strutter ‘Keeper
Of My Soul’, plus slow Soul sweetie ‘Look
At Me Now’.
This is warm and welcoming. The
sound of a gorgeous gathering with drink
flowing and stories enjoyed; a lovely way
to leave us.
Steve Swift
GLEN POLAND
‘HÖLLENTOR’
(Independent)
HEAVY METAL

‘Höllentor’, which, with the umlaut,
apparently means “Gates of Hell” in
German, is a Heavy Metal project created
in 2015 by songwriter and guitarist Glen
Poland. The first album, which is before us
now, is one of a series. Initially released
independently back in August 2017, the
push to re-release and promote it is timely,
given the completion of the second Höllentor
release ‘Escaping Myself’ (currently in the
mixing phase) and the progress already
made on the (as yet untitled) ‘Höllentor 3’
and ‘Höllentor 4’ albums.
Poland writes the material and plays
guitar throughout, but he is joined by
an ever-expanding cast of contributing
musicians. The eponymous debut features
the talents of Henning Basse (Firewind,
Metallium) on vocals, Glen and Shawn
Drover (of Megadeth fame) on guitars and
drums respectively, and Ronnie Robson on
bass. The forthcoming albums will add the
likes of Tim “Ripper” Owens, George Lynch
and Rudy Sarzo to the cast. Poland also
has an album of Rainbow and Deep Purple
covers in the works, with contributions from
the likes of David Rosenthal, Todd LaTorre
and Vinnie Appice.
‘Höllentor’ – the album – is a very solid
series opener on which melody and drama
compete for dominance amid a cacophony
of ominous riffs, chugging power and
searing lead work. Henning Basse delivers
a superb vocal performance, managing
to inject a gruff edginess that provides
sufficient anguish and foreboding without
ever sacrificing clarity.
Pick of the tracks for me are the
somewhat Queensrÿche-influenced ‘Gone
To Waste’ with its sweet guitar intro, and
the more anatomical ‘Frontal Lobe Decay’,
which features both a fabulous mini drum
solo from Drover and the album’s most
entertaining lead break. With lyrical themes
well represented by titles such as ‘Kingdom
Falls’, ‘Battlecry’ and ‘Damnation’, at times
it’s more “Very Metal” than Heavy Metal,
but then that’s part of its charm, as familiar
check-in points are effortlessly ticked.
At the very least, the fresh promotion
of ‘Höllentor’ is an appetite whetter for the
rest of the series. One might reasonably
expect the material to grow in stature
alongside the contributions of the featured
guests, so it’s well worth keeping an eye on
the future and an ear to the ground. But
regardless of what we are about to receive,
‘Höllentor’ is a hard rocking album that’s
worthy of attention in its own right.
Michael Anthony
GRAYSCALE
‘UMBRA’
(Fearless)
ROCK
FIREWORKS

The third album from the Philadelphiabased Alt-Rock band, ‘Umbra’ sees
Grayscale looking to capitalise on the
attention they gained from the likes of
Forbes, Billboard and LoudWire, which
helped them reach a mind-blowing fiftymillion streams to date.
I was immediately taken with album
opener ‘Without You’, which is a bouncy
modern Pop Rock effort punctuated by
some wonderful brass stabs. The smooth
vocals of Collin Walsh are excellent, and
the bar remains high with ‘Dirty Bombs’, a
thought-provoking mid-paced Rocker about
attention seeking. ‘Bad Love’ brings in a real
eighties vibe with its pin sharp synths and
snare drum sound, boasting a Mr Mister
style chorus; another real highlight.
‘Motown’ and ‘Over Now’ are another
pair of classy Pop Rock cuts. What was quite
interesting to note was that all of these
songs are rather long, with the majority
of material here ranging from six to eight
minutes each. However, only the odd one,
like ‘Live Again’, feels like they could be
improved by being edited down. The quality
of writing, vocals and production here is all
exceedingly high.
‘(Babylon) Say It To My Face’ is another
strong track. The album’s shortest offering
follows; the two and a half minute long
piano-led ‘Cigarette’ adds a different,
breezier dimension to close things out in
style. After a couple of listens I was very
impressed with what was on offer here –
lightweight for sure, but the sort of thing
you could imagine on the radio. If you
did hear this on the airwaves, it would be
a thousand times better than just about
anything else you were hearing.
‘Umbra’ is an album that reaffirms
faith that there are artists who can write
contemporary, relevant material that is
musical, hook-laden and upbeat.
James Gaden
GSUS SG
‘CLOVERFIELD’
(Gnia)
HARD ROCK

This is Spanish guitarist Gsus SG’s first
album, and I’m not sure what or who he
wants to be musically. He cites Symphony
X, Joe Satriani, Steve Vai and Dream
Theater as his main influences, yet never
musically comes close to any of them.
Oh… he can play, that’s a given; but this
album is all over the place, with Prog Metal

rubbing shoulders with Melodic Rock and
ambient instrumentals in a ramshackle
way that gives the whole album a messy
feel. Plus, don’t get me started on the two
cover songs, ‘The Never Ending Story’ and
‘Maniac’; both have been done to death
and done much better by everyone else
who’s covered them.
Also, letting the side down,
unfortunately, is the production, which isn’t
very good. It’s thin and reedy, and it gives
the whole album a kind of amateurish feel,
which does none of the songs any favours.
I hate to be harsh, but I found very little to
enjoy here, with only ‘One Last Summer’,
the instrumentals ‘Tania’s Dream’ and ‘New
Way’, plus ‘Together (The Future Is Now)’
really worth revisiting.
Now, given some money and an outside
producer, Gsus SG could, in the future,
record a better album. He has the obvious
talent to do so, but I don’t think that I’ll be
giving ‘Cloverfield’ any more of my time
sadly. However, as I always say, try it for
yourselves, as this is only my opinion.
Ian Johnson
GYPSY’S KISS
‘74’
(Skyfire)
HARD ROCK

Any self-respecting Iron Maiden historian
will be aware of the band Gypsy’s Kiss, who
were formed in 1974 by Steve Harris and
friend David Smith. Though the band never
came to anything, and Harris went on to
bigger things with Iron Maiden, there were
often calls for the band to reform in some
fashion. However, Smith resisted this until
agreeing to play Burr Fest in 2018, a festival
dedicated to the late Iron Maiden drummer
Clive Burr. With the success of the show he
got together a line-up consisting of himself
(lead vocals, guitars), Jonathan Morley
(guitars and vocals), Fraser Marr (guitars),
Ross Hunter (keys and vocals), Robin Gatcum
(bass and vocals) and Stuart Emms (drums);
they then set about recording ‘74’.
What struck me first was the production;
it has a distinct eighties feel that had me
wondering if this was just an unearthed lost
album finally seeing the light of day. It’s a
mixture of predictable foot-to-the-floor
old-school rockers like ‘Better Than Me’
and ‘Nothing To Say’, and the Prog Rock
eloquence of ‘Gone For Good’, which has
some inspiring vocal work intertwined with
keyboards.

DIAMANTE – ‘AMERICAN DREAM’ (Independent)

HARD ROCK

Diamante’s 2018 ‘Coming In Hot’ debut album,
released on Better Noise, was received positively,
and it seemed to be the start of something special.
2021 finds her without major label backing and
pretty much going it alone. ‘American Dream’
treads a similar path (between Pink/Katy Perry
and Halestorm, if you like), but if anything is even
heavier. The “Pop” undercurrent is still evident,
and therefore all ten (proper) tracks are easily
accessible and primed for mainstream media
formats.
‘Coming In Hot’ featured a host of notable
players, including Phil X, Trev Lukather and Joe Rickard, with production duties
handled by Howard Benson. Benson guides things again, resulting in a big sound,
but being a digital release (CD and vinyl copies are available from the Diamante
store) means I have no details regarding musicians and writing credits, plus internet
searches have revealed little.
The lyrical themes focus mainly on relationship issues, with the likes of ‘I Love
Myself For Hating You’, ‘Unfuck You’, ‘Unlovable’ and ‘Serves You Right’ giving a
clear indication what to expect from just the titles alone. I’m guessing someone
“done the girl wrong” as she focused on the same themes three years ago. There’s
also a cool cover of the Goo Goo Dolls ‘Iris’ (featuring Breaking Benjamin) that has
clearly gone down well, if YouTube numbers are anything to go by.
Vocally, Diamante impresses throughout, meaning the quality of the debut was no
one-off. The guitars are to the forefront of most of the songs and the crushing riffs
at the heart of ‘Obvious’ (which is also included as an acoustic bonus) are a good
indication of Diamante’s Rock pedigree.
It’s clear she is a special talent, but may need label help or a tour with a highprofile artist to reach the bigger audience she deserves.
Dave Bott
FIREWORKS
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DORO - ‘WARLOCK - TRIUMPH AND AGONY LIVE’ (Rare Diamonds) HEAVY METAL
There is much anticipation in the Doro camp due
to this sound ‘n’ vision package; a live recording
of Warlock’s ‘Triumph And Agony’ album on CD
and Blu Ray. As a bonus, we’re also treated to an
interview with Doro Pesch.
We need to now backtrack for the uninitiated.
Pesch, from Germany, is the star of the show. You’d
never guess in a million years that she’s fifty-seven
years young! Clearly possessing the hidden secret
of not aging, she looks amazing! She fronted
German metalheads Warlock from 1982-89 and
‘Triumph And Agony’ was their fourth and final
album. Produced in the US, it was the band’s biggest seller. Tracks ‘Für Immer’ and
‘All We Are’ boasted successful videos on MTV. Then, after losing the legal right to
the name Warlock, she was forced to continue her band as Doro.
This special live rendition of the release is from 2017’s Sweden Rock Festival
and marks its 35th anniversary. Guitarist Tommy Bolan, who played on the original
‘Triumph And Agony’, joined the Doro band for this gig. Albeit in a different order,
after the sole addition ‘Legacy’, a haunting intro, the band storm through updated
versions of all ten songs. With the concert songs proper kicking in, the style is
metallic and generally at pace for the first four pieces. These include my favourite,
‘I Rule The Ruins’, with its memorable chorus. ‘Kiss Of Death’ slows proceedings
down as it’s a ballad/Metal cross. It’s one of the best songs, not lacking in melody,
but spoiled a bit by croaky vocals. Pesch’s voice bounces back with ‘Für Immer’ (it
means forever in English), where she demonstrates range and the ability to keep
switching from English to German.
Like me, if you’re wary of occult-flavoured bands and lyrics, then this album is
worthy of note, and I’ll highlight some examples of this type of influence. A warlock
is a man who’s into witchcraft or sorcery, and the band (Warlock) got their name
from a magic book. The chorus of ‘Metal Tango’ includes Dance demons, lose
control, this is a metal, a metal tango. ‘Make Time For Love’, though winsome and a
quite lovely piece of music, derives its title from a ouija board experience. Thankfully,
in the interview she warns against this dangerous practise.
The interview might well be the highlight for the die-hard fans, as it gives
a very comprehensive insight into the making of the original studio album and
accompanying videos. There’s much more too, including Pesch’s fond memories of
bands they toured with. In the main, she presents herself well with an infectious
enthusiasm and love for life.
Overall, I’m sure this will go down a treat with many fans and collectors. Though,
in my opinion, ‘Triumph And Agony’ has too many weaknesses to be considered
anything like a “classic”; however, Doro has delivered the goods live and the result
is quite impressive!
Ian Peter Hood
A song like ‘My Own Holy Grail’ has to
be an epic piece, and it does not disappoint;
it’s a nice mixture of fluid guitar work
with strong storytelling lyrics - definitely
a stand-out track. Early Witchfynde and
Mercyful Fate came to mind listening to
‘Take Me Down’; a galloping verse and
huge chorus propel this rocker along. ‘The
Man For All Seasons’ is a journey through
a mass of chord progressions and intense
instrumentalism which shows the pedigree
of the band and the depth of the song
writing.
If you’re a fan of the Rock genre, then
Gypsy’s Kiss have certainly something to
offer here.
Ray Paul
HARDWICKE CIRCUS
‘THE BORDERLAND’
(Alternative Facts)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Prepare to be intrigued. From the
off, Jonny Foster’s flat and heavy vocals,
akin to JJ Cale with a touch of 10cc, atop
a foreboding and gripping keyboard
beat, guitar swirling overhead, announce
Hardwicke Circus’ laconic, enigmatic sound.
Andy Phillips’ saxophone adds a warm
rush in ‘Guiding Light’, the uplifting and
flickering opener, crowned with surprising
harmonies and a sparse but enveloping mix.
It’s almost a shame that it totally steals the
show from the rest of the album.
‘No Surrender’ rocks an Indie-Folk vibe,
while ‘Lockdown’ is bluesier and choppier,
cushioned by low-set vocals and contrasting
high replies. It shows off a sassy and fun
side with clipped, sugary guitar from Zack
McDade. This six-piece from Carlisle make
no bones about their outsider status on
the scene in terms of a low-fi sound and
aesthetic. It’s the mythical, wandering edge
of The Doors wrapped in the tightness and
song-writing skill of The Rolling Stones,
AUTUMN

glistening with a Big Band feel from the
addition of sax and Lewis Bewley-Taylor’s
keys. Just take ‘Walking On Broken Glass’,
where sax croons, the guitar runs, keys
chime, and the vocals string it altogether in
a summery breeze of a song.
Foster’s vocals deliver a Gallagheresque laconicism that smacks even more
in the sadly stirring love song ‘Carry The
Torch’; the chorus fragments in a mirroring
of emotions as the guitar echoes the vocal
rhythm. An impassioned sax solo with
stacks of reverb soars, lingers, and oozes
on. There’s innovative and groovy use of
layering in the poppy ‘Hands Up Don’t
Shoot’, while ‘Let’s Make New Mistakes’
is a flowing, warm Indie-Rock piece full of
danger and possibility; the step rhythms
and harmonies perfect to move, shake, and
make mistakes to. It builds in pace until it’s
rushing, racing, flooding past you, breaking
for an acapella second before plunging
back into the pulsing embrace.
Rock solid guitar drives ‘A Reason
To Believe’, before Foster breaks out
challengingly in closer ‘The Debateable
Land’. Keys chime in to lend support,
while drums from Foster’s brother, Tom,
provide the backbone. The songs do seem
to follow a formula – albeit not a bad one
– though the rhythms are intoxicating, the
delivery moody and begging. Sax struts and
swaggers through another great solo.
Hardwicke Circus deliver on so many
fronts, marrying Indie, seventies Glam Rock
and Jazz; they possess real edge, and they
know exactly what they’re about.
Sophie Brownlee
HAWKWIND
‘SOMNIA’
(Cherry Red)
ROCK

Hawkwind seem to have been around
forever, their 50th anniversary tour having
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FIORAIDH - ‘MIND OVER MADNESS’ (Furious)

PROGRESSIVE

This album’s back story might not sound
promising; songwriter Mark Reid of the band Fury
(no, not the Midland rockers or the US hardcore
punks of the same name, but a nineties Scottish
outfit) hangs up his guitar and walks away from
music. Step forward to the present day; as he turns
fifty, he blows off the dust from some of those old
songs and records them anew. However, along the
way, and this is where the story gets interesting,
he adopts a more Progressive Metal approach and
a whole new record of fresh material is created,
which for someone so long out of the music
business is brimming over with invention, both in terms of song writing and the
impressive, technical playing. All the praise has to be laid at Reid’s door as he sings,
plays bass, guitar, keyboards and drums.
At the heart of the record is the epic, twenty-four-minute ‘The Heart Of Madness’.
This song is the rather macabre story of a normal boy who is changed and becomes
a serial killer. If you’re tackling a weighty subject of a man in mental crisis, then
you’ve got to say Progressive Metal is the genre to do it in. The schizophrenic
nature of changing time signatures, the heaviness of the riffs, the lighter touch of
the keyboards and acoustic guitar help paint a vivid concept piece. His drumming
is from the school of “crash, bang, wallop”, but it’s effective. He’s helped out here
with some fine extended soloing from his ex-Fury bandmate Graham McLeod over
the end of the song.
The ten minute ‘New Horizon’ has an epic feel, and the guitar work gets
progressively faster, igniting the energy in the track. Break-up song ‘Hurts Like Hell’
is a good, straighter Rock song. Outside of these tracks there’s more of an Alt Metal
feel, especially on the urgent ‘Adreamaline’, the stomping ‘Righteous Breed’ and
the grungy, rather wordy ‘The Feeding Hand’. ‘Fourteen Days Lain Alone’ has an
Alice In Chains vibe and is a tribute to Layne Staley; Reid also throws in a haunting,
atmospheric cover of Alice In Chains’ ‘Rooster’ to round off the album.
Unshackled, it sounds cathartic in place, and is his renewal and rebirth as
a musician. Those who like the dexterous adventurism of Prog Metal should
investigate.
Duncan Jamieson
happened way back in 2019. However, the
fact that they continue to lead the way
with their own particular brand of Space
Rock has led to a devoted audience that
welcomes every new release. Being the
biggest cult band in the country has always
afforded them the freedom to create as their
muse leads; a constantly shifting journey
of new discoveries that encompasses
everything from bluesy, driving Hard Rock
to something much more avant-garde and
experimental.
Centred around the theme of sleep,
‘Somnia’ dips into the full range of their
sonic artillery and is a fascinating example
of how to make a patchwork of ideas one
smoothly flowing piece. Like a dream state,
a lot is otherworldly and fractured, but it’s
certainly something to be best enjoyed
through headphones, letting the whole
experience to be absorbed into your psyche,
its rollercoaster ride taking you from nerve
shattering heights to tranquil lows.
Driving drums and bass herald the
relentless head trip of ‘Unsomnia’, the
album starter that locks into the unique
sound that Hawkwind have made their own.
Its Space Rock flurry ending with a beautiful
passage that provides a moment to breath,
before ‘Strange Encounter’ punches hard
and fast. Following this one/two opening,
the gently drifting ‘Alcyone’ takes you to
another plain as the experimental ‘Counting
Sheep’ sweeps in, blindsiding the listener,
and rolling psychedelic rocker ‘China Blues’
contains impressive dance beats.
To Hawkwind fans, this sonic alphabet
soup is not just accepted, but welcomed
with open arms. Whilst it may stretch
the limits of some, their ability to change
(chameleon-like) is both stimulating and
enthralling, like a tightrope walker defying
death. A sky scraping ‘It’s Only A Dream’
sounds like they invited Mike Oldfield to jam
with them, and ‘Meditation’ taps directly
into Indian mysticism, its lush soundscape
conjuring the exotic sights and atmosphere.
With the core trio of Dave Brock, Richard
Chadwick and Magnus Martin sparking off
one another in their own unique way, there’s
more than enough for the committed and
casual fan to be drawn in.
When they go from the strident rocker
‘I Can’t Get You Out Of My Mind’, featuring
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a stinging guitar solo by Brock, and onto
the out-and-out melee of ‘Small Objects In
Space’, you know that Hawkwind continue
to push boundaries further into their own
cosmic realm.
Paul Monkhouse
HEAVY WATER
‘RED BRICK CITY’
(Silver Lining)
HARD ROCK

Metal legend Biff Byford teams up
with his son, Seb Byford, on this new and
very interesting album released under
the moniker of Heavy Water, and to say
I’ve enjoyed this record would be a vast
understatement. Yet be forewarned, this
isn’t a Saxon clone, and apart from Biff’s
spectacular vocals, which he shares with
his equally impressive son, this music has
more in common with the Blues, Funk and
hard-hitting Heavy Rock ‘n’ Roll than it does
Heavy Metal.
Opening with ‘Solution’, father and
son immediately show us their musical
merchandise with a rich mix of Blues and
Funk coupled to some stellar vocal lines; this
is just the right way to start an album. ‘Turn
To Black’ follows, and is a totally different
beast from the opening cut. Laid back at
first, this comes across as something that
the guys in seventies Sabbath could have
come up with; ethereal one minute, with
some classy vocals from Seb Byford until
the chorus kicks in, and then that Biff roar
begins and starts to throttle your senses.
The title track ‘Red Brick City’ is a
mean and moody riff monster with a dark
brooding MC5, Sabbath, Vanilla Fudge kind
of feel. The two gents trade vocal licks that
bring this brute of a song to life. Ballad ‘Tree
Of Life’ shows a whole different side to this
outfits music; Biff sings with a deep passion,
and his laid-back vocals aren’t something
you hear from him a lot, but it shows just
what a versatile singer he truly is.
‘Revolution’ is a rocker full of attitude,
whilst ‘Personal Issue No. 1’ has more of
a modern edge with Seb Byford showing
us, just like his father, just what a great
singer he is. Then there’s the bluesy multilayered vocal romp ‘Follow This Moment’,
the Country-fied ‘Now I’m Home’ and the
AUTUMN

superb Funk-tastic Hammond-fuelled ‘Faith’
to enjoy.
Heavy Water came as more than a nice
surprise to me, and I’ve loved hearing this
father/son combo, with the Byford’s old and
young working together with an obvious
joy. Musically, this is of the highest order,
but very different from Biff’s day job. That is
why I think this album works so well; it is so
different to what you envisage it’s going to
be like. A solid winner in my book.
Ian Johnson
HOOKERS & BLOW
‘HOOKERS & BLOW’
(Golden Robot)
HARD ROCK

Yes, there aren’t very many places to go
when you call your band Hookers & Blow,
and this band was apparently first formed
as a way to drink for free in clubs; almost
twenty years later, Dizzy Reed, Alex Grossi
and the band still show their party central
feeling with a covers album – a getting on
the stage and jamming it out vibe.
Indeed, there’s a ragged delight here,
but ‘Rocks Off’ is what the Rolling Stones
sounded like when they did it, the vocals
very Mick Jagger-like, the original a little
thinner and more fraught. However, they
follow this with an Eddie Money tune, yes
the AOR and Yacht Rock gent, ‘Shakin’’
becomes a prowling Rock beast, but the
Stones’ ‘Under Your Thumb’ and scrap of
‘Let’s Spend The Night Together’ are faithful.
Some things are not as successful,
which you’ll note when you hear the barband bash through of ‘Ziggy Stardust’ with
Reed intervening too often with his piano,
long-time David Bowie keys-man Mike
Garson knew when not to. Then they try to
out sass the Beasties’ ‘(You Gotta) Fight For
Your Right (To Party)’, but no one here can
match Ad Rock’s whine.
They have a go at two Led Zeppelin
tracks as well – that’s ballsy. ‘No Quarter’
actually matches the wooziness and then
has the temerity to unpack Grunge guitars
and an almost Free Jazz electric piano
solo, and this works well, whilst ‘Trampled
Underfoot’ seems faithful but injects
that electrical joanna again to take us
somewhere else. This really works
There are some surprises here too (The
Zombies’ ‘Time Of The Season’ works well
roughed up), and of course they end with a
sprint through ‘Saturday Night’s Alright For
Fighting’. I don’t really like covers albums,
but this really works because of its audacity
and an innate love of the songs which
allows them to make small changes without
messing with them.
Hookers & Blow? Hang on, I’m watching
the band...
Steve Swift
HOUSTON
‘IV’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

When I was sent this album I was
absolutely overjoyed as I simply adore
Houston, and this album is an absolute joy
to experience. ‘Houston IV’ finds the Swedes
reuniting with ex-member Ricky Delin as
both producer and co-writer, and the end
result is smooth, polished, AOR perfection!
This is genuinely sumptuous stuff, and if you
love AOR/Melodic Rock, then this must be
on your shopping list!
Having decided that, if the mission
statement this time around was to make a
big, fresh, classic AOR album that would be
more refined than what had gone before, let
me tell you right now… they’ve succeeded!
This is, without doubt, the most superior and
sophisticated album to bear the Houston
name; everything about it screams class,
and it’s been on steady rotation in my home
for weeks now. I’m trying not to fall back
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on cliches here, but Houston is maturing
like a smooth whisky, and the guys can be
justifiably proud of their achievements here.
Just in case you’ve not kept up with
the Swedes, they’re an amazingly tight
quintet: Hank Erix (vocals), Carl Hammar
(guitars), Soufian Ma’Aoui (bass), Rickard
Hamilton (keyboards) and Oscar Lundström
(drums), and since 2010 they have become
firm favourites in AOR/Melodic Rock circles
because of the sheer quality of their output.
Reuniting with Ricky Delin though seems
to have inspired them even further, as this
album overflows with outstanding quality
songs created and performed with obvious
love and pride.
Offered up for your aural delectation
are eleven tracks of cultured brilliance,
dripping with melody and vocal harmonies.
Erix sounds more assured vocally than ever
before; working with Mr Delin has clearly
pushed him to be even better than even we
have come to expect. Songs like ‘A Lifetime
In A Moment’, ‘Into Thin Air’, ‘Hero’, ‘She Is
The Night’, and ‘I Will Not Give In To Despair’
are simply timeless, with huge choruses
that simply ingrain themselves into your
subconscious. The whole album is flawless,
and awash with stunning moments that
leave you simply wanting more.
‘IV’ is a diamond of an album, and will
absolutely be challenging for one of the
best of 2021. Totally compelling!
Chris O’Connor
HUGHES TAYLOR
‘MODERN NOSTALGIA’
(Independent)
BLUES

I was participating in a bicycle tour in
April and each evening they had live music;
this is where I first heard Hughes Taylor, and
I was simply blown away by him. Some of
you may have been lucky enough to have
seen him when he played live over in the
UK, early in 2020, supporting Heather
Findlay.
He picked up the guitar when he was
just fourteen and decided to emulate Stevie
Ray Vaughan. He is a very talented young
songwriter from Macon, Georgia, with a
real talent for both singing and playing
the Blues guitar. You will not be surprised
to hear that his heroes are Clapton,
Hendrix and SRV. On ‘Modern Nostalgia’,
his fourth studio offering, Taylor (vocals,
guitar) is joined by a selection of talent,
including Ben Alford (bass), Tom Wilson
(keys), Jonathan Benton (drums) and
Greg Sassaman (drums); this album was
recorded at the legendary Capricorn Studios
in Macon, Georgia. Taylor also tours as a
Blues threesome (the Hughes Taylor Band),
emulating both SRV and Cream.
If you like your Blues to be silky smooth
with powerful and note-packed soaring
guitar solos, then this release is definitely
for you; every one of the twelve songs has a
fantastic guitar solo. The opus is really quite
varied in styles and influences, ranging
from the heavier ‘Trouble’, the chilled vibe
of ‘Prettiest Thief’ to the acoustic ‘No Evil
Love’. The offering gets off to a bright and
funky start with ‘Treat Me Right’, whilst
‘Wicked Woman’ is a catchy ditty that was
co-written with his wife Evie and showcases
Wilson on keys. There are no points for
guessing why he wrote ‘Quarantine Blues’
given the current world situation, but you
will love the funky solo. My favourite track
is ‘Highwayman’ which features an upbeat
slide guitar solo. The album closer is the
smouldering Gary Moore-like ‘Excuses’.
In my humble opinion, this is Taylor’s
best work so far and is a fantastic, diverse
mix of Blues and Southern Rock. It’s a
collection of wonderful songs that really
explore Taylor’s vocal and guitar talents.
Just like Marcus King, he has a soul much
older than his actual tender age. What are
you waiting for? Go buy a copy and see for
FIREWORKS

FROZEN TEARS – ‘BRAZEN WHISPER’ (MR)

MELODIC ROCK

Formed in Melbourne, Australia, by singer Thanis
Akritidis, Frozen Tears released their debut album
‘Silence Of The Night’ in 1996 before going on
a lengthy hiatus. Now the band return with Jon
Powers on guitar and keys, plus a host of session
musicians to produce ‘Brazen Whisper’, a sevensong mini album.
The title track is an addictive stadium rocker in
the style of Dokken, and only the muddy mix robs
‘You’ of some its thunder though, its huge stabbing
keyboards and commanding vocal help the song to
rise above the limitations of production. ‘Hold On
Tight’ hits the ground running, with a hook that will take off your face; it’s Melodic
Rock played to perfection.
Late-eighties Whitesnake is the template for ‘Set Me Free’, where Akritidis delves
into his inner David Coverdale to produce a Blues-tinged vocal. ‘Can’t Stop’ is the
obligatory ballad that sounds a little to predictable to really hit on the heart strings.
Proceedings are concluded with a cover of the Kiss classic ‘C’mon And Love Me’; it
keeps very much to the original, but delivers just the same.
The whole album is a short blast of classic Melodic Rock that should at the very
least have people talking about Frozen Tears once again.
Ray Paul
yourself, or else you’ll really be missing out!
I was blessed to be at the record launch
party, and what a wonderful evening that
was. I am hooked.
Ken Roberts
HUNTER
‘THE RETURN’
(Mtealopolis)
HEAVY METAL

Hunter was formed in the early eighties
and was one of several promising acts in
the German Heavy Metal scene. In 1985
they signed with Earthshaker Records and
recorded the debut album ‘Sign Of The
Chance’, and their follow-up effort ‘Keep
The Chance’ was well received. Sadly, the
band all but dissolved until 2019, when
Hunter decided to reform. Adding new
members Thorsten Bongardt (bass) and Jorj
Jungbluth (guitar) to the line-up of original
members Rusty Wayman (vocals) Steven
Brandy (guitar) Paul “Mosh” B. Herrmann
(drums), they recorded ‘The Return’ in just
four weeks.
Things kick off in headbanging fashion
with ‘Hell What A Woman’ which features
big, chunky riffs in the style of Airborne
and latter-day Saxon. ‘Looking For Love’
has a throbbing bass line that taps into an
early AC/DC vibe, and ‘Celebration Time’
continues the AC/DC vibe with Wayman
sounding not unlike Bon Scott as the
rampaging rhythm section give us plenty of
studio thunder.
Early Accept and Wolfsbane come
to mind for ‘Talk Of The Town’, although
sadly it seems Hunter are not prepared
to take musical risks; instead they just
replicate their influences throughout the
album. ‘Wipe Away The Tears’ and ‘No
Compromise’ could be any number of
eighties Metal bands, and only ‘My Life Is
Digital’, with its huge stadium-like chorus,
offers anything that truly stands out.
‘The Return’ is a solid but unspectacular
release.
Ray Paul
IGGY & THE STOOGES – ‘BORN IN
A TRAILER: THE SESSIONS AND
REHEARSAL TAPES ’72 TO ’73’
(Cherry Red) HARD ROCK
Iggy & The Stooges are iconic, aren’t
they? Whether you like their work,
whether you know their work, you’ll surely
know who they are. And this four-disc
series, taken from rehearsals for the tour
of their ‘Raw Power’ album, is repetitive
but also revelatory.
Firstly, it’s tough and sharp, ‘I Got A
Right’ begins proceeding with a sassy roll,
‘Gimme Some Skin’ is all razor riffing and
you can see where the Strokes and others
grabbed an influence, and there’s some
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interesting stuff here, ‘I Got A Right’ is
abandoned after a minute due to it being
too slow, whilst a funky version of ‘Money’
is a highlight.
Elsewhere, ‘Raw Power’ has nothing
different to report, but brooding ‘Gimme
Danger’ is classy, ‘Cock In My Pocket’ as
basic as you may want and a version of
‘Gimme Danger’ has a slower, almost out of
tune feel before it picks up some dangerous
swagger. Yes, of course ‘Search & Destroy’
sounds nasty, but then the Barroom Blues
of ‘Jesus Loves The Stooges’ is a virtual
massage and ‘She Creatures Of The
Hollywood Hills’ is a fabulously Faces jam.
Elsewhere, ‘Rubber Legs’ from disc
four is just glorious, ‘Head On’ is a piano
plonking success, ‘Johanna’ has a smudgy
Jazz electric piano, but tracks like ‘Old King
Live Forever’ are just genial noodles, in fact
the last disc starts off with real promise but
ends with half-finished jams.
A much tighter band than the media
would have us think, and these rehearsals
prove it, just avoid the final disc and all will
be well.
Steve Swift
INCEPTION OF ETERNITY
‘LAST EXIT TO THE PAST’
(darkSIGN)
ROCK

‘Last Exit To The Past’ is the sophomore
release from German Gothic Industrialists
IOE, and is a curious mixture of Gothic
Rock, Industrial, Electro Pop, and Symphonic
Metal, and I’m going to be totally honest,
I’m left more than a little bemused by
it; I kind of wish they would decide what
or who they really are, as I think it would
somewhat streamline their sonic attack.
A second small criticism is this, the
fifteen songs extend to well over an hour,
and frankly has the band stuck to ten or
even eleven, the album might have felt
less sprawling and more concise. I know
it’s just a personal thing, but I genuinely
do believe in the less is more school of
thought. I suspect that band founder
Thorsten Eligehausen has a great many
visions he wants to explore musically, I just
think giving them all free rein here confuses
matters somewhat.
Please do not think that this will be an
endlessly critical review, as I promise it’s
not. I love the lyrical imagery employed
throughout the album, as it’s intelligently
handled, and the contrasting male and
female vocals (courtesy of SINtana and Ken
Pike, used throughout really does work very
well indeed.) Guitarist Marc Vandenberg
adds some very nice touches to the band’s
dark sound, he has been a very worthwhile
addition to the line-up.
There are some very fine tunes to enjoy,
for my money, two of the finest are ‘The
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Cradle Of Darkness’ and album coda ‘Swan
Song’, both of which for me, are prime
examples of what this band does best, and
I would love them to explore this side of
their music further in future albums. This
is a good album, but it could have been so
much better with some careful “pruning”
and a little more sense of direction. I shall
watch this band with keen interest.
Chris O’Connor
INTERCORE
‘DREAMS FOR SALE’
(Pride & Joy)
MELODIC ROCK

It’s 2021 and Sweden is still conjuring
up new Melodic Rock groups, the latest
from the Nordic production line being
Intercore. The band consists of friends
Raimo Rommedahl and Jesper Max, who
opened a recording studio in Gothenburg
together back 2016. This is the natural
progression and the duo, who are both
guitarists with Max handling the vocals,
recruited drummer Thomas Persson and
bass player Robert Fallqvist, and Intercore
was born. Over the last four years the songs
took shape, and the musicians honed their
craft and are ready to let the world hear
the results.
‘Summerdream’ hits you with its heavy
guitar riff and powerful back beat with
Max’s vocals overlaying the music very well;
a good foot-stomper of a tune and a great
start. ‘Leave It All Behind’, resplendent with
its heavy riffs and delicate keyboards, builds
up the tempo to a huge bombastic finish.
‘Kilimanjaro’ pays homage to Africa and the
colonisation of the continent, a rip-roaring
tune with a deep meaning and a highlight
of the album for me. The delicate sounds
of ‘Mother Mary’ and the deep vocal from
Max produce a haunting melody, yet still
incorporating some high-class fretwork.
‘Tomorrow Is Another Day’ is an
up-tempo rocker with a huge bass line
and again showcases the talent of the
individual band members. ‘Dreams For
Sale’ has a classic Thin Lizzy feel to it, with
great tone and depth to music. The quality
continues to flow, changing feel throughout
and revealing the band’s influences. ‘Trash
In The Trunk’ concludes the album, a solid

rocker with another huge guitar sound and
a superb solo in the middle of the journey.
‘Dreams For Sale’ is at the heavier end
of the Melodic Rock spectrum and dips
into the rich history of some the classic
Heavy Rock bands, whilst yet remaining
contemporary. The songs are rich in texture
and melody and are instantly accessible; as
debut albums go this is up with the best and
will certainly be getting many spins in these
hallowed halls. This will be lapped up by all
Scandi-Rock fans and is another new name
coming off the conveyor belt of melody
from the north. Highly recommended and a
welcome addition to the scene.
Mick Parry
IRONBOUND
‘THE LIGHTBRINGER’
(Ossuary)
HEAVY METAL

Ironbound are something of a rarity
for me, a Polish Heavy Metal band formed
in Rybnik in 2014. The band have gone
through various line-up changes in that
time, especially in the lead singer role,
before releasing their debut album in April
of this year.
In terms of style, the giveaway is in
the name because right from the outset it
is clear that the band’s major influence is
NWOBHM and Iron Maiden in particular.
Herein lies the problem for me in that I have
no issue with a band wearing its influences
on its sleeve, but there is a fine line between
influence and parody, and this is a line that
Ironbound tread too closely at times and are
in danger of sounding like a tribute act on
occasions.
Having got that off my chest onto
the album content, it both starts and
finishes with instrumentals, commencing
with the short ‘Far Away’ and concluding
with the impressive ‘Beyond The Horizon’
which is characterised by some good twin
guitar work from Michael Halamuda and
Krzysztof Calka.
The following tracks contain many of the
Maiden hallmarks of twin guitar, rumbling
bass and drum fills. However, where it starts
to improve is where they move slightly
away from this with a slower pace, such
as in ‘Smoke And Mirrors’, although the

GAMMA RAY - ‘30 YEARS LIVE ANNIVERSARY’ (earMusic)

POWER METAL

During the pandemic Gamma Ray celebrated
their thirtieth birthday, but like so many other
bands there was little they could do to say thank
you to the fans; no tour, no way of getting out
to thank everyone. So instead, they hit upon the
idea of a live-streamed show, professionally filmed
and featuring guest artists like Corvin Bahn on
keyboards and former Gamma Ray singer Ralf
Scheepers.
What I think makes the GR stream a little more
special than a lot of live stream shows other bands
did during lockdown is the scope of the Gamma
Ray gig. First, they booked the ISS Dome in Düsseldorf, Germany, they then put on
a full show with lights, a powerful backline and stage effects, and then played their
best songs to a virtual audience. It was a brave and, I suspect, expensive thing for
them to do.
Musically, this album is a smorgasbord of the band’s “hits” from their thirty-year
history, played with fire and gusto, and even though there was no one in attendance
the band still go for it in a big way. Here, I have to say that I only have the audio
part of the show and have only seen the promo video for ‘Land Of The Free’; but, if
that video is anything to go by, then we’ll all be in for a Metal treat when we can
get our hands on the DVD.
‘New World Order’, ‘Avalon’, ‘Master Of Confusion’, the powerhouse ‘Empathy’,
‘Land Of The Free’, ‘Rebellion In Dreamland’, the hot-tempered ‘Lust For Life’, ‘One
With The World’, the glorious ballad ‘The Silence’, ‘Armageddon’, the awesome
‘Heading For Tomorrow’ and ‘Send Me A Sign’ are all here for fans old and new to
enjoy. The band pull out all the stops to perform them, with a passion born, I think,
from the frustration of being kept inside for so long.
So, what we have here is a Gamma Ray double live album with either a DVD or
Blu-ray (your choice). It sounds amazing, and hopefully it’ll look great too. With
some of the best Germanic Metal songs ever recorded, played with a love for Heavy
Metal music, by a band who wanted to say a big thank you and show their love
for their fans who’ve kept them in their hearts for over thirty years, what’s not to
like about that?
Ian Johnson
AUTUMN
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downside of this is that the accented vocals
of Lukasz Krauze become more pronounced
and do tend to grate a little. Highlight of the
album is ‘Turn Of The Tide’ with an acoustic
introduction reminiscent of ‘Nothing Else
Matters’, leading into an epic song with
good twin guitar work and perhaps, more
importantly, an identity belonging to the
band alone.
‘The Lightbringer’ is a well delivered
album with good performances from all
players, although the vocals could be
improved with a more prominent place in
the mix. If Ironbound could find the balance
between showcasing their influences but
developing an identity of their own, they
may find favour with fans of the genre.
Simon Smith
JAC DALTON
‘TEMPUS FUGIT’
(Skyfire)
HARD ROCK

A battle-hardened, antipodean road
warrior (and practicing doctor to boot)
who seems to have been (less than)
quietly treading the boards for as long as
anyone can remember, Jac Dalton and his
band return with ‘Tempus Fugit’, a careerspanning collection containing some of his/
their finest moments to date.
Pushing media friendly, driving eighties
Hard Rock through a gutsy, bar room Rock
‘n’ Roll filter in a way that only Australians
can, Dalton in many respects reminds me
of Jimmy Barnes (or at least prime time
Barnes) – a reference point that crops
up regularly throughout this release, and
one that serves as a great introduction
for anyone who’s heard the name but, as
yet, hasn’t dipped a tentative toe into the
murky waters.
Flipping it on its head then and starting
at the end, ‘Tempus Fugit’ features a
couple of gritty covers – a visceral ‘Sweet
Emotion’ and a laid back ‘Wanted Dead Or
Alive’ – the former a sweat soaked take on
the Aerosmith classic, the latter a largely
acoustic, up close and personal homage to
Bon Jovi at a time they still had soul and
credibility. I can honestly say that neither
adds anything to the overall listening
experience, although I get why they’ve
chosen to include them to tempt fans who
already have the studio albums the main
body of the album is lifted from.
Low-slung opener ‘Just Enough To
Believe’ has that classic Jimmy Barnes
swagger (with just a hint of early Boston)
and is a punchy crowd pleaser that sees
Dalton set out his stall for what’s to come.
Perplexing then that the next cut should be
the overly brassy, good time Rock N’ Roll
of ‘Good Bad Girl’; a track that might sit
well on the soundtrack to an Alan Parker
film, but really (to these ears at any rate)
does very little to enhance his cause. Better
is the pairing of bluesy shuffle ‘Dirty, Mean
& Nasty’ and ‘Locked, Cocked & Ready To
Rock’, the second especially scratching
that particularly troublesome itch. Pick of
the bunch for me though is the sprawling,
Gospel-tinged ‘One Heart, One Land’ where
Dalton really starts to channel Lynyrd
Skynyrd and that whole deep south culture.
If gutsy, bluesy Hard Rock delivered
with plenty of emotion is up your street, I
can definitely recommend giving Jac Dalton
a try.
Dave Cockett
JACK RUSSELL’S GREAT WHITE
‘GREAT ZEPPELIN II’
(Cleopatra)
HARD ROCK

I admit, I’ve been quite harsh on Jack
Russell and his own incarnation of Great
White since he and the remainder of the L.A.
band went their separate ways in 2011. I’m
really pleased he now seems fully recovered
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from his past addiction and health issues,
but his first recorded work with his new
band, 2017’s ‘He Saw It Comin’’, was a poor
imitation of his previous work, and then
his ‘Once Bitten Acoustic Bytes’ reworking
of GW’s classic breakthrough album really
exposed the frailties in his once amazing
vocals. Truth is, I was a huge GW fan back
in the day and it pains me to see how far
Russell’s star has fallen in recent years.
Back in 1998 Great White released the
well-received ‘Great Zeppelin’, a set of Led
Zeppelin covers recorded live in concert. I
never thought they would attempt a sequel,
but here we have exactly that, though
this time it’s a studio recording. The vinyl
version is a nine-track affair, while the CD
adds another five songs (four of which were
on the original live version). There was a
time, as the original ‘Great Zeppelin’ album
proved, when Jack Russell could give Robert
Plant a run for his money in the vocal stakes,
but sadly that’s no longer the case, and
covering Led Zeppelin songs in 2021 was
only ever going to confirm the weakness in
Russell’s voice. I concede, Russell certainly
has balls to attempt emulating Plant now,
but unfortunately his delivery is lacking…
well, balls! It’s not all bad, as he handles
the less vocally demanding ‘Good Times,
Bad Times’, ‘Houses Of The Holy’ and
‘Dancin’ Days’ pretty well, but when he
attempts the higher pitches, such as during
‘Misty Mountain Hop’ and ‘The Rover’,
it’s somewhat painful to hear, while the
sexual screams in ‘Whole Lotta Love’ and
the howls at the finale of ‘Communication
Breakdown’ are just embarrassing.
Musically it’s great; though ‘Whole
Lotta Love’ seems to lack a whole lotta
urgency and ‘Kashmir’ isn’t as dramatic
as it should be, everything else is suitably
reproduced. They’re also unafraid to play
with the arrangements and extend the
songs a little, which is fine, lengthening ‘No
Quarter’ to a full ten minutes; that said, no
matter how good a drummer you are, six
minutes of ‘Moby Dick’ is way too much for
anybody.
To quote ‘Stairway To Heaven’, “It
makes me wonder…” if ‘Great Zeppelin II’
was the wisest move for Jack Russell.
Ant Heeks
JACKSON+SELLERS
‘BREAKING POINT’
(Anti)
ROCK

Let me introduce you to Jackson+Sellers;
meet Jade Jackson, a talented singer/
songwriter who featured in Rolling Stone
Magazine’s “10 New Country artists
you need to know” following her 2017
debut ‘Gilded’ – with 2019’s sophomore
‘Wilderness’ introducing me to her talents
thanks to a review within these very pages
– and Aubrie Sellers, daughter of Country
artists Jason Sellers and Lee Ann Womack
and recording artist in her own right, with
two albums under her belt: 2016’s ‘New
City Blues’ and 2020’s ‘Far From Home’.
Initially formed during the Covid pandemic
when Jackson approached Sellers to
enquire about her singing backing vocals
on a new song, the collaboration swiftly
blossomed into a full duo project with both
contributing music and lyrics.
While both Jackson+Sellers reside at
the more Rock and Americana-orientated,
gritty end of the Country market, they both
share Punk roots and consequently their
collaborative debut effort ‘Breaking Point’
escapes the restraints of that genre and
adopts a more sassy, Rock ‘n’ Roll approach
with raucous, fuzzy guitars paying homage
to the late sixties/early seventies Pop Rock
vibe whilst drawing on an edgy nineties
Indie-style influence; the spacious, echoey
production enhances an authentically
faithful sixties vibe.
Neither Jackson or Sellers could be
AUTUMN

GHOST AVENUE – ‘EVEN ANGELS FAIL’ (Independent)

HEAVY METAL

The joy of doing reviews is it’s like a “box of
chocolates”, you just never know what you are
going to get! This is Ghost Avenue’s fourth studio
outing, but my first encounter with this Norwegian
outfit… and it certainly won’t be my last. The
group consist of Kim Sandvik (vocals), Andre
Berger (guitar), ØstyeinWilk (guitar), Magnus
Liseter (bass) and Peter Lein (drums).
Ghost Avenue begin with ‘Best Of The Best’,
which features an Eddie Van Halen style intro
before a Heavy Metal eruption explodes into
your ears; it reminds this listener of Judas Priest.
Throughout, it is foot-to-the-floor Metal with enough six-string wizardry to satisfy
the Metal “Muthas”. You get exactly what you want, with exceptional vocals from
start to finish.
Throughout the ten tracks on offer, the album never strays from the formula for
heads-down power; the one surprise is the continuation of axe-ceptional histrionics.
You could say, Ghost Avenue are “delivering the goods”! Third track ‘Wasted
Generation’ is an anthem for the wasted generation! The dual guitar battles are
similar in style to the aforementioned Priest, but you can add a bit of Iron Maiden to
this. These northern men have all the power of Norse Gods, and just like Thor they
hammer it home!
If you are partial to traditional Metal, you can’t go wrong with this purchase.
Paul Rhino Mace
described as having massively powerful
voices like much of their female Country
counterparts, instead offering a quite
captivating, fragile and vulnerable yet
charismatic delivery, and their true power is
in the air of gracefulness necessary to exude
such sensitivity, and their voices blend
together quite wonderfully... seductive yet
delicate; this effect on the record’s gentle
numbers ‘As You Run’ and the ethereal
‘Hush’ are spine-chillingly beautiful,
while the understated vocal delivery
really exposes the lovely melodies on the
gorgeous ‘Fair Weather’.
However, the impact of the ladies’
vocal style on the album’s rockier numbers
is no less spectacular; check out their sexy
blistering take on Julie Miller’s ‘The Devil Is
An Angel Too’, and ‘Wound Up’ continues
the raucous theme, but it’s the moodier
material like ‘The World Is Black’, ‘Breaking
Point’, ‘Waste Your Time’ and cover of Suzi
Quatro’s ‘Wild One’ that truly exposes their
sultrier side.
To hear an emotionally song about the
true loneliness and angst caused by the
pandemic lockdown then check out Jade
Jackson’s timely ‘6FT Changes’ video; but
ultimately as Jackson+Sellers proves, much
light can emerge from dark places.
Ant Heeks
JAMES STEVENSON
‘THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD’
(Pink Gun)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

James Stevenson has played in many
bands, such as The Alarm, Gene Loves
Jezebel and The Cult, in a long career that
has seen him become a well-respected
guitarist in the Punk and Alternative Rock
genres. His second solo album, this is a
lockdown effort that saw various guests
contribute their parts remotely, and to be
fair it’s put together really well.
‘The Other Side Of The World’ is a
reasonably laid back album musically, with
some lyrical depth to seek out as well. It’s
probably at its best when the songs are
allowed a bit of oomph, such as on the
more aggressive ‘Ugly Beautiful’, but each
song here certainly has its own charm. The
longest song is the seven-minute ballad ‘I’m
Getting Over You Now’, and if I’m honest it
does drag a bit, whilst fellow Blues workout
‘New York 10023’ throws out the lyrics and
lets James show the listener just why so
many bands are happy to have him. Vocally,
he isn’t the best singer, but the personal
nature of the songs does mean that no
one else could have handled them, and
he does try and bring a different voice to
the different styles, which is a nice touch.
It’s one of those albums that is decent but
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not really much more; perfectly listenable to
and enjoyable enough, but unlikely to blow
anyone’s tiny mind.
Overall, ‘The Other Side Of The World’
is the sort of album you’d buy off of a guy
after you’d just seen him in the pub and
really enjoyed his laid back energy. I’d go
and see him, too, if he came my way, but
the album probably won’t be getting too
much airplay as there’s just not enough that
stands out and makes me want to come
back over and over. In summary, it’s... nice!
Alan Holloway
JASMENO
‘ELIXIR’
(Lynx)
ROCK

Keyboard player Slavomir Maria
Nietupski formed Jasmeno as a musical
project, recruiting a whole host of musicians
including guitarist Piotr Chomicz and
vocalists Andrea Boccarusso and Karolina
Andrzejewski to bring his vision to light.
The instrumental ‘Alchemy’ is a
spotlight on the fluid guitar work in a wash
of keyboards that reveals a deep emotion
to what Jasmeno is trying to convey. The
female vocals on ‘Indefinite Antecents’
and ‘Nothing But An Illusion’ add an
otherworldly feel to the musical landscape,
the sweet melodies and delightful ambience
letting the music swirl around you. I could
imagine ‘Nokturn’ playing in any number of
Science-Fiction movies; it has a trance style
of energy that is quite hypnotic. ‘Plankton’
taps into some of Tangerine Dream eighties
work, huge keyboards and stratospheric
guitar solos make this a journey through
adrenaline. The most subdued song is ‘Sunk
In Emotion’ which reminded me of John
Carpenter’s work, a sinister more groove
driven affair that has a cerebral spirituality.
There is little in the way of irrelevant
instrumentation, which is refreshing, even
the slow moody instrumental ‘Elixir’ with
its Dave Gilmour style guitar work shines.
Jasmeno have produced a dream like piece
of work with incredible depth.
Ray Paul
JEFF SCOTT SOTO
‘THE DUETS COLLECTION: VOL. 1’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

It is certainly nice to see an artist
continue with his creativity during these
uncertain and harsh times, and Jeff Scott
Soto has done just that!
Brand new, so to speak, from Soto is this
‘The Duets Collection Vol. 1’. Did you notice
in the title – Vol. 1? It indicates we may be
lucky enough to obtain another collection
FIREWORKS

from this heavyweight vocalist.
However, let’s examine this very huge
slice of ear-candy. Soto has not only reimagined some of his previous vocal
performances, but he has also gone a
couple of steps forward by inviting some of
Rockdom’s masterful vocalists to join in with
him. Plus, he has brought into this journey
more of his musical friends to re-record the
guts of each song, including Howie Simon
(guitars), Jorge Salan (guitars), Leo Mancini
(guitars), Edu Cominato (drums) and Tony
Dickinson (bass).
‘The Duets Collection…’ takes us
through Soto’s musical career, laying a new
polish to each and every number. He has
then added a further layer of enticing icing
with his vocal duets. Soto teams up with the
likes of Erik Mårtensson (Eclipse, W.E.T,),
Dino Jelusick (Animal Drive, Dirty Shirley)
and Nathan James (Inglorious). However, it
doesn’t stop there. Soto has been honoured
with other vocalists, making this release a
virtual who’s who in the Melodic Rock style.
All through this album, we hear Soto’s
generosity, his craftsmanship and his
mastery of the ivories. Song after song,
there lies within each a new energy and
a new urgency, plus the pure love of
performance from Soto himself and his
musical partners. This collection features
some of his first efforts as a singer of note,
the Yngwie Malmsteen written ‘Don’t Let
It End’, and some Talisman numbers like
‘Mysterious’ and ‘I’ll Be Waiting’. I really
do not want to give away all of the secrets
and surprises in this album, however,
one should be prepared to hear songs
that we haven’t heard for a long while
from Soto… and there are more recent
numbers as well.
Although there are only eleven tracks,
we certainly know why this effort is just the
first in a series. From the guest vocalists to
the magnificent musicians that have joined
him for this compilation, Soto has enlivened
musical numbers that have propelled him
into the Rock vocalist stratosphere. Enjoy,
digest and listen time and time again,
and hopefully we can all do this again for
Volume 2 and 3.
Bruce E. J. Atkinson
JOE JACKSON & TODD
RUNDGREN – ‘STAGE THEATER
NEW JERSEY 2005’ (Cleopatra)
ROCK

Joe Jackson and Todd Rundgren
are quite well-matched, both having
considerable talent and the desire to
explore musical styles rather than sticking
to a hit formula. So back in 2005, the
attraction of seeing the pairing performing
their best known work with a string quartet
backing would have been considerable.
This
package
includes
the
aforementioned string quartet, Ethel, taking
the stage first with a very laidback and
classical set which whets the audience’s
appetite for the style of music to come.
Jackson appears first (there are no
clues as to who supports who and I
suppose having Jackson’s name first in
the advertising balances things). Starting
off with his trademark twinkly piano,
Jackson launches into ‘Hometown’ with
his haunting and recognisable vocal style.
The music segues very nicely into his
biggest hit ‘Steppin’ Out’ – being trained
at the Royal Academy Of Music this was
an effortless feat of changing tempo and
key signature. Jackson’s unaccompanied
piano set allowed him to explore his songs
(recognisable motifs being mixed into his
classically inspired musings) and finished
with the enduring ‘Is She Really Going Out
With Him’.
Even though it was a hard act to follow,
Rundgren was unfazed and launched
into the fan favourite trio of ‘Love Of
The Common Man’, the sublime ‘I Don’t
FIREWORKS

Want To Die You Down’ and ‘Lysistrada’.
Being a multi-instrumentalist but with
the guitar being his main instrument of
choice, Rundgren was always going to be
outgunned by Jackson on the piano - so he
focussed more on his vocals and an acoustic
guitar. However, his distinctive choppy
piano style is used to great effect on ‘Hello,
It’s Me’.
The two appear together at the end
with probably the highlight of the show an epic version of ‘While My Guitar Gently
Weeps’. The strings of Ethel, the piano
staccato of Jackson and Rundgren’s vocals
on the verses work very well together. With
Jackson taking on the higher vocals of the
bridge, this classic counterpoint paved the
way for a string-led climax.
Joe Jackson & Todd Rundgren’s State
Theater New Jersey 2005 is available
digitally and in an eight-panel digipak that
includes two CDs and a DVD.
Rob McKenzie
JOHN BLACK WOLF & THE
BANDITS – ‘UNTIL THE DARK IS
GONE’ (FarolMusica)
ROCK

Portuguese musician Diogo Lima
released his debut solo album in 2019
under the moniker John Black Wolf. For his
sophomore release he’s credited his backing
band “The Bandits”. Wolf, who sings, plays
guitars and percussion, intermingles the
styles of Americana, Blues, Country and
Rock and has produced an eclectic album;
at times it works exceedingly well, but the
constant change of genres is not only the
album’s strength, but also its weakness.
The opening salvo arguably consist of
the two best songs on the opus. ‘Hey God
I’m Feeling Better’ and ‘Mama Sold Me As
A Wind Up Toy’ are both rockin’ HonkyTonk, Americana-style Blues numbers, in a
similar vein to John Mellencamp circa ‘The
Lonesome Jubilee’. Wolf is ably supported
in the vocal department by Filipa Guedes,
Joana Rodrigues and Inês Villadelprat.
Next up is lead-off single ‘Father, Son
And The Holy Ghost’, which is the one
song which perfectly sums up the whole
album. Starting off as a slow Country song
á la Johnny Cash, it quickly morphs into
Americana with shared vocals between
Wolf and Guedes.
The ballad ‘Lily Of The Valley’ has a
fine guitar solo courtesy of Bruno Carreira
Cruz, whilst ‘Masters Of Time’ sounds like
Springsteen covering Bowie’s ‘Heroes’.
The title-track may divide opinion; a subeight-minute tour-de-force or an overlong
exercise in self-indulgence? You choose.
For the most part I’m in the former camp,
but move towards the latter when the
song reaches the five-minute mark and
Wolf’s otherwise excellent vocals become
a tad irritating. The music though remains
first class, particularly the keys and string
arrangements produced by Valdemir Hailé.
The hard rockin’, foot-tapping ‘Sex
& Wine’ wouldn’t have been out of
place on the latest Billy F. Gibbons opus
‘Hardware’. The pace drops again with the
commendable Country-style interpretation
of the Dire Straits classic ‘Brothers In
Arms’. ‘Hurt Me Just A Little’ has a modern
backbeat (Nuno and Vasco Ferreira on
drums and bass respectively); another uptempo number where I personally think
Wolf & The Bandits are at their best.
‘The Beast In The Night’ is an upbeat
ballad, and perhaps would have been best
as the final track instead of the laid-back
Country ballad ‘The World Parade’, which is
juxtaposed to the fantastic lively opening of
the album.
For fans of Americana in the style of
Springsteen and Mellencamp, this is an
album well worth checking out.
Mark Donnelly
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KARMAMOI
‘ROOM 101’
(Progressive Gears)
PROGRESSIVE

If you are a fan of dark, complex
Progressive Rock then Italian band
Karmamoi should tickle your fancy. Having
seen them live and listened to their music I
have to state that they have a very unique
sound, whilst still clearly being influenced
by Steven Wilson, Anathema and Pink
Floyd. They compose rather long songs
which fit the classic Progressive Rock
mode, each with multiple time changes and
highlighting their wonderful instrumental
capabilities.
Karmamoi are Daniele Giovannoni
(drums, keyboards) Alex Massari (guitars)
and Alessandro Cefalì (bass) with the
following guest musicians on ‘Room 101’;
Adam Holzman (piano, Moog), Steve Unruh
(violin, flute), Sara Rinaldi (vocals), Emilio
Merone (piano, keyboards), Valerio Sgargi
(tenor) and Francesca Zanetta (solina).
The band have followed up their
critically acclaimed concept album ‘The
Day Is Done’ by recently releasing their fifth
album ‘Room 101’, a very dark, atmospheric
melancholy journey which re-visits George
Orwell’s novel ‘1984’ and adapts the
concepts to the present day, with particular
focus on the weaknesses of the human
mind. This opus is really a statement on
just how devastating Covid was in Italy and
how hard the lockdown was for the people
there and can be considered a permanent
record of those difficult times.
This means that ‘Room 101’ paints
a picture where life can be calm and
gentle, hence the lovely peaceful piano
sections, whereas at other times life can
be very intense and sad, demonstrated
by aggressive rhythm and heavy solos;
therefore, the music clearly demonstrates
those dark trancelike sad feelings. Rinaldi’s
hypnotic vocals convey the desired
sentiment on all seven tunes, often gentle
and soothing or else dark, deep and sombre.
‘Zealous Man’ is an epic eleven-minute-long
haunting journey and features Gilmour-like
guitar work from Massari. His slide guitar
in ‘Newspeak’ is incredibly intense, whereas
the keys are soothing and gentle. The mood

finally dramatically changes for the closing
track, ‘The New World’, featuring a much
more lively upbeat rhythm, powerful guitar
riffs and a long, fantastic synth solo.
‘1984’ is a difficult book to grasp and
Karmamoi have done an excellent job of
transposing Orwell’s disturbing sentiments
to music. This is not an album for the lonely
or depressed, however Karmamoi have
produced an hour of music that will clearly
delight the great majority of the world’s
Progressive Rock fans.
Ken Roberts
KASIM SULTON
‘KASIM 2021’
(Deko)
ROCK

Kasim Sulton has just released his
fourth album after 2014’s long-awaited
‘3’. Entitled ‘Kasim 21’, this straightforward
approach to the name (i.e., this is Kasim
Sulton in 2021) is true also for the music.
This is a short and sweet set of twelve
Pop-Rock three/four-minute radio-friendly
songs. Clearly inspired by his love of The
Beatles plus his long career with Utopia
(who always went from Pop to Prog and
back again with no fear of consequences),
the songs are in part bright and upbeat or
are McCartney-esque melancholic sonnets.
With the quirkiness and catchiness of
lead track ‘More Love’ and the sublime
‘Fastcar’, you could be mistaken this is a
Utopia album harking back to the New
Wave influenced self-titled album back
in 1982. At any time, you can imagine the
other three vocalists (mainly Todd Rundgren
though!) in the band bursting in with a new
verse.
The Tubes’ drummer Prairie Prince and
original Utopia bassist Jon Siegler add
their prowess to proceedings but with no
further details, I presume Kasim (a known
multi-instrumentalist)
is
responsible
for the majority of the instruments. Of
course, Sulton’s voice is in fine shape and
melodic as always and shines in the superb
production courtesy of Phil Thornalley. The
songs are all memorable and have a lot
of texture in them courtesy of thoughtful
backing harmonies. The final track is a cover
of the Nick Lowe penned ‘(What’s So Funny
‘Bout) Peace Love And Understanding’. In

GRINDER BLUES – ‘EL DOS’ (Metalville)

ROCK

This is the Hard Rock/Blues side project of King’s
X’s Doug (dUg) Pinnick on bass and vocals, and
Chicagoan Blues brothers, guitarist and vocalist
Jabo Bihlman and Scot “Little” Bihlman on drums,
percussion and vocals. ‘El Dos’ is the second
showing from them, the first being the self-titled
‘Grinder Blues’ in 2014.
Opening track ‘Another Way Around’ cannot help
but marry a funky, sleazy Blues jam with the King’s
X sound, such is the distinctiveness of Pinnock’s
voice; but oh boy, does the voice sit perfectly
within the song. Asked how Grinder Blues differs,
Pinnock says, “It’s a totally different animal, because with King’s X everything is
very…well, I pour my heart out in King’s X. I cut myself and bleed for everybody, and
just tell everybody how I feel. I just throw my heart out there. With Grinder Blues
we got together for fun. Lyrically nothing deep. Just to get up there and have some
drinks and have some fun, and play the Blues. And so that’s the difference for me.”
And fun they have; intentionally pushing the boundaries of the Blues genre, the
Bihlman brothers bring the Blues ground, but Pinnock brings the Funk, Gospel and
Motown element to songs such as ‘Gotta Get Me Some of That’, complete with
gospel-style harmonies and a whole lot of Funk. ‘Who Wants A Spanking?’ is a bit of
an earworm, which could get you in all kinds of trouble at the local Tesco.
‘When The Storm Comes’ is probably the most traditional Blues song on the
album, it has a real dustbowl vibe. ‘Somebody’ is a headbanger, while ‘Keep Away’
is a drawling smoky bar jam. ‘Hands Of God’ is authentic devil-at-the-crossroads
Blues; twanging guitar overlaid with a harp-like pops. It closes out with Delta Bluesstyle ‘A King Without A Throne’.
This is a fierce Blues Rock album. It hits the ground running and doesn’t let
up until you spin out from the final track. It keeps its Blues integrity, but is
peppered all through with Gospel and Soul. If you are a fan of King’s X there is
enough DNA to not disappoint; and if you are coming at it from the Blues angle
you’ll be happy too. This is certainly in my top albums of the year; it may even
end up the winner.
Helen Bradley
AUTUMN
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the current climate, this is a particularly apt
closer to a fine and very listenable album.
Rob McKenzie
KATATONIA
‘MNEMOSYNEAN’
(Peaceville)
PROGRESSIVE

This Swedish band has been plying its
trade for thirty years now and to celebrate
this achievement ‘Mnemosynean’ has been
released to mark the anniversary. The album
is a comprehensive affair, clocking in at
over two hours and includes twenty-seven
tracks spread over two CD’s. It contains
an extensive collection of all the band’s
rarities and B-sides, including tracks from
their numerous EPs, unheard album songs,
limited special edition bonuses, cover songs
as well as a series of collaborative remixes
from 1994 to 2016.
I am not familiar with the band’s earlier
material so I can’t really comment how
these new recordings stack up against the
original output. I really enjoyed their last
three releases however, the last one being
‘City Burials’ from 2020. Katatonia started
life in the Death Metal genre but began to
take off when they transitioned to a more
metallic, melancholic, Melodic Rock style.
It is certainly a challenging listen, but I feel
they are one of the more enigmatic and
aurally captivating bands to grace the dark
Rock/Prog genre. If asked to cite a musical
reference, I would name a hybrid of Evergrey,
Anathema, Riversea and Opeth. Despite the
genre, there is very little evidence of growls,
normally prevalent in this style of Rock,
and founder member and vocalist Jonas
Renske has a soft and melodic voice, which
compliments the music perfectly. The music
is thoughtful and reflective and enhanced
throughout by thought provoking lyrics.
If you are not familiar with the band,
‘Mnemosynean’ may be too intense
and a long and difficult listen to form a
judgement. I feel a better place to start is
with the last three albums, ‘City Burials’,
‘The Fall Of Hearts’ from 2016 and 2012’s
‘Dead End Kings’. However, if you are a fan,
this is an essential purchase as there is so
much to enjoy. As well as being released as
a double CD, you can also purchase a deluxe
gatefold triple LP on black or white vinyl.

The packaging also includes a new band
biography, full track lyrics, plus backgrounds
to track origins described by Jonas Renske
and fellow founder Anders Nystrum.
Robin McGhie

HEAVY METAL

Greek aggressors Khirki have a lot to say
with their debut offering, ‘Κτηνωδία’, which
for you and me is pronounced ‘Ktinodia’.
Force-feeding a riff-fuelled attack into the
face of something more adventurously
Progressive, names such as Mastodon, Tool
and Kvelertak have been bandied about
as possible touching points for this outfit,
and while it’s easy to hear why, at no point
would you confuse these new noisemakers
for any of those more established acts.
In ways, what ‘Κτηνωδία’ does remind
me of is the game-changing ‘Roots’ opus
from Sepultura. Again, I’m not really
suggesting that Khirki sound like the
veteran Brazilian trailblazers, but the
manner in which they introduce a lot of
Anatolian and Balkan Folk rhythms into a
modern inflected bulge of riffs and grooves
shows a similar level of innovation, even
if the effect isn’t maybe quite so intrinsic
to the shape of this whole album as the
ethnic percussion was for ‘Roots’. In fact,
listen in close to the fuzzed-up guitars on
‘Raging Bull’ and a touch of Royal Blood
might just be found pumping in this band’s
veins. Thankfully, even with the clever use
of influences and attacks, Khirki clearly
have a voice of their own, the mournful
build of ‘Medea’ smartly turned on its
head as all manner of percussive clatters
are infused by the Balkan-flavoured violin
of Christos Konstantinidis, who guests on
what is one of the album’s longest tracks.
And that willingness to bring ever differing
elements continues through the impressive
percussive intro to the frantic fret romp of
‘Bukovo’, where the vocals from Dimos
Ioannou combine with the singer’s own
guitar work quite spectacularly.
Across the album those aspects, along
with the thunderous bass work from
Orestes Katsaros and top-level percussion
and drums courtesy of Spiros Stefanis, really

There’s something wonderfully compelling and
enthralling about an album title like ‘Tapes From
The White Ballroom’. Shrouding their music in this
enticing romance is London quartet Howlin May
Queen, founded in 2017 and now releasing this,
their debut.
‘Heart To The Universe’ kicks us off, seventies
and primal. It’s heavy, but so raw you feel you’re in
the room with Simon Hurts’ guitar. The general feel
of the album is wandering and explorative to the
point of being proggy, but vocalist Daniel Ocean
sews feeling and intimacy into his animalistic
vocals. Howlin sounds about right for these guys. ‘Dawn Song’ is easy like an early
morning; surprising so early on within the album, but it erupts in Greta Van Fleet
style in the chorus. There is no escaping comparisons to Led Zeppelin, though the
drive and heaviness of Wolfmother also comes through.
‘Satisfied’ is where they’re at their best though, especially when those
comparisons fade into the background. A signature hook with bold vocals to match
is so “classic”, but then P.J. Fonda (bass) and Andrew Thorne (drums) seamlessly
roll into a funking, waltzing groove that just screams with character. They’re bored
easily though, these lads, and flip the tempo again to upend the track to something
increasingly pacy.
A few tracks slip by, their sound fairly similar and lacking the stand-out draw of
‘Satisfied’. ‘A New Day Will Come (The May Pray)’ has a mystical fuzz at the softer
end of the spectrum, while ‘Way Out Of Town’ has an enjoyable momentum. ‘Let It
Bleed’ oozes the feeling you might expect it to. The slower tracks have an element
of Folk, heavy and drifting as it is. They pick it up near the end, with the rocking
and rolling ‘You Better Make Me Groove’, full of Plant swagger and scream before
infectious closer ‘Gipsy Hollow’, where Thorne really gets to drive it home.
It’s something dirty and fresh for the London scene, with Howlin May Queen not
afraid to layer it up and play with pace and rhythm. ‘Tapes From The White Ballroom’
is Progressive and primal, earthy in its howl and fizzy in its power.
Sophie Brownlee
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BLUES

This seventh studio album is released on Joe
Bonamassa’s independent Blues label and was
produced and recorded by Bonamassa and
Josh Smith in Nashville, Tennessee. The tracks
are all rare Blues classics originally recorded by
Albert King, Peter Green, Little Richard, Magic
Sam, Aretha Franklin, Little Milton, and many
more. Additional musicians appearing are Josh
Smith (guitar), Reese Wynans (keyboards), Greg
Morrow (drums), Steve Mackey (bass), Steve
Patrick (trumpet), Mark Douthit (sax) and Barry
Green (trombone) while Bonamassa also plays

KHIRKI
‘KTINODIA’
(Independent)

HOWLIN MAY QUEEN – ‘TAPES FROM THE WHITE BALLROOM’
(Independent)
ROCK
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JOANNE SHAW TAYLOR - ‘THE BLUES ALBUM’ (KTBA)

guitar and sings on one track.
The opening tune ‘Stop Messin’ Round’ is a very good version of an early
Fleetwood Mac song and it keeps very much to the original – the vocals are strong
and keyboards are superb. ‘If That Ain’t A Reason’ is the first single and is a funky
song with a tremendous horn section and great guitar work. ‘Keep On Lovin’ Me’ is
a Blues song with a hint of Jazz. ‘If You Gotta Make A Fool Of Somebody’ is a very
different version to the one released in the sixties, being a slow Blues tune with
horns, keyboards and a lovely guitar solo ending. ‘Don’t Go Away Mad’ features
Bonamassa sharing the singing and guitar; it is more of a mainstream song than a
Blues Rock one but is still very good.
‘Scraps Vignette’ is a short but sweet instrumental. ‘Can’t You See What You Are
Doing To Me’ is the highlight of the album for me, with Gary Moore sounding guitar
work and a great vibe with horns and a bouncing bass riff playing throughout.
‘Let Me Down Easy’ is a ballad and contains the album’s best (soulful) vocal and
outstanding guitar performance by Taylor. ‘Two Time My Lovin’ has a lovely laid
back feeling with nice harmonies.
‘I Don’t Know What You Got’ featuring Mike Farris is a slow ballad; delightful
harmonies, brilliant organ playing with a gorgeous horn section and guitar breaks.
The final song, ‘Three Time Loser’, is a bouncy upbeat twelve bar Blues song with
pleasant backing vocals, a honky-tonk piano and a signature Taylor guitar solo.
This release is a joy to listen to. There are no fillers, the vocals are excellent and
Taylor has never sounded better. The performances and overall sound and production
of the album cannot be faulted. An essential purchase for fans of Blues Rock.
Paul Gregory
do go a long way to setting the foundation
from which everything else then grows. The
weapons chosen can be blunt and full force,
as on the mid-paced smash of ‘The Barkhan
Dunes’, aggressively hook-laden, such as
that to be found on ‘Black And Chrome’,
or the jet-propelled ‘Star’s Pianina’ which
illustrates an almost Stoner/Doom meets
Thrash howl. All of which ensures that
this guitar totting, Greek influenced slab
of multi-faceted Metal is much, much
smarter than it first appears. As debuts go,
‘Κτηνωδία’ is thoroughly varied, hugely
confident and mightily impressive.
Steven Reid
KIKO SHRED’S REBELLION
‘REBELLION’
(Pure Steel)
POWER METAL

Brazilian guitar virtuoso Kiko has
assembled a new band Rebellion to
showcase his talents. Having played with
several top names in the past, Kiko decided
it was time to front his own band after
previously releasing purely solo material.
Joining forces with the guitarist are vocalist
Ed Galdin and rhythm section of Will Costa
(bass) and Lucas Taliara Miranda (drums);
also, the talented vocalist Doogie White
makes a guest appearance.
After a short intro (well what else
would you expect from a guitar maestro?)
‘Mirror’ begins with a powerful guitar
surge and a pounding drum sound, the
vocals begin and feel a little lost in the
mix, not doing the music justice. The song
has bags of potential but just feels a little
laboured. ‘Rainbow In The Storm’ is again
built around the powerful guitar, but feels
a little Metal by numbers. ‘Thorn Across
My Heart’ featuring Doogie White is, quite
frankly, shocking! White sounds awkward
and uninterested, the track offering very
little when it should have been a highlight
of the album.
Sadly, ‘Rebellion’ offers nothing new,
and in all honesty is a little disappointing.
You can hear some definite promise, but
frankly it’s poorly executed. I struggled
with the vocals as I felt they were far too
low in the mix. There’s no doubt Kiko can
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play; however, this was not the right set of
songs to win over a new audience. This is
definitely a try before you buy release.
Mick Parry
KINGDOM KEYS
‘VIOLENCE & VIRTUE’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Drawn from the ranks of various acts in
deepest, darkest Norfolk, Kingdom Keys is
an Alternative Rock band that started life
as the vision of vocalist/guitarist (and main
song-writer) Sam Jason Cook. They released
a six track EP, ‘Beyond What You See’, some
five years ago and have just presented the
world with their full-length debut ‘Violence
& Virtue’ – a release both vastly different
and light years in front at the same time.
Now, as a dyed-in-the-wool “old
school” Rock and Metal fan, anything
pushed my way that’s described as
“Modern” or “Alternative” is generally
met with a furrowed brow and bemused
derision. Don’t get me wrong, I’ve got
plenty of time for the Nickelback (and the
likes) approach to songwriting, but all too
often Indie Rock is all about the “Indie”
and has sweet fuck all to do with the actual
“Rock” bit… not so much Kingdom Keys
though, I must say.
Not too sure why it’s taken them half a
decade to come up with the twelve songs
that comprise ‘Violence & Virtue’ (although
I guess doing it on your own dime presents
a set of logistical problems in its own right),
but aside from their penchant for some,
at times, overly jangly (á la U2, Kings Of
Leon et all) styled guitars, those years have
actually been put to pretty good use.
My initial impression was that, for
an independent release, the production
values on the album are pretty consistent.
There’s plenty of separation, a strong and
ever-changing dynamic that lifts the songs
(almost like a fusion of Indie and Goth) and
the arrangements have a Progressive feel to
them that wouldn’t seem out of place on an
album from someone like The Flower Kings,
or even Marillion.
Opening with the intoxicating
atmospherics of first single ‘War’, they
FIREWORKS

balance fractious storytelling with
tantalising melodrama to create an
adrenaline-fuelled high that simply
bleeds emotion. And, whilst you’re still
recovering from that, they hit you with the
progressively tinged ‘The Noose’ – imagine
Porcupine Tree meeting Haken and you’ll
get some semblance of what I’m on about.
The hard-edged, oft shouty bloke Power
Pop of ‘Oath’ isn’t my thing at all – see my
earlier precis on “Indie” over “Rock” – but
thankfully the altogether more ethereal
‘Surrender’ puts them back on track.
When they’re good they’re very good…
refreshingly different.
Dave Cockett
KK’S PRIEST
‘SERMONS OF THE SINNER’
(EX1)
HEAVY METAL

The Return of KK Downing to the music
scene has been a long time coming, but
for fans of one of Metal’s most respected
guitarists, the wait is nearly over with a new
band, KK’s Priest, and debut album ‘Sermons
Of The Sinner’ soon to be unleashed.
Joining KK on the album are former
Judas Priest singer Tim “Ripper” Owens
and relative unknowns AJ Mills (guitar),
Sean Elg (drums) and Tony Newton (bass).
Original drummer and also ex-Judas Priest
man Les Binks suffered a wrist injury prior
to the start of the recording sessions and
was replaced by Elg, although it’s unclear if
this will be a permanent move.
Onto the music and it’s exactly what
you’d expect considering KK was an integral
part of Judas Priest for over forty years and
has his trademark way of writing riff-laden
Metal songs. It’s hard not to compare
the album to Judas Priest, and there are
similarities, but it’s no carbon copy despite
the obvious connections and needs to be
listened to on its merits. The musicianship
is excellent throughout and headbangers
will find lots to enjoy with the likes of the
title track, ‘Raise Your Fists’, the epic ‘Metal
Through And Through’ together with ‘Wild
And Free’ being some of the highlights.
It’s not a perfect album by any means
and could have benefitted from a sharper
focus on the vocal melodies and choruses
on a few songs. However, for a first album
it’s a very good effort and should please
fans of KK’s previous band, Accept and
Helloween to name but a few.
Carl Noonan
KLONE
‘ALIVE’
(KSkope)
PROGRESSIVE

This recording is rather odd, as it was
recorded over two nights, but those nights
were three years apart – one at Sjiwa in
Baarlo, The Netherlands in October 2016,
the other at Moloco in Audincourt, France in
November 2019. Some bands take years to
record albums, but not live ones. With five
studio albums in their locker, there is plenty
of music – which is termed as Alternative
Metal (which could mean anything really)
– to include on this, their first live offering.
They came to my attention with their last
album ‘Le Grand Voyage’, which, with this, I
now know didn’t give me the whole picture.
I thought they were just Progressive, but
listening to ‘Alive’ and hearing (I believe)
baritone guitar use, a new description
popped up for some songs, that being
Progressive Doom Rock. I don’t think I have
heard that description before, so maybe
they have started their own sub-genre.
The second show was probably in
support of that album, but only three tracks
from it out of the total of thirteen are
played, namely ‘Yonder’, ‘Breach’ and ‘Silver
Gate’. I was pleased to find the other tracks
unfamiliar to me are good, although overall
FIREWORKS

the songs are mainly slow with ‘Breach’,
‘Sealed’, ‘Grim Dance’,‘Immaculate Desire’,
‘Immersion’, ‘Nebulous’ and ‘Silver Gate’
all fitting in this category. Both ‘Yonder’
and ‘Breach’, the latter having a Pink Floyd
‘Breathe’ vibe at the start, probably have
the stronger, more memorable melodies, but
each song has points of interest. ‘Sealed’,
for instance, features a nice little keyboard
motif, while ‘Give Up The Rest’ is a little
more Prog-Metal, thanks to the powerful,
underlying guitar/drum riff. Beefing up the
drums on ‘The Drifter’ would have helped,
and there is some familiarity in parts of
‘Immaculate Desire’, while ‘Rocket Smoke’
is Muse. ‘The Dreamers’ Hideaway’ has a
Grunge base, but drags a little for me.
Not a bad live album, as live albums
go, and it’s good to hear that vocalist Yann
Ligner is as good live as on record. Would
this encourage me to see them? Well
maybe, but there would have to be a little
more variation in tempos.
Andy Brailsford
LACUNA COIL
‘LIVE FROM THE APOCALYPSE’
(Century Media)
SYMPHONIC

Lacuna Coil’s 2019 ‘Black Anima’ album
was arguably, from start to finish, their
darkest and heaviest in a twenty-plus year
career. Musically, the intensity was relentless
and the lyrical themes added to the pitchblack vibe. Speaking to lead-singer Cristina
Scabbia during the tour to promote the
record, it was a dream to perform the record
in its entirety due to its overriding concept
nature, yet there were no plans to actually
do that. During the course of lockdown in
2020 that dream became a reality via a oneoff live streaming event.
Scabbia, Andrea Ferro (vocals), Marco
Coti-Zelati (bass), Diego Cavallotti (guitar)
and Richard Meiz (drums) took the
opportunity to play all eleven tracks from
the regular version of ‘Black Anima’ and
also included the three tracks that were
featured as a bonus on the deluxe edition
and another cool song (‘Bad Things’)
that was only made available digitally
through Amazon. They did not stick to the
album’s running order and listening to
(and watching) the performance it did not
affect the overall impact in any way. Using
the visual DVD document to construct this
review, the one thing that was evident was
the lack of something with more subtlety to
act as a breather from all the hard-hitting
music. The band stick faithfully to the
existing arrangements due to the fact taped
backing tracks are used for the keyboard

enhancements and additional vocals, so a
short acoustic section would have been a
good way to break things up a little. The
last song included is actually a stripped
back version of ‘Save Me’ with Cristina
accompanied by just a piano player (Silvia
Zanaboni), and this is a particular highlight.
The lack of crowd noise and between song
banter takes some getting used to and
understandably there is no real stage show,
just the five band members in boiler suits
and a little face-paint.
Kudos to Lacuna Coil for making the
effort to do something during an unusual
period of time and I guess for the core fan
base, this will do nicely until the next studio
recordings come along in 2022.
Dave Bott
LANGAN FROST & WANE
‘LANGAN FROST & WANE’
(Goldstar)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Not a banking firm, although this terrific
trio could raise your interest...This is Brian
Langan, RJ Gilligan (the Frost) and, after
first sessions, Nam Wayne. They wrote
together on spec and used found sound and
great musical chops to produce this rather
spectral album.
Strings rise, vocals are ethereal, backing
vox really become a feature, ‘Perhaps The
Sorcerer’ welcomes us in with a smile.
Quickly though, brittle ‘The Dandelion’
with a jaw harp prominent and incantation
like vocal make us think again, odd minor
chords litter ‘King Laughter’, the strings
being bent in sitar resemblance and violin
solo to otherwise folk ‘Alchemist Of Hazy
Row’; all of these live half in the shadows.
There’s also some Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young harmonising too, ‘Everyday Phoenix’
sounds great and when they just surrender
most of the instrumentation, the purity of
tracks like ‘Learn The Name Of The Plants’
is clear. Those melodies have a morning
dew clarity as well, ‘Everywing’ is winsome,
the feeling of seeing something out of the
corner of your eye in a shining winter.
Take it as atmosphere, take it as Folk,
take it to the desk and say, “this one
please.”
Steve Swift
LARS BOQUISTS’S NEONDAZE
‘2021’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

An album that’s a re-released remix
of the 2008 original with the chance to
catch a few add-ons, new art and new title;

JOE BONAMASSA – ‘TIME CLOCKS’ (Provogue/Mascot)

BLUES

When interviewing Joe before his last ‘Royal Tea’
album, he was keen to see how writing songs in
London changed the way they sounded. He did,
and he was then going to see what happened if he
did the same thing in New York. This is the result,
an album Joe ranks among his most eclectic,
taking a theme of time – he doesn’t work to
business time certainly. So it’s about time to have
a listen to these songs.
Shit-kicker. That’s what the simple ascending
riff, driving backline and female backing vocal for
‘Notches’ is. Written with his friend, Blackberry
Smoke’s Charlie Starr, this is all about notches on your stick, the measuring out of
a life... but never is it maudlin, this rages against the dying of any light. And then
the title track is a Country Rock delight, whilst emotions will be wracked during
‘Mind’s Eye’.
This is looking pretty good. There’s a fair spot of psyche here, the sun-burned feel
of ‘Curtain Call’ with strings aplenty and those seemingly effortless guitar peaks
bubbling up in ‘The Loyal Kind’ are worth the admission price alone. And straight
after that, ‘Hanging On A Loser’ clicks its fingers, struts down the street and sassy
slide solo; this is the sort of thing he does so effortlessly.
Yes, this album is eclectic but never so brazen that it picks a style and drives to it;
this adds influences, it tries on those styles and lounges or prances. What an album,
among so many excellent Bonamassa releases. He reckons he has bad timing – I
reckon he makes it work for him.
Steve Swift
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you may recall it, or maybe not. A bit of a
bedroom effort with some drums added
courtesy of session drummer Magnus Fritz
to accompany the man himself, Lars Boquist
on guitar and bass and Marcus Lundgren
on vocals.
Much water has passed under the
bridge and with a couple of solo albums
on his CV, the decision by Lars to re-release
has come with the benefit of the experience
of the passing years. The chance to remix
the original – well, perhaps you’ll need to
dig that out to see if the mission has been
accomplished. However, we can report that
‘2021’ comes across extremely bright (some
may say harsh) and bold, and clarity isn’t an
issue. The sound adds to the general air of
confidence and bravado that Lars brings to
his music that’s kept on a tight leash, not
straying too far from the Melodic Hard Rock
tropes you’ll find the world over in bands
whose names we know so well to those
who ply their trade in the lower leagues.
‘Intoxicated’ and ‘Live For Tonight’ are
both high energy numbers that set the scene
for what’s to come, pounding relentlessly in
four minute bursts. And there are many of
those. ‘Stop Crying’, ‘Evil In Mind’, ‘Hold Me,
‘Traitorous’ (the latter is a real word – think
“treacherous”) all carry the vital ingredients
of the hefty riff and passionate vocals that
lead towards the hook in the chorus.
‘Oullbemi Vampire’ (a bloodsucking
vampire ballad and one of the singles from
the album) and ‘Caroline’ veer into the “let
me see those lighters in the air” territory.
Most bands have one number that ticks
the saccharine box where they show that
beneath the tight pants and teased tresses,
they’re sensitive souls; best accompanied
by a soft-focus video overflowing with
meaningful looks.
And although we’re talking a presentday re-evaluation of a 2008 album, I’m
subconsciously drawn to thinking I’ve time
travelled back to the eighties. That, or I’ve
developed the gift of second sight and
can comfortably confirm that our beloved
genre that’s making its mark in the mideighties will still be alive and kicking in
thirty years time.
Mike Ainscoe
LAST DAYS OF EDEN
‘BUTTERFLIES’
(El Puerto)
SYMPHONIC

Third time’s the charm, as the saying
goes, and Last Days Of Eden are hoping that
‘Butterflies’ (following ‘Chrysalis’, natch)
will be the one that puts them at the top of
the Symphonic Metal tree, along with bands
such as Nightwish and Within Temptation.
It’s a big ask for the Spanish band, but with
two excellent albums to stand on, I’d have
backed them to fly with this one, rather than
be dashed on the rocks with many other
pretenders to the throne.
As this is a Symphonic Rock album, it
naturally starts with a minute of mood
setting guff that isn’t the worst I’ve heard,
and at least it’s pretty short. It’s pretty
apparent after this, though, that when
Last Days Of Eden are good, they really
are very good indeed. ‘Abracadabra’ opens
proceedings very well, and the similarities
to non-Tarja Nightwish cannot be ignored.
The band happily throw gorgeous melodies
about and Lady Ani brings her fantastic
voice into play to create a marriage made
in Heaven, even when male backing is
introduced that’s not too shouty. I’d happily
take a whole album just like this, but the
band have other ideas. ‘The Garden’ and
‘Silence’ are both lighter in tone, but whilst
‘The Garden’ lacks energy, ‘Silence’ has a
great bounce to it, with powerful drumming
making a difference. In fairness, the band do
try and bring a fair bit of variety to the fiftyfive-minute album, with Ani’s vocals doing
a lot of the heavy lifting and doing it well.
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It all rocks, though, and even when they
bring Folk stylings in (again, a bit Nightwish
there) the quality doesn’t dip.
There’s a lot of album here to cover, and
I really don’t have the word count to do it
justice. Whilst a few tracks don’t quite grab
me, there’s plenty here that does, and it’s
full of melody, drama and some excellent
guitar work to boot. They may not be right
up there with the Symphonic Gods just yet,
but they are very, very close. A real treat for
any fan of the genre.
Alan Holloway
LAST OF THE MISFIT HEROES
‘HOPE FOR THE HOPELESS’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

One of the most compelling attractions
of the Punk era was that rough and ready,
do-it-yourself attitude that saw thousands
of disaffected youths pick up instruments
and form bands in mates’ garages and
bedrooms all over the country. Whilst
there was indeed a fair share of people
who, to be honest, just couldn’t string
two notes together, there were others
that, to the ears of the general public,
sounded harsh, but they actually played
great songs, packed with hooks and a high
quality of song writing.
This spirit of 1976 is alive and well and
lives on in bands like Last Of The Misfit
Heroes. Their take on the melodic Punk
Rock of bands like The Stranglers and
adding some of the Hard Rock aggression
of Therapy? manages to straddle both past
and present, their hearts worn well and
truly on their sleeves. Here, on their debut
full-length album, is a rawness of approach
and emotions that gives them an authentic
feel, irrespective of any time, and they’ve
melded that to a knack of writing mini
anthems that are meant for the terraces
and clubs alike.
Given that they’re a trio, consisting
of lead vocalist and guitarist Steve Catt,
Andrew Jackman on bass and vocals and
drummer Chris Catt, there’s no room for any
flab, everything is pared down to the barest
minimum; but somehow, they’ve managed
to fill out the sound, making it huge at times.
Artfully dodging unnecessary bombast,
tracks like opener ‘Creating A Monster’
and ‘Demons’ bristle with aggression and
fire; the bruising ‘Misfit/Misplaced’ mines a
heavier seam, the band unafraid to put the
hammer down.
Whilst it’s arguably “The Men In
Black” that are the nearest touchstone
to what Last Of The Misfit Heroes create,
this Stranglers influence is welded to the
widescreen, socio-arena Rock of the Manic
Street Preachers, especially on ‘When My
Empire Falls’, a big, marching song that
stands up loud and proud. ‘The Water Runs’
also dips into this grand and sweeping feel,
bursting with bravado, before the Rock ‘n’
Roll swagger of ‘Wake Up Call’ closes the
album with one last killer blow.
If you’re looking for something that
captures the feel of the heady, nascent days
where Punk clashed with more traditional
Rock, you certainly wouldn’t go too far
wrong with ‘Hope For the Hopeless’. It’s the
perfect balance of raw emotion and gutpunching force.
Paul Monkhouse
LAUREN ALIANA – ‘SITTING
PRETTY ON TOP OF THE WORLD’
(Snakefarm)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

A new name to me as a Country
singer, but not one that’s new on the
Country scene, so kudos once again to
Snakefarm Records for bringing another
Nashville artiste to wider recognition
here in the UK. Success was virtually
guaranteed for Georgia native Lauren
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LESBIAN BED DEATH – ‘THE WITCHING HOUR’ (Psychophonic)

HARD ROCK

Returning to the fray with their seventh studio
album, the entertainingly named Lesbian Bed
Death have just announced their (by my reckoning)
seventh vocalist. Long-time fan favourite Luci4 has
parted ways with the band for the second time
since the recording of this ‘The Witching Hour’
long player, and has now been replaced by Zoey
Phoenix. This album was financed by a wildly
successful crowdfunding effort – if you’re new to
them, LDB are hugely popular with fans literally
all over the world, and the band have repaid their
fans’ belief in spades.
‘The Witching Hour’ really is very impressive indeed, and the band are in inspired
form throughout; it’s definitely their most cohesive and mature album to date. The
band’s usual musical cocktail of Hard Rock, Gothic Rock and Sleaze is present and
correct, but this time it just feels more consistent, having found the perfect balance
and the end result is very satisfying. The band (at the point of recording) was: Mr
Peach (guitars), Aimee Violet (drums), Luci4 (vocals), and Steve Lethal (lead guitar/
bass/synths), the latter has also been responsible for producing the album and he
has done a very fine job indeed, as sonically the band sounds spot on.
Offered up on the album are fourteen excellent tracks, thirteen original numbers
and a curiously satisfying cover of Cliff Richard’s ‘Devil Woman’ (and I’d normally
cut my ears off than listen to anything by that abomination!). There is a sense of
urgency about the songs as the band fire through them with vibrancy and real
passion – the more I listen to this the more I genuinely love it; it touches something
primal deep inside me and I thank the band for that. There have been a swathe of
really fine albums vying for my album of the year already, now LBD have thrown
another one at me!
As I write this, ‘Bring Out Your Dead’ is reverberating around the house. It’s such
a classic song with a huge riff, a massive chorus and I’m loudly howling along
to it! ‘The Scorpion’ is another finely crafted anthem, ‘Breakfast At Tisphone’s’ is
colossally impressive, while ‘Vampires’ is a lovely darkly dreaming number that
exemplifies what is so great about this band. This really is a sublime album, and the
band deserve all the plaudits they will justly receive for it.
Chris O’Connor
Aliana thanks to her being runner-up on
Season #10 of the career launch-pad that
is American Idol, and her first two albums
‘Wildflower’ and ‘Road Less Traveled’
have maintained her profile in the US,
though as they were released in 2011
and 2017 respectively she certainly can’t
be accused of oversaturating the Country
market like many of her peers. Following
two EP releases, ‘Sitting Pretty On Top Of
The World’ is her third full-length album.
What I really like about many of the
more recent female successes in the
Country scene is that they write the bulk
of their own lyrics rather than relying on
the regular Nashville hit-making machine,
and that brings extra realism to their
vocal deliveries; Lauren Aliana’s lyrics may
lean more to the somewhat stereotypical,
simplistic and mostly love-orientated
themes rather than the gritty poignancy
of the fantastic Jade Jackson and Morgan
Wade, for example, but this is reflective
in the more commercial side of Country
in which she resides, while her powerful,
Pop-friendly voice is more akin to the
likes of Carrie Underwood and Miranda
Lambert rather than the more fragile,
melancholic nature of the aforementioned
Jackson and Wade.
Over its fifteen tracks ‘Sitting Pretty…’
does lean largely towards slower, balladorientated material; it opens with the
mostly acoustic-based ‘It Was Me’ which,
though a quite lovely song, I feel would
be better placed mid-album, while
elsewhere the more reflective side of the
record includes ‘I’m Not Sad Anymore’, the
bluesy ‘Top Of The World’ and ‘You Ain’t A
Cowboy’ and ‘What Do You Think Of?’ and
a duet with the impressive Danish singer
Lukas Graham Forchhammer. Where the
album truly shines is on the glorious
mid-tempo and highly melodic fare like
‘Written In The Bar’ and ‘Goodbye Street’,
with Country legend Trisha Yearwood
elevating the sophistication even more
with her duet on ‘Getting Good’, while
typically upbeat Country anthems like
‘If The World Was A Small Town’, ‘Same
Story, Different Saturday Night’, ‘Run’ and
‘When The Party’s Over’ nestle amongst
the slower songs.
Certainly at the lighter end of the
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Country Rock market, but nevertheless a
superb album.
Ant Heeks
LEGIONS OF THE NIGHT
‘SORROW IS THE CURE’
(Pride & Joy)
PROGRESSIVE

Power of the night! It’s the first mental
shout that came to my mind, even just
looking at the title of this album, even
before listening to it. “Legions” and “night”
are two words that echo of Savatage from
miles away in my world, also forming
the title of the famous song in ‘Hall Of
The Mountain King’. The music, ladies
and gentlemen – wow! This is Savatageesque like I’ve never heard before. The
piano intros, the madhouse, moody and
lunatic vocals, the doomy magniloquence
of the arrangements; it maybe too much
of an external inspiration but still worth a
proper listen. Jens Faber (Dawn Of Destiny,
MalefistuM, ExoS) founded Legions
Of The Night in 2020. Soon, Dawn Of
Destiny drummer Philipp Bock and singer
Henning Basse (Metalium, ex-Firewind,
Mayan) completed the line-up. For being
so “young”’ as a group, they sound very
united and tight as a band. I can’t imagine
songs like ‘Walls Of Sorrow’ or ‘Lie’ without
involving and evoking the presence of the
typical dramaturgy by the Oliva gang.
Nevertheless, I must say there’s very
little of the genius schizophrenia and
suffering pathos of Savatage. This is like
more of a fantasy and more reassuring (in
one word, European) version of the Florida
band, at times flirting with German Power
Metal and even giving a wink at Mercyful
Fate (see ‘Shoot And Save’).
One remarkable aspect of this album is
the production, it’s very clear, powerful and
able of creating a tri-dimensional wall of
sound, where vocals and instruments sound
like echoing in an old theater of doom. Of
course, how not to mention the cover of
‘Sirens’, written by Savatage themselves?!
Straight from the guts, better than ‘Gates
Of Hell’, with a super-consistent vocal
interpretation by Basse. Being a Savatage
fan, I can’t say anything bad about a band
that really tried so successfully to resemble
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that unique sound in Heavy Metal history.
The missing, crucial point consists of a
lack of feelings and stories to tell. I know, we
live in such virtual and shallow times, this
project was conceived during a pandemic,
but this has been a common issue with
most of the music in the last twenty years
and that’s why it’s more likely people that
didn’t know Savatage will be inspired to
search for them through this, others will go
running to their discography to get a taste
of what life used to be.
Enrico Navella
LEPROUS
‘APHELION’
(InsideOut)
PROGRESSIVE

One thing you can count on with
Leprous is that they’re never boring –
predictability simply isn’t on their radar.
Certainly not of late as they’ve grown in
confidence and stature from a standard
heavy Prog Metal outfit into a band whose
songwriting and performances are equally
ambitious and challenging.
When their new album is described
by singer Einar Solberg as being “very
different” and “the most varied album
we’ve done in a long time” it doesn’t
really come as a surprise. Their ‘Pitfalls’
album from 2019 represented a revealing
journey – a deeply personal insight – into
the psyche of Einar Solberg whilst exploring
new musical soundscapes. ‘Aphelion’
continues the journey; there are still aspects
of the outpouring of feelings in the lyrics
that concern confrontation of the demons
that come with personal anxieties while the
music is beautifully refined.
The confessional clues are there
from the beginning – talk of leaving
the head behind, facing steep slopes
and the desperation that comes with “I
don’t even have a plan on how to move
forward from here.”
From the start, with the opening
ominous toll of ‘Running Low’ there’s
also a ray of hope and determination…
“Time to make amends, make sure that it
ends,” he sings as sweeping string parts
add a mystical swirl. It’s a bold move in
throwing such a highlight in at the start,
and in a similar way where the strength
of ‘Nighttime Disguise’ brings the curtain
down. The latter’s claustrophobic angular
and stuttering rhythms are classic Leprous,
a mid-song synchronization of body and
mind hint at a light at the end of the tunnel
that ends with the whisper becoming a
primal scream.
In between, we’re presented with a
set that combines atmospheres, shifts in
dynamics and carefully crafted passages
where the tension is palpable. The musical
accompaniment is mature and crafted with
a polished quality; nylon guitar and refined,
often sparse and stark accompaniments
being the order of the day.
‘Aphelion’ is simply a tremendous
album. One that confirms Leprous are a
band coming of age; a band no longer just
in the ascendency but possibly reaching the
sort of peak where you’re hoping they’ll
stay or even kick on further. Whatever the
case, the band are at one with themselves.
Another wonderful stack of evidence in the
Leprous evolution and reinvention.
Mike Ainscoe
LEVERAGE
‘ABOVE THE BEYOND’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

Leverage’s history dates back to 2006
when they released their first album ‘Tides’,
which many thought of as a great addition
to the Melodic Prog Metal genre. The band
then quickly followed this up with two
more classy albums before singer Pekka
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LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM – ‘LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM’ (Warners Music/Reprise) ROCK
Many said he was finished. The split from
Fleetwood Mac, the open-heart surgery, that was
serious enough. But when his vocal cords were
apparently damaged during the procedure, there
were doubts that he would sung again.
01/09/21 to 20/12/21; three months, that’s how
long Lindsey’s tour in support of this album. He’s
back. Don’t doubt it. And why such a long tour?
This album deserves it.
Firstly, Fleetwood Mac fans will enjoy the smooth
approach of ‘Scream’, a nice sleekness with a
little of the odd approach on ‘Tusk’, followed by
a neurotic versed ‘I Don’t Mind’ which lets the sun in beautifully for the chorus and
then ‘On The Wrong Side’ follows with a swallowed beat and insistent acoustic, not
to mention glorious backing vocals, just what so many love the man for.
But then ‘Blind Love’ has a lilting percussion and Buckingham croon and although
‘Time’ seems to be an unnecessary Roy Orbison pastiche, the busy and yet lilting
‘Swan Song’ is mostly what you’ll hear here. And that link back to the band he’s best
known for, that stunning combination of very commercial and off-kilter, that’s here
in spades. And pretty wonderful it is.
Never count Buckingham out. He’s not finished yet.
Steve Swift
Heino jumped ship for Brother Firetribe,
which caused a lot of fans problems. Enter
Kimo Bloom of Urban Tale, and after a few
EPs that some thought missed the mark
musically, Leverage have rebounded with
‘Above The Beyond’, an album that I wasn’t
expecting to like as much as I have. Let me
tell you that with repeated plays this CD
grows and gets better with each listening
session, and fans of old can breathe easy
as Leverage have recorded a wonderful
Melodic Prog-ish Hard Rock album full of
great performances and songs.
‘Starlight’ kicks things off with a
Lizzy-ish Celtic feel, with the keyboards
sounding like fiddles and uilleann pipes
the song bounces along at a fair old clip
and is the perfect album opener. Then
comes first single/video ‘Emperor’ which
begins with an Eastern refrain before the
pounding bass of Sami Norrbacka ushers in
a classy Melodic Metal track with a huge
hook line. ‘Into The New World’ is a kind
of Melodic Metal sea shanty with Bloom
and cohorts pulling out all the musical
stops. ‘Do You Love Me Now’ again has a
huge hook and it’s probably the most Hard
Rock song on the album and the shortest;
it arrives, hits you in the face then leaves
– brilliant. The Celtic sound is back on the
ballad ‘Angelica’ and Bloom excels here
with a fine vocal performance. However,
as good as the first half of this album is,
the second half is even better, ‘Under His
Eye’ starts slowly then as the guitars kick in
the track almost scalps you as it explodes
from the speakers, ‘Falling From Grace’ is
a Melodic Rock powerhouse with another
memorable chorus the ballad ‘Galleria’
again showcases the wonderful vocals of
Kimo Bloom whilst closing epic cut ‘Silence’
is part Prog, part Rock, and all good.
This Leverage album came out of the
blue but I’m so glad it’s here as it’s easily
one of the nicest surprises I’ve heard or had
this year; class from start to finish with killer
songs, vocals, production and musicianship
– a real no brainer.
Ian Johnson
LONG SHADOWS DAWN
‘ISLE OF WRATH’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

A new collaboration between much
travelled vocalist Doogie White (La Paz,
Rainbow, Michael Schenker Fest….) and
guitarist Emil Norberg (Persuader) of
which the PR says “Doogie and Emil have
crafted an amazing Hard Rock record
which invokes memories of the classic
eighties era, but think more what the
well-loved seventies bands were doing
in that era versus the bands that had just
been introduced to the public eye”. If that
was the intention at the outset then that’s
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exactly what they’ve achieved, albeit with
a few contemporary moments, notably the
opening of ‘Star Riders’, the chorus of which
seems somewhat close to the Foreigner
song of almost the same title.
Needless to say, there are many parallels
with Ritchie Blackmore and his Rainbow,
plus Deep Purple both in song structures
and Norberg’s guitar playing together with
the underpinning from Jon Lord-like organ
which is prominent on ‘Where Will You Run
To?’ and the verses of ‘Hell Hath No Fury’.
At times White’s vocal delivery puts me
in mind of Biff Byford, so there’s a Saxon
feel in places as well, not least on the full
throttle opener ‘Deal With The Preacher’
which leaves you in no doubt about where
this album’s going. On reflection this album
makes me feel this is what Saxon would
have sounded like with Blackmore and Lord
in the band or if Byford had joined Deep
Purple.
If the aforementioned artists are to your
liking then you’ll derive great pleasure from
what’s on offer here. For the most part it’s
driven along on huge riffs, strong choruses
and well placed and meaningful solos,
albeit I’m unconvinced by the synth solo
on ‘Steeltown’ due to the sound they’ve

chosen, which is also the case with ‘Where
Will You Run To?’
‘Raging Silence’ and ‘Never Wrote
A Love Song’ are the album’s more
restrained moments, the former sitting in
the Melodic Rock space, the opening riff
seems so familiar, while the latter is the
obligatory power ballad with its lovely
acoustic guitar motif and fine vocal from
White. The guitar riff and solo on ‘Master
Of Illusion’ are pure Blackmore, although
that comparison isn’t true of every song
such as closer ‘We Don’t Shoot Our
Wounded’ which has a memorable chorus
and fine female backing vocals.
In summation, a superior retro Hard
Rock album that kicks backsides.
Gary Marshall
LORDS OF BLACK
‘ALCHEMY OF SOULS – PT. II’
(Frontiers)
HEAVY METAL

‘Alchemy Of Souls – Pt. II’ represents
the fifth album in seven years from Spanish
Metal legends Lords Of Black and the follow
up to last year’s ‘…Pt. I’. A short intro
‘Prelude (Alchimia Confession 1485 A.D.)’
leads into ‘Maker Of Nothingness’ and we
hit the ground at breakneck speed.
Lords Of Black have not one, but two
key weapons; firstly, one of the finest Metal
vocalists on the planet in Ronnie Romero
and secondly, the phenomenally talented
guitarist Tony Hernando whose songwriting and playing just seems to go from
strength to strength. And lest we forget,
the powerful rhythm section of Dani Criado
(bass) and Jo Nunez (drums) who get to
flex their respective muscles and drive the
album along.
I’ve been playing ‘…Pt. I’ and ‘…Pt. II”
back-to-back all week and I honestly cannot
separate them in terms of quality and
enjoyment. The latest opus has probably
even more Progressive elements and is a
little darker, but fortunately they have not
compromised the melody. A lot of the latter
is courtesy of Romero’s natural cadence as
highlighted in the melodic ‘Bound To You’.
There’s something on offer for fans of
all types of Metal here, from the superb
Progressive styles of ‘What’s Become Of

LITTLE FINGER – ‘BIG FINISH’ (Independent)

ROCK

“Lockdown struck, and it felt like the stars had
aligned! No work, can’t go out, what are you
going to do? Make an album!” Drop to your knees
and thank the musical deities that Little Finger did
just that because this is one of the best albums to
see the light of day this year.
Little Finger, AKA David Brooks, describes ‘Big Finish’
as starting as “Dirty Electronica” but has grown into
much more than that. Fused with thumping Rock
beats on several songs, it is filthy good in its entirety,
with not one track out of twelve offered that you
would want to skip, and that is a rarity in itself.
Brooks is a keyboardist by trade and has supported Gary Numan for twenty-five
years. He has also played for D:ream, Cutting Crew, and recently Ellie Goulding and
Nicole Scherzinger - not a bad CV at all!
The gracious ‘Fly’ introduces a fantastic fifty-three minutes with shades of Oasis
melodies flowing throughout it. ‘Something’s Gone Wrong’ dramatically increases
the tempo, and if you are not bouncing along by the end, you’ve no musical soul!
The luscious ‘Beautiful Day’ and ‘There’s No Such Thing As Love’ are just delightful
to listen to and gorgeously demonstrate Brooks’ writing and singing ability. The
irresistible ‘Get A Life’ raises the pace again, and if you are not signing or moving
along by the final note, there is something wrong! ‘My Friends’, ‘My Life’ and ‘Give
Me Something’ also flow from the same vein of talent-soaked great sounding music.
Brooks has chosen his guest vocalists extremely well with each one being a perfect
fit. Angela Brooks, who leads on the ultimate revenge song ‘Sleeping With The Lights
On’, ‘Somethings Gone Wrong’, and ‘Wasted’ brings mesmerising performances
to each track, and her voice, alongside the tunes, leaves you completely hooked.
Ashley Slater (Freak Power) delights on ‘Get A Life’, and his enjoyment translates
flawlessly. TJ Davies wrings out pure emotion during ‘I Feel Like I Want To Die’,
elevating it into the echelons of a truly epic song. Finally, Joell Fender adds class
to ‘Give Me Something’, which demands to be heading a Bond film it’s that good!
Little Finger might not be all Rock purists fit into this genre, but who cares! Give
it a try; it’s brilliant. And if this is what ‘Dirty Electronica’ is, I never want to be clean
again!
Pete Arnett
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Us’, ‘Before That Time Can Come’, ‘Prayers
Turned To Whispers’, along with the intense
‘In A Different Light’ and ‘Prayers Turned To
Whispers’, to the ultra-melodic European
Metal of ‘Mind Killer’ and ‘Death Dealer’,
with added synths courtesy of Hernando,
and then the extreme Power Metal of
‘Failed To Be Destroyed’ with its thundering
riff, and the brutal ‘No Hero Is Homeless’,
which would not have been out of place on
Alter Bridge’s ‘Fortress’ or Dream Theater’s
‘Train Of Thought’.
The final track is the excellent
‘Sympathy’, with a Gotthard vibe, and
Hernando pulling out all the stops including
a sublime solo to close out the opus.
Once again, Roland Grapow (Helloween,
Masterplan) has superbly co-produced,
mixed and mastered the songs.
In his review of ‘…Pt.I’ in Issue #93
Mick Parry commented that Romero had
taken another step up the ladder to being
the Top Metal vocalist, which he has
continued to do, and whilst the Chilean
born singer continues to take the plaudits,
his bandmates should not be forgotten; in
particular, Hernando, who has produced
another masterclass.
Lords Of Black continue to deliver
majestic Melodic Metal. Are you a disciple?
Mark Donnelly
LUCIFER’S HAMMER
‘THE TRIP’
(High Roller)
HEAVY METAL

Have you ever wondered what Iron
Maiden would sound like if they originated
from Chile? Yes, of course you have! Well
wonder no more as Lucifer’s Hammer can
take you to that alternate universe with
‘The Trip’ showcasing how it would have
sounded.
I could nit-pick and be quite critical
about this album, but taking it for what it
is rather than looking at its imperfections
I feel may better, because regardless of its
flaws I just can’t help enjoying ‘The Trip’.
As I’ve already stated Lucifer’s Hammer
perform and create songs in an old school
NWOBHM vein, and Maiden are easily the
most obvious band they sound like. They
emulate the band’s songs in their writing
extremely clearly. To me it’s obvious they all
studied hard at the school of Harris, Smith,
Dickinson and Co; from the strutting guitar
riffs to the air raid style vocals, it’s all here
– I’d be shocked if there is not at least one
Maiden tattoo amongst the band members,
even it’s just Eddie!
To be fair ‘The Trip’ is pretty decent,
like I’ve already said for what it is, it’s
enjoyable; if you like Maiden or NWOBHM
I can’t see you not digging this as well.
The curiously monikered band members
Hades, Hypnos, Tyr and Titan are all clearly
very talented musicians and that helps
sell these songs to me. I do feel the old
school NWOBHM style production lets
them down in this day and age. That
said, apparently this, their third album,
benefited from a bigger recording budget
which allowed for a better recording
studio. So, I dread to think of the quality
of their previous output. Although the
production does make you feel this album
was recorded in 1983 and that could have
been the band’s aim from the get-go.
Lucifer’s Hammer are not going to
win any awards for originality; they are
not creating anything new and they are
perhaps a little too predictable. But their old
school homage to NWOBHM is undeniably
heartfelt and their love for the genre is clear
and impossible to criticise and I think that
will help them win fans amongst the Metal
community.
‘The Trip’ is well worth a look-see for
Old School Metal fans and personally, the
fact that Lucifer’s Hammer are very melodic
makes them really appeal to my tastes, so
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LITTLE STEVEN AND THE DISCIPLES OF SOUL – ‘SUMMER OF SORCERY LIVE’ (UMC) ROCK

Steven Van Zandt, AKA Little Steven, has been at
the forefront of Rock music for decades, whether
it’s as a member of Bruce Springsteen’s E Street
band, writing for acts as diverse as Michael
Monroe, Meat Loaf, Nancy Sinatra and Southside
Johnny And The Astbury Dukes, producing records
or promoting them on his own ‘Underground
Garage’ syndicated radio show. On top of that, he
has his own band, the Disciples Of Soul, and this
mammoth live album sees the group promoting
the ‘Summer Of Sorcery’ album.
Over the course of this two and a half hour
show, the band play the entirety of the ‘Summer Of Sorcery’ record, which spans
everything from the upbeat Rock of ‘Superfly Terraplane’ to the Soul infused
‘Communion’ and the Cuban vibe of ‘Party Mambo!’ On top of that, he dusts off
some older tunes like ‘Camouflage Of Righteousness’ from ‘Born Again Savage’ and
‘Bitter Fruit’ from ‘Freedom – No Compromise’. There’s even a nod to his day job
with Springsteen with a solid rendition of ‘Tucson Train’.
With a huge band that includes a five-piece horn section and three female backing
singers, everything is performed with gusto and style and the sound, produced by
Van Zandt and Grammy winner Geoff Sanoff, is absolutely first rate. Literally the
only drawback here is Van Zandt as a lead vocalist – he’s competent but a bit of an
acquired taste. However, he even has that covered.
Toward the end of the show, he brings out Peter Wolf, frontman for the J. Geils
Band, and they blast through a version of the Geils hit ‘Freeze Frame’ before a great
version of Van Zandt’s protest song ‘Sun City’. Things wind down after twenty five
tracks, but Van Zandt likes to give value for money, so the album comes with a third
disc of extra performances, most of which include guests. Wolf returns to perform
‘(Ain’t Nothin’ But A) Houseparty’, Jimmy Barnes joins Van Zandt for a raucous take
on ‘Ride The Night Away’ which both artists had previously recorded, and E Street
band mate Nils Lofgren appears on ‘Moon Tears’. Nick Gravenites also shows up
for ‘Groovin’ Is Easy’ and there is an all star version of ‘Sun City’ featuring Barnes,
Springsteen, Peter Garrett and many others.
As live records go this 3CD set is quite remarkable and it is also available as a BluRay which offers a 5.1 surround sound mix. For me, despite not being the biggest
fan of Van Zandt’s voice, I found this a most entertaining listen. If you are a long
time fan of Van Zandt, this is an essential purchase.
James Gaden
I’m sure that will be the same for others
with similar sensibilities!
Paul Woodward
LYNYRD SKYNYRD
‘LIVE AT KNEBWORTH ‘76’
(Mercury)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

On August 21st, 1976, The Rolling Stones
headlined a day long festival at Knebworth
Park in Hertfordshire. Somewhere between
150,000-200,000 people attended on that
sweltering hot day, to see what was then
rumoured to be the Stones last ever gig
[snorts!].On that day, the Stones were
supported by 10cc, Todd Rundgren’s
Utopia, Hot Tuna, The Don Harrison Band
and Lynyrd Skynyrd. The Southern Rockers
played between 10cc and Rundgren, and
their set has been widely seen as one of the
greatest live performances ever.
Strangely, until now, only snippets
were ever released of this Skynyrd gig,
seen mainly in the documentary about
the festival, and it taken nearly half a
century for a proper live album to finally
be released. For many people, this line-up
of the band is the ultimate one: Ronnie
Van Zant (vocals), Gary Rossington
(guitars), Stevie Gaines (guitars), Allen
Collins (guitars), Leon Wilkeson (bass),
Billy Powell (keyboards) and Artimus Pyle
(drums). I wish to the gods I’d been old
enough to have been there because this
is incendiary stuff, and I’m simply grateful
that at long last having a full live album,
as this is just a joy to experience.
The set runs as follows: ‘Workin’ For
MCA’, ‘I Ain’t The One’, ‘Saturday Night
Special’, ‘Searching’, ‘Whiskey Rock-ARoller’, ‘Travelin’ Man’, ‘Gimme Three
Steps’, ‘Call Me The Breeze’, ‘T For Texas’,
‘Sweet Home Alabama’ and, of course,
‘Freebird’. It is the most quintessential
“Greatest Hits” set, delivered with joyous
abandon, by a band absolutely at the peak
of their powers. It’s just tragic that less than
a year later, “that” plane crash would rob
the world of the band for many years. It’s
very simple – if you are a fan of Southern
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Rock, then it should be mandatory for you
to have this in your collection. Complete
perfection? Hell Yeah!
Chris O’Connor
M.ILL.ION
‘BACK ON TRACK’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

Wow, how time flies! It has been
thirty years since M.ill.ion’s debut album
was released so their latest album, ‘Back
On Track’, marks that release’s thirtieth
anniversary! Most people who mooch
about in the underground Melodic Rock
world will be fully aware of M.ill.ion and be
very happy to catch up with this new opus.
Lockdown has definitely made the
guys in M.ill.ion very productive as this
album contains a whopping fifteen tracks!
The band have always been consistently
entertaining and ‘Back On Track’ is no
exception to the rule. It’s not mind-blowing
but it’s still essential listening for genre
fans, especially as the band have something
a little bit different to their sound so it
gives melodic rockers something slightly
different, but still in their musical taste
wheelhouse, to enjoy.
For the uninitiated, M.ill.ion create
and perform rambunctious groove-laden
Melodic Rock with Classic Rock undertones,
so expect lots strong smooth melodies
amongst the swagger of their song’s
energy. ‘Back On Track’ is jam-packed with
fist-pumping, sing-out-loud choruses and
raw Rock and Roll energy. On the whole
the album is fun, upbeat and ultimately
uplifting, making it an extremely enjoyable
experience.
‘Sign Of Victory’ was one of the first
songs to capture my attention, with its
stirring and inspiring chorus... a kickass song with an instant impact. One of
the biggest highlights on the album is
undoubtedly the haunting ‘Lovely Eyes’
which enraptured me immediately, a
truly beautiful song with a bittersweet
tone making it totally unforgettable. With
so many songs to choose from I’m sure
AUTUMN

many people will have their own personal
favourites others may not highlight –
some may go for the more rambunctious
rockers, others the more melodic radio
friendly ones. I’m sure the likes of ‘Circle
Of Trust’, ‘Doctor Loov’, ‘Rising’ and
‘Mother Earth’ will also get onto many
fans favourite track lists.
‘Back On Track’ is an extremely strong
Melodic Rock album that will please
melodic rockers, especially those who love
a little added groove and swagger to their
music. If you’re an established fan you’ll
be delighted with this newbie to your
collection, if you’re new to the band but
enjoy Melodic Rock then strap yourselves in
for the ride – you might just like this one a
little bit! Welcome back M.ill.ion, here’s to
another thirty years!
Paul Woodward
MANDOKI SOULMATES
‘UTOPIA FOR REALISTS:
HUNGARIAN PICTURES’
(InsideOut) PROGRESSIVE
He’ll get by with a little help from his
friends – loads of friends. Leslie Mandoki
is well liked in the Prog and Jazz circles
and here he counts luminaries such as
Al Di Meola, Nick Van Eede, Tony Carey,
Supertramp’s John Helliwell and many
more. And it isn’t just an album, oh no,
there’s a Blu-ray DVD based around the
30th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
wall; Leslie doesn’t stint himself.
And nor does he with the music; there’s
old style Prog in the violin and piano
‘Sessions In The Village’, the organ flurry,
jazzy clarinet, Spanish guitar solo, a tentysix minute ‘Transylvanian Dances’ has a Yes
drama to it, plus some soft Folk in the vocal,
with jousting strings and a breakout violin
soaring solo, weaving in and out of guitar
pushes, a lilting feel later on; it’s an epic.
And ‘Return To Budapest’ is a mini epic
too, fifteen mins with Ian Anderson, flute
ahoy and playing with a smoky sax, dancing
together, simple sweet and so jaunty the
time flies; then it takes off on Yacht Rock
horns. We end with a smoky saxed ‘The
Torch’ and that Jazz touch makes all the
difference here.
There is no kitchen sink left untouched
on this album and yet it never seems like
navel gazing... this is so enjoyable and a
piece of flamboyant brilliance that so many
will take to their hearts. Utopia For Realists?
Don’t exclude anyone now...
Steve Swift
MANIMAL
‘ARMAGEDDON’
(AFM)
POWER METAL

Swedish Power Metaller’s Manimal
roar from the speakers, right from the
start of this, their third full-length offering.
Their influences are easily recognisable,
Judas Priest topping the list; others that
immediately spring to mind are Stratovarius
and Helloween. Vocalist Samuel Nyman
somewhat refutes this, stating “We are so
much more than just Power Metal’.
Throughout there are some mellower
moments as Nyman interpretates the guitar
play of Henrik Stenroos. But nevertheless,
Metal of Power is what they are, and they
are worth investigating, if a bit of Metal is
what you want. Drummer Andrè Holmqvist
pounds the skins, with Kenny Boufadane
hammering his bass.
Song titles like ‘Burn In Hell’,
‘Armageddon’, ‘Forged In Metal’ and
‘Chains Of Fury’ clearly state Manimal’s
intent, as does the blackened face painted
eyes that stare at you from the promo
advertising.
The band have been together for twenty
years, which is success in my view. They play
what they love, love what they play, which
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is Power Metal! Give this a listen and tell
me I am wrong.
Paul Rhino Mace
MARENNA
‘PIECES OF TOMORROW’
(Independent)
MELODIC ROCK

What is the first thing that comes to
mind when you think of Brazil? Of all the
things you thought of, I bet Melodic Rock
didn’t spring to mind! Now I love a bit of
AOR/Melodic Rock, from Asia to Zeno, but
what we have here is an extended EP by
Marenna. I consider this genre amongst the
hardest to make an impact in, and Marenna
do not alter this opinion; it features good
vocals and musicianship throughout, but it
rarely becomes hummable or memorable,
and fails to create an individual sound so
it just becomes another bunch of tunes that
will forgotten almost as quickly as the EP
ends. I apologise for having such a negative
stance on this record, but I simply cannot
find anything that will make this stand out
from the crowd.
Let me give you a few details – there
are quite a few exponents fighting for the
limelight in this area and I simply can’t see
Marenna getting the exposure required
to reach a relatively high level. Opener
‘Getting Higher’ does its best with a
chugging rhythm but it fails to really hook
me in, ‘Pieces Of Heaven’ continues in
this vein... the songs just seem somewhat
overwrought to me, like a jigsaw with a
missing piece, nothing quite fits together.
I am not trying to slate this record, but it
lacks feeling and depth. The playing may
be good but the choruses are not catchy
enough. This leaves this listener a bit cold
as it comes across as a mish mash of styles
and influences, which they say are Bon
Jovi, Whitesnake, Van Halen and Journey.
Personally, I feel this might be the issue.
There are only four new songs on this
EP, the remainder of the eight on offer are
titled, ‘The Lockdown Sessions’ and perhaps
this highlights the lack of originality.
Marenna were originally formed by
vocalist Rod Marenna in 2014 and have
one full-length studio album to their name,
which got positive reviews. This is merely
a stop-gap, so I need to hear that before
coming to any conclusions. Having now
heard the full-length album I suggest you
start there for a fuller experience.
Paul ‘Rhino’ Mace
MARIO ROSSI BAND
‘HEAVY’
(Independent)
BLUES

Mario Rossi was not a name that
was familiar to me, but a bit of research
informed me that he originates from the
São Paulo region of Brazil and is a Blues
Rock guitarist/ vocalist. ‘Heavy’ is the band’s
third album following ‘Electric Art’ in 2019
and ‘Same Old Street’ in 2020.
The album commences with two
rockers, ‘Nemesis’ featuring a heavy drum
intro and plenty of slide guitar, bringing to
mind Led Zeppelin, and ‘Midnight Woman’
a heavy Blues rocker featuring good guitar
work from Rossi. This provides an excellent
introduction to the record if you are
prepared to ignore the somewhat cliched
lyrics of the latter tune. Things then start
to take a different turn with the next three
tracks, ‘I Could Be Good For You’, ‘When
The Summer Ends’ and ‘Raw ‘N’ Rough
Boogie’, which are slower, more traditional
Blues songs featuring honky-tonk piano
from keyboard player Ede Boy, somewhat
reminiscent of Lynyrd Skynyrd. Nevertheless,
despite the change in style, all these songs
are extremely well delivered.
The feature track of the album is the
extended eight minute ‘The Letter’ which
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MELISSA ETHERIDGE - ‘ONE WAY OUT’ (BMG)

ROCK

If you’re of a certain vintage and recall a satellite
TV station called Super Channel, it’s possible
that could’ve been your first taste of Melissa
Etheridge. Along with a clatter of eighties Rock
anthems including ‘Paradise City’ by Guns ‘N’
Roses and ‘Armageddon It’ by Def Leppard, her
debut single ‘Bring Me Some Water’ was part of
a loop of promotional videos broadcasted on a
daily basis. On a personal I couldn’t get enough of
this Grammy-nominated song; I sat eagerly on the
armchair everyday awaiting the opening chimes
and immediately got lost in that distinctive Kansas
rasp, and thirty plus years on, her arresting vocals are still having the same effect.
‘One Way Out’ is a collection of tunes unearthed from the late eighties and early
nineties that were surplus to requirements. An attempt to resurface them in 2013
with her original band hit the skids after she parted ways with her record label. So,
after hearing the stunning opening tracks ‘One Way Out’ and ‘As Cool As You Try’,
both packed full of Etheridge’s arresting delivery, it doesn’t take a genius to figure
out that it would’ve been a crime against music had these songs had been left to
lay fallow. Gritty Blues Rock tunes like ‘Save Myself’ and ‘That Would Be Me’ shows
the depth of confidence she possessed as a fledgling artist that she was willing
to let gold label tunes like these gather dust. The acoustic laden ‘Wild Wild Wild’
has distinctive intertwining elements of Carole King, Janis Joplin and James Taylor,
making it the album’s most memorable moment. The two sumptuous live tracks at
the end, ‘You Have No Idea’ and ‘Life Goes On’ which were recorded at The Roxy
in Los Angeles in 2002, give you a preview of what to expect when she hits the UK
and Europe next year.
All in all, a fine addition to the Melissa Etheridge discography and one that goes
toe to toe with her finest work.
Brian Boyle
is a virtuoso slow Blues track somewhat
reminiscent of Joe Bonamassa, featuring
extended soloing from Rossi and typically
angst-ridden Blues lyrics, slowly building up
to a crescendo featuring electric keyboards
from Boy.
The final track on the album, ‘Acid
Chemistry’, reverts to the more Rock format
the album started with, and is reminiscent
of Cream in terms of style, and finishes
things off impressively.
So in conclusion this is a high quality
Blues/Rock album which, if you are a fan
of the genre, will be much appreciated.
The album is well sung and played, with
the guitar and vocals of Rossi impressive
throughout and the bass of Mike Muller
and the drums of Rafael Cacavallo also
well delivered. My personal preference is
for the more Rock based tracks, but that
said, the slower more bluesy tracks are also
excellent. An excellent addition to a genre
which is perhaps a bit neglected these days.
Simon Smith
MATTEO BRIGO
‘SPACE PIRATE’
(Wanikiya)
INSTRUMENTAL

Beginning with ‘It Works!’ in 2016
and 2018’s follow-up ‘80s Movies’, ‘Space
Pirate’ is next in this series of conceptual
instrumental guitar escapades. Writing
albums that showcase a guitar hero
exploring the myth of Frankenstein and
(as the title strongly implies) films of the
eighties, our protagonist now boldly travels
to boundaries not yet explored using
guitar aerobatics to navigate the cosmos.
However, don’t ignore this on account of its
lighthearted theme; this guy shreds like the
best of them.
This
alarmingly
entertaining
instrumentalist hails from Padua, Italy,
where one look at him would have you
thinking he is the doppelgänger to the
fuzzy-faced John Lennon. However, don’t
let Brigo’s appearance fool you; he is one
phenomenal talent who simply refuses to
take himself too seriously. He clearly sees
his work to be more closely related to the
legendary, and unconventional composer,
Carl Stalling (Looney Tunes) than traditional
solo guitarists like Joe Satriani and
Steve Vai. However, he still clearly draws
inspiration from those axe slingers in order
to realise his vision through the use of the
same techniques.
FIREWORKS

‘Space Pirate’ features melodies that
are bright, propulsive and cheerful thanks
to the use of perfectly executed note
ornamentation. Look no further than the
frantic and joyful ‘Three-Headed Monkey’
and the dramatic ‘The Technodrome’ to
illustrate his diversity. The music is a wellspring of whimsical ideas that simply belie
the difficulty of its execution; the pace of the
album is absolutely breathtaking. What’s
more, the supporting musicians, consisting
of Luca Serasin and Alessandro Arcolin on
bass and drums respectively, do a fine job
of keeping up with Brigo’s fretwork frenzy.
Matteo Brigo is an absolute breath of
fresh air in the world of instrumental Rock
guitar. He is unabashed at using his stunning
technique as nothing more than a vehicle to
execute his vision. Whether or not you’re a
guitarist, this album will appeal to both. Not
only that, but this album stands head and
shoulders above the litany of technically
proficient, yet ostensibly predictable and
mundane instrumental Rock guitar albums.
Brent Rusche
MAYANK FEAT. GUI OLIVER
‘MAYANK’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

Do you remember a Brazilian band
called Auras? Their debut album ‘New
Generation’, back in 2010, turned the
spotlight on an unknown name, Gui Oliver:
a young singer that suddenly has awoken
all the fans of giants like Steve Perry, Jimi
Jamison, and Mickey Thomas. The band
did not survive the debut and it takes ten
years until Oliver got another great chance,
a brilliant Brazilian Melodic Hard Rock act
called Landfall, once again welcomed with
open arms by Serafino Perugino at Frontiers.
But this is not all the story, because in
ten years, producer and deus ex-machina
Alessandro Del Vecchio started to change
musical ideas and make plans with Oliver
about doing a record together. A long-held
idea that’s come to life during 2020, after
the release of Landfall’s debut album ‘The
Turning Point’, with the special addition of
Rolf Nordström (Perfect Plan) and his magic
touch on guitars. A little, nice collaboration
between two friends suddenly became a
great piece of Melodic Rock, easy-listening,
catchy, with eleven songs running smoothly
for forty minutes.
Blessed by a crystal voice, Gui is one
name to remember, a musician that firmly
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believed in his skills and after a tireless work
is here to do his best: singing! ‘Mayank’ is
an album created just for the pleasure to
play together and have fun, so the result
couldn’t be more honest and direct; a song
like ‘Miracle Mile’ calls to mind Mr. Big and
Journey and shows how amazing is this
team of musicians and songwriters.
Fabiana Spinelli
MEDICINE HEAD
‘WARRIORS OF LOVE’
(Living Room)
BLUES

After a decade’s absence, British heroes
Medicine Head return with a brand-new
studio album, the first since the critically
acclaimed ‘Fiddlersophical’. Since that
excellent release, founder John Fiddler (who
famously also fronted post-Mott outfit
British Lions and the supergroup Box Of
Frogs) has survived a life threatening illness
and has founded his own record label,
which this splendid offering comes out on.
Amongst the musicians joining John for
this very splendid outing are the legendary
Morgan Fisher (ex-Mott TheHoople/British
Lions) on keyboards, guitarists Dave
“Bucket” Colwell (Bad Company/Samson/
ASAP/FM) and Frog Dzal Martin, and Roy
Shipston (Rococco) on Wurlitzer. The album
is somewhat “heavier” (for lack of a better
term) than some past MH releases, but
really is a complete gem in every respect.
As you might have already guessed, the
musicianship is nothing short of stellar...
well, would you really expect anything less?
John is in fine voice throughout, sounding
totally relaxed and very soulful and his voice
has lost none of its passion; how he hasn’t
become a mystery is sadly proof that natural
justice seems to be pretty non-existent!
‘Warriors Of Love’ is chock-full of
beautiful laid-back Blues numbers,
immaculately recorded and produced;
young bands could learn a lot from this
old guard troop as this is a masterclass
in how to record on a budget and with
real class. The nine songs offered up are
of uniformly wonderful standard. In fact,
picking and choosing any for special praise
seems almost churlish, although opener
‘Alcohol And Cheap Perfume’ is beautifully
MY HAVEN – ‘UNTIL’ (Pure Steel)

evocative, and the stomping ‘Want Your
Love (Right Now)’ are two of my favourite
cuts.
John Fiddler deserves endless credit for
keeping the MH flag flying, and this album
is a huge credit to him. By rights this should
have been released through a major label,
but I suspect he no longer cares about
such things. Do yourselves a huge favour
and buy this splendid album by this British
institution, you could never be disappointed
– simply marvellous.
Chris O’Connor
MENTALIST
‘A JOURNEY INTO THE
UNKNOWN’ (Pride & Joy)
POWER METAL

A new one in me, and with a name
that will bring a smile to any fan of Alan
Partridge (‘Get away from me! You’re a
mentalist!’), Germanic powermongers
Mentalist are following up their 2020 debut
‘Freedom Of Speech’ with this sophomore
effort, and I do like a bit of Power Metal so
was intrigued to say the least.
Named after their cover mascot The
Mentalist (or maybe the other way round),
the band seem to be the brainchild of songwriter and guitarist Peter Moog with exStarchild guitarist Kai Stringer, with Thomen
Staunch (Blind Guardian) on drums and
Swedish import Rob Lundgren handling
vocal duties. Naturally, there’s a pointless
minute of an intro to the main album, but
thankfully it’s deletable. The album proper
has ten tracks, with several coming in
at six minutes or over, making it a solid
musical experience. Mentalist give the
listener Power Metal in a pretty pure way,
with the opening title-track (I deleted the
intro, remember) hammering along very
pleasingly, with the relatively unknown
Lundgren proving to be a natural fit for
this style of music. Away from the vocals
it’s exactly what you’d want from a Power
Metal album, with high class melodies plus
widdling and shredding where needed.
As Power Metal albums go, ‘A Journey
Into The Unknown’ is a real treat. It’s
meaty and melodic with even the longest
song (at eight minutes) failing to outstay
it’s welcome. A delicious slice of heavy
MELODIC ROCK

A benefit of being a music reviewer is that your
editor sends you tunes from a band that you
have never heard of, and that is very much the
case for me with My Haven’s debut album ‘Until’.
Scandinavia has produced many fine Melodic Rock
bands over the years and if that is your pleasure
than please give My Haven a chance.
Hailing form Helsinki, Finland, My Haven
comprise of Teija Sotkasiira (vocals), Kimmo
Pitkänen (guitars), Jan Hirvonen (drums, synths,
FX) and Petteri Paukku (bass). Their influences
come from Classic Rock bands such as Rainbow,
Def Leppard, Journey and Whitesnake. However,
the music they have produced has a real modern feel to it and it very much Melodic
Metal Rock with synths, powerful singing, a driving rhythm along with soaring
guitar solos. They formed as a group back in 2016, however they were not complete
until 2019 when vocalist Sotkasiira joined and ‘Until’ is their debut release.
Right from the opening notes of the album opener ‘Blood Of Hope’ you will be
hooked and that feeling will not change as you listen to the record. I can see why
this track is Pitkänen’s favourite; it has a great vibe with guitar, synth and bass solos.
Their first single is the epic ‘The Hell I Died For’, and is about a relationship where
one person gives more than the other, the romance crumbles and you have the
choice to end it or stay in a hell where you are not appreciated. The lyrics to all ten
songs reflect upon life’s turning points and run the full range, from the worst of life,
through change into empowerment and hope; one of many reasons why this album
is so dark and yet uplifting. There is a good mixture of both slow gentle and fast
heavy songs on this disc. ‘Slowest Death In Life’ covers all aspects of My Haven’s
Melodic Metal, whilst ‘Beginning And The End’ and ‘Bridges Burning’ really show
just how powerful Sotkasiira’s vocals are.
All ten tracks on ‘Until’ are smashing and if you don’t fall in love with Sotkasiira’s
vocals, please hurry up and check you still have a pulse. Furthermore, Pitkänen’s
soaring guitar solos will take your breath away. This is wonderful Melodic Rock with
layers of synth, Pop hooks and Metal guitars and then Sotkasiira’s amazing voice…
what are you waiting for, go give this masterpiece a listen.
Ken Roberts
AUTUMN
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harmonies, you’d be mental not to get hold
of this one.
Alan Holloway
MICKEY 9’S
‘MODERN KUNST’
(Square9)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Kunst means art. Art means Kunst. This
is a Glasgow band who like to mix it up,
keep us on our toes. And that why there’s a
slew of sounds here.
There’s a nice percussive start to
this album with a New Wave feel, ‘Lost
Connection’ sounds sharp, follower ‘Rock &
Roll Part 3’ is even more of shiv to the ribs,
with some dancy Go! Team moments and
when they add some vocals, the Scottish
accent to ‘Raw’ really adds to the big riffs
and electro twinkling.
There’s more of a power-chord feel to
‘Black Hole Soul’, but you’re still having a
rather Indie sharpness, the coiled power of
‘God In The Machine’ assaults you and then
‘Music’ and ‘Full American’ just strut around
with vocodered vocals or shouted slogans,
scratchy guitar and a big bass.
Art? It’s what you decide it is. Young
British artists? Maybe...
Steve Swift
MYSTERY
‘LIVE LIFE LOUD’
(Metalapolis)
HARD ROCK

Formed in 2010 by vocalist and guitarist
Rocky Ravic, Australian Hard Rock quartet
Mystery upon release of their debut album
‘2013’ the band were known as “the
youngest Rock band to ever tour the world”
and became a “global sensation” - you
gotta love their PR’s enthusiasm. A second
album titled ‘From Dusk Till Dawn’ followed
in 2014, now following a seven year break
comes ‘Live Life Loud’, a decent slab of
energetic, Sleazy Hard Rock.
OK, it’s far from perfect; as with most
Sleaze-orientated releases it abounds
with typical Rock clichés, the production
is rather messy and some of the backing
vocal harmonies are a little off-kilter, but
the biggest negative for me is Mr Ravic’s
voice – it’s not great, but it’s perfectly

suited to this type of material, however
his delivery is highly reminiscent of Steel
Panther’s resident plank which produces
unwanted comparisons. However, you can’t
help but get swept along by the energy
of it all, and have to admit that there are
some pretty good songs here, with bags of
melody running through the likes of opener
‘Rock Revolution’, ‘To My Knees’, ‘Leave Me
In The Dark’ and the catchy as hell ‘I’m Just
Into You’. There are also the requisite power
ballads in ‘All We Need Tonight’ and ‘Count
On Me’ which are actually pretty good.
It’s not the sort of thing I personally
would listen to often, but if you fancy a
sleaze-drenched, dumb-ass Rock ‘n’ Roll
ride this could be for you; it may not be as
intellectually challenging as ‘Murder On The
Orient Express’, but ‘Live Life Loud’ is still a
Mystery worth investigating.
Ant Heeks
NANOWAR OF STEEL
‘ITALIAN FOLK METAL’
(Napalm)
POWER METAL

Even though ‘This Is Spinal Tap’ remains
a favourite film, comedy bands have
often been a personal problem. And that’s
Nanowar Of Steel’s stock in trade, pastiche
along with it, so this album, which takes in
music of their native Italy, could have been
a trial. But they do it so well, and leaven it
so willingly, it’s actually sweet.
‘L’Assedio Di Porto Cervo’ dances
winsomely and is then shouted at by a
growling vocal, the organ filigrees and singalong choruses work, the feel that everyone
is sitting and singing really welcoming.
And then ‘Gabonzo Robot’ takes the form
of accessible Power touched Metal and
‘Rosario’ is a soaring ballad which is really
well done – these represent necessary
oases.
And it takes balls to feature an
accordion so prominently, of course you
have to with a Mazurka and ‘La Mazurka
del Vecchio Che Guarda I Cantieri’ does
just that, flagons swinging (fnarr) and
companionship clear, ‘La Marcia Su Piazza
Grande’ is a bit of a musical theatre piece
which makes a nice change, there’s even a
slight Prog Metal feel to ‘Scugnizzi Of The
Land Of Fires’. And a football chant is rightly

NEWMAN – ‘INTO THE MONSTERS’ PLAYGROUND’ (AOR Heaven) MELODIC ROCK
Well, this is a great surprise – another Newman
album so soon after last year’s terrific ‘Ignition’. It
is fair to say that Steve Newman always delivers
and this new opus not only does that, but I would
go as far to say he has raised the bar even further
with ‘Into The Monsters’ Playground’.
The album gets underway with ‘Start The Fire’.
With its layered keyboard intro, it is a traditional
Newman song, with a nice guitar riff. Next up is
the really catchy ‘Timebomb’; Steve sounds great
on this track which is a nice AOR song with more
great keys. The heavier ‘Hurricane Sky’ still retains
a great melody, and I really like the chorus and the

atmospheric instrumental break.
I promise you, you will not hear a better intro to a song this year than ‘I’ll Be The
One’, the guitar riff switching from each speaker, and the Night Ranger style keys.
The track is a highlight and is very AOR in parts – I would love to see it performed
live. The Charlie Chaplin themed ‘Icon’ is very clever lyrically, and ‘Don’t Come
Runnin’’ is a typical high quality Newman track with so much going on.
I have always liked the way that Newman is not afraid to try something different;
‘Lightning Tree’ is a beautiful ballad that feels like a long track but packs so much
in and must be heard to be believed – it is very clever. You will probably be familiar
with the first single ‘Give Me Tonight’, which is one of the heaviest Newman songs
ever! It is marvellous, with its manic keys and a top notch solo from Newman.
The title track has a modern sounding intro and a heavy guitar riff. Another
highlight for me is the pure AOR brilliance of ‘Spirit Cries’, which is a real old
school Newman track. ‘Shadows Of Love’ and ‘This Life Alone’ round off a superb
album nicely.
I have been listening to Newman for over twenty years and ‘Into The Monsters’
Playground’ takes things to a different level; there are more keys than normal,
the songs are really catchy and I, for one, was blown away by it. Steve Newman
is a legend in my eyes and this closes the book on my album of the year. An
exceptional release.
Richard Epps
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NMB - ‘INNOCENCE & DANGER’ (InsideOut)

PROGRESSIVE

Formerly The Neal Morse Band, this is the
quintet’s fourth studio album (another 2CD affair,
naturally) and again they’ve produced something
quite extraordinary. Morse is a prolific writer, but it
seems Bill Hubauer (keyboards & vocals) and Randy
George (bass) provided the initial inspiration this
time around, with everyone involved in working
up their ideas into the ten tracks on offer. That
reinforces, along with the name change, that
they’re a proper band, not merely Morse’s backing
troupe. Unlike the preceding two albums this isn’t
a concept piece.
Of their many attributes, the quality and variety of lead vocalists in the group
is significant and a feature superbly deployed throughout. On glorious opening
number ‘Do It All Again’ Morse takes the verses, Hubauer the bridge and Eric Gillette
the chorus; Gillette’s guitar solos are superb and Mike Portnoy provides his usual
drumming masterclass. ‘Bird On A Wire’ is a hybrid; part Pop, part Prog, it races
along with guitar and synth trading solos magnificently; it’s immediately obvious
that the usual superb earworm melodies are to the fore and the playing exceptional.
‘Your Place In The Sun’ has a laid back sixties vibe and has each of the vocalists
taking lead at some point, while the verses of ‘Another Story To Tell’ reminds me
of ELO. It segues smoothly into ‘The Way It Had To Be’ with its Pink Floydian music
and that familiar organ wash underpinning everything. Gillette’s guitar playing is
sublime – when isn’t it? ‘Emergence’ is different for this band, an acoustic guitar
instrumental that channels the likes of Django Reinhardt and Steve Hackett,
while ‘Not Afraid Pt 1’ is redolent of CSNY or America, with its wonderful vocal
arrangement. An epic and rocked up cover of Simon & Garfunkel’s ‘Bridge Over
Troubled Water’ is a surprise but done both respectfully and differently enough to
make it a worthy inclusion.
Disc 2 is reserved for the epics that they do so well, with ‘Not Afraid Part 2’
clocking in at over ninteen minutes and ‘Beyond The Years’ at thirty-one. Both are
full of the band’s hallmark traits and therefore feel shorter than their timings; the
former opens with a lengthy instrumental overture section plus a refrain that nods
at Styx, whilst the latter has some Dream Theater style soloing amongst its many
glorious and varied phases.
Another slab of Prog brilliance.
Gary Marshall
at the heart of racing ‘I’ll Signore Decli Aneli
Fellow Stadio’; it’s very full throated.
This isn’t a favourite, but it’s more
enjoyable than I thought it ever could have
been. Not comedy really, just done with real
skill and not a little love.
Steve Swift
NEEDTOBREATHE
‘INTO THE MYSTERY’
(Elektra)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

This is album number eight from
Needtobreathe, the Christian Rock band
formed in South Carolian in 2001, and
comes hot on the heels of 2020’s ‘Out Of
Body’ – with touring impossible to promote
the latter for obvious reasons, the band
lived together and subsequently wrote
and record ‘Into The Mystery’ in just an
impressive twenty-one days.
I won’t claim to be an expert on
the band, having previously had only a
passing interest, but it was when I heard
this release’s second single ‘I Wanna
Remember’, a glorious duet with the
delightful Country chanteuse Carrie
Underwood, that my curiosity was suitably
piqued to hear more, and ‘…Mystery’ more
than exceeds expectations.
Impossible to categorize (a character
intended by the band to allow them to gain
a wider appeal), the band’s sound is a quite
wonderful blend of Southern, Country, Folk,
Americana, Gospel and Contemporary Rock
that all comes together with a powerful,
dramatic and often moving atmosphere.
Though predominantly hovering around a
mid-tempo groove, the bulk of the album’s
tracks such as ‘Sunshine’, ‘I Am Yours’,
‘Sittin’ In The Back Seat’ and ‘Innocence’ are
constructed with rich, stirring arrangements
and containing subtle yet gradually
beguiling choruses, while the rousing
Country/Folk Rock of ‘Give Me A Chance’ is
the liveliest song on offer.
When they strip the arrangements back
to a stark, more traditional Folk approach,
such as on opener ‘What I’m Here For’,
‘Chances’ and the string-laden ‘Don’t Throw
All The Good Things Away’, the effect is
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quite haunting, and the closing ballad ‘West
Texas Wind’ is a really lovely, moving slowburner that really emphasises the emotional
characteristics of singer Bear Reinhart’s
impressive voice.
Though a Christian Rock band at heart,
I don’t find that their lyrics (on this album
at least) are overly religious or preachy,
and even an atheist like me can find
their messages reflective and uplifting.
On the strength of ‘Into The Mystery’,
Needtobreathe are undoubtedly a band
that require further investigation.
Ant Heeks
NIGHTBLADE
‘UNKNOWN TERRITORIES’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

‘Unknown Territories’ is the fourth
album released by British Classic Rock
band Nightblade, following closely on the
back of last year’s ‘Ignorance Is Bliss’. The
current line-up is Mark Crosby on vocals,
Sam Morse on guitar, Tim Cutcliffe on bass
and Rich Lawley on drums. Due to being
unable to tour to promote ‘IIB’ due to the
Covid pandemic, the band put their time
and efforts into writing and recording the
material for this new release. The band play
very much in a riff driven Classic Rock style
with plenty of melodic content and have
toured extensively, with the like of Diamond
Head and Wolfsbane. The musical style
reminds me of one of my unsung British
favourites, Racing Mars, with their simple
no-nonsense, catchy melodic hooks. I
noticed that the bass levels on all the tracks
goes really low and subsequently gives an
additional punch to the music.
‘Unknown Territories’ contains eleven
tracks of classic British Hard Rock and
vocalist Crosby describes this release as,
“...a journey into mystery, darkness, and the
fearful unknown – a quest to understand
the human mind and its minefield of
complexities. Diverse, and with a typical
disdain for conformity, this album is built
with Nightblade’s creativity, confident in
the knowledge that it sounds powerful,
whilst developing and refining what is
FIREWORKS

“the Nightblade” sound in the process.” I
included this comment as I didn’t pick up
on any of this from simply listening to the
music. Of these eleven tracks only ‘See
The Best In Everyone’ is a slow paced light
acoustic number, the remaining tracks are
all riff driven rockers. First single ‘Unknown
Territories’ is driven along with a catchy
recurring riff though I believe the more
commercial and catchy album opener
‘Wake Up’ may have been a better choice.
‘No Part Of It’ opens with a neat bass/drum
combination and is guaranteed to rattle
your fillings played at high volume. Songs
like ‘Feeding The Reel’, ‘Weathering The
Storm’ and ‘Son Of A Fallen Man’ contain
some interesting lyrics and decent riffs. ‘One
Last Chance’ completes this release and
again leads off with a thumping bass riff.
This is a fine Classic Rock release which
is easy on the ear and should translate well
to the live setting
Chris Mee
NINE SKIES
‘5.20’
(Anesthetize)
PROGRESSIVE

The third album from this French
outfit and they’ve managed to secure
guest appearances from Steve and John
Hackett plus Damian Wilson. The former,
and his previous band Genesis, appear
to be strong influences, particularly with
the acoustic guitars. However, there’s a
marked similarity to the recent work of
Marillion with the male vocalist having a
delivery and timbre very close to that of
Steve Hogarth.
The band inhabits the gentler, more
subtle end of the Prog genre with acoustic
guitar and piano being the bedrocks
of their sound. ‘Colourblind’ certainly
has that Marillion feel, with a touch of
compatriots Lazuli also in the mix; the sax
solo gives it a jazzy edge. ‘Wilderness’ is
a jolly number driven along by strummed
acoustic guitars and Steve Hackett’s
electric guitar solo is typically appropriate
and rounds out the track wonderfully.
‘Beauty Of Decay’ which follows could
easily be a Hackett Spanish guitar piece
from one of his early solo albums.
‘Golden Drops’ starts with an edgy
Middle Eastern feel that nods in the
direction of Lazuli combined with a
Marillion-esque delivery, while ‘Above
The Tide’ has some delightful piano and
orchestration. ‘Dear Mind’ is a pretty
instrumental that has a film soundtrack
quality. ‘The Old Man In The Snow’
features the flute of John Hackett which
adds a needed change in the flow of the
track.
‘Godless Land’ injects some Gallic
flare thanks to the gypsy-ish violin
and some off the wall meters. Wilson’s
contribution is on ‘Porcelain Hill’ and
is stunning and consequently for me is
one of the album’s highlights... not least
due to its strong and memorable chorus.
The violin motif here puts me in mind of
Big Big Train. ‘Achristas’ is a melancholy
piano instrumental that sounds as if
it’s ending before picking up again. The
album concludes with ‘Smiling Stars’
which is a little too long and aside from
the Pink Floyd sax solo isn’t particularly
memorable.
This is a pleasant enough album
which I suspect will find favour with
Marillion fans, but if I have a criticism
it’s that it feels decidedly one paced with
nothing getting much out of second gear;
as a consequence the vocal tracks seem
to be hewn from the same motherlode.
By the end, I found myself hankering for
something with a strong beat and a bit
more vigour.
Gary Marshall
FIREWORKS

NITRATE
‘RENEGADE’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

There hasn’t been a surfeit of great
Melodic Rock albums recently, and that
makes ‘Renegade’ all the more appealing
because, quite simply, it’s a great album. The
eleven hook-filled, eighties inspired tracks
feature superb melodies, walls of keyboards
and stellar guitar work. The album applies
a familiar template of simple verses and
big choruses but it does so to great effect;
it is derivative but that absolutely doesn’t
diminish its appeal.
Nitrate is the brainchild of talented
song writer Nick Hogg (bass) and this, the
third album, sees Hogg change the lineup. Alexander Strandell (Art Nation) takes
over on lead vocals, Dario Nikzad (Hell To
Play) plays lead guitar, and backing vocals
are supplied by Alessandro Del Vecchio.
Importantly, the album also sees Hogg team
up with Tom and James Martin (Vega);
Tom Martin plays rhythm guitar and James
Martin takes over on keyboards. The pair
also share writing and production duties.
There’s a lot to like about the first two
tracks; the energetic ‘Danger Zone’ kicks
the album off well and the title track will
have you belting out the chorus before you
know it. However, ‘Renegade’ really finds its
groove after the opening salvo. The tracks
from this point on feel cut from a slightly
different cloth and they get the best out of
Strandell’s excellent vocals. ‘Big City Lights’
ticks all the right boxes and ‘Take Me Back’
is a sing-along gem recalling days of past
love. ‘Addicted’ and ‘You Think You Got It’
are heavily influenced by Def Leppard, both
are great songs that, with a few tweaks, you
could imagine fitting on a Leppard record.
The press release highlights ‘Hysteria’;
I’d say ‘Euphoria’ is a better reference
point – see what you think. There are two
power ballad treats in ‘Why Can’t You Feel

My Love’ and ‘Lay Down Your Arms’, with
the vocal performance on former having a
heart-felt intensity that conveys anguish
and vulnerability. Like all good vocals, this
elevates the track to a different level.
A special mention must be given to the
excellent album artwork by Nello Dell’Omo
which combines a neon retro look with a
touch of cyberpunk – nice.
This is a great album. It aims for a
particular sound and, in almost every
regard, it achieves it. Listen and enjoy –
don’t miss out!
Peter Ward

the songs here will work well in the live
environment. If I have one small criticism,
I’m not a fan of their cover of ‘Fortunate
Son’ which just doesn’t work for me; I think
it’s the overwrought vocals, but it’s a tiny
niggle though. This twelve-song album is
perfect festival stuff, and I’d love to see the
band live. Well done guys.
Chris O’Connor

OUTLAW DEVILS
‘THE BASTARD SONS OF
ROCK N’ ROLL’ (DSN)

These Bavarians are a canny bunch,
who have managed to assimilate numerous
Metal sub-genres and find a sound that is
their own. Often, they put styles together
that on paper don’t look like they would be
compatible, but it invariably works. At their
core beats a Power Metal heart, Patrick
Lippert’s drumming is suitably punishing
and the twin guitar work of main man
Danny Meyer and Jasmin “Jassy J” Pabst
(who was a YouTube star before finding
her way into the band) mix tough riffs and
shredding solos. They mix in more epic styles
such as the mock Gregorian backing chants
on ‘The Longing’ with driving, coarser Metal
as on ‘Faith’. What separates them from the
herd though are the styles they lay over
the top; Meyer, who also handles the lead
vocal duties, has a voice and delivery that is
decidedly modern Alt Metal but with an ear
cocked on the mainstream.
First single ‘Be’, that features a shared
vocal with Herma Sick from Sick N’
Beautiful, shows them at their most direct
and catchy. The acoustic outro on the song
shows that stripped of all the over-thetop production (which I actually really like
here), the songs still retain a sturdy melody
at its essence. Then there are the keyboard
textures that add other vibes, such as
straight up Euro Pop on ‘Rave In Hell’, that
still holds onto a Metal backbone, coming
across like Memoremains or even the band
Otherwise. These left turns work and the
music blends well, giving them originality.
This uniqueness is carried forward to the
artwork, with a disturbing and arresting
painting of a woman floating on driftwood
at sea with a cocktail in hand, looking
zombiefied as the cityscape behind her
decays and pollutes the atmosphere.
The lyrics are bang up-to-date too,
tackling social media, the vacuousness of
influencers, world politics and even family
distress. Confident modern Power Metal.
Duncan Jamieson

HARD ROCK

The Outlaw Devils are a hoary quartet
hailing from Oklahoma and Texas, and
describe themselves as being purveyors
of something called “Southern Sleaze
Rock”, citing, amongst others, the likes
of AC/DC, Guns N’ Roses, The Bulletboys,
Velvet Revolver, The Cult and Buckcherry
as influences – I’d go further and add
Motörhead, Monster Magnet and the
punkier aspect of Warrior Soul to the mix,
although where the Southern Rock side
comes from, I’m not sure – maybe Black
Label Society?
‘Bastard Sons …’ was produced by exOverkill skin-beater Sid Falck, who has given
the band a nice crunchy sound, with big
overdriven guitars well to the fore. The guys:
Jerry Woolverton (vocals), Gary Wofford
(guitars), Rob Tate (bass guitars) and Scott
Baughn (drums) don’t go in for subtlety,
instead punching you in the chest aurally as
hard as they are able; it’s not pretty but it
is very effective. Jerry’s whiskey gravel voice
is the perfect sound for their sonic attack,
anything smoother just wouldn’t work.
Road-hardened after hundreds of
festival and concert appearances, the band
are thoroughly tight and you can tell that

RICK CASSMAN – ‘SOLOTUDE’ (Independent)

ROCK

Rock music doesn’t necessarily have to
incorporate screeching vocalists or guitar
dominated compositions executed by flamboyant
individuals; neither does it have to incorporate
rhythm sections delivering a supportive beat with
over-exuberant gusto, so powerful that your best
ornaments “pogo” off the top of your beloved
speakers. After the turbulent times we’ve all
endured, a more nonchalant form of Rock might
just be what the doctor ordered.
Irrespective of whether you’re cruising down the
motorway, entertaining, or simply escaping life’s
perpetual challenges, ‘Solotude’ is a worthy companion. For multi-instrumentalist,
singer/songwriter Cassman himself, this is clearly a labour of love which has been
born out of the pandemic; it’s an album that disseminates sentiment, rectitude and
poignancy, and despite its thirty-seven minutes runtime it really does leave a lasting
impression.
Cassman began his musical career at the tender age of twelve, and in 1976 gained
the inspirational backing of The Who’s Pete Townshend, resulting in relative success
with his band Straight 8. They recorded four studio albums of no-nonsense Rock ‘n’
Roll; their last, 2016’s ‘New Guitar’, was reviewed by yours truly in Fireworks #74.
‘Solotude’ however, is predominantly a huge slice of Americana. Please don’t be
discouraged by that; if you appreciate sophisticated music, then there should be no
reason to ignore this.
Commencing with the delicious Bruce Hornsby vibe of ‘Waiting For You’, it’s
immediately clear that Cassman’s topical lyrics are the dominant factor, supported
by lush musical arrangements and vocals that exude warmth and cogency. Both ‘Got
My Engines Running’ and ‘Hard Times’ up the tempo a modicum and are implicative
of Tom Petty, complete with a subtle, bluesy guitar tone. ‘That’s All I Ask’ is a dreamy,
reflective composition, whilst ‘Don’t Stop The Music’, with a bassline akin to Ace’s
‘How Long’, is a commercial gem that should be on every radio station’s playlist.
‘Laurel Canyon’ is a quintessential Americana ballad; a beautiful tune that
manifestly portrays Cassman’s passion for the USA. ‘When This Is Over’ is selfexplanatory, and offers optimism for the future. Cassman goes Country Blues with
‘Cry Cry Cry’, then revisits his Straight 8 roots with the rocking ‘Breakdown’. The
album concludes in emotional style with ‘Missing You’, dedicated to those who
have recently suffered bereavement, including Cassman himself, who lost his elder
brother and mentor.
A heart-warming, contemplative opus from a genuine, humble musician – please
check it out, I think you’ll be pleasantly surprised.
Dave Crompton
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AUTUMN

OVERSENSE
‘EGOMANIA’
(Dr. Music)
POWER METAL

OZORA
‘ANGELICA’
(Rockshots)
HARD ROCK

‘Angelica’ is the second album and
one with a new line-up for Italian rockers
Ozora, adding the voice of Davide Conti to
their well-tried formula, that being a mix
of traditional Heavy Rock inspired from
the past icons of their country (Negazione,
Ritmo Tribale) and a modern, sophisticated
Progressive Metal on the heels of Mastodon
and Tool.
At first glance, the quartet explode
with powerful energy, annihilating with a
complex structure, unexpected inflecting of
rhythms and a frenzy of arrangements that
almost convey an alienation’s feelings. The
basic Hard Rock sound often flows into a
solid Metal style, largely due to the skills
of Danilo “Sakko” Saccotelli, drummer
of the cult-band Braindamage in the late
nineties, and the beating heart of the
Ozora’s sound. However, it’s unfair to put
just one label on this band because there
are several atmospheres in ‘Angelica’, from
Prog Rock to a glimpse of something funky,
with original eclectic vocals. In addition
to this, try to brush up your Italian and
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read the lyrics (or find a good translator!)
because they are the real added value of the
album; talking about everyday dramas and
human conditions, Ozora look at life with a
sarcastic smile.
A cultured album, and a lucid vision
that is smart and cosy but not snooty,
‘Angelica’ could be a surprising listening, to
be discovered little by little.
Fabiana Spinelli
PARADIGM BLUE
‘TRANSIST’
(Iristorm)
PROGRESSIVE

Paradigm Blue is a three-piece band,
hailing from Raleigh, North Carolina, who
released a debut album back in 2001
before disbanding a couple of years later.
They reformed a few years ago and original
members, Juan Mantilla (guitars), Ruben
Moreno (bass/vocals/keyboards) and
Steve Laur (drums) have been working on
‘Transist’ since then. They are joined on this
album by special guest Derek Sherinian
(Dream Theater, Black Country Communion
and Sons Of Apollo), who plays on two
tracks. ‘Transist’ is a lengthy double album,
clocking in at just short of ninety minutes
and is dominated by the epic track, ‘The
Mobius Trip’
The band unashamedly pay respect to the
influences of their youth and their website
states, “Over the course of many months,
what began as six or seven songs ballooned
into fourteen tracks, the latter, ‘The Mobius
Trip’, a love letter to the seventies Rush
records, that shaped so much of our musical
beginnings. It is essentially the band’s love
letter to ‘Cygnus X-1’ and ‘Hemispheres’ and
is dedicated, with the utmost respect and
appreciation, to Geddy Lee, Alex Lifeson and
the late Neil Peart.”
I could not steer any potential listener
as to what to expect more accurately
than to read the above quotes. I should
state up-front that I have never been
a fan of Rush but have always been a
great admirer of the band’s collective and
individual musicianship. Having admitted
that, I found the album very enjoyable,
partly due to the fact that Ruben Moreno’s
vocals are not as high pitched as Geddy
Lee’s, and consequently more accessible.
Seven of the fourteen songs last more
than six minutes but although lengthy,
I found them more melodic and to my
ears thus more interesting than anything
their heroes have produced. It is also no
surprise that the musicianship on display
is phenomenal and a true tribute to Rush.
As already mentioned, the album’s “piece
de resistance” is the epic ‘The Mobius Trip’,
a sprawling hour long classic, which is split
into nine parts and takes us from track six to
the album’s conclusion.
There is not enough space to break
down each track in detail, so in summary
I have no hesitation whatsoever is saying
that if you are a fan of Rush, then ‘Transist’
is an essential purchase.
Robin McGhie
PARADISE LOST
‘AT THE MILL (LIVE)’
(Nuclear Blast)
HEAVY METAL

I am unashamedly a huge fan of the
morose Halifax heroes Paradise Lost, their
uncompromising drive and vision has seen
them as inspirational forerunners of their
field for over three decades now, and the
band show no signs of slowing or losing
their fire... and I am eternally grateful for
that. The core of the band’s line-up has
remained essentially intact too, a true rarity
these days, with Nick Holmes (vocals),
Gregor Mackintosh (guitars), Aaron Aedy
(guitars), and Steve Edmondson (bass) all
being present and correct since the band’s
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ROBERT JON & THE WRECK – ‘SHINE A LIGHT ON ME BROTHER’
(Continental)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK
Every now and again an album comes along
that truly blows you away, and with repeated
listens becomes an absolute all-time favourite,
where every single lyric evokes a feeling and every
single note played is an absolute joy to behold;
that’s how I feel about Robert Jon & The Wreck’s
2020 album ‘Last Light On The Highway’. With a
warm blend of expertly played Southern Rock ‘n’
Roll and Blues, a little Gospel and a whole lot of
Soul, Southern California’s RJ&TW, led by Robert
Jon Burrison, transport you back to the roots of
the seventies US Rock scene but somehow make it
fresh and current. I wasn’t expecting a follow-up so soon, but being unable to tour
due to worldwide restrictions, the band did the only other thing possible; write and
record a whole new album.
While ‘Last Light…’ was a predominantly slower-paced and melancholic affair
(I doubt if I’ve ever heard a more bittersweet love song than ‘Gold’), ‘Shine A
Light On Me Brother’ is certainly for the most part much livelier and with a largely
more positive outlook lyrically, something paradoxical due to the circumstances in
which it was recorded but altogether uplifting as a result. The opening title-track
draws you in immediately, tapping into a Blackberry Smoke-esque groove with its
swaggering slide guitar riff and adding enthusiastic brass, rollicking piano and sassy
female backing vocals to wind up more like The Blues Brothers, while the Funk/
Blues hybrid ‘Everyday’ and ‘Ain’t No Young Love Song’ with its marching doubletime beat continue the buoyant feel; even the brass-imbued semi-ballad ‘Chicago’
and the acoustic-led ‘Desert Rain’ maintain the positivity despite their wistful lyrics.
Of course, there are moments of serenity, most notably the mournful Country of
‘Hurricane’ and the poignant ballad ‘Brother’, while ‘Anna Maria’ is a somewhat
dark story of a doomed relationship marked with the repeated refrain “you’re
so cruel”. However, the album closes in truly upbeat fashion with an absolute
rollicking, singalong number in ‘Radio’ that Southside Johnny And The Asbury Jukes
would be proud to call their own.
Only time will tell if ‘Shine A Light On Me Brother’ will have as powerful an impact
as ‘Last Light On The Highway’, but early signs indicate there’s every chance it will.
Recommended.
Ant Heeks
inception. Drummer Waltteri Väyrynen has
been present since 2015, and looks set to
remain on the throne.
For the past two years, as the world
has been twisted and turned by the awful
Covid Virus, bands have tried to find ways
to stay active and creative, often it’s seemed
by releasing endless cover version albums;
Paradise Lost, of course, were having
none of that. Instead, the band decided to
record a live album in their own unique
way… so completely sans audience. Weird.
Luckily, the fiery quintet has pulled off
this seemingly difficult task with glorious
aplomb, as the resultant album is utterly
brilliant. Recorded completely live and
uncut at The Mill nightclub in Halifax, what
you are essentially treated to is an eighty
minute “Best Of” album, which also serves
as live introduction to the band’s latest
studio magnum opus ‘Obsidian’. The brandnew cut ‘Ghosts’ slots into place beautifully,
and throughout the band is in crushingly
heavy and mournfully grandiose form. It
is more than a little odd not to hear the
roar of an audience, and the total lack of
song introductions takes some getting used
to – in a curious way, it sounds/feels like a
band rehearsal rather than a gig. But it is
remarkably honest.
There are a wealth of musical riches
offered up here, and picking and choosing
from the sixteen studio albums to date
can’t have been an easy thing; certainly
you are never going to please everyone
with certain songs missing from your setlist. So, the band has essentially chosen
a song from every album, and you get to
see the full extent of their progression as
a result. The end product is a testament to
the sheer quality of their back catalogue –
Paradise Lost, British legends and rightfully
so. Magnificent.
Chris O’Connor
PARKER MCCOLLUM
‘GOLD CHAIN COWBOY’
(Snakefarm)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Widely tipped by the Nashville fraternity
as the next big thing is Parker McCollum, a
AUTUMN

native of Austin, Texas. Debuting in 2015
with the independently released ‘The
Limestone Kid’ as a 22-year-old, it was
followed in 2017 with ‘Probably Wrong’, but
it was 2020’s EP ‘Hollywood Gold’ that saw
him hook up with Snakefarm Records in the
UK and brought the singer/songwriter to my
attention. Hot on its heels is his major label
debut, ‘Gold Chain Cowboy’, even though
its cover unfortunately depicts McCollum’s
image as more Goldie Lookin’ Chain…
Dodgy cover aside, ‘Gold Chain…’ is a
thoroughly enjoyable blend of guitar-based
Country and Americana with just a hint
of Blues; not over-produced and replete
with an abundance of tasteful guitar solos
throughout – exactly how I like my Country.
Admittedly, McCollum’s voice lacks a little
bit of character, coming across like a lowerregistered Vince Gill, particularly on the
slower numbers, but his lyrical style is that
of a storytelling troubadour and he certainly
knows how to craft a catchy melody – in
fact, the album is brimming with them.
Whether the more up-tempo, Rockbased numbers ‘Wait Outside’, ‘Falling
Apart’ and ‘Why Indiana’, ballad-based
‘Dallas’, ‘To Be Loved By You’, ‘Drinkin’’
and ‘Pretty Heart’, the Folk-orientated ‘Rest
Of My Life’, the traditional Swing-based
Country of ‘Heart Like Mine’ or the gangvocal imbued drinking song ‘Never Loved
You At All’, ‘Gold Chain Cowboy’ is a winner
for me – it’s easy to see why the Nashville
Country scene rates him so highly.
Ant Heeks
PETER H NILSSON
‘SIGN OF MYSELF’
(AOR Heaven)
MELODIC ROCK

This album starts impressively, with a
glorious slab of sunny summer day Rock
bliss, ‘Higher Ground’ reminding me of
days cruising along the motorway, widows
open, a wonderful Melodic Rock song
blasting out of my car stereo and the wind
blowing through my imaginary hair. A
short instrumental leads us on nicely to a
well-crafted mid-paced rocker in ‘Fire and
Thunder’ and I settle back for the delights
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that must surely follow.
I am sorry to report that matters tend
to go downhill rapidly and the remaining
eight songs conjure up the well-used
cliches associated with much Melodic
Rock releases these days. Safe, predictable,
generic, pleasant and AOR by numbers
spring to mind. There are a few songs, such
as ‘Ships Burning In The Night’, ‘Breathe’
and the ballad ‘Learning To Let Go’, which
although falling into some of the above
categories are actually decent enough
songs. My biggest complaint about the
album is the constant use of repetitive
choruses…in fact I noted that I had applied
this to five of the songs, with the biggest
culprit being ‘Just Like That’. The reason I
selected this one is because it had all the
makings of the best offering on ‘Sign Of
Myself’; it starts so well, with a funky vibe
to it, bolstered by a superb guitar tone
but degenerates half-way through with an
extremely annoying, and as I said, repetitive
chorus. Oh, I should also include the title
track, which has a chorus that drove me up
the wall.
Peter H Nilsson is a guitarist/keyboard
player from Sweden who has assembled
a talented bunch of musicians, who have
combined to produce a very competently
played album. There is obvious potential
and although I love Melodic Rock and wellcrafted AOR, I found this rather uninspiring.
I hate being overly critical, particularly
when it is obvious that there is genuine
musical talent on display and there are
some moments to enjoy, but I always give
an honest opinion. It ticks all the necessary
boxes to qualify as an AOR album, but these
damn choruses seem to indicate an artist
running out of creativity and ideas.
Robin McGhie
PHARAOH
‘THE POWERS THAT BE’
(Cruz Del Sur)
POWER METAL

I first stumbled upon Philly-based
melodic metaller’s Pharaoh nearly twenty
years ago when sophomore album ‘The
Longest Night’ started to filter through on
US import; to say my interest was piqued
would be an understatement! Imagine
if you can a classy mix of Iron Maiden,
Symphony X, Nevermore and mid-eighties
Armored Saint/Virgin Steele, and you’ll
perhaps begin to understand why I was so
captivated.
It’s now been the best part of a decade
since we had anything new from the band
– 2012’s ‘Bury The Light’ to be precise –
and like so many underappreciated acts
before them, I just assumed they’d gone
to the wall. Thankfully my perception of
their demise seems to have been a little
premature; and with fifth full-length
album ‘The Powers That Be’ still ringing
in my ears, I’m more than happy to report
that they’re sounding just as good as (if
not better than) ever!
As with all the Pharaoh back catalogue,
the songs on this latest release are
dominated by crunching, fluid riffs and the
visceral Metal roar of Tim Aymar (ex-Control
Denied), but this time the inherent melodies
and thoughtful arrangements are their most
confident sounding yet. Lyrically inspired by
both the ongoing health pandemic and the
political turmoil in the US, the songs offer
genuine insight into just how messed up the
world is currently… real “thinking man’s”
Metal at its most erudite.
Launching with the title-track itself, the
pacey riff (very reminiscent of classic Metal
Church at times) lulls you into thinking it’s
a straightforward romp to the finish line,
but no, wait… as it snakes it’s way round
the ever more impressive twists and turns
you get a real epic Prog (á la Symphony
X) feel coming through. The darker ‘We
Will Rise’ which follows is a Nevermore/
FIREWORKS

Iron Maiden hybrid, whilst the brooding
melodrama of ‘Waiting To Down’ is a lilting
danse macabre which I’ve seen (uncannily
correctly) described elsewhere as Johnny
Cash-style darkness meets Nevermore’s
dour theatrics!
Then there’s slow burning ‘Lost In The
Waves’, the epic Power/Doom Metal of
‘Dying Sun’ (think Tad Morose) and the
Vicious Rumors meets Metallica meets
Leatherwolf attack of ‘When The World Was
Mine’ … all sleek and gleaming shards of
classy Metal.
A closely guarded secret for far too
long, Pharaoh really deserve your undivided
attention.
Dave Cockett
PHRENIA
‘SEPARATED’
(H-Music)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Beginning life as a Pop/Metalcore
crossover covers band, the Serbia/
Hungarian four-piece Phrenia moved into
creating their own music with their 2016
debut album ‘Million Miles’, following it
up two years later with the ‘Perspectives’
EP. Now the band have become ‘Separated’
as they expand convincingly on their
Electronica meets Metal sound to deliver
what is quite an accomplished effort.
It has to be said, that while a lot of
Metal has a commercial edge, where
Phrenia land really does mash together two
styles that initially feel like polar opposites –
big, bright choruses that almost fall into boy
band territory through their Dance-inflected
keyboards pulling in one direction, while
gyrating riffs and powered-up drums haul
everything in the other. Somehow though
it all meets in the middle, and whether
attacked by the throaty guest growls from
Zoltan Nagy or the smooth, melodic tones
of Gordan Julian (who also handles guitars),
the strange marriage proves infectious.
For some, the brush used to paint these
seemingly disparate strokes may be just a
bristle or two wider than they’d like, with
the effect nearly always full on and bullish.
However, there’s no doubt that these lads
have an eye for a melody and the ability to
imbue it with a dashing drama and swathes
of atmosphere.
Instantly, the vibe you get as ‘Unholy
Saviour’ moves through attacks that take
in cracking clean vocals, growls and grunts,
spacey electronic breakdowns and riotously
rattled out riffs, is that this mob must make
for a phenomenal night out. And it’s easy
to imagine everything from ‘Trapped In This
Paradise’ and ‘Mirror’ to ‘You Belong Here’
(which even reminds of Within Temptation
in places) to ’Köddié Vált’ (one of three
tracks sung in what I presume is Hungarian)
to achieve this band’s core mission, which is
to fill the dance floor with an equal amount
of Pop lovers and Modern Metal maniacs.
Add in the moody ‘Born Without Wings’ and
out and out Pop of bonus track ‘Tick Tock’
and Phrenia can, at least on occasion, mix
things up. Whether I’d sit and listen to their
cleverly crafted fare sitting in the comfort of
my own home I’m not so sure, but crank up
these (as the yoofs say) bangers on a night
out and I hate to think how embarrassing
my moves might just become.
Steven Reid
PLANET FATALE
‘THE CYCLE REPEATS’
(Independent)
HEAVY METAL

Sometimes a name change is all you
need to start you on the path to a new
and more successful future. Not that the
members of Planet Fatale have been in any
sort of witness protection program (as far as
we’re aware) but having risen phoenix-like
from the still glowing ashes of Cambridge
FIREWORKS

rockers Powderhead, this newer iteration is
tougher, bigger and a lot more Metal. The
previous combo had seen some success
on the scene, with shows selling out and
releases acclaimed by fans and critics alike,
but it was time for a change.
New moniker adopted, here we are
as the band prepare to launch their debut
album on an unsuspecting world and
it promises to raise their profile to new
heights. Whilst Powderhead specialised
in rough-edged bluesy Hard Rock, Planet
Fatale have decided to turn up the amps
and aggression and it’s something that
has provided great dividends here. Part
of a rising pool of talent from this area
of the country, it seems that something
feral is roaming the streets of this sunlit
university town.
There’s a sense of pent-up frustration
being let out here, seemingly something
that had lain dormant in the Powderhead
days until the clamour was too loud to
hide it, and the band have now been
given freedom to really hit hard. ‘Talking
To Myself’ kicks off the album, a rampant
Metal monster that really brings the
twin guitars of Simon Murden and Chris
Delay front and centre, the two frantically
slashing out riffs intended to lacerate. Over
this, Hels Johnson’s banshee wail cuts
through, Boudicca leading her tribe, the
effect reminiscent of the seismic impression
that Bruce Dickinson made when first
heard with Iron Maiden. Additionally, James
Miller’s bass and the drums of Ollie Wallace
drive incessantly, both knowing when to
take their feet of the gas, their finely tuned
engine providing the power.
Later, ‘Working Girl’ taps into Steve
Harris’s troupe amongst the groove-filled
drive and sledgehammer attack, whilst
‘Shotgun Riders’ and the epically sweeping
‘Violation’ take their cues from the Metallica
school of riffage. Amongst the wrecking ball
mentality here, there’s more than just an
all-out assault and the heavy Blues with
bite of ‘Break For You’ and ‘Fight Club’, with
its gentler section and sense of dynamics,
shows that the combo aren’t a one tone
act. Make no mistake, Planet Fatale have
certainly arrived.
Paul Monkhouse
PLATENS
‘OF POETRY AND SILENT
MASTERY’ (Art Of Melody)
ROCK

Dario Grillo’s Platens return with the
very interesting ‘Of Poetry And Silent
Mastery’ which encompasses a very broad
variety of Rock and mixes a lot of elements
into its highly melodic AOR core, making for
a unique listening experience.
The album does have some obvious
highlights which should have universal
appeal, but because of the unconventional
nature of many of the songs it could
possibly be less accessible for some. It’s
probably an album that will take a few
spins to sink in properly.
I could enthuse about this album
endlessly, with its intriguing song-writing
and copious memorable moments, but it
would be remiss of me to not mention it
may not be for everyone. Given the broad
mix of styles I can imagine it bewildering
as many people as it will stun into singing
its praises.
Grillo is not afraid of mixing it up with
his song-writing – starting with a strong
Melodic Rock /AOR core most noticeable
in the album’s strong melodious tone and
plentiful hooks. Grillo throws in plenty
of Prog and Symphonic elements and
atmospherics, and even some pounding
metallic rhythms and sharp guitar riffs.
It’s a hard album to pigeon-hole within a
singular genre.
Songs people should definitely check
out include the heart-warming ‘Open Arms’,
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which exudes an extremely positive and
affirming atmosphere. Smooth melodic
rocker ‘Easily’ really gets under your skin
with its keyboard hook and indelible chorus.
Probably the most stunning chorus comes
on ‘Paralyzed’, with its haunting guitar
riff and atmospheric keyboards being the
cherry on the cake!
Given the mix of musical style of the
album, ‘Where The River Flows’ really
throws you up in the air when it opens
up like an old school Bon Jovi rocker
– a real flip of the coin to the more
Progressive and atmospheric impact of
the rest of the album!
Some of the guitar work is simply
sublime and Grillo displays a wide range of
guitar skills which are awe-inspiring to hear;
the keyboards are not to be sniffed at either,
as they add a lot of colour and ambience
to many of these epic sounding songs.
Musicianship-wise there is no faulting this
album, which showcases the expert level
musicianship from start to finish.
‘Of Poetry And Silent Mastery’ is a
superb album and if you approach it with
an open mind, you will get blown away.
It’s adventurous, exciting, unique and
unforgettable!
Paul Woodward
PLENTY
‘ENOUGH’
(Burning Shed)
ROCK

Tim Bowness, is best known for being
part of No-Man (also featuring Porcupine
Tree’s Steven Wilson) and for releasing a
number of solo albums to critical acclaim.
Formed in 1986, Plenty was Tim Bowness’s
immediate pre-No-Man band formed out of
the ashes of Liverpool’s A Better Mousetrap
and Warrington’s After The Stranger. Plenty’s
bass player is David K Jones who has also
played with Budgie (the Siouxie And The
Banshees one!). The guitarist is Brian Hulse
who has also played on Bowness’ last
two solo albums plus he has mixed and
mastered this release.
Plenty latterly reformed and then
released ‘It Could Be Home’ in 2018;
following on its heels is this double CD
named ‘Enough’ containing two new
projects: ‘Old’ containing interpretations of
early Plenty songs and ‘Borrowed’ which
is an eclectic set of covers. The CD set is
completed with ‘Older’ which contains
Plenty demos from 1986 to 1990.

As for the music itself – atmospheric
and hypnotic comes to mind. Bowness’s
well-enunciated vocals fit the mood with
words delivered in a committed way in true
intense Prog mode. The instrumentation
and production as you could imagine and
expect are faultless, with sparse drums,
bases and piano/keyboard motifs keeping
the “less is more” flag flying for this style
of music.
The covers (or ‘Borrowed’) section
contains non-obvious songs such as
Suzanne Vega’s upbeat and jaunty ‘Soap
And Water’ and ‘Tiny Children’ by Teardrop
Explodes. More unusual is the band’s
version of ‘I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry’ by
Hank Williams – as the PR says, “… a very
English take on Americana”.
Fans of this genre will lap this package
up; for others – don’t be scared, it is not all
melancholy, there are uplifting pop passages
and it is full of meaningful intelligent lyrics
and themes.
Rob McKenzie
PORTRAIT
‘AT ONE WITH NONE’
(Metal Blade)
PROGRESSIVE

At One With None is the fifth release
from Swedish Metal band Portrait, which
follows on from 2017’s ‘Burn The World’.
The four piece, which features Per Lengstedt
on vocals, Christian Lindell on guitar, Fredrik
Petersson on bass and Anders Persson on
drums, work to a rule where they try and
ensure that every song they write should
be different from what has gone before. In
the early part of their fifteen-year career,
the material owed much to the likes of
King Diamond and Mercyful Fate, however
the current material has shown a real
progression as the band have developed
their own identity. The music on this album
could be described as Prog Metal and I
would consider the material to be in the
(later) Iron Maiden/Judas Priest/Helloween
territory (perhaps unsurprising as the album
was mixed by Tommy Hansen).
The album contains eight tracks, with
a theme throughout which deals with
spirituality in its different forms. Opener ‘At
One With None’ lulls you with an acoustic
intro complete with seagull calls before
all instruments erupt from the speakers
simultaneously, and is a song questioning
the truth and reality. First single/video
‘Curtains (The Dumb Supper)’ followed by

SEVEN SPIRES – ‘GODS OF DEBAUCHERY’ (Frontiers)

HEAVY METAL

If you’re a loyal fan of Fireworks, you’re probably
thinking that a genre called Extreme Metal is
not your cup of tea, but if there’s one band that
could change your mind it’s Seven Spires. There
are several reasons for this label of extreme, but
let’s be clear: we’re moving within the broad tent
of Heavy Metal. With a fine backing of powerful
drums and bass by Chris Dovas and Peter de Reyna,
it’s easy to be wrapped up by the incredible feast
of musical styles of the band, from Symphonic to
Progressive Metal, a glimpse of black coupled with
emotional ballads. Does it sound confusing? That’s
the biggest virtue of the band, they can mix all these elements in a flowing fluid,
getting as result an epic and ambitious album like ‘Gods Of Debauchery’.
Third record after the theatrical release of ‘Emerald Seas’ last year, ‘Gods…’
arrives after a full immersion in music, without live shows or any other distraction in
between, due of course to the global situation. The American quartet grit their teeth
and worked hard to create a universe of melancholic tales and tenebrous grandeur,
going from across the traditional spectrum of Metal and beyond to weave tragedies
of demons, death, love, and the peculiarities of human condition. The storyteller
of this tale is a dark queen, Adrienne Cowan, with her thousand voices; the vocal
range of this singer is really impressive, as dramatic as her quality to quickly change
from demonic growling to angelic singing without losing any energy. In a sea of
female voices fronting a Metal band, she’s body and soul into the sound of Seven
Spires, writing the concept behind ‘Gods Of Debauchery’. The final, fundamental
piece of this puzzle is Jack Kosto, visionary guitarist and producer, capable of superfast trip and monumental melodies. Mixed by Sascha Paeth and mastered by Miro
Rodenberg, this work will captivate even the most demanding palates for sound,
lyrics and production.
Fabiana Spinelli
AUTUMN
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STEPHEN CRANE & DUANE SCIACQUA – ‘BIG GUNS’ (AOR Heaven) MELODIC ROCK
Song-writer and vocalist Stephen Crane released
his album ‘Kicks’ in 1984, and it’s generally
accepted that RCA burying it is pretty much a
crime against music. A year later he teamed up
with guitarist Duane Sciacqua (plus others) to
record a follow up, ‘Big Guns’, but sadly couldn’t
get anyone to back it and it remained unreleased...
until now!
The ‘Kicks’ album was recently rediscovered
by the AOR community, and such was the praise
it received that the tapes for ‘Kicks’ were tracked
down and professionally dusted off. Was it worth
it? Hell yes! Immediately, opener ‘Gangland’ lets you know that you’re in for a solid
Melodic Rock experience, with solid melody, aggressive guitars and Crane singing
in the same vein as a certain Stan Bush. Yes, it’s that sort of music, and that’s always
a good thing. The most impressive thing for me is that this does not sound like an
album that was recorded thirty-five years ago, and if you told me it was a new
release, I’d be all over it. Every song is exactly what the discerning AOR fan wants,
and of course there’s a big ass ballad in the shape of ‘Touch Of Magic’ that would
fit well as the wedding song in any Australian soap. Quality does waver a little, with
‘Combat Zone’ lacking a bit of oomph, but it’s a minor wobble, and I can happily
listen to all ten tracks over and over (and have done so).
It’s evident that if this had been released and properly promoted back in the day,
we wouldn’t be asking who Stephen Crane is, because I’d never heard of him until
I got this album. I’d certainly say if you like the Stan Bush & Barrage album you will
definitely enjoy this. Some great songs, well put together and delivered by talented
musicians, ‘Big Guns’ is a lost classic I’m glad was resurrected.
Alan Holloway
second single/video ‘Phantom Fathomer’
are up in quick succession. Very clever and
sarcastic lyrics for these songs, dealing
with herd mentality and blindly following
the authority line. ‘He Who Stands’ is a
song about wannabe apostle and founder
of Gnosticism, Simon Magus, and mixes
acoustic interludes with some heavy riffing.
‘Ashen’, which kicks off with church bells,
features a clean arpeggiated riff prior to
getting into the main groove – plenty
of pace changes and Bruce Dickinson
screams in this one. ‘A Murder Of Crows’
and ‘Shadowless’ power along quite nicely
while ‘The Gallow’s Crossing’, with its slow
intro and measured first verse, bursting into
life from there on in concludes the set.
There is certainly a lot of variation
between the different tracks, however
the high standard of song writing with
deep lyrics and musical ability is common
throughout. The sound is excellent and
every instrument has its own space on the
soundstage. Although the songs are quite
heavy in a musical sense there are many
underlying melodic elements in the song
structure and guitar soloing.
Chris Mee
PRESS TO MECO
‘TRANSMUTE’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Croydon/Crawley genre benders Press
To Meco follow-up 2018’s highly promising
‘Here’s To The Fatigue’ with their best album
yet. Indeed, it’s so good that given the right
promotion and exposure we would surely
be looking at a band that would be playing
stadiums and festivals on a regular basis.
The addition of new bassist/vocalist Jake
Crawford has pepped the band up and
there’s a renewed vigour on songs like the
Prog Pop of ‘A Test Of Our Resolve’ with its
singable chorus and multi-layer vocals, or
the pumping ‘Smouldering Sticks’.
Often genre mash ups don’t work as
it comes over as contrived and confusing,
but in the main PTM get it right; even the
throaty or slightly shouty vocal sound
works amongst the counterbalance of other
elements on songs like ‘Baby Steps’ or the
Billy Talent sounding ‘Sabotage’. The band’s
vocal skills are highlighted on the excellent
downbeat ballad-esque ‘Overdue’ or the
Muse sounding ‘Rusty Nails’ which has hints
of Brandon Urie vocally; it’s both clever and
unique in this context. Elsewhere, ‘Lead’
comes over as filler and ‘Interlude’ seems
like an unnecessary respite from the flow of
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the album. I’d rather it went straight into the
glorious ‘Way To Know’, a song that sounds
like a rawer The All American Rejects, or the
harmony-soaked album closer ‘Hesitation’.
In short, one of the best albums that I’ve
heard in this genre for quite a while.
Mike Newdeck
RADIOKING
‘REDEMPTION’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

Dallas band RadioKing are furious. Well,
their music is supposed to be, anyway; and
it is, but there are lots of other bands doing
the same thing, so is there a difference
here?
There are churning guitars here at the
start of ‘Turn Away’, sadly though the drums
are relegated, so that when this becomes a
rather more Metallic offer, it lacks power.
‘Used’ is dense with that guitar churn again,
but then ‘Sugarcoat’ is a dreamy Rock
ballad and gives us a bit of a refreshing
break; we could have had more of this.
Most of this sounds like early Kyng and
that’s no bad thing, robust but melodic.
‘Touch The Sun’ rollicks along, ‘Death
Dodger’ rolls in the dirt, but they always let
a little sun in and those shafts of light are
good to wait for.
Not bad at all, not a Redemption or
absolution, this is steeped in the dirt.
Ms. D
RAGE
‘RESURRECTION DAY’
(Steamhammer/SPV)
HEAVY METAL

Isn’t this Rage’s 450th album? Didn’t
they find their first record with the Dead Sea
Scrolls? Only joking, but this multi-country
band, germinated in Germany (ho ho) have
been doing it for thirty-five years and they
show no sign of slowing down or getting a)
bored or b) boring. I remember sitting at the
listening party for ‘Speak Of The Dead’ in
2006 and being bowled over by the music;
that’s still happening.
The mournful strings caress us, the
woodwind dances in black weeds, the
brass buoys us as it swells, ‘Memento Vitae’
doesn’t prepare us at all for the sleek,
accessible Metal of ‘Resurrection Day’,
shredding though it is in the solo area, but
then ‘Virginity’ follows at a breakneck pace,
guitars churning, a really tough treat.
And this excellence continues; ‘The
Age Of Reason’ is very annoyed, ‘Monetary
AUTUMN

Gods’ has a sway and groove with some
excellent anti-capitalist lyrics, ‘Arrogance
And Ignorance’ have those head down
sections but a solo that is at home in late
seventies Hard Rock.
Rage main-man Peavy Wagner reckons
Rage fans will get what they want here,
plus a few surprises. He’s right, listen to
that double speed Irish jig of ‘Travelling
Through Time’; careful, you’ll pull a muscle,
the strings surrounding a pretty commercial
‘Black Room’ may be another surprise, parts
of this are positively sunny.
This is a stunner; those who want Rage
to pin them to the wall will be delighted,
those who crave a little melody will love this
too. And this may just be them at their most
accessible, nothing sacrificed for that, just
something added. Thirty-five years and still
Raging, but with a sick smile
Steve Swift
REEGONETTI BAND
‘EXPLORING THE UNKNOWN’
(Wobbling Wart)
PROGRESSIVE

This is an epic, sprawling, cosmic
journey; oh yes, it really is! Our crew deliver
a piece of work where their own story
is a Saga of its own. Nearly forty years in
the making, they have finally completed
their debut album. It mixes a multitude of
influences from Classical to the already
(cleverly?) mentioned. If you want to light
some candles and be seduced by over an
hour of jazzy-infused Progressive sounds,
then this is for you.
Everything about this record is
extraordinary, from the vocal delivery to
the playing of the band members, Ronald
Vikström (keyboards, piano, organ) and
Börje Reinholdsson (guitar vocals); yes, they
are incredibly a duo!
Between them they have recorded
a stunning debut which will bewilder
and astound in equal measure. It is so
mesmerising it will test your IQ. It has had
a lengthy Genesis, but the wait has been
more than worthwhile. This record takes you
to musical galaxies hitherto unexplored; it
is eclectic, with vast arrangements. From
opener ‘Into Oblivion’ to closer ‘Winter Of
Death’ you will be enthralled.
So why the delay? Well, partly it is
because in the eighties it was impossible
to replicate and perform the music live.
This brought about their long hiatus. Now,
technology has caught up with the scope
and depth of the record, so expect a visit
from them to a venue near you; it will be an
encounter not to be missed.
Paul Rhino Mace
ROBBEN FORD
‘PURE’
(earMUSIC)
INSTRUMENTAL

There’s a lot of Robben Ford to go
around, jazzy, funky, guitar hero, partner of
many a musical maestro, thirty-nine-year
vet (not sick animals, a veteran. Would have
been easier to just write the word veteran,
now I’ve had to write it twice).
Anyway, Ford moved to Nashville in
2018 in search of musical mastery and this is
his first album since 1997. An instrumental
album, that is. Now, that needs to be
qualified, sometimes those sorts of albums
can be a bit... samey, that guitar soloing the
melody thing, but this is Ford, you know...
Oh, that sax jazzing up ‘White Rock
Beer...8 Cents’ make it special and although
you will get guitar discourses here, when he
smooths it out and adds horns and a funky
drummer as on ‘Go’, it’s preferable, but that
preference is personal. However, slowies like
‘Blues For Lonnie Johnson’ with a wringing
of the guitar won’t be as interesting to me.
The smooth and sure footed, jazzy flow
of ‘A Dragon’s Tail’ and the tabla addition
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to the title-track means a lot in a guitar
instrumental landscape, and to finish with
the Southern breeze of ‘If You Want Me Too’
shows such quality.
This is stupendous really, a collection
of moods, not just a guitar instrumental
album. See, he got a twist on it...
Steve Swift
ROBBY VALENTINE
‘SEPARATE WORLDS’
(Independent)
ROCK

Well, here’s a turn up for the books,
a brand-new studio album by Robby
Valentine that actually isn’t new at all!
Confused? You will be. It turns out that the
first six songs here were originally recorded
back in 2009 by Peter Strykes, for the album
fittingly called ‘Peter Strykes Sings Robby
Valentine’ – so now you know. Valentine
has now re-recorded the songs, and on the
title track actually duets with Strykes.
Here’s a weird little fact for any sci-fi
buffs out there, the melody of the song
‘Invincible’ is very similar to a piece of
music originally heard in the very final
episode of ‘Babylon 5’, it takes me right
back listening to it, so now you know – I
am a shameless nerd/geek! This album is
very far removed from Valentine’s normal
bombast, but is no less impressive for it. It
highlights the maestro’s love of Classical
Music, particularly his passion for the grand
piano and for orchestras, and it comes
across as both genuinely impressive and
beautiful. However, if you are expecting
endless loud guitars and bombast, this will
not be for you.
Of the seventeen tracks (I have the
Japanese copy), only seven have vocals,
aside from the two already mentioned, the
others are ‘Where Did My Heart Go?’, ‘How
Could I Touch The Sky?’, ‘Santa Zorra’, ‘I
Can’t Live Without You’ and ‘Winding Road’.
‘I Can’t Live Without You’ comes close
to Valentine’s usual output, and perhaps
surprisingly it’s album closer ‘Winding
Road’ where he lets fly with a song that fully
belongs on any of his normal studio albums,
where guitars are finally cut free. Of the rest,
half are gentle piano only instrumentals,
while the remainder are classic pieces by
Chopin and Rimski-Korsakov. I personally
really love this album, but I do know quite
a few fans who are distinctly unimpressed.
Yer pays yer money…
Chris O’Connor
ROBERT J. HUNTER
‘NOTHING BUT RUST’
(Independent)
BLUES

The Robert J. Hunter band return with
a semi-new album, partly recorded in 2019
just before the world went Covid crazy; the
unfinished recordings were shelved until a
crowdfunding effort allowed the band the
opportunity to finish the project. Finally,
two years down the line, the fans get
their reward. Channel Island native Hunter
and his band have several releases under
their belts together with a loyal following
within the British Blues/Americana scene.
Hunter handles the vocals and guitar is
ably assisted by band mates Greg Sheffield
(drums), Eddy Smith (organ) and Joel
Mayes (bass).
‘Suitcase Blues’ is a reworked version
of an earlier song and is an up-tempo
tune, which has an early Black Crowes
vibe running through its veins. The band
are a tight unit and some majestic chords
being unleashed from Hunter’s guitar get
the album off to a cracking start. ‘Good
People’ has a much more down to earth
bluesy feel to it, the music undulates
throughout, with again the added
resplendent fretwork of Hunter.
‘The Losing Side’ begins with the deep
FIREWORKS

STEVE HACKETT - ‘SURRENDER OF SILENCE’ (InsideOut) PROGRESSIVE
Steve Hackett is labelled a “guitarist” but I prefer
“musician”, as his albums aren’t about his chops,
they’re about songs and over an extended period
he’s produced many lush and diverse albums full of
superb tunes, this being no exception, albeit some
patterns appear to be emerging.
Drawing on his liking for travel, stories and
activism, the eleven tracks cover a range of bases
from heavy and dark to wistful with thoughtful
lyrics and terrific playing from his live band as well
as guests such as the McBroom sisters (vocals),
Nick D’Virgilio and Phil Ehart (drums).
‘The Obliterati’ is a short, thunderous instrumental start; it segues neatly into
‘Natalia’, a story of Russian everywoman oppressed by the state over centuries.
Some of Roger King’s orchestral blasts bring two famous classical pieces to mind,
I leave you to work out which. ‘Relaxation Music For Sharks (Featuring Feeding
Frenzy)’ opens sedately before exploding into life on the back of King’s orchestral
stabs and D’Virgilio’s marvellous drumming, with Hackett getting close to shredding
at times.
Initially ‘Wingbeats’ reminds me of ‘The Lion King’ before a typically melodic
guitar motif kicks in; the layered vocal treatment with Amanda Lehmann will be
familiar to the man’s fan base. The McBroom’s add some wordless singing to great
effect. Unfortunately ‘The Devil’s Cathedral’ begins with the one aspect of Hackett’s
music I just don’t appreciate, screechy saxophone, however once that minute passes
it becomes a splendid piece with a wonderful guitar passage prefacing Nad Sylvan’s
deliciously sinister vocal delivery and on to a heavy closing section that harks back
to Hackett’s ‘Slogans’ track of yore.
‘Held In The Shadows’ is a Bluesy number alternating between acoustic based
verses and upbeat choruses, Hackett dishes out some splendid guitar refrains.
‘Shanghai To Samarkand’ takes you on an aural journey, a feature of Hackett’s
music of late, while ‘Fox’s Tango’ is driven along by immense drums and Jonas
Reingold’s bass; Hackett’s voice takes on a new vibe here. ‘Day Of The Dead’ uses
that trademark layered vocal treatment once again; the music certainly conjures up
the track’s theme.
‘Scorched Earth’ is a lament on climate change that puts me in mind of Enya
in places; it’s a highlight both musically and emotionally, it dovetails into the
beautiful Spanish guitar piece ‘Esperanza’, Spanish for hope. Hackett’s still
producing the goods.
Gary Marshall
soulful vocal surrounded by the gentle
organ sounds emanating from Smith’s keys
creating a smooth journey through the tune.
‘Stir All Night’ again is all about the vocal,
the tones used to tell a story give the song
a heartfelt meaning. ‘Kind Hearted Woman’
is all about the keys another great story
buried in some beautiful emotive music.
‘Freewheelin’’ picks the pace back up and
has a real Country feel buried between
some great bursts of guitar. ‘Rolling
Thunder’ with its harmonies is a nice song
and flows effortlessly into the final song
‘Torn Down’, which ends proceedings in a
fine way with some strong guitar and a nice
rhythm to it.
‘Nothing But Rust’ is a good solid
album which has a great feel to it with
enough variation on the Blues to appeal to
a wide audience. The music flows well and
is a testament to the quality musicianship
of its contributors. The great news that this
album was finally released will go down
well with the fans and it deserves to be
heard. The British Blues Rock scene is in a
strong position and the Robert J. Hunter
band deserve a place at the top table; a
highly enjoyable release.
Mick Parry
ROBIN RED
‘ROBIN RED’
(Frontiers)
MELODIC ROCK

…and yet another release is churned
out by the incessant Frontiers factory
conveyor belt; surely the label is on course
for some sort of record this year?
This particular release comes courtesy
of Degreed frontman Robin Red, and it
appears that this, his inaugural solo album,
has been several decades in the making.
That is, unlike his band’s modern approach
to Melodic Rock, this opus takes us right
back to those halcyon days of the eighties.
Joining Red (vocals, bass) are H.e.a.t’s
Dave Dalone (guitars, synths) and Jona Tee
(organ), plus Mats Eriksson (drums), Erik
Modin (percussion), Joan Eriksson (grand
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piano) and Petra Eriksson (background
vocals). As a cohesive unit they have
manufactured an album that should
feature in many a Fireworks reader’s Top
Ten this year. There are twelve songs for
your delight and delectation, all of them
straddling that fine line between AOR and
Melodic Rock.
Red’s vocal attributes should never
be in question, however, on this release
he reigns in much of the power usually
associated with him and his parent band.
The resulting sound is all the better for
this more restrained approach. There
isn’t a sub-standard track here; each
song is designed to accomplish instant
gratification. This is ultimately achieved
via a tight rhythmic support, energetic
guitar contributions and keys that add
that touch of AOR sparkle.
Opening duo ‘Don’t Leave Me’ and
‘(I’m A) Bad Habit’ attain a perfect
balance of Melodic Rock urgency
with commercial catchiness; Dalone’s
guitar executions immediately impress.
‘Everlyn’ follows, and the intensity is
diluted somewhat, producing a highquality slice of Scandi AOR. Although
‘Freedom’ commences in tribal fashion
with its pulsating rhythm, it soon
evolves into another AOR highlight.
‘Midnight Rain’ has “hit single” written
all over it, with its catchy underpinning
riff and memorable chorus, whilst ‘Can’t
Get Enough’ has a heavier vibe with
edgy vocals.
Acoustic ballad ‘Reason To Survive’
is reminiscent of Mr Big, but ‘Heart Of
Stone’ and ‘Night Life’ immediately return
us to that irrepressible guitar-driven
template. ‘Head Over Heels’ is a slowerpaced foot-tapper with a darker ambience,
whilst strutting rocker ‘Living Dead’ is
unquestionably the heaviest song on show.
The album concludes with the elegant, laidback (Southern?) vibe of ‘Living For’.
For me, this is one of the better Frontiers
releases in recent years; I think you might
enjoy it too!
Dave Crompton
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ROBLEDO
‘WANTED MAN’
(Frontiers)
POWER METAL

Question… what do Brother Against
Brother, Toby Hitchcock, Hardline,
Resurrection Kings, Mayank, Chalice Of
Sin, Between Worlds, Robin McAuley and
an increasing number of others have in
common? Answer… they’ve all released
albums recently that have in one way
or another utilised the production/songwriting services of Frontiers “in-house”
producer Alessandro Del Vecchio.
James Robledo is the vocalist of Chilean
Metal band Sinner’s Blood, one of the much
touted stable of “new breed” bands who
released a commendable debut ‘The Mirror
Star’ late last year. Marketed as his debut
“solo” album, ‘Wanted Man’ is… yes,
written and produced by Alessandro Del
Vecchio.
Now, this isn’t going to turn into a
rambling diatribe against Del Vecchio – a
man with an enviable work ethic – but
perhaps more a word of caution.
Vocally similar in many respects
to fellow countryman Ronnie Romero,
Robledo has a powerful set of pipes that
resonate well regardless of what he’s
singing – imagine Dio, Bruce Dickinson and
Jeff Scott Soto (with the occasional nod to a
gruffer Mike Vescera or Rob Rock) and you’ll
find yourself in the right ballpark.
My biggest issue, and I appreciate that
might not be everybody’s take, is that the
material on ‘Wanted Man’ doesn’t really
showcase his talent to its best potential.
Don’t get me wrong, it isn’t terrible, but at
the same time it in no way stands out from
what is an increasingly congested crowd
either. “Safe” and “middle of the road” are
terms that regularly spring to mind even
after several familiarising spins.
Whether it’s the galloping, Stratovarius
inspired bludgeon and bluster of opener
‘Heart’s The Only Enemy’ or the faux tearjerker ballad ‘Alone Again’ (a track that
seems out of place in the context of the
rest of the album) they simply don’t hit
hard enough or sink in anything like deep
enough. Occasionally you’ll get something

like ‘Shelter From Pain’ which is good
Stratovarius, but there are way too few
similar moments to make this anything
more than forgettable.
The Henry Ford approach is fine if you
want a new car; but, to paraphrase those
immortal words often attributed to the
great man himself “you can have any colour
you want, so long as it’s black”… not sure
that translates too well if you’re looking to
create something with a shelf life beyond
next month’s release schedule to be honest.
Dave Cockett
ROUGH CUTT
‘3’
(DDR)
HARD ROCK

Back in 1985 I picked up and import
album by a band called Rough Cutt and
fell in love with their take on Melodic
Hard Rock, and also with their singer Paul
Shortino who had a voice which was so
different from many of the other Rock
singers doing the rounds back then. Deeper
with a pronounced rasp, Shortino helped
Rough Cutt deliver a debut album that
has stood the test of time. Fast forward to
2021 and some of the original Rough Cutt
band, including Shortino, Matt Thorne, Amir
Derakh plus Quiet Riot guitarist Carloz
Cavazo, have returned with an imaginatively
titled third album called ‘3’. Yet I shall not
dwell on the many different iterations of
this band that are doing the rounds today
or mention the multitude of legal problems
that surround the various acts using the RC
name, because we’re here about the music
and what an album we have.
The album is made up of ten songs, some
of which are obviously demos recorded back
when the original band of Shortino, Derakh,
Thorne, Chris Hager and Dave Alford were
together, so shall we say ‘3’ is not on the
same level as the first two albums, but it’s
still a worthy addition to the Rough Cutt
discography. ‘Dive’ opens proceedings, and
it is a powerful way for the band to say
we’re back and it’s so nice to hear Paul
Shortino back in full vocal roar. The moody
‘Bleed’ is next and it’s a song that starts
slowly but soon builds to a catchy chorus
that sticks with you. Album favourite ‘Bed

STEVIE R. PEARCE AND THE HOOLIGANS – ‘MAJOR LEAGUE
SON OF A BITCH’ (Heavy Rocka)
HARD ROCK
Stevie R. Pearce And The Hooligans return with
the follow up to 2018’s self-titled debut. ‘Major
League Son Of A Bitch’ sees the former Warrior
Soul guitarist’s return with his own band; Lance
Skybaby (rhythm guitar), Richard Jones (bass) and
Carl Donoghue (drums), with Pearce handling all
the vocal duties. Together the British rockers have
crafted thirteen songs of high-octane Rock ‘n’ Roll.
The shredding riff of ‘Rip It Out’ welcomes you
to the show, this high-tempo beast goes for the
throat with its pulsating drums and thunderous
bass lines, all wrapped around Pearce’s snarling
vocal; a monstrous start to proceedings, laying the foundations for what is to
come. ‘I’m On Fire’ continues in the same vein, highlighting the wonderous balance
between the rhythm section and the intertwining guitars of Pearce and Skybaby.
They have a great formula and on this sophomore release seem to have released
the potential that was evident on the debut. ‘How High’ with its stylish riff guiding
the song throughout, supplemented with power chords and shout-out chorus lead
you into the title track with its raucous beat, Donoghue thrashing his kit for what is
an utter monster of a track.
‘If I Were Blind’ starts with a meandering acoustic guitar and the song builds into
a wonderful crescendo with some amazing harmonies; a little respite in the middle
of all the madness. ‘Over The Top’ then grabs you by the throat; one hundred percent
power, which shakes you around then drops you back down to earth. The songs just
come at you thick and fast and there are just too many highlights to mention in
the constraints of this review. The album just flies by and it leaves with one thing
to do: hit repeat.
Stevie R. Pearce And The Hooligans have unleashed a beast of an album, chock
full of power riffs and pulsating beats. The quality of the songs has taken the band
to another level, and if you were a fan of the debut, then this will blow you out of
the water. The band is tight, and the musicianship is of the highest order. If you like
dirty Rock ‘n’ Roll, then this is the album for you; if you don’t, then this is an ideal
place to start.
Mick Parry
AUTUMN
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Of Black Roses’ follows, again it’s a moody
slow burning song which suits Shortino’s
laid back drawl to a tee, but when the
chorus hits it’s an earworm that won’t let
you go easily. ‘Electric’ and ‘Secrets’ are two
more solid rockers, whilst ‘House Of Pain’
has an almost grungy feel which is offset by
some killer Shortino vocals. Closing out the
album we have the Southern-ish ‘Prowler’,
‘Peyote’ with its exotic feel and finally the
musically menacing acoustic ‘Chasing
Dreams’ which is probably Shortino’s best
performance here.
Almost thirty-five years between album
two and ‘3’, but on the whole the wait has
been worth it and any fan of Rough Cutt or
Paul Shortino will get a real warm nostalgic
feel when listening to this fine album.
Welcome back.
Ian Johnson
RUNNING WILD
‘BLOOD ON BLOOD’
(SPV/Steamhammer)
HEAVY METAL

Yet another piece of album action from
German veterans Running Wild. I also had
the privilege of reviewing their last effort,
the ‘Crossing The Blades’ EP (in issue #89).
Originally known as Granite Heart, a few
years after formation they were renamed
after Judas Priest’s song ‘Running Wild’.
After their third album, ‘Under Jolly Roger’
they became known as a Pirate Metal band
and found a niche and identity with this
type of “high seas” themed song-writing.
The one consistent member is front-man
Rolf Kasparek (known as Rock ‘n’ Rolf) (lead
vocals/guitar). Kasparek believes ‘Blood On
Blood’ is their best album yet. Continue and
discover if I share his enthusiasm……
Indeed, there is no new thing under the
sun and if you were hoping for a musical
shift from the boys, you’ll be disappointed.
This is typical Running Wild. But you know
what, I’m not complaining because here’s a
band that musically, at least, has a winning
formula that keeps delivering. This is a
very solid album with no duds. It’s well
produced, sounding fresh and vital. My only
criticism is its lack of anything outstanding.
The title track is melodic and engaging

with a pirate drenched chorus. We have an
improved version of the EP track ‘Crossing
The Blades’ which has been extended, and
the song was good to start with! ‘One
Night One Day’ brings back memories of
Slade’s ‘My Oh My’, particularly at the start;
it’s well done and succeeds at slowing the
pace of the album. Some bands are gifted
at pulling off the much longer cuts; Molly
Hatchet quickly come to mind as expert at
this as their classic ‘Fall Of The Peacemakers’
bears witness. Running Wild demonstrate
this same ability with ‘The Iron Times 16181648’. At the beginning you’ll be tricked
into thinking it’s Iron Maiden and this turns
out to be the best of the album’s ten tracks.
A Progressive heavy rocker, its highlight is
some very memorable lead guitar.
I don’t rate it as highly as Rock ‘n’ Rolf
but all things considered, it’s yet another
winner from our favourite pirates!
Ian Peter Hood
SAEKO
‘HOLY ARE WE ALONE’
(Pride & Joy)
HEAVY METAL

Once in a very long while a truly unique
artist emerges from an unexpected area of
the earth. A talent with such a high degree
that is also a nonconformist …one that
initially encounters huge obstacles, but by
sheer determination will break through and
the world will take notice! This description
fits this Japanese musical artist – an
awesome power in her own right. Saeko
is celebrating her third effort and for the
entire world to hear. ‘Holy Are We Alone’
contains ten slices of pristine Heavy Melodic
Metal with a unique twist! Carved out of
international legend and folklore, sprinkled
with ancient wisdoms, Saeko continues
with a story she started back in 2004 with
‘Above Heaven Below Heaven’ and two
years later ‘Life’.
‘Holy Are We Alone’ is again written
by Saeko Kitamae. She has aligned
herself with an equally powerful group of
musical adventurers – Guido Benedetti
(Trick Or Treat), on guitar and keyboards,
Michael Ehre (Primal Fear, Gamma Ray)
on drums and Alessandro Sala (Rhapsody

STRŸKENINE – ‘STRŸKENINE I’ (Pride and Joy)

HARD ROCK

Hailing from Sweden, Strykenine’s debut album
has really impressed me and I strongly advise all
melodic rockers to check out this great new band!
They craft Melodic Rock with a harder edge, they
have a sound which breathes traditional eighties
Melodic Rock; indeed, the bones of every song are
inspired by old school Melodic Rock. Strykenine
are not a throwback band though, they have
added enough modern touches to flesh out those
bones to make the songs fresh and contemporary.
Vocalist Jacob Petajamaa has a raspy aspect to
his vocal delivery which really harks back to the
early nineties Hard Rock scene and gives much of the album a nostalgic lilt because
of it. The album as a whole is very vibrant, energetic and surprisingly heavy without
ever been overly aggressive, despite its pounding drive.
The smooth melodies are combined with thunderous rhythms and crunching
guitar riffs, which will appeal to fans of heavier Rock. Do keep your ears peeled
for plenty of fluffy keyboards, soaring vocal melodies and ear worm melodic guitar
licks which will keep traditional Melodic Rock fans’ pulses racing as well. At its core
it’s very traditional sounding but it is presented with a heavier tone with the songs
exuding power and intensity.
Song writing wise they are obviously and unsurprisingly influenced by traditional
Scandi Rock – Europe are probably the most obvious to point out and the album as
a whole has an undeniable Swedish flair to it.
There’s no duffer on here but highlights for me include ‘Fool For Love’, a chest
beating pounding rocker with a crunchy riff that is indelible. The pure eighties flavour
of ‘Hold On To You’ has a really nice nostalgic tone to it which really appealed to me,
although it is delivered with a slightly heavier stance than you would have expected
in that era, a killer track! There’s a few unforgettable choruses, but I think ‘Better
Believe It’ and ‘All About Us’ are ones that’ll get people smiling!
Strykenine have delivered a solid debut album full of promise which really makes
you believe there is even bigger and better to come from these guys in the future!
There are plenty of memorable hooks and enjoyable choruses which make this a
thoroughly enjoyable slice of Melodic Hard Rock. It might not be destined to make
the earth shake but it’ll definitely get melodic rockers’ arse’s shaking!
Paul Woodward
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Of Fire) on bass.
An adventure, this album is (nicely
Yodaized – Ed)! Each song is a complicated
yet melodic expression of story and music.
Saeko stretches the borders of Heavy Metal
with her vast spectrum of influences and
musical colours. The band members rise to
each occasion and put that high polish on
each number. The music contained on this
release is totally beyond measure, while the
song structure and lyrical messages are on
the same plateau.
As we are all emerging from a dark
period worldwide, what better way to
have some unique and enlightening music
to help us and surround us? Saeko’s ‘Holy
Are We Alone’, in my mind, would be that
better way.
Bruce E. J. Atkinson
SAMI YAFFA
‘THE INNERMOST JOURNEY
TO YOUR OUTERMOST MIND’
(Livewire/Cargo) ROCK
Sami Yaffa, bassist of the Michael
Monroe band who also played with Hanoi
Rocks, Joan Jett And The Blackhearts,
Jetboy, Johnny Thunders and the New York
Dolls has just brought out his own solo
album (with Rich Jones also of the Michael
Monroe band as co-writer). While Yaffa’s
work is predominantly Rock ‘n’ Roll and
Punk influenced, he makes no secret of the
fact that he loves many different styles of
music and the album reflects this.
‘Armageddon Together’ channels Iggy
Pop style vocals with Rock ‘n’ Roll guitar.
‘Selling Me Shit’ is faster Sex Pistols style
seventies Punk sandwiched around a trippy
verbal interlude. ‘Fortunate One’ mines
Jerry Lee Lewis fifties Rock ‘n’ Roll with a
streak of seventies Bowie. ‘Rotten Roots’
has a Reggae/Ska vibe not far away from
The Specials. ‘Germinator’ is probably
closest to Hanoi Rocks/Michael Monroe
bands with shouty Punk vocals, blistering
guitar and harmonica a go go. ‘Down At
St. Joe’s’ is a Bob Dylan influenced slower
song. The pared back ‘I Can’t Stand It’
with distorted raw White Stripes kind of
guitar is deliciously sarcastic and piquant
and is probably the standout track on the
album for me. ‘You Gimme Fever’ is more
of a gentle seventies jazzy style track with
a night-time vibe. ‘Last Time’ has a Punk
Rock drive and vocals with a distinctive
bass line with some alternative eighties
drum machine style syncopation. ‘Look
Ahead’ is a bit Tom Waits crossed with
Tom Jones with some Ska and Mariachi
influence (honest!) and the result could
almost be a song for a baddie in a Disney
musical. ‘Cancel The End Of The World’ is a
chilled out poppy reggae track with some
excellent female backing vocals and is
actually an optimistic song about survival.
I have a vision of a stoned post nuclear
holocaust Yaffa opening a door hanging
off its hinges unharmed, still standing and
with a joint hanging out of his mouth.
Suitably eclectic and off the wall,
funnily enough this sounds just like a
Sami Yaffa solo album should, no rules,
independent and with wide musical
influences. Ultimately, he marches to his
own drum and if you care to follow, you
won’t be discouraged, but he’s not trying
too hard to please or to confirm to any
image while remaining almost accidentally
unbelievably cool.
Dawn Osborne
SECOND REIGN
‘GRAVITY’
(Massacre)
MELODIC ROCK

For a dose of well-crafted Melodic Rock,
check out Swiss group Second Reign’s
debut album. Born over sixteen months,
‘Gravity’ contains thirteen songs that offer
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plenty of variety in their delivery but contain
solid beating Rock at its heart.
Formed in 2017, the band consists
of Stephan Lipp (vocals and bass), Alain
Schneble (guitar), Bo Rebsamen (keyboards)
and Dan Hammer (drums). They also
drafted saxophonist Beda Felber to add an
impressive touch to the final song ‘Home’.
According
to
the
pre-release
information, their mission is “Reviving the
rocking eighties with a hint of modern
touch”. I would say that they manage to
achieve this, through very catchy melodies,
riffs and well-written songs.
‘Uninvited’ kicks us off and is a solid
beginning that reflects what the band is
trying to achieve. While it doesn’t get quite
into top gear, it does give us a good blast of
Rebsamen’s keyboard skill and an excellent
solo from Scheble. ‘The Truth’ is up next and
is a belting song that the whole band get
their teeth into, and it showcases Lipp’s
superb vocals as he delivers each word
with great energy, mirroring the track’s
pace. ‘Let Me Breathe’ softens proceedings
a little and is a throwback to those eightiesstyle Soft Rock songs that we grew up with
and loved.
As the album progress, so does the
quality, and ‘Fire’ is pure Melodic Rock.
Catchy and punchy, it moves at breakneck
speed and features some great bass from
Lipp. The pace slows again with ‘Falling’
and ‘Borderline’, which are two of the best
songs on the album, and are smothered
in some seriously catchy melodies, as is
‘Wrong’, which is up there with the best I
have heard this year.
If I do have one qualm about the album,
it’s in post-production. On the whole,
it’s excellent, but every once in a while,
although thankfully not too many, Lipp’s
vocals seem a little muted and where you
expect him to let loose the dogs of war,
he sounds shackled which is a shame as
he has a distinctive voice which I enjoyed
immensely.
Second Reign has delivered an absolute
pearl of a debut album, and if we have
one thing to thank lockdowns for, it’s the
quality that we are now hearing because if
it means that we get music as good as this;
at least something good came out of them!
Pete Arnett
SEVEN HARD YEARS
‘ROGUES GALLERY’
(Lions Pride)
MELODIC ROCK

With four studio albums under their
belt, Seven Hard Years (7HY to the vast
majority of us) have now decided to show
their fanbase and curious onlookers that
their carefully crafted songs can stand tall
and proud even when they are performed
acoustically. Yes folks, this is fundamentally
an “acoustic best of” album, with three
tracks (‘No Place In Heaven’, ‘Hold Me
Now’, and ‘Live Without You’) taken from
their 2014 debut ‘No Place In Heaven’, two
from their 2016 sophomore effort ‘Stories
We Tell’ (‘Broken Man’ and ‘One More Day’)
and a further three tracks from 2017’s ‘For
The Record’ (‘Strangers Again’, ‘Never Say
Goodbye’ and ‘What Is The World’). The
ninth and final track is the new, previously
unreleased composition ‘In Your Arms’.
The dedicated followers amongst you
will immediately notice that nothing is
included from 2019’s excellent ‘No Going
Back’. The reason for this is these acoustic
re-imaginings were originally targeted as
part of a 2CD package alongside ‘No Going
Back’. However, primarily due to cost, it got
shelved … until now. I have to admit, and
I’m sure I’m not alone in this opinion, I’m
not a huge fan of acoustic albums; they
have their place, of course. Established fans
will undoubtedly purchase ‘Rogues Gallery’
in order to complete their collection;
however, as a vehicle to amass a greater
FIREWORKS

THE BARDOGS – ‘SOUTHERN SOUL’ (Bad Reputation)

SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Wow. What an album! When ‘Southern Soul’
arrived for review, I hadn’t heard of the band and,
for whatever reason, the promotional material
failed to elicit much interest (sorry Two Side Moon
Promotions!). As soon as I pressed play however,
I discovered an incredibly accomplished and
completely coherent album that was immediately
catapulted to the very top of my playlist. Make
no mistake, this is a confident, seductive and
captivating endeavour, crafted with great artistry
and superb musicianship. It showcases the ability
of a tight group of musicians revelling in the
celebration of their chosen sound. There is so much to hear and ‘Southern Soul’ is
capable of surprising anyone willing to invest in it.
The Bardogs are an ambitious Indonesian band (although you’d never know that
from Rahman’s dulcet and engaging vocals) hoping to introduce their soulfully
addictive melodies and catchy riffs to a European audience. The band cuts across
elements of Southern Rock, Blues and Classic Rock, drawing on influences
including The Allman Brothers Band, Tedeschi Trucks Band and I hear a little bit
of Bad Company in there too. They clearly take inspiration from others, but they
skilfully fashion a sound of their own. Performances from all five band members are
superb and everyone gets a chance to shine. A feature of the album is the excellent
instrumental sections featuring some truly sumptuous guitar work from the two
guitarists that feels fresh and improvisational.
All the tracks are distinct and all (bar one) are marvellous. Blues Rock opener ‘Sail
Away’ captures the spirit of the band. ‘Reality’ has a simple and beguiling melody
that carries the song along on the crest of a wave. ‘It’s Over’ has a dramatic, almost
theatrical quality, while ‘Colorado’ is a catchy, feel-good anthem with Country bar
swagger. ‘Misunderstood’ is reminiscent of ‘Whipping Post’ and ‘After Midnight’
is a head-nodding melodic gem with an energetic and well-executed false stop.
‘Corona’ is the only misfire. It’s a vapid ballad that, even ignoring the unfortunate
title, has little to offer in such strong company. This is a small stumble and ‘Southern
Soul’ remains an absolutely excellent album.
This will be one of my favourite albums of the year. The fact that I never imagined
it would be, is a testament both to the band, and to the enduring appeal of music.
You really must give this a listen; it’s quite simply brilliant.
Peter Ward
following, I’m not sure it will achieve that
objective.
Having said that, Shawn Pelata (lead
& backing vocals), Alan Kelly (drums) and
Andrew Chick (guitars, keys, supporting
instruments), plus Danny Beardsley (guitar
solos) should be applauded for creating an
enjoyable album. It may only be thirty-five
minutes in duration, but it feels longer (in
a good way) as each song is constructed
in such a way that it draws you in, wraps
its chords around you, and with Pelata’s
unmistakable vocal delivery, the lyrical
content is both poignant and provocative.
The musical styles utilised range from
fundamental, stripped back acoustic
numbers to piano-led tunes with pseudoorchestral accompaniments and subtle
electric guitar embellishments. My personal
favourites are ‘Broken Man’, ‘One More
Day’ and the epic (six minutes) ‘What Is The
World’. I must also mention the only original
song ‘In Your Arms’, the inclusion of a violin
is an unusual, yet welcomed addition.
Loyal fans shouldn’t hesitate to purchase
‘Rogues Gallery’; for the uninitiated, it may
well be your ideal starting point.
Dave Crompton
SEVENTH DIMENSION
‘BLACK SKY’
(Corrupted)
PROGRESSIVE

Swedish Progressive Metal band
Seventh Dimension return with their fourth
release, the brooding concept album ‘Black
Sky’ and mightily impressive it is too.
Coming across as a mix of Dream Theater
lite, Symphony X and Evergrey, Seventh
Dimension music is the perfect blend of
the moody and dramatic (must be all those
dark Swedish winters), yet even with all this
melancholy around their music is highly
accessible and also very enjoyable to boot.
After the (enforced by European law)
intro the band set out their wares with the
theatrical ‘Bad Blood’ and with its heavy
riffs, hard hitting vocals and powerful guitar
riffs this tells all listeners that they mean
business. ‘Kill With Fire’ and ‘Resurgence’
come next, again both are filled with
FIREWORKS

caustic guitar and bass riffs tempered only
by singer Nico Lauritsen and his highly
melodic vocals. ‘Falling’ slows the pace and
shows another side to SD, with Lauritsen
especially showing here a different side to
his voice, his emotion filled vocals driving
the song. Then comes the two part ‘Black
Sky: Assembly’ and ‘Black Sky: Into the
Void’, fourteen minutes of intense Melodic
Prog Metal that runs the scope of dark to
light and everything in between, and here I
have to single out Luca Delle Fave (guitars),
Rikard Wallström (bass) Marcus Thorén
(drums) and Erik Bauer (keyboards) who
excel on every note they play and keep
your attention locked on to the song like
a missile’s guidance system. ‘As The Voice
Fades’, a short acoustic-ish ballad, leads
us into album tour de force, the ten-minute
‘Incubus’ which builds slowly and covers
everything from Melodic Metal to ethereal
Prog and much more besides, and again
shows that SD have much more to offer
than your average Prog Metal band.
With album number four Seventh
Dimension have really upped their game,
and Prog Metal fans who like their music
with an edge but also a lot of melody
should give this fine Swedish act a listen
as soon as they can. A wonderful example
of Prog Metal from a band who never let
you down.
Ian Johnson
SHOTGUN MISTRESS
‘SHOTGUN MISTRESS’
(Crusader)
HARD ROCK

Shotgun Mistress are a four-piece Rock
band hailing from Melbourne, Australia.
They formed in 2018 and this is their debut
album. At the risk of stereotyping, one
tends to expect Aussie bands to be AC/DC
soundalikes, but Shotgun Mistress do not
fall into this category, instead their sound is
more akin to LA Hair Metal but with a gritty
slightly punky edge. Think Velvet Revolver
and you would be in the right ballpark.
In terms of the content what you get
is twelve up-tempo short punchy Rock
songs characterised by excellent upfront
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guitar from Matt Wilcock, whose history
is apparently as a Death Metal shredder
but that would not be apparent from this
offering, and the excellent vocals from
Glenn Patrick whose delivery is well suited
to the music.
With regard to the songs this is where
I do have a slight criticism, which is that
the first twelve songs (I will come on to
the thirteenth shortly) all have pretty much
the same format, being three/four minutes
of high-octane guitar led music. What
this means is that whilst on one hand it is
good to stick to your strengths and there
are no obvious duff tracks on offer, there
are also no standout songs for me, and
the songs tend to blend into each other
without sticking in the memory. I do think
that the album would benefit from a bit
of light and shade and the band do prove
that they are well capable of this with the
aforementioned thirteenth song ‘May She
Never Walk Alone’. This track starts with
acoustic guitar and strings before building
to a much heavier crescendo and I think
that this is the standout track on the album.
‘Shotgun Mistress’ is a promising
first release from a new band, and it is
consistently well played and sung. The
guitar playing of Willcock is particularly
impressive and provides a sound base from
which to build and perhaps incorporate a
little more variety without moving too far
away from their core strengths.
Simon Smith
SHUMAUN
‘MEMORIES & INTUITION’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

Hailing from Virginia, USA and formed
by Farhad Hossain (vocals, guitars, keys),
Shumaun are about to release this, their
third album. It follows their 2015 self-titled
debut and 2019’s sophomore effort ‘One
Day Closer To Yesterday’. I regret to say that
not only am I totally unfamiliar with these
two albums, but I’d never even heard of the
band until a month ago. Yet again, I thank
our Reviews Editor for bringing this outfit to
my (and your) attention, as this is music not
to be missed if you are a follower of melodic
Progressive Metal.
Joining Hossain are Tyler Kim (guitars)
and Jose Mora (bass), plus several guest
drummers, including Mark Zonder (Fates
Warning, Warlord, Ten et al) and Thomas
Lang (Peter Gabriel, Paul Gilbert). Together
they create a scintillating soundscape
where melody is king. The band’s bio
states that if you are admirers of Dream
Theater, Porcupine Tree and Rush, then this
is the music for you. Having lived with this
album for some time now, might I also add
Threshold, Pendragon and even Pink Floyd
to that list.
The opening triad of tunes, ‘A Subtle
Invocation’, ‘Prisoners’ and lead single

‘Memories Of Water’ (all less than four
minutes duration), immediately impress;
they clearly illustrate the band’s tight
musicianship through irresistible riffs,
semi-acoustic guitar excogitations, sturdy
rhythms, penetrable percussion and
unobtrusive keyboard synergies. However,
these are just the fundamental foundations
of what is to follow – things just get better
and better from here on in.
The core of the opus features an
imposing array of longer compositions, each
twisting and turning with varying tempos
through light and shade. The exquisite
‘Jabriel’s Song’ is one of three instrumentals;
its medieval vibe and soaring guitar would
make Mr Blackmore proud. Eastern-tinged
‘Invincible’ reminds me of Threshold (circa
‘Critical Mass’), whilst pseudo-orchestral
‘Under The Sun’ is an atmospheric power
ballad. Second instrumental ‘The Pursuit
Of Happiness’ employs another Thresholdesque riff; this is followed by the mesmeric
ballad ‘Tides’, the perfect respite prior to the
home straight.
Foot stomping rocker ‘Intuition
Underground’ paves the way for the nineminute epic ‘Breathing Light’; this is bona
fide Dream Theater territory, incorporating
everything but the proverbial kitchen sink.
Penultimate track ‘A Planetary Shift’ is the
second power ballad, and final tune ‘The
Day We Said Goodbye’ brings proceedings
to a lavish, profound and atmospheric
conclusion.
An extraordinary album (and band) that
deserves your utmost attention.
Dave Crompton
SIANAR
‘SEASONS’
(Independent)
ROCK

Sianar are a new band hailing from
Scotland, whose profile seems to be
growing with several festival appearances
lined up, having already supported some
well-known Pop artists. However, it is safe
to say that they deserve inclusion here, as
their music is an enjoyable Rock-tinged
listen. I am always keen to hear something
new from an up-and-coming artist and this
fitted the bill nicely.
Opener ‘Rise’ is quite catchy and has
some pleasant guitar work through it and
a nice melody. ‘Help Me On My Way’ is a
slower paced track but it builds up to a
great guitar solo from Kristian Clezy, and
again is a good song. I really like ‘Love Is’
which is a modern sounding ballad. Another
highlight for me is the rockier ‘Do Your
Dance’ which would work really well in a
live environment.
Singer James McKay has quite a
distinctive voice which I think suits the
music perfectly. This is emphasised on the
lively ‘Don’t Go’ and ‘These Are The Days’.
Lead-off single ‘Burning Bridges’ raises the

THE GEORGIA THUNDERBOLTS – ‘CAN WE GET A WITNESS’ (Mascot) ROCK
Loved the EP, waited for this full-length debut,
wasn’t disappointed. It shows growth too, this
band let their influences in.
Let’s get the gob iron wailing straight away,
they do ‘Take It Slow’, wandering that road, busy
looking cool, so that when it’s followed by the
swaggering ‘Lend A Hand’ with its arena-ready
chorus, it’s no surprise. And then ‘Walk Tall Man’
shows you what it is, throwing its lustrous locks
back and settling back into a lovely chorus.
There’s more to this than swanky Southern Rock
though, ‘Midnight Rider’ unpacks some Eagles
harmonising and there’s a Country Rock goodness to ‘Dancing With The Devil’, but
listen to that beat and harmonica goodness to ‘Half Glass Woman’; that’ll be the
Hank Williams and Little Feat influence then.
Sounding like they’ve been doing it for years, this debut is seasoned, sure,
sensational. Recorded with warmth and a welcome, The Georgia Thunderbolts are
a band who could be around for a long time. Can you get a witness? A character
one, certainly.
Steve Swift
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THE LRW PROJECT - ‘FIGHT & CLIMB’ (LRW)

MELODIC ROCK

(Long, long ago…) Bruce Mee, Mark Ashton
and yours truly wrote for a Fanzine we founded
called Boulevard, and one of my favourite things
about that time was the tapes and demos that
would come in from various artists from around
the globe who did everything themselves (a one
man/woman band if you will) which sadly doesn‘t
happen a lot these days. However, the one man
band tag sums up Leon Winteringham, the brains
behind The LRW Project, and his second album
‘Fight & Climb’ is a British AOR record that goes
to show just what can be done when someone
with passion, dedication and sheer force of will
can accomplish if they put their mind to it.
Smooth high energy music is what ‘Fight…’ is all about, and the songs are a
wonderful blend of Hi-Tech AOR and Melodic Rock, but the thing that stands out the
most as you listen to this CD are the many hooks and melodies Winteringham has
poured into each of the ten tracks that make up this album. From the opening salvo
of ‘Round Two’, ‘Hide Away’, ‘The Ride’ and ‘Wrong Fight’ you immediately hear
the passion and dedication I mentioned shining through in every note played and
sung, then when you can follow up such a sterling start with many more classy AOR
tracks such as ‘The Second Stint’, the wonderful semi-ballad ‘Who Did She Marry?’,
the dance-tastic ‘Just For Nothing’, the hook laden ‘Stay The Night’, ‘All Or Nothing’
and the closing earworm of ‘Back To Life’ it begs the question as to why the name
of Leon Winteringham/The LRW Project isn’t more well known in the AOR world?
‘Fight & Climb’ is an album that has been wonderfully written, produced and
performed all by a man who has an obvious love for all things AOR, and for me it’s
one of the best independent releases I’ve heard in many a year. AOR fans should
grab a copy as soon as humanly possible and those of you just looking for great
music should likewise do the same. Brilliant stuff.
Ian Johnson
bar and is a standout track for me, slightly
longer it is a really good modern rocker.
It has a strong melody and some quite
haunting backing vocals near the end.
At only ten tracks this record doesn’t
outstay it’s welcome, and the final two
tracks are both very strong ‘Big World’
could have been on Def Leppard’s X album
whilst closer ‘Dark Injustice’ is a beautiful
short acoustic piece. As you can tell this is
not an old school AOR album, it is a modern
sounding Pop/Rock record. It is hard for me
to compare it to anything apart from maybe,
the Leppard album previously mentioned. I
have enjoyed this and it is worth having a
listen to if you get the chance.
Richard Epps
SINGLE CELLED ORGANISM
‘PERCIPIO ERGO SUM’
(Flat Earth)
PROGRESSIVE

Jens Lueck is the brains behind the
operation collectively known as Single
Celled Organism. This latest album, their
second, is the continuation of their 2017
release ‘Splinter In The Sky’, which sees him
and merry band of back up musicians carry
on from where they left off before. This is an
album well versed in, it has to be said, the
rather crowded genre popularly known as
Neo Progressive, but you’ll also find liberally
sprinkled throughout there are references/
nods to the likes of Genesis, Pink Floyd,
Porcupine Tree et al.
Eleven tracks make up this record
with a playing time of just over an hour,
so there is plenty to get one’s teeth into.
The opening duo of ‘She’s Awake’ and ‘The
Final Door’ really do set the tone for what
is to come. Elaborate arrangements, subtle,
even delicate soundscapes dominate, but
also there is time for some rather fluid
and tasteful guitar flourishes too. Vocally,
I’m reminded throughout of Steven Wilson
who, although not technically the greatest
vocalist in the world, does makes it work
for him, and the same can be said here for
Lueck, not spectacular but fits perfectly well
with the material. ‘I’d Like To See’ and ‘Ride
On A Ray’ move into classic Floyd territory
without stepping all over that band’s
musical toes, and both are really nice pieces.
Unfortunately, I did find the middle part
of the album lost its way somewhat and the
likes of ‘Save Me From Dreaming’ and ‘Hey
You’ didn’t really do much for me, maybe
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not as cohesive as what went before,
but that is a minor gripe as I’m happy to
report that it all got back on track with the
expansive, uplifting ‘Entanglement Runs
Off’ and the stark simplicity of ‘Inhale The
Dark’.
A well-produced album that throughout
which highlights all the subtleties within
the music as well as calling on some real
dynamics at the appropriate moment. I
believe this album holds great appeal to
fans of the bands/artists I’ve previously
mentioned here, and it is well worth
investigation.
Malcolm Smith
SIX GUN ROMEO
‘ANEJO’
(Ridge/Echo Heart)
ROCK

Time for a little roots rock that mashes
up Rock, Blues, Country and Rockabilly
into a toe tapping cocktail. This five-piece
hail from Western Canada, have four
albums behind them and hundreds of live
appearances, often playing festivals with
household names (such as Bad Company
or Lonestar). That road work is evident
here as they have a good understanding
of each other and the sense that they are
having fun comes through in the music.
They are a band that would give you a
good night in a local Juke Joint, and a
sore head the next day. It’s the Rockabilly,
Outlaw Country vibe that permeates
through their music, especially on the likes
of ‘Fall From Grace’.
They are keen to remind you that they
“Groove and move” as they mention this
line on a couple of the tracks. Trevor Eeg’s
vocals are fine, with a bit of Country in
there and the band also add effective
harmony vocals as on the juddering ‘Short
Sided Longview’. However, the music
really takes flight once they’ve dispensed
with the verse and chorus, getting down
to the real business on the instrumental
parts. Rhythm guitarist Mike Moy and
lead guitarist Dave “Shaky” Shaw have a
good arsenal of riffs and solos, that range
from the twangy on ‘Welcome To The
Show’ to stinging guitar lines on the likes
of the otherwise boppy ‘Black Diamond
Ring’. The atmospheric ‘True Romance’
takes you South of the border and it has
a very moody Chris Isaak feel to it. The
cowboy song ‘One Step Forward’ clipAUTUMN

clops along until it picks up with its call
and response chorus that’s destined to
go down well live.
Eeg often speaks on songs and it can get
a little hokey at times on a track like ‘Devil’s
Due’, or the throwaway woozy drinking
song ‘Half The Bag’. However, it’s good
natured with a clean production sound that
indicates they’re decent musicians and not
really dangerous members of the public.
With holidays still a pipe dream for many,
you could do worse than let this roots music
transport out West.
Duncan Jamieson
SMASH INTO PIECES
‘A NEW HORIZON’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

I suppose I should now accept that
Smash Into Pieces will never return to the
sound of 2015, clearly they’ve moved on
and I haven’t. That said, this is perhaps
the band’s highest point since ‘The
Apocalypse DJ’.
On ‘A New Horizon’ the band continue
with their particular brand of Pop, Rock,
Electro Dance Fusion and there’s no
denying that when they get it right the
formula works; the marvellous Rock
meets Dance grooves of ‘Wildest Dreams’
or ‘Bangarang’- no, not a close relative
of Skrillex - is perhaps the heaviest
guitar orientated song that has graced
a Smash Into Pieces album since the
aforementioned ‘The Apocalypse DJ’. The
chiming ‘Broken Parts’ again dials up the
guitar and provides a “fist pumper” in the
middle of the album and as a whole the
band now seem to have found a perfect
blend of the Rock of the earlier albums
plus the more experimental sound that
can be found on the last three. ‘Glow In
The Dark’ nails it on every count. Heavy,
modern, melodic it is undoubtedly the
album’s highlight with Chris Hedman
showing his versatility.
Where the album falls down is in
its inclusion of too many synthetic Pop
songs; yes, I can understand the crossover
appeal, particularly in this day and age of
Spotify playlists, but the processed vocals
on ‘My Shadow’ or the twee eighties Pop
of ‘A New Horizon’ seem like a step too
far, whilst the instrumental album closer
‘Outrun’ is an anti-climax to a pretty
decent release.
Certainly, Smash Into Pieces are
heading in the right direction on their
sixth album, but I’m not sure that they’re
quite there yet.
Mike Newdeck

SORCERESS OF SIN
‘CONSTANTINE’
(Independent)
HEAVY METAL

A year on from their debut album
‘Mirrored Revenge’, British band Sorceress
Of Sin release ‘Constantine’, a high octane,
no holding back Melodic/Symphonic/Power
Opera/Heavy Metal hybrid that has lofty
ambitions but falls just short of its target.
Straight from the opener ‘Necropolis’,
vocalist Lisa Skinner leaves you with no
doubt that this is a full-on audible affair.
She has a powerful voice that injects into
your ears, punctures your brain and leaves
you begging for mercy. However, while
this is one of the band’s assets, it’s also
an issue as she occasionally descends into
screaming the lyrics at you, making it hard
to concentrate on pretty much anything!
The second track, ‘Massacre Of
Meridian’, thankfully sees the band strike a
better balance and is one of the best songs
on offer. It incorporates crunching riffs, a
great melody and some belting drumming
from Paul Skinner that compliments Topher
O’Meagher’s dominant bass down to a tee.
‘Realms Of Elysium’ shows the multiple
tones Skinner’s voice has, although,
unfortunately, the screaming momentarily
returns towards the end and ruins a good
song, in my opinion.
‘Pathogenic Parasite’ powers ahead at
breakneck speed and contains excellent
guitar work from Constantine Kanakis
and an impressive orchestra arrangement
from keyboardist Tom Maclean. As with all
albums, several songs make you take notice,
and ‘Massacre Of Meridian’, ‘Until The
Dawn’, ‘Dimension IV’ and ‘Constantine’
stand above the rest.
There is no doubting that Sorceress Of
Sin has aimed high with this album, and for
periods it certainly is impressive, offering
refreshing new perspectives on themes
heard before. However, there are several
elements that I couldn’t quite connect
with, despite wanting to do so. Skinner’s
screaming aside, several tracks are above
the six-minute mark, with the final song
clocking in at just over eleven minutes in
length, which is just too long, and you find
your mind wandering until a solo or scream
focuses you again. I also found the postproduction erratic, with parts sounding a
little flat in places.
‘Constantine’ has some clever social
commentary woven into the songs,
especially on ‘Erratica’ and ‘Pathogenic
Parasite’, and, on the whole, is a decent
album. I’m slowly warming to it after
multiple plays, but I also fear that some
people may view this as a one-time listen

THE NIGHT FLIGHT ORCHESTRA - ‘AEROMANTIC II’ (Nuclear Blast)

ROCK

Another brilliant album from The Night Flight
Orchestra album. Yawn. Another superb set of
songs. Blah. That’s often the feeling with the
stunning Night Flight Orchestra, album after album
of stupendous quality, so much so that we just
expect it, and they deliver. Oh how they deliver!
We start with a slow arrival and Survivor pump
for ‘Violent Indigo, but that NFO open, joyous
melody is present, that easy mid-eighties hi-top
sneaker bop for ‘Burn For Me’ and ‘Midnight
Marvelous’ has a little strutting section before the
guitar rips in for a solo. Ooh, ‘Change’ unpacks a
little Yacht Rock goodness in the electric joanna spine and hugely emotional middle.
‘You Belong To The Night’ then has a little New Wave push to its guitars and a
big Melodic Rock pump to the bass, with a little ABBA moment – smashing. ‘White
Jeans’ has that chugging jog of Euro Melodic Rock and an uncompromising chorus,
and just listen to that thin, funky moment in ‘Zodiac’, but those needling, thin synths
bring the mind back to when AOR was big in the charts.
This is breathlessly brilliant, and it’s difficult not to mention every track. Not as
sumptuous as some other Night Flight Orchestra albums, this has more attack and a
real move to the eighties. That decade is popular now, musically, so maybe this will
be picked up in the way it should be; in the meantime, this will be loved by Melodic
Rock and AOR fans alike. It’s ours, hold it dear.
Steve Swift
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unless they are either ardent fans of the
band or this type of cross-genre music.
Pete Arnett
SPEKTRA
‘OVERLOAD’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

It seems that Frontiers have developed
quite the knack for finding artists that
produce exceptional work in the genre
that we all know and love. Over the past
two years, the bar has constantly risen, and
pushing it even higher is SPEKTRA, whose
debut album ‘Overload’ is a majestic piece
of Hard Rock.
Hailing from Brazil, SPEKTRA is the
baby of BJ, who is a long-time guitarist and
backing signing to Jeff Scott Soto and his
many bands. He is also the lead singer of
the Greek band Danger Angel and his CV
also includes stints with both Tempestt and
Talisman.
Intending to deliver pure stadium rock
melodies and high driven hard rock vibes, BJ
has recruited bandmates from Tempestt and
the JSS Band, Edu Cominato (drums) and
Leo Mancini (guitars), as well as Henrique
Canale (bass).
The album bursts into life with the title
track and is a brilliant introduction to what
the band brings to the table. BJ’s voice is
powerful and has a commanding edge that
matches the increasing intensity of the
song. Cominato’s drumming also warrants
a mention as being tight and powerful.
The second song, ‘Runnin’ Out Of Time’ is
another that instantly grabs your attention
and gives us a superb guitar solo from
Mancini that is blistering in technique and
sound. The pace reduces on ‘Just Because’,
and we hear that the band can handle the
slower stuff with the same quality that they
bring to the other tracks.
Altogether, there are eleven songs on
offer, and to be honest, there isn’t a bad
one amongst them. Standouts are hard
to pick out because of the quality but the
opening trio mentioned above, along with
‘Breakaway’, ‘Don’t Matter’, ‘Back Into
The Light’ and closing track ‘Lonely Road’
really make this an hour worth of listening
and that can’t be said about a lot of music
sometimes.
As with most Frontiers productions, the
sound quality is superb. This album also had
the bonus of being produced by Soto and
Italian artist Alessandro Del Vecchio, both
of who know this business inside out and
use their experience to make sure that every
musical nuance is heard.
As a debut album, this is an impressive
one that goes straight into my top ten of
the year. A lot of thought has gone into
SPEKTRA and shows in their music and how
it sounds.
Pete Arnett
SPITFIRE
‘DO OR DIE’
(Massacre)
HEAVY METAL

It’s a welcome return for Dick Dropkick,
Nikk Nitro and Tony Torpedo (stop giggling
at the back), and if you think you can guess
pretty much what they sound like from their
names and the band name plus the album
title... you’re probably right. They call it kick
ass Rock & Roll, and that ain’t to far from
the truth.
One thing you don’t get from ‘Do Or Die’
is subtlety, all the songs rumbling it at under
four minutes, no time for mucking about
and just the one heavy guitar ballad. They
remind me a little of Airbourne, or at least
the ‘Running Wild’ side of them, as each
song is hurled at you purely to entertain
you and not to make you think any sort of
meaningful thoughts. ‘Death Or Glory’, ‘80s
Rockstar’, ‘Die Like A Man’... all these will
FIREWORKS

grab you by the throat and almost force you
to bang your head and join in the chorus.
Dick Dropkick growls out the lyrics with a
James Hetfield meets Lemmy delivery, and
he perfectly suits the material here. Guitar
solos are kept short, choruses are catchy
and the riffs are big and enjoyable. There’s
even a cover of Tom Petty’s ‘Out In The
Cold’, which is a song that lends itself pretty
well to the style of Spitfire.
‘Do Or Die’ is one of those album’s that’s
pretty hard to dislike, and impossible to
ignore. The songs are catchy and immediate,
the perfect stuff for a Rock & Roll party, and
I imagine they are great fun to see live. It’s
well produced by Dropkick himself, and
easy to just stick on again once you come to
the end. Neither big nor clever, Spitfire make
up for it by being fun... lots of fun.
Alan Holloway
STEEL RHINO
‘STEEL RHINO’
(GMR)
HEAVY METAL

When this album first dropped into my
inbox, I looked at the names of the band
members – guitarist Mikael Rosengren
(Dirty Passion, Bai Bang) plus vocalist
Herbie Langhans (Firewind, Avantasia,
Voodoo Circle, Sinbreed) – and thought
“hmm, this sounds interesting”; however, I
then glanced at the song titles and things
like ‘Steel Rhino’, ‘Rhino Attack’ and ‘Boom
Boom’ jumped out at me, and I thought
“Oh God, no!” Shame on me because this
is one of the most entertaining, enjoyable
and downright fun Heavy Metal albums I’ve
heard this or any year!
The aforementioned ‘Rhino Attack’ is
first up and what a great song it is, with
pounding guitar riffs from Rosengren
complimented by an enthused vocal from
Langhans who I don’t think has sounded
this good before. This track really kicks the
album off in fine style. Then comes ‘Arrival’
which is a Melodic Metal Monster with a
killer hook and there’s the Rock ’n’ Roll
short sharp shock of ‘Lovin Easy’ which
comes next; both songs are thoroughbred
winners. Up next is one of those songs I
had doubts about, namely the title track
‘Steel Rhino’, but boy does it and the band
deliver, catchy guitar riffs tight as a miser’s
purse strings, drum and bass section and
Langhans singing like a demon all make this
one hell of a great Metal song.
Other tracks to look out for are the
superb ‘Bells Of Midnight’ which is heavy
but full of melodic sensibilities, the fastpaced ‘Ghost From The Past’ with its
infectious chorus, ‘Life We Choose’ which
drives along at top speed delivering another
captivating memorable hook along the way,
and the stomping ‘Boom Boom’ which is
just pure Heavy Metal fun with an earworm
hook that you’ll be singing along to for
weeks.
Don’t judge the book by its cover, they
say, and they’re right I did just that and was
totally wrong about Steel Rhino, because
this is a fantastic Melodic Heavy Metal
album that I would urge all of you to give
a listen to. It’s been made with love and a
passion for the music and above everything
else it’s a real musical blast full of fun, and
unlike a lot of today’s Metal it has charm
which you just grow to love the more you
play it. Great stuff.
Ian Johnson
STEFAN BERGGREN
‘THESE ARE THE TIMES’
(Grandjam)
ROCK

From the opening cut-you know you are
setting forth on a wild ride of pure Rock!
Stefan Berggren’s latest release, ‘These Are
The Times’, is his second full-fledged solo
outing… and what a smash it is!
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‘THE VINTAGE CARAVAN’ - ‘MONUMENTS’ (Napalm)

ROCK

I really enjoyed this Icelandic three-piece band’s
last release when I was asked to review it back
in July 2018. I am pleased to report that not only
have they carried on where they left off, but this,
their fifth album, is more diverse and has a stronger
set of songs. The Vintage Caravan deliver a heady
brand of retro sounding, Psychedelic, classic Blues
Rock and would have been a sensation back in
the late sixties and seventies. The band consist
of Oskar Logi Agustsson (lead vocals, guitar)
Alexander Orn Numason (bass) and Stefan Ari
Stefansson (drums, percussion). To me they conjure
up images of classic three-piece bands from back in the day, such as Jimi Hendrix,
Rory Gallagher and Robin Trower, but they do so with a refreshingly modern twist.
There are many highlights, but the standouts for me are the two songs which
bookend the album. ‘Whispers’ is a superb way to start proceedings, with its
powerful intro of crashing guitars backed by a strong chorus, which develops into
an exciting and memorable Classic Rock song. Then we have the atmospheric album
closer ‘Clarity’ and at over eight minutes, is the longest song on ‘Monuments’. The
song builds gently, with some tasteful acoustic guitar and a mellow vocal before
gathering pace to highlight a delightful guitar solo which fades away into the
distance. Very much a mobile phone or cigarette lighter in the air moment at a live
gig. Remember those days? Another gem is ‘Forgotten’ which again clocks in at
over eight minutes and demonstrates how aggressive they can sound at times when
required, but always underpinned by a strong melody and chorus. This song has a
superb groove, with the lead guitar work absolutely sublime.
As musicians the band deliver in spades. Oskar Agustsson is a very accomplished
lead guitarist and ‘Monuments’ is chock full of memorable riffs and solos. The
rhythm section is high in the mix and fully compliments the band’s sound. If you
are a fan of guitar driven Classic and Blues Rock, I suggest you get your hands on
a copy of ‘Monuments’, as this young Icelandic band have delivered an album the
genre can be proud of.
Robin McGhie
I have no doubt that most of us are
aware of Berggren’s vocal work with such
groups as Snakes In Paradise, M3 and The
Company Of Snakes… just to name a few.
However, here though, we are exposed to
his fine talents on guitar and keys. Oh, and
yes, that distinctive, soulful voice is ever
present. As a song-writer, Berggren is right
up there at the very top as well. This effort
rides the higher levels of straight-ahead
Rock ‘n’ Blues, sharpened to a razor’s edge.
There are no duds on this record!
Berggren has released this work
through his own label and production
company. He has also formed a Power Trio
in order to bring this music to the masses…
musicians that he has worked with in the
past. On bass there is Thomas Pomma
Thorberg (Snakes In Paradise) and Johannes
Nordell (Flykton) on drums. Yes, a Power Trio
and one that bristles with energy… setting
fire to each musical creation!
‘These Are The Times’ should bring
Berggren solid accolades from the world
of hard Melodic Rock. Again, his Blues
influences are on full display here and
rightly so as they deepen the sound on
these Rock numbers. His vocal styling is one
of a natural Rock singer with a tinge of aged
whiskey and all for good measure!
‘These Are The Times’ is pure Rock that
is fully immersed with a rocky Blues sheen,
and only like Stefan Berggren can deliver!
Bruce E. J. Atkinson
STEVE HOWE
‘HOMEBREW 7’
(Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

Steve Howe has certainly been prolific
over the past year or so. He’s released a
live Yes album, a solo album, and finally,
a new Yes studio album will be with us
in October. He’s also decided to revisit his
“Homebrew” series, which began a quarter
of a century ago! The ‘Homebrew’ releases
are all recorded at his home studio… hence
the name. The difference for number seven,
is that unlike all the previous ‘Homebrew’
albums, none of the tracks have been
written for any of Howe’s other projects,
such as Yes, Asia, ABWH or GTR.
There are tracks dating back to 1978,
and as recent as 2016. Howe has raided
his vault and found several nuggets. There
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are twenty-one tracks that make up the
forty-nine-minute running time, so as you
will have gathered there are a lot of short
pieces which never outstay their welcome.
Opener ‘The Glider’ features Howe’s steel
guitar. ‘Half Way’ is one of four numbers
featuring Howe lending his vocal talents;
he’s not the greatest of singers, but his voice
has grown on me over the years. It’s quite
a rocky number and features Phil Spalding
on bass, plus Howe’s wonderful guitar is all
over the track.
‘The Only One’ is a bluesy number. ‘In
One Life’ features some funky bass lines
and jangly guitar, whilst ‘Outstanding Deal’
has Howe singing again, and his steel
guitar playing on this tune is outstanding.
‘Deanscape’ is very atmospheric; think
Vangelis, and artist Roger Dean has been
using it on his website for several years. ‘A
Lady She Is’ features mandolin and is lovely
to listen to. I love the guitar sound on ‘Two
Sided’, so named as Howe double tracks
here and it works out really well.
Howe sings once again on ‘Devon
Girl’; it’s an upbeat number which you can
envisage Howe updating in years to come.
‘Safe Haven’ contains several layered guitar
runs, and it ends just as you’re getting into
it! ‘A Matter Of Fact’ is another bluesy
track with some great guitar playing. ‘From
Another Day’ is the final vocal track and
has Howe singing over an acoustic guitar.
‘Foregone Conclusion’ has lots of effects
and is quite spacey sounding.
If you’re a Steve Howe fan I’m certain
you will appreciate this addition to his
catalogue; and there’s also plenty to enjoy
for casual listeners too.
Az Chaudhry
STEVE POPE
‘DEAD HORSE CREEK’
(Independent)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Steve Pope is a Canadian artiste and
‘Dead Horse Creek’ is his second release,
but the accompanying press release doesn’t
mention when his debut was released. A
true solo album in every sense of the word,
Pope handles absolutely everything solely;
all instrumentation, composition of music
and lyrics, recording and mastering…
and vocals. You’ve really got to admire
the dexterity involved with undertaking a
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mammoth task single-handedly, and Pope’s
guitar playing in particular is commendable,
but unfortunately the remainder doesn’t
really hit the mark.
The weakest element is Pope’s vocal
style, delivered in a mostly tuneless, spokenword style that comes across as a sub-par
hybrid of Ted Nugent and Mick Jagger;
Reviews Ed made the comparison to Kevin
Bloody Wilson and once that simile was in
my head, I couldn’t shift it.
Elsewhere the songs are average at
best; openers ‘Let’s Kick It Off Right’ and
‘Hey There Rock ‘n’ Roller’ and the more
Southern-styled ‘Dead Horse Creek’ are
decent enough and pay homage to Pope’s
biggest influence, Steve Earle’s ‘Guitar
Town’ album, but when he heads into a
more Rebel Country direction with the
likes of ‘Home Town Bar & Grill’, ‘Uncle
Homer’, ‘National Holiday and ‘Camping
Getaway’ the results decline rapidly, with
the type of naff or “humorous” lyrics that
just sound so irrelevant in today’s society,
and which I thought had died off when the
likes of Brooks & Dunn and Billy Ray Cyrus
disappeared from the Country mainstream
at the end of the nineties; it gets worse
as the album advances, and I can’t even
attempt to comment on the closing ‘Oh,
Another Ringer’.
The only ‘Dead Horse…’ here is the one
Steve Pope is trying to flog.
Ant Heeks

in part on a Kix album had they hit the
studio right now) while we wait.
Dawn Osborne

STEVE WHITEMAN
‘YOU’RE WELCOME’
(Red String)

SUBWAY TO SALLY
‘EISHEILIGE NACHT: BACK TO
LINDENPARK’ (Napalm)

ROCK

ROCK

This is the very first solo album
from Steve Whiteman, singer of one of
my favourite American Rock bands Kix.
Whiteman has stated it is material that
would not have made a Kix album as it
has wider influences and would have
been filtered by committee, but there are
nevertheless plenty of excellent rockers that
do remind me of the main band. It’s named
after the singer’s catch phrase on stage and
the cover art is his now famous stick man
signature he developed when bored at instore signings.
‘Easy’ kicks off with that rocking Kix
voice and swing, only when you get to
the less Metal inspired guitar solo is it
transparent that this is a different beast.
‘Talking Bout Luv’ with its slightly rap
verses, commercial chorus and Aerosmith-y
harmonica, ‘Bad Blood’ and ‘Lightning Bolt’
all remind me of late eighties Kix which I
love. ‘Get The Wild Out’, a song about
sowing wild oats, reminds me more of latter
day Kix and their latest studio album. ‘Shock’
has a definite Alice Cooper and Kiss vibe as
does ‘Prick Teaser’ and Whiteman plays the
bass on both. Lyrics on the latter would
undoubtedly have been blue pencilled in
a group, but in the spirit of Whiteman’s
unfiltered stage approach appears in all its
glory here. There’s a ton of harmonica from
the demo stage as Whiteman confesses he
intended to be replaced by a lead guitar, but
which was kept when admired by others
involved in the production.
‘Kid Dynamite’, a poppier sixties style
song - one of the most different songs
from Kix - is about Ronnie Younkins who
has struggled with addiction. Whiteman
plays drums on this track and ‘Strip’, a song
which, despite the double entendre and
Stripper’s theme jokey end, is about peeling
the onion on someone’s personality. ‘Tug
Of Luv’, another double entendre of which
Coverdale would be proud, closes out the
album.
We would all love to see a new Kix
album, but with Ronnie in rehab and various
members touring with their own projects it
does not seem likely right now. Instead get
an admirable Kix fix from this solo album
(which would likely have appeared at least

A veteran and powerful seven-piece
outfit out of Potsdam, Germany, have
crowned their thirteen record releases with
number fourteen. ‘Eisheilige Nacht: Back
To Lindenpark’ is a multi-media offering to
their long standing admirers.
This German outfit blends perfectly, FolkMedieval song structures with blazing Hard
Rock overtures. After thirteen releases – and
as many numbers reaching international
charts – Subway To Sally fashioned a safe
and secluded celebratory live performance
during this current pandemic. A beautiful
package containing a Blu-Ray/DVD combo
with two CDs, this release fulfils the
yearnings of their thousands of fans and
gives others a chance to discover their
music and spectacular live performances!
With this particular live effort, the group
are joined by other stellar musical talents
in their return to Lindenpark. A stunning
performance unfolds as Subway To Sally
travel through their extensive repertoire,
adding new flourishes to each song!
This is a living document of their
lavish stage presence and commanding
performances. I
was
immediately
mesmerised by the group’s stage show
and presence. Their molten-tinged
performances created Rock Theatre;
exciting, aggressive and harmonious – all
in one. A musical experience that offers up
unique instrumentation in a combination
that elevates their Folk and Medieval
themes to a hardened edge of fiery Rock.
It’s sometimes bleak, but always exciting.
May I introduce you to the seven gifted
musicians that make up Subway To Sally:
Eric Fish (vocals), Ingo Hampf (guitar), Ally
Storch (violin), Bodenski (guitar, vocals
and hurdy-gurdy), Simon (guitar), Sugar
Ray (bass) and Simon Michael (drums).
Coupled with this core, the special guests
add to the excitement and give an added
dimension to the performances that we are
seeing and hearing. I am certainly glad that
we have this visual document as we can
see first-hand (especially those of us that
are new discoverers) of the depth within
this group. Yes, Subway To Sally are a Folk
Rock ensemble, but one that presents a
unique harmonic musical experience,
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THE WILDHEARTS – ‘21ST CENTURY LOVE SONGS’ (Graphite)

HARD ROCK

This is the tenth studio album from The
Wildhearts and Ginger has described it as
instinctual and having ditched the rule book. On
the whole it’s on the punkier and thrashier side
of their work while still being Rock ‘n’ Roll and
inserting catchy anthemic trademark choruses.
The deluxe version has two bonus tracks, ‘Allein’
and ‘We Sing For Tim’, a song about late eighties
glammy looks, spiked hair and nose rings etc. for
Tim Smith from The Cardiacs (the only two tracks
we were not given to review).
‘21st Century Love Songs’ and ‘Directions’
launch straight into heavy riffs, have accessible verses and also parts where they go
absolutely mental. You’re not out of breath already I hope? ‘Remember These Days’
keeps up the pace and vibe with a nostalgic look at the early days of the band.
‘Institutional Submission’ and ‘Splitter’ have sections containing the heaviest parts
of the album (the latter having no intended Monty Python reference apparently).
‘Sleepaway’, ‘You Do You’ and ‘Sort Your Fucking Shit Out’ are more commercial,
less heavy by comparison, but retain a sharp Punk edge. ‘My Head Wants Me Dead’,
full of authentic raw emotion and rocky guitar, tackles the difficult issue of suicidal
thoughts. The title of the track ‘Physical Exorcism’, a breathless race to the finish,
seems to encapsulate the mood of the album, getting all the negative energy out
after the Pandemic.
Watch out for the ‘Little Mouse Fart’ sample of David Bowie and Freddie Mercury
saying “Fuck It” and Ginger-isms that make you think like “fish don’t know they’re
in water”. Always something different with The Wildhearts!
Health warning - this is a bloody noisy record. If it’s too loud you’re too old.
Dawn Osborne
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combining just the right mix of sonic and
visual signatures. A group that can be both
aggressive and subtle, and within one
song. The blend of both male and female
voices, plus the use of the hurdy-gurdy, the
strings and flute, bring upon us exquisite
performances.
Subway To Sally and their new live effort
– ‘Eisheilige Nacht-: Back To Lindenpark’ –
will be one that you will want to revisit time
and time again.
Bruce E. J. Atkinson
SUNSET SINNERS
‘SUNSET SINNERS’
(Sunset Sinners)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

My oh my, what an absolute corker of an
album! Hailing from Salina in Kansas, this
wonderful band has seemingly sprung from
nowhere and have delivered a really soulful
and beautifully crafted release that perfectly
marries Southern Rock to New Country
Rock and Blues. The end result is a genuine
joy to experience, the music overflows with
a simple love of life, a musically intoxicating
blend of The Georgia Satellites, (early) Black
Crowes, Collective Soul, and other acts I
can’t quite put my finger on, it’s heady stuff.
Describing themselves as “Whiskey
Barrel Rock”, the quartet of Tony
Bowell (vocals/guitars), Chris Brungardt
(guitars), Brad Johnson (bass) and Blake
Blackim (drums) deliver their songs with
consummate ease and a well-deserved
swagger. This really is an album that “walks
the walk and talks the talk”, and as a result
has instantly become one of my top albums
of 2021. I think it was Desmond Child who
was attributed as saying “Don’t bore us,
get to the chorus”, well Sunset Sinners
have very much taken this ethos to heart,
as every song has a chorus to die for, it’s
anthemic stuff throughout.
Sounding both tight but loose at the
same time is a very neat trick, if you can do
it, and the Sunset Sinners have nailed this
trick to a tee. I know I’ve already used the
description “swaggering” to describe their
music, but I can truly think of no better term,
as they do it so well. From the opening onetwo salvo of ‘Always Time For One More
Beer’ and ‘Hanging With The Sinners’, these
arse-kicking rockers show how beautifully
Rock ‘n’ Roll can be done without any
pretention but with pure whiskey-soaked
passion intensity, I absolutely love them.
One of the first things to grab my
attention is the guitar work of Chris
Brungardt, who not only kills with his
ISSUE 96

riffing, but is clearly also a master of that
most beloved Suvvern Rokk art – the slide
geetar! Boy, can he play it like a demon, I
find myself air guitaring along with joyful
abandon, it’s fabulous stuff. There have
been some mighty fine Southern Rock
releases this year, and this is absolutely one
of the best of them. Miss this at your peril
… file under “essential”!
Chris O’Connor
SUSAN AQUILA
‘SUSAN AQUILA’
(26 / Sony)
ROCK

We’ve all watched trailers for films and,
having been to see them, discover that the
artfully crafted clips put together to promote
them contain the sole best bits. Such is the
power of P.R. that you’ve been drawn in by
the promise of something really special,
only to end up getting something that
doesn’t match your hopes or expectations.
The same can be said of certain press
releases sent out by labels to promote new
albums. What we’re promised for Susan
Aquila’s self-titled latest release is a “hard
hitting, balls to the wall Rock album”. In
actuality, what we have is mainly melodic
Pop Rock, some electric violin and a very
mixed bag of covers.
Dubbed in the blurb as “The Goddess of
Rock ‘N’ Roll” you’d be hard pressed to find
much of that in openers ‘Just Like That’ and
‘Things You Make Me Do’ as both are very
lightweight, and ‘Mine All Mine’ sounds
like The Bangles trying to approximate The
Runaways. Elsewhere, ‘No I’m Not That
Kind of Girl’ is throwaway 1970’s Pop Rock
‘n’ Roll, ‘Su Di Noi’ sounds like a Eurovision
entry and ‘Peace And Love’ edges too much
into the twee, but it’s not all disposable
material that fills the album thankfully.
Given that the press release also calls
Aquila “The Queen of the Electric Violin”
there’s no surprise that this is liberally
sprinkled throughout and it works well,
adding fresh colours and excitement. This
is highlighted particularly on the ballsy
instrumental ‘Life On The Line’, the violin
and guitar duelling nicely and the dramatic,
elegant and spacious ‘Cathedral’. Whilst it’s
not stipulated on the copy that Fireworks
received, the former would seem to benefit
from the quicksilver fingers of bass maestro
Billy Sheehan, one of the musicians drafted
in for the release, his distinctive playing
always impressive.
The remaining tracks on the album
sees Aquila tackling four covers to limited
success, the dexterous ‘Flight Of The
Broken Bumblebee’ once more shows off
Aquila’s prowess with the bow but the trio
remaining struggle to gel. Whilst The Who’s
‘I Can’t Explain’ is another throwaway that
adds nothing to the album, it’s the two Van
Halen covers that are just painful. ‘Eruption’
might have been a good idea on paper but
it really doesn’t work, and ‘Jump’, ironically,
falls flat on its face, sucking all the spirit
out of the original. A sadly disappointing
release.
Paul Monkhouse
SWITCHFOOT
‘INTERROBANG’
(Fantasy)
MODERN / ALTERNATIVE

Multi-platinum selling San Diego band
Switchfoot are perhaps one of the most
famous Christian bands on the planet.
Unfortunately, their music is now so far
away from that which featured on their
breakthrough album 2003’s ‘The Beautiful
Letdown’ that they may as well be a
different band. The whole feel and tone of
the album screams “lockdown”. It’s lazy
inane Pop with no real standouts, even
elevators would slow up and cease to
function if this was piped into them.
FIREWORKS

Save for the catchy ‘Lost Cause’ the
album meanders along with no real
direction, big hooks or singable choruses.
Think 3rd Eye Blind on Valium and you won’t
be far off; check out the pseudo Country
Rock of ‘Electricity’ or ‘Fluorescent’. There’s
competition for the insomnia curing tracks
on ‘Interrobang’ including the snooze-fest
of ‘I Need You To Be Wrong’ or ‘If I Were
You’, the latter having a The Dandy Warhols
vibe. Indeed, the whole album just comes
across as a wishy-washy mix of bland Pop,
bordering on Yacht Rock.
Mike Newdeck
TALES OF THE OLD
‘BOOK OF CHAOS’
(Pride And Joy)
POWER METAL

Greece has a good track record for
producing potent Power Metal with bands
like Firewind and Silent Winter. This outfit
from Athens are the latest to throw their
winged helmets into the ring. It’s taken
their main protagonist, keyboardist Mike
Tzanakis, a long time to finally get an
album out there, as the band have been on
the go on and off in some form since 2010.
Essentially, it’s Tzanakis on his own, but
he’s brought in Bob Katsionis (ex-Firewind)
on guitars and the mysteriously named
Shadow and Spectre on bass and drums
respectively.
Citing their influences as Rhapsody,
Nightwish and Therion, you can certainly
hear those elements on their tales of good
and evil in the dark ages. There is some
very good playing here, particularly from
Katsionis who can singe your eyebrows
off with his fiery playing. Drummer
Spectre is also impressive as he bombards
you like you are a city under siege. They
take the music into Prog Metal territory
on the instrumental passages. Tzanakis’
keyboards hoot and toot like a medieval
fanfare for a king.
Initial thoughts, especially on the
opener ‘Heavens In War’, was that there
was too much going on in the production
with everything at full volume and the
vocals coming across as clunky, but more
balance is found later on the disc, marking
this out as sturdy Power Metal. Song writing
wise, it’s quite easy to spot their hand. Tunes
often start with one of the guest vocalists
singing a verse, either fast or slow, in their

pantomime villain way before a huge choir
comes in with a whopping chorus. Those
choirs can be like a Gregorian chant, with
the emphasis on the male voices but they
also have some female backing vocals that
sound like a choir of celestial angels. These
choruses lift the energy and then those
aforementioned instrumental passages
come in and get the old battle heart beating.
These instrumental parts are the highlight
of the disc. ‘Fallen Angels’, ‘Beware’ (with
Fabio Lione), the duet on the title track and
the closing song ‘The First Exorcism’, with its
deranged, screaming vocal from Tzanakis,
are the tunes that represent them best.
It’s not going to make the likes of
Rhapsody quake in their Roman sandals,
but for hardened Power Metal fans there’s
enough pomp and bluster to merit a listen.
Duncan Jamieson
TANTRIC
‘THE SUM OF ALL THINGS’
(Cleopatra)
ROCK

As of late, Melodic Rock is
overwhelmingly performed with cleanly
sung vocals while bands like Pretty Maids
have been able to juxtapose clean and
gritty singing with very satisfying results.
Well, Tantric is one such band that bucks
that trend and fuse a sound that fits
squarely into the Post-Grunge subcategory.
Unsurprisingly, they possess a sound more
in common with Seattle rather than that
lush sound associated with bands from
Scandinavia. However, to say they are tone
deaf and lack similar instrument proficiency
would be selling them way too short; they
are just as focused at writing with melody in
mind as their other European Melodic Rock
counterparts.
For any of those familiar with nineties
Ska-Core legends Mighty Mighty Bosstones
and specifically the unmistakably raspy
delivery of front-man Dicky Barrett will find
much similarity in Hugo Ferreira’s vocal
style. Comparisons to other contemporaries
like Shinedown and the much maligned
(yet still struggle with the hate surrounding
them) Nickelback are not unreasonable.
What Tantric does feature that those others
lack are fantastic guitar solos courtesy of
Sebastian LeBar. Although resigned to a
narrow range, Ferreira compensates for
this limitation by delivering the lyrics and

THY ROW – ‘UNCHAINED’ (Rockshots)

HARD ROCK

It might be hard to say the name without thinking
about the thyroid gland, but that particular gripe
notwithstanding, Finland’s Thy Row have delivered
a very creditable debut. ‘Unchained’ is a ripper of
an album that looks to blend old school Heavy
Metal and modern Hard Rock and it bursts with
energy from the moment opener ‘Road Goes On’
tears out of your speakers.
Formed in 2017, and greatly encouraged by the
response to their self-titled 2019 EP, the band
is fronted by Metal De Facto/Everfrost vocalist
Mikael Salo and features the talents of Jussi
Lualainen and Ville Vase (guitars), Juho Jokimies (bass) and Teemu ‘Snake’ Laitinen
(drums). ‘Unchained’ captures their growing confidence and cohesion as a band and
represents a massive step towards establishing their identity. There are reference
points, to be sure, with occasional Scorpions inflections in the vocal melodies, and
hints of ‘Welcome To The Jungle’ and ‘She Sells Sanctuary’ in a couple of the intros.
That said, the material here is genuinely exciting and always more than the sum
of its influences. ‘Horizons’, for example, outgrows its GN’R-sounding opening
and settles into a classy and controlled groove all of its own. ‘Hidebound’ is full of
swagger, sass and edgy inventiveness. ‘Down On My Knees’ is a power ballad of
some stature, with uplifting synth enhancements and soaring lead work, while the
trilogy of tracks (‘Killing All Inside’, ‘Beyond Reason’ and ‘Fragments Of Memory’)
which make up ‘The Downfall Parts 1-3’ are, through their thematic connectedness,
a bold attempt to offer something a bit different.
There is a real balls-to-the-wall feel about ‘Unchained’, a sense of overcoming and
creating against the odds, and a clear desire to harness and express the liberating
power of music in general, and Heavy Metal/Hard Rock in particular. For that reason
alone it’s hard not to feel a sense of kinship with the band. From start to finish
‘Unchained’ is full of fiery riffs and a passion in performance that has the potential
to blow your knobs off. It’s excellent foot-tapping, head-nodding stuff.
Michael Anthony
FIREWORKS
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TREMONTI – ‘MARCHING IN TIME’ (Napalm)

HARD ROCK

American musician Mark Tremonti is best known
for being the songwriter and lead guitar player for
Rock giants Alter Bridge and formerly Creed. He
is a Grammy winner and has been named three
times as “Guitarist of the Year” by Guitar World
magazine. In 2010 he formed Tremonti as an outlet
for his melodic Thrash Metal songs.
‘Marching In Time’ is the band’s fifth studio
offering which appears three years on from ‘A
Dying Machine’, it’s a clear move away from a
concept theme to a collection of twelve individual
songs, each telling their own story relating to
current events. Joining Tremonti (guitar, vocals) are Eric Friedman (guitars), Ryan
Bennett (drums) and Tanner Keegan (bass). When asked what the difference
between Tremonti and Alter Bridge was, Tremonti responded, “It has heavier
elements; Myles is a seasoned tenor and I’m almost a baritone. That’s the big
difference in how the two bands sound different.”
The tunes on the record fit into two distinct camps, slow and melodic and then
full-on Melodic Power Thrash, which is in the majority. The opener ‘A World Away’
will simply take your breath away with the opening drumming and guitar riff, and
this sets the scene for the whole record. If you are unsure of just how good all four
musicians are, just listen to ‘Thrown Further’ and ‘In One Piece’, and if you are not
convinced by then… I will eat my hat!
The dark and moody ‘If Not For You’ has been released as a single and incorporates
thought-provoking lyrics. The closing title track is a seven-and-a-half-minute saga
about becoming a father during a pandemic and how to cope with life; Tremonti
and his wife experienced this recently with the birth of their third child. I believe
that Tremonti is giving a deep personal insight to his psyche in the lyrics throughout
this disc.
If you like your Rock at full speed and with oodles of power then this album
is absolutely for you. It is an epic mix of Tremonti’s explosive fret work layered
over an overdrive-level rhythm section and strong melodic soaring vocals. Tremonti
hammers his tell-tale signature all over this opus, plus his solos are breathtakingly
good. You have been warned… the music will hit you hard on your first listen and
will just get better and better on each and every subsequent spin.
Ken Roberts
melodies with a convincing honesty.
The songs are memorable, full of hooks
and performed well. Standouts include
album opener ‘Compound’ and ‘I’m Broken’.
The really only glaring negative is that the
album contains all mid and slow tempo
tunes. It certainly makes for a relaxing
listening experience, but nothing really gets
the adrenaline flowing. ‘Can’t Find This’ and
the bonus track ‘Whiskey And You’ are both
beautiful ballads that elicit the songwriting
stylings of the Pop Country sounds coming
out of Nashville. However, learning after my
initial spin of the album that they are from
Louisville, Kentucky, makes all the sense in
the world.
‘The Sum Of All Things’ sounds great as
a result of it being produced in collaboration
with Chuck Alkazian who has worked with
everyone from Chris Cornell and Pop Evil
to Slim Shady himself, Eminem. Those who
harbour any affinity for the aforementioned
Alternative Metal bands owe it to
themselves to give this album a listen.
Brent Rusche
TEDESCHI TRUCKS BAND
‘LAYLA REVISITED (LIVE AT
LOCKN’)’ (Fantasy)
BLUES

Grammy award winning husband and
wife duo featuring The Allman Brothers
Band guitarist, Derek Trucks and his wife,
singer Susan Tedeschi, return following their
highly acclaimed 2019 release, ‘Signs’.
Tedeschi Trucks have a well-deserved
reputation as a stunning live band so it
comes as no surprise that ‘Layla Revisited
(Live at LOCKN’)’ draws on that and delivers
in spades.
Whereas their previous live releases,
2012’s ‘Everybody’s Talkin’’ and ‘Live From
The Fox Oakland’ drew on original songs
sprinkled with some choice covers, ‘Layla
Revisited (Live at LOCKN’)’ is altogether
different, being a one-off performance
of the classic Eric Clapton fronted, Derek
And The Dominos classic ‘Layla And Other
Assorted Love Songs’ in its entirety, with
thirteen songs recorded live at the LOCKN’
Music Festival in 2019 and the final song,
‘Thorn Tree In The Garden’ being a beautiful
AUTUMN

sparse rendition of Tedeschi and Trucks
alone in the studio.
‘Layla’ isn’t just some random choice
for the band to perform, there’s a real
connection for both Trucks and Tedeschi
which goes far beyond the usual fan’s
enthusiasm. On the day the album was
released on 9th November 1970, Susan
Tedeschi was born, whereas Trucks’ mother
and father were huge fans of the album to
the extent that they named their son after
the band and played the album to him as
a baby, ensuring that the very essence of
those songs burrowed into his psyche from
a tender age.
Tedeschi’s voice is simply sublime
throughout, so much Soul and dripping
with heartfelt emotion, while Trucks shows
just why he was invited to join The Allman
Brothers Band at the age of just twenty with
some breath-taking guitar work that would
surely make Clapton himself sit up and take
notice, especially on the tasteful display
during ‘Layla’ itself.
Guest appearances by Phish vocalist/
guitarist Trey Anastasio and Doyle Bramhall
II from Eric Clapton’s band give an added
edge to the performance, making this one
special show, with Anastasio’s voice in
particular complimenting Tedeschi’s vocals
perfectly.
Tedeschi Trucks tackle the album with
such passion and reverence, ensuring
that the original spirit of the recordings
is captured while also adding their own
unique style to the songs, making this a
hugely worthy addition to lovers of the
original album as well as fans of Tedeschi
Trucks themselves.
Mick Burgess
TESSERACT
‘PORTALS’
(Kscope)
PROGRESSIVE

Before I begin to review this Progressive
Rock album, I feel I must tell you something
about this reviewer/writer. I am no musician,
I find this type of music somewhat daunting
to understand, such are the complexities.
But I like what I hear and hear what I like.
When it comes to reviews, I find it helps
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VEGA – ‘ANARCHY AND UNITY’ (Frontiers)

HARD ROCK

So much news from Planet Vega! We had left our
gentlemen in 2020, with a great new album out,
‘Grit Your Teeth’, and ready to play these songs
to fans in the live setting. But today, we all know
that the universe had other plans and instead of
playing in front of their fans, the band sat down
and began to channel all their energies, positive
and negative vibes into writing new music.
Moreover, the line-up sees a big change, with
the arrival of two new faces in the band, Billy
Taylor (ex-Inglorious) on guitars and Pete Newdeck
(Nitrate, Midnite City) on drums. The result is an
explosion of all these feelings, going beyond the old good love for AOR and Melodic
Rock from the eighties, maybe with a bit of nostalgia. ‘Anarchy And Unity’ posseses
a great sense of modernity. What does that mean? It means a fresh sound, with the
unforgettable melodies and delightful arrangements that we’re used to, but with a
new muscular Hard Rock.
This seventh studio album brings the UK rockers into a new dimension, with a
more mature approach to the songwriting and the lyrics. As usual, they traverse
Rock genres with ease, hitting a note with Pop and Rock fans alike, but at the
same time, Vega have fleshed out their sound with the powerful sinergy between
veteran Marcus Thurston and the newly arrived Billy Taylor on guitars. This classy
sextet never disappoints and today they have given us the culmination of a string of
releases that always hit the spot.
Fabiana Spinelli
to listen in a variety of different situations.
That can be when driving or alone secluded
in a dimly lit room, or at full volume
letting the sound wash over me. I listen
in a variety of manners before making
any conclusions, headphones are brilliant
for understanding various intricacies and
stopping interruptions! Today I am playing
this while doing the washing up! How’s
that for Rock ‘n’ Roll?
Well, I have to be honest here, a
cacophony of clicking cutlery and cups
did not help my listening experience
and when the washing machine started
creating a crescendo of noise I felt totally
compromised, so I will start again. This time
I shall create a portal of my own so that I
can endeavour to understand what the hell
is going on.
I have one observation on my first
spin, it has more time changes than Doctor
Who! And I am suitably intrigued. ‘Portals’
is not for the faint hearted, its conception
is enormous, as is its length. Tesseract are
an English band formed in Milton Keynes,
where I believe the roundabout was
invented. Their music alters course, changes
direction at almost every turn, just like their
hometown, their songs circle around your
head waiting for acceptance, you see this is
not an easy listen, but it is rewarding if you
give it the time and patience it needs.
Opening song ‘Of Matter’ is a mere
fifteen minutes long! I say mere because
it is not the longest of the fourteen on
offer! They do offer some relatively light
relief in the two minute sixteen seconds
of ‘Orbital’. If I was making a comparison,
I would choose I.Q. mixed with Meshuggah.
It is ambient instrumentally, with a mixture
of clean and harsh vocals. Apparently, they
are credited with helping to form the Djent
Progressive Metal movement, whatever
that is. This is their fifth studio outing,
having formed in 2003.
If you want something that is
challenging and diverse this record will
create a spectacular dream theatre that you
can fully immerse yourself into.
Paul Rhino Mace
THE 69 CATS
‘SEVEN YEAR ITCH’
(Cleopatra)
ROCK

Sometimes, in these extremely taxing
Covid era times we are living through, we
need some big dumb fun to makes us smile
and feel good … ‘Seven Year Itch’ is the
perfect tonic for me right now, and I’ve been
playing the album to death for weeks now.
If you’re not already aware of who the Cats
are, then let me clear things up. Fronting the
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band is Jyrki 69 (The 69 Eyes), with Danny
B Harvey (Headcat/Rockats) on guitar and
vocals, Kim Nekroman (Nekromantix) on
bass guitar, and Rat Scabies (The Damned/
The Mutants/One Thousand Motels)
on drums. So, the band are literally an
underground supergroup, and a very fine
one too.
‘Seven Year Itch’ is so titled, because
it has been seven years since the band’s
splendid debut ‘The Transylvanian Tapes’. As
you may have guessed by now, the band are
given to all things Gothic – which may make
you ask how such a record can be fun?
Read on gentle reader. Yes, the boys have
a leaning towards the dark side, but their
sound also fuses Psychobilly, Rockabilly, Surf
Punk and other retro era grooviness. Yes, it
is indeed all about the groove, big riffs, dark
humour and loud fun! This is the kind of
stuff you can just turn your mind off to, and
simply revel in the cool grooves, it’s simply
enormous fun!
From the rifftastic opener ‘She’s Hot’,
through to the wonderful hip swinging
‘Teddy Boy Boogie’, and from the funky
‘Graveyard Blues’ to the fabulously kitsch
‘I’m Evil’, it is hugely entertaining stuff.
Any of these songs could fit in to episodes
of ‘The Munsters’ or ‘The Addams Family’
(picture Wednesday and Lurch bopping to
this … see? It just fits! Album coda ‘It Ain’t
Enough’ features ex-Mötorhead/Pink fairies
axeman Larry Wallis as a fabulous bonus.
This is simply a fun party album, leave your
preconceptions behind and just revel in
the fun-tastic groove… an itch you simply
cannot scratch!
Chris O’Connor
THE GRANDMASTER
‘SKYWARDS’
(Frontiers)
HARD ROCK

If ‘Skywards’ were a football match it
would be a 5-5 draw. No sense of safety at
the back, but full-on attack, with creative
midfielders, lightning wingers, scissor kicks,
volleys, curlers and chances aplenty. A game
where Matthӓus and Beckenbauer thread
impossible passes through to Müller and
Rummenigge, where Rivellino and Roberto
Carlos hit impossible thirty-five yard
screamers and where Socrates, Zico and
Jairzinho show off ridiculously outrageous
skills. It would be a feast of the kind of
“total football” that would make men in
orange jerseys turn green with envy.
However, it’s not a football match, it’s
a melodic Hard Rock album, a Brazilian/
German Metal alliance that fans of the
genre will find similarly full of thrills and
artistry. Turn on, tune in, and hold on tight.
AUTUMN

The alliance consists of Brazilian vocalist
Nando Fernandes, whose voice invites
comparison with the likes of Ronnie James
Dio, Jorn Lande and Doogie White, and
German Power Metal guitarist Jens Ludwig
of Edguy. From the opening keyboard prods
and melodic grandeur of the rousing ‘Lunar
Water’, ‘Skywards’ delivers eleven tracks
of rollicking, bombastic, melodic Metal
excellence. From the tuneful power of single
‘Someday Somehow’ through the seasoned
and controlled title track to album closer
‘The Source’, The Grandmaster(s) make
their craft sound almost effortless – a sign
of genuine class. Fans will be further enticed
by the presence of Alessandro Del Vecchio,
who not only produces but contributes bass
and keyboards, and one shouldn’t underplay
the outstanding contribution of drummer
Mirkko De Maio (The Flower Kings).
One note of caution, for those who like
their bands to evolve over time and pay
their dues, The Grandmaster has a sense
of “project” about it. It is a created rather
than an “organic” entity, and given all the
irons the musicians have in other fires,
one wonders where the project goes next.
‘Skywards’ is an exhibition match, then,
rather than a World Cup final – but hey, that
doesn’t diminish the quality one bit, and,
as a showcase for the talents of vocalist
Fernandes and his fellow musicians, it does
its job extremely effectively.
Michael Anthony
THE HITMAN BLUES BAND
‘NOT MY CIRCUS, NOT MY
MONKEY’ (Nerus)
BLUES

Hailing from New York, Russell
Alexander (who is the “Hitman” in this
Blues band) presents his group’s seventh
album ‘Not My Circus, Not My Monkey’. First
things first, don’t judge a book by its cover,
and definitely don’t judge this album by
its cover artwork, because it’s awful. I was
expecting something similarly amateurish
on the music side, but fortunately that
wasn’t the case.
The title-track immediately got off to a
good start with the blast of brass that came
out of the speakers. It turns out that The
Hitman Blues Band is a full-blown group,
featuring Alexander front and centre on
lead guitar and lead vocals. He is flanked by
a bassist, drummer, alto, tenor and baritone
sax players, a trumpet player, a keyboardist
and two female backing singers. The result
is a rich, full sound not dissimilar to the
sort of stuff you’d find on some of Joe
Bonamassa’s records, and the production
from Bob Stander is excellent.
Original tunes like ‘Buy That Man A

Drink’ and the slow swing of ‘Everybody
But Me’ sit next to well-executed covers
of ‘Nobody’s Fault But Mine’, ‘John
The Revelator’ and ‘The Times They Are
A-Changing’. Alexander isn’t the greatest
vocalist in the world, but he’s good enough
to carry this material, and the album makes
for pleasant listening.
The Blues market is pretty saturated at
the moment, and while energetic cuts like
‘Go Down Fightin’’ are fun, I’m not sure
there’s enough here to make the Hitman
Blues Band serious competitors to some
of the heavyweight acts on the scene. That
said, the sonic clarity of the album and
familiarity provided by the covers means it’s
far from a chore to listen to. The addition
of a genuine four-piece horns section is the
deal breaker for me, and gives the album
a depth and warmth several Blues albums
I’ve reviewed in the past have lacked.
James Gaden
THE LIBERATORS
‘WAITIN’’
(GMR)
ROCK

There’s dirty Blues here, and that’s what
you’ll get mostly, not much else. So, if that’s
what you want, knock yourself out. The
opening title song has a percussion swing
and a wailing harmonica, shit kicking Blues
is the order of ‘Can’t Wait Another Day’,
whilst ‘Wrong Distraction’ finishes things
with a nice rolling finger picking riff.
When they add a little Soul, things are
more propulsive as on ‘Fooling Around’
and ‘Money Talks’ continues the breezy
fun. Nothing special you understand, but
enjoyable and a nice difference from the
Blues basis.
Solid rather than stupendous, but this
band know exactly how to bring that Blues.
Ms. D
THE LIVESAYS
‘NOT WHAT I BARGAINED FOR’
(Independent)
ROCK

I am really not sure if this release
belongs in a Rock magazine, nonetheless it
comes as light relief as it is as far away from
screaming guitars and vocals as you can
get, perhaps think of the Traveling Wilburys!
‘Hold Me’ certainly has that style, acoustic
guitar is frequent, which is possibly most
prevalent on the gently forlorn ‘Small Town’.
Throughout the lyrics tell heartfelt stories,
as they deal with infidelity, chasing dreams,
the loss of a loved one and growing older.
The Livesays have been dubbed
“Heartland Rock- Revivalists” as they offer

WARKINGS – ‘REVOLUTION’ (Napalm)

HEAVY METAL

With a moniker like Warkings and bandmembers
with the names Tribune, Crusader, Spartan and
Viking, there’s little chance of someone stumbling
across ‘Revolution’ expecting some nice, glossy
AOR with multi-layered harmonies and a coating
of soothing synths.
What you do get however, is the sort of Battle
Metal that makes you want to raise your drinking
horn to the sky and chant along to the huge, epic
choruses all backed by muscular, gut punching riffs
and stratospheric, power packed vocals.
Think Dream Evil fronted by Klaus Meine and you
won’t be too far off the mark. Of course, in the cold light of day it’s all a little silly
but it’s hard not to get swept away by their enthusiasm and delivery with the likes
of ‘Sparta – Part II’ complete with its stomping gang vocal fuelled chorus and ‘Ave
Roma’ being quite magnificent, stirring and totally epic.
There are hooks galore in ‘We Are The Fire’ and ‘Fight’ which makes ‘Revolution’
a very easy and enjoyable album to listen to. The vocals of Tribune are powerful
yet melodic while Crusader’s razor-sharp riffs cut deep and keep the momentum
going. ‘Spartacus’ features Lost Lord on guest vocals to add a contemporary twist
and work effectively alongside those of Tribune and again, a chorus to stir the soul.
With ten songs of prime-time Battle Metal clocking in at a little over forty minutes
there’s not an inch of fat to trim as this lean, mean Metal machine will leave you
battered and bruised and reaching for the repeat button.
Mick Burgess
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their version of Americana, so Springsteen
and Dylan come to mind. Their music is
infused with Blues, Funk and Soul, with a
dash of Pop melody. This is the fifth outing
for this Florida based band, it won’t grab
you by the balls and kick you in the head,
but give it a listen and you may find it filters
into your heart, as it gently seeps under
your skin.
This has been a massive surprise and I
am very pleased to have been offered this
to review. For me it has been a journey
into the unknown and one I am delighted
to have taken. Closing song ‘Crazy Isn’t
It’ paints poetic images as the piano intro
begins the song which has perfect guitar
and vocals.
I am stunned by the evocative feel and
depth of the music on offer, writing this as
I listen on this sunny Sunday morning. So
back to the start and opener, ‘Two Sides’
which is insistently toe tapping, perhaps
think Tom Petty.
In closing, in a world which has
struggled to deal with a virus for the last
couple of years, this album is delightfully
infectious. Billy Livesay (guitar, lead vocals),
Jorge Laplune (bass, vocals), Howard
Goldberg (drums), Victor “Cuqui” Berrios
(organ, vocals) and Tim Murphy (piano,
vocals), you are a wonderful addition to
my musical world and adventures. Now it is
time to play it again!
Paul Rhino Mace
THE LORDS OF ALTAMONT
‘TUNE IN, TURN ON, ELECTRIFY’
(Heavy Psyche Sounds)
HARD ROCK

The Lords Of Altamont have been
releasing records since the early 2000s,
specialising in a noisy and unrestrained
brand of Rock music heavily influenced by
acts like the Stooges and The MC5. ‘Tune
In, Turn On, Electrify’ is their seventh studio
effort to date.
What is remarkable about the album is
the raucous din it produces, whether it’s the
driving power of ‘Living With The Squares’
or the rollicking ‘Blast For Kicksville’, you
can just picture them all huddled in a garage
hammering this material out – and the
reality is it was recorded during lockdown
with people scattered all over the place. So
the way they’ve captured their unabated
sound is very impressive. It is, however, a
cacophony at times.
Jake “The Preacher” Cavaliere snarls
his way through the material and distortion
is prevalent throughout the record.
Sometimes, on ‘Burn Me Out’, it works
really well, while at other times on ‘I Just
Want’ it’s all a bit too fuzzy and booming
for my taste. The cover of The Stooges’ ‘Lost
In The Future’ is pretty faithful and I thought
album closer ‘Mud (Wet Brain)’ showed the
band had a bit more up their sleeve than
just raw Punk-fuelled riffing.
Considering their previous album
was called ‘The Wild Sounds Of The Lords
Of Altamont’, that was pretty much my
thoughts here, so I presume this will appeal
greatly to their existing fan base. For me,
it was a bit too raw and unfiltered, but for
them to have even achieved that by working
remotely is quite an accomplishment.
James Gaden
THE MEADOWS
‘DREAMLESS DAYS’
(Independent)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

Melody. Fantasia. Harvey. Titania. Yep.
Stop curling, lip, goddammit! They are
all from one family and they play Celtic
Folk crossover. Lip, will you stop bleeding
curling! No need, the music here is sweet
and summery.
After a very sweet Folk Lullaby
introduction, the feisty violin and urgent
FIREWORKS

WAYWARD SONS – ‘EVEN UP THE SCORE’ (Frontiers)

HARD ROCK

Every now and again an album lands that
immediately makes you go back and reappraise
what has come before, and with ‘Even Up The
Score’ that’s exactly what Wayward Sons have
made me do. Album number three from Toby
Jepson (vocals), Sam Wood (guitar), Nic Wastell
(bass) and Phil Martini (drums) finding me fire
up ‘Ghosts Of Yet To Come’ (2017) and ‘The Truth
Ain’t What It Used To Be’ (2019) to see if my new
gut feeling was correct, because with ‘Even Up The
Score’ suddenly there’s a spark lit that I hadn’t
even realised had been ever so slightly missing
from this band. Not since maybe Little Angel’s ’Don’t Prey For Me’ way back in
1989 has chief songwriter Toby Jepson sounded this damn hungry. In fact, only
now has it struck me that with the first two Wayward Sons albums that a (sub?)
conscious effort to make sure that they didn’t sound all that similar to what Jepson
has done before has been dispensed with here in favour of really letting the songs
live, breathe and simply be as good as they possibly can.
Right from the punch of drums, crunch of guitars and vocal howl of opener and
title track ‘Even Up The Score’, the urgency and vibrancy on display really knocks
you sideways. The sound is huge and the riff infectious, while the chorus sticks in the
mind for days on end. From there not once does this album let up, ‘Big Day’ taking
us right back into Jepson’s angelic days where the story and sound lock brilliantly
into place as staccato vocals romp along with a force and bite that leaves a lasting
mark.
It’s a great start, but this album isn’t simply front loaded with gems, ‘Bloody
Typical’ a hook-laden exclamation, ‘Tip Of Tongue’ spat out with such venom that
it positively stings, while ‘Looking For A Reason’ works through a number of wellcrafted sections before exploding into a hugely memorable chorus and Stranglerslike keyboard swirl. And that’s still the tip of this iceberg, ‘Even Up The Score’
smacking you at every turn with uplifting but hard hitting Melodic Hard Rock of
the highest order. As a long-term follower of Toby Jepson and his music I’ve no
hesitation in telling you that this is one of the strongest collections of songs he and
his bands have ever put together.
Steven Reid
harmonising of ‘Merlin’s Oak And Other
Tales’, is a surprise, mournful strings of
‘Dried White Rose’ and the title-track are
pristine and neutrally harmonised, a bit
Laurel Canyon style at times.
This is stark, simple and in no way Rock.
It resembles shimmering carols, at least
‘Gelli Aur’ has a little dance around, but
sadly too many tracks just calm down and
stay spectral, it would be good to have a bit
of something else too. Pure, but sometimes
we need a bit of grit too.
Steve Swift
THE MENTULLS
‘RECIPE FOR CHANGE’
(ProgBlues)
ROCK

Yes, I do have problems with the name.
But not with the music. This is the third
album, the first with vocalist and multiinstrumentalist David Neil Crabtree (he
takes up four parking spaces); Genesis,
Toto, Wishbone Ash, Focus, Tiny Tim – okay,
maybe not that that one, but these are the
band names thrown out as being a bit like
this music. Big intentions...
Well, it does have a lovely late seventies
US, almost New Wave feel of bands like
707, at least ‘Easy To Walk Away’ does.
The title-track cruelly boasts a bit of Yacht
Rock goodness, then that bass reverberates
before ‘Summit Fever’ settles into an Indie
feel.
There’s also a bit of Be Bop Deluxe
flash here whilst the organ solo in ‘Smoke
& Mirrors’ is a certainly seventies Prog. You
can see the pattern – The Mentulls aren’t
sure what they want to be, except special
and they certainly are.
Is this a recipe for success? Define
success. It’s yours. It’s mine. It’s individual.
I think it’s a success. Will you?
Steve Swift
THE OUTLAW DEVILS
‘BASTARD SONS OF ROCK ‘N’
ROLL’ (DSN)
HARD ROCK

The Outlaw Devils are a hoary quartet
hailing from Oklahoma and Texas, and
describe themselves as being purveyors
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of something called “Southern Sleaze
Rock”, citing amongst others, the likes
of AC/DC, Guns N’ Roses, The Bulletboys,
Velvet Revolver, The Cult and Buckcherry
as influences – I’d go further and add
Motörhead, Monster Magnet, and the
punkier aspect of Warrior Soul to the mix,
though where the Southern Rock side
comes from? I’m not sure – maybe Black
Label Society?
‘Bastard Sons …’ was produced by
ex-Overkill skin-beater Sid Falck, who has
given the band a nice crunchy sound, with
big overdriven guitars well to the fore.
Jerry Woolverton (vocals), Gary Wofford
(guitars), Rob Tate (bass) and Scott Baughn
(drums) don’t go in for subtlety, instead
punching you in the chest aurally as hard
as they are able, it’s not pretty but it is very
effective. Woolverton’s whiskey gravel voice
is the perfect sound for their sonic attack,
anything smoother just wouldn’t work.
Road-hardened after hundreds of
festival and concert appearances, the band
are thoroughly tight and you can tell that
the songs here will work well in the live
environment. If I have one small criticism,
I’m not a fan of their cover of ‘Fortunate
Son’, it just doesn’t work for me, I think it’s
the overwrought vocals… it’s a tiny niggle
though. This twelve-song album is perfect
festival stuff, and I’d love to see the band
live. Well done guys.
Chris O’Connor
THE PICTUREBOOKS
‘THE MAJOR MINOR COLLECTIVE’
(Century Media)
BLUES

This band confuses me a little. I’d quite
wrongly imagined they were an American
outfit from some dusty Mid-West area,
when in fact they are a duo from Gütersloh
in Germany. Secondly, their oddly offbeat
music sort of brings to mind The White
Stripes, The Black Keys et al, and frankly I’ve
never been a fan of that particular branch of
music. I’ve always firmly believed (rightly or
wrongly) that Rock music needs drums and
bass as well as guitars, the sound without is
somehow not “all there” for me.
As it transpires, they were originally a
trio with bassist Tim Bohlmann who quit the
AUTUMN

band before they signed a deal, so the band
decided to carry on as a duo. Whilst I do still
have some reservations about their sound, I
must acknowledge that Fynn Claus Grabke
(guitars/vocals) and Philipp Mirtschink
(drums) really do make quite an impressive
noise. They have also garnered a real
fandom amongst some very famous peers,
a raft of whom appear as guest vocalists on
this album.
How is this for a guest list? Dennis
Lyxzen (Refused), Neil Fallon (Clutch),
Chris Robertson (Black Stone Cherry),
Leah Wellbaum (Slothrust), John Harvey
(Monster Truck), Elin Larsson (Blues Pills),
Lzzy Hale (Halestorm), Erland Hjelvik
(Hjelvik/Kvelertak), Laurent Lacrouts and
Mathieu Jourdain (The Inspector Cluzo), and
Lisa Alley and Ian Graham (The Well) … not
too shabby at all, eh? Hell, last time around
they teamed up with Chrissie Hynde! So,
they’re obviously doing something right.
What takes some getting used to is
this – Mirtschink does not use cymbals
at all (á la Budgie from The Banshees/
The Creatures), while guitarist Grabke
fully admits he can’t play any chords,
and plays his instrument purely by feel (I
can see guitarists everywhere weeping
uncontrollably at this point). So, the music is
somewhat rudimentary (for lack of a better
term), but is certainly not without its bluesy
overdriven charm. I will admit that I don’t
think I’ll ever be the biggest fan of the band,
but it begs the question – what the hell do
I know anyway?
Chris O’Connor
THE POPPY JASPER BAND
‘ONE FOR THE ROAD’
(Icarus Production)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

I much enjoyed The Poppy Jasper Band
in their last releases, and that lilting, soft,
Country and Folk feel is all rather lovely.
However, this full release isn’t like that; it
hardens up a bit but it’s still great though.
TPJB do bang about a bit here,
‘Mississippi Delta’ is, at its heart, a Country
Rock song but the drums fire a volley to
get there. It’s followed by a stabbing organ
in ‘Wanted Man’ and a flowing seventies
guitar solo. There’s a smudgy Sheepdogs
sound to ‘Who Asked You’, fuzzy bass and
all, and you can crack a beer and line dance
to the bass solo and claps of ‘Good On Me’.
There are nice and delicate Country
tracks here too: ‘Oz’ flows sweetly, there’s
a meander down ‘The Road’ and the pace
picks up to a lovely roll down ‘Country
Lines’. It’s very lovely chart Country Rock,
so they still manage that link too; nothing
is lost here.
The authentic way they produce their
music, shunning click tracks, shows here;
this sounds like a band in the studio all
together. Named after a semi-precious
stone, this band are a little gem.
Ms. D
THE RAVEN AGE
‘EXILE’
(EX1)
ROCK

What to do in a pandemic? Forge
forward with new material? Or provide
something new from old? The Raven Age
have done the latter, revisiting some songs
with a softer focus, an acoustic feel which
links with the melodic nature of their tunes.
They also add a bit of live and a couple of
new tracks. They tell us that this is an inbetween albums special release for fans,
the current lockdown and semi-lockdown
situation firming up the offer.
New track ‘No Man’s Land’ has the
anguish in the vocal and the highly catchy
chorus of a Rock hit, and tracks like ‘A Look
Behind The Mask’ and ‘Hold High The Fleur
De Lis’ are big ballads which wouldn’t be
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WHYZDOM – ‘OF WONDERS AND WARS’ (Scarlet)

SYMPHONIC

Paris, you have been warned; please make
provisions to safeguard the city in anticipation
of the fiery new album from your very own
Symphonic Metal ensemble. ‘Of Wonders And
Wars’ is the fifth full length effort from this sextet
and comes a mere three years after the previously
ambitious and sprawling ‘As Time Turns To Dust’.
I reviewed ‘Symphony For A Hopeless God’
(Fireworks issue #68) which was their first album
to feature mezzo-soprano queen Marie Mac Leod.
Since that time, the band has established and not
strayed from a formula of dense and cinematic
music. A clear student and virtuoso of classic opera, Mac Leod seems satisfied
sharing her talents on the concert stage rather than surrounded by the velvet
curtains of an opera house. ‘Of Wonders…’ continues showcasing her breathtaking
mezzo-soprano range with impressive results. Although capable of singing in a more
traditional timbre, she mostly sings in a full-throated manner which can become
fatiguing; especially considering the album’s hour-long duration. Also, the downside
of singing in this manner makes the lyrics nearly impossible to understand, thus
losing any possible storyline; and although not certain, ‘Of Wonders…’ does appear
to embrace some sort of concept. Song titles like ‘Stonehenge‘, The Pyramids‘, ‘The
Final Collapse‘ and ’Notre Dame‘ suggest the fall of ancient civilizations and the
birth of a new one. What’s more, I find it nearly impossible to discern a song that
could be released as a single. The songs are all well over four minutes in length, with
a majority of them over five minutes. Therefore, you need to be fully committed to
this material in order to experience all that it has to offer.
There is a lot to process with Whyzdom’s music and this album is no exception.
Even if Wagner himself was still alive and endeavored to compose Symphonic
Metal, he might just have to take a lesson or two from Whyzdom to have a better
understanding of this genre. Clearly, this music will not garner nearly the appeal of a
similar band that features more traditionally sung vocals. However, if you enjoy the
juxtaposition of that traditional, female opera voice with a modern, Heavy Metal
ensemble and sonorous orchestration, then Whyzdom is one of (if not the) best in
the world.
Brent Rusche
out of place on an Indie playlist.
Elsewhere, ‘Fireflies’ has a nice roll and
of course the live tracks from Santiago are
heavier, the crowd sing along to ‘Seventh
Heaven’, ‘Surrogate’ sounds enormous,
elastic and lyrical too in Canada, and this is
just a reminder to fans that this album is an
interesting stopgap.
Do the songs work softened up?
Absolutely. Will fans be waiting for the next
full throttle album? You betcha.
Ms. D
THE RECORD COMPANY
‘PLAY LOUD’
(Concord)
ROCK

The band think this is shining with
hope. It’s certainly audacious. Audacity – a
willingness to take bold risks.
Although they haven’t gone full Polka
or Jug Band, nor donned spandex shorts
and an ‘I love Studio 54’ t-shirt; this is
danceable, but tough too.
That bass riff to ‘Never Leave You’ is
insistent, isn’t it? It walks all through this
track, taking a backseat once the Falsetto’d
chorus takes over, and the bass dirties up
driving follow up ‘How High’ too, you’d
expect ‘Get Up And Dance!’ to sashay a
little and it does, over a grinding riff and
percussion breakdown.
This is the most loose limbed The Record
Company have ever been, even when they
link back to the slide and Blues drenched
‘Awake’, there’s an urgency, a real need to
move; produced by Dave Sardy with both
a sheen and a shock, this has elements
of Soul, Country, Rock and Blues; pick
the bones out of it or enjoy it all as an
excellence.
‘Play Loud’ and play often.
Steve Swift
THE STEEL WOODS
‘ALL OF YOUR STONES’
(Independent)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

I can honestly say that I’ve been into
this wonderful band since they started, and
I’ve followed them with real passion. From
day one, they have been absolutely the
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real deal, bringing true soul and power to
their glorious music, and this year should
have been their most glorious yet with the
release of this Southern Rock masterclass.
Instead, the band were shaken to their
very core when founder member and
lead guitarist Jason “Rowdy” Cope died
suddenly aged just 42, just as the album
was completed back in January. Thankfully,
the band has since regrouped, and have
made the decision that they will carry on
– just as Cope would have wanted and
expected them to.
There
are
a
several
eerie
“happenstances” found on this remarkable
album, moments where Cope seemed to be
foretelling his own demise, the songs ‘You
Never Came Home’, ‘Baby Slow Down’, and
the heart-breaking ‘Ole Pal’. The lyrics in all
three of these songs sing of death and loss,
did Cope know he was going to pass? If not,
then these songs are strangely fitting.
The Steel Woods are a unique band,
whose music crosses from Bluegrass roots,
through Southern Rock, sometimes almost
veering into Metal territory, and yet lyrically,
they are storytellers in the vein of The
Grateful Dead circa ‘American Beauty’ and
‘Workingman’s Dead’ – which sets them
far aside from the rest of the pack. There
is nothing forced or manufactured about
either their beautiful music or their deftly
insightful lyrics, they are truly one of the
most organic bands out there right now.
Vocalist Wes Bayliss has a beautifully
rich and soulful voice, he wrings emotion
out of every last note, I’d go so far as to
say he’s the best Southern Rock singer
period. When he duets with Ashley Monroe
on the stunning ‘I Need You’, their voices
counterpoint each other perfectly, it’s spinetingling stuff. The rhythm section of Johnny
Stanton (bass) and Isaac Senty (drums) play
with perfect maturity, employing a mixture
of power and subtlety that very few other
bands would manage. Of course, it’s Cope’s
magnificent fretwork that steals the show,
he had a wonderful grasp of technique,
and his presence will be sorely missed. This
album stands as a beautiful requiem to a
young star taken far too soon. Rest in peace
“Rowdy”.
Chris O’Connor
AUTUMN

THE VENDETTAS
‘THE VENDETTAS III’
(Golden Robot)
ROCK

Straight ahead no frills, no gimmicks,
guitar driven Rock is what you get from this
four-piece band from Melbourne, Australia.
The band features, Steve Redden (vocals),
Jared Mattern (guitar/vocals), James Rogers
(bass) and Rick Van Der Meer (drums). They
have been plying their trade for more than
ten years now and I would place their sound
into Foo Fighters/Stone Temple Pilots/Black
Crowes territory.
Once I started to listen to the album,
it became fairly predictable, with Redden’s
vocals complimenting the material on
offer and Mattern’s impressive guitar
playing very much to the fore. There just
aren’t enough hooks for my tastes and it
is only when the band venture away from
the straight ahead-approach that I found
myself appreciating them more. Album
closer ‘What Have You Done’ is a slow
burning affair which develops into a very
powerful, bluesy rocker. The same can be
said for ‘Sold You Out’, which evolves from
another slow bluesy affair into such a heart
wrenching, emotion-soaked track that it
wins my vote for track of the album. Mid
paced songs such as ‘Believe You Know’
and ‘Stoned Ape’ are also memorable due
to the strong melodies, and had the album
delivered more songs of this quality, I would
have been impressed.
Overall, the album is too one
dimensional for me and although performed
very well, there are not enough highlights
for me to revisit it on a regular basis.
Robin McGhie
TIM
‘TIM’
(Melodic Rock Classics)
MELODIC ROCK

It’s amazing to think that an album
made by Rock luminaries such as vocalist
Thom Griffin (Trillion, Ambition) and
guitarist Bruce Gaitsch (Richard Marx,
Chicago) has sat in the vaults since 1983.
Along with Bob Lizik (bass), Terry Tossing
(keys), Tom Radtke and Jim Hines (drums),
these guys were the cream of Chicagobased session musicians and in the same
way as Toto had done over in LA they got
together to seek commercial success in their
own right. The Toto comparison doesn’t end
there as one can imagine some of the music
on offer here would sit comfortably on one
of their early releases.
Recorded in the small hours during
studio downtime and between their day job
sessions, this is very much of its time with
the synthesised handclaps and eighties
production, but it has to be said that had
this been released when it was made it
would surely have been lauded by the AOR
fraternity. As such it will have merit with
aficionados of that genre despite the dated
feel and slightly dodgy production in places
where the vocals are too low in the mix.
Opener ‘Somethings Coming’ (sic) has
a hint of Styx about it with the massed
vocal treatment, it could have been from a
soundtrack to ‘Footloose’ or ‘Top Gun’ as is
the case with ‘Astral Games’; Gaitsch’s solo
is delightful, but the song is rather repetitive
which is something of a feature across the
album with several tracks relying on the
chorus being sung many times. ‘Never Let
You Get Away’ has a fine swagger with its
electric piano (?) and guitar motifs, while
‘Maybe It’s Better’ has a Toto feel to the
intro and synth intervention plus a chorus
that puts me in mind of Shotgun Symphony.
‘Think Back’ is a very nice power ballad
with a particularly good vocal performance
from Griffin. ‘Whatcha Gonna Do’ is
another gentle song while ‘One Dark Night’
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is unconvincingly heavy with the vocal
delivery being rather weak on the verses.
‘Victim Of Love’ is upbeat and catchy before
‘Lovers Never Cry’ takes us into pure ballad
territory; one can imagine the lighters in the
air during this one. ‘Kiss And Tell’ floats by
without making much of an impression but
the catchy closer ‘Mary Anna’ redresses the
balance with Gaitsch once again peeling off
more great solos.
Gary Marshall
TIMES OF GRACE
‘SONGS OF LOSS AND
SEPARATION’ (Independent)
PROGRESSIVE

It’s been ten years since the release of
Times Of Grace’s debut album ‘Hymn Of A
Broken Man’; no surprise when you consider
vocalist Jesse Leach re-joined Killswitch
Engage and also how busy that band has
been, subsequently tying up guitarist Adam
Dutkiewicz.
The debut is a much-revered album
amongst those in the know and this
album although perhaps less instant – is
that possible within the modern Prog
Metal genre – is ultimately perhaps more
satisfying on repeated plays; like a fine
wine, different traits and complexities are
revealed as familiarity bites. Dutkiewicz’s
Prog Metal tendencies are to the fore in
the grinding ‘Far From Heavenless’ and
unsurprisingly songs like ‘Rescue’ remain
closer to the Killswitch Engage sound than
you would perhaps expect. There’s a sense
of epicness throughout particularly on
the slow burn of ‘Bleed Me’ and although
the soundscape is downbeat in tone the
revealing lyrics add positivity and a sense of
poetry to the heaviness.
‘Mend You’ comes across like a
less “Active Rock” version of Breaking
Benjamin, but that’s not to say that TOG
are plagiarising anyone in particular, they’re
not. Indeed, their sound is perhaps one of
the more unique sounds to be found in
the genre. Yes, some may find some of the
growled vocals challenging and despite the
lack of twin harmony guitars á la Killswitch
there’s plenty here to enjoy if you’re a fan of
modern Prog Metal.
Mike Newdeck
TONY KAYE
‘END OF INNOCENCE’
(Independent)
INSTRUMENTAL

It’s just over fifty years since Tony Kaye
was replaced in Yes by Rick Wakeman. Since
then, he’s recorded albums with Badger and
Detective, amongst others, and then he rejoined Yes during the eighties when Trevor
Rabin was in the band. In recent years he’s
worked with Billy Sherwood in Circa: and
Yoso. ‘End Of Innocence’ is Kaye’s debut
solo album and is inspired by the tragic
events of 9 /11.
The long player (clocking in at seventythree minutes) has been released to
coincide with the twentieth anniversary of
that very sad occasion. Kaye wrote most of
the album not long after 2001; however, he
only finally completed it during lockdown.
Roger Dean (renowned for painting many
Yes and Asia album covers) has come up
with the striking cover art work.
The album begins with Kaye’s wife
Daniela Torchia innocently singing the
lullaby ‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star’. ‘285
Fulton Street’ has a jazzy feel to it with
fretless bass work, piano interludes and
neat guitar work. ‘Let’s Roll’ is haunting,
and Kaye does his best Vangelis / JeanMichel Jarre impersonations with lots of
synths in a movie soundtrack style. ‘Flight
11’ is intense – it depicts stewardesses
calling the flight tower and features Yes’
touring drummer Jay Schellen performing a
powerful drum solo.
FIREWORKS

WICKED SMILE – ‘WAIT FOR THE NIGHT’ (Wicked Smile) HARD ROCK
At long last, this extremely classy Australian
quintet have released their debut studio album,
after months of drip-feeding singles almost as
an endless tease, and the wait has so been worth
it! I have been waiting for this for what feels
like forever, and now I have it, it’s even better
than I dared hope for. ‘Wait For The Night’ sees
the pairing of Paul Laine (production) and Bruno
Ravel (mastering) – so you know immediately this
band must be something to reckon with to have
attracted such talent to their team.
The Melbourne based boys are led by Danny
Cecati, who has a simply fabulous voice – how he is not already a major star is
totally beyond me. Guitarists Dave Graham and Stevie Janevski are an inspired
pairing, I’m reminded of Vicious Rumors at their finest, prime era Icon, or Savatage
at their most majestic listening to them. The rhythm section of bassist Glen Cav and
drummer Jason Tyro lay down a thunderous and concussive backdrop that powers
the band along effortlessly.
While it’s one thing to be excellent musicians, what you also need to be is quality
songwriters, and thankfully Wicked Smile know how to pen really classic tunes that
never once drop in quality from beginning to end. The band understands that a big
anthemic chorus really matters, and these guys simply have the knack of nailing
them with each and every song. I don’t listen to a huge amount of new traditional
Hard Rock these days, because I don’t find many bands who do it really well, but
this antipodean mob stand head and shoulders above most bands in pretty much
every respect, this album is all killer no filler!
Of the ten songs on offer here, I’m hand on heart hard pressed to pick out any for
special praise, but I do have a real weakness for opener ‘Date With The Devil’- which
is a blistering statement of intent, ‘Love’s Got A Hold On You’, which is wonderfully
anthemic, while the fist pumping ‘Sign Of Times’ makes me think of Dio at his most
vintage. Finally. ‘Don’t Wait For Me’ is simply a Melodic Metal masterpiece, a song
that is both epic and timeless. Wicked Smile deserve to be absolutely massive, so
help them on their way, buy this astonishing album!
Chris O’Connor
Following ‘Towers Fall’ Torchia
reappears to perform her lament ‘Sweetest
Dreams’, a beautiful number she wrote
herself featuring acoustic guitars (Kaye
wrote the rest of the album) and is a
tribute to the first responders on the day.
‘Hope And Triumph’, ‘Homecoming’ and
‘Ground Zero’ focus on the healing and selfreflection process, with lots more haunting
synth, piano and keyboards.
Twenty years is a long time to complete
a piece of work, but it has been worth the
wait. I hope we don’t have to wait another
twenty years for solo album number two.
Take a bow Tony Kaye.
Az Chaudhry
TRAGEDY
‘DISCO BALLS TO THE WALL’
(Napalm)
HEAVY METAL

Okay, we have Marmite here! You will
love them or hate them, and I fall into the
former category having seen them live for
first time back in 2013 at Bloodstock. I had
no idea what to expect, and was suddenly
hit by heavy guitars, pounding drums and
the sweet harmony vocals of ‘Tragedy’
as I was surrounded by thousands of
Metalheads who were moshing to these
Disco classics which have been turned
into Heavy Metal glitter; it was one of the
best nights of my life!
Tragedy were originally formed
back in 1999 in Portland, Oregon, as an
American Hardcore Punk band. The sixpiece line-up comprises Disco Mountain
Man (lead vocals/keyboards), Mo’Royce
Paterson (lead vocals/lead guitar), Andy
Gibbous Waning (bass/lead vocals), Garry
Bibb (lead guitar/lead vocals), The Lord
Gibbeth (drums) and finally the one who
everyone loves; Lance – aka Towel boy! In
2021, Tragedy signed a worldwide record
deal with Napalm Records and with the
release of ‘Disco Balls To The Wall’ this
summer, the band have hit the Top Ten in
Hard Rock/Metal charts in Europe and the
US. This is no surprise, as they have taken
fourteen amazing classic Disco, movie
and dancefloor fillers, and given them the
Tragedy magic touch to make them songs
you can really get down to and rock out
too.
FIREWORKS

The party starts off with ‘Gimme!
Gimme! Gimme! (A Man After Midnight)’,
before sliding in to ‘You’re The One That
I Want’, ‘Evil/Baker Street’ and a bit of
the Bee Gees with ‘Stayin’ Alive’. Another
highlight and a change of pace is fastbecoming great sporting anthem ‘Sweet
Caroline’, and if you cross Slayer with
The Weather Girls you get ‘Raining Blood/
It’s Raining Men’. Tragedy then offer a
little romantic break with ‘How Deep Is
Your Love’ before upping the tempo via
‘Aquarius/Let The Sunshine In’. The classics
given the tragedy keep on coming with
Toto’s ‘Africa’, Bonnie Tyler’s Total Eclipse
Of The Heart’ before it’s time to clench
those balls with the band’s namesake
song ‘Tragedy’. Closing out the party are
‘Dancing Queen’, the Bond theme ‘Skyfall’,
and finally a treat that features a little bit
of hot stuff himself – Alex Skolnick of
Testament – in the Donna Summer classic
‘Hot Stuff’.
All I can say is if you don’t have
Tragedy in your life, then you should
absolutely go and get them in your life!
Samantha C Wright
TRANCE
‘METAL FORCES’
(Metalopolis)
HEAVY METAL

When you think of German Heavy
Metal, the Scorpions, Accept and
Helloween are probably the first bands
that come to mind. In fact, Trance may
have passed most Metal fans by over
the years, even though they were at
the vanguard of German Metal in the
seventies. Indeed, ‘Metal Forces’ is the
Teutonic band’s tenth studio album, and
a follow-up to 2017’s ‘The Loser Strikes
Back’, which paid homage to their biggest
hit ‘Loser’ from 1981.
The band has gone through numerous
line-up changes throughout the years,
with only guitarist Markus Berger
remaining from the beginning when he
formed Tribut with singer Lothar Antoni,
changing their name to Trance in 1979
prior to the release of their debut album
‘Break Out’ in 1981.
Straight out the gate, ‘The Fighter’
hits you right between the eyes with
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its double-kick drums, helium vocals,
driving bass and electrifying guitars.
‘Troublemaker’ and ‘Death Machine’
further highlight the sonics of the
band, which are not inspired by the
aforementioned German bands, but more
akin to the New Wave Of British Heavy
Metal and in particularly Iron Maiden.
Undeniably, the dynamic rhythm section
of Thomas Klein (bass) and Andreas
“Neudi” Neuderth (drums) powers
the music along in a similar manner to
Maiden’s Steve Harris and Nicko McBrain.
The twin guitar attack comes courtesy of
Berger and Dutch guitarist Joris Van Rooij,
with the vocals being delivered by Dutch
powerhouse singer Nick Holleman (exVicious Rumors), whose voice is not too
dissimilar to the late, great Tony Mills (Shy,
TNT) or Matt Black (Fahran) with only a
small trace of an accent.
The modern, Shinedown-inspired
‘Deep Dance’ offers something a little
different, and ‘The Horns Of Jericho’
and ‘As Long As I Live’ have an Eden’s
Curse vibe; however, for the most part
it’s straight-ahead traditional Metal that
Trance serve up. ‘Believers’, ‘The Drums Of
Waterloo’, the call-to-arms title-track and
the six-minute plus magnum opus ‘Ballad
For A Group’ should have die-hard Metal
fans in raptures. The CD digipack also
offers the bonus track, the more modern
‘Unstoppable’, which should have been
positioned before ‘Ballad…’, but that’s
only a very minor gripe.
For those fans that are still captivated
by the early eighties Metal, then I can
highly recommend you check out Trance’s
‘Metal Forces’, you won’t be disappointed.
Mark Donnelly
TRI-STATE CORNER
‘STEREOTYPE’
(Drakkar)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

There aren’t that many bands that
offer something truly different and
unique these days, but Tri-State Corner
have managed it. Purveyors of their own
branded “Bouzouki Rock”, their members
have origins in Germany, Poland and
Greece (reflected in the “Tri-State” of
their name) and infuse their brand of
Contemporary Hard Rock with traditional
instruments, namely the bouzouki and
darbuka; the bouzouki is mostly used as
the predominant instrument, including
solos, with the powerful electric guitar
riffs serving as the foundation to their
sound, a facet that works extremely well
and emphasises the band’s uniqueness.
I first became aware of TSC when I
reviewed their 2014 album ‘Home’ and
subsequently experienced how well they
reproduced their sound in a live setting
when they visited the U.K. as support
act to my Sheffield buddies C.O.P. U.K.
‘Home’ was the middle section of a
narrative trilogy that began with 2011’s
‘Historia’ and culminated with 2018’s
‘Hero’ – all worth investigating. Now
freed from the storytelling restrictions
of the trilogy, ‘Stereotype’ is probably
their most complete album yet, though
retaining their lyrically intriguing blend
of contemporary history and social and
critical viewpoints of modern society.
Creating a unique sound is one thing
and performing it well is another, but this
is backed up with an abundance of melody
throughout some quite tremendous songs.
With the ballad ‘Green Eyed Monster’
serving as the album’s only serene
juncture, it’s an otherwise hard-hitting yet
accessible melodic monster, with the likes
of opener ‘Stereotype’, ‘Another Man’s
World’, ‘Morbid Fascination’, ‘Hypocrisia’,
‘Wall Of Lies’, ‘Schemer’ and the pounding
‘Pride Before A Fall’ all possessing huge
choruses that truly get under your skin.
AUTUMN

Currently operating as a quartet of
Vassilios “Lucky” Maniatopoulos (vocals,
darbuka), Ioannis “Janni” Maniatopoulos
(bouzouki, vocals), Christos Efthimiadis
(drums) and Christoph “Brat” Tkocz
(guitars), Tri-State Corner are from a
novelty act; they truly have something
really interesting and extraordinary going
on, and I honestly think you need to check
them out.
Ant Heeks
TROUBLE IS
‘WHOLEHEARTED’
(Target)
BLUES

Trouble Is are a Danish duo comprising
Mathias HeibØll Østlund on guitars and
vocals and Poul Valdemar Prahl on drums;
they add bass and keys for live performances.
Østlund spent several months jamming
around mid-America before returning to
Denmark and forming Trouble Is with old
friend Prahl. The cited inspirations are as
varied as Taylor Bryant & The Shakedown
to Pink Floyd, and both those influences are
apparent, the former in songs such as ‘Give It
To Me’ and ‘California Dream’ and the latter
in ‘Daytona 69’.
At eight tracks over thirty-three
minutes, I was tempted to describe
‘Wholehearted’ as an EP, remembering
in time that vinyls are roughly the same
length; we’ve got used to twelve track
albums in the digital age. I felt the Floydinfluenced ‘Daytona 69’ was more their
comfort zone, the languorous guitar intro,
rather delicious drum refrain, slightly
Heepy keyboards and Floyd style guitar
outro were pretty faultless. Followed
immediately by the decidedly more Blues
Rock ‘California Dream’ was a slightly
jarring change of style but the Blues Rock
theme continues on for a couple of tracks
with ‘Last Chance’ and the much rockier
groove and grind of ‘Walkin’’. ‘Give It To
Me’ is the potential single from the album,
it is more mainstream modern American
Blues in style. Given that the previous
track ‘Walkin’’ has a vaguely Hendrix
guitar vibe going on I expected ‘Kiss The
Sky’ to go down that road but there was
a U-turn back to the more proggy Floyd
style from earlier. Final track is the much
lighter ditty, ‘Came To Stay’.
Østlund and Prahl are a good team and
it will be interesting to see if the album
will translate to live performances with
the additional musicians, or whether it will
lose its feel. Having said all that, although
there are no boundaries being pushed this
is an album of solid songs, and I suspect
a second or third album would allow
them to develop and define their style.
Overall ‘Wholehearted’ is currently more a
collection of songs than a cohesive album;
the running order has a disjointedness
that jars and gives the album a lack of
definition, but despite its flaws this is a
good album with some interesting songs
that show promise for things to come in
the future from Trouble Is.
Helen Bradley
TUBULAR WORLD
‘TUBULAR BELLS’
(Tigermoth)
INSTRUMENTAL

Seriously, what can you write about
this particular piece of music? It’s been
around for ever, everybody has heard it, or
parts of it at least, and there will probably
be nothing to beat the 5.1 version
released a few years ago. So what, then, is
this all about? Well, it is apparently being
released to accompany a documentary,
and it includes over thirty-five musicians
and people involved with, in one way or
another, the original ‘Tubular Bells’, such
as Tom Newman (who mixed the original),
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Rick Fenn, Phil Spalding and Steve Hillage
(but not Mike Oldfield), who have rerecorded the album in its entirety.
‘Part One’ starts exactly the same as
the original, and to be honest, this version
mainly follows that original. Those with
keen hearing and ingrained knowledge of
the album will be able to tell it’s not the
original, simply by the fact that a lot of
the instruments, either through recording
processes or effects used, do sound
different. And in a few areas, the music
does slightly deviate, but that’s mostly
notable on the lead guitar parts, and it
is only a few. Also, just before the quieter
acoustic section, I think Big Ben appears
briefly. Watchers of ‘Downton Abbey’ (not
me folks) will instantly recognise the voice
of Jim Carter as the Master of Ceremonies.
Part Two follows in the same fashion,
not straying too far from the original. The
grand piano part sounds a little grander,
while the synthesiser and growls that
follows it are maybe a little, er, spookier.
The more curious part of this package
is that the second disc features the album
again, exactly the same music, performed
the same, but the mixing of each section
done by the people who play on it, and
my first thought was, “Well, the guitars
will be louder.” The only weird thing is
that this was provided to me as a digidownload promo with each section
being a separate track, which means part
two becomes multiple parts, and is very
annoying with the gaps between sections,
making it somewhat harder to listen to.
There are also glitches on both versions
of ‘Sailor’s Hornpipe.’ I only hope that this
isn’t the case on the finished product and
I have been informed it is not.
So, why would you buy this? Is it
interesting? Yes. Is it essential? Probably
not, but all proceeds are going to mental
health charity MIND, so go on, it won’t
hurt.
Andy Brailsford

TWISTED ILLUSION
‘EXCITE THE LIGHT: PART 1’
(Twisted Illusion)
PROGRESSIVE

This is a slightly odd review to be
writing, as no sooner have the band set a
date to release this fine new album, than
band main man Matt Jones has announced
the band are going into an indefinite hiatus,
stating “I don’t enjoy Twisted Illusion right
now. It brings me nothing but financial
stress, worry, burden and unhappiness.
I’d be disingenuous to pretend otherwise.
Social media insists on positivity and echo
chambers and I have no place in that”. To
say this is disappointing news would be a
huge understatement, the band has also
cancelled nearly all their forthcoming gigs,
with a message that reads “We have no
plans to gig beyond this but will hopefully
make a return to live performances in May
2022. So come out and see us while you
can”.
So, I’m doing a review for a band
who may or may not exist any more…
this brings back memories of Native Cain
way back in the day… very sad, I do hope
they find a way forward. To the album in
hand then. Reading the band’s bio, they
cite Toto, Boston, Yes, Marillion and Rush as
their main influences, which is a little odd,
as I only hear hints of Rush myself. What/
who I do hear though, are the likes of Styx,
Devin Townsend, Threshold, Saga, Dio and
Helloween, and I’m sure the Mancunians
won’t mind those being mentioned in the
same breath as themselves either. They are
capable of playing with real bombast, but
then conversely to show a delicacy and
deftness of touch that makes the album
truly diverse and fascinating to explore.
The band are (were) a quintet: Matt
Jones (guitars/vocals), Saxon Davids
(guitars/vocals), Phil Shacklady (drums),
Andy Gotteri (keyboards), and Chris Jones

YES – ‘THE QUEST’ (InsideOut)

PROGRESSIVE

It’s been seven years since Yes released their last
studio album ‘Heaven And Earth’; the final one to
feature founder member and my all-time favourite
bass player Chris Squire, before his untimely
passing in 2015. The line-up has remained the
same on this new double album, apart from the
addition of Squire’s handpicked replacement Billy
Sherwood, plus Jay Schellen helps Alan White out
with additional percussion.
‘The Ice Bridge’ kicks off proceedings… and
how! Howe’s guitar licks are everywhere, and
there are plenty of keyboard flurries from Geoff
Downes; the sound is augmented by some wonderful orchestration. Sherwood’s
bass underpins the song superbly, and there are several amazing duels between
guitar and keyboard. Things calm down somewhat for ‘Dare To Know’, which again
strongly features orchestration and lovely vocal harmonies between Davison and
Howe. The guitarist shows why he is so greatly revered with beautiful snippets of his
trademark steel guitar. Sherwood’s bass work is adventurous on ‘Minus The Man’,
and Davison’s vocals are confident; he’s settled into the role… and it shows.
Clocking in at eight-minutes, ‘Leave Well Alone’ is the longest track on the
album. It begins with Howe on his acoustic, and the band quickly kick in with Howe
switching to steel and then back to acoustic during a slower part; it sounds slightly
like Simon & Garfunkel. There are several shifts in style throughout this number,
and halfway through we go back fifty years in time as a lengthy instrumental break
totally reminds me of classic Yes from 1971; Howe again demonstrating that he is
the master of his instrument. Davison and Sherwood’s harmonies on ‘The Western
Edge’ are a joy to listen to. ‘Future Memories’ is a slower tune, and again there are
lots of harmonies, plus Howe’s guitar work is mesmerising – acoustic and electric.
‘Music To My Ears’ is exactly that; a nice intro on piano from Downes, Howe helping
Davison on vocals, and some nifty guitar work added to the mix. The final song on
disc one, ‘A Living Island’, is quite mellow but very catchy. Alan White’s drumming is
quite Jazz-influenced in places and the harmonies are wonderful.
Disc two only contains three tracks; ‘Sister Sleeping Soul’ has an upbeat vocal
from Davison and great bass work from Sherwood, and Downes contributes a neat
keyboard solo. ‘Mystery Tour’ is a number about the fab four from Liverpool and is
quite Psychedelic sounding. ‘Damaged World’ features Howe and Davison sharing
vocals; it’s quite laidback with catchy acoustic guitar and another neat Downes solo.
The song finishes with some fine interplay between Howe and Downes.
‘The Quest’ is an interesting listen and a definite improvement on ‘Heaven And
Earth’. Great production from Steve Howe contributes to the album sounding so
clear.
Az Chaudhry
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(bass), and they are all clearly exemplary
musicians and vocalists. They also write
intelligent and thought-provoking lyrics, far
better than a lot of older bands – the fact
that this is so early in their career, shows
what colossal potential they have (had?). I
really hope this hiatus proves to be just that
– a hiccup in the road, as this wonderful
young band deserves to go on to really big
things. So, let’s keep our fingers crossed
that they forge on, because if ‘Excite The
Light’ is anything to go by, then genuine
greatness awaits.
Chris O’Connor
TWISTED ROSE
‘NOW’
(7us)
HARD ROCK

If you heard of a Sleaze band from
Bavaria with a guitarist called Chris Bones
who is a boss of a funeral parlour you might
begin to smile, but Twisted Rose are not
comedic and whilst this is a debut album,
they are clearly not novice musicians. They
remind me of the bands lower down the
bill on HRH sleaze; always competent, if
predominantly eighties influenced, no sin
in my book.
‘Rising Rose’ is an instrumental a
bit like the intro to a movie. ‘Sandstorm’
is Hard Rock crossed with a slightly
alternative sound. ‘Metal Souls’ has a
stomping start with sliding vocals á la
Sunset Strip era bands like Ratt, but turns
into a more Metal offering with a touch
of Scorpions thrown in the mix. ‘Scorpion
Stings’ is faster with more of a DragonForce
sound. ‘As Far As You Can’ is the acoustic
ballad, not bad as it goes. ‘We Hear The
Crowd’ is a crowd pleaser and reminded
me of the Swedish glam rockers Bai Bang
and had a nice brief guitar solo. ‘Stampede
Howling’ takes a more meat and potatoes
headbanging Metal turn. ‘Now’ which has
a video with an anti-drugs message has a
funkier bass line and is a bit more nineties
lyrically and drums wise, albeit with a more
seventies guitar solo.
While it won’t win any prizes for
originality, this is a competent debut and
could easily get them some decent support
slots at a gig near you.
Dawn Osborne
UNTIL THE SUN
‘DROWNING IN BLUE’
(Independent)
BLUES

Unlike David Coverdale, I don’t love
The Blues, it doesn’t tell my story. But I’m
always willing to give it a chance and I’ve
reviewed some pretty decent Blues albums
within these hallowed pages; unfortunately,
‘Drowning In Blue’ isn’t one of them.
Until The Sun are a quartet from
Phoenix, Arizona, and formed in 2017,
releasing their debut ‘Blackheart’ in 2019.
They tread a pretty traditional Blues path,
but too often it’s a slowed-down, plodding
one that swiftly becomes dreary.
I can’t fault them musically, but I have
issues with vocalist Bruce Jensen’s voice;
his limited range is one thing, but when he
lets rip it’s it veers in a gruff, slightly shouted
style that grates on the ears and I don’t feel
it suits the material. Co-lead vocalist Alyssa
Swartz’ vocals are far superior, reminding
me a little of a sultry Heather Findlay; I feel
she’s under-used within the band with only
three songs with lead vocals and one duet,
and more of her involvement could perhaps
increase the enjoyment.
Recently, bands like When Rivers Meet
and The Damn Truth are showing how you
can take this genre and give it a refreshing,
modern makeover. To me, Until The Sun just
sound dated and in turn, as much as I hate
to say it, amateurish. If you’re a traditional,
old-school Blues devotee then by all means
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give this a go, but for me personally there’s
very little to get excited about.
Ant Heeks
VANDOR
‘ON A MOONLIT NIGHT’
(Scarlet)
POWER METAL

Power Metal these days is a pretty
generic genre, and it’s been a while since
we’ve seen pioneering bands like Blind
Guardian or Helloween come racing out of
the traps to make people’s heads spin. And
while Vandor won’t be spearheading a new
era, the early signs in their fledging career
suggest they’ll still be a commanding force.
Following on from their promising
debut ‘Land Of Vandor’ in 2019, they’ve
raised their game with this sophomore
release. Fair weather fans of Power Metal
might not give Vandor a second listen,
but those who like to look beyond the big
hitters, tracks like ‘Mountains Of Avagale’,
‘River Of Life’ and ‘Fate Of Eltoria’ tick all
the boxes with a cacophony of thundering
melodies and fret melting guitar precision.
But it’s the classy ballad ‘Future To Behold’
that lingers the most. With lessons taken
from the traditional eighties Rock template,
it still maintains a strong Metal layer.
A sturdy album and another small leap
in the right direction for Vandor.
Brian Boyle
VELVET INSANE
‘ROCK ‘N’ ROLL GLITTER SUIT’
(Independent)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Alright! I hope you’re wearing your
flares because from the keys-littered
opener ‘Driving Down The Mountain’ to the
sumptuous Bowie-esque closer ‘You’re The
Revolution’, Swedish trio Velvet Insane are
here to reinvent the wheel of Glam Rock
with a dash of Heavy Rock and a sprinkling
of Pop.
The aforementioned opener to
the trio’s debut ‘Rock ‘N’ Roll Glitter
Suit’ is a tinkling and sunny take on
The Sweet meets T-Rex with plenty
of pace. The relentless rhythm beats
through ‘Backstreet Liberace’, the mix
of Tobias Reimbertsson (drums), Niklas
Henriksson (bass) and Jesper Lindgren
(guitar and vocals) producing a wellrounded but minimal mix that sparkles
and shakes. Slices of sax snake through
with particularly clever timing and
gusto. The a capella bridge only serves
to highlight the full-bodied production
that simply pops.
The middle section of the album goes
off on a slight tangent. Warm melodies waft
through the more understated, bass-driven
‘Jaded Eyes’ before the wave of pina colada
that is ‘Velvet Tongue’ as keys chime and
provide a solid foundation for the guitar to
drop in little licks. ‘Sound Of Sirens’ has a
touch of Oasis in its laconic, Indie delivery,
while ‘Spin On Crazy Moon’ does little
to stand out. ‘Riding The Skyways’ pops
with a minimalist, uplifting chorus and
drums, guitar and vocals all get a chance
to really punch through the mix for a retro,
glistening feel. The songs in this section
aren’t bad or boring, but certainly don’t
strut with quite the same Glam swagger of
their predecessors or what follows.
‘Sailing On A Thunderstorm’ picks up
where we left off with a tight, bright riff
with a seventies spin backed by plush
organ and spiralling fills. Emotion worthy of
Supertramp or The Bee Gees bejewels the
floaty and humming ‘Midnight Sunshine
Serenade’ as it pulses with reflection. The
jammy ‘Space Age DJ’ keeps up this saunter
into the sixties, as keys and sax cavort, and
more than a hint of the guitar work of Mick
Ronson in the tone and texture. Finally, it’s
the wonderfully mature and stirring ‘You’re
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The Revolution’ to close with the opulence
of Bowie and challenge in the lyrics. As it
winds its way, it meanders, guitar spilling
over in summery whines to a fade.
The summer’s Swedish, and Velvet
Insane are one to watch; stick this on.
Sophie Brownlee

Those who like the sounds of Mountain,
Deep Purple and ZZ Top might find some of
the songs worth the time. However, starting
with an official studio album would be my
suggestion for a proper evaluation of White
Cowbell Oklahoma.
Brent Rusche

WHITE COWBELL OKLAHOMA
‘TEXTOS RAROS VOL. 1’
(Slick Monkey)

WILDSTREET
‘III’
(Golden Robot)

HARD ROCK

HARD ROCK

Full disclosure; I was not privy to the
existence of WCO before this album. As a
result, I immediately thought the band was
a new consortium who chose a cheeky
album title. However, this Canadian troupe
have been active and releasing albums
since 2003. This is a gang of six who dig
in hard with influences from seventies Hard
Rock and Blues and can definitely deliver in
a genuine manner.
Compiling an album of rarities
spanning seven albums, 2021 seems like
a reasonable time to release the ‘Textos
Raros Vol. 1 2001-2011’. This eleven-track
retrospective features unreleased, live and
early/alternate takes that showcase the
band in its most bucolic form. However,
like many of these compilation albums
featuring unreleased material, they usually
suffer from production limitations and
‘Textos Raros Vol. 1 2001-2011’ is one such
entity that suffers those same ills.
Being unfamiliar with their proper
studio material makes me quite unqualified
to comment on the material selected here.
Remember, this release is a compilation of
outtakes rather than a proper greatest hits.
Therefore, I wouldn’t suggest using this
as a springboard for entrance into WCO’s
discography. Rather, this is focused to the
existing fan base who crave some more
obscure material.

Got your hairspray handy? You can
leave your other eighties cliches behind
though, because Wildstreet have lacquered
their no-frills third album, ‘III’, in a coat of
polished Sleaze-Rock paint. It’s glossy and
fashionably chipped though, because it’s
still classic Sleaze, right?
We kick things off with ‘Tennessee
Cocaine’ with a distinct Billy Idol groove in
the vocals and rhythm, Idol’s underground
darkness lifted here into a Classic Rock feel.
The slow, chanted opening to ‘Midnight
Children’ made me think it would have
done much better as an opener, channelling
the many formations of Crashdïet in its
rawness, though it does lack a punch
despite the full-throated mix.
‘Set It Off’ typifies Wildstreet’s wider
variety on this album in contrast to their
earlier material. The hooks and melodies
of their 2009 debut are still present but
here the New Yorkers mix it up, coating an
edgy, funky groove with the same romantic
hedonism their lyrics and Eric Jayk’s vocals
have always thrived on. In contrast, dirty,
overdriven guitars crank their way through
‘Three Way Rise’, big, sleazy choruses to
pack dancefloor with as Jimmie Marlowe
and Dominick Martes grind and whirr their
way through rippling guitar licks.
Jayk solidly commands the textured
ballad ‘Still Love You’ – it doesn’t surprise
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once you’re past the basics of it – but it has
heartfelt delivery, which too many Sleaze
Rock ballads lack.
The second half of the album takes
things up a notch. Jayk signals to Idol
again, with a bit of a sneer and a bit of
growl, as we pop and groove through
‘Born To Be’ which pulses with a jiving
chorus backed by dark guitars. Hard Rock
with a Glam edge at its best. Again, I was
distracted by the track listing, preferring
if this had closed out in style. Instead,
we have it followed by the racing but
straight-forward ‘Raise Hell’ before
‘Mother’. The heaviest track of the
album – it’s a little lengthy at over seven
minutes – it goes more in a brooding
Megadeth direction crossed with the Olli
Herman era of Crashdïet. Jayk delivers
hard-hitting, high-pitched vocals over
the horror-esque tone but it’s not quite
the powerful, memorable ending I hoped
for, feeling just too drawn out.
Wildstreet have kept their eightiesinspired sound modern and fresh, funking
out and dirtying it up, delivering up a tight
album of contemporary dark glam and slick
Sleaze.
Sophie Brownlee
ZOË
‘BACK INTO THE LIGHT’
(Independent)
HARD ROCK

French rockers Zoë return after
a seven-year break with their fourth
long player ‘Back Into The Light’. I
must admit that I wasn’t too impressed
with the album initially; however, with
repeated plays it has grown on me
quite a bit, and it definitely has my foot
tapping and neck shaking throughout.
The four-piece comprise of Fred (guitar,
vocals), Aldo (guitar), Clément (bass)
AUTUMN

and drummer Holy. If you’re a fan of
Kyuss, Monster Magnet and even MC5
then you’ll find something of interest
on this album.
Fred’s voice is quite harsh and gruff
sounding and did not appeal to me
at first. In fact, I was thinking I’m not
going to enjoy reviewing this album, but
he eventually won me over. The singer
definitely doesn’t sound French; in fact,
before I discovered the band’s origins,
I thought they were American. The title
track opens proceedings and it doesn’t
hold back – pounding bass, thumping
drums and crunching guitars punctuate
throughout, and Fred’s gritty vocals bring
the whole thing together.
‘Voices’ contains a monster riff that
will have the concert floor shaking,
and there’s also some really interesting
guitar work. Holy’s drumming on
‘Down In A Hole’ will knock you for
six, whilst ‘In Praise Of Laziness’
continues with breakneck speed, and
there is more nifty guitar work. Lots
more chunky riffs on ‘Go Like A Bomb’,
and Clément’s bass work on ‘By Your
Side’ is superb. ‘White Trash’ is more of
the same but with a bluesy tinge and
reminds me of The Answer. ‘Wild Wild
City’ is another bluesy number, but it
really rocks and gets under your skin!
‘Band Of Brothers’ has a punky feel to
it, especially with the way Fred sings
the number – a little shouty, but it
works. The album closer ‘Cut Class’ is
very simple, but rocks in abundance.
Nothing new here; however, if you
like your Rock with a Stoner feel to it,
then make sure you check out ‘Back
Into The Light’… it may brighten up
your day.
Az Chaudhry
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REISSUED ALBUMS
.38 SPECIAL
‘WILD EYED SOUTHERN
BOYS’/’SPECIAL FORCES’
(Snakefarm) ROCK
Now then, among Southern Rock bands
in the seventies, .38 Special were never hard
rocking like Molly Hatchet or Doc Holliday (or
maybe Dokk Holliday as Xavier Russell could
have written in ‘Kerrang’.) This band had more of
an openness to commercial possibility and that’s
no bad thing. These 1981/82 albums are going
to be softer. And pretty super. There’s a real Jim
Peterik influence here, as he wrote tracks on
both records.
From ‘Wild Eyed Southern Boys’, ‘Hold On
Loosely’ has a lovely radio feel, the title track
boasts an easy Southern Rock roll, and closer
‘Bring It On’ has super sass. If softer tracks like
‘Hittin’ & Runnin’ almost touch what would be
called Yacht Rock today, it’s so well done and
catchy that, heard today, it fits right in.
The next year ‘Special Forces’ was even more
chart friendly, a very catchy ‘Caught Up In You’
leads off, we even have a clavinet based funky
strut for ‘Back On The Track’ and ‘You Keep
Runnin’ Away’ has a definite Tom Petty vibe.
They could always rough it up with a big rocking
barrage, ‘Chain Lightnin’’ has a huge sound and
an even bigger guitar solo and check out that
slide on closer ‘Firestarter’; classy.
Remember when Blackfoot went all
commercial with 1983’s ‘Siogo’? This didn’t ruffle
so many feathers. Why? It isn’t so eighties, it
still grooves and no matter how funk-ay it gets,
there’s always a bit of Rock to rouse us. So nice
that this wasn’t overlooked.
Steve Swift

.38 SPECIAL – ‘STRENGTH IN
NUMBERS’/‘ROCK & ROLL
STRATEGY’ (BGO)
ROCK

As with all of this band’s early discography,
both of these albums have been in my music
library from the time when vinyl was king. They
represent a period when the stock of .38 Special
was on the wane, and by the time ‘Rock & Roll
Strategy’ was recorded, key member Don Barnes
was no longer a member (he returned in the
early nineties and remains with them to this day),
singer and keyboardist Max Carl (Gronenthal)
becoming a key part of the line-up while Barnes
focused on his nascent (but ultimately moribund)
solo career. Guitarist Danny Chauncey also
joined following Barnes’ departure, a tenure that
lasted through to 2019, while founder member
Steve Brookins departed between the two
releases.
Both albums are well worth checking out,
although they are quite different: ‘Strength...’
continuing the trend away from Southern-tinged/
Country Rock to more commercial mainstream
guitar-based Rock, while ‘...Strategy’ leans
towards party Rock and more of a Pop/Rock
approach on several songs. Aspects of the band
that really endeared me to them initially were the
quality lead and harmony vocals, along with the
mesmerising guitar licks and solos. These were
not to the fore on ‘…Strategy’, and although I
do personally like it, the main criticism is that
it hardly sounds like a 38 Special record. This
was not only because it lacks the distinctive
lead vocals of Barnes along with those alluring
harmonies, but also because the song focus was
so different on several tracks.
For me, all but one of the songs on ‘Strength...’
hits the sweet spot, the exception being ‘Heart’s
On Fire’. Of the rest, three must rank alongside
their very best offerings; the opening pairing of
‘Somebody Like You’ and ‘Like No Other Night’,
plus the horny ‘One In A Million’. Producer Keith
Olsen not only introduced a horn section on this
track, but keyboards on album closer ‘Never Give
An Inch’ - something that was alien to many
stalwart followers of the band. Adding to the
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quality were the talents of Jim Vallance (who
co-wrote six songs) and was also one of several
guest artists, along with Toto’s Mike Porcaro.
The lauded Rodney Mills produced ‘...
Strategy’ and once again there were horns,
though it was the intensified inclusion of
keyboards (from Max Carl) that really set
the cat among the pigeons with the band’s
cognoscenti! Eight of the eleven songs on the
album were written or co-written by newcomers
Carl and Chauncey, so it was no wonder that the
focus of the material had shifted considerably
from their Southern Rock roots. Nevertheless,
the band managed chart success with ‘Second
Chance’ and there are several other tracks that
again hit the sweet spot, including my favourite
‘Hot ‘Lanta’.
A wonderful remastering job was completed
by Andrew Thompson earlier this year and I
must also give kudos to Neil Daniels (a former
Fireworks contributor) for his essay about the
band. I shall close this review by agreeing with
his final thoughts: that these two albums “are
certainly worth revisiting in 2021”.
Paul Jerome Smith

ASCENSION OF THE WATCHERS
‘APOCRYPHA: TRANSLATIONS’
(Cherry Red)
MODERN/ALTERNATIVE

Cast your minds back to October last year,
and the release of Ascension Of The Watchers
brilliant ‘Apocrypha’ album, which was a
stunning and remarkable album in every way
that counts. In the pre-Covid world, Burton C
Bell and his band would have toured relentlessly
with the new album under their belts by now
but, of course, we now exist in uncharted times,
hence no tour was possible. Rather than be
downhearted and defeated, the band headed
back to the studio to do something different.
If you know your Fear Factory history, it
was always Bell who pushed the band into
remix territory, his love for different genres
and experimentation was the band’s catalyst
for constant change, hence the ‘Fear Is The
Mindkiller’ and ‘Remanufacture’ groundbreaking releases, something that few other
bands had ever thought to attempt at that point
in time. Now AOTW have decided to see what
happens if they give free rein to other artists, to
deconstruct material from ‘Apocrypha’ and remix
it or recreate it unhindered, whatever they saw
fit to do - and the second disc of this release
‘Translations’ is the end result.
What we have here is AOTW breaking into
genres such as Hard Dance, Euphoric Trance,
Electro Pop, Post Punk, Gothic/Industrial and
other genres I can’t even put my fingers on. This
won’t be for everyone, as if you even remotely
hate re-mixes it will be an instant turn off. If,
however, there is only good music and bad music
in your mindset, then these clever reworkings
of ‘Apocrypha’ make it more or less a whole
brand-new album for you to enjoy. To hear Bell’s
glorious voice mixed into pummelling dance
beats or washes of ambient sound is truly mind
opening, and I personally absolutely love it.
Chris O’Connor

ASIA
‘THE REUNION ALBUMS: 20072012’ (BMG)
PROGRESSIVE

This rather attractive five-disc boxset is released to celebrate Asia’s fortieth
anniversary. I remember when they first
formed, immediately investing in their debut
release before they became mega-big on
the Rock stage. As we all know, the original
line-up didn’t last too long, and I remember
seeing Asia for the first time at Central TV
studios in Nottingham, where, by then, the
lead guitarist was Pat Thrall. There have
been numerous changes since, and I think
I am right in saying that no member of the
AUTUMN

band has been in place 100% of the time,
but Geoff Downes almost has.
After a while, all four originals regrouped
and recorded again: a live album in Tokyo on
8th March 2007, released that same year, before
any of the following three studio albums. The live
recording is a thing of its time, the sound being a
little flat and not really capturing the atmosphere
of the event. I would suggest that it hasn’t been
tampered with or re-mixed in any way, which
is a good thing really, but just presents that
downside of the quality of the recording. Having
said that, it’s good to hear these songs, and
when you consider that among the Asia material
were also songs from each member’s previous
respective bands, you have a smorgasbord of
classic British Prog right there, with ‘Court Of The
Crimson King’, ‘Fanfare For The Common Man’,
‘Roundabout’ and ‘Video Killed The Radio Star’.
Okay, that one isn’t really Prog, but it’s still very
memorable.
The first studio album ‘Phoenix’ came a
year later. Songs such as ‘Nothing’s Forever’, ‘I
Will Remember You’ and ‘Shadow Of A Doubt’
are strong and instantly recognisable as Asia,
which gave an impression of continuing from
where they started; not an easy thing after
twenty-three years - I believe - apart. There are
two songs that sit firmly in the Prog section, the
first being ‘Parallel Worlds/Vortex/Dàyé’, a threeparter with Carl Palmer really letting go at the
end, and the second was ‘Wish I’d Known All
Along’ with tempo and mood changes running
through it. The whole thing heralded a satisfying
return for Asia.
‘Omega’ followed two years later, and again

contained classic Asia songs like ‘Finger On The
Trigger’, the slower ‘Through My Veins’ and ‘Ever
Yours’, ‘Holy War’, which should have been a hit
single, and ‘Don’t Wanna Lose You Now’, which
probably was, as it possibly has the strongest
melody on here, harking back to the earliest Asia
songs. Elsewhere, ‘There Was A Time’ sounds like
something Blackmore’s Night would do.
Another two years saw ‘XXX’ released,
which was probably the most Prog of the
three. ‘Tomorrow The World’ features a
frenetic end, while macabre titled ‘Bury Me In
Willow’, ‘Faithful’ and topical ‘No Religion’,
which would be relevant at any time in
history, are all infectiously catchy songs. As
on ‘Omega’ there are semblances of other
bands. ‘I Know How You Feel’ has Downes in
Supertramp’s ‘Blinded By The Light’ territory
(and John Wetton doing unfamiliar falsetto),
while ‘Face On The Bridge’ has reminders of
Genesis and ‘Abacab’. ‘Al Gatto Nero’ and
‘Reno (Silver And Gold)’ I feel were both
aimed at the American market, ‘Reno’ being
the only track out of this whole set that does
nothing whatsoever for me. Steve Howe
almost gets heavy in ‘Judas’ and there is
quite a strong hint of ‘Heat Of The Moment’
to it. Closing track ‘Ghost Of A Chance’, the
last ever by this original grouping, is the most
gloriously Prog song on here with an excellent
latter half that tells you all you need to know
about Asia and Prog music in general.
Much as I liked the John Payne era and saw
them many times, for me the original Asia lineup was always the best, one of those bands
that had an instantly recognisable signature

BLACK SABBATH – ‘TECHNICAL ECSTASY SUPER DELUXE’ (BMG) HEAVY METAL
The latest release from the Black Sabbath back
catalogue to be given the deluxe reissue treatment,
‘Technical Ecstasy’ saw the band either experimenting
with a bold new direction or losing the plot completely
and committing professional suicide, depending on your
viewpoint.
Its predecessor – 1975’s magnificent ‘Sabotage’
– had been recorded under something of a cloud;
protracted legal wrangling, exhaustion and increasing
substance abuse issues not the optimum conditions
under which to make an album. Amazingly, despite the
odds being stacked against them, Sabbath channelled
all their pent-up anger and produced a masterpiece
every bit the equal of their early seventies releases.
Unresolved tensions had been bubbling away under the surface for some time, and as they
entered Criteria Studios in Miami in the summer of 1976, their irascible frontman Ozzy Osborne
was already contemplating life beyond Black Sabbath. Produced by guitarist Tony Iommi, the
birth of ‘Technical Ecstasy’ was every bit as difficult as its predecessor – at the end Osborne was
admitted to the “loony bin” (his words) – shifting musical tastes and the advent of Punk Rock
leaving them grasping for a sound that would both appease their core Heavy Metal fan base as
well as attract a newer audience.
Sporting a very different looking cover (created by the then very much en vogue Hipgnosis
team) and featuring some at times quite prominent keyboards from Gerald Woodroffe (who
had previously worked on ‘Sabotage’, albeit in a much more subtle role), ‘Technical Ecstasy’
eventually hit the streets in late September that year. Reviews at the time were mixed – some
loved it whilst others lamented the passing of a Metal institution – and even from a historical
perspective it’s viewed with more a sense of apathy than any genuine affection.
Reissued as a 4CD/5LP set with the usual opulent packaging paraphernalia, this latest
version, for Sabbath collectors at any rate, offers plenty that you won’t have heard before. The
first disc is given over to a new remaster, whilst the second offers an alternative stereo mix (the
original having been a mono recording only) from Steven Wilson; his deft touch giving the songs
a noticeably richer sound. Disc three (again remixed by Wilson) features a selection of unheard
outtakes and alternative mixes, whilst the final CD (or LPs four and five) features ten tracks
culled from various recordings on the 1976-77 world tour.
Starting with the original album, it kicks off in traditional, suitably doom-laden Metal style
with ‘Back Street Kids’, Iommi once again conjuring up one of those monster trademark riffs
whilst Osborne wails like a banshee. After that however, things start to move away from what
most would now recognise as Black Sabbath. The moody, brooding ‘You Won’t Change Me’ still
reminds me of early Angel (although Osborne was never in the same league as Frank DiMino,
at least vocally) whilst the sing-a-long ‘It’s Alright’ pitches its tent somewhere between The
Beatles, Queen, and Mott The Hoople (‘All the Young Dudes’ without the class) – not a bad song,
but not what I want to hear from Black Sabbath, even now.
‘Gypsy’ at least sees a return of those crunching riffs, but its overly dramatic take is aimed
more at a ‘Night At The Opera’ crowd than one hankering after ‘Paranoid’ or ‘Symptom Of the
Universe’. Of the rest, the sassy swagger of ‘Rock n’ Roll Doctor’ stands up quite well, as does
the progressively tinged ‘Dirty Women’ although the ghost of classic Sabbath only rears its head
intermittently.
As I said earlier, the Steven Wilson stereo mix gives the songs a sparkle that was missing on
the original, even making the album – as a standalone body of work – sound quite fresh and
exciting. The ‘Outtakes’ aren’t something that you’re likely to want to go back to on anything
like a regular basis – although I did like ‘Back Street Kids’ with its more prominent vocal – and
the live discs, whilst intriguing from a historical perspective, don’t excite in the same way the
live set in the ‘Sabotage’ set did.
A worthy addition for completists, but at the ridiculously high price tag, something the more
casual fan could quite happily live without.
Dave Cockett
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BULLETBOYS – ‘THE WARNER ALBUMS 1988-1993’
(Cherry Red)

HARD ROCK

BulletBoys formed after Marq Torien (vocals), Mick
Sweda (guitars) and Lonnie Vencent (bass) split from a
version of drum legend Carmine Appice’s band King Kobra.
Jimmy D’Anda (drums) was added to the line-up before
they signed to Warner Brothers with whom they released
three albums of prime Melodic Hard Rock over a five-year
span between 1988 and 1993. This new remastered three
CD set comprises all three studio albums plus a couple of
bonus tracks and is a must have for fans of Roth-era Van
Halen, Ratt and Roxy Blue et al.
Disc one is the classic 1988 debut album produced by
Ted Templeman (Montrose, Van Halen) who captured the
band’s raw energy perfectly. BulletBoys shine on classic
sleazy anthems like ‘Hard As A Rock’, ‘Smooth Up In Ya’, ‘Crank Me Up’ and ‘Shoot The Preacher
Down’, which showcase the face melting vocals of Torien, Sweda’s excellent guitar work and the
rock solid rhythm section of Vencent and D’Anda.
Disc two is the much maligned second album ‘FreakShow’ which continued where the debut
left off albeit with darker overtones. This album has had more than its fair share of negative
feedback, but personally I think it’s just as good as the first album with ‘Hell Yeah’, ‘Talk To
Your Daughter’, ‘Ripping Me’ and ‘Huge’ being several highlights. Also included is their fantastic
cover of the Montrose classic ‘Rock Candy’ which originally appeared on the ‘Wayne’s World’
soundtrack.
Finally, disc three features ‘Za-Za’ which was the last of the original line-up’s albums and the
final one to be produced by Ted Templeman. On this album the band experimented a bit with
the Journey-like ‘Mine’, the funky ‘Slow and Easy’ and weird but thankfully short ‘The Rising’.
However, traditional BulletBoys heavy rockers keep the energy levels up with ‘The Show’, ‘When
Pigs Fly’, ‘1-800-Goodbye’, ‘Crosstop’ and ‘Fess’ all making you want to reach for your air guitar
and throw your best shapes.
The remastering on these albums is a definite upgrade from the original releases and with a
cool packaging format to house the discs I can’t recommend this set highly enough.
Absolutely brilliant.
Carl Noonan
sound, all four having their own style, but
mainly down to Wetton’s voice, and I have
long thought that Steve Howe did some of his
best work on Asia albums. Their star did fade,
and I believe that wasn’t because the music
faltered, but probably because somebody
mentioned they were a Prog band and slaves
to fashion turned away, running down the
street screaming and waving their hands in the
air. And it would be easy to think that, coming
together again after being apart for so long,
that the spark may have deserted them. But it
hadn’t, and this nice little package, complete
with not new but previously un-used Roger
Dean artwork, illustrates that perfectly.
Andy Brailsford

BE BOP DELUXE – ‘LIVE! IN THE
AIR AGE: LIMITED EDITION BOX
SET’ (Cherry Red)
ROCK

Be Bop Deluxe are often damned with faint
praise as an influential band who never achieved
massive success, something so many people like
because an acquired taste makes it even more
delicious for those of us who “get it”. There’s
nothing wrong with that and this band who
touched so much music have now been given
fifteen discs, yes fifteen, to do it with. Hold on
though, this is an extraordinary expansion of the
1977 album ‘Live! In The Air Age’ discs following
them all over the country.
From the remastered, shiny, and sonically
bouncy original album, ‘Life In The Air Age’ is
beautifully light on its feet; ‘Ships In The Night’
slowly skanks along, ‘Shine’ is so fluid you could
float on it, ‘Adventures In A Yorkshire Landscape’
boasts a Prog sweep and the John Peel session of
‘Mill Street Junction’ has a nervy energy – well, it
is John Peel, after all.
Other discs rather replicate; Leicester
De Montford Hall has ‘Life In The Air Age’ in
percussive pursuits, ‘Sister Seagull’ rightly
floats on the thermals, the twisting and turning
‘Twilight Capers’, which continues for the
highlight here, the twelve-minute ‘Modern Music
Suite’. Leeds has a beautifully accessible ‘Modern
Lovers’, an almost Jazz Fusion ‘Shine’, and ‘Maid
In Heaven’ at Hammersmith is beautifully fluid.
There are fifteen discs here. The set lists
are the same, more or less, from that 1978
tour, so there will be repetitions. But when
‘Fair Exchange’ from Bristol is a rockabilly
roughneck and Bournemouth’s ‘Ships In The
Night’ lilts on electric piano excellence, perhaps
it doesn’t matter.
A sixteenth disc is advertised, tracks from
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Star Rider In Concert which boast they’ve never
been released, but I haven’t got that. What
I have is vibrant, well-recorded, and bloody
marvellous. No doubt Cheery Red/Esoteric will
be fancy in terms of the product but loads of this
stuff is similar.
A great band, but over and over? Perhaps
that’s too much. Deluxe? This is obese.
Steve Swift

BLACKTHORNE
‘AFTERLIFE/DON’T KILL THE
THRILL’ (SFM)
HARD ROCK

Blackthorne was probably Graham
Bonnet’s most controversial musical avenue
when he joined Bob Kulick (guitar), Jimmy
Waldo (keyboards), Chuck Wright (drums) and
Frankie Banali (drums) in the early nineties.
The issue was that he was persuaded to sing in
a much grittier way than before and, although
the power is there, he lost his melodic
R’n’B mojo on the way. The resultant album
‘Afterlife’ was doomed somewhat by this loss
of the singer’s sweet spot, so with a second
album nearly in the bag, Bonnet left. This
second album was not released until recently
and is entitled ‘Don’t Kill The Thrill’ after its
lead track.
This package is a double CD containing
both aforementioned albums and a number of
extras. ‘Afterlife’ is loud and full of squealing
guitars and thunderous bass. Bonnet keeps
up and does his best trying to pierce through
the mix; he does shine on the more melodic
‘We Won’t Be Forgotten’ and pretty good
‘Baby You’re The Blood’, which highlights his
unused strengths. As for the extras, there is a
very Metal ‘Since You Been Gone’ with vocals
added in 2018, plus demos and unplugged
versions of key songs.
The ‘Don’t Kill The Thrill’ album is not a
totally finished product; knowing Bonnet’s
perfectionism, it sounds like scratch vocals in
places but the instruments are in fine fettle.
The musical style matches the debut album
and there is no let up from the full-on Metal
guitar sound. The second CD is then completed
with further demo songs pre-‘Afterlife’.
This surely must be the definitive
Blackthorne collection and is a testament to
top Rock musicians trying to make it in the
newly Grunge-focussed music scene of the
nineties. The music is powerful and riff heavy
and there are a lot of tracks in this fully loaded
package that deserve a listen to.
Rob McKenzie
ISSUE 96

DEF LEPPARD
‘THE COLLECTION – VOLUME
THREE’ (UMC/Virgin)
ROCK

Okay, I’ll admit it, I’m a strange sort. I’ve
always had a soft spot for ‘Music From The Elder’
by KISS and I often reach for ‘Turbo’ by Judas
Priest. Heck, I even stuck with Shotgun Messiah
when they had a stab at Industrial Metal! Hence,
it should be little surprise that the era of Def
Leppard to be found on ‘The Collection - Volume
Three’, while hugely unfashionable in the eyes of
many, holds hidden gems as far as I’m concerned.
Kicking off with the ‘X’ album before moving
on to the hero-worship covers offering ‘Yeah!’,
the final previously released album in this set
arrives in the shape of ‘Songs From The Sparkle
Lounge’. However, with a further three discs
worth of material to be found, that really is only
half the story… But let’s deal with the albums
proper first.
‘X’ was released in 2002 (yeah, nearly
twenty years ago…) and received a hard time
on its release from critics and fans alike and
in truth it still does. Why, I’ve no idea, because
to me ‘Now’ is forceful and hook-laden, while
‘Long, Long Way To Go’ is one of those ballads
that only The Leps can pull off. Add in the
sparky ‘Unbelievable’, intricate ‘Gravity’, and
memorable ‘Scar’ and there’s a lot to like. ‘Yeah!’
followed in 2006 and while it landed during a
time when covers albums were ten-a-penny, in
reality, with Def Leppard long being a band to
proudly sport their influences, if any band could
deliver a collection of other outfit’s material and
make it their own, they could. As you’ll see from
the exclusive content in this box, and also how
prominently the ‘Yeah!’ album art features on
the cover of this release, it’s almost inarguably
seen as this set’s selling point. And no wonder,
with the more expected takes of T-Rex’s ‘20th
Century Boy’, Mott The Hoople’s ‘The Golden
Age Of Rock ’n’ Roll’, and ‘Hell Raiser’ by The
Sweet all turned into bonafide Lep-licks, while
still being utterly true to the originals. However,
with slightly more left-field cuts like ‘Rock On’
(David Essex), ‘Waterloo Sunset’ (The Kinks)
and ‘Stay With Me’ (The Faces), if anything
outshining the songs by bands The Leps have
long championed, ‘Yeah!’ was and remains a
resounding success.
‘Songs From The Sparkle Lounge’ from 2008,
however, is to me the underrated album in this
set, with every one of the eleven cuts it contains
possessing more than enough to mark this
album out as having been unfairly treated over
the years. ‘Go’ is an energetic opener with all
the Lep trademark touching points, while ‘Nine
Lives’, which features a guest slot from Country
star Tim McGraw, still stands up as a truly
memorable slap of commercial Rock. ‘C’Mon
C’Mon’, as its name suggests, harks back to the
Glam influences revisited on ‘Yeah!’, while ‘Bad
Actress’ is a frantic fret burster that you can’t fail
to sing along with. I could go on, ‘Love’, ‘Only The
Good Die Young’, and ‘Come Undone’ all having
plenty about them to recommend, but it’s easier
just to suggest that you should give this album
another go. I think you’ll be pleasantly surprised.
In the context of this set, the selling point for
Leppard completists is that these albums can, if
that’s your chosen format, be found on vinyl for
the very first time alongside a cracking hardback
book (the CD version being impressive, if slightly
less luxurious) that contains background notes on
all the albums – and the other songs it contains
– which are backed up by some stunning visuals.
In terms of “exclusive” musical content, this box
really does come into its own though, with a full
disc of B-Sides gathering together single edits
and mixes alongside some demos, live takes and
previously single only tracks such as ‘Gimme A
Job’. Not content with that there’s also a single
disc (or double vinyl) ‘Yeah! 2’ where all of the
bonus-cut covers from expanded versions of
‘Yeah!’ and elsewhere in the Lep catalogue
are lined up to make an all-new album. From
the B-sides, ‘Only After Dark’ and ‘You Can’t
Always Get What You Want’ to ‘Yeah!’ bonuses
‘American Girl’, ‘Space Oddity’ and ‘How Does
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It Feel’ (the latter only available on iTunes up
until now) almost every one is as strong as what
made ‘Yeah!’ itself so invigorating. Although if
I never hear Joe Elliott and crew croon through
‘Roxanne’ by The Police again, I’ll die happy. But
anyone can be forgiven for one clunker from two
album’s worth of material, can’t they?
As if all that wasn’t enough, ’Yeah! Live’
finds a further eight songs corralled into a live
record of covers. ‘Elected’ (Alice Cooper), ‘Action’
(The Sweet) and ‘Now I’m Here’ (Queen and
here featuring Brian May, no less) may all have
been available before, but ‘All The Young Dudes/
Once Bitten Twice Shy’ (with Ian Hunter handling
vocals), ‘20th Century Boy’ and ‘Travellin’ Band’
are exclusive to this release. Even as someone
who doesn’t really have much of a soft spot for
covers albums, I have to admit that Def Leppard
do them well and the abundance of material
here offers up hours of authentic entertainment.
‘Volume Three’ of ‘The Collection’ may not
house the most well-known or revered music in
the Def Leppard catalogue, but that doesn’t stop
it from revealing some underrated moments that
really do deserve a swift reappraisal. With only
one studio album left to be given ‘The Collection’
treatment, who knows what ‘Volume Four’ will
contain? On the strength of this release, I for one
can’t wait to find out.
Steven Reid

DEMON - ‘NIGHT OF THE
DEMON’/‘THE UNEXPECTED
GUEST’ (Spaced Out)
HARD ROCK

Like the Queensrÿche albums reviewed
elsewhere, these two Demon reissues of
‘Night Of The Demon’ and ‘The Unexpected
Guest’ are also massive favourites here at
Johnson Towers. I’m officially old enough to
have been there when they first came out
during that time when NWOBHM took hold of
the youth of the nation. However, I was one of
those fans of that genre that liked the bands
who got lumped in with that movement, but
on the whole had little really to do with the
Heavy Metal tag; acts such as Saracen, Chevy,
Chateaux, Shy, etc. were all thrown under the
NWOBHM banner, but I always felt they were
miscast. None more so than Demon, who I
first heard forty-one years ago at a lunchtime
school Rock club run by a teacher who played
us the debut album ‘Night…’. I and my
friends were immediately hooked.
However, wallowing in the nostalgia of days
long past is one thing, but the main question is,
has Demon’s music stood the test of time? The
answer to that question is a simple one… yes!
What’s so special about these albums and the
music the band created forty years and more ago,
is that it all still sounds as fresh and vibrant as it
did back in nineteen-eighty-one, and it can put a
hell of a lot of the current Rock bands playing the
same kind of music to shame.
So, what has the new re-mastering brought
to the table? Well, it has certainly beefed up
the drums and bass, which although adequate
back in the day, have over time made these two
albums sound less powerful than they actually
are. Just give the ‘Night…’ album a spin and
you’ll immediately, if you’re a fan of old, notice
the difference, with the whole album now having
a profound sonic depth to it.
As much as I’ve loved the older album
versions, the sound of these re-masters (courtesy
of Shaun Lowe) has only made me fall in love
with them once again. Musically, what’s not to
love about songs like the ultra-catchy ‘Night
Of The Demon’ and ‘Don’t Break The Circle’, or
‘Into The Nightmare’, ‘Father Of Time’, ‘Sign Of A
Madman’ and ‘Beyond The Gates Of Hell’? Well,
of course the answer is nothing, because these
albums (which feature nineteen full songs, two
intros, one outro and three bonus tracks) have on
them some of the best Melodic Rock recorded by
a British band ever.
Whether you’re a Demon fan of old or just
curious, I urge you to give both of these new
versions a try… because they are just so good.
Ian Johnson
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DONNIE IRIS - ‘BACK ON THE
STREETS’, ‘KING COOL’, ‘THE HIGH
AND THE MIGHTY’, ‘FORTUNE 410’
(Rock Candy) MELODIC ROCK
Many years ago, in the mists of time, I
ventured into the legendary record shop in
Manchester, UK, called Yanks (later to become
Power Cutz), and whilst perusing the shelves for
rare and hard to find AOR/Melodic Rock vinyl I
chanced upon a album that said on the cover:
Donnie Iris ‘Back On The Streets’. I was intrigued
to say the least, because the artwork showed Iris
in various poses with his guitar looking like the
long lost relative of the late great Buddy Holly.
So, off to the counter, album in hand, I
went… (and the rest!). From that day onwards
I became a huge fan of the man’s work; and now
for our enjoyment those very nice people over
at Rock Candy have had the foresight to release
four of his albums, including ‘Back…’. I’ll leave
you to find out the history of Donnie Iris and his
Cruisers (the name of his band) for yourselves
from the very informative liner notes, but suffice
to say that Iris and his main song writing and
musical compatriot Mark Avsec have, over these
four albums, released songs that have covered
many, many bases with AOR to Pop Rock, Soul to
Synth, and many more genres besides, all finding
space on Iris’ records; to many, Donnie Iris is a
musical oddity, but one with charm and the
chops that have aided his longevity.
Re-visiting these superb albums has made
me appreciate the man’s music even more, and
fans of the weird and eccentric will love what
Iris and his band mates achieved over a short
period of time. Other things to look out for on
these albums are the backing vocals, because on
the first album alone Iris overdubbed his voice
upwards of seventy times. He never used the
same vocal, instead singing higher, lower, and in
many other registers to create a sound that no
one else has ever come close to.
So, forty-three tracks spread over four
albums (and not a filler in sight) is a hell of a
resume, and apart from the obvious quite famous
tracks such as ‘Ah Leah!’, ‘I Can’t Hear You’,
‘Shock Treatment’, the stunning ‘That’s The Way
Love Ought To Be’ where those multi-layered
vocals really come to the fore, ‘The Rapper’,
‘She’s So European’, ‘King Cool’ etc… there’s
many more classic rockers and Pop oddities to
keep anyone with a love for great music happy
and contented.
Personally, I’d like to steer you towards
‘Agnes’, ‘The Last To Know’, ‘She’s So Wild’, ‘Love
Is A Rock’, ‘My Girl’, ‘Sweet Merilee’, ‘Stagedoor
Johnny’, ‘Human Evolution’, ‘I Wanna Tell Her’,
‘Glad All Over’, ‘The High And The Mighty’ and
the awesome ‘Broken Promises’; but being
totally honest, I’d have to say that wherever you
start with these albums (first or last, second or
third) you’re just in for some great sounding
music, which is all you can ask for really.
Out of all the albums re-issued by Rock
Candy, these four are amongst my favourites, and
I know, just like me, that my friend and colleague
Rob Evans exploded with glee when they arrived,
hopefully you will too. Great classic albums, great
classic music.
Ian Johnson

GYPSY
‘COMES A TIME’
(Cherry Red)
SOUTHERN/COUNTRY/FOLK

This group from Leicester (not to be confused
with US Prog rockers of the same name), are
another band to file under “shoulda, woulda,
coulda” as, for whatever reason, they didn’t
make as big of a splash as their talents deserved
when they appeared at the turn of the seventies
(although changing their name from LeGay
was probably for the best in less open-minded
times). Cherry Red Records do their customary
excellent job of sprucing up the material on the
two records included here (from 1971 and 72)
and blowing the dust off, both sonically and
packaging wise.
The first disc is topped and tailed by two fine
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GEEZER – ‘MANIPULATIONS OF THE MIND’ (BMG)

ROCK

Overlooked, that’s what Geezer (or GZR) are. No
one expected him to produce harder grooves with
an up-to-date feel, but 1995’s ‘Plastic Planet’ did just
that, the metronomic riff of ‘Drive Boy Shooting’, with
floaty choruses and almost barked vocals by a young
man called Burton C Bell (the real Fear Factory arrival
‘Demanufacture’ came out the same year) but he never
overlooked quirky Metal tracks like ‘Detective 27’. By the
time his second album, ‘Black Science’, hit the shelves two
years later, it was still written with guitarist Pedro Howse
and more accessible. ‘Man In A Suitcase’ was perfect for
Rock radio and tracks like the part-lounge ‘Unspeakable
Elvis’ continued the quirks. The next album, ‘Ohmwork’, is
solid and even enjoyable, but not as sure-footed or energetic.
And then it was over, sadly.
And the extras disc? Having no intro to ‘Pseudocide’ is absolutely brutal, but alternate takes
like ‘Prisoner 103’ don’t really have much difference to hook us, for instance the radio mix of
‘Cycle Of Sixty’ is lovely but just a little pruned, whilst ‘X13’ loses some of its grandiose feel.
But then ‘Pardon My Depression’ is sharper in this alternative take and the driving bass in the
faster demo of ‘Misfit’ could have come off Sabbath’s ‘Technical Ecstasy’ - unused demo? ‘Four
Feathers Fall’ is a floaty feel with angry shouts in the background, and quite sad. But surely a lot
of fans will gravitate to the live tracks with Burton C Bell on vocals, well, ‘Drive Boy, Shooting’
has a nastier, tighter feel, same with ‘Detective 27’; a powerful, spiteful performance.
A great remembrance of a fantastic band. And a reminder that Geezer isn’t just a bass player
for Black Sabbath.
Steve Swift
Country Rock numbers; ‘What Makes A Man A
Man?’ rambles over the hills like The Allman Bros,
while ‘Don’t Cry On Me’, previously only released
as a B-side, breezes along like The Outlaws. ‘Keep
On Trying’ has a warm fuzzy feel like Redbone,
and a musical hook that is somewhere between
Fleetwood Mac’s ‘Albatross’ and The Bee Gees’
‘Massachusetts’, I kid you not! ‘I Don’t Care, Do
You Mind?’ has that Westcoast Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young feel.
The disc loses some momentum in the middle
with three maudlin tracks, but finishes strongly
with Buffalo Springfield-sounding ‘Please Don’t
Stay’ which has a fragile Neil Young-type vocal
and then some scorching guitar. The single
‘Change Coming’ (which strangely didn’t feature
on the original record) is also very Neil Youngesque, rocking hard with a political rallying cry.
It turns out too political, because it was banned
by the BBC, but listening back now that course of
action appears excessive.
Guitarist Rod Read, who championed their
Westcoast sound, left after the first album, and
was replaced by Ray Martinez on the second
album. It is an interestingly diverse mix of songs,
with some tunes clearly influenced by the music
from the sixties, and some songs that were
ahead of their time, pointing to the kind of music
that would prove popular later in the seventies.
Songs that take their cue from the past are
‘Change Your Mind’, a ballad with woodwind
and brass that owes a debt to The Beatles, and
‘Shame’ which has the feelgood factor of the
Beat Club music scene. Songs that hint at the
future are ‘Without You’, which is a lovely rustic
ballad replete with mandolin (the kind of song
Rod Stewart started to make his solo name
with). Also, the album has a go at the kind of
Boogie Rock that would come to prominence in
the seventies, with the horn assisted ‘Let’s Roll’
which has the swagger of Canned Heat. Best of
all is the opening track ‘Brand New Car’ which
channels the Beatles doing Chuck Berry with
the bonhomie of Mungo Jerry… all done in a
Country Rock style.
If organic, seventies Country Rock is your
thing, then you should hitch your wagon to this
Gypsy caravan.
Duncan Jamieson

HERMAN RAREBELL
‘NIP IN THE BUD’
(Aviator Management)
HARD ROCK

Let me preface this review by stating I’m
a huge Scorpions fan, especially their late
seventies and eighties era albums. This is the
re-released and remastered version of ‘Nip In
The Bud’, the 1981 debut solo album from the
erstwhile drummer of the Scorpions, Herman
“Ze German” Rarebell. This is the first time that
the album has been available in digital format.
It was recorded in between the German Metal
band’s classic albums ‘Animal Magnetism’
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and ‘Blackout’, both operas containing
multiple song-writing credits from Rarebell.
Unfortunately, that quality does not manifest
on this album; most songs sound like ones
Messrs (Rudolph) Schenker, (Matthias) Jabs
and (Klaus) Meine would have said, “That’s a
no from me!”
The album was recorded live in a sixteentrack studio in Rarebell’s hometown of
Lebach. If this the remastered version, then all
I can say is that the original must have been
recorded inside a biscuit tin at the bottom of
a swimming pool! What is not in question is
the musicianship provided by George Phillips
(acoustic guitar, lead vocals, bass, music,
lyrics), D.H. Cooper (acoustic guitar, guitar,
music, lyrics) and Rarebell (drums, percussion,
producer, music, lyrics). However, Phillips’
heavily accented vocals don’t have the same
magnetism as those of Meine, most notably
highlighted on the horrible ‘Slob’.
It’s not all doom and gloom, with the
similarity to Rarebell’s day-job at the time
clearly heard on album opener ‘Messing
Around’. Songs like ‘Do It’, ‘I’ll Say Goodbye’
and ‘Rock Your All’ (released as a single) show
promise and with a helping hand from his
bandmates at the time could have turned out
much better. ‘Junk Funk’ is one of the better
cuts on offer, whilst the funky instrumental
‘Pancake’ is arguably the standout track of the
ten. ‘Triangle’ features the obligatory drum solo
(well it is a drummer’s solo album); listening
to this, you realise why lengthy drum solos are
rarely featured in songs.
I would say that this is an album for
Scorpions completist. This is not best fillet
steak, it’s “another piece of meat” completely.
Mark Donnelly

JO HARMAN AND COMPANY ‘LIVE AT HIDEAWAY: 10th
ANNIVERSARY’ (Chief)
BLUES

This is the 10th anniversary re-release of
a concert from 2011. The original CD of the
gig is included but this release now includes a
second bonus CD containing other live songs
from different concerts. This was the very first CD
release by Jo Harman and came out before the
studio release of ‘Dirt On My Tongue’ in 2013. The
band included many musicians who, at the time,
were very sought after and have now gone on to
become well-known names. There is also a vinyl
record available for the first time.
CD1 opens with ‘Through The Night’ and is
a fast paced song; Harman’s strong voice is to
the fore and there is a lovely Hammond organ
accompaniment. The first of the covers is the
Seals and Croft song ‘Summer Breeze’ done in
a dreamy laid-back manner. ‘Heartstring’ follows
and is a great track that the band excels on.
‘Bless Ma Soul’ has a Soul feel to it and contains
a short but sweet guitar solo by Mike Mayfield.
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‘Sideways’ is drenched in emotion with the best
vocal and guitar solo on the album. Janis Joplin’s
‘Move Over’ has the band in Blues/Rock mode
and sounding like that they are enjoying every
minute of it. ‘Sweet Man Moses’ was written by
Harman in the light of her father’s premature
passing and has a lovely Gospel type vibe going
on. ‘Better Woman’ is another up tempo tune
with an outstanding band performance.
CD 2 has live un-released tracks from
around the same time and because it was in
Harman’s early days it contains a few more
cover versions. It kicks off with ‘Them Changes’
featuring Scott McKeon on guitar. ‘Seasick Lover’
is a heavy Blues song with a slow middle section.
‘Song’ starts off as a slow Blues/Jazz tune but
then changes tempo and has magnificent vocals
and an amazing Mayfield guitar solo. Next is a
cover of Ann Peebles’ ‘I Can’t Stand The Rain’
with Harman sounding very soulful. ‘Cold Heart’
was always one of the standout songs she did
live and this version is perfect. ‘With A Little Help
From My Friends’ is done as per Joe Cocker’s
version. Another live favourite ‘Underneath The
River’ shows that Harman can do Blues/Rock
songs just as well as ballads. The final track is
Traffic’s ‘Feeling Alright’ which was recorded
during a band acoustic jam and has a snippet of
‘You Can’t Always Get What You Want’ mixed in
towards the end of it.
Jo Harman is a fantastic but very underrated
vocalist, and this album demonstrates what a
great performer she is; it also showcases how
fantastic the musicians were who were playing
with her at that time, and in fact some of them
still are doing. This is an album with no fillers and
is a great reminder of how good Harman was
and still is live.
Paul Gregory

JOHN YOUNG BAND
‘LIVE AT THE CLASSIC ROCK
SOCIETY’ (Lifesigns)
PROGRESSIVE

This album is a re-issue from 2003 and was
a precursor to the popular Prog Rock group
Lifesigns. In fact, there are two tracks, ‘Open
Skies’ and ‘Kings’, that would be featured later
by Lifesigns. The band consisted of John Young
(keyboards, lead vocals), Robin Boult (guitars),
Dave Stewart (drums) and John Jowitt (bass).
The opening track ‘Significance’ is a
pleasantly laid-back track; the sound is excellent,
and the vocals and keyboards sound great.
‘When I Was Young’ is an up-tempo song with a
lovely chorus, tasty harmonies and a good band
performance which would have made an ideal
single. ‘Just One Day’ is a heavier track that again
has a very catchy chorus and exquisite soloing
going on. ‘All Grown Up’ is in the style of Genesis/
Mike And The Mechanics, with good vibes and
lyrics, which finishes with a mighty guitar solo.
‘Underside’ is a slow track to start with, where
the vocals are up front with the rest of the
instruments mostly in the background, but the
tempo changes and the band all join in before
reverting back to vocals being featured; it is a
beautiful track full of emotion.
‘Unknown Soldier’ has a synthesizer intro
and goes through many variations in tempo; it
is a long track and this really great song contains
all the things that are associated with Prog Rock.
A very catchy start with keyboards and guitar
opens ‘Childhood’s End’ which is an amazing
ear worm of a song and will have you humming
parts of it hours later.
‘Open Skies’ and ‘Kings’ are early versions
of the two songs that Lifesigns would eventually
end up performing. The former is a lively number
with lots of fine vocals, keyboards and guitar
work, while the latter is an instrumental with the
emphasis on guitar and keyboard solos.
The recording and mixing of this album is
fantastic, and it is hard to believe that it was
recorded live apart from hearing the audience
clapping. The tracks have endured the test of
time and sound fresh. I enjoyed it immensely
as it has so many instantly likeable tunes. This is
recommended for fans of Genesis, Mike and The
Mechanics, Asia and, of course, Lifesigns.
Paul Gregory
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MARILLION – ‘FUGAZI - DELUXE EDITION’ (Parlaphone)

PROGRESSIVE

Well, this was a little unexpected, what with this comprehensive reissue campaign of Marillion’s EMI years
having previously flip-flopped between the Fish and Hogarth eras, but no matter, because if any of the band’s
catalogue screams out for a remaster and subsequent reappraisal, then it has to be their 1984 sophomore
outing ‘Fugazi’. The reasons for that are covered in depth by the band themselves during the seventy-twominute documentary housed on the Blu-Ray in this set. A near Spinal Tap-like succession of drummers finding
ex-Camel man Andy Ward quickly being replaced by John Marter, who was moved on in favour of American
Jonathan Mover as the band searched for a replacement for the ousted Mick Pointer. Fish and Mover didn’t
see eye to eye and with the charismatic Scotsman giving a “him or me” ultimatum, the search for a more
permanent fixture behind the kit continued.
The man who did come in to make the spot his own still occupies it to this very day, Ian Mosley being, even
back then, a hugely experienced session drummer with time spent with Gordon Giltrap, Darryl Way (Curved
Air) and Steve Hackett (ex-Genesis). Considering Marillion’s early influences, this clearly made the drummer
a real catch and the impact he made was immediate and lasting. That, however, wasn’t the only issue as
Marillion set about making album number two with the outfit having used all of their best material on their debut, meaning that this was their first
attempt at writing songs “to order”. It proved a slow process and with producer Nick Tauber clearly going through a host of issues, one that the
band negotiated without the guiding hand they arguably needed at that stage. The collection of seven songs that they did conjure up defied the
odds in their completeness and yet, with the recording sessions having overrun, they were completed in a variety of different studios, before a final
mix was presented as the finished product to the band before they had a chance to approve it. Hence, it’s clear that, while all five of the musicians
involved – and who all took part separately (during lockdown) in the documentary – still have a lot of affection for this album, they can’t quite see
past its perceived flaws.
To my mind they’ll be utterly delighted with the remastering work done by Andy Bradfield and Avril Mackintosh in finding a new dark vibrancy
within this set of songs, and while individually I’ve long loved many of the tracks on ‘Fugazi’, this is maybe the first time I’ve felt that it completely
hangs together as an album. Now, I know that a lot of people have much more affection for this record, so how they’ll find having the keyboard
solo in ‘Assassing’ suddenly jump to the fore, or hearing Fish’s vocals feel much more integrated into the music during ‘Punch And Judy’, I’m not so
sure. For me, however, the aggressive heart at the centre of the title track, or the fragility and anguished release of ‘Jigsaw’, have never hit quite so
hard and, likewise, I’ve found new things to marvel at during ‘Incubus’, ‘She Chameleon’, and ‘Emerald Lies’.
In terms of bonus content, CDs two and three contain the full fourteen track live show from Montreal, 1984, from which parts of Marillion’s first
live album ‘Real To Reel’ were taken. Here, released in full for the first time, it proves what a force the band were at that stage, Fish an enigmatic
presence that was impossible to ignore, while the musical chemistry between Rothery, Mosley, bassist Pete Trewavas and keyboard player Mark
Kelly is mesmerising. However, as with previous releases in this campaign, it really is the Blu-Ray where the gold lies. Not only do you get all of
the audio from the CDs – and with the option to sample ‘Fugazi’ in 5.1 surround sound – but also the aforementioned and utterly absorbing
documentary, a track by track ‘Story Of The Songs’ as told by the people who wrote and recorded them, and the promo video for the only single
from the album to have one, ‘Assassing’, which you can hear with both the original and remixed audio. But that’s not all, with the excellent extended
version of that single’s B-side ‘Cinderella Search’, an alternate mix of ‘Assassing’, the re-recorded B-side ‘Three Boats Down From The Candy’,
featuring John Marter on drums, and four album track demos, also included. Admittedly, all of this audio content (and a little more) has been made
available on previous reissues, but what there is though, is a full fourty-minute Swiss TV recording of the band’s club-show in Zurich from the
‘Fugazi’ tour, which is worth the price of admission alone – even with an excruciating pre-show interview still intact. Add in that all of this comes
in a sumptuous book with stunning visuals and a new essay, and it has to be said that ‘Fugazi Deluxe Edition’ is another triumph in what has been
one of the best reissue campaigns in quite some time.
Steven Reid

LYNCH MOB
‘THE ELEKTRA YEARS (1990-1992)’
(Cherry Red)
HARD ROCK

This double CD packages together the two
Lynch Mob albums, ‘Wicked Sensation’ and the
eponymous second ‘Lynch Mob’ album, put out
by Elektra Records between 1990 and 1992. It
has a lavishly put together CD booklet including
extensive notes by Malcolm Dome covering the
historical background to line-up and production
changes and the backdrop of the scene turning
from Hair Metal to Grunge and containing
interviews, including a quote from Glenn Hughes
who contributed tracking vocals to the second
album. Original Japanese bonus tracks ‘Love
Finds A Way’ and ‘Love In Your Eyes’ are now
included.
Singer for the first album ‘Wicked Sensation’
was unknown and inexperienced Oni Logan but,
considering George Lynch was reportedly hands
off giving Logan free reign on the lyrics, the
results were amazingly mature Classic Rock, and
the title track is still one played regularly in Rock
clubs today. There are two versions on this album,
the original and an edit with different writing
credits. The album was produced by a veteran,
Max Norman, who has worked with Ozzy
and Y&T. Other highlights are: ‘River of Love’,
although less well known, an epic track with
influences wider than Metal, it has Blues and
Soul; ‘She’s Evil But She’s Mine’, an Aerosmith
style number slower than most music at the time,
it has stood the test of time; and ‘Rain’ which
has a beautiful intro that reminds me of early
Whitesnake, although there’s a strong Dokken
influence in the rest of the track. Because of
these elements and the title track if one had to
choose one album out of the two it would be
this one.
Lynch chose another unknown in Robert
Mason (now Warrant) as vocalist for the second
eponymous album and his lyrics are more typically
Metal. The producer this time was Keith Olsen,
who had worked with Whitesnake and Heart, and
Lynch acknowledges he went for a more Dokken
sounding record. ‘Jungle Of Love’ and ‘Tangled In
The Web’ are the headline tracks and it contains
some beautiful playing from Lynch. The album is
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also notable for the very respectable Queen cover,
‘Tie Your Mother Down’.
While a lot of music from the late eighties
has dated, listening to this double album made
me remember how timelessly great Lynch Mob
were, particularly on the debut. Perhaps because
of that they did not achieve the success they
should have in a trend ridden music industry
where the mere advent of a Punk rock band from
Seattle could kill an entire genre. Well, Lynch
Mob’s music is still here and if you give it a relisten you will realise it’s never going to get old.
Dawn Osborne

MÖTLEY CRÜE – ‘THEATRE OF
PAIN’, ‘GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS’ 40
YEARS REMASTERED
(Better Noise) HARD ROCK
To commemorate forty years of Mötley
Crüe and in recognition of a whole new army
of fans who’ve discovered Crüe since ‘The
Dirt’ movie, 2021 will see a number of reissues
from their back catalogue, digitally remastered
and available across digital platforms… that’s
“streaming” and “downloads” to us older folk.
These are the first two.

Following the dirty, Heavy Metal of
breakthrough ‘Shout At The Devil’, ‘Theatre Of
Pain’ ushered in a new-look Crüe, the devilworshipping black leather imagery ousted in
favour of a Glam-orientated pink and white
lace approach, while musically and lyrically
‘Theatre…’ was also somewhat lighter than its
predecessor; it certainly proved divisive amongst
fans, but that didn’t prevent it achieving multiplatinum status, no doubt buoyed by the success
of the single ‘Home Sweet Home’, their first
attempt at a ballad.
In truth, though ‘Smokin’ In The Boys Room’
is daft, throwaway fun and ‘Keep Your Eye On
The Money’ shows promise (despite being about
sixty seconds too long), ‘Theater…’ is a weak,
uninspiring affair, abounding with trashy lyrics
and largely plodding rhythms; ‘City Boy Blues’ is
a less than beguiling opener, while ‘Louder Than
Hell’, ‘Save Our Souls’ and ‘Use It Or Lose It’ are
vapid at best, and ‘Raise Your Hands To Rock’
heads firmly into Twisted Sister territory.
To be honest, it’s a miracle Crüe ever
managed to release a third album thanks to
Nikki Sixx’s heroin addiction and Vince Neil’s
prison sentence. Though enormously successful
and widely recognised as initiating the “Pop

NIGHTWISH – ‘ONCE’ (Nuclear Blast)

Metal” era that would dominate the late eighties
Rock scene, ‘Theatre Of Pain’ is probably the
worst of the “classic” Crüe albums, and the
remastering does absolutely no favours to Tom
Werman’s somewhat two-dimensional, bass
heavy production.
However, the same can’t be said of ‘Girls,
Girls, Girls’; the sound quality here positively
sparkles as Mick Mars’ guitar truly leaps from
the speakers. Downplaying the Glam image
for a sleazy biker look, ‘Girls…’ is, simply put,
a completely rabble-rousing, dumb-ass, guitardriven, Arena-Rock juggernaut of a record, and
it’s all the better for it. It certainly helps that it
opens with arguably two of the Crüe’s absolute
classics in ‘Wild Side’ and ‘Girls, Girls, Girls’,
though elsewhere the likes of ‘Dancing On
Glass’, ‘Five Years Dead’ and ‘All In The Name
Of…’ display far more energy than the majority
of ‘Theatre…’ despite a few throwaway lyrics;
Sixx definitely isn’t the poet he believes he is,
take ‘Bad Boy Boogie’ as obvious proof. Along
with the memorable ballad ‘You’re All I Need’ (as
much as a song about murdering your girlfriend
so she can’t leave you can be characterised as a
ballad!) and the vigorous, irreverent live version
of ‘Jailhouse Rock’, ‘Girls, Girls, Girls’ was, in my
opinion, Crüe at the top of their game with a
record that not even ‘Dr. Feelgood’ could surpass
two years later.
Ant Heeks

MR. BIG
‘LEAN INTO IT: 30TH
ANNIVERSARY’ (EVOXS)
ROCK

There have been a lot of bands given a
“supergroup” tag over the years and one of
them was Mr. Big. However, unlike many other
examples, Mr. Big were a true band who endured
long after their debut release in 1989. While that
had many fine moments, it was their second
effort, ‘Lean Into It’, that would cement their
legacy.
Formed by former Talas and David Lee
Roth bassist Billy Sheehan, the group were
anchored by the technical percussive expertise
of Pat Torpey, given the flash by guitar hero Paul
Gilbert, and topped off by the soulful vocals of
Eric Martin. Not only were each of them excellent
in their respective fields, all four members
contributed to the song writing. When it came to
‘Lean Into It’ they had found their groove, striking
the perfect balance of out and out rockers with
beautifully crafted ballads. For proof, see the
album opener ‘Daddy, Brother, Lover, Little Boy’, a
first-rate foot tapper which became a live staple
for pretty much all future concerts. ‘Alive And
Kickin’’ is another firm fan favourite, before the
band display their scope with the Power Pop of
‘Green Tinted Sixties Mind’.
There is flawless AOR with songs like ‘Lucky
This Time’ and ‘Never Say Never’, the irresistible
swampy groove of ‘Voodoo Kiss’, the heavy Blues
swagger of ‘A Little Too Loose’, plus the stadium
rock of ‘My Kinda Woman’ and ‘Road To Ruin’.
Amidst all of that are two killer hit ballads ‘Just
SYMPHONIC

Although I don’t know the reasoning behind Nightwish’s most successful album getting the remastering
treatment by Nuclear Blast, I suspect Tuomas Holopainen was never totally happy with the final production
because as with all perfectionists he could have tinkered with it ad infinitum and it would never have seen
the light of day in the first place. At some point one has to decide that it’s ready for the world to hear and
be damned with that decision. This is his chance to go back and review it, but as it stands in its entirety as
a defining moment in the band’s history Tuomas would do well to leave it alone when all is said and done.
However, this is not Holopainen’s way…
Achieving number One status in numerous countries and even for a separate two-week period in July
2004 becoming the biggest selling album in the whole of Europe, ‘Once’, with its iconic cover of the ‘Angel
Of Grief’, has, to date, sold over 2.1 million copies. The reissue will be released as a four CD and a four LP
box set, a four CD set, various coloured vinyl options, and as a two CD digipack. The CD sets consist of the
remastered album and the instrumental only version plus the international bonus songs ‘White Night Fantasy’
- a beautiful favourite of Tarja’s - and the superb ‘Live To Tell The Tale’ plus the Korean bonus cover of Ankie
Bagger’s ‘Where Were You Last Night’. The various other discs feature various other formats of the songs including live versions and album tracks
from earlier Nightwish albums. Why? I have no idea!
Is it a perfect album? Well, define perfect. Maybe ‘Hysteria’ can easily take that accolade, but then that opens up a debate, as with any album.
There will always be favourites, and there will always be defining albums in a band’s career. ‘Once’ scores highly in both categories. It was next level
status at a time when Symphonic Metal was just breaking into popular culture and Nightwish burst that bubble and stole a march on every other
aspiring Symphonic band. And rightly so!
It cannot be overstated, eighteen long years later, where this album sits in the pantheon of great albums. The opening lyrics to lead off track ‘Dark
Chest Of Wonders’ opine “Once I had a dream, and this was it”, and never more prophetic could they be.
Carl Buxton
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METALLICA – ‘METALLICA – REMASTERED DELUXE BOX SET’; VARIOUS ARTISTS – ‘THE METALLICA BLACKLIST’ (Blackened Recordings)

HEAVY METAL

When it comes to Metallica albums, many people would claim ‘Ride The Lightning’ or ‘Master Of Puppets’ as
their finest hour; there’s even those who think they never surpassed ‘Kill ‘Em All’! Though their self-titled fifth
album (“The Black Album” as it would come to be known) headed in a more refined and commercial direction
and would subsequently divide the old-school fans with some accusing them of selling out, you can’t deny the
impact that it had on Rock music, achieving multi-platinum sales, Grammy Awards, hit singles galore and a wider
mainstream audience; for a time, Metallica laid claim to being the biggest band in the world. To commemorate the
self-titled album’s thirtieth anniversary, a remastered version is being released in multiple formats.
Now you don’t need me to tell you what an outstanding album ‘Metallica’ is, and one that already sounds like
a million dollars thanks to Bob Rock’s impeccable production, but the remastering has certainly emphasised this; I
was reviewing from a stream but with my PC connected to my trusty Sony stereo I can confirm it sounds amazing.
It’s available as 180gm vinyl, standard CD, expanded 3CD version and a gargantuan Deluxe boxset including five
vinyl discs, fourteen (!) CDs and six DVDs… the expanded CD and LP versions include various demos, extras and
live tracks, but my stream included the entire audio of the boxset, so here goes…
Obviously disc one is the remastered album; discs two and three contain in-depth interviews with each
individual band member by Rolling Stone magazine’s David Fricke and former Kerrang! and Sounds writer Steffan
Chirazi, now the editor of ‘Tacca’s own in-house magazine. Discs four through to eight rather excessively consist
of very rough versions of the songs from the guys’ own “Riff Tapes” and subsequent “Writing In Progress” takes,
demos, rough mixes, pre-production rehearsals, and alternate mixes… these are somewhat interesting to hear the
continuous evolution of the songs, but repetitive and hardly the sort of material that warrants repeated listening.
The remainder of the set offers various concert performances of varying audio quality, including excerpts from
1991’s ‘Day On The Green’ from Oakland, and full sets from Arco Arena, Sacramento, in 1992, and the most
favourable being a 1993 show from Mannheim, Germany; two of the vinyl discs in the box also feature a great
1991 concert from Tushino Airfield in Moscow, which is probably the best-sounding recording of the set. Of course,
there are repetitions of songs from these performances, but it’s great to hear the seldom-heard, deeper cuts like ‘Disposable Heroes’ and ‘The Four Horsemen’ and covers like
‘Breadfan’ alongside the “Black Album” material and classics like ‘Creeping Death’, ‘Battery’, and ‘Whiplash’. Also present are the various single “Radio Edits” and B-side tracks,
such as their covers of Queen’s ‘Stone Cold Crazy’ and Sweet Savage’s ‘Killing Time’, plus the orchestrated “Elevator Version” of ‘Nothing Else Matters’ and their live set from the
Freddie Mercury tribute show at Wembley Stadium.
When it comes to the ‘Metallica’ album, this commemorative remastering in its more concise packages is highly recommended. The Deluxe boxset is all-encompassing, but it ain’t
cheap, and with so much of it accommodating demo and outtake excerpts, I ask “how much more “Black” could this be…” I fear it’s one for the Metallica die-hards only.
The ‘Metallica Blacklist’ album is a 4CD, fifty-three track project that sees an abundance of artistes from an extensive range of genres from Rock through
Country, Indie, Pop and Hip-Hop, all covering one of the twelve songs from the ‘Metallica’ album, with the proceeds all going to charities of the individual
artist’s choice and Metallica’s own All Within My Hands Foundation. Admittedly, a huge number of the contributors I’ve never heard of, let alone be familiar
with (you’ll probably need to Google them too!) and while seeing names like Miley Cyrus included had alarm bells ringing, there are plenty that are
intriguing. Some of the versions remain pretty faithful to the originals, some of the artists completely reinterpret the songs into their own style, some just
use samples from the original album; some of the results are amazing, some merely passable, and admittedly some are dire, so I won’t bother to mention
them…
‘Enter Sandman’; Weezer and Mac DeMarco keep it authentic, so too do Ghost, albeit slightly Gothic and replete with serene piano intro, but Alessia Cara
& The Warning offer a darkly Alternative approach, Rina Sawayama gives it an Electronica/Rock makeover and Juanes funks around with the riff – all good.
‘Sad But True’; a stark, piano/orchestrated version by Sam Fender is quite something, Jason Isbell And The 400 Unit give it an upbeat, countrified but gritty approach, St Vincent go
all Electronica and Korea’s YB up the pace with a Punk edge, while Royal Blood and White Reaper deliver pretty standard renditions. ‘Holier Than Thou’ sees Biffy Clyro try to be
radical, but it comes across as a somewhat self-indulgent mess, yet The Chats, Pup and OFF! give blistering Punk attitude, and Slipknot’s Corey Taylor reigns supreme with a cracking,
credible take.
‘The Unforgiven’ - those that treat it with disrespect will remain so – sees a quirky and Indie take from Cage The Elephant’s, Diet Cig go Indie/Rock, Ha*ash go Latina and Folky (but
it’s quite entertaining) and José Madero’s version is evocative and stirring. Only Jon Pardi deserves any dignity on ‘Wherever I May Roam’, with his Country yet Metal-ized adaptation.
Likewise with ‘Don’t Tread On Me’; Volbeat turn in an absolute belter, and one of the best performances across the entire album.
‘Through The Never’ has Tomi Owó’s distinctly alternative Pop/Rock hybrid which is virtually unrecognisable from the original, but The Hu give it an amazing, traditionally
Mongolian makeover in their native tongue that is just stunning. ‘Nothing Else Matters’ has no less than twelve versions, including the feared Miley Cyrus involvement, but I have
to admit she absolutely nails the vocals, with stunning accompaniment from Elton John, Chad Smith, WATT, cellist Yo-Yo Ma and ‘Tacca’s own Robert Trujillo. Depeche Mode’s Dave
Gahan serves a typically dark and desolate rendition, Mickey Guyton’s take is Alternative Pop, Dermot Kennedy, Hootie’s Daruis Rucker and Phoebe Bridgers give haunting and serene
versions only topped by Igor Levit’s Classical piano instrumental, but My Morning Jacket try a lighter sixties-ish approach. Roxette’s flat, synthesized take is a little disappointing,
but quality exudes from Chris Stapleton’s stunning, sprawling Country Rock interpretation.
Of the remaining “Black Album” songs, only Goodnight, Texas’ Folk Rock take on ‘Of Wolf And Man’, Imelda May’s smouldering ‘The God That Failed’ and Izïa’s fuzzy ‘My Friend
Of Misery’ are worth noting. Though there’s several versions out of the fifty-three songs I never want to hear again, there is a lot of interesting stuff here, with several previously
unknown artistes I want to investigate further. Plus, it’s for charity mate, so definitely a worthwhile investment.
Ant Heeks

RICHARD MARX BOOK AND CD SPECIAL –
‘STORIES TO TELL – A MEMOIR’ (Simon & Schuster) ‘STORIES TO TELL: GREATEST HITS AND MORE’ (BMG)

MELODIC ROCK

Richard Marx has carved out an impressive career as a recording artist and has an even more
remarkable song-writing resumé that has seen him collaborate with a quite staggering array of
artistes in his four decades in the music business. ‘Stories To Tell – A Memoir’ is an entertaining
recollection of that career; not a biography as such, but rather a series of anecdotes and musings on
his experiences within the music industry.
Marx doesn’t dwell too much on his childhood but reveals how family affairs such as his love for
his children, the death of his father, and his marriage to Daisy Fuentes have influenced some of his
most personal songs, and openly discusses his recent, still unsolved, mystery illness. The story of his
experiences starting his career as a backing vocalist for Lionel Richie and writing a song for Kenny
Rogers led to his recording contract with EMI and almost overnight success, his debut hit single
featuring three Eagles members – not many artists can lay claim to that! The tales of his song-writing
and producing collaborations with a diverse array of artists from the likes of Keith Urban, Vixen and
Kenny Loggins to Hugh Jackman, Barbra Streisand and Burt Bacharach are engaging, though not told
in a name-dropping, back-slapping kind of way; you get the impression that Marx is quite humble
and almost in awe of his peers.
With stories that will astonish, tug at the emotions, and genuinely make you laugh out loud, it’s
very well written and delivered in Marx’s unassuming nature that easily reflects the format of his
live shows.
Accompanying the book is the 2-CD collection ‘Stories To Tell: Greatest Hits And More’. Disc one
has all the hits you’d expect but, rather than being “Remastered” as suggested, these are actually
the completely re-recorded versions of his songs that Marx rehashed in 2012 with Vertical Horizon’s
Matt Scannell; a little misleading perhaps, but as an admirer of the completely rearranged ‘Should’ve
Known Better’ and ‘Satisfied’ I’m not complaining. The album leaps from 1994 to 2008, missing out
songs from three albums, but I assume that’s down to licensing rather than a lack of quality material.
Disc two is interesting; demos of earlier songs are included, with ‘Endless Summer Nights’ highly similar to the eventual album version and ‘Hazard’ being virtually lyric-free, while
‘Arrow Through My Heart’ is a great up-tempo rocker from the ‘Repeat Offender’ sessions. The real highlights are Marx’s own versions of songs he’s written for other artists, like
Kenny Rogers ‘Crazy’ (Marx’s first ever commission), Josh Groban’s ‘To Where You Are’ and Vince Gill’s ‘Take Me Down’ (a great number in the vein of seventies Fleetwood Mac); I
never liked Luther Vandross’s ‘Dance With My Father’ upon release but now different circumstances means I find Marx’s own version particularly poignant. Live renditions of Keith
Urban’s ‘Better Life’ and an absolutely stonking take on Vixen’s ‘Edge Of A Broken Heart’ are the icing on the cake.
With the stories behind virtually all these songs explained in the book, the CD is a perfect accompaniment rather than a shameless cash-in. As Marx reveals in the book that “I plan
never to retire…” there will undoubtedly be more great ‘Stories To Tell’ in the future.
Ant Heeks

Take My Heart’ and ‘To Be With You’, the latter of
which was a number one in multiple countries.
To celebrate the anniversary of this
masterpiece, it has been reissued here with a
2021 remaster, as well as a 5.1 surround sound
mix and even a MQA audio option for those
audiophiles who have that kind of equipment,
to reveal the original master quality. On top of
the audio improvements, there’s a second disc of
bonus material.
It’s great to have remastered versions of
‘Strike Like Lightning’ and ‘Shadows’ that were
recorded for the movie ‘Navy Seals’, and the
acoustic version of ‘Just Take My Heart’ is nice.
However, the best bits here are the superb
bonus track ‘Love Makes You Strong’ and the
two previously unreleased tracks ‘Stop Messing
Around’ and ‘Wild, Wild Women’. The demos for
both of these were only available on ‘The Vault’
box set, but here they have been cleaned up to
studio standard and sound wonderful.
Budding musicians will also appreciate
the chance to play along to some of the album
tracks which appear here without the bass or
guitar parts, while hardcore fans like myself will
get a kick out of hearing a couple of early demo
versions. What was an already great record has
been given a huge upgrade here, both sonically
and in terms of bonus material, so this is an
absolute must have for Mr Big fans.
James Gaden

OPETH
‘BLACKWATER PARK’
(Music For Nations)
PROGRESSIVE

Since the holy triumvirate (Dream Theater,
Fates Warning and Queensrÿche) forged the
basic framework for what came to be known
as Progressive Metal in the eighties, the scene
has mushroomed beyond all expectations to
encompass a myriad of acts and sub-genres.
Countless man-hours of complex, oft challenging
technical machinations have produced some
stunning music over time, but thirty plus years
down the line fewer and fewer acts seem to
contribute anything truly original… Opeth are
one of those few.
Starting out in Stockholm at the tail end of
the eighties, Opeth were challenging from the
off, their dystopian blend of Black/Death Metal,
Folk and Progressive Rock standing out from
the crowd even then. Wrongly lumped in with
the more extreme Death Metal acts of the day
(mainly because of the growled vocals) it would
take more than a decade of graft before their
international breakthrough came, but the release
of fifth album ‘Blackwater Park’ in 2001 finally
put them on the world map.
Their first outing with Porcupine Tree main
man Steven Wilson at the production helm,
‘Blackwater Park’ marked a real shift in direction
for the band as they pushed the boundaries of
what was possible further than ever before.
The mix of clean and death vocals for starters,
aggressive riffs sat cheek by jowl with altogether
more whimsical Folk/Progressive passages,
highly melodic solos, clever technical light and
shade… this had the lot and then some.
From the dour, Progressive Doom of
bristling opener ‘The Leper Affinity’ to the
equally downbeat sounding yet altogether more
elaborate and grandiose ‘Bleak’ (which to this
day still reminds me of the Iron Maiden classic
‘Rime Of The Ancient Mariner’ in many respects)
to the otherworldly ‘The Drapery Falls’ with its
deliciously dark twists and turns; everything
about this album continues to impress straight
out of the box. Then there’s the visceral title track,
the Zep meets Dream Theater meets Children
Of Bodom ‘The Funeral Portrait’… undeniably
challenging yet endlessly rewarding.
Reissued to celebrate its twentieth
anniversary, the revamped version of ‘Blackwater
Park’ comes in a number of different guises (both
vinyl and CD) each with updated artwork and
liner notes. It was ground-breaking back then in
2001 and has since (quite rightly) gone on to be
recognised as a real watershed, not only for the
band but for the genre as a whole.
Dave Cockett
FIREWORKS

QUEENSRŸCHE - ‘OPERATION
MINDCRIME’, ‘EMPIRE’
(Capitol)
PROGRESSIVE

There is little I can say about the impact
these two albums have had on the lives of nearly
everyone reading this magazine because a) if you
already have them, you’ll already know just how
important and special they are in the history of
Rock music or b) if you don’t (why not?) after
thirty-three and thirty-one years, respectively,
having avoided them for this long why would
you bother with them now?
These two albums are milestones in the
Rock ’n’ Roll pantheon with both records
influencing a whole new generation of bands,
the incredible ‘Operation: Mindcrime’ a concept
album which really shouldn’t have worked or
become the world beater it did because concept
albums weren’t an everyday thing in the world
of Rock music back then, and at that time the
Seattle Grunge revolution was just taking off so
‘…Mindcrime’ should’ve really bombed and
sunk the …Rÿche without a trace on release.
Yet as we now know ‘…Mindcrime’ became a
Progressive Metal juggernaut with the Gods of
fate smiling on the band and the rest is history.
Likewise, follow up ‘Empire’, which was a very
different animal from its predecessor and should
have alienated fans of ‘…Mindcrime’ didn’t;
instead, it became the band’s biggest selling
album and defied the odds by having a Metal
band top the charts with hit singles which at that
time was unheard of.
These two deluxe reissues both in
spectacular new packaging have been newly
re-mastered at Abby Road Studios – and they
sound magnificent by the way - but it’s the loving
way these albums have been put together and
re-packaged with every little piece of the ‘…
Mindcrime’ and ‘Empire’ stories both musically
and visually crammed onto seven CDs and two
DVDs that is the true joy to behold. I’ll be the
first to admit though that if you’re a fan of the
band then you’ll more than likely have everything
that’s here already (just like me) but again these
two releases are the peak of what any fan of the
band would want from a reissue: detailed notes
in a book, separate foldout sleeves for the CDs
and DVDs, all housed in ten-inch album replica
covers which bring back fond memories of the
vinyl of old.
To ‘Operation: Mindcrime’ first we shall go
and it’s spread over five discs. Disc one is the
re-mastered album and wow does it sound
amazing, disc two has various live and bonus
tracks plus an interview with Tate to promote the
album’s release, disc three is the whole album
played live at Hammersmith Odeon on the 15th
of November 1990 (disc four is the same but
recorded in Wisconsin in 1991), whilst disc five
is the Operation: Livecrime DVD with nine bonus
videos and a making of ‘…Mindcrime’ TV show
rounding things off. ‘Empire’ is made up of four
discs, the first being the re-mastered album, disc
two is made up of nine bonus tracks comprising
various single B-Sides and a couple of radio edits,
disc three is a live show again from Hammersmith
Odeon with songs from the first two albums and
‘Empire’ taking centre stage, and disc four is a
DVD with seventeen various videos both live and
in studio, plus never before seen versions of ‘Eyes
Of A Stranger’ and ‘Another Rainy Night (Without
You)’ for us to enjoy.
As I said earlier most of you will already
have 99% of what’s here but I still say these
two re-issues are essential for anyone who calls
themselves a Queensrÿche fan and at around
£40 each both are amazing value for money.
Now can we please have the ‘Rage For Order’
deluxe re-issue, pretty please?
Ian Johnson

RED BAZAR
‘CONNECTIONS’
(White Knight)
PROGRESSIVE

It seems a relatively short time since the
original release of an album (2009) for a band
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to contemplate re-recording It, but Red Bazar
have undergone a significant change in that
period with the addition to their ranks of
multi-instrumentalist Peter Jones (Tiger Moth
Tales, Camel) and he’s been able to sprinkle his
particular variety of stardust on some of the
material, such as his superb piano playing on
‘Ride On A Wing,’ which is my album highlight.
For the most part the album, which is
instrumental, is dominated by Andy Wilson’s
guitar as he gets to “wig out” on a regular basis
in a variety of styles from Jazz, Fusion and Prog
Metal with each of these, but particularly the
latter, being evident on ‘Bass Tardo’.
From a personal point of view, to catch
my imagination an instrumental album needs
melodies that stick in the mind in the same way
as a vocal melody would, such is the case with
Camel’s ‘Snow Goose’, but with many of the
tracks here that just isn’t the case; that’s not to
say I’d hit the skip button if one of them came
on as part of a random selection but I doubt I
could listen to the entire album. Much of what
is on offer is too frantic for my taste, but if you
like fast and furious guitar then this may well be
to your liking.
‘Fallen Tears’ is another highlight with
yet more delightful piano and a much more
restrained guitar display from Wilson. When the
power increases during the latter part I’m put
in mind of something Big Big Train might do.
The title track closes out the album and travels
through a number of different phases across
its fourteen or so minutes and I can’t help but
think of Allan Holdsworth’s (Jean-Luc Ponty, UK,
Bruford…) guitar playing.
If guitar based instrumental music is your
thing, then this should be on your radar.
Gary Marshall

ROGER GLOVER & THE GUILTY
PARTY – ‘SNAPSHOT+’
(earMUSIC)
ROCK

When Roger Glover is mentioned, the first
thought is that of the long serving bass player
from Deep Purple. That often eclipses the fact
he was also the bassist for Rainbow from 19801984, as well as being an avid contributor to the
songs for both bands.
He’s also a record producer, having overseen
albums for both of the aforementioned acts, as
well as bands like Nazareth, Elf, The Spencer
Davis Group, David Coverdale, Ian Gillan, and
many more.
As a result, people often overlook the fact
Glover has issued several solo records, first trying
his hand in 1978 with ‘Elements’. There has been
sporadic activity from him when time allowed
(which, to be fair, wasn’t often!) and now his
2002 effort ‘Snapshot’ gets a major upgrade.
On his previous effort, 1984’s ‘Mask’, Glover
tried his hand at being the lead vocalist, but for
‘Snapshot’ he elected to go more of a band route,
hence the “& The Guilty Party” tag. Bringing in
vocalist Randall Bramblett allowed Glover to
concentrate on playing bass, piano, acoustic
and electric guitar, and he wrote all the material
either alone, or with Bramblett. Opener ‘My
Turn’ is excellent, with Bramblett’s voice sitting
comfortably atop the Funk groove. Glover does
step up to the microphone to sing ‘Burn Me
Up Slowly’ which he handles deftly, and his
daughter Gillian does a fine job with ‘The Bargain
Basement’ with the rest handled by Bramblett.
Most of this is lightweight and breezy, a far
cry from the sort of stuff you’d get from Deep
Purple or Rainbow, and that’s only to be expected

RORY GALLAGHER – ‘50th ANNIVERSARY BOX SET’ (Universal)

ROCK

To celebrate the 50th anniversary of Rory Gallagher’s
debut album a box set is being released containing a
brand-new mix of the original album, thirty unreleased
“alternate take” tracks from the rehearsals, a six-song
1971 BBC Radio John Peel Sunday Concert, plus four
BBC Radio session tracks. Not to mention, a previously
unreleased DVD of Gallagher’s first ever solo concert,
which was filmed in Paris for the Pop Deux television
show. Finally, there’s a thirty-two page hardback book
featuring rare, previously unseen photographs from
British photographer Barrie Wentzell, essays, memorabilia
from the album recording, including hand-written song
lyrics by Gallagher, and an exclusive limited-edition poster.
Gallagher was born in Ballyshannon, Eire, and is a genuine Blues legend and should need
no introduction at all having sold over thirty million albums worldwide. However, on The Mike
Douglas Show, just as Hendrix had become the toast of the town, Douglas asked Hendrix
“What’s it was like to be the best Rock guitarist in the world?” Jimi then beautifully responded,
“I don’t know, you’ll have to ask Rory Gallagher”. High praise indeed.
In 1970 Gallagher’s previous band Taste disbanded after playing at the Isle of White Festival.
He then started to practice his solo music with Noel Redding and Mitch Mitchell from Hendrix’s
band. Gallagher (vocals, guitar, saxophone, harmonica) then auditioned a number of musicians
before settling on two Belfast musicians, Wilgar Campbell (drums, percussion) and Gerry
McAvoy (bass) to create his power trio. McAvoy played on every one of Gallagher’s solo albums.
The trio went to the Advision Studios in London to record the debut album in 1971. Atomic
Rooster’s Vincent Crane (piano) guested on two tracks.
The lively album opener ‘Laundromat’ became a feature of Gallagher’s live shows for many
years and was actually inspired by a public laundromat in the basement of the flat in Earls
Court where Gallagher lived at the time. McAvoy tells me that this is his favorite track. There
are two acoustic tracks, ‘Just The Smile’ and ‘I’m Not Surprised’; they both show off Gallagher’s
wonderful Blues voice and have catchy hooks. My favorite of the ten songs on the debut is the
Jazz-influenced ‘I Fall Apart’, a five-minute masterpiece with fabulous singing and a solo that
just builds and builds into a powerful climax. In fact, five of the ten original songs are over five
minutes long. At times Gallagher takes us to the softer side of the Blues; ‘Hands Up’ and ‘Sinner
Boy’ were written whilst he was in Taste and have featured live with his trio. Gallagher plays
saxophone on the final track ‘Can’t Believe It’s True’.
As we move to the extras that have lain hidden for fifty years since they were recorded, we
get two wonderful covers of out-and-out Blues classics in Muddy Waters’ ‘Gypsy Woman’ and
‘It Takes Time’ by Chicago Blues legend Otis Rush. As in all such anniversary releases there are a
number of different recordings of the ten original tracks. In the midst of these alternative takes
is a hidden gem, ‘Advision Blues’, which is an instrumental jam that didn’t make it to the original
release, however, in my humble opinion this alone makes the box set worth buying. I spoke to
McAvoy about this track and he had not heard it since it was recorded in 1971. He added that
it was developed from a riff that Gallagher used as a warm up!
The fourth disc is a live recording from the BBC vaults and it was taken from the John Peel
show Sounds Of The Seventies; the energy of the songs on this record really step up a level
from the studio release. If you were ever lucky enough to see Gallagher live you will totally
understand what I am getting at, as he just came alive on stage with his battered sunburst
1961 Fender Stratocaster.
This is an essential purchase for Blues fans and collectors of Gallagher’s music. I have opted
for the triple studio vinyl set and the orange vinyl live set. I cannot wait to set the volume to
eleven and sit back and enjoy… I hope you do too.
Ken Roberts
AUTUMN
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SAVATAGE – ‘SIRENS’, ‘THE DUNGEONS ARE CALLING’ (earMUSIC) HEAVY METAL
The re-issue of the debut Savatage album ‘Sirens’, from
1983, coupled with what was originally a separate EP
‘The Dungeons Are Calling’, represents the first of a series
of Savatage re-issues planned for all releases up to an
including 2001’s ‘Poets And Madmen’.
‘Sirens’ has been the subject of three reissues
previously, the addition of 1984’s ‘The Dungeons…’
EP offers that sense of completeness for ‘Tage fans.
The original plan was for all tracks from both album
and EP to have been released as a full-length album,
but restrictions meant that not all the music would
fit on a vinyl album, so ‘Sirens’ was released as an
album, and the remaining tracks were issued as ‘The

Dungeons…’ EP a year later.
‘Sirens’, for the uninitiated, represents a very solid slab of early eighties Heavy Metal. The
world was already awash with Metal bands, the tail end of NWOBHM having propelled bands
such as Saxon, Iron Maiden, and Judas Priest to stardom, but there was something inherently
different about Savatage. Fellow Americans Metallica were bludgeoning all before them with
‘Ride The Lightning’, but Savatage chose a different path – melody. If there was one thing that
became apparent it was that the Oliva brothers arguably had more to offer. Criss Oliva (sadly
killed in a car accident in 1994) had riffs, chops, and searing leads in his fingertips, almost at will,
while the gritty yet emotive vocals of older brother Jon, added to his song-writing, offered way
more than some of the “head down, see you at the end” merchants.
The opening title-track, ‘Holocaust’, ‘I Believe’, and ‘Rage’ would form the backbone of the
Savatage set for many years, such was the strength of the material, but it was no doubt that it
was the magical guitar work of Criss Oliva that won the band many fans in an arena that was
already choc-full of axe heroes.
‘The Dungeons Are Calling’ is simply an extension of ‘Sirens’, the title-track offering a riff that
almost served as a prelude to ‘Jesus Saves’, which would appear on the seminal ‘Streets’ album
in 1991, ‘Midas Knight’ showcasing Jon Oliva’s ability to vocally hit notes only dogs could hear,
and frenetic ‘City Beneath The Surface’ proving the band could more than match the Power
Metal merchants with effortless ease.
Savatage may not be the household name they deserve to be, and ironically they have sold
more albums and made more money from Trans-Siberian Orchestra during the past twenty
years than they ever did with Savatage. “Where’s the lights, turn them on again”, a line from
‘When The Crowds Are Gone’, best sums up the feelings of the Savatage fans. Having briefly
reformed for one show in 2015, the name remains sadly retired. One can only hope that
Savatage will make good on their promise to release some new music shortly, but until that day,
to familiarize yourself with possibly one of the greatest, always overlooked bands that helped
shape Heavy Metal, start here with ‘Sirens’… “Hungry for man tonight…”
    Kieran Dargan
with it being a solo project. That doesn’t mean
the songs aren’t any good though, far from it.
Whether it’s the chilled vibe of acoustic, bongo
punctuated ‘Nothing Else’, the more up-tempo
fare of ‘When It Comes To You’ or the shuffle of
‘It’s Only Life’, it’s all well-crafted.
All fourteen tracks have been remastered,
and there is the addition of five demos from the
album, giving you the opportunity to hear Glover
himself delivering tracks like ‘My Turn’ and ‘The
Bargain Basement’ in contrast to the finished
efforts. The artwork has also been completely
revamped and the new layouts are far superior
to the original.
The album highlights how versatile a talent
Glover truly is and is worthy of investigation –
even more so in this repackaged and improved
release.
James Gaden

SAGA - ‘SAGA’, ‘IMAGES AT
TWILIGHT’, ‘SILENT KNIGHT’,
‘IN TRANSIT’, ‘WORLDS APART’,
‘HEADS OR TALES’, ‘BEHAVIOUR’
(earMUSIC) PROGRESSIVE
If you read my Enthusiasts Guide in
Fireworks #92 you’ll know that Saga is one of
my all-time favourite bands and it still amazes
me that they haven’t enjoyed global success; by
rights they should have been huge but I suspect
they were too hard for many people to pigeonhole, with the Prog fraternity probably finding
them too Melodic and the AOR fans thinking
them too Prog, but what they’d found was the
perfect blend of the two genres; all the Prog
chops but in a truncated form. In Michael Sadler
they have one of Rock’s great vocalists, but this
is truly a band effort with every member bringing
their best, the interplay between keyboards (Pete
Rochon, Gregg Chaddm, Jim Gilmour) and Ian
Crichton’s guitars is magical with every solo from
both instruments being superbly observed and
never too ostentatious to be out of place with the
rest of the track, and when they mirror each other
it’s spectacular. The little nuances they inject into
the arrangements, be they guitar, keyboards or
drums (Steve Negus) all are incredibly well done
and therefore bring a smile to your face time and
time again. Even these many years later these
albums give me metaphorical goose-bumps and
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bring that smile to my face whenever I play them;
they are so uplifting.
If you’ve not tried Saga out before then
these remastered re-issues represent a timely
opportunity to do just that. Should finances
allow then all seven should be snapped up as
they really are exceptional. These reviews are
undertaken without access to the physical items
but the online info I have sourced suggests
enhanced packaging, artwork, and booklets with
the CD versions being digipak. Unfortunately,
however, there’s no additional or bonus material
which might entice those of us with everything
by the band already to invest once again. Of
course, some people take a dim view of a rerelease with additional tracks seeing it as a ploy
to milk the same audience once more, so in some
ways you have to admire them for not going
down that route; but then again, there may not
be anything in vaults to use.
Unlike a remix of the master tapes
remastering has a limited impact on the sound,
it can clean up and sharpen things a bit and the
one album in my opinion that really benefits from
this is the live release, ‘In Transit’ which in its
original form always sounded muddy to me, this
version has much better clarity. If you’re looking
for an introductory point to the band this gives a
fine overview of their capabilities at that point in
time and also shows what a superb outfit they
were and are live.
As for the six studio albums they are all
exceptional and I maintain my position that
there are few bands whose first five albums
are so consistently good, close to flawless. The
self-titled debut with Rochon on keyboards is
so assured it has to rank among the best debuts
ever with ‘Humble Stance’, ‘The Perfectionist’,
‘Ice Nice’ and ‘Tired World (Chapter 6)’ being
the standout moments, but all eight tracks are
utterly splendid. There was no difficult second
album syndrome for these guys either, despite
the change in keyboards with Chadd replacing
Rochon, with ‘Images At Twilight’ containing
several of their classic tracks such as ‘It’s Time
(Chapter 3)’, ‘You’re Not Alone’ and ‘Images
(Chapter 1)’ amongst others. Their enduring
appeal is shown by the fact they’re almost
impossible to drop from the live set.
‘Silent Knight’ saw Gilmour take over
the keyboard role and it’s bookended by the
AUTUMN

impossibly good ‘Don’t Be Late (Chapter 2)’
which would be one of my ‘Desert Island Discs’
in the unlikely event I was ever invited onto that
exulted show, as well as ‘Careful Where You Step’
but actually everything on the album is sheer
class. The same can be said of ‘Worlds Apart’
which saw Rupert Hine brought in as producer
and he managed to raise the band’s game even
higher; it was something of a breakthrough
album for the band but still didn’t launch them
into the stratosphere where they deserved to be.
This album was the last to feature tracks with a
suffix of ‘Chapter’ (‘No Regrets (Chapter 5)’, ‘No
Stranger (Chapter 8)’) which is a song series that
the band drip-fed across all the albums to date
but cleverly not in order. The story has never been
explained, the band preferring to let the audience
draw their own conclusions. The tale would be
revisited on later albums. Hine was again at the
controls for ‘Heads Or Tales’ which spawned two
singles that actually got airtime on BBC Radio
1. I can still remember the feeling of disbelief
when the DJ announced one of them when I just
happened to be in a shop that had the station
playing.
‘Behaviour’ marked a shift in the band’s
style, not radical but certainly noticeable as they
moved in a slightly more Pop direction. Was this
a deliberate move or a consequence of a record
label’s urging? We may never know, but for me
it’s still full of the Saga traits I’d come to revere,
albeit with some contemporary inflections. It did
lead to tensions within the band, both keyboard
maestro Gilmour and drummer Negus leaving
the band as a consequence, albeit Gilmour would
return. It would appear much if not all of their
extensive catalogue will receive this treatment
over time.
Gary Marshall

THE LOYAL ORDER
‘THE LOYAL ORDER’
(EMP)
HARD ROCK

Featuring members of Black ‘N’ Blue and
36 Crazyfists, The Loyal Order are topped off by
vocalist Jeff Buehner, bassist with classic rockers
Rough Cutt, in his first singing gig. It’s one of
those projects where it started with a single song
(for a reality show) and ended up turning into an
album.
From the outset, it’s apparent that this
nine-track, thirty-two-minute album is going
to be heavy. Guitarist Brandon Cook, who was
the first Buehner hooked up with when writing
the initial track, does like a good monster riff,
the sort that peels the paint off of the walls
and shaves the cat. The album’s been knocking
around for a year now, but it’s finally come
our way and it’s pretty much worth the wait.
Head-down Hard Rock with a healthy dose of

attitude and melody, it’s hard not to enjoy. The
sound at times is a cool mix of classic Grunge
and stuff like Queens Of The Stone Age, and
Buehner’s deep, gruff vocals sound fantastic. I
have a feeling this won’t be his only foray into
the front-man role. Behind him, the band put
up a convincing wall of sound, the sort of Rock
that has a few neat but heartfelt solos but no
showing off.
The Loyal Order have produced a fine, if
short, album here, something to appeal to old
and new fans of heavy music, as I can imagine
kids and their parents getting an equal thrill
from it.
Alan Holloway

THUNDER – ‘ALL THE RIGHT
NOISES (DELUXE EDITION)’
(BMG)
HARD ROCK

You know the album already, don’t you?
Sure you do, it’s their latest, not as eclectic or
arresting as say ‘Rip It Up’, but it has the depth,
assurance and absolute sway of a band who
know just what to do, and it’s so good they’ve
given us a deluxe version with newish songs, live
tracks and a TV special DVD – cor blimey!
The newer, deluxe style tracks are what
people will be buying the second version of
this album for. So how are they? Well, ‘Firebird’
is slinky and sassy with a sheen only bands of
excellence can produce, ‘Hero’ is one of those
piano-based, big ballads that don’t touch the
sides and yet have a real feel of quality, and
‘Pariah’ is based around a spiteful riff but never
upsetting vocal and rising strings in the chorus;
it’s a mini ‘Kashmir’.
You then have those gorgeously live tracks
from Rockfield, like ‘Destruction’ and blustering
‘Last One Out, Turn Off The Lights’, a horny
‘Going To Sin City’ and a stunningly swaggering
‘Young Man’.
That’s not all, however, oh no, there’s a TV
special link I’ve been sent, in front of a zoomed
grid of fans, filmed with great clarity and female
backing singers to fatten out that sound. The
keyword is assurance. ‘Last One Out Turn, Out The
Lights’ begins with a sheen, while ‘Destruction’
adds a swagger. They can take it down to a
simmer, then bring it up to regulo-7 but never
have to take it off the heat because it almost
boils over. And so ‘The Devil Made Me Do It’
pumps nicely – and it’s all bloody well done by a
band who absolutely know how to do it. ‘You’re
Gonna Be My Girl’ persuades wonderfully,
Luke Morley’s solo in ‘Young Man’ is contained
brilliance, and they end the live gig I’ve seen (the
DVD seems to have more on it) with a pleasing
‘Dirty Love’.
What did you expect? Disappointment? This
band don’t do that. With a feel of work being put

THE QUIREBOYS – ‘A BIT OF WHAT YOU FANCY – 30th
ANNIVERSARY EDITION’ (Off Ya Rocka)

ROCK

There’s always a bit of trepidation when a band rerecord an album you regard as perfect, and which was
a soundtrack to your youth. Obviously, there’s no point if
it’s the same, but if it’s not will it desecrate the memory?
Of course, the old album will always be there and having
listened to the new recording I have decided that, like the
stages of man, they are quite distinct and have a different
spirit behind them, meaning that they both deserve a
place in anyone’s record collection. For the collector there
are also two live tracks, ‘Man On The Loose’ and crowd
favourite ‘Mayfair’ recorded at the 30th Anniversary
shows at the Kentish Town Forum in London.
When asked the difference between the old and new
versions, for comedic effect Spike said flippantly “well actually they sound pretty much the
same”. Differences I noticed include Keith Weir’s ivories particularly on ‘Sweet Marianne’ and
‘7 O’clock’, the addition of Paul Guerin on guitars - the guitars sound quite different on the
new version of ‘Man On The Loose’ for example - the influence of the way the long evolved live
versions of the songs have fed into the new studio versions, e.g. on ‘Man On The Loose’ and
‘Sex Party’, and finally the way the more obvious parts of songs like ‘Roses And Rings’, ‘There
She Goes Again’ and the intro on ‘Long Time Comin’’ have more sophistication and/or layering,
knocking some of the rawer edges off. I am sure others will be able to spot more.
I regard the first album like a young lover, youthful, less experienced but full of energy and
passion, and this anniversary album like an older lover, more subtle, mature, laid back and
considered. Both have their advantages. Nothing could ever replace the old album for me. The
point is this is not a replacement it’s an addition, that’s the way I see this, and embrace the new
recording in that light as reflective of where The Quireboys are now. Change is inevitable, but
also just as beautiful in its own way.
Dawn Osborne
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VANDENBERG – ‘THE COMPLETE ATCO RECORDINGS (1982-2004)’
(Cherry Red)
HARD ROCK
Dutch guitarist Adriaan “Adje” van den Berg, aka
Adrian Vandenberg “The Flying Dutchman” is probably
most famous for his tenure in Whitesnake; beginning as
touring member from the ‘1987’ album, co-writing its
successor ‘Slip Of The Tongue’, and then intermittently up
until 1997. However, way before then he was a member
of Dutch band Teaser, who released one self-titled record
in 1978, and then formed the band Vandenberg along
with vocalist Bert Heerink, bassist Dick Kemper and
drummer Jos Zoomer. Vandenberg would release three
fairly successful albums through Atlantic’s imprint ATCO
label in the eighties with this line-up, all of which are
now brought together along with a disc of rarities and
live tracks in this nifty little boxset from Cherry Red, the accompanying booklet featuring an
entertaining essay written by Adrian himself about the history of the band.
The 1982 self-titled debut, recorded at Jimmy Page’s Sol Studios in the UK, was a typically
strong Euro-sounding effort that gave Vandenberg a reasonable level of success; though the
bouncy earworm opener ‘Your Love Is In Vain’ and other single ‘Wait’ garnered some recognition,
it was the enduring power ballad ‘Burning Heart’ that’s the real highlight, impressively hitting
the Billboard chart at #39 and earning Vandenberg support slots on KISS and Ozzy Osbourne
tours, as well as a headlining jaunt around Japan. Despite the odd shoddy lyric (we’re looking at
you in particular, ‘Lost In A City’!) it’s the second half of the album that features what remains as
the band’s heavier cuts, like ‘Ready For You’, ‘Too Late’, and speedy ‘Out In The Streets’ that give
Vandenberg the man the largest opportunity to really display his Neo-Classical guitar chops.
Hot on its heels in 1983 came ‘Heading For A Storm’, a largely more melodic affair than its
predecessor that maintained its success and quality, but the eighties production techniques and
electronic drum sound haven’t exactly done it any favours over the course of time. Kicking off
with the exceedingly Van Halen-ish but insanely catchy ‘Friday Night’, ‘Time Will Tell’, ‘I’m On
Fire’ and the title-track maintain the melody quotient, while the grittier and more direct ‘Rock
On’ makes you want to do exactly that. The rampaging ‘Waiting For The Night’ and the lovely
ballad ‘Different Worlds’ sees Adrian infusing a little acoustic Classical guitar into the mix, and
while ‘This Is War’ is a little bland both musically and lyrically, the stunning guitar solo saves it
from mediocrity.
1985’s ‘Alibi’ is my personal favourite; the somewhat flat production notwithstanding, I prefer
the more commercial, Americanised AOR/Melodic Rock approach of the material. The sublime
‘Once In A Lifetime’ and Foreigner-friendly ‘How Long’ are top-drawer ballads, but elsewhere
opener ‘All The Way’, ‘Voodoo’, ‘Fighting Against The World’ and the title-track include the
band’s strongest choruses to date, with only ‘Pedal To The Metal’ and the pacey ‘Dressed To Kill’
hinting at the Euro-Metal of the debut, and ‘Kamikaze’ Adrian’s instrumental guitar-fest. Shame
then, that it would be the least successful Vandenberg album and Bert Heerink would leave
soon after its release, so it was no surprise that when Mr. Coverdale came a-calling in 1987 that
Vandenberg would abandon his band to join Whitesnake.
The ‘Rarities & Live Tracks’ disc includes all the demo versions that originally appeared on the
‘Definitive Vandenberg’ “best of” album along with ‘Out Of Cash’ and ‘Help Me Thru The Night’,
a special mix of ‘Once In A Lifetime’, various live tracks that include ‘Ready For You’, ‘Friday
Night’, and ‘Roll Through The Night’, and an unplugged version of ‘Burning Heart’ that was
recorded when Vandenberg briefly reunited in 2004.
Ant Heeks
in and an expensive look, this is exactly what
Thunder deserve… and us fans too.
Steve Swift

TINA TURNER
‘FOREIGN AFFAIR DELUXE’
(Parlophone)
(ROCK)

Lots of people get called “legends” in the
music business, some deserving, others... not so
much. In Tina Turner’s case though, there can
be no doubt at all. A force of nature and the
Queen of Rock, she overcame well documented
adversity through her abusive marriage to Ike
Turner and rebuilt herself into a stadium-filling
global superstar.
Her comeback began with 1984’s ‘Private

Dancer’ album and she followed that with the
equally impressive ‘Break Every Rule’. After
a magnificent double live album recorded in
Europe, she returned to the studio for her seventh
solo album, ‘Foreign Affair’, now available as a
lavish deluxe reissue.
If you want hits, they’re here, with ‘I Don’t
Wanna Lose You’, plus the superb ‘Steamy
Windows’ and ‘The Best’, which must be one
of the most impressive one-two opening sonic
punches of an album you could imagine. There’s
funky eighties Pop like ‘You Know Who (Is Doing
You Know What)’, the seductive ‘Undercover
Agent For The Blues’, and polished ballads like
‘Look Me In The Heart’ and ‘Be Tender With Me
Baby’. As eighties Pop-Rock albums go, this is
pretty much a masterclass, all topped off with
Turner’s distinctive rasp.

DVD and BLU-RAY
MAGENTA - ‘ANGELS AND DAMNED’ (Tigermoth) PROG ROCK

This live concert from Magenta was to celebrate their
20th anniversary. It was filmed at Arlington Arts Centre,
Newbury in May 2019. The release consists of two CDs
and two DVDs of the show which had a mixture of back
projections, live actors and costume changes to illustrate
the songs.
The introduction track is the instrumental ‘Opus 3‘
which has historic photographs of the band playing on the
back projection screen and allows the band time to take
their places on the stage before opening with ‘Gluttony’.
The DVD picture is very clear and the band sound excellent. In the next section of the concert
are the main tracks from the concept album ‘Home’ which starts with ‘This Life’ and adds a
percussionist and their usual woodwind section onto the stage; this then leads into the Rush/
Yes influenced ‘Hurt’ with the video following the story as it plays out. ‘Moving On’ has guest
Peter Jones (Camel) who performs a truly amazing saxophone solo. Chris(tina) Booth’s vocals
are also outstanding. ‘Towers of Hope’ has a back projection playing of the New York Twin
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To add to that, the album now comes with
no less than four extra discs. The first offers
a collection of remixes from various single
releases, including extended 12-inch versions,
plus some live tracks, two instrumentals and a
couple of non-album studio efforts such as the
excellent ‘Bold And Reckless’ and ‘Stronger Than
The Wind’.
Discs three and four are particularly
impressive, containing a concert from the ‘Foreign
Affair’ tour, recorded in Barcelona. Here Turner
performs seven tracks from the album alongside
other monster hits like ‘We Don’t Need Another
Hero’, ‘Private Dancer’, ‘What’s Love Got To Do
With It’, ‘Nutbush City Limits’ and ‘Proud Mary’.
She also includes two of her signature covers,
blasting out a great rendition of Robert Palmer’s
‘Addicted To Love’ and a fabulous version of Al
Green’s ‘Let’s Stay Together’. As you’d expect
from one of the greatest live performers the
world has ever seen, vocally she’s on top form
and the sound quality is fantastic.
Disc five is a DVD, which contains the
Barcelona concert, plus six promo videos from
the album. It was a great record anyway, which
went multi-platinum and sold over six million
copies. When something that successful is
reissued, the question that often pops up is does
it justify being bought again? With this wealth
of extras, any Tina Turner fan would be insane
not to want this upgrade. Sonic improvements,
additional tracks, a live concert in both audio and
video form, plus promo videos? This is nothing
short of a stunning release, worthy of one of the
greatest artists to ever walk the earth.
James Gaden

VHF (VINCIGUERRA HOEKSTRA
FRANKLIN) – ‘VERY HIGH
FREQUENCY’ (Golden Robot)
ROCK

VHF is a band formed by Joel Hoekstra
(Whitesnake) on guitar, Tony Franklin (The Firm)
on bass and Todd ‘Vinny’ Vinciguerra on drums.
This is a re-release of an instrumental album from
2014. The press release notes that “the drums
are the creative force behind the band. The final
piece contains parts by each musician, uniquely
composed, completely independent of each
other, and done with complete artistic freedom
by each musician.”
Extended opener ‘Shattered Insomnia’ does,
however, definitely showcase guitar á la Steve
Vai and has weird cartoonish noises and synths.
‘Whispers Of The Soul’ has a Middle Eastern
dream-like vibe. ‘Suspended Animation’ is a
mixture of trippy Led Zeppelin style and classical
guitar with Queensrÿche-like verbal commentary.
‘Conception To Death For 8 Guitars’ is definitely
for those that love weird guitar noises. ‘Invisible
Thread’ has sci-fi kind of noises mixed with
some chunky riffs, soulful guitar solos, and Prog
style guitar passages with a Zeppelin-esque
narcotic-induced style end. ‘Backside Of Your
Eyes’ has whispered and scream-style lyrics used
to produce a Queensrÿche storytelling effect,

proggy but with some Jimmy Page and possibly
even Frank Zappa influences. ‘All Is Within’ has
prominent echoing Middle Eastern syncopation
which meanders along like a river, almost
straying into Jazz territory, before ending with
‘Snowflakes Are Dancing’ style synth effects.
I’m a Melodic Rock kind of a girl, who loves
lyrics and songs rather than technically excellent
music and effects and am not particularly into
predominantly instrumental albums. This is
probably a muso for muso kind of an album and,
as such, this probably wasn’t for me and probably
wasn’t even aimed at me, but hopefully if you like
those kinds of Progressive, experimental albums
you may want to try this out.
Dawn Osborne

VINEGAR JOE – ‘FINE THINGS:
THE ISLAND RECORDINGS
1972 – 1973’ (Cherry Red)
ROCK

The original core of Vinegar Joe was Elkie
Brooks and Robert Palmer on vocals, Pete Gage
on guitars, Steve York on bass and Tim Hinkley
on keyboards. This is a collection of all three
albums from a band in the early Seventies that
should have been bigger, but like many others
came over better live than on the record. It also
documents the origins of Robert Palmer; the
distinctive voice is there, maybe thinner and
less confident but definitely with star quality
shining through – his exploration of harmonies
is evident in his early age.
As for the music, it is a mixture of raucous
R&B and more introspective ballad moments;
each album is very listenable but the lack of
a real signature sound and the flipping from
Palmer to Brooks (rather than dueting) is to their
detriment. When they duet the band sounds
fantastic, such as ‘Never Met A Dog (That Took To
Me)’ from the eponymous first album and ‘Stay
True To Yourself’ and ‘Giving Yourself Away’ from
‘Six Star General’. It is interesting that this final
album sounds like two mini-solo albums from
Brooks and Palmer with a couple of duets thrown
in. In terms of the music, this is no complaint
as they are stellar vocalists, but one of the few
examples in the music world where the sum of
parts is greater than the whole.
York really pumps out some impressive
bass lines throughout and there are some
roaring guitar solos, organ squeals and the odd
saxophone solo – the band pulled no punches.
The set comes with extensive notes resulting
in pretty much a biography of Vinegar Joe and
their recordings, courtesy of Malcolm Dome. It
would seem the name Vinegar Joe came from
the nickname given to American Second World
War General Joseph Stillwell who was renowned
for his surly reputation. To keep the vinegar
analogy going – the band’s ending appears to
have been quite sour. Essentially Palmer was
courted to go solo and that was it for the band.
This is a fantastic collection from a great
band firing on all cylinders in the early seventies.
Rob McKenzie

Towers. ‘Demons’ instrumental intro has good use of lights and a fine guitar solo from Chris
Fry. ‘Morning Sunlight’ has CB dressed in a leather jacket and carrying suitcases, acting out the
story of the main character catching a Greyhound bus across the USA. ‘The Dream’ is a short
song that quickly goes into ‘The Visionary’ with its very Hackett influenced beginning and great
chorus. ‘Journey’s End’ is a very Blues/Prog infused tune and is a perfect ending to the section.
After a standing ovation, there are two more songs before the interlude, ‘Lightspeed’ and ‘The
Warning’ from the album ‘Revolutions’ that have superb Fry solos.
DVD/CD two opens with ‘Trojan’ featuring the robots in the story on the back projection
from ‘We Are Legend’ album. ‘Pearl’ follows which is a slow sad song about Janis Joplin with
a very tasty (slide) guitar solo. ‘The Ballad Of Samuel Layne’ has live players including CB
acting out the story set in WW1 alongside scenes that are being shown with PJ back on guitar
and saxophone. ‘Red’ from ‘Chameleon’ showcases CB’s vocals and is a lovely song. Back to
theatrics for ‘The White Witch’ containing a great band performance with CB dressed as the
main character and actors interacting alongside the video. The first encore has David Longdon
from Big Big Train sharing vocals on Steve Hackett’s ‘Spectral Mornings’ with a great guitar
solo by PJ. The final tune is the ever popular ‘The Lizard King’.
I was present at this concert and this release captures perfectly what happened that
evening. The musicianship was spot on and special guests Peter Jones and David Longdon
were absolutely brilliant. It is a fitting reminder of just how great Magenta have been through
the last twenty years, and that they really should have had a lot more recognition than they
have had.
Paul Gregory
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Sophie Brownlee oversees
new EPs and shorter releases
We’ve really crammed them in for you this issue – so let’s get to it!
To kick off, we’re going back to the eighties. DESPERATE MEASURES, from New
Zealand, were kicking around then but they’re back, and in London, with a new EP
entitled ‘RINSED’. ‘Scars & Memories’ is vintage fuzz, all raw charm, while there’s a
blazing rip of a guitar hook behind the vocals in ‘The Rich-Tual’. ‘Flowers At Your Door’
is a faded, slower-tempo track – Punk with a sepia filter – before the unfiltered gig-feel
of the live studio version of ‘Lost Angels’. The Dave Berry/Sex Pistols cover of ‘No Lip’
actually faded into the background for me, while the original ‘Lost Angels’ demo has all
the retro sound you’d expect of the band’s initial recordings. It’s Punk, refreshed, rehashed
and reinvigorated!
We’re going to chug and stomp our way through SPIRIT ADRIFT’s EP ‘FORGE YOUR
FUTURE’, a three-track effort that comes after four albums. Touches of Ozzy Osbourne
swirl around the title-track, while ‘Wake Up’ plays quick licks of frenetic guitar off against
a melodic chorus and a Power Metal feel. ‘Invisible Enemy’ awakens slowly with an
anthemic intro and several tempo changes. There’s retro KISS power in the vocals and a
fun darker section too. Melodic Metal and Doom lovers, this is for you.
Well, I’ll say this for Fireworks, they give music on the edge a chance. Here, it’s on the
edge of the charts. This likeable Lancashire band, BASTETTE, are Pop Rock alright. That
‘Stand Back’ is a chart vocal, isn’t it? That chorus then seals it, but Caroline Kenyon sings
it with a sultry feel that adds depth, something which continues with the James Bond
fake strings and poppy feel of ‘Talk About It’. This isn’t just a Pop thing though, there’s
atmosphere and a touch of Soul and Indie, but with a charged aspiration; when the
chorus of ‘Sick & Twisted’ chorus explodes on synth strings and a sassy beat, it absolutely
wants a chart berth. The EP, titled ‘EXPOSED’, ends with the smoothly RnB-inflected
‘Poison’, which flirts with Big Rock too. Really nicely done here and never seems craven.
A tightrope walked with elan. (Steve Swift)
It’s hard to say how good this is. THE HAWKINS smash through six tracks of
emotional but bold and angry Garage Rock, documenting five stages of grief. ‘Turncoat
Killer’ snarls, waiting to break free, Mikael Thunborg and Johannes Carlsson teasing on
guitar licks. There’s a brilliant rawness and fracture, but they
hold it together with well-executed backing vocals padding it
out. ‘Fifth Try’ is a masterclass in Garage Rock song-writing with
a spiralling solo and nuanced dark-toned Melodic licks that lift
the whole song to a certain brightness. The a cappella section
in ‘Svääng’ is ropey yet endearing, the chorus fat but raw with
an edge. There’s a nasty, funky riff on ‘Jim And Kate’, the vocals
foreboding before it breaks out into a high-octane rocker. The
slow-tempo sing-along embodies the band’s ability to rip it up
between tempos with ease and tightness. ‘Cut Me Off Right’ is
sickeningly sad, erupting into a fury of churning guitar, misery
and distortion. The title-track ‘AFTERMATH’ is soft and fuzzy, tearing into an emphatic,
deliberate Rock ‘n’ Roll mess before the guitar closes cleanly. This is gutsily garage,
emphatically excellent and beautifully bold.
RHAPSODY OF FIRE – the Italian Symphonic Power Metal quintet – burn their way
through ‘I’LL BE YOUR HERO’. While the last three tracks are the mediocre ballad ‘The
Wind The Rain And The Moon’ in three other languages, the first four tracks are where
it’s at. The title-track boasts Sabaton vibes and there’s tons of great energy if you’re
in the mindset for full-throated Power Metal. ‘Where Dragons Fly’ has all the fantasy
and cinematic feel the title suggests, while the live ‘Rain Of Fury’ does a stellar job of
showcasing the dynamism and force Rhapsody Of Fire bring to a gig. ‘The Courage To
Forgive’ (also live) admittedly does this too, but also clocks in just over five minutes. A
little shrill, a little long, but if you like Power Metal, you probably won’t go wrong.
Take a breather – but not for your brain – with AL MATCOTT’s folksy, minimalist
and thoughtful four-track EP, ‘YOU CAN BE ANYONE’. The Australian guitarist and
singer (formerly a drummer) has a natural drawl of a vocal that lilts its way through
‘The Truthseeker’, all roots and Blues, as the guitar spirals away, twanging and spinning.
The piano ending drains the pace a little but feels suitably organic. ‘Mediocre’ had me
thinking of Brendan Benson’s solo work. There are some fun lyrical lines of honesty too,
like “Don’t waste my time with your dick-measuring bullshit”. The dirty and distorted
‘Justine’ adds some welcome variety with a great kick of a melody in the chorus and
smooth, layered backing vocals. The rocker ‘Friends Of Us All’ closes out this warm, AltCountry EP that’s really worth a listen if you like it laid-back sometimes.
DIRKSCHNEIDER & THE OLD GANG are back, if briefly, with this new ‘ARISING’
EP that should satisfy all tastes. Joining Udo on this three-track
effort are Peter Baltes, Stefan Kaufmann. Mathias Dieth and
Udo’s son Sven, all of whom have played in Accept or U.D.O.
in the past. Manuela Bilbert adds a feminine counterpoint to
Udo’s vocals on ‘Where Angels Fly’. The best way to describe
these three tracks are U.D.O.-light, as they are certainly heavy
but with a melodic edge that you don’t always get with the main
man. That said, I absolutely love all three. ‘Face Of Stranger’ and
‘Every Heart Is Burning’ are epic sounding with great choruses
and some nifty guitars, whilst the closing ‘Where Angels Fly’
is more of a ballad but a powerful one that makes great use
of Bilbert’s strong vocals. A cracking release, I can’t wait to hear more. (Alan Holloway)
Prepare for ‘THE SUMMONING’ from Horror Rock band KING OF THE DEAD. The
public face of the band is a masked individual, The Familiar – sound familiar, Ghost
fans? – but they’re a trio sitting somewhere between 30 Seconds To Mars and the
aforementioned obvious Ghost. ‘Control’ opens with smooth speed and dare I say it,
control. The Horror element flickers, candle-like, whereas the layered backing vocals
boost the Alt-Dark feel. The ultra-modern production keeps any rawness at bay on tracks
like ‘Destroy My Name’, although my favourite was the pre-chorus clapping adding
a retro element to the dark Pop Punk ‘Damned’. Guitar oozes and croons in-between
‘With Love’ showcasing a new take on Dark Rock with a plush, updated feel.
The Norwegian Extreme Progressive Metal group, ENSLAVED, are back with their
fifth release of 2021 – ‘CARAVANS TO THE OUTER WORLDS’ - now granted, four of them
were rather splendid live albums, but anything brand-new from this remarkable quintet
is always very welcome. This is a four-track EP that shows the band flexing their musical
muscles once again whilst revisiting their extreme early roots yet conversely continuing
to show their ever-expanding Progressive leanings. The title-track shows the band in
frenetic form, crushing twisted riffs and ferocious vocals set the pace. ‘Ruun II – The
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Epitaph’ is the band exploring dreamy and dramatic soundscapes, the song pulsing with
epic majesty. The rest of the EP is rounded out by two softer interludes – ‘Intermezzo
I – Lonnlig, Gudlig’ and ‘Intermezzo II: The Navigator’ – each highlighting other musical
facets of this extraordinary band. Thank you for this wonder Enslaved! (Chris O’Connor)
‘COMFORT IN ILLUSION’ is an interesting name for an EP where I felt a lot of an
illusion and not necessarily a lot of comfort. ‘Of Uncertainty’ is dark, brooding Soft Rock,
explorative but also directionless. A combination of the song-writing and the sevenminute length make it seem like it is not one song. ‘In A House Without Clocks’ does
more to come across as Alt-Prog, throwing around a bit more of a fractured rhythm. I
struggled to find what HEAD WITH WINGS were going for here, but maybe it’s music
you can Prog out to?
THE RAMSHACKLE ARMY – and ramshackle it is, in the best way – pack out their
EP ‘HIGHFLYER’ with all the sounds you could want from an Australian Celtic Punk sixpiece. Convivial is the watchword from the bright title-track, vocals popping and chipping
out of an edgy fiddle riff – yes, really. ‘Bend Don’t Break’ is punky and rough yet lifted by
the banjo/mandolin combo before they really take it up a notch in the fast and furious
‘The Also Rans’. It’s messy and charming, with a blistering finish. I can only imagine a gig
with this lot must be massively entertaining, although squashed into the confines of an
EP, it can feel messy. Nevertheless, for Punk pace and Celtic joy, The Ramshackle Army
have got it.
It’s a husband-and-wife duo making up BONA LISA, hailing from South Carolina,
USA. Their EP, ‘GIVE IT ALL YOU GOT’ smacks of Pat Benatar’s straight-up vocals and a
Classic Rock feel, although it lags a little in the originality department. ‘Without You’ is
pleasingly rough and retro and the title track is chippy with a tight rhythm but doesn’t
manage to pop. ‘I Want Out’ serves up the best taste of a guitar solo from Andrew Milikin.
The sound is, at times, there, ranging from the crunch of the opener to the heavier ‘Lost
Son’, but it doesn’t deliver the energy and excitement the title suggests.
The multi-talented CHRISTIAN GRATZ (he holds a bachelor’s degree in Jazz guitar)
from Olyphant, Pennsylvania has just released a seven-track album ‘1981’, the followup to the impressive West Coast AOR ‘1979’. The new opus is even more laid-back than
its predecessor and perfect easy-listening for warm summer
nights. Gratz’s vocals are relaxing, but it’s his stunning,
understated guitar tone that is the real winner. Once again,
only instruments available up to the beginning of the eighties
were used, and whether on the Steve Windwood sounding
‘Harmony’ and ‘Hide Away’, or the Hall & Oates vibe of ‘Not
This Time’ and the beautiful ‘Sheena’ (inspired by Scottish
songstress Sheena Easton), they portray future West Coast
classics. Gratz has also just collaborated with Page 99 (see
the review of their debut album in issue #95) and guitarist
Andrea Dipuccio for the sumptuous ‘Stay The Night’ single.
He has the rare condition Synesthesia, which means he sees colours when he hears
music; with ‘1981’ he’s created a mini-masterpiece – a must-have for fans of Yacht
Rock. (Mark Donnelly)
REBEL PRIEST channel the growl of Beautiful Creatures and the rasp of Ratt on their
EP ‘LOST IN TOKYO’. The title-track is thick and dirty, and unfortunately pretty repetitive.
‘Back Alley Blues’ is on the simple and sleazy side, while ‘Vulgar Romance’ is more of a
chugger and grinder. Slash Puppet cover ‘When The Whip Comes Down’ doesn’t do much,
although coming at the end serves as a slightly untimely reminder of just how close to
Slash Puppet’s sound Rebel Priest is.
There’s a subtle sadness to ‘YOU ARE THE REASON I HATE LEAVING’, the EP from
Scottish quartet DUDE TRIPS. ‘Evergreen’ is Indie-Alt Rock from the off – buzzy guitars,
emo despair, shots of power. ‘1964’ is straight-up emotional, while ‘Polola’ stands out for
its big, catchy choruses, teenage romance feeling and all the 2000 Emo vibes you can
remember. ‘Gentle’ is heart-rendering, honest and open, but still manages to kick in later,
in a hoarse sounding way, as if vocalist/bassist Jamie Mathers is outraged by the pain.
They remind me of the kind of band that draws and sustains a semi-cult following, built
on neat guitars and soft-serve Indie Rock.
London threesome NIGHT THIEVES focus on the pandemic’s legacy of anxiety and
vulnerability in their heavy EP ‘SPIRAL’. Vocalist Jess Moyle twists and contorts herself
way through the dark and heavy ‘Atoned’ before the metal-edged ‘Off The Wire’ screams
out for a crowd to shout their way through the chorus. The tracks are pretty similar, but
Moyle’s clean-cut vocals contrast the heaviness of guitarist Paul Andrew well, blending
elements of Alt-Rock with Metal seamlessly. ‘Figure It Out’ is welcome as packing the
most punch with its choppy, hard-hitting chorus, closing a full-on EP that pays tribute to
bands like Biffy Clyro and Royal Blood.
An unusual inclusion next from vocalist DONATELLA ELUTI with her debut EP ‘THE
SILENT TRIP’. It’s anything but silent with heavy, Evanescence-esque choruses in ‘Another
Life’ and crystal-clear vocals from Eluti. ‘In Your Hand’ builds in eloquent layers, while
‘A Message In The Wind’ builds in tension and anticipation. It isn’t always memorable,
though the heavier, pacier ‘The Room’ adds a needed punch. The whole feel is delicate;
beautiful production and exquisite musicianship, a kind of Goth-Rock packaged in the
Avant-Garde style.
DEAD MAN’S WHISKEY, a five-piece from London, are hoping for a ‘BREAKOUT’.
While the title-track fizzles out a bit, the opener ‘Sleep When I’m Dead’ sees Hard Rock
meeting Melodic Rock vocals from Nico Rogers, with a real soul and strength to his
voice. The anthemic ‘I Am Here’ has an eighties edge through the waltzing guitar. It’s
a throwback, but a polished one – you can hear producer John Mitchell’s work with
Inglorious and Alter Bridge. ‘Never Ever’ packs in the crunch for the final heavy track
with twisted wah-wah guitar before the piano version of ‘Make You Proud’ – it’s wellexecuted but does lack that final sucker punch to the heart. With an album behind them
already, I’ll be interested to see what Dead Man’s Whiskey do to stand out from the
crowd going forward.
Time for a bit of fun to close, with THE CHECKERED HEARTS EP, ‘JOYSTICK’,
covering a smattering of hits from the seventies and eighties. Opening with The Cars’
‘My Best Friend’s Girl’, Lisa Mychols and Hillary Burton crank up the edge whilst also
managing to coat it in sugared sweetness for a Pop Punk vibe. The relentlessly upbeat
‘Happy Hour’ by The Housemartins gets a certain Blondie huskiness treatment on the
vocals, the musical layers coming in tight. Phil Seymour’s ‘Precious To Me’ has a new
and improved sultriness and softly-delivered harmonies before ‘They Don’t Know’ from
Kirsty MacColl is given the full Rock ‘n’ Roll makeover with plenty of Debbie Harry
feel and a bit of a tempo upgrade. All the high school flirt of the original ‘Good Girls
Don’t’ by The Knack is retained, but a strong bass line punches through to round it out.
Mychols and Burton cover all the instruments and vocals in this irrepressibly fun EP of
New Wave and Pop Rock.
And I’ll use this final line to pay tribute to Charlie Watts; understated but could
never be overrated.
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However, what we also get here are the producers, and the way they make and influence
programmes, plus how they link to the top brass – it’s a real insight.
As is the way, they decided to lean into the Smashie and Nicey comedy, never realising
that would hasten the end. In today’s Radio 4, 5, 6 to 425 world, we often forget what a
juggernaut of public opinion Radio 1 was. This is a timely reminder.
Steve Swift
‘RAINBOW IN THE DARK’ – RONNIE JAMES DIO
(CONSTABLE)
‘ON TRACK… PETER GABRIEL, EVERY ALBUM, EVERY SONG’
GRAEME SCARFE (SONICBOND)
You know the deal, SonicBond are prolific and have hit
upon some really good template ideas, how much you enjoy it
all depends on who you get writing. This Peter Gabriel book is
exhaustive, a breezy read and never gets bogged down in the
reasons behind Gabriel’s push to keep surprising us; here, he just
mentions it and that’s okay for a book of this type.
It might have been preferable to have had some sense of the
tremors that hit Prog Town when Gabriel left Genesis, but the
debut contains a sense of the pressure he nearly sidestepped and
what really makes this an enjoyable read are the live details –
Gabriel really tries to confound expectation on stage.
Rightly concentrating on the music rather than the man, this is
honest and a sweet page-turner that’s both real and good.
Steve Swift
‘ON TRACK… THE WHO, EVERY ALBUM, EVERY SONG’
GEOFFREY FEAKES (SONICBOND)
There’s a load of naughtiness, band anger and sadness to tell
here, isn’t there? There’s also a load of music to get through and
Geoffrey Feakes has really delved into the latter, completists will
even pick up details of obscure B-sides.
There are hints at the musical and personal arguments, Keith
Moon’s sad demise and the leaner years of the early eighties,
albums which Feakes doesn’t spare the blushes of; he does give
a warm welcome to the comeback offering ‘Endless Wire’ and the
most recent self-titled release, and although I simply can’t agree,
his enthusiasm is warming.
A huge project this, one corralled into order and presented to
us in easily digestible form, that’s to be applauded in itself.
Steve Swift
‘NU METAL: A DEFINITIVE GUIDE’ – MATT KARPE (SONICBOND)
Nu Metal is coming back, apparently, whether we want it to
or not, and Matt Karpe’s book is an excellent companion, whether
you’re looking for bands to love or breaking out your big shorts
for nostalgia, this is the book for you. Karpe is a music writer and
so he knows what he’s doing, but this is more like an almanac,
featuring old and new bands, written with a clear love of the music
but never fandom; there’s no room for anecdotes here, this is all
about inclusivity.
As the pages are thumbed, you may find yourself saying “oh
yeah!” and racing off to your vinyl collection, almost every Nu
Metal band is here, some with extra sauce on their entries as Karpe
clearly has favourites, and that’s not a bad thing at all. Almost
every band represented then, but where are Psycore?
Whether marvelling at Mudvayne or solidly behind Sevendust, your past or future
favourite is probably within these pages.
Steve Swift
‘DECADES: THE SWEET IN THE 1970S’
DARREN JOHNSON (SONICBOND)
Are they still going? That’s what people ask these days about
the Sweet; the answer is yes, but not without drama and that’s
well covered in Darren Johnson’s rather easy-to-read book. He’s
right that the decade was nicely rounded because original vocalist
Brian Connolly left in 1979, but it doesn’t ignore those albums they
made after that, which I was delighted to review a while ago; they
really bear a re-listen.
Johnson’s clearly loves the band, and the tone is warm and
welcoming; Johnson does something simple but lovely, he gives
as much time to the singles as the albums, absolutely right in a
poppermost band, a group who seemed welded to ‘Top Of The
Pops’, and one who tried to break away from their Chinn and
Chapman written singles whenever they could.
The dichotomy of whether they wanted to be a Rock or Pop band is well covered whilst
never really raising it as a discussion point, and the struggles in the band, the constant
touring, the pressure to produce and the health problems are covered here with sadness but
never mawkishness.
Well done; not quite a ‘Blockbuster’ but not ‘Sweet Fanny Adams’ either.
Steve Swift
‘THE REMARKABLE TALE OF RADIO 1’
ROBERT SELLERS (OMNIBUS PRESS)
Thomas The Vance. That’s why this book is on this page. “The
Friiiiiday Roooooock Shoooooow” was a staple, I listened to it
and the spin-off show ‘Into The Music’ – remember that? It was
legitimacy for Rock, that the Beeb would even nod towards it.
They had a lot of clout, even though they weren’t the
first, as this thorough book shows; it gives the history without
hanging around too long, but it enjoys the seventies pomp and
figuratively shakes its head at the Matthew Bannister culling of
favourite DJs.
Quite a lot of this book is based around those DJ personalities
like Tony Blackburn, DLT and loads of others, so that sometimes it
seems like a constant stream of little bits of lots of people’s lives,
most of whom come out really well, particularly Johnnie Walker.
FIREWORKS
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Although the legend that was Ronnie James Dio died in
2010, it’s taken a while for this promised autobiography to come
out, mainly because his widow Wendy Dio just couldn’t bring
herself to do it (or so it mentions here), so she enlisted Mick
Wall and the two of them bashed Ronnie’s copious notes into
shape, resulting in two hundred and forty pages that take us up
to 1986 and Ronnie realizing his dream of headlining Madison
Square Gardens.
The book starts with Ronnie learning to play the trumpet as a
child (practising four hours a day), and growing up in the ItalianAmerican community, getting up to mischief with friends and
discovering new kinds of music. He has a ton of interesting stories
from this time, many of which seem to involve car accidents, and
it’s a great moment when he realises he can sing, no doubt his lung power boosted by the
copious hours or trumpet practice. The book covers his years in Elf and Rainbow, through
to the Dio years, right up to the memorable Hear ‘n’ Aid project, and every section is full of
interesting stories told in an entertaining way. There’s no visible join where Wendy and Mick
have edited or finished, and overall this is a fantastic read for fans.
Apparently, it was Ronnie’s plan to only cover this period in volume one of his memoirs,
and obviously it’s a great shame he won’t be able to recount the rest for us now. Taken for
what it is, though, ‘Rainbow In The Dark’ is a perfect portrait of a genuine Rock legend and
one of the genre’s overall top blokes.
Alan Holloway
‘I WAS A TEENAGE ROCK FAN!’
RICHARD COSGROVE (NEWHAVEN)
The title of the book sums up its contents perfectly. If you’re
reading this, then the likelihood is that you too were a teenage
Rock fan and as such will relate to a lot of what author Richard
Cosgrove describes and talks about within his autobiographical
adolescent years. Those years are between the mid-eighties to
1990, which makes the read that more fascinating as this was the
period when Rock ruled the world. Cosgrove charts his journey
into adulthood, which runs concurrently with the meteoric rise of
bands like Iron Maiden, Bon Jovi, Def Leppard, Mötley Crüe, Guns
N’ Roses and Metallica, all of whom could at some stage in their
careers lay claim to be the biggest band in the world… and we’ve
not even mentioned AC/DC!
The reader can relate to the juvenile Cosgrove trying to
balance his pocket money and earnings from part-time jobs between new albums, concert
tickets, guitars and beer (no wonder so many Rock fans end up in finance). He writes from
a place in the heart (White Sister reference totally intentional) but never embellishes his
stories; don’t be expecting ‘The Dirt Part II’. He perfectly describes the feeling of hearing
a life-changing album, seeing a band for the very first time or the rite of passage for
any Rock fan in the eighties of attending the annual Monsters Of Rock Festival at Castle
Donington.
The chapter titles mostly take the form of songs from the era in question, and facts about
the bands and what was going on in the world of Rock at the time support the narrative.
Indeed, change a few names here and there, along with the concert locations of Rock City
and Royal Concert Hall in Nottingham, and Cosgrove could very well be writing your own
biography, especially if like myself, you grew up as a teenager in the glory days of the eighties.
Even for those that weren’t so lucky, it’s still a great reminder of the time when Rock ‘n’ Roll
ruled the world; to many of us, it still does. Rich Cosgrove I salute you!
Mark Donnelly
‘ON TRACK… CAMEL, EVERY ALBUM, EVERY SONG’
HAMISH KUZMINSKI (SONICBOND)
With a foreword by Marillion guitarist Steve Rothery, who was
greatly inspired by Camel, you get an immediate sense of how
important Camel were to the current Prog Rock scene of today.
Further digging reveals the remarkable connection between
Mikael Åkerfeldt (Opeth) naming ‘Moonmadness’ as the album
that changed his life and Rick Astley (yes, he…) recalling his first
ever gig, a 1975 performance of ‘The Snow Goose’ in Manchester
“blowing his mind.”’
Author Hamish Kuzminski is the European correspondent
of the US-based “journal of Progressive music”, Progression
Magazine, and as a life-long fan of the band with extensive
knowledge is more than capable of imparting that.
One thing that casual readers may like is that Kuzminski
doesn’t dwell on the nitty-gritty of musical theory, suspecting they might rather prefer
musical “moods” over “modes” which is kind of a neat way of putting it. He also peppers
his prose with quotes and passages from various publications and interviews to illustrate
points and to tie in with the narrative. Important aspects covered include detailing the “cast
of characters”, engaging us with a brief synopsis of the album covers and the lack of a
cohesive identifiable theme or logo, a brief mention of drummer Andy Ward’s bipolar disorder
which was diagnosed after his attempted suicide (declining to elaborate on the grounds of
it being privileged information), slotting in a “lost” years segment that incorporated a legal
battle with their former management company who weren’t passing on the royalties from
the record label, and elaborating on the move to California by bandleader/guitarist/multiinstrumentalist Andrew Latimer and his partner/lyricist Susan Hoover that encapsulated
eighteen long years before they moved back to the UK. All that and covering every song in
Camel’s catalogue other than “greatest hits” records that smacked of a “cash-in.” One other
notable aspect of this book is Kuzminski’s inclusion of press releases that remind oneself of
a bygone era.
As with all of the books in the ‘On Track…’ series, the sixteen-page colour montage is
always of interest with many promotional posters, flyers and memorabilia (in this case from
Shane Carlson’s private collection), interesting live portraiture and of course the fascinating
and sometimes controversial album covers.
Carl Buxton
AUTUMN
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Ant Heeks compiles the current Top 3 listening choices of our writers.

Styx
‘Crash Of The Crown’

1

Night Ranger
‘ATBPO’

2

(Frontiers)
Bruce Mee
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hardline – Heart, Mind and Soul
Rian – Twenty–Three
Styx – Crash Of The Crown
Vega – Anarchy And Unity
Robin Beck – Knowing Me, Knowing You

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Charlotte Wessels – Tales From Six Feet Under
Seven Spires – Rogues Gallery
My Haven – Until
Doro – Warlock: Triumph And Agony Live
Melissa Etheridge – One Way Out

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Iron Maiden – Senjutsu
KK’s Priest – Sermons of The Sinner
Flotsam And Jetsam – Blood In The Water
Styx – Crash Of The Crown
Billy F Gibbons – Hardware

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The LRW Project – Fight & Climb
Danny Danzi – Tribulations
Donnie Iris – King Cool
Night – High Tides and Distant Skies
Leverage – Above The Beyond

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Iron Maiden – Senjutsu
Vega – Anarchy And Unity
Newman – Into The Monsters’ Playground
Big Big Train – Common Ground
Night Flight Orchestra – Aeromantic II

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Big Big Train – Common Ground
NMB – Innocence & Danger
Steve Hackett – Surrender Of Silence
Styx – Crash Of The Crown
Magenta – Angels And Damned

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

George Harrison – All Things Must Pass
Styx – Crash Of The Crown
Frozen Tears – Brazen Whisper
Gypsy’s Kiss – 74
Jasmeno – Elixir

Dave Ling

Dave Cockett

James Gaden
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Roger Taylor – Outsider
Mr. Big – Lean Into It
Joanne Shaw Taylor – The Blues Album
Cats In Space – Diamonds – The Best Of
Larkin Poe – Kindred Spirits
Steven Reid

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Wildhearts – 21st Century Love Songs
Marillion – Fugazi – Deluxe Edition
Gentle Giant – Free Hand – Remaster
Wayward Sons – Even Up The Score
Powerwolf – Call Of The Wild
Az Chaudhry

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Yes – The Quest
Hardline – Heart, Mind And Soul
Night Ranger – ATBPO
Myles Kennedy – The Ides Of March
Frost* – Day And Age

Styx – Crash The System
Rian – Twenty–Three
Night Ranger – ATBPO
LeBrock – Fuse
Nitrate – Renegade

Edge Of Paradise – The Unknown
Matteo Brigo – Space Pirate
Mr. Bungle – Mr. Bungle
The Cult – Sonic Temple
Diving For Pearls – Diving For Pearls

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The LRW Project – Fight & Climb
Nitrate – Renegade
Rian – Twenty Three
LeBrock – Fuse
Lee Aaron – Radio On!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vega – Anarchy And Unity
Seven Spires – Gods Of Debauchery
The Ugly Kings – Strange, Strange Times
Tremonti – Marching In Time
Leprous – Aphelion

Fabiana Spinelli

Duncan Jamieson
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Night Ranger – ATBPO
Jeff Scott Soto – The Duets Collection, Vol.1
Cruzh – Tropical Thunder
Alirio – All Things Must Pass
Circus Of Rock – Come One, Come All

Chris O’Connor
Deafheaven – Infinite Granite
Houston – IV
The Steel Woods – All Of Your Stones
The Sam Hill Southern Rock Band – Bringing
It Back Home
5. Wicked Smile – Wait For The Night
Malcolm Smith
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Air Raid – Freedom Ring
Dennis DeYoung – 26 East Vol 2
Styx – The Crash Of The Crown
Queensrÿche – Operation Mindcrime
KISS – Off The Soundboard Tokyo 2001

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Night Ranger – ATPBO
The Brave – Evie’s Little Garden
Axel Rudi Pell – Diamonds Unlocked II
Hardline – Renegade
Tygers Of Pan Tang – Majors And Minors

Chris Mee

Michael Anthony
Dave Crompton
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Blood Red Saints – Undisputed
Rick Cassman – Solology
Shumaun – Memories & Intuition
The LRW Project – Fight & Climb
Geezer Butler – The Very Best Of

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Billy F Gibbons – Hardware
The Grandmaster – Skywards
The Dead Daisies – Holy Ground
Esquys – Instinct
The Quireboys – A Bit Of What You Fancy

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LA Guns – Chequered Past
Steve Whiteman – You’re Welcome
Wildhearts – 21st Century Love Songs
Quireboys – A Bit Of What You Fancy
Midnite City – Itch You Can’t Scratch

Dawn Osborne
Mick Burgess
1. Sami Yaffa – The Innermost Journey To
Your Outermost Mind
2. Swallow The Sun – 20 Years Of Gloom
Beauty And Despair – Live In Helsinki
3. Dee Snider– Leave A Scar
4. Tedeschi Trucks Band – Layla Revisited
(Live At LOCKN’)
5. Houston – IV
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Mike Ainscoe
   
1. Land Yacht Regatta – Call In The Crash Team
2. Leprous – Aphelion
3. Devin Townsend – Galactic Quarantine
4. Plenty – Enough
5. Heavy Water – Red Brick City
Robin McGhie

Alan Holloway
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Vega– Anarchy And Unity
Cats In Space – Diamonds – The Best Of
Crimson Riot– It Took An Apocalypse
Stephen Crane & Duane Sciaqua– Big Guns
Mentalist – A Journey Into The Unknown
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Blood Red Saints – Indisputable
Styx – Crash Of The Crown
Robin Red – Robin Red
Gypsy – Comes A Time
Night Ranger – ATBPO

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mónica Castedo–López
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Styx – Crash Of The Crown
2. Subway To Sally – Eisheilige Nacht–Back
To Lindenpark
3. Castanarc – The Sea Of Broken Vows
4. Inglorious – Heroine
5. Eclipse – Wired
Richard Epps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Newman – Into The Monsters’ Playground
Toby Hitchcock – Changes
Kent Hilli – The Rumble
Crowne – Kings In The North
Dennis DeYoung – 26 East,Vol.2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rory Gallagher – 50th Anniversary Box Set
Tremonti – Marching In Time
Hughes Taylor – Modern Nostalgia
My Haven – Until
Tedeschi Trucks Band – Layla Revisited
(Live At LOCKN’)

Ken Roberts

Paul Woodward

Mike Newdeck
1. Bare Naked Ladies – Detour De Force
2. The Maine – XOXO: From Love & Anxiety
In Real Time
3. Smash Into Pieces – New Horizon
4. Diamante – American Dream
5. Press To Meco – Transmute

Bruce E.J. Atkinson

Brent Rusche
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mark Donnelly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strykenine – Strykenine I
Jakob Samuel – CoExist
NightRanger – ATBPO
Wildstreet – II
Hardline – Heart Mind And Soul

Carl Buxton
  
1. Anette Olzon – Strong
2. Crown Lands – Crown Lands
3. Alien Weaponry – Tū
4. Gojira– Fortitude
5. Flotsam and Jetsam – Blood In The Water

Dave Bott

Sophie Brownlee
1. Grace Potter & The Nocturnals – Grace
Potter & The Nocturnals
2. The Hawkins – Aftermath
3. Hardwicke Circus – The Borderland
4. Howlin May Queen – Tapes From The
White Ballroom
5. Velvet Insane – Rock ‘N’ Roll Glitter Suit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ray Paul

1. Levara – Levara
2. Mammoth WVH – Mammoth WVH
3. Diamante – American Dream
4. The Enemy Inside – Seven
5. Buckcherry – Hellbound

(Parlophone)

Mick Parry

Gary Marshall

Ant Heeks
1. Iron Maiden – Senjutsu
2. Cats In Space – Diamonds – The Best Of
3. Robert Jon & The Wreck – Shine A Light
On Me Brother
4. Eclipse – Wired
5. Various Artists – The Metallica Blacklist

3

(Frontiers)
Ian Johnson

Dave Scott

Iron Maiden
‘Senjutsu’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Levara – Levara
Poverty’s No Crime – A Secret To Hide
The Vintage Caravan – Monuments
Styx – Crash Of The Crown
Ayreon – Electric Castle Live And Other Tales
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Paul Gregory
1. Joanne Shaw Taylor – The Blues Album
2. Jo Harman – Live At Hideaway 10th
Anniversary
3. Amanda Lehmann – Innocence And Illusion
4. Magenta – Angels And Damned
5. Chantel McGregor – Shed Sessions
Volume 1 & 2
Carl Noonan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Big Big Train – Common Ground
TIM– TIM
Coney Hatch – Live At The El Mocambo
Styx – Crash Of The Crown
Paul Gilbert – Werewolves Of Portland

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Crowne– Kings Of The North
Heaven And Earth– V
Dave Burn– Nothing Is As It Seems
King Company– Trapped
Hardline– Heart Mind And Soul

Simon Smith

Peter Ward
1. The Bardogs – Southern Soul
2. Nitrate – Renegade
3. Bon Jovi – 100,000,000 Bon Jovi Fans Can’t
Be Wrong
4. Danger Danger – Danger Danger
5. FM – Tough It Out (Remastered)
Paul Monkhouse
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Samantha Fish – Faster
Espirit D’Air – 10th Anniversary Live
Troy Redfern – The Fire Cosmic
Deep Purple – Live At Montrreux 2011
Kraftwerk – Autobahn
Ian Peter Hood

Lionheart – The Reality Of Miracles
Running Wild – Blood On Blood
Wytch Hazel – 111:Pentecost
Dead Of Night – In Search Of Ancient
Magic
5. Chris Ousey – Dream Machine
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pete Arnett
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Little Finger – Big Finish
SPEKTRA – Overload
Brother Firetribe – Feel The Burn
Gary Numan – Intruder
Second Reign – Gravity
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THE MENTULLS
Interview by James Gaden
The Mentulls have built a solid following over
the years, with their ‘Reflections’ album being
particularly well received. Their latest effort,
‘Recipe For Change’ however, is just that with the
group recording with a new vocalist, taking a new
direction and a new approach to making records.
Fireworks chatted with guitarist Andrew Pipe to
hear the story.

want. I co-produced the album with Wayne Proctor, who plays drums
on the album, and he owns a great studio. He was able to lay drums
down at his place and get a really great sound, so it wasn’t like it hindered
our creative process. It was probably better doing it that way.
Is that going to influence how you make future albums?
Possibly yeah… being the guitar player, I like the freedom of doing as
many takes as possible; sometimes I would just record the whole thing,
then scratch it and do it again. I think this sort of album, some classic
albums from the late 70s and 80s, which we drew a lot of inspiration
from, bands like Toto, Genesis, Rush... they made layered records with
lots of synths and guitar parts, so it was nice to be able to experiment
with that and do what we wanted, go hog-wild with it.
Did David joining have a big impact on your writing?
He gave us more musical scope. He’s a great singer first and foremost,
but the big thing about him joining is his musical influences are just spot
on to ours. The Mentulls before he joined was a tight unit; it was me,
Jamie and our then drummer Nick and we’d toured together for seven
or eight years. Bringing someone in, it has to be the right person, and
Dave has the right influences. We knew from the first audition with him,
all his favourite bands are the same as ours. When it came to writing and
recording we could reference things, and it was like we were all speaking
the same language.
Your press release states that the record evolved into
a concept album, which is unusual, most people start out
planning to write one, not doing it by accident!
[Laughs] Yeah, we never planned that, we started with the ideas
I’d had from a couple of years ago and when lockdown hit we started
writing via Zoom calls. There was one track where the concept really
came through, which was ‘Open My Eyes’. Basically, Jamie and I had the
idea years ago; I’d completely forgotten about it and I found it on a hard
drive. I played it on the Zoom chat, Dave heard it and wrote lyrics to it
right there on the call. The lyrics he wrote tied into a theme that was
emerging from a couple of other songs, about making a positive change
in life. So we ended up having a story of a person who changes things for
the better, moving from a city to a less pressure filled life in the country.
Once ‘Open Your Eyes’ put that across, all our other songs just seemed
to work together… the album artwork was then tied in with that.

Can you give us a brief history of the band for those who are
new to your work?
We formed around 2008, my brother Jamie and I, he plays keyboards
and we were sort of a duo back then, very young. I was about 13, he
was 16; we started playing local gigs then expanded with a drummer, we
slowly built a following. We released a couple of albums and then we put
out ‘Reflections’ in 2015; we did a couple of years’ worth of touring from
that. Recently we’ve added David Neil Crabtree as our singer and multiinstrumentalist, he joined in late 2018. We did about a year’s worth of
touring with David and then Covid hit, which is where the bulk of this
new album has taken shape. It’s been a long journey, but this album feels
like a clean slate for the band, it’s a change of direction and a new era.
Was lockdown the reason for making a new record or was
that always the plan?
It’s a bit of both. We were due to start recording drums on the
week the lockdown hit, so that was a bit touch and go. We hadn’t
got everything on the album planned out though; it was more just us
booking a day to see what happened. So we basically had to find a way to
keep recording from our own homes, doing everything remotely. A lot
of the writing process did happen during lockdown. I had a lot of musical
ideas from the past couple of years that I hoped would form an album,
but lockdown was what made us all bring it together. We had chance to
really think about what we wanted to do, what sort of album we wanted
to make… it was a chance to refresh the band.
Was it tough to work from home?
Definitely, it was weird. The studio environment, personally, I find
is quite fun and I like recording, whereas this was a bit more alien. I do
think there was a positive though because in a studio you’ve got budgets
to adhere to and you’ve always got time on your mind. When you’re in
your home studio you can stretch out, re-do takes as many times as you
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You’ve chosen to release it independently?
That’s right, our last album ‘Reflections’ was done independently
and we liked that, we like the freedom to do what we want. Obviously
there’s more outlay to start off, but it means if we want to do something
specific regarding the artwork or whatever, because we’re very hands
on, we can. That’s why we’re putting it out on vinyl. I’m an avid vinyl
collector and we’ve never really done vinyl before. This just screamed for
it, with the artwork and the kind of album it is, it does evoke a certain
era. We wanted a late 70s/early 80s influenced Melodic Rock album that
has a modern sound.
With you going the vinyl route, you have nine songs on the
record, all of which are good. Sometimes bands think because
a CD has 80 minutes it needs to be filled, whereas the bulk of
my favourite studio albums are about 40-45 minutes long.
That’s absolutely it, quality over quantity! My favourite album is
‘Argus’ by Wishbone Ash and that’s seven tracks. I’d rather have up to
ten amazing songs that all need to be on the album than pad things out
with filler.
You’ve actually got some dates coming up as well; you must
be dying to get back out on the road?
Oh yeah, it’s been a crazy time, it’s been creative but you miss that
connection with an audience. We’re really looking forward to playing –
it’ll be different because these songs are things we really want to be able
to recreate live. It’ll take some getting used to compared to how we
used to record, which was pretty much live in a studio, but we’ve been
rehearsing and the songs are sounding amazing. David did a year with us,
fans got to know him, but this will be his first chance to perform material
he sang and wrote originally. Fingers crossed everything goes ahead as
scheduled and we hope to see you there!
‘Recipe For Change’ by The Mentulls is released on 22nd
October.
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Interview by Ian Johnson
With album number thirteen ‘Wall Of Skulls’, Brainstorm return with a full on in-your-face Metal
juggernaut. Fireworks caught up with the band’s singer Andy B. Franck at home in Germany to ask
about the audio attack the band have created, why a first song is so important and what the difference
is between an engineer and a producer.
The new album is different from the last
Brainstorm release, ‘Midnight Ghost’, which
was your most critically acclaimed record to
date with fans and writers all saying it was
your best one. This time you haven’t tried to
copy that album, instead you seem to have
upped the melody quota with each track
drenched in hook-lines. Was it important
to keep the Brainstorm sound, but tweak it
enough to make it different?
Definitely… when we started on this album,
the intention was to record something different;
we didn’t just want to do another ‘Midnight
Ghost’. During writing and recording we
noticed that the songs were, on the whole,
faster and heavier than on the last album. I think
on ‘Wall…’ we brought back a lot of our old
Brainstorm trademarks, so some of the songs
have a kind of ‘Liquid Monster’/‘Memorial
Roots’ feel to them, which I love.
The other thing you notice almost
immediately is that even though you’ve lost
none of your heaviness, the songs are really
a lot of fun to listen to. Was this important
after Covid to show your fans that there’s
still joy in music?
Yes it was, but it’s so nice that we can still
surprise people with our thirteenth album.
We’re so proud that old and new fans have liked
what they’ve heard of the new record, and with
Covid stopping a lot of bands in their tracks, it’s
good that we can put out an album that people
seem to like a lot. We were supposed to start
recording last spring, but I got a call from Torsten
(Ihlenfeld, guitarist) who said, “Everything’s
on hold, we can’t meet up or work together
anymore”, so everything was rescheduled for
later in the year. I said to Torsten, “I think this
gives us an opportunity to go back and work
on the songs some more”, which is something
we’d never done before.
We could work on them to our heart’s
content to be honest, but there would always be
something that I wasn’t happy with, either with
my vocals or other parts of the songs. Covid
gave us the chance to re-work what we didn’t
like, and for the first time ever, we re-arranged
things and re-wrote parts of the tracks. Then I
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did something I’ve never done before; I deleted
all my vocal lines, everything I’d recorded.
The band couldn’t believe I’d done it and
they weren’t happy, but I said, “No, give me a
chance”. I re-wrote things and re-recorded my
vocals, and within six weeks everything was
re-done and they loved it. They couldn’t wait
to get back into the studio to record the songs
properly. To be honest, I think Covid has been
a bad and good thing. Usually you’re tied to a
cycle of album-tour-album and so on, but with
this pandemic, we musicians have been able to
work on our music a lot more than usual. I hope
with ‘Wall…’ that the extra time has paid off.
The songs on the whole aren’t long epics;
instead they have that short, sharp, in your
face attack that leaves you breathless after
listening to them. When you write your
albums, do you have a plan on which way
a song should go, or do they come more
naturally?
I’d say naturally, we don’t have a plan. We’re
a bunch of guys from Southern Germany, so we
never have a plan! [Laughs] The cool thing is
this, take ‘Glory Disappears’ as an example. At
first it was a seven, eight minute long song, but
after talking together we started to throw out
parts of it. We thought ‘Why don’t we do this
with it?’ or ‘do that’, and because of the extra
time we had, the usual epics we’re known for
became these four minute, heavy melodic tracks
that you hear on ‘Wall…’ The songs I think are
more about being straight forward and in your
face this time, and I really like that about them.
The opening track proper ‘Where Ravens
Fly’ really sets out what the band wanted to
do; is the first track on any album the most
important, the one that has to grab the fan
immediately?
Oh definitely, 100% yes. When I was
growing up listening to bands like Judas Priest
and Iron Maiden, the opening track had to grab
you as a listener. ‘Freewheel Burning’ or ‘Aces
High’… they went for the throat and were so
in your face, and we wanted a track like that.
‘Where Ravens Fly’ fits that bill, and if you
asked me to explain what Brainstorm are all
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about in 2021, that’s the track I’d play. All bands
try to do this, and that song, which is a little
heavier and a little more melodic – I’d even say
a little bit melancholic – is the perfect song to
start our new album with.
The last question was about the opening
track being the attention grabber, but on
‘Wall OF Skulls’ you have twelve attention
grabbers. You’ve worked hard to put
everything that makes a great Brainstorm
song into every track. How long did it take to
write the album, and with Covid, did it take
longer because of the problems it threw your
way?
Actually, the first version was all done
by February 2020, and we’d even started to
practice the songs together. Then the pandemic
hit, which put everything on hold, and because I
re-did all my vocals it took another five months
to get everything done again.
‘Cold Embrace’ is the bonus track on the
limited edition version. Why leave such a
great song off the standard album?
Good question [Laughs] and a difficult one
to answer. We write the songs, then decide the
running order and then choose which track is
going to be the bonus track. But that sets friends
against friends because usually, we all have a
different choice in mind. If you’d asked all of
us, three would probably have said that ‘Cold
Embrace’ shouldn’t be a bonus track, but out of
all of the songs, it’s probably the one we rate at
99.999%, whilst the others are 100%. Actually,
we don’t write bonus tracks, we just write
songs and one or two have to become bonus
songs. Even the record company was shocked
we’d left it off the main album, but honestly,
we never write a song so it can be used as a
bonus. All our songs are special to us and it’s
that very small margin that makes this or that
track a bonus track.
Tell us about using guest singers. For the
first time in your history you’ve got Rage’s
Peavy Wagner and your producer (Seeb
Levermann of Orden Ogan) singing on the
album. Where did that idea come from?
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I’ve had the idea of doing this in my head
for years, but we’re not the kind of band that
would use a guest singer just for the sake
of it, it has to make sense for us to do it. So
I was talking with Seeb about how a guest
singer could sing this or that part of a song,
and he asked, “Who have you got in mind?”
I mentioned a few names, but he said “Andy,
why do you always think of American or
British singers, why not ask someone who
lives virtually next door?” I asked “Who?”,
and that’s how Peavy got involved. I’ve known
him for years and when Seeb reminded me of
him I thought, ‘Yeah, what a great choice.’ So
I phoned him and said “Hey, would you like to
sing on our new album?” and he was like, “Of
course, yeah, I’d love to!” So one of our oldest
friends was on the record, but I said to Seeb,
“If we’re going to have a German Metal icon
on the album, we also need a new one”, and
that’s how Seeb got involved. I had to do a little
persuading, but he did it in the end and I‘m so
pleased to have these two wonderful guys on
our album; it‘s so cool.
Seeb Levermann has given you a very
powerful, forceful sound that really suits the
music of Brainstorm; you must be pleased
with how the album sounds?
We are. Two things though; firstly,
whenever we work with Seeb, he immediately
becomes the sixth member of Brainstorm,
that’s so important to us. Secondly, and I
mean no disrespect, but in the past other
people we’ve worked with have recorded
us, but Seeb has produced us, that’s a subtle
difference. He’s a producer because he works
with us. He’s the person who listens to me
sing and who’ll wait while I sing the same
sentence over and over again. He’d say “No,
go again” and this would go on for ages. I’d
get angry and say “Seeb, its good” and he’d
say “No it’s not”, and he’d pick out the word
or the line I wasn’t singing right. He’d take
me into the booth and play back what I’d
been doing, and you could tell it wasn’t right.
That to me is the mark of a great producer,
he hears things others don’t, and as a singer
and musician himself, he knows how to get
the best out of each of us. That’s the difference
between an engineer and a producer.
You’re back on the road soon in Europe,
but what about the rest of the world, is that
possible yet?
You know what the funny thing is? Well…
it’s the European promoters. [Laughs] For
some reason they’re the ones who are being
hesitant when it comes to putting on shows.
The promoter in London always says, “Yeah,
come over, do some shows, no problem”, but
elsewhere it’s a wait and see thing. It seems to
be a six week thing as no one knows what will
happen six weeks from now, Covid could come
back and halt everything again. We just want to
tour again, but not being mercenary about it, it
has to make sense financially for bands to tour.
Touring to less than half capacity crowds won’t
cut it, and until we can have full venues again, a
lot of acts won’t risk it. We’re doing a few dates
and hopefully more in the future, but just like
your readers, I don’t just want to get back on
stage. I want to go see a Metal band because
that always gets your heart racing and blood
pumping; it’s the power of music.
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Geezer Butler
Interview by Mick Burgess
As bassist with Black Sabbath, Geezer Butler is a true legend
of Heavy Metal, a status assured thanks to his thunderous
basslines anchoring many a classic song. Moving in a more
contemporary direction, he forged a solo career outside of
Sabbath that saw him looking forwards, rather than backwards.
With his newly released collection, ‘Manipulations Of The Mind’,
pulling together all his solo releases and adding a disc of rarities,
Fireworks called him up to talk.
How
has
Covid
impacted on you over the
last year or so?
From January 2020 until
May 2021 was the longest
time I hadn’t travelled
internationally since 1970.
I hadn’t seen my son James,
who lives in London, from
Christmas 2019 until June
of this year, which was very
stressful. I did travel around
the western United States
quite a lot and I bought a
house in Park City, Utah,
which I visited for months
on end. That kept me sane.
Luckily my grandkids live
near me in the L.A. area, so
I saw a lot of them and they
did visit me in Utah too. I
also read tons of books and
watched lots of TV.

as GZR and Geezer
between 1995 and 2005,
together with a disc
of rarities. Were you
involved in pulling all of
this together?
I was mainly involved in
the ‘Best Of’CD compilation
and the ‘rarities’ CD, as well
as the silly photographs we
had of the recording sessions.

How did you feel when
you listened to these
songs again? Did it seem
as though over 25 years
had passed since you
started your solo career?
It blew me away to think
of how fast the time has
gone… quite frightening
really. It was good hearing
the songs again though and
remembering the fun we had
Has the downtime writing and recording the
given you the opportunity stuff.
to do something that
Back in 2005, when
normally
you
just
wouldn’t have the time you first started with
GZR, was it important
to do?
Yes, I finally started to you to do something
different
writing my memoir, which completely
I’ve kept putting off over the from your Black Sabbath
past and look forward?
past five years.
I didn’t want to attempt
You have just re- a sound alike Sabbath album;
released your entire solo that would’ve been pointless.
work in one collection I just did the songs I felt like
called
‘Manipulations writing at that time, free
Of The Mind’. Is this of the expectations of a
something that you’ve Sabbath album. It felt good
planned on doing for and liberating at the same
time.
some time?
I hadn’t really thought
Did you find that
about it, but when my wife
Sabbath
and manager Gloria was long-standing
talking to BMG about the fans were receptive to
Sabbath deluxe releases and you heading in a more
they asked if I’d be interested contemporary direction
when
you
in a box set and ‘Best of’CD musically
of my solo releases, I thought released ‘Plastic Planet’?
Some of them were
it was a great idea. They have
others
also released vinyl versions complimentary;
of the three solo albums too. thought I’d gone “too heavy”.
I was writing for myself, not
It features the three to please anyone else, but I
albums that you released was grateful that some fans
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liked what I was doing.
How did Burton C.
Bell from Fear Factory
get involved with GZR?
I heard the Fear Factory
album and liked how Burton
could switch from very
aggressive vocals to more
melodic vocals where the
song needed it.
What did you feel that
he brought to the music?
He brought aggressiveness
and a sense of melody to the
music which I loved, and he
was a great guy to work with.
Deen
Castronovo
played drums on the
album. He’s such a
versatile drummer and
can play across many
genres... was that one of
the reasons you brought
him in?
I had recorded an Ozzy
album with him on drums.
I played him some demos
of my solo stuff and he
offered to play drums on
the recording sessions, so he
ended up playing drums with
me.
Did you know at that
time that he was also an
incredible singer?
No! Not at all, not until
much later.
Peter ‘Pedro’ Howse
was with you across your
whole solo journey. What
was it about Peter that
worked so well for you?
Pedro is my nephew
and he had a Thrash Metal
band in Birmingham called
Crazy Angel. I really liked
what he was writing and
we had a great time writing
and recording together.
He was very dedicated and
determined to do a great job.
He truly loves the songs we
wrote together.
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Was your approach to
song writing similar to the
way you wrote in Sabbath,
or did you have to adapt to
a new working environment?
It was totally different to
Sabbath. With Sabbath, we’d
go to a rehearsal place, jam for
hours and see what would come
out. With my stuff, the writing
was all done in my home studio
with just me and Pedro and
eventually Burton or Clark. The
drums would be the last thing,
when we were actually recording.
Were you able to expand
your lyrical vison on the
album compared to what
you were writing in Sabbath?
Could you look at different
issues and themes in a way
that you couldn’t before?
Yes,
the
lyrics
were
much more personal, about
childhood, hobbies, TV shows,
homelessness,
addiction,
depression… and some fun lyrics
about Batman and Elvis!
Was it strange working
with different musicians so
closely after so long working
with Tony Iommi?
It would have been, had it
not been for my nephew Pedro.
I didn’t want the bother of other
guitarist’s egos or having to
change to their version of what
my songs should be. Tony is
unique. We had a unique working
relationship when we’d jam; it
was almost psychic the way we
would know what each other
was thinking.

Why didn’t Burton sing on
this one?
He was very busy with Fear
Factory and I had to fit it in
between Ozzy and Sabbath
commitments so he wasn’t able
to do the next album.
Clark Brown replaced
Burton.
Did you hold
auditions
or
was
he
recommended to you?
I auditioned a few people, but
Clark was recommended to me.
He fit the bill and was partial
to fun and games and things of
humour, so he fit right in with us.

Did having Clark in the
band enable you to grow
musically and take the music
into different directions?
No, since Pedro and/or I
Paul
Northfield,
who would write the basic songs
has worked with the likes before Clark got involved.
of Rush, co-produced the
album with you. How did he
When you returned to
shape the album?
Sabbath in 1997, did your
When I did the Ozzy album, experience making your solo
Paul was the engineer, but he did records and working with
all the work shaping the sounds other musicians reinvigorate
on that album. I got on well with your feelings for Sabbath?
him and liked working with him,
It was always great playing
so it was great when he agreed with Sabbath, nothing could ever
to work on my solo stuff. He come close. We had virtually,
brought out the best of us in and certainly musically, grown up
what short time we had in the together. It’s always like coming
studio.
home.
The follow up, ‘Black
Science’, was released under
the name Geezer. Why the
change?
A lot of people had mistaken
GZR for GNR, the abbreviation
for Guns N’ Roses, or GZA, the
Rapper, so with Clark coming in
I decided to change it to Geezer.
I should have called it Geezer
Butler from the beginning, but I
didn’t.
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You still had time for
one more solo record and
released ‘Ohmwork’ under
the GZR moniker in 2005.
How do you feel that this had
progressed from your first
solo record 10 years earlier?
It wasn’t really a progression
as much as an extension. I had
moved to the USA by then and
much of the music was written
on my own, in my basement. So
I had to fly Pedro and Clark in
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You’re also releasing a
to St. Louis where Chad E Smith,
the drummer, was from and compilation called ‘The Very
Best Of Geezer Butler’. Was
where we recorded the album.
it tricky for you deciding
The fourth disc in this new what to include and what to
set is a collection of rarities. leave out?
Of course, it’s always hard
Are you a careful curator of
your own archives, or did you leaving songs off as they may
stumble across a box of stuff have a peculiar memory of when
they were written or recorded,
in your attic?
It was a bloody nightmare! but I wanted to vary it equally
All our demos were on ADAT’s between Burton and Clark
and DAT’s and they had all where possible.
disappeared over the years from
Do you have any video
moving houses and countries.
Luckily, or unluckily, Pedro had footage of GZR/Geezer that
some cassettes of some of the you might release one day?
No, unfortunately there is
demos, so I had to use that.
nothing that I’m aware of.
Definitely not for audiophiles!
Did you encounter any
problems with the source
tapes when you played them
back for the first time, or
were they in pretty good
condition?
BMG tracked them down as
the original record company had
closed down, but we had no real
problems with the master tapes
for the albums.
Do you feel that this having
these
demos,
alternate
takes, bonus tracks and live
songs nicely rounds off this
collection?
I would have loved to have
found the ADAT’s and DAT’s and
Mini Discs, so the audio quality
could have been much better, but
I do think they add something
extra to the collection.

Is Deadland Ritual, the
project
featuring
Steve
Stevens still on the cards?
It’s on indefinite hiatus.
Could you release the
songs that you had written
and recorded up until then
at some point?
Deadland had an album worth
of material written... maybe it
will be released someday.

What’s next for you? What
plans have you got both
musically and personally
over the coming months and
do you hope to return to
playing live at some point?
I have to finish my memoir…
that’s my priority. I very much
doubt I’ll be playing live anytime
soon or in the future. Maybe
another Geezer Butler album,
Is there anything else in but time waits for no-one.
the archives or is everything
‘Manipulations Of The
now officially released?
There’s quite a lot of stuff Mind – The Complete
in various states of finality... Collection’ is out now on
whether they’ll see the light of BMG.
day, who knows.
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RORY GALLAGHER
Interview by Ken Roberts
After the breakup of Taste in 1970, the
following year saw the late, great Irish
Blues/Rock guitarist Rory Gallagher release
his eponymous debut solo album. Joined by
Gerry McAvoy (bass) and Wilgar Campbell
(drums) it was a momentous event, not only
for the Irish music scene, but for the Hard
Rock world in general. In celebration of that
groundbreaking release, UMC are releasing
a special 50th Anniversary Box Set version.
Fireworks hooked up with Gerry at his
home in France to talk about the recording
of the album and the years he spent playing
with Rory.

You played bass guitar with Rory Gallagher for 21 years and
are featured on all his solo albums, what is the one memory of
your time with him that stands out the most prominently for you?
That’s a difficult one as there are so many, but probably the first
album; Rory’s first solo album. That was a turning point for me…
I was just a kid, I was only 19. I got a call from Rory in January
1971 to come over and do some rehearsals with him in London. I
went back home to Belfast and didn’t hear anything for a couple
of weeks, but then I got another call from Rory to come and make
an album.
You supported Taste when you were in Deep Joy, was that how
you first met Rory?
No I met him before that, when Taste came up to play just outside
of Belfast. You would often see Rory walking around and because
of the way he looked, he was a bit of a star; people would go “Wow
that’s Mr. Gallagher!” There was a music store in Belfast that had an
amazing range of guitars, and all the budding young musicians would
get there on a Saturday morning hoping to pick up a guitar and try it
out before the branch manager caught you. I walked in one Saturday
morning and there was Rory sat in the corner trying out an acoustic
guitar; he was a bit of a known personality in Belfast so I just plucked
up the courage to go and say hello to him. He was so polite and said
“Sit down” and we had a chat for ten minutes or so. I told him that I
was trying to get a band together and asked him
if he had any advice and he said, “Rehearse, get
as many people as you can and rehearse”.
The band’s debut album ‘Rory Gallagher’
has many great songs but the beautiful and
epic ‘I Fall Apart’ is a real standout for
many, do you have a favorite track from that
album?
Yeah, I love most of the tracks on that album,
but ‘Laundromat’ is the one that stands out for
me, and the reason is that we rehearsed most
of the songs before we went into the studio to
record them. However, Rory just came into
the studio one morning and said “Let’s try this
out”, and he just started playing the riff. We all
went “Wow what a riff!” so that track stands
out for me. Plus there’s a bass guitar mistake
on that track but Rory kept that particular
take as the performance was so good.
‘For The Last Time’ and ‘Sinner Boy”
have amazing driving bass and drum
beats, a feature of Rory’s music which
gives a real feel of live improvisation, was
that how the songs evolved?
Yes that’s how the songs evolved. There
was a certain structure with the songs and
we rehearsed to that structure; Rory world
never come with a plan A, B or C. He
would just start playing a song he wanted to
rehearse, and because I had played guitar
before I could see what chord progressions
he was playing so we just joined in and
the songs got tighter and tighter. Even
in the recording process there was quite
a bit of improvisation. It was all to do
with getting the performance; Rory just
wanted the performance.
The first album was recorded
in 1971 at the Advision Studios
and ‘Advision Jam’ is one of the
additional tracks that will be part
of the amazing box set release to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of
this release, what are your memories
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of the recording sessions?
I haven’t heard the songs yet,
so it’s all new to me which is
pleasant. There was a lot of stuff
recorded and so I am waiting for
the tracks. A lot of it would be
from the warm up sessions. First
thing in the morning we would
often just jam.
This new release also has a
live album taken from a BBC
session and a DVD of your first
concert which was in Paris,
what memories do you have of
those two events?
I remember the Paris one,
it was our first ever gig and it
was filmed for a TV show (Pop
Deux)… talk about being thrown
in at the deep end! It was in the
basement of a famous theater in
Paris. It was fairly loose, I had
a great time. After the pressure
of the breakup of Taste,
Rory had this new freedom
and so there was a lot
of smiling faces. I was
embarrassed as I was just
19 and I was playing with
Rory Gallagher on a TV
show.

and Rory would always sit in
the passenger seat of the car.
However, if he was tired he
would want to get his head down
and he would ask if anyone
wanted to ride shotgun, just like
in the westerns.
In 1978 you became a power
trio again and the ‘Shadow
Play’ tour was an amazing high
energy experience with over
three hours of Blues music; did
you feel that energy when you
played with Rory during those
marathon gigs?
Absolutely,
it’s
the
interaction between audience
and band. Rory was a master
showman, he knew exactly
what song to play at what time.
The intensity of the shows was
insane. Of course, we had Ted
McKenna on that tour, he was

board. It was special to feel
the appreciation of the Belfast
people because no one else was
coming, they were starved of
music.
Some of the world’s
greatest ever guitar players
such as Jimmy Page, Jimi
Hendrix, Eric Clapton and
Slash have all paid tribute
to Rory over the years, when
were you first aware of just
how special he was?
I became aware when I was
16 when I saw him in Taste,
I could play the guitar but
I couldn’t play like him. To
stand in front of him as a small
kid in Belfast and watch his
dexterity it was like “Wow, this
is something special.” As the
years went on Rory improved,
but what he had thirty years

Your autobiography is
entitled ‘Riding Shotgun’,
is that a reference to your
relationship with Rory?
Yeah… it’s because the band
would travel around in a car
FIREWORKS

Each year they have the
Rory Gallagher International
Tribute Festival in his
birthplace Ballyshannon, how
does it feel for you to be a key
part of that special event?
It is fantastic, especially with
all the young people that come
and the volunteers. It’s a great
weekend. As you walk down the
street you hear music coming
from every bar.
Who are your main
musical influences?
I grew up in the 60s
and I loved The Shadows
and I wanted to be a
Shadow basically. Then
along came The Beatles,
I loved them too. When
I started to play the bass
guitar I listened to Paul
McCartney a lot because
of his bass lines, one of
the best bass players ever.
Then as I grew up I got
more into the Blues like
Eric Clapton and Muddy
Waters. Then there is
Jack Bruce and from
Tamla Motown there’s
James Jamerson, he was
very inspirational for me.

What one thing should
we all know about Rory
as a person?
If anyone ever met Rory
they would tell you the
same thing as I will, that he
was the perfect gentleman.
Rory was a lovely human
being, his spirit was that of
a nice person.
What was it like being
19 and playing at the
famous Whisky a Go Go
in Los Angeles?
We arrived in Los
Angeles and a limousine picked
us up at the airport. As we drove
down Sunset Strip I said “Wow
I have seen this in the moves”,
it was amazing. We played
five nights there; the support
band, Boomerang, had Carmine
Appice on the drums and the
keyboard player was Mark Stein
from Vanilla Fudge too. On
Tuesday night there were only
twenty people there but by the
Saturday they had to close the
doors because it was packed, all
just by word of mouth.

Rory albums and I decided I
wanted to take a band on tour,
to go out on the road and to
air those songs again. I had to
have the right people of course,
so I got in touch with Ted and
Marcel. Ted was lecturing at
college and I had met Marcel
a few years earlier. So since
2012 we have been doing that,
the band has of course changed
over the years.

a monster drummer. All the line
ups were great, but that one has
a special place in my heart.
It is well documented
that the band continued to
play live during the troubles
in Northern Island during
the 1970s, being a native of
Belfast what did that mean
to you?
It was my city and it was
so important but it could be
worrying as well. What it
created was a meeting place,
a coming together for all
religions. It didn’t matter if
you were Catholic, Protestant
or Jewish; everyone came to
the Ulster Hall for those shows.
Rory, the band and the road
crew took that challenge on
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later wasn’t that much different
from what he had back then,
he was brilliant! When you
think back to Taste at the Isle
of Wight, they were such an
amazing band. It’s a shame they
split up but then again I would
never have had my chance if
they hadn’t.
Many years after Rory
sadly left us you formed
the Band Of Friends with
Ted McKenna and Marcel
Scherpenzeel to celebrate the
music of Rory Gallagher, how
important was that to you?
The reason this came about
was because I busted out my old
stereo when I moved to France;
I had forgotten just how good
vinyl sounded. I played my old
AUTUMN

When and why did
you move to live in France?
My wife is French. I have
always loved France so when
the opportunity came to move
just before we got married
I jumped at it. I don’t have
a ‘nine to five’ job and so I
realized I could live anywhere.
Rory Gallagher’s 1971
eponymous debut album 50th
Anniversary Edition box set is
set for release September 3
Available as a CD+1DVD
deluxe box set, 2CD, limited
edition 3LP, limited edition
1LP neon orange vinyl,
super deluxe digital, deluxe
digital HD, and deluxe digital
standard.
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JOE BONAMASSA
Interview by Steve Swift
Photo by Eleanor Jane

“You wanna be Doritos, you don’t wanna be the Tesco brand tortilla chips.”
Joe Bonamassa knows himself, his audience and the music he plays. He doesn’t look
at the business in the same way that others do; not for him the lump a year, retread
music it’s so easy to fall into… he makes the music he wants to make and thinks
about it differently. Last time Fireworks spoke to him, for the ‘Royal Tea’ album, he
was writing with Bernie Marsden at Abbey Road to see just how London affected the
songs, but he was also interested to do the same in New York. And now we have ‘Time
Clocks’, another wonderful album that pulls together so much of his music.
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“It’s different every time. And at the end of the day, they’re
snapshots in time that end up just being records. The idea was to
do the record (‘Royal Tea’) in London and we had such a blast that
month, little did I know that the whole world would cease to exist.
It was a great experience recording in Abbey Road. As expected
and with the strength of that, that absolutely got me thinking that
I definitely want to do the same thing in New York City. I have
a place in New York, I’ve been living there off and on; there’s a
real energy to the city and in the studio situation, there’s a real
tightness to it. I don’t think there’s a (recording) room in New
York City the size of Abbey Road Studios, so the Hit Factory
is small, you got what you got. That’s the New York mentality,
you got what you got. That’s why we ended up cutting it as a
three piece and adding on; if it sounded good as a three piece we
kept it, but what was supposed to be a three piece record turned
out to be my most adventurous ever. At the end of the day there
are no rules, and even the best made plans sometimes turn into
something else.”
But whatever he does, there’s an absolute assurance that this is
absolutely what he wants to do.
“You’re in control of your own destiny, you know what
I mean? And you don’t know until after the record’s done and
you’re like, ‘Okay, I like it.’ I’m at a stage in my career where it
doesn’t really matter because I’ve done so many different styles,
so many different collaborations. I’ve run the gamut, so if I’m just
gonna rehash the same old crap then why bother wasting tape?”
‘Notches’ has a wistful feel to it, all those references to miles
under my wheels.
“That’s the first single; I’m thrilled with the way that it came
out. I wrote that with my friend Charlie Starr for Blackberry
Smoke and I pitched him on this kind of Moroccan riff.”
It does pause for a tabla breakdown and the video is a thing of
beauty, sweet and funny too. The song hasn’t taken on much of
the fabled New York rush though, Joe again not doing what you
expect, thank goodness.
“If New York was the same as it was two years ago, well
maybe. When we did it, New York was slowly coming back, but
compared to where it was a year ago, it was 100% way better.
That’s a good thing. When we were there in the winter it was
kinda coming back but it was still winter; you still get the feel of
the city, it’s still buzzing. Kinda like London, you can shut it down
all you want, but it’s still kinda buzzing. We did that in January
and it’s now almost August. We’re about to tour and I’ve done
two records (since then)… Joanne Shaw Taylor and we did Jimmy
Hall. You gotta challenge yourself or you can just easily coast.
I’m not as bullish as I was 10, 15 years ago; 10, 15 years ago I
had chips on both shoulders and I was daring people to knock ‘em
off. Now I don’t seek relevancy, I’m not sitting here with a team
thinking what TikTok gimmick can we come up with? I never
was relevant, to the chagrin of others. [Laughs] What do you do
at age 44, other than better yourself, make the best record you can
and service the fans that have stayed with you? I don’t know what
these songs are gonna sound like live, that’s October’s problem; I
go by months. The nine shows we’re doing as a three piece, that’s
August’s problem. October’s problem is trying to make head or
tails of a very ambitious record for a seven piece band.”
And the single does have that feeling that it wants to go over
there where the Classic Rock is happening but Joe just keeps it
with one foot in the Blues. The album often sounds like ambition
and talent corralled to the service of the music.
“It’s a little bit of everything we’ve done. That wasn’t the intent;
it just came out that way and to see what New York would do.
Kevin (Shirley, producer) took all of the tracks back to Australia
with him once my bits were done. It was such a long distance
between New York and Australia; it was really on him to finish it
and he did a great job. I wasn’t intimately involved in that at all,
I didn’t really hear it until it was done. There are not too many
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changes; that’s one way of doing a record.”
With the pandemic and lockdown now hopefully tapering
off, it’s a prism through which to see the feeling of time passing,
surely a main theme of the album?
“The song ‘Time Clocks’ I wrote during the sessions for ‘Royal
Tea’ and I sang it very late at night in a hotel room. I kinda wrote
the lyrics via stream of consciousness, but I’ve never been a good
puncher of time clocks. I’ve never had good timing. I’ve never
had great timing in relationships… I’ve never had great timing
in anything, so I think a lot of people can relate to that. That’s
the metaphor for the whole record, that’s the whole metaphor
for reflections on life. A song like ‘Notches’… Charlie Starr had
that hook, notches on my walking stick. He was fortuitous in his
thoughts… we’ve both been around for a long time doing a lotta
miles and a lot of times with different artists. You get to a certain
age… I’m starting to experience that for the first time where in
certain circles you’re disposable, you’ve run out your shelf life.
And when you’re 29 or 30 you’re like, ‘I’m gonna do this forever’,
and then somebody calls you a boomer and you’re like, ‘Wait a
minute, maybe I am!’ But at the end of the day, everybody has that
time in their career where it appears that your shelf life is up. To
me I’ve been cognisant of that, I’ve seen others go through it and
I’m starting to experience it myself. And what I always say is that
if you keep on making good records and persevere through those
years, you come out the other side knowing what you know but
never wavering in quality and your resolve. That’s the metaphor
for ‘Time Clocks’.”
And he pushes through without any real worries about the
music biz. He’s very clear on the subject.
“Instagram for example… two people can play the exact same
thing on the exact same guitar on the exact same amp in the exact
same way; one person’s new, exciting, young and hip, the other
one’s Joe Bonamassa. Joe Bonamassa is kicked around; the new
young hip gets all the emojis – ‘fuck you!’ because you have no
idea what you’re talking about at that point, all you’re doing is
reacting to what you think is relevant. That doesn’t bug me, I’m
just aware of it and it is what it is. I’m lucky in my career, I’ve sold
millions of records and toured the world, sold out every single
venue I ever wanted to play – I’m good! What do I care, I put out a
record I enjoy. People say, ‘He sounds like Eric Clapton or Robert
Johnson’… do I put my hands up and say, ‘Make a citizen’s arrest,
take me away?’…somebody likes it. At the end of the day you
have to be conformable with who you are; you can never ever,
ever be universally liked.”
And although he says he doesn’t have great timing, he makes it
work for himself by not adhering to it.
“Exactly, I’ll do it when I want, if I want. There are no rules,
it’s how you market yourself and how you put yourself out there.
It’s like second nature; people are ‘What if I get cancelled?’ –
why am I gonna get cancelled for making a Blues Rock record?
‘What if I become a meme?’– there’s a thousand memes about
me. Do I care? No! It doesn’t really matter because when people
spend their time on negativity, they’re not spending time, if
they’re musicians, on shit that matters and could move the needle
for them going forward. You’ve gotta be clear who you are as
advertised; try not to use the same tonality of language others use
that seems to resonate with their audience. That’s not gonna work
for your audience, the fans understand that.”
We do and we continue to find Joe’s music, approach and
honesty wonderful. It is about how you put yourself out there…
pass the Doritos!
Joe Bonamassa’s new album “Time Clocks” is released by
Provogue/Mascot Label Group on October 15th.
Further info: www.mascotlabelgroup.com and
www.jbonamassa.com
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When did you first realise
you wanted to have a career in
music?
My whole life, since I was
a little kid, I was a bit of an
oddball – frequently described
as creatively eccentric – so I
struggled to fit in and make
friends as the usual weird kid
trope usually goes. Reading
was an addiction, fiction was
my escapism and I absorbed
everything. I loved creating
characters and telling stories
and my dream career was to be
a writer, so I took every path
and opportunity to pursue that
but when I finally hit college to
study creative writing, I realised
I still wasn›t fully scratching that
creative itch and that something
was missing. My health had also
started deteriorating and I was
just unhappy in life, so I dropped
out of college. I›ve been part of
the local music scene for over
a decade as music had always
been part of my upbringing, and
as a musician and music lover,
moving from London to a small
town where there is no music
scene was a really difficult
transition. So I was naturally
drawn to the local Coventry
music scene as soon as I heard
about it. I’ve gone to gigs there
since I was about 12 and had
been in bands for fun since 13 –
releasing my first EP just after I
left school – but I wasn’t active
as a working musician in the
scene until after I left college.
Chronic illness and depression
caused me to lose my love for
writing and I felt generally lost
in life, so I started filling my
time with music and going to
see my friends’ bands perform
which reminded me how much
I missed playing. I’d spent years
in the scene helping promote
my friends’ bands and organise
events, but never had the time
or confidence to perform my
original material. I flirted with
a few open mics; then went to
see my mate’s band play. We
got to talking about how they
were doing a music performance
course at Warwickshire College
and I guess something in my
head just clicked. I ended
up doing two years studying
music performance there while
developing my own songwriting
skills which made me fall in
love with writing again. I then
decided to combine my love of
writing, storytelling and music
to create a concept EP and that
was my light-bulb moment. All I
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ACE AMBROSE
Interview by Bruce Mee

Being a massive Sci-Fi geek myself, it
was online discussing the merits – or in
my case, de-merits – of having a female
Doctor Who, that I first came into contact
with Ace Ambrose. We disagreed,
but had an intellectually illuminating
debate... and then I found out Ace was a
musician and songwriter, and listened to
her music – which I really enjoyed. The
influences of 70s Glam was prevalent,
but her life story is one I thought needed
to be told and required a bigger canvas.
Some of our greatest creators were what
one could call eccentrics; from Einstein
to a whole department put together
during World War II. The industry needs
people like Ace Ambrose, and I truly
hope whatever help Fireworks can give
will make her life and career that little
bit easier.
knew was that I wanted to take
the stories and characters in my
head that helped me navigate the
world and make them tangible
so I could connect with other
people who could relate to me…
music was my avenue towards
that. So I dove in head first, used
those contacts I’d spent years
building up to integrate myself
into the scene... and here we are.
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Who did you listen to
growing up, and who are your
influences?
I don’t think I listened to
much modern music till I was
10; my parents brought me
up on the music they grew up
with and loved from the 50s to
the 80s, so it was almost like I
grew up in those musical eras
because that’s all I’d been
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exposed to. I was brought up
listening to Elvis, Cliff Richard,
The Shadows, The Rat Pack;
a huge amount of Blues, Soul
and Gospel music – also, being
from a multicultural religious
background, church music had
been ingrained in me since I was
little. My grandparents also had
a huge influence as they were
very heavily into Opera and
Classical music, which for me
then segued into musical theatre
which definitely appealed to
my flare for the dramatic. I
discovered modern music when
I started school and after making
friends with the alternative
kids and local Metal-heads –
aka the ones who didn’t bully
me for being myself – I was
introduced to Rock music and I
fell in love.
All the artists I grew up on
influenced the music I make now;
it’s why I class myself as a multigenre artist because my music is
centred around storytelling and
the genre of a song I write is
usually tailored around the story
I’m trying to tell. When it comes
to how I was influenced into the
person I am now, the punks and
Glam rockers of the 80s were
at the forefront. I was obsessed
with the sound, aesthetic and
showmanship of Aerosmith, Bon
Jovi, Motley Crüe, Alice Cooper
and Billy Idol, but was always
told that Rock music wasn’t for
girls like me. By ‘like me’ it
was implied that being a queer
person of colour and a girl was
somehow a valid reason to be
excluded from the scene, even
though it was initially people just
like me who originated the genre.
When I did my own research
and discovered artists like Sister
Rosetta Tharpe, Tina Bell, Suzi
Quatro, Joan Jett… all these
amazing women who were told
by gatekeeping, closed-minded
elitists that they couldn’t play
the music they loved because of
the body they were born in but
then did it anyway and ended
up pioneering the genre, making
space for people like me. I owe
so much of who I am and get to
be to them.
Your screen name ‘Ace’
comes from The Doctor’s
assistant played by Sophie
Aldred, back in the days of
Sylvester McCoy in Dr Who.
How did your love for this
programme happen, and what
influences did it bring to your
music?
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As I mentioned, I was an
incredibly weird kid – in the
best way. Due to having a multiethnic, multicultural, religiously
diverse background, I came
from a family of eccentrics. My
parents are from very different
walks of life and were rebels in
their own respect, choosing a
different path to their families
and allowing me to do the same.
I was very blessed in that regard
to have parents who, despite their
own beliefs, allowed me to forge
my own path and be whoever I
wanted. However, encouraging
my love for androgyny and
nerd culture, and allowing me
to pursue all creative avenues
left me very isolated because
my brain processes the world
differently. I realised that weird
kids get picked on because
people are scared of what they
don’t understand, and nobody
ever fully understood me or saw
the world the way I did which
was why writing and telling
stories helped me to connect
with the world. Then one day
when I was about 10, my mum
ordered the box set of classic
Doctor Who and I binge-watched
it all, from Hartnell to Tennant.
This character of the Doctor
just resonated with me; his
perception of reality due to the
trauma of his past. How he was
so comfortable and open with his
eccentricity and flamboyance,
praised for his intelligence
and love of knowledge,
always looking for the good in
humanity, passing through and
helping out. I’d never watched a
show and felt ‘so seen’. Not to
mention the music in the show is
unparalleled; it’s so powerful and
unlike anything I’d heard on TV
before, which is partially why
I love to create instrumentals
and incorporate the sounds of
choirs and orchestras into my
own music.
The show started influencing
my writing; it started with fan
fiction then I began writing songs
inspired by characters on the
show. Pretty much my entire first
EP ‘The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party’
was inspired by Doctor Who,
especially ‘The Trickster’, a song
inspired by a famous villain in
the Doctor Who Universe. That
EP was the first project I released
via an alter ego, ‘Ace Oddity’,
with a band I called Ace &The
Oddity – a tribute to both David
Bowie and Doctor Who using
the moniker of my favourite
DW companion ‘Ace’. She was
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a punk and a badass and I just
wanted to be her and approach
life with the same tenacity, so
I created a character around
myself that allowed me to be
the type of person that I needed
growing up. The band Ace &The
Oddity never gigged with any
of the songs we recorded as
that EP was just for fun and we
parted ways after school... so
it was a project that was on the
backburner for six years, until
now.
You currently work with
the BBC in Coventry &
Warwickshire... do you find
that’s an advantage when it
comes to opportunities in your
career?
Every opportunity I’ve had,
I’ve had to earn and work for.
My whole life nothing has been
easy or given to me. Getting
to this point in my career has
stemmed heavily from the
support I’ve had from the BBC
introducing me over the years,
which has been amazing and I’m
so grateful for their involvement.
I submitted my first EP for local
radio play in 2015, not expecting
them to actually like it enough to
broadcast, but they did and ever
since they’ve supported every
music release with radio play.
Then I got into radio myself
after having a few podcasts,
then I realised that a smart move
to progress in music was to go
the non-conventional route and
build contacts first because this
industry is all about who you
know. So I volunteered at local
stations, eventually working
my way up to co-hosting, then
getting offered my own show
on a Rock and Metal station
which led to recognition from
some of my musical heroes.
That gained me enough of a
reputation to start interviewing
artists I’d admired for years,
from The Snuts to Frank Turner.
I then started making friends
with artists and people in the
music industry on a professional
level which later gave me a
solid backbone of support when
releasing my own music.
It was that radio work
experience that led me to apply
for BBC ‘New Voices’ when the
opportunity arose in Coventry;
they were auditioning people to
come and tell their story for a
chance to have their own show.
I told the story behind a song
I’d written about knife crime –
something that affects the local
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community very heavily and is
a personally difficult topic due
to witnessing the extreme levels
of gang violence growing up
and losing people I cared about
to that life. As a result of the
audition, instead of receiving my
own show, I was chosen to be one
of the 21 faces of Coventry City
of Culture 2021 representing the
local music scene. Throughout
the year the BBC & City of
Culture are following my
journey as a musician who lives
with chronic illness, giving
me a platform for my activism
through
music
including
talking to tens of millions of
people on BBC Breakfast about
the effect of the pandemic on
the music industry, discussing
how the government could
better support creatives during
this time. I’m really passionate
about the things that affect me,
my family and communities
I’m part of, which is reflected
in my music. But being part of
such specific minority groups
means its difficult breaking into
the mainstream of an industry
that has been built around
excluding people like me,
hence why I’ve been incredibly
fortunate to have the support I’ve
received. It allowed me to reach
more people like me who were
looking for that representation,
and ultimately it’s allowing me
to give a voice to the untold
stories of the people society has
overlooked. My ultimate goal
with this project is to bring the
community together and put on
shows that encompass all the
genres that make up the local
scene – from Rock and Metal
to Blues, Ska, Jazz, Grime,
Rap, Pop, the songwriters,
buskers, choirs etc. – and
having the support of the BBC
has broadened the spectrum of
people I’m able to reach out to.
The music scene, no matter the
genre, are all so supportive of
each other which is important
now more than ever during a
global crisis that affects our
community so drastically.
You’ve been working on a
few albums this year... tell us
about what you are working
on these days?
I’ve been working on a lot
of projects, collaborations and
released a few singles, but I’m
currently working on a concept
album called ‘Doomsday Was
Yesterday’ which tells the story
of an Orwellian post-apocalyptic
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future set in a parallel 2020 in
which a virus devastates the
planet. The UK falls under
totalitarian regime and music/
creative expression is made
illegal after a peaceful concert
protest turns into a fatalistic riot
instigated by law enforcement,
but the government are also
hiding a much darker secret
that is yet to be revealed. I
actually came up with the
concept for the album a year
before the pandemic happened,
which is kind of surreal; my
friends joke that I have 20/20
vision because reality started to
prophetically mirror my story
– I decided to lean into it and
incorporate aspects of real life
and suddenly it gave this concept
more depth and purpose because
it became a coping mechanism to
deal with the real life pandemic.
I’m also ecstatic to announce
that I’m finally performing with
a full band. The last time I was
fronting a band was college and
everyone parted ways when that
ended, so I’ve been performing
my songs acoustically for several
years and never got to play the
songs from my EPs with a band.
I tried putting a band together
several times, but finding likeminded musicians who believe
in you enough to commit to
being in a band as a career is next
to impossible, and every band
fell apart before we even got to
play a show. Then the pandemic
hit and it seemed like I’d have
to start pursuing a new career,
but instead I focussed all my
energy into staying productive,
releasing music and working on a
future after the pandemic. Then a
couple months ago after my latest
single release, I reconnected
with two of my band mates from
college and suddenly everything
started falling into place. All I
needed was another guitarist and
a drummer, and luckily two lads
I went to school with who are
exceptional musicians and were
in a band together previously,
were up for helping me out. So
that became the resurrection of
Ace & The Oddity made up of
myself, Jack Tate, Kieren Healy,
Kieran Nikolich and Chris Tadd.
Safe to say, as soon as we started
jamming everybody instantly
clicked and the vibes were
immaculate. It’s hands down the
best band I’ve had the privilege
to be part of and it’s the first time
in years I’ve been genuinely
happy. Finally getting to be
surrounded by a group of people
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I’m both close friends with and also admire
as musicians is the best feeling, and after
only a few months together, we’re already
getting recognition and insanely huge
opportunities that are soon to be announced.
Unfortunately, Chris is moving away to go
to university meaning we will be bringing
in a new addition to the collective, Charlie
Hayward. But we still intend to continue
working with Chris; he’s a phenomenal talent
and one of the hardest working musicians I
know. Our first show together as a band was
for Godiva Calling and although we didn’t
win the battle of the bands, it was amazing to
be back on stage with a band after so many
years and the energy and reception from the
crowd made it all worth it.
The band is more than just a band outside
of the core members; The Oddity Collective
is a larger network of musicians and people
in the industry that I’ve been building for
the best part of a decade. All those useful
contacts, friends I’ve made and artists I’ve
worked with, have the option to become part
of the collective and once you’re in, you’re
in for as long as it suits you. It’s basically
a support network that acts as a platform
for people within it to progress and achieve
their goals with the support and help from
the rest of the collective. The first member
of the collective is my artistic partner in
crime and best mate, Curtis Cripps (aka
Nerdy & Niche Art), who has been my cocollaborator on the visual side of the Ace
Ambrose project over the last few years.
His ability to translate my concepts into
artistic format has been a major catalyst in
my progression as an artist; it allowed me
to portray myself how I wanted to be seen
and as a result, people started really seeing
me and understanding the stories. It’s very
rare to find people this talented with so
much potential that are also willing to work
hard enough to reach that potential. I’m still
baffled at how they believe in me enough
to commit to this journey. They’re also all
completely stark raving mad, charisma off
the scale and it’s so much fun.
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Some of your song titles are quite
esoteric... like ‘Jukebox Time Machine’
and ‘The Life And Death of Lady Fame’.
Where does your lyrical inspiration come
from?
As a long-time lover of literature and an
active writer for as long as I could write,
I’ve always been fascinated by words,
lyrics and use of language. Poetry and prose
were my first loves and my song-writing is
almost always conceptual. I sort of write
a story then write a song around the story
and characters, almost like a soundtrack to
the narrative. I’m also kind of a creative
sponge in that I’ll absorb everything that I
love and channel that back into my art. A
lot of that comes from immersing myself in
content from wordsmiths and lyricists that
resonate with me including Frank Turner,
David Bowie, Shotty Horroh, Dominic
Harrison (Yungblud), Joni Mitchell, Patti
Smith, Nina Simone, Janis Joplin, etc.
I adore the way classic Glam Rock and
Heavy Metal presented itself artistically
and lyrically; it’s an air of flamboyant
musicality that’s very rarely seen these days
from the intricately detailed album artwork
to the controversial wordplay and dynamic
track titles, something I tried to put across
in my own work in an ode to the art that
inspired me.
I’ve listened to quite a few of the songs
that you’ve have posted online, and have
been very impressed. Are we likely to see
a debut solo album anytime soon?
Very possibly yes. I’m working on
several concept albums first, but I do have
plans for an official Ace Ambrose album.
Although it’s described as a solo album,
I’ll still definitely be using the Oddity
Collective to put it together. For now, stay
tuned for ‘Doomsday Was Yesterday’.
Do you find barriers in your way,
being a young girl of foreign heritage in
the UK... never mind being a Sci-Fi geek
too?  I saw you posting some of the racist
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abuse you have received online, and it
was hard to fathom how people could
express such hate for someone they don’t
even know, just due to their skin colour.
Absolutely,
there
are
obstacles everywhere I turn. Whether it’s
bigotry from the industry professionals who
claim my worth is only valid as a diversity
card and my being a part of several minority
groups is the cause of my success instead
of my merit as an artist, to the general
racism, sexism, ableism and homophobia
that comes with being a disabled, queer,
non binary, multi-ethnic woman of colour
in society. When it comes to a bigot’s worst
nightmare and perfect target practise I tick
every box and I’ve faced a horrific amount
of hatred towards myself, my family and
the communities I’m part of but it’s made
me develop a thick skin. Being the odd
one out in every situation, every friendship
group, everywhere I’ve tried and failed to
fit in, is what led me to creating the Oddity
Collective. I just wanted to make a safe,
inclusive space for people like me; it’s
what I desperately needed growing up and
hopefully in creating a new culture of diverse
oddities of society, it will slowly become its
own society and the people within it will
thrive given the opportunity to embrace the
weird and wonderful things that society has
tried to suppress and squeeze out.
Abnormality has never been a bad thing,
we’re just conditioned to believe so and
suppress the parts of ourselves that make us
human. So here’s to being abnormal – long
live the oddities.

Music links:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram:
@aceambrosemusic
Spotify: Ace Ambrose
Band link
Instagram: @aceandtheoddity
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the amount of time it takes to write and the
emotional input, and it was just kind of heartbreaking.

Interview by Dave Scott
Photo by Mark Latham
Formed in 2017 and fronted by ex-Little Angels vocalist
Toby Jepson, Wayward Sons are a Hard Rock band from
the UK. The group have so far released two albums –
‘Ghosts Of Yet To Come’ (2017) and ‘The Truth Ain’t What
It Used To Be’ (2019) – and are now set to unleash their
third ‘Even Up The Score’ in October of this year. Fireworks
had a video call with the band’s singer to find out more
about the new album.
How have things been for you over the
last eighteen months?
It’s been tough… I think it was for every
musician in the country and everyone in the
creative arts, we have taken a particular type
of beating really. Our livelihoods and our sense
of ourselves is about creating things, and as a
musician you want to go out and play; it’s hard
to not be able to do that. That was the biggest
shock for me. In between all the Wayward Sons
stuff, I had acoustic shows and I was working on
a couple of projects that were European based –
film projects actually – and they all completely
stopped, literally as the first lockdown was
announced. Therefore, it was really difficult
but I am ever the pragmatist. I sort of feel
that whenever presented with a problem, as a
touring musician you have to learn to roll with
the punches. I reinvented myself online and did
as much as I possibly could to keep the feeling
up, keep in touch with the fans and develop that
relationship.
How did the idea for your Kitchen Busker
sessions come about?
Necessity is the mother of invention. I can
remember about a week into the lockdown, and
we were sort of facing real financial difficulties
at home. I was sat on my sofa just thinking it
through, I looked across at my guitar sat on
its stand and thought, “You know what, I’ve
got that and I’ve got the songs I’ve written”,
and it was a bit of a lightbulb moment. I was
like, “Well, I can play down my phone, I can
do that, there’s Facebook.” I may be an old
fart, but I do understand how to turn my phone
on. I started out just standing in front of my
kitchen table, phone on and we had a couple of
lights that we used for doing stuff, so we put
them on, and it just instantly worked. Midway
through the first season – we did twelve, maybe
thirteen performances, one every Thursday – I
was getting around 1,200-1,500 people, which
might not seem like a lot in the grand scheme of
things, but in reality, to get them to turn up every
Thursday, I thought was quite good. It went on
and on, and it rescued us really.
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You’ve had some lovely moments with it
as well – you mentioned the song ‘I Wanna
Be Loved By You’ – which saw you digging
out stuff you hadn’t played in decades.
It was unreal. I was going back listening to
all the Little Angels records for the first time,
properly, probably for the first time in twentyfive years. I was literally going, “Oh my
God, I had forgotten that song, what are the
chords?” I was trying to work it out, and the
cool thing about revisiting that track was that
it put me right back to the moment I wrote it.
I can remember the studio we were in when
we were working with Mike Fraser; all these
memories came flooding back, so I had a real
cathartic experience. There was quite a lot of
dark stuff… bad stuff associated with the Little
Angels as well as all the great stuff, and it was
a great way of revisiting all that and putting a
lot of it to bed. So, in a way, it has been quite an
emotional journey.
How has the pandemic affected Wayward
Sons specifically?
Massively because we came off the back
of the European tour with Steel Panther really
revved up having played to something like three
thousand people a night. We were feeling very
together, the songs were really beginning to mat
together; we’d had a good start because we’d
released a record and gone straight out with
Black Star Riders, and then we went straight
into Europe with Panther. We were playing in
front of lots of Rock fans and we hit the ground
running with that. We were coming back into
the UK with our second ever headline tour and
a new record, and of course, it all went to the
wall. We all felt the record was a strong one and
a good second step, but the sadness of it is that
we’ve been unable to promote or do anything
with it. It just disappeared into this vast digital
ocean which was really sad. For me, there’s
no sense of entitlement because I was in Little
Angels, I’m doing this because I want to do it
and it’s fun; at no point do I ever believe that I
have a right to be here. It’s more a case of the
amount of effort you put into making a record,
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Would you have naturally gone on to the
third record so quickly were it not for the
pandemic?
I had a conversation with Steve Strange and
Martin Tibbetts, my managers and agent, about
my frustrations with the modern promotion of
records. When I first entered the Rock & Roll
business, you made a record and toured it, then
made another one straight away. That was the
process, and you only have to look at Thin
Lizzy to see they were putting two records out
within twelve months. I don’t really know why
we’ve moved away from that; obviously, it has
something to do with consumption and the way
people look at music now. However, I still feel
that momentum does get lost if you lose time
between records. I said to Steve and Martin, “I
would like to record two records back-to-back,
and have the second and third one ready to go.”
Actually, it saved us really. When the pandemic
hit and ‘The Truth Ain’t What It Used To Be’
kind of disappeared, I was able to go back to the
hard drive of the thirty-two songs we recorded
during those sessions and look at the bones of
what we had left. None of those songs were
second-class songs compared to the ones on
the album, they just didn’t suit that collection
of songs… and that was always the intention,
to record two albums back-to-back. I’m a very
prolific writer; I went into the second record
with something like fifty-six working songs.
We kind of got into the place of “What the hell
are we going to do?”, so it was like, “We might
as well record as many as we possibly can”
with the intention of having them ready to do
something else. That’s what we did and I’m
really glad we did that. I also think this record
has benefitted because we had so much time to
think about it, to look at it from a distance, to
re-evaluate some of the tunes. I re-wrote some
lyrics and figured out the arrangements a bit
better… it was, strangely, a good process.
Bearing in mind you wrote the majority
of this material at the same time as your last
album, how does your new release compare
to the first two?
The one thing I feel very happy about is that
it feels very confident; I think that is the word
I would use more than anything else. The time
we spent together, the amount of time we have
been in the studio, the number of times we
have been in a rehearsal hall… we have done
a lot of gigs, it just feels confident. That to me
is the overriding factor about this record, it is a
confident band with, I think, a great set of songs.
More than anything else, I’m very pleased with
the songs.
I’ve seen you describe this as your “most
accessible” and “possibly most joyous” album.
Yes, without a doubt. I don’t quite know
why or how it happened, but I am very much an
instinctive person; I just trust it. The first album
was an amalgamation of quite a few things that
were going on, a couple of songs I co-wrote
live with Nic Wastell and that kind of worked,
but there was no real plan with that album. ‘The
Truth…’ was a very different beast, which was
me very angry about a lot of stuff that was going
on around the world. I make no apology for being
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socio-political in my lyrics. I think
we have a responsibility to talk
about things. It’s not for everybody,
and I don’t try to point the finger and
judge, but what I do try and do is
hold a mirror up to it. I think that is
what Rock & Roll has always done.
I don’t understand when people say,
“Oh you are judging”… no, I’m not
actually, I’m talking about things.
You can take out of my tunes what
you want, it’s up to you… that’s
the way I look at it, but I do have a
point to make. As I said, the second
album ended up being something of
a concept record. There’s a narrative
trail that runs through it, but I got to
the end of that and because of all the
stuff that was going on around us, I
was re-examining some of the songs
and thought, “You know what, I just
feel that I need to bring some joy
back to this a bit more. Get a bit
more/slightly light-hearted.” Even
though I am a curmudgeonly, nearly
fifty-four-year-old, silly twat, I still
do have a sense of fun somewhere
in here. I do think this collection of
songs feels a little bit lighter, a little
easier to palate.
Is there a lyrical thread
through it?
Yes, I think there always is with
me. I’m discussing conditions, my
view on the world… and I still think

there are clearly a huge number
of problems going on around the
world. Always has been, probably
always will be, but it feels a little
more stark right now – so I haven’t
shied away from it. However, it
feels I’m talking about things a little
less aggressively. I felt it needed to
be a little lighter of term, but the
messages are still pretty clear and
I think they speak for themselves.
I am genuinely frustrated with
humans in the modern world.
I’d like to think I’ve got a lot of
common sense from my parents;
I think I’ve been instilled with the
sort of sense that you have to treat
everyone with respect. I feel that
one of the things seriously lacking
in modernity is common sense…
social media has a massive amount
to answer for because of that. I
think we lack a lot of that because
in this crazy world we live behind
a screen. I’ve witnessed it, things
like bullying, and it’s absolutely
unacceptable. One thing we’re not
doing is looking at each other as
a type of community – a global or
even a local community – or trying
to understand each other as we
should do. I find that immensely
frustrating because it’s not difficult
to have a heart and to feel that other
people deserve to be treated with
respect, to be treated with a sense of

allowance and given the benefit of
the doubt. We would be a far better
world if we just took a step back,
didn’t take ourselves/themselves
quite so seriously, and took care
of each other. The one thing the
pandemic has really thrown up,
for me, is really underlining this
– the sort of sense that we need to
be kinder to each other. I know it
sounds like a kind of hippie thing to
say, but it’s the truth. The reality is
that we’re all looking for a way of
getting through and that’s a lot of the
reason why I’ve stayed in music…
believe me, the number of times
I’ve nearly left this business because
of the stupidity that surrounds it.
It’s crazy, and it’s not conducive to
a normal life, so there’s a sort of
sense that I’ve had to navigate that
as a person. I’m very sensitive and
I don’t care that I am. For me, it’s
all about authenticity and finding
the truth, but also accepting the
fact that not everybody is going to
understand, believe or agree with
you. There’s a song called ‘Fake’,
which is essentially a summing
up of many people who I have
met that are utter fakes; but within
the narrative, it talks about how I
recognise the fact that sometimes
I’m fake as well. That’s the thing,
understand yourself to understand
others.

Are there any other songs that
are lyrically important to you?
I love ‘Fake’, I’m very proud
of that. There’s also ‘Land Of The
Blind’ which is a kind of discussion
about leadership and world
leadership. I really like that track,
but they have all got something. I
think ‘Faith In Fools’ is one of the
best things I’ve ever written in my
entire career; it really gives me a
buzz. I think it’s the pivotal track on
the record in lots of ways because
it sums up my feelings about the
way we are allowing, in my view,
charlatans to run the world. These
kinds of idiots who seemingly
have no understanding of their
position and the responsibilities
they have, and how they shirk
them. Just look at what’s going on
in Afghanistan and the absolute
torrid idiocy that has gone through
the supposed leaders of the free
world… it absolutely confounds
me that these people are in control!
It’s disgusting the way that we’ve
allowed that to happen. That’s the
thing, if you put your faith in fools,
you’ve only got yourself to blame.
That’s the pivotal lyric in that track.
This is my protest; making music
is my way of protesting against it.
I wouldn’t want to be a politician,
and I do recognise that we need
leaders, of course we do, but
we need better leaders. We need
people that have an understanding
of the world, an understanding that
communities need to be protected
and we need to be supporting each
other, not this kind of partisan
attitude. It drives me absolutely
crazy. A career politician is driven
often not by the right impulses,
aren’t they? I always used to think
you wouldn’t give the job of a
mechanic to someone who didn’t
understand mechanics. It doesn’t
make any sense to me at all; in
business or in any other walk of
life, people are qualified, they get
to understand a certain thing, they
have experience of it, and then
they go and look after that thing.
That doesn’t happen in politics.
The system is broken. I long
for common sense… that’s the
biggest thing lacking in modern
society – this simple understanding
of realities, not this supposed
“Alternative Truth” bollocks.
There isn’t an alternative truth,
there is either the truth or there
isn’t the truth, that’s the reality, you
can’t say this is my version of it.

Did you manage to do all you
wanted with this album?
I had a really good education of
recording through some brilliant
producers and the one overriding
thing that resonates in my head
every time I think about making
a record came from those older
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guys – Eddie Kramer, James “Jimbo” Barton,
Bob Clearmountain, Mike Fraser, some
incredible people – and they all said the same
thing, the moment you step into a studio you’re
marking time. That’s the time you have got to
do it, and you should embrace that. You should
allow whatever the atmospheres are in a room,
whatever the atmosphere that’s surrounding
you, whatever things are going on in your life,
that all goes into your art. That’s the bloody
point! I feel that whatever the circumstances
are to make a record, that’s what you should
embrace. The very fact we’ve been through
a pandemic and that we’ve had to organise
ourselves around that will have gone into this
record. Part of us, through that experience, will
have gone into making this record… that’s the
important thing. You can easily go, “Oh man,
we should go back and re-record it.” Now that
might work for some, but for me, I’m really
happy to sign it off at the end and go “That’s
what happened, and that’s what it is.”
You have announced a tour for November.
How does it feel to be finally going out on the
road?
Oh great, it’s going to be great. The only
concern we have with it really is how are people
going to react to coming out and seeing gigs
inside again? I’ve already seen announcements
of tours being cancelled again because of a lack
of ticket sales. That’s the only worry we have,
but I’m more than happy to press on. At the end
of the day, we’ve not played a headline tour for
three-and-a-half years now, so we’ve got to go
and do it, and I want to do it for good or bad, I
think the fans deserve that. We want to do it, and

I’m hoping by the time that autumn rolls by that
people will start to feel a little more confident
about going out again.
I wanted to ask about one of your other
passions – film-making. I understand you
had some involvement in ‘Gladiator’?
I was in it… it was glorified standing about
really. I ended up working on ‘Gladiator’
completely by default. I wasn’t in the music
business at the time, I was plastering a friend’s
kitchen and I just happened to see an advert in
the local paper in Guildford – Superstar filmmaker Ridley Scott (or something like that) is
open casting for a new Roman epic. I went down
to the open casting the next day and got the role.
It was an extra’s role, but I ended up working for
six weeks on the bit at the beginning, the battle
scene – it was all filmed in the Bourne Woods in
Farnham. We were there for six weeks shooting
that. I started out as an extra, and for the first two
days there was something like three thousand
extras, then it started snowing and by the fourth
day there were three hundred! [Laughs] None
of them turned up, so I ended up getting made
a team leader, and I met a load of very cool
people. I ended up staying in the film business
for about three years.
You were also involved in ‘Band Of
Brothers’.
Yes, I worked extensively on ‘Band Of
Brothers’. I started out as a stand-in for Damian
Lewis and Michael Fassbender, plus various
other people, and I ended up working as an
assistant to Tom Hanks for a month… it was
brilliant. Film-making has been a big passion of

mine; I think I would have been a film-maker if
I hadn’t picked up a guitar. It was brilliant and
now I have a small film company called Big Bad
Films. Years ago, I worked with Lionel Hicks
who was the drummer in the first professional
band I was ever in; he was from Scarborough
as well. He’s an independent film-maker now, a
producer, and we’ve just hooked up again. We
share the same passion, so we formed the film
company. The idea is to create dramatic films
using the music business as a backdrop. I’ve
finished the first script, I’ve written a screenplay,
we’ve got some finance to create what we call
a POC – Proof Of Concept – and that’s the first
part of finding the finance to make the feature,
so yes, it is actually happening. I very much
want to develop it. I love being a musician, I
love writing songs and I love being in a band,
but I want to do other things as well. I have three
or four scripts on the go at the moment. The idea
is I will parallel that with everything else that is
going on, but I am hoping it is going to be a big
part of my future.
And finally…
I just want to thank the fans for still hanging
around; it’s been a long old haul. For me, when
I was doing those performances in lockdown,
the joy of it was realising how much music
meant to people. As a musician, you can forget
that because you’re so into the business. When
you’ve been in the business as long as I have –
thirty-odd years – there’s a kind of routine to it,
but you cannot forget the fans. They’re the only
reason any of us can be here; the only reason I
have a job is because they buy the music, come
to the shows, and appreciate it.
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Interview by Mick Burgess
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aving made his name as bassist in Finnish Punks, Hanoi Rocks, Sami Yaffa went on to play
with the likes of Jetboy, Jerusalem Slim, Demolition 23 and Joan Jett – not forgetting a sixyear stint with the legendary New York Dolls – before hooking back up with his old bandmate Michael Monroe. Now, 40 years after the first Hanoi Rocks album, he’s releasing his first solo
record ‘The Innermost Journey To Your Outermost Mind’. Fireworks called him to talk about why
he came to make a solo album after all these years.
We’ve been living through unusual
times recently, how have you been coping
with Covid?
I’ve been touring for 40 years since I was
a kid, so when Covid hit there was a major
adjustment in lifestyle to say the least. It
wasn’t fun checking out the bank account
disappearing and worrying about our crew
being without work and struggling, or
friends losing their apartments and things
like that. It’s been very, very hard but I’ve
tried to swim with it and done some other
stuff. I’ve written a children’s book, started
making ceramics and done radio shows, so
I’ve kept my head above water that way.
After being on the road for so long it’s been
kind of nice to slow down and spend some
time at home with my loved ones or in my
country cabin for a change.
What’s your children’s book called?
‘The Adventures Of Punk: The Fight
Against The Plastic Man’. It’s only out
in Finnish at the moment but I’m trying
to get it translated into English and get a
publisher.
In a few weeks you’ll be releasing your
first solo album; are you excited ahead of
its release?
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Hell yeah man! I’ve been waiting for this
for quite some time. It’s funny as I never
thought about making a solo record before.
I’ve played in some pretty good bands andI
got to co-write on those records, so I never
had the urge or need to make my own. But I
realised that I had a lot of material floating
around that didn’t fit anybody except for
me, so I decided to put my efforts into it
over this Covid season when I had a lot of
free time on my hands. I’m really happy
with it… it actually turned out better than
I thought!

I ran into a label guy in Finland who
is also manager of the Pop band Hello
Helsinki and I sent him the tracks that
I had half ready. He got really excited
about it and said that we had to finish it,
so I signed a deal last spring and worked
on it sporadically throughout the year. I’d
already done a lot of the drums three years
ago in Spain with an old school friend of
mine; we started playing music together in a
band called Laika & The Cosmonauts when
I was 13 or 14… it was like an instrumental
Surf Punk band.

When did you start work on the
record?
Some of the ideas for the first songs
go way back. The last song on the album,
‘Cancel The End Of The World’, I pretty
much had ready when I was in the New
York Dolls. I remember playing it to
Sylvain Sylvain and he said that it wasn’t
a Dolls song, so that’s been floating around
a long time. Same thing with ‘Armageddon
It Together’ and ‘Down At St. Joe’s’, which
I wrote in 2014…‘Down At St. Joe’s’was
the first song that came together as a whole.

How did you develop the songs from
there?
I realised that we had the backing tracks
done, so I got some friends – including
Christian Martucci who plays in Stone
Sour and Rane Raitsikka from Smack –
over to add some guitars and then I got
Michael (Monroe) to blow some harp and
saxophone.

Did you have interest from a label at
an early stage?
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You’re known for your work with
Hanoi Rocks and New York Dolls in
particular, who play Punk fuelled Rock
‘n’ Roll. Were you looking to explore a
wider spread of your influences on this
record?
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I’ve had a band called Mad Juanna
over the last ten years and that mixed all
kinds of music. The title of the album, ‘The
Innermost Journey To Your Outermost
Mind’, is me thinking about where I came
from musically. What was I like when I was
13 or 14 years old when I started playing,
who was I influenced by and what did I
dig? The band that mattered to me the most
was The Clash, who mixed whatever styles
they wanted to. ‘London Calling’ is one
of the greatest records ever made, it has
everything in it; it has full on Pop, Punk
Rock, Reggae and Ska, Jazz and 50s Rock
‘n’ Roll. There was this freedom but you
could still tell it was the same artist and that
was the hard part, to keep that red thread
running through all of those different styles.
That’s what I wanted with this record.
The music flows so well across the
record, covering all of those different
styles but in a coherent way. Is the
running order an important part of the
creative process for you?
Yes, it is. The order of the record became
really clear right from the beginning. When
I asked the label to give me an alternative
they just said “No man, that’s it.” It
somehow flows really well and from one
genre to another.
You were born and raised in Finland
and have lived in England and The
States. Do you feel that those different
experiences are reflected in your music?
Absolutely, yes…I moved to the UK and
lived there from 1982 to 1985 and then I
lived in the US for 27 years. I had a TV
show on Netflix in Finland called ‘Sound
Tracker’ where I went to eighty different
countries around the world and dug up their
music and political situations and looked
at their society. I went to Senegal, Serbia,
Mexico, Brazil and Argentina, US, Japan
and Indonesia, and all-around India. It’s
funny how people make music and what
music means to people as we are so used
to this Western way of having Pop radio
hits. Music has so many different functions.
When I started thinking about the bands
and the music I really loved and what
influenced me a lot it was like Iggy and
the Stooges, MC5, The Damned and The
Ruts. They were great but they didn’t have
many hits, so I thought Hanoi Rocks were
doomed as we liked the bands that never
charted. I didn’t go into making this record
with radio in mind. I just wanted to make a
record that I liked myself and knew that my
friends and a bunch of my fans would dig
too; that was the main reason for making
this album.
There’s something of a country vibe
coming from ‘Down At St. Joe’s’. You
don’t tend to associate Country music
with Finland, your home country. What’s
that song about?
That comes more from a Faces and The
Rolling Stones kind of thing and their use
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of acoustic instruments. It explores how a
band can actually still sound like themselves
even though they do ‘Far Away Eyes’ or
‘Maggie May’. I was just strumming on
the guitar and mumbling something and
it started coming together. Then I made a
demo and I wanted to have a really moving
bass part, like Ronnie Laine would play, so
that was the whole idea. I knew I wanted to
sing about drinking but I didn’t know how
to approach it, so I called Rich and said that
I had the melody and an idea of what it’s
going to be about, but I didn’t know how
to go forward with it. I sent it to him and
he wrote an amazing lyric for it. It’s based
on this St. Joe’s missionary that they have
in Canada which is the last resting place
for alcoholics who are at the end of their
road, and it’s about the good and the bad
of drink. I’ve been there; lots of my friends
have been there. Finland has a pretty drink
heavy culture and I have a lot of friends
who have succumbed to it. Even though the
melody sounds kind of sunny and positive,
the lyrical thing has a dark side to it but
like anything, anyone can make their own
conclusions and take whatever they want
from it.
Of course, the pumped-up Punk is
still there including ‘Germinator’ that
features some snarling harmonica. Who
did you bring in to play that?
That’s Michael, I think it’s his best
harmonica playing ever. I’ve heard him
playing for over 40 years and in my book,
he’s one of the world’s best harmonica
players. He’s a magic guy.
When Michael heard that, did he
want you to give it to him for his band?
Ha! Just a little bit! We’d been touring
together this summer and had been meeting
during the pandemic. I played him the
album and he was really surprised. At
first, he said “Who’s singing?” and I said
“It’s me, man” and he went “Holy fuck!”
I’ve been like the reluctant singer and try
not to even sing backing vocals as I think
it’s a pain in the ass. I know how to sing
and I have a voice and I thought this was a
new challenge, so I just jumped into it full
steam ahead to see how I sounded singing
lead vocals. Michael was very surprised…
especially with “Germinator” and he asked
if he could do it in his band. I said that I’d
already played it to him without vocals and
he’d turned it down and he couldn’t believe
that.
You might be able to sing it live
on the next tour. It could be your Ace
Frehley moment when you step up to the
microphone?
Ha! Yes, right. You never know.
Who was your songwriting partner on
the record?
I wrote all the music myself and I wrote
lyrics for four and a half of the songs; Rich
Jones wrote the lyrics for the rest. They
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all already had my phrasing and melody
ideas but Rich did the lyrics. He’s a lyrical
maniac and I’m not, it’s like pulling teeth
to me, so he helped me out there. ‘Rotten
Roots’ and ‘Cancel The End Of The World’
is so far out of his comfort zone, his first
reaction was “Man, I can’t do anything with
this.” Two days later he had the lyrics and
melodies and asked me to send him more.
There was a really good vibe and everything
started rolling. I wanted the album to have a
lyrical context so that the songs actually say
something, and Rich helped me to achieve
that.
Where did you record the album?
Most of the drums were recorded in my
friend’s small studio in Majorca. We didn’t
think we could fit the drums in there but we
did and they sounded great and had such
a good vibe. A lot of stuff was recorded at
my home studio. I sent Christian Martucci’s
stuff over to him in Portland, Oregon. He
did the guitar parts at his place and then sent
them back to me and it got put together that
way. ‘Rotten Roots’ and ‘I Can’t Stand It’
were done in a studio here in Helsinki. The
overdubs and most of the vocals were done
here in Helsinki too as were Raine’s guitar
parts and the trumpets and piano parts. The
album was also mixed here in Helsinki.
You’ve got Stone Sour’s Christian
Martucci playing on the album. How did
he get involved?
I’ve known Christian since the New York
Dolls days when he played in Todd Youth’s
band Chelsea Smile; Karl Rosqvist, from
Michael Monroe’s band was their drummer
so I got to know them both when they
opened up for us at a few gigs, including
one at the House Of Blues in Anaheim.
They’re both super nice guys and Christian
is a crazy guitar player. I didn’t really want
to ask Andy or Nasty from Hanoi Rocks to
be on it as I wanted to stand on my own and
have a different approach to things.
You’ve worked with many artists
over the years including Joan Jett, Steve
Stevens (Billy Idol), Marc Ford (Black
Crowes), Nicke Anderson and Dregen
(Hellacopters), not forgetting your old
Hanoi Rocks and New York Dolls band
mates. Did you think about asking
anyone to make guest appearances?
It’s funny because Chris Shiflett from
the Foo Fighters and Richard Fortus are old
friends of mine. Once the record was done
they asked if I wanted guitars and offered
to play on it but I had to turn them down…
maybe on the next one. When I started the
record I did think about doing an album
like Slash did with a lot of guest vocalists
because I wasn’t sure then if I wanted to
sing it myself. Once I’d done all the demo
vocals though I thought “Fuck it!” and I’d
just go all the way myself. I think it’s better
like this.
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Talking about New York Dolls, they
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were a big influence on you growing up.
It must have been a dream come true
to join the band in 2005 and play with
David Johansen and Sylvain Sylvain?
It was pretty fuckin’ terrific to say the
least! I had played a bunch of shows with
Johnny Thunders and Jerry Nolan in the
late 80s as a trio and that alone was such
an experience and a half. So I got to play
stuff by The Heartbreakers and the New
York Dolls, and now I got to play the rest
of the stuff with the other two which was
just great. At the start Sylvain wanted me in
the band, but David Johansen didn’t know
anything about Hanoi Rocks so he wanted
me to audition. Their music is in my DNA
but I just had to check the key that they
were in. When I went to the rehearsal space
in New York we pretty much just played the
whole of the first album through, I was as
happy as a pig in shit! I thought, even if I
didn’t get the gig, at least I got to do that. It
turned into six years on the road with them
and three albums, it’s pretty crazy to think
about it.
Why did you end up leaving the
New York Dolls?
We were just starting the Monroe
band and the arrangements with
Michael were set in stone. Both me
and Steve Conte sent emails to the
New York Dolls management asking
them not to book anything for the
September because I knew there
was some new stuff happening. We
thought we’d be able to do both for
a while, so when we had booked
everything with Michael, rehearsed
the songs and were just about to go
into the studio I got an email from the
New York Dolls management and they
wanted to start working on exactly
the same week we were starting work
with Michael. I wondered if they did
it on purpose so I had to choose, but I
wanted to start playing with Michael
again. It was a drag but you can’t have your
cake and eat it too, I guess.
Losing Sylvain last year must have hit
you hard. What did he mean to you as a
person and as a bandmate?
We were very, very close right from the
beginning. It was like losing a brother, it
was very tough. He kept quiet about how
bad it was because at one point he said
that he was almost cancer free, that it was
looking good and that we’d be able to hit
the road soon. I’d done a couple of tours
with Sylvain after the New York Dolls
where we’d played in Spain and Japan, so
our connection had stayed there. Out of
the blue, I got a phone call saying that he
had passed. I really miss that guy, he was a
force of nature and the sweetest dude I’ve
ever known.
You were in Hanoi Rocks in the 80s
and played on all of their classic albums.
You influenced so many bands, including
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Guns N’ Roses. How do you view the
legacy of Hanoi Rocks?
It’s kind of crazy that this bunch of
fuckin’ Finnish freaks started this band
that influenced so many other bands, it’s
mind boggling. I didn’t really have a clue
about that until I’d moved to LA and started
playing with Jetboy. On the first night in LA
my band mates said that we should go to
a club called the Cathouse. I got there and
my jaw hit the floor – there were hundreds
of Hanoi lookalikes! It was bizarre. When
I looked around I saw five Andy’s, seven
Michael’s… they were everywhere, it was
crazy. Then I saw Guns N’ Roses at those
early gigs when they played clubs and they
were the band that I really, really liked
from LA. I also liked Jane’s Addiction but
we didn’t really influence them. The others
bands from those times didn’t really grab
me, the music and the attitude was more of a
Metal sort of thing; it didn’t have that Punk
edge like we had. We were more MC5, The
Clash, the Sex Pistols... and the New York
Dolls of course. We didn’t have any Metal

connotations in our music at all but most of
these other bands had Metal guitars, which
I absolutely abhor.
Do you think if the band had stayed
together in 1984 that your follow up to
‘Two Steps From The Move’ would have
taken you to the next level?
Maybe it did in a different parallel
universe. It’s hard to say really. By that
point we’d been together for five years and
had been on the road non-stop, which was
very hard. We were only 21 years old and
already felt 80… I think we were already
heading for some kind of a tragedy. It was
really horrible that Razzle left us. After that
I couldn’t see us continuing and one of the
band members in particular was so fuckin’
egotistical and big headed that it wasn’t
even any fun to be around anymore. I think
it would have broken up on its own anyway
sooner or later.
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Is that personality clash the reason

you didn’t re-join Hanoi Rocks in 2002
when they reunited?
No, they never asked me. They did
eventually, but only after I’d been in the
New York Dolls for over a year, and at that
point I wasn’t really interested. Both sides
were a bit of a mess but I don’t really want
to get into it. I love Michael, he’s like my
brother and I want to stay good friends
with all of them. The past is past and it just
wasn’t meant to be.
You’ve worked with Michael Monroe
now for over 40 years. What is it about
Michael that clicks with you?
We just get along personality-wise and
we have a similar outlook on how Rock
‘n’ Roll should be done. It’s fun to be
around Michael, he’s a good guy and he’s
not a fuckin’ bighead. He’s one of my best
friends.
Looking to the future, your solo
album is out in September. Do you have
any plans to play some live shows?
Yes, I have a tour in Finland from
mid-September to the end of October,
and next year I hope to hit the UK and
Europe. I’ve got a worldwide release
for the album and I’ll probably head
over to Japan next year too. The
live band is pretty crazy. I’ve got
Linde Lindstrom on guitar, Burton
on keyboards from the Finnish band
HIM and my buddy Janne Haavisto
playing the drums. We’ll hit it as a
four piece. It’s going to be as fuckin’
fun as Hell.
What about Michael Monroe?
Will you be working on the follow
up to ‘One Man Gang’?
We’re doing it as we speak. Steve,
Rich and Karl came over here last
week and we’ve been in the studio
every day going through the demos,
rehearsing and writing and we’re
planning on recording at the end of the year
to put it out in the spring of 2022. Hopefully
everything will be back to normal so we
can tour again properly.
Do you have any other projects or
guest appearances in the pipeline over
the coming months?
I’m doing ceramics, man! I had to put
my energies into something that’s not
stressful. It’s very soothing and it’s actually
going really well, I’m having a great time
with it, so that’s about it. You can buy plates
and bowls from my website. Also, I’ve
been working on my autobiography which
is coming out at the end of the year. I’ve
got an English publisher for it and it’ll be
out over in America, Canada, the UK and
Australia as well.
Sami Yaffa’s debut solo album ‘Your
Innermost Journey To Your Outermost
Mind’ is out now on Vallila Music House.
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Interview by Az Chaudhry. Photo by Gottlieb Bros.
Jon Davison joined Prog legends Yes in 2012 and sang on 2014’s ‘Heaven And Earth’. Seven years later the
band are back with their twenty-second studio album, ‘The Quest’, featuring a stunning cover designed once
again by regular collaborator Roger Dean. Fireworks caught up with Jon to discuss the latest release.
What was the recording
process for ‘The Quest’ like? How
difficult was it recording during
the pandemic?
Personally speaking it was
difficult at times, as it has been for
everyone. On a creative level, we
were collectively motivated and
focused on staying busy during the
pandemic. We thought, if we can’t
tour then why not write an album?
Steve (Howe) as our producer was
very much our captain and creative
director and everything else that
a proper producer should be. He
was absolutely instrumental (pun
intended) in making any obstacles
of distance across oceans feel
insignificant. It was smooth sailing
thanks to him, and in many ways
to Billy (Sherwood), who took the
helm when it came time to record
Alan White’s drums. Fortunately,
we had our rhythm section on the
U.S.West Coast where they could
physically gather to beautifully
craft the bass and drum parts.
Geoff (Downes) was able to record
with Steve in much the same way,
and often Steve and I were able to
convene. Thank God for technology
– the ability to file share – to get us
through the rest of the time when
distance tried to pose as an obstacle
to our progress and creativity.
How long did the album take
to write?
On an individual level I think
we are all constantly writing
for whatever is coming next,
and therefore, each member’s
respective ideas that made it onto
the album all stemmed from various
points in their past. Steve and I first
got together though to collaborate
in November of 2019. Writing
wrapped up more or less a year later
and final mixes were completed in
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our new record label. Thomas
(Waber) at Inside Out Music has
How involved were you with really been fabulous to work with as
he’s truly a music lover (especially
the songwriting?
Quite a lot actually, the vast of Progressive music) and seems to
majority of my input came through put the artistry first.
collaborating with each member;
How was it recording the
I enjoy that process a lot. I highly
respect each of my band mates and album without Chris Squire?
Without sounding too airyfind it a thrilling thing to strive to,
and hopefully match their high fairy, I believe we were not
creative levels! I’m happy to say I ever completely without Chris’s
managed to reach that goal on ‘The presence during the making of
the album. We certainly had his
Quest’.
blessing to continue the band
What are the main themes providing we included Billy
to take over his position, and I
running through the album?
Though our lyrics touch on personally believe Chris in spirit
many of the concerns our planet has blessed this record in more
is faced with, be it environmental, ways than one. Obviously, I miss
sociological, and even the misuse him as he was such a brilliant
of technology, we are always musician and such a lovely,
expressing on the album through a genuine human being.
positive lens of hope and optimism.
The ‘Album Series 2020
Indeed, the human race faces many
challenges, but we must embrace Tour’ (featuring the 1974 album
these as a quest through which to ‘Relayer’ in its entirety) has been
evolve rather than deny or adopt a postponed until next year. How
have you found rehearsing the
nihilistic or rebellious attitude.
three songs from the album?
Very challenging! Initially I have
What was the thought process
for adding orchestration on to learn and rehearse the material
in parts; otherwise the grand scale
certain new songs?
Yes has always defined close of the songs can feel a daunting
parallels with orchestral music, just task to master. I’m certainly not
by the very symphonic nature of unfamiliar with learning longer Yes
its music. All along we’ve felt this pieces; we’ve performed much of
album to be significant, what you ‘Tales From Topographic Oceans’
hope every album might be, but and masterpieces such as ‘Turn Of
we thought with an album feeling The Century’, ‘Awaken’, and all of
this special, why not add classical ‘Close To The Edge’. I’m sure by
orchestration? Not wanting to blow next spring I’ll have managed to
our own trumpet too much, I think learn all three songs. [Laughs]
it’s worked out really well.
You have been fronting the
Why was ‘The Ice Bridge’ band for nine years; do you now
feel fully integrated within Yes?
chosen as the first single?
I really do, yeah. It’s an awesome
I believe the decision was Steve’s
and one very much supported by feeling to be respected and in many
the early part of this year.
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aspects regarded an equal by my
esteemed band mates who have
accomplished so much as artists,
although I still feel I can get better
and better as a singer, performer
and as a songwriter. I hope this
compelling feeling never goes. I
really can’t wait to get back on stage
with all of them.
Which Yes songs do you enjoy
performing on stage and why?
There are so many. I love to sing
‘Gates Of Delirium’, ‘Awaken’ is
extremely rewarding to perform, all
the songs from ‘Drama’… I could
go on and on.
You’ve recorded three albums
with Glass Hammer, any plans on
working with them in the future?
I definitely think about how fun
that would be again, I hope they feel
the same way. I think we produced
some great material together and
believe there’s a lot more to be
achieved between us.
Earlier this year you released
the Arc Of Life album which
featured Billy Sherwood and Jay
Schellen. Do you have any plans
for live shows or a follow up?
Definitely… we’ll be hitting
the road as soon as the world’s
completely safe again and
scheduling around Yes permits it.
We have a lot of material already
for the next album and we’re really
looking forward to sharing it with
listeners.
Any further plans on working
with John Lodge?
We spend a lot of time
together and always talk about
ideas. I’m sure there’ll be a lot
of interesting things coming up
in the near future!
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– Nightwish and Auri – but the dynamic is so
different. Nightwish really is like a sole image
of me, whereas Auri is one-third each. So many
people have this misconception that it is another
side project of mine, but that’s not the deal –
Auri is an entity of three people.

Interview by Dave Scott
Auri was originally formed back in 2017 by Nightwish main-man
Tuomas Holopainen, his wife Johanna Kurkela and fellow Nightwish
bandmate Troy Donockley. Their self-titled debut came out in March
2018 and featured music that the trio described as Celestial Metal.
Having now been joined by Nightwish alumni Kai Hahto, the quartet
have just released their follow-up album ‘II – Those We Don’t Speak
Of’. Fireworks had a Skype call with Tuomas to find out more about
the sophomore album.
Were you happy with the response you
got for the Auri debut?
Very much so, yes… I would like to think
that it brought something new and fresh to the
music genre. The response to the second album
has been really positive as well. The thing is
that it started as a project, just something fun to
do with friends… see what we could cook up
between Johanna, Troy and me. After the first
album it was like, “We need to do more of this”,
and especially more so now after the second
album. It’s like “This really is the real thing,
let’s do another ten Auri albums and lots of
tours, let’s put more effort into it”, it has become
something much more than it was originally
intended to be. We enjoyed it too much to let
it go after one or two albums. [Laughs] Of
course, Nightwish is still the priority for us. The
original idea was to do a few weeks of touring
with Auri at the end of this year – in November
and December – that would have been after we
finished the Nightwish tour. However, since
everything got postponed and cancelled, we
now have to rearrange all the schedules.
You have slightly expanded your line-up
by recruiting your Nightwish bandmate Kai
Hahto on drums. Was he a natural choice
when it came to Auri?
Definitely, I love working with people that
I know. I am too old to know any new people
or new personalities. [Laughs] I like to use the
people that I already know and trust, and Kai
is definitely one of them. He is not just a Metal
guy, he can play any genre of music… he is
very big on Jazz and Blues. I knew that he really
loved the first Auri album; he would always be
listening to it after the Nightwish shows on the
previous tour. He would stay up late, have a few
drinks and just listen to the Auri album on his
headphones. I would pop to the toilet on the bus
at 2am in the morning, and he would be there
with his headphones listening to Auri. We kind
of figured that he really likes this stuff, so let’s
ask him for the next album.
Did you ever consider anyone else? I
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know Frank Van Essen provided that aspect,
and a lot more stuff, on the first album.
He did all the strings for this album as well,
but because Kai was so much into the music –
he was really heartfelt about the first album –
that is why we asked him. Frank did the strings,
Jonas Pap did the cello again and then we have
a Finnish bass player who played the bass on
three songs. Everything else was Troy, Johanna
and me.
Was the second Auri album something
that you decided to do now due to the
pandemic, or had you always planned to do
it around now?
No, that is pretty much how it went. We
should be in the studio at the moment doing
the second Auri album, but when the lockdown
came last March we immediately decided,
“Okay, we might as well use the time we have
on our hands to do the next Auri album.” Thus,
the song-writing process started; it took two to
three months, and then we entered the studio
and went to mix it in October. All in all, it took
about eight months from beginning to end to
finish, so it was pretty quick.
Troy mentioned during the last Auri
interview that he had already started
working on “the quieter parts of ‘Auri II’”...
so does some of this go all the way back to
then?
Johanna and Troy have been doing songs
ever since we finished the first one, but I did
my part of the album, the four songs that I did,
starting last March.
They have been tinkering in the
background, and then you were able to come
along and jump in with both feet?
Exactly so, and what I heard from Troy and
Johanna is that they already have a couple of
songs for the third Auri album, so it is constant.
For me, it is all about the next Nightwish
album for the next two years, so that is where
my effort goes. It is a trio, and the dynamic in
Auri is wonderful. They are equally dear to me
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I know with Nightwish that you have all
gotten together at a campsite for the last
few albums. Is that something that you
can see the three of you doing for the next
Auri album?
Yes… it really works nicely like this as well,
but I fancy the idea of ultimate immersion as
we have been doing with Nightwish for the last
three albums. We have already reserved the same
place for the next Nightwish album in 2023; the
idea of being in this secluded, beautiful lakeside
place for three months with just the band and
thinking of nothing but the album, the amount
of immersion that you can put into it through all
that is a life-changer for me. I would imagine
that doing an Auri album like that as well would
be a very interesting experiment.
You have some interesting song titles like
‘It Takes Me Places’ and ‘Scattered To The
Four Winds’. I know you prefer to leave any
lyrical interpretation to the listener, but can
you offer any insight into the lyrics?
‘It Takes Me Places’… I like the title as
well. It came to me when Troy sent me a demo
version of the song ‘Light And Flood’; I listened
to the demo version of the song and replied back
to him via email, “It’s a wonderful song, it took
me places.” I then read my email again – “it
took me places” – and thought to myself, “What
a great song title”, and that is how the song was
born. It is just about those little things that you
hear, taste, smell or experience that take you
back into your childhood or wherever. For me,
it is very often smells, like the smell of a certain
type of cough syrup or incense that immediately
takes me back to my childhood Christmas when
I was five... a certain smell of tea. It is a lovely,
strong, powerful moment. We just gathered
those little things from Troy, Johanna and me
and included all of those into the lyrics.
One of your guests for the last album was
Joomba, your horse; I take it Joomba felt
he had nothing to contribute to this album?
[Laughs]
This time we had Vangelis the cat. [Laughs] I
think it is going to be a thing, that there is going
to be an animal doing a little solo on each of the
Auri albums. This time it is in ‘Those We Don’t
Speak Of’. He is a Devon Rex cat… we just put
him on the keyboard and recorded what he was
doing. You can hear it at the end of the song.
Did I read correctly that Floor Jansen has
named one of her horses Auri?
Yes, she did. Something like this just makes
your heart warm, it truly does. When she told us
about that, we were so taken with it.
The new album was recorded during a
very difficult time. Have you managed to do
all the things you wanted for this album or
were there some aspects you simply could
not do?
No, nothing. We had everything done that
we wanted for the album. I would not change
a note, wouldn’t add anything… it is all there
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media. That is why I dare to say this aloud. He
has been very open about his mental issues,
his depression, not being satisfied with the
contemporary music industry and all that, but it
still came so suddenly last December. It made
me have some really serious conversations
with myself, with the other band members
and the management, and for the first two
days I was pretty sure that would be the end
of Nightwish. I remember immediately calling
Emppu (Vuorinen) and saying… and we were
both laughing, I remember that too… “This is
so absurd that this is happening again, so what
are we going to do?” Emppu said, “I think we
should call it quits”, and I replied “Yes, let’s do
that”, but a couple of days later we had a long
chat with the management. That kind of made
me realise it has been twenty-five years of such
lovely adventures so this was not the way to end
it; just like this, cut with a knife, so let’s try to
at least make a dignified ending to this beautiful
journey. Therefore, we decided to at least do this
tour; these postponed shows, and then decide
what happens later. Pretty soon I also realised,
after talking to the other band members, that
there is still so much music left in this vehicle
that we cannot bury it because of this. We do
want to do music with these band members;
I mean, there is still so much to give and that
was the big realisation for me personally, that
we have to try and keep going somehow. It
was clear to us immediately that we should not
try to replace Marko as a singer because his
voice is so unique, so we thought we would
just drop a few songs from the set-list and find
a replacement bass player. Now we have one,
and things are looking really right again, but
those few days back in December when he
announced his decision were pretty dark. We
just wish – really, really from the bottom of our
hearts – that Marko can get himself sorted out
because he has been in a dark place for years;
depression is not an easy issue to deal with.

that we wanted to do. The one sad thing is that
we are not able to tour with Auri. Like I said,
that was supposed to happen at the end of this
year, which would have been lovely, but that
has to be postponed into the future. Kai is going
to come and play the drums in the live line-up
when we do tour.
How many dates you were originally
thinking of?
We were thinking of three to four weeks,
taking in mainly Finland, Germany and the UK.
It is a novelty thing, so you have to start a bit
small, and for Auri, the venues and location are
really important. To do this in castles, cathedrals,
churches and special places like that is still a
big dream of ours. We had already talked to a
booking agency and it was all set; we had the
line-up for the live band, everything decided,
and this was at the beginning of last year, and
then two months later…
Your upcoming Nightwish tour goes into
next year if I remember correctly?
We are going to tour until the end of the
festival season in 2022, and then it is all
about the next Nightwish album for the next
year or so, followed by another tour… so
unfortunately this Auri live thing is going to
FIREWORKS

be postponed for a few years.
Is there anything from the making of this
album that will stick in your mind?
Well, we all got together for the mixing
process last October. We spent seven days in
a recording studio in Finland, and just seeing
each other again for the first time in half a year;
we were all pretty loved up. It was really, really
hard to depart after that. I remember everyone
was a bit tearful when we (Johanna and me) left
to go back home, and Troy went to the airport,
knowing that we were not going to see each
other for months again due to the lockdowns.
Those seven days with the mixing engineer and
us in this secluded studio in the countryside
were just wonderful.
There was a bit of a change in the
Nightwish camp recently with Marko Hietala
stepping down. I know that prompted some
real soul-searching from you. Can you tell
me how you felt, what happened and how
you came through that to get to where you
are now?
Yes, it really did hit me and the whole band,
and the crew and the management, but it still
didn’t come as a total surprise because Marko
has been really open about his problems in the
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You have dealt with something like this
before with Jukka Nevalainen stepping
down due to insomnia, which we talked
about when we interviewed you for the
‘Endless Forms Most Beautiful’ album. I
remember you mentioning that he’d barely
slept for nearly two weeks.
Yes, it was almost two weeks that he didn’t
sleep for more than one hour a night. As an
after-thought, I think that was because of too
much stress. He was just a worrying kind of
guy; he took care of the band’s businesses, he
still does, but now he is in a wonderful place
and he sleeps again – he just needed to let go of
the live thing and playing.
You did your virtual live show a couple of
months ago. How did you find doing a live
show like that?
Well… I guess that it’s one thing off the
bucket list, but it is definitely a one-timer
because I do not see a strong future for these
kinds of things. It was a lovely experiment, to
do it during the lockdown, but luckily it has not
really taken off. I have not met a single musician
or fan who has said that it was the best show
they have ever played or seen. Everybody was
like, “It was a fun thing for once, but I am really
looking forward to the actual live shows”, and
that is the way it should be.
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Dawn Osborne provides a kind of ‘View From The Bar’ personal look at the rock scene… seismic news, what’s hot and
what’s not, who’s on the way up, reminiscences on those we have lost and anything else that takes her fancy. A longtime
contributor to Fireworks and presenter for TotalRock, she brings both worlds together in a new, regular column…
Since this is my first time
writing a page from a personal
view for Fireworks and
TotalRock, I thought I should
start by introducing myself.
There was no diploma in Heavy
Metal studies, at least when I
was a teenager, so I thought you
might want to hear a bit about
where I’m coming from.
I was born in 1968 and
have loved Rock since I was
about 4 years old. I remember
singing along to Sweet, Slade
and English 70s Glam bands
with Top Of The Pops on the television at my nan’s house, and being
allowed to play with the fake money in my father’s copy of Alice
Cooper’s ‘Billion Dollar Babies’. I remember being sad about the death
of Marc Bolan. At about age 10 I got a record player and my interest
in Rock received a boost when I was given my father’s 45s, including
The Rolling Stones and The Kinks’ ‘You Really Got Me’. After being
sent to summer Christian camp aged about 12 and coming home with
Heavy Metal, rather than God (due to the boys playing Whitesnake and
AC/DC on the beach), my life has been filled with the glory of Rock
and Metal.
After seeing Ozzy Osbourne and Whitesnake in the early 80s,
and having obtained a denim jacket embroidered across the top with
the snake version logo, I was a fully signed
up member of the denim brigade and met
people like Coverdale, Dio, Blackmore and
Jon Lord, who in those days would hang
around and chat in the lobbies of hotels. I
saw the first farewell Status Quo tour in the
early 80s and saw Bon Jovi support Kiss
on the ‘Animalize’ tour in Sheffield. By
the time the Sunset Strip era was upon us I
was drinking up all the latest news from the
Rock magazines, recording and replaying
MTV videos endlessly on VHS and watching
closely from across the Atlantic when Guns N’ Roses, Ratt, Mötley
Crüe and Poison emerged. By 16/17 I was watching bands like The
Queerboys (later The Quireboys) and Robin George at Birkenhead
Stairways, those being the days before anyone asked for ID. I made
it to San Francisco and saw early LA Guns, Kix and Vinnie Vincent’s
Invasion live.
Having gone to study law in Oxford, I spent a lot of time for the
first couple of years in London hobnobbing at the Intrepid Fox and
Buttz and Spike’s Gossips where I have a vivid memory of arriving
at 10pm to find Pepsi Tate (of Tigertailz) already passed out on a table
on the way to the bar. Many nights were spent at The Marquee when
I should have been studying law; I particularly remember being at the
front for the very first UK White Lion gig with Mike Tramps’s crotch
being inches from my face when he bent backwards to scream… of
course that did not affect me at all… I digress… pass the smelling
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salts… where was I? When the London scene died due to shenanigans
in Seattle, I spent another year or so enjoying the big hair scene in
Birmingham, staying in the Gunfire Dance house in Walsall and going
to XLs, the original Edward’s No 8 and the Barrel Organ, hobnobbing
with members of The Brooklyn Dogs and Marionette.
There was a rude awakening awaiting me by way of working
for a living in law firms, although I did manage to qualify in IP and
experience music law; including working on the acquisition of Virgin
Records by Thorn EMI, which included the review of contracts with
The Rolling Stones, Ozzy Osbourne, Nirvana and Jellyfish. I have
always gone out on the Rock Scene in London and enjoyed Decadence
at the St Moritz, Full Tilt at the Electric Ballroom and Sin while they
were around. I also finally made it to the Sunset Strip in person.
My life was changed by the Monsters of Rock Cruise where I got
to know many of the musicians from my record collection, artists
such as Lorraine Lewis of Femme Fatale, Steve Lynch of Autograph
and Janet Gardner from Vixen. Being asked to set up a Facebook
page for Autograph and liaise for them re radio station and magazine
competitions to win a copy of their new release led, completely
accidentally, to being asked to do CD and gig reviews for Fireworks
and to interview Mr. Scary himself (George Lynch) for Dee Rocks
Radio, a small station based in the Northwest. Fireworks needed a
photographer for Ramblin’ Man Fair one year, and since they liked
some of my non-professional photography, they asked me to get a
good camera and have a go. 17 bands, headlined by Whitesnake where
shots needed to be approved by management, was my baptism of fire
for Rock photography which has now seen me photograph bands like
Kiss and Deep Purple in stadiums (you couldn’t make it up!) Finding
a home in radio at TotalRock has enabled me to build up a reputation
as an interviewer and I am now hundreds of interviews in, for radio
and print, including recent interviews with David Coverdale, Glenn
Hughes, Yngwie Malmsteen, Rob Halford, Suzi Quatro, Bonnie Tyler,
Tom Keifer, Stephen Pearcy and many more.
So here we are… and having served my apprenticeship in Rock n’
Roll I have foolishly agreed to talk to you from a personal view about
what’s been happening.

Gigs!
The big news is of course the return of live music after the pandemic.
My first outdoor festival for two years was Steelhouse and it was
emotional. I was delighted to interview
Justin Hawkins of The Darkness,
Bernie Marsden, The Wildhearts, The
Quireboys and Collateral for TotalRock.
I also reviewed and photographed the
festival for the Fireworks site Rocktopia.
I am double vaccinated and am longing
for gigs, including international artists, to
return. On my list coming up is The Dead
Daisies supported by The Quireboys,
The Wildhearts, Thundermother, Black
Stone Cherry, Vandenberg, Y&T,
Buckcherry and Slade. The issue of visas
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for European/UK travel for musicians is being
tackled and anecdotes from gigs are something
I hope to include here in future. The most talked
about incident at Steelhouse was Angelo Tristan
getting stuck in his frock coat and not being able
to get out of it, leaving other band members
improvising with riffs for the crowd while a
roadie tore the coat off… it resisted the efforts
of two grown men for several minutes! Well,
if you’re not getting sweaty as a frontman at a
festival you’re doing it wrong and Collateral
did everything else right that day. They are
definitely destined for bigger things!

Steve Whiteman of Kix and Sami Yaffa of Hanoi Rocks

Dusty Hill of ZZ Top

Gibson sign up Slash and make Lzzy Hale first female
ambassador

It’s always sad to see favourites go and the loss of Dusty Hill of ZZ Top
is a big one; they went mainstream and that was no mean
feat for a Southern Rock band,
even in the 80s. Their cheeky
‘Benny Hill’ style videos, such
as ‘Legs’, were widely known
and they were a household
name. I was delighted to see
them live recently – at Ramblin’
Man Fair – including the white, fluffy twirling guitars. ZZ Top have
returned to the stage since his death and the sight of his hat on its own
atop a mike stand is indeed a poignant one. However, as lives go he was
not dealt a bad hand and had a good innings, apparently having suffered a
number of health issues leading up to his passing.

Jeff La Bar of Cinderella
Perhaps more personal for me is the loss of an original member
of Cinderella at a relatively young age. There is no suggestion
this was anything other than natural causes, but it happened at the
scarily early age of 58. He had admitted to a history of substance
abuse and there’s no doubt the band were a hard rockin’ bunch
pushing their lifestyle to the limit. As a teenager, magazine pictures
of them graced my walls, and their Metal version of Southern Rock
was a particular favourite of mine. Latterly I knew La Bar to be a
friendly shipmate on the Monsters of Rock Cruise, mixing freely on
the decks and in restaurants… I never heard a bad word about him
with many people commenting after his death on his easygoing,
gregarious nature.

Guns N’ Roses new music
There is no doubt that, of all the bands from the Sunset Strip,
Guns N’ Roses have made the greatest impact. For millennials it’s
still the one band they know and love from the old days, having
achieved and retained mythical status. I was delighted to attend a
Q&A with Duff McKagan last year and hear anecdotes first hand.
Axl, if you are out there
looking for a sympathetic
interviewer to bare your soul
to, I’m available! The new
track, ‘Absurd’, and video
featuring a pock-marked
ACID coloured Medusa, has
provoked a lot of social media
debate… not all favourable,
with the punky, shouty
engineered vocals getting
particular comment. I was
surprised at how much like the first demo from a new band it seems
to be, as if it had been produced on a low budget, even down to
the videos special effects. My overriding impression however when
watching it was that I was most definitely not bored, and like the
Medusa face… it was full of spunk! I am looking forward to more.
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Steve Whiteman of Kix and Sami Yaffa of Hanoi Rocks have both
produced their first solo albums under the
pandemic… see reviews later in this issue.
One of the silver linings of the pandemic is
that many of the artists I know and love have
found the time to record and experiment,
maybe even produce music that we would
never have heard if they had been out there
busy touring. I interviewed Steve Whiteman
about the new album ‘You’re Welcome’
recently and this is still available on demand.

Since there’s no doubt that the mainstream music industry’s focus is off
Rock and Metal at present, especially in the US despite Rock Music being
alive and well in the area of live performance (ignoring the pandemic
blip), it’s extremely welcome news that Gibson have launched a new
record label for ‘guitar centric’ music. They’ve started by signing up Slash
and have launched a strategic partnership with behemoth BMG, stating
idealistically that they are “artist friendly” with an “artist first culture”,
which again sounds like good news.
They have also made Lzzy Hale of Halestorm their first female brand
ambassador. It has to be a welcome move, although it is surprising to
me these days to hear about the first female anything; better late than
never!! It perhaps provides more context if I tell you that their first
brand ambassador, Slash, was only appointed four years ago! Hale and
Gibson previously collaborated on a signature Explorer which was a
sellout, and apparently more electric and acoustic models bearing her
name are on their way.

Thundermother
Thundermother were recently named ‘Band of The Month’ by
TotalRock in the wake of the superb, deluxe version of their ‘Heat Wave’
album (originally released in 2020). Once in a while a band comes along
that is special and I am prepared to give them that accolade. With their
hard-working, fighting and Metal family spirit they remind me of AC/
DC, Airbourne, Girlschool and Rock Goddess, and the acoustic versions
of their songs on the bonus CD remind me of the great Guns N’ Roses
acoustic album ‘Lies’ (without the potentially offensive language!) I
interviewed them for TotalRock recently and this is available on demand
in a show which also has an interview with Phil Lewis of LA Guns (who
have just produced a scorching new album ‘Checkered Past’.)

Whitesnake Farewell Tour
If you know me at all you know I love David Coverdale and
Whitesnake, so I cannot hear the words ‘Farewell Tour’ without a little
twinge of anxiety. Luckily I have seen a lot of bands carry on after
farewell tours, and having attended the ‘David Coverdale’s Whitesnake
Farewell Tour’ in the 90s at the Shepherd’s Bush Empire, I am trying to
keep calm. I also interviewed DC recently and he did say that he may well
do low key shows including chat – ‘An Audience With’ kinda thing – so
I have to hope he will and that he will include the UK as a destination for
such outings. In the meantime, if you want to see Whitesnake in a stadium
setting, it’s possibly now or never.
And so…
That’s the end of my very first round up. I hope this is the first in a
series of looks at major news events that have struck me as particularly
significant. Having been asked for a personal perspective this cannot
be, and it is not meant to be, an exhaustive source of Rock news… for
that, please see the Rocktopia and TotalRock web-sites for daily updates.
Having gotten my introductions out of the way, next time I hope to delve
deeper and provide more in-depth anecdotes of my experiences as a
Rock journalist.
AUTUMN
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orchestra skills, managing a freelance career…
sometimes I think half of us creatives struggle
with too much of an ego, and the other half
of us struggle with crippling self-doubt. Training
helps with both of those.

Interview by Fabiana Spinelli
Photos: Jim Wilkinson, Chris Dovas, Black Ray Photography
When thinking about the future of Rock and Metal, we often ask
ourselves fundamental abstract questions that try to get to the heart
of the matter: are young people still interested in our favourite
genres? Can a Bay Area Thrash Metal band of the 80s still talk to
a teenager, or can a Rock star born in 1950, with now long gone
feathered hair and sensual moves, still intrigue? Probably yes, but
more likely, we need some new flesh and blood. Seven Spires are
proving more than capable of taking on the massive burden of
that responsibility. With their bittersweet melodic Metal anthems,
apocalyptic melodic Death and Black Metal and an in-depth look
at the Romantic Classical poets, this American quartet are ready to
stay the course; something our chat with Adrienne Cowan, singer
and Queen Of The Damned, reinforced.
Extreme Metal is not something our
readers are normally presented with,
but Seven Spires are a lot more than that
and new album, ‘Gods Of Debauchery’,
will almost certainly expand upon their
already rich audience. So, what’s the first
thing to know when approaching this
new album?
The first thing to know about ‘Gods of
Debauchery’ is that it’s an album packed
with extremely raw emotion, so it’s best to
approach it with an open mind, to expect the
unexpected. Although it’s tied together by
a concept and our sonic signature, we have
always been a band that draws inspiration from
across and beyond the boundaries of Metal.
In general, there’s a reverential fear
of the third album, because it really
can make all the difference. Your debut
‘Solveig’ was the result of a successful
crowdfunding campaign, then came your
first step with Frontiers, the critically
praised ‘Emerald Seas’, and now this epic
release. Can you tell us something more
about your incredible journey?
I’ll start by saying this; we wouldn’t be where
we are without the support of our fans. They
funded a large part of our first album, helped us
cover our losses when our tour with Insomnium
and Omnium Gatherum got cancelled – it was
our first big tour and we invested not a small
amount – and they’ve blown us away with preorders throughout every single album cycle.
They show up for us over and over again, they
tell their friends about us, they stand up for
our artistic integrity. We are so grateful, and
seriously, I know every band says they have the
best fans, but they’re all wrong because we have
the best fans! Because of the way people have
received us and supported us through the years,
I think the four of us in Seven Spires are actually
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more excited than afraid of the third album.
‘Gods of Debauchery’ is the most honest we’ve
ever been, the most technical, the highest
production we’ve managed, the best writing,
and certainly the most all-encompassing of our
artistic souls.
The band met while studying hard
at the world renowned Berklee College
of Music in Boston; do you think this is a
key aspect of your growth? Do you think
a background of study, method and
technique is an element often unnoticed,
but essential for young musicians?
Yeah, I think the key aspect to our growth
lies more in the fact that we are all lifelong
students of our craft and are always pushing
ourselves to become better. My personal view
on technique – I think the four of us share this
– is that the more studied you are in technique,
the more accurately you’re able to portray the
specific thing you’re trying to communicate
musically. I don’t at all disregard music made
by untrained musicians; it’s also completely
valid, there’s a special magic there too. What
I really have a problem with is people who
refuse to get training, and use the excuse of
“I’m naturally talented and don’t need it” or “I
don’t want to ruin the magic of music.” If you
already have this great ability, why wouldn’t
you want to refine it and become world-class
if you could? If you had the chance to be able
to understand and create that magic and make
others happy, why wouldn’t you? It’s not about
being the best out of all the other musicians,
but I do think there’s something to be said
for training in the name of becoming the best
version of yourself as a musician. Also, even just
in terms of working musicians, why wouldn’t
you want to get training in skills that could
help you get hired more often? Not just on
your instrument but also sight reading, band or
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Talking of skills, your vocals are
something really original and singular in
the Metal world! What was your biggest
challenge writing and recording ‘Gods Of
Debauchery’?
The two biggest challenges in recording
‘Gods Of Debauchery’ were one, just shutting
up and being okay with the takes so we could
move on to the next one; and two, the sheer
size of the vocal arrangements in each song and
the length of the album… it took a really long
time. In terms of writing the vocal parts; well,
it was hard to rein myself in and write with live
shows in mind. I’ve been known to get carried
away and forget to write parts where I can just
rest, take a breather. My voice teacher and I
joke a bit about the live sets for this album
being like an Olympic vocal triathlon! [Laughs]
Remembering to pace myself is a challenge that
permeates my life.
The choreography on the video
for ‘Lightbringer’ looks like it was
challenging. Can you tell us something
more about the single; the unexpected
catchiness, the black humour behind it
and of course… the dancing!
Ha! I’m happy you caught the dark humour;
the lyrics were a great deal of fun to write. The
song itself is about the kind of benders people
go on when they’re avoiding something in their
life. Sometimes we know we’re being bad, and
we just revel in it because it’s easier than dealing
with the actual problem, whatever that may be.
In the case of the main character in ‘Gods of
Debauchery’, we see them promising things
to Lost Souls, and then feeding on them – just
like they did in ‘The Cabaret of Dreams’ and
throughout our first album, ‘Solveig’. I’d even
say ‘Cabaret…’ and ‘Lightbringer’ have a similar
villainously fun vibe to them, and that’s not a
coincidence! [Laughs] As far as the dancing
is concerned, I mean, I’m the child of a DJ,
an ex-theatre kid – any theatre kids reading
this know it never really leaves us – and I
unabashedly like a bit of K-Pop. It was bound
to happen sometime! I don’t think I’m the
best dancer out there or anything, but it was
definitely super fun to let that side of me out
into the open a bit more. I’m glad I did because
I think it’s important to have a moment of fun
like that, especially in an otherwise extremely
emotionally heavy album. Plus, it’s been great
to hear from fans saying they’re learning the
choreography for when we finally get to play
the song live.
It’s difficult to label Seven Spires
under anyone genre and your new album
ranges from Symphonic to Progressive,
to Black and Death Metal influences,
coupled
with
emotional
ballads.
Originality and authenticity are rare
commodities today; what are the pros
and cons of being such a unique band?
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Pros: I don’t have any “unscratched itches”
artistically or emotionally. We make exactly
what we want to hear, and nothing gets left
out. Also, we can make set-lists to match a slew
of different styles, and have enjoyed sharing
bills with Sonata Arctica and Apocalyptica,
as well as Fleshgod Apocalypse and Carach
Angren! “There’s something for everyone
on this album” is a statement we hear pretty
often from listeners, both new and old. Cons:
Sometimes people find us through one side of
us, such as ‘Gods Of Debauchery’ or ‘Drowner
Of Worlds’, and then they get mad when they
check out the rest of our discography and find
out we do things beyond what they expected,
like ‘Lightbringer’ or the emotional ballads you
mentioned. But, I personally don’t really bother
explaining myself over and over again anymore
– how many times can I really be arsed to say
“Sweetie, we’ve been this the whole time. If we
didn’t meet your expectations of us then that’s
on you…” I’d rather spend my energy writing
music and performing for people who just like
what we do.
You’ve collaborated a lot with Sascha
Paeth during the last five years and he
also mixed this new album. You also
worked with him touring with Avantasia
and singing with his new band, Sascha
Paeth’s Masters of Ceremony. What’s it
like working with him?
Sascha is our mixing engineer, and sometimes
also our mastering engineer. Working with him
is a dream – I mean, he’s “The Guy” for the
corner of the Metal world we create in. He’s
the unsung hero for so many bands, and he
played a huge part in a lot of the records that
I grew up on. It wasn’t until I started singing
for him in Masters Of Ceremony that I realised
he was the guy behind a lot of the songs and
melodies I loved as a teenage Metalhead and
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thus by extension, he’s one of my biggest
songwriting influences now. So although he
doesn’t directly write with us or produce us, he
does indirectly influence the sound in this way.
He’s a great friend of ours now, and I jokingly
call him “Dad”! [Laughs]
‘Gods Of Debauchery’ also features
some eminent guests. Can you tell us
how those collaborations, especially with
Roy Khan and Casey Lee Williams, came
about?
I’ve had the pleasure of being a guest in
Casey’s (and Jeff Williams’) ‘The World Of
RWBY’ music for years, as both a member
of the live performances at RTX and Anime
Boston, and on a few songs of the RWBY
soundtrack itself. Pete (de Reyna, Seven Spires
bassist) is also part of the live performances
with them! Casey has a really cool band called
OK Goodnight, and, I don’t know, it seemed
like the right time to invite her to be part of our
world. We were really happy when she agreed
to both the guest vocal appearance and to
choreograph the dance for ‘Lightbringer’! With
Roy, honestly I just asked Sascha about it; he
gave me Roy’s email address and said, “I don’t
know what he’s like as a person these days and
I don’t know if he still uses this email address,
but you can try!” So I tried, and heard back
within hours: “Hi Adrienne, just discovered you
before we went on vacation… you truly are an
amazing singer!” I hold his artistic expression
in the highest regard, so that was a huge deal
for me! I cried when I heard his vocals on ‘This
God is Dead’… a dream come true!
The cover art by Tuomas Välimaa
seems highly emotional with its dark,
theatrical atmospherics. What inspires
you the most in terms of the visual
appearance of the band?
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Tuomas did a fantastic job with the artwork,
we couldn’t be happier! I would describe our
visual appearance as dark and regal with a dash
of seafaring elements, historical fantasy and
reverence for the beyond and vast unknown.
It’s a bit like our music, I guess. On one hand
we balance Romanticism and “softer” forms
of beauty, and on the other hand, we have
armoured corsets, horned figureheads, and the
toughness of the demons within. At the risk of
grossly simplifying an aspect of our art that I
actually take very seriously; we like to look nice,
we like nice things, you know, we take pride in
smelling nice on tour! [Laughs] We like to make
sure our albums and merch items receive the
level of care that they deserve, so that our fans
are proud to wear and display them.
The last twelve months have been very
difficult, especially on the live front. How
hard and frustrating has it been having
a new album out but not being able to
tour with it? Are you going to create a
special set-list or stage set for your next
gigs, considering you have both ‘Emerald
Seas’ and ‘Gods Of Debauchery’ to
promote?
It was incredibly frustrating to not be able
to play live! I’m certain our future setlists will
contain songs from all three albums! One good
part about it though was that we were forced
to find other ways to connect with our fans.
I ended up spending a lot of time with them
on Discord, getting to know them better
and hearing their personal connections with
‘Emerald Seas’ throughout the last year. Even if
we didn’t get to play live, in a way I feel closer to
our fans than ever, and that’s really special. But
I digress, yes; we are planning a stage set and
setlist that references both albums!
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THE GODS OF AOR ‘93
Words by Rob Evans

For those of you with a penchant for men and women in spandex sporting perfectly
manicured hair that looked like it had been sculpted from candyfloss, this could indeed be
the feature for you as over the next ten issues, we take an in-depth look at the Gods Of AOR
festival and its impact on the scene of today. If the likes of Unit 23, Empress Mill or Maximes
in Wigan mean anything to you, then step right up and walk this way…
For a select few, their introduction to Now
& Then Records would have been through the
pages of the long defunct fanzine, Boulevard.
For most it would have been through an
extensive double page spread by Dave
Reynolds in the pages of Kerrang! Under the
banner ‘AOR Ambush’, Mark Ashton planted
a seed at the end of an illuminating interview
– “Eventually we’d love to bring some of our
bands over here to play” – that would, like his
and Bruce Mee’s label, grow into something
entirely bigger.
The Gods of AOR was born in 1993,
running for ten years until its demise in 2003.
With the label quickly learning that touring
was not very economical, it made sense to
bring their bands to one location and put on
a full show. The inaugural shows were spread
over two days, at two different locations. The
Woughton Centre, in Milton Keynes, and The
Ritz, in Manchester, played host to the likes
of Jeff Paris, Mark Free, Paul Laine, Gary
Hughes, Shotgun Symphony, The Quest,
Jaimie Kyle and Ian Parry; a real cornucopia
of AOR talent.
The name of the festival came from Mark
Ashton and was meant to be slightly tongue
in cheek as he reveals. “I was sat in Startracks
Studio in Manchester one afternoon with Gary
Hughes and his band. We were chatting about
various things and someone mentioned the
Monsters Of Rock, which took us on to the
Clash Of The Titans tour with all the big Thrash
acts of the time. Jokingly I said that if the others
were monsters and a titan then I was going to
call our show The Gods Of AOR. Everyone
immediately said that it should definitely be
called that, and so it was.”
The idea was born out of the fevered dreams
of Mark Ashton and Bruce Mee who saw the
festival as an ideal chance to promote their own
artists and build media coverage. With AOR
being an underground genre, it was incredibly
hard to get promotion for their artists within
the mainstream as Mark Ashton reveals. “I was
very keen for as many bands as possible to be
active, ‘real’ artists rather than purely studio
projects. Initially I made enquiries about the
possibility of artists touring individually, but
the finances made it impossible and the media
didn’t show much interest. But when I put the
idea of a day-long event showcasing our artists,
as it made things much more viable from a
financial aspect, it generated a lot more interest
when I tested the water.”
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It certainly did create a lot more interest as
the likes of MTV, Burrn!, Raw and Kerrang!
all covered the shows. The whole event was
filmed by MTVs Headbangers Ball, resulting
in a two hour special that was presented by
Vanessa Warwick, who introduced the show
with the immortal words, “If Foreigner, Damn
Yankees, Survivor and Night Ranger sound
like your kinda Metal, then this is the show for
you!” With gig footage taken from Manchester
and band interviews conducted in Milton
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Keynes, it was interspersed with videos by
the likes of Triumph, Bad English, Heart and
Tyketto amongst many others, with Warwick
proving to be an engaging and fun host. For
such a relatively low key label, it was a coup
of impressive proportions. “We just approached
them about the idea as AOR was getting so little
coverage,” adds Ashton almost nonchalantly.
“The people at Headbangers Ball were very
open to the idea of covering the show, but said
they would need footage to tie in and that they
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didn’t have the budget. So we decided to film
it ourselves… that was a whole experience in
itself as we’d never done anything like that
before either.”
Alongside Mark Free, Jeff Paris, Gary
Hughes, Jaime Kyle, Shotgun Symphony and
The Quest, the initial flyers and posters for
the gig had James Christian (House Of Lords)
on the billing. Neither Ashton nor Mee can
remember why he didn’t perform, other than
it being a work commitment, but his place was
taken by Canadian artist Paul Laine as Ashton
takes up the story. “In the main it was made up
of our own acts, so that aspect was relatively
straightforward. As for the outside artists, Paul
Laine was someone we were trying to sign to
the label at the time. Everything was looking
good, so we asked him if he’d like to play as we
thought it would be good promo for his album
if we got to release it.”
With Melodic Rock on the decline and
Grunge in the ascendency these shows were
a big gamble for all concerned, but they were
determined to try to promote their artists as
much as possible within their limited budget.
Promotion always costs money and it’s hard
to quantify the returns you get, but Ashton and
Mee were of the belief that there’s no point
releasing products if you don’t attempt to
bring them to the widest audience possible,
regardless of how limited that may be or
however difficult the logistics are. “This is
where our naivety helped us I think,” reveals
Ashton. “Having never done anything like
this previously, we had no idea of the work it
entailed. If we knew how much was involved,
we probably wouldn’t have done it. I even had
a plan at one stage for a Gods tour all around
Europe, with the bigger acts playing solo
shows in the better markets and then everyone
meeting up for events in certain countries. I
had a map of Europe with different coloured
ink representing the acts. I remember showing
it to Pete Dutton of STS Touring Productions
and he said he didn’t know whether to laugh
or cry at the idea!”
Obviously, from a financial aspect they’d
have been better off with just acts from the
UK, but ambition is something that neither
Ashton nor Mee have been short of. With the
cult status held by the likes of Free, Paris and
Kyle generating media and fan interest, they
pushed ahead with their plans. It was decided
that both Mark Free and Jeff Paris would be
hooked up with the Swedish acts – Snakes In
Paradise and State Of Mind respectively – with
Free also bringing Robin Randall and Diana
DeWitt with him from the States. One of the
main protagonists in pairing Free and Paris with
the Swedish bands was Magnus Soderkvist,
who’d worked with Dino, and later Empire
Records. As he reveals, “I knew the guys in
Snakes In Paradise and State Of Mind very
well and knew they were all great musicians,
great guys; both bands were keen on getting
the exposure and attention backing these AOR
legends. I made the suggestion to Mark and he
was very pro the idea and concept. So we had
FIREWORKS

Jeff Paris coming to Stockholm rehearsing with
State Of Mind, and Snakes travelled to the UK
to do rehearsals with Mark.” It’s something
that Robin Randall remembers well. “We had
a bit of time to rehearse the songs, so that was
a good thing, and we were in this place that I
believe was a rehearsal space, but also a music
school was part of it? Snakes In Paradise were
a superb band themselves, all of them were
very talented and nice people. Our rehearsals
went pretty smoothly and I made sure that I
had music charts for the whole band for every
song... not that they really needed them, they all
had great ears and came prepared knowing the
songs well.”
Whilst Mark Free toiled away in the UK,
Jeff Paris ended up in Stockholm for ten days of
rehearsal, playing a gig at the legendary Escape
Club along the way. “I was originally supposed
to be backed up by Snakes In Paradise, but as
it turned out I think I ended up with the right
band for my style,” reveals Paris. “I rehearsed
in a facility with a shit load of Swedish bands
for a week. During that time I picked up a flu/
cold bug and rehearsed throughout while being
sick, so by the time we got through the gig at
the Escape Club and I landed in London, I was
really ill.”
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Picking Jeff up at the airport was Ivan
Gunn (Balance Of Power, Pride) who’d been
instrumental in getting Shotgun Symphony to
the attention of Now & Then and The Gods
festival. “I remember picking Jeff Paris up from
the airport and being so shattered that I took a
wrong turn. I went off course from Heathrow to
Milton Keynes, Jeff saw a sign saying Bath…
and he thought we had driven all the way to
there, which unless I was driving a DeLorean
is not possible!”
“The Swedes and I were spread out in the
back of a rattle trap lorry, and as the hours went
by I began to have deep suspicions we were
lost,” laughs Paris at the memory. “When I
looked out the window and saw we were going
over the Avon River, which I knew was on the
way to Bath, I knew we were lost. Then we all
fell asleep and when we checked into the hotel
in Milton Keynes, I went back to the lobby to
get my bag and opened the door just in time to
hear Ivan saying “I fucking nearly went to Bath
by mistake!”
The Woughton Centre in Milton Keynes and
The Ritz in Manchester were home to the first
ever Gods shows on Saturday, October 2nd and
Sunday, October 3rd 1993. The Woughton Centre
was a mixture of Concert venue and Leisure
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interviewed on MTV’s Headbangers Ball” he noted several years later.
“That and how well the British audience liked my band and our music
which was very AOR/melodic rock, not at all heavy.”
The next band to follow Ian Parry was Merseyside outfit, The
Quest. They’d been on Mark Ashton’s hit list for quite some time and I
remember waxing lyrical to him about them after my good friend, David
Shaun Owens, had just joined as their new singer and I’d just seen them
rehearse. Signing them to Now & Then, their debut album was released
to coincide with the weekend’s shows as drummer Andy Coffey reveals.
“We actually received our first copies of ‘Do You Believe?’ on the bus
on the way to Milton Keynes, so that was a good feeling, even though
they spelt a song wrong on the back cover! Plus we then had something
to promote at the gigs.” In Kerrang! Steve Beebee thought they were
positively amateurish and less that graceful in their delivery, whilst Dave
Ling thought they were a true revelation whose sound was a heady
cocktail of Rush, It Bites and Dream Theater. I’m firmly in Camp Ling
and thought that David Shaun Owens had the gig of his lifetime. However,
his band mates were less than enamoured with him, as keyboard player
Graham Woodcock reveals. “Musically, I think we held our own with
any of the acts on the bill. However, your front man/singer carries the
responsibility for the main interaction with the crowd and sadly, Shaun
never managed to develop to the point of us being happy with him.” With
Andy Coffey enjoying both shows, but favouring Manchester, his abiding
memory is of the MTV interview. If you’ve ever watched it, it’s quite
obvious that Coffey has had a huge bowl of ‘word soup’ for lunch as the
man is incessant whilst Owens, by comparison, is almost struck dumb.

Centre that had seen the likes of Giant and Drive, She Said play there,
whilst the Ritz in Manchester was a stand-alone venue that had hosted
the likes of The Beatles, Stone Roses and REM amongst many others.
“Manchester was obvious as it was our home city and an established place
for live music,” reveals Ashton about the choice of venues. “I believe
it was Pete Sims, one of the partners in Now & Then, who suggested
Milton Keynes as he lived in Oxford and suggested it as he’d been to
The Woughton Centre for shows
himself. It had a huge backstage
area which was perfect with so
many acts involved.”

And then Shotgun Symphony arrived, a band so good they made
Ian Parry and The Quest look like they’d never played a note before in
their lives. They’d been brought to the attention of Now & Then by Ivan
Gunn, who’d seen them at a venue in New Jersey and liked what they
were doing. “Ivan asked us for a demo tape, and we kind of wrote him
off as you can imagine how many people say they can help you out,”
reveals keyboard player Charlie Calv. “But, low and behold, he played
the demo for Mark Ashton and about nine months later we are on a plane
to England and our debut album was coming out. Without Ivan there
would have been no career for Shotgun Symphony and we are eternally
grateful for that.”
“I remember watching the band rehearse at Stockport Pyramids and
watching Mark Ashton’s reaction when Shotgun literally blew his mind,”

jaime kyle performing

Opening
the
weekend’s
proceedings was Ian Parry,
who’d previously been part of
Dutch band Vengeance, but this
was an opportunity to reach a
bigger audience. With his band
comprising bassist Jan Bijlsma
(Vengeance),
guitarist
Oscar
Holleman
(Vengeance)
and
drummer Ernst van Ee (Highway
Chile), Parry delivered a solid set
that was received well, with Dave
Ling commenting in the pages of
RAW that Parry looked spectacular
in his fringed suede jacket (which
he still owns) as he delivered power
Pomp cuts from his ‘Symphony Of
Dreams’ album. Fresh from working
with Misha Calvin, Parry was a firm
favourite with Kerrang!’s Steve
Beebee who noted that Parry was
both bombastic and pompous. “One
great thing for us about playing at
the Gods Of AOR festival was being
150
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remembers Gunn. “Bear in mind
no one except me had seen them
before at this point in time.” In the
pages of Kerrang! Dave Reynolds
was more than enamoured
with them stating that it was as
electrifying a show as he’d seen all
year, whilst Dave Ling was taken
with their flowing cloaks and black
spandex in the pages of RAW.
I remember them opening with
‘Lost Child’ in Manchester and
being totally blown away, it was
like men versus boys compared
to what had gone before them.
“Looking back and actually seeing
some of the video footage, we were
on fire, so much energy, even for
me,” Calv concurs. “Even I can’t
keep up with my younger self. I
think we definitely made people
take notice.”
The acoustic set from Jaime
Kyle was a welcome respite from
the testosterone fuelled Pomp Rock
that had gone before her. Alongside
Gary Burr (Kenny Loggins, Carol
King, Ringo Starr) she delivered
several choice cuts from her then
new album, ‘The Passionate Kind’.
Signed by Derek Shulman (Bon
Jovi, Cinderella) and with Derek
Oliver as her A&R man, Kyle was
in good company at Atco records.
With the unexpected departure
of Shulman, Kyle fought to get
out of her contract and through
Derek Oliver was handed to Now
& Then as the former Kerrang!
journalist thought she’d be a ‘good
fit’ for the label. “Yes, Derek
Oliver said I should talk to Now &
Then,” reflects Kyle. “It was all so
straightforward and simple really.
It wasn’t complicated. It was a
couple of people who loved music
running a small label, and I said
yes.” For Kyle and Burr it was the
first time either of them had been
overseas. They’d been up all night
on the flight over and there wasn’t
anyone to meet them at Heathrow
airport as Kyle laments ruefully,
“There wasn’t anyone to pick us
up; we didn’t know the currency
or the exchange rate or how far we
were going. We took a taxicab 206
miles all the way to Manchester
from Heathrow!” For Bruce Mee,
bringing her over to the UK was
the stuff of dreams as he reveals.
“Speaking personally, watching
Jaime Kyle sing live was a dream.
I’d loved her since hearing ‘The
Passionate Kind’ and signed her
to our label.” Dave Reynolds was
also taken with the ‘waif-like’
performer extolling her virtues in
Kerrang! by declaring that, “there
is actually more to her than meets
FIREWORKS
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the eye.”
At this juncture in time Paul
Laine had just left Elektra Records
and his management company
(Bruce Allen Talent) was trying
to figure out his next career move.
“Even then I saw the writing on the
wall in the Rock music scene and
was looking to change my sound
and grow as an artist,” reveals
Laine. “Coming to the UK to play
the show and meet with Mark and
Bruce was another part of that.
There was an offer there, and I had
to see it through to know if it was
viable.” Whilst history will show
that Laine didn’t sign with Now
& Then, he did play the Gods Of
AOR. Choosing to only play two
songs from his debut album, ‘Stick
It In Your Ear’, was a mistake in
my book and something I chastised
Laine about when I spoke to him
recently. “With hindsight was it a
mistake? Nah – not really. Look,
at the end of the day that show,
for me, was about showcasing
some new material for Now &
Then as they wanted a preview to
what I was going to be doing. I
was just in a different headspace
back then and also young, and
full of my own ideals, as you are
at that age.” He also struck up an
unlikely friendship with Lee Revill
who was playing guitar in Gary
Hughes’ band at the time and is
now plying his trade with Blood
Red Saints. “I didn’t know Lee
then, he just walked up beside
me, as I was waiting for soundcheck. He saw that I was staring
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at the Gods Of AOR sign in the
venue. He looked at me and said,
‘If this is the Gods Of AOR, where
the fuck is Journey?’ I cried with
laughter; we both did and we’ve
been friends ever since that day,
and now both write for film and
television together.” Both Dave
Ling and Dave Reynolds were of
the impression that Laine could fill
the gap recently vacated by Bon
Jovi, with Reynolds stating that
Laine was Canada’s answer to old
Bon Jon. I personally thought that
he’d missed a trick and came away
sorely disappointed.
For local lad Gary Hughes,
this was probably the biggest gig
of his career at this point in time.
His album, ‘Strength Of Heart’,
was the labels inaugural release
and they had a lot of faith in him,
which would be rewarded a few
years later with Ten. At the time
Hughes was working on two solo
albums, which would eventually
turn into the first two Ten releases.
At The Gods he seized his
opportunity with relish, holding
his own amongst some illustrious
company. Alongside Hughes,
his band consisted of Dan Hope,
Lee Revill, Darren Wilcox, Gary
Frankland and Andy Thompson.
Between them they conjured up a
performance that had a profound
effect on a young Lee Revill. “It
was just the type of weekend that a
young inexperienced guitarist from
a little village near Manchester
needed. It helped me understand a
little bit about what all these other
AUTUMN

bands from different countries
had sacrificed, how much effort
was needed to progress, even on
a small scale.” Here was a young
British band that showed no fear
over the weekend, blending in
amongst the AOR glitterati with
ease; then again Hughes was more
steeped in the traditions of Purple,
Zeppelin and Rush and hadn’t
heard of either Free or Paris at the
time. “I hadn’t heard of most of the
bands on The Gods bills when the
line-ups were announced,” admits
Hughes sheepishly. “Obviously
after meeting them and spending
time in their company, I made a
point of familiarising myself very
quickly. I remember that their
performances were truly excellent
on the day.” Whilst Dave Ling was
of the opinion that Hughes was out
of his depth so far up the bill, Steve
Beebee had nothing but praise as
he declared “There’s hope for us
Brits yet!”
What came next was, for
most people in attendance, the
equivalent of perfection and a
masterclass in delivering the
AOR goods. Backed by Snakes
In Paradise and with Robin
Randall on keyboards and Diana
DeWitt on backing vocals, Mark
Free had an impressive array of
talent at his disposal. Having just
released his ‘Long Way From
Love’ album for Now & Then,
it’d been a long journey for its
main songwriters Judithe, and her
daughter, Robin Randall. “Well, it
was a fantastic feeling to have the
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album released of course, but also
a surprise,” reveals Robin Randall.
“As it’s been talked about before
with Mark, all these songs were
demos that he had sung for us in
the hopes we’d get them recorded
by, at the time, well known artists/
bands. The ironic part of it all was
that Mark could out-sing and sell a
song better than many of the artists
and bands we were pitching the
songs to.” The talent of Mark Free
hadn’t gone unnoticed by Ivan
Gunn as he watched in rehearsal. “I
remember Mark Free stating that
he was going to sing at half volume
to save his voice for the show and
then literally being floored by the
world class delivery he gave whilst
singing ‘Arms Of A Stranger’. He
was mind blowing even at half
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volume and the Snakes were the
perfect band for him.” According
to Mark Ashton, the addition of
Randall and DeWitt was down
to Free not feeling confident
enough to come to Europe on
his own. “Yes, he wasn’t feeling
very confident personally about
coming over to Europe alone,
so wanted them to come along
as companions. Obviously, they
made a difference to the live shows
and it was a pleasure to meet them;
especially Robin as I’d spoken to
her on the phone several times and
spent many an hour chatting to her
mother, the late and great Judithe
Randall. The down side of bringing
them was the additional costs
which were pretty high for us at the
time. That affected any profits that
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jeff paris with rob evans
his ‘Long Way From Love’ album
stood to make.” By the time of
the Manchester show, Mark Free
had gotten sick with flu and was
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running a fever and sore throat, not
that any of us in attendance would
have known. With Free looking
sartorially elegant, Steve Beebee
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ventured that this was a supreme and cultured performance, or as Dave
Ling put it, “An orgasmic barrage!” He stormed through choice cuts from
his days with Signal, King Kobra and Unruly Child and gave us the best
bits of his solo album. He was a God, in the truest sense of the word.
After that performance Jeff Paris was always going to have his back
to the wall, but I thought he did exceptionally well. Alongside his backing
band, State Of Mind, that featured Pat Apelgren (keys), Roger Kindstrand
(drums), Johan Larsson (bass), Jorgen Swensson (guitar), and Connie Lind
on backing vocals, Paris was also struck down by the flu as he reveals. “It
was like I was drowning in mucus. I had a temperature, but I had no
intention of letting the flu thing stop me from doing the gig. Luckily I’d
brought along a whole bunch of decongestants & anti-inflammatories, and
I’d been studying with a great teacher named Ron Anderson who gave me
a couple hours of various warm-ups under various conditions. I did about
three warm-ups during the day leading up to the performance. The upshot
was I probably delivered some of the best live vocals I’ve ever done.” Still,
that wasn’t enough to please Dave Reynolds who said that Paris droned on
and that he should leave the art of playing live to the professionals – ouch!
It was enough to make Paris call the offices of Kerrang! and demand
to speak to Reynolds. “We went over his article point by point and I

MARK ashton and mark free
pointed out to him that my band had played their collective asses off, I
had sung my ass off and he’d failed to mention that,” reveals Paris. “I also
told him about the flu and not letting it get in the way of doing the gig
and I said, ‘Look man, we both love AOR and Melodic Rock, we should
try to do everything we can to support it.’ Just keep in mind that where
I’m concerned, it’s all about the music and very little about the visuals.”
Whilst Jeff Paris has only ever returned to the UK for a one-off gig at
Firefest – which, in Paris’s words was “horrible” – he’s still involved
in Melodic Rock as he reveals. “Rob, I think I mentioned to you that
I was stepping away from Melodic Rock semi-permanently? However
recently I started a project with Michael Thompson and Moon Calhoun
for Frontiers. And a couple of weeks ago Roxy Petrucci called me and
asked me if I would write a song for Vixen, which we did. AOR… it’s like
the mafia… once you join you can never leave!”
From a promotional perspective it was a brilliant weekend, but from
a purely monetary standpoint it was a different matter as Mark Ashton
painfully reveals. “Financially the event lost money. Every Gods show
lost quite a lot of money. As a stand-alone show it made no financial
sense. It was done purely as a promotional exercise for Now & Then.
We would never have had any coverage on MTV for our acts, but after
getting an ‘in’ with them through The Gods we were able to get excellent
exposure for Crown Of Thorns later on.”
“I did end up using my own money to help feed the bands,” concurs
Bruce Mee. “It didn’t sell out, but I’m sure it must have done pretty well
as we did quite a few more.”
Both Ashton and Mee view this event with an awful lot of pride, and
rightly so as no one had ever done anything like this in the UK before,
especially with AOR artists. They ended up bringing more acts to the UK
than most major labels had done. Many of their artists had previously
been signed to huge multinational corporate companies, but they’d never
played in the UK before. “I think we should be proud of putting a show
on that not only created such a large amount of coverage for our artists
(and several other labels acts as well) but inspired others to bring acts over
later on,” states Ashton.
“To be honest, I think Mark pulled a blinder arranging The Gods,”
reveals Mee. “I made many friends and meeting Jaime Kyle and helping
promote her throughout Europe was a personal dream of mine; we’re still
friends to this day. Yes, it was a logistical nightmare – especially those
roundabouts in Milton Keynes – but you know what? I’d do it all over
again in a heartbeat!”
“I think us AOR fans who attended should be eternally grateful,”
concludes Ivan Gunn. “As without Bruce and Mark, this scene might not
be where it’s at today.”
Fireworks salute the following – all the bands involved, Ivan
Gunn, Dave Pritchard, Mark Ashton and Bruce Mee.
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Interview by Fabiana Spinelli. Photo by Steven Christie.
UK rockers Vega have always been synonymous with quality and style. Big changes
in the band haven’t diminished their appetite, and despite the difficulties caused
by the worldwide pandemic they have a brand new album, ‘Anarchy And Unity’, out
and ready to be promoted. Fireworks spoke to vocalist Nick Workman and keyboard
player James Martin and, as always, found them ready to answer with their unique
sense of humour intact... class act, here.
First of all, can we rewind the last
twelve months and talk about what
happened after your last album ‘Grit
Your Teeth’ was released?
Nick: Well, we were very excited to get
that album out as it was quite a change from
‘Only Human’. We loved the songs and the
direction, the tour was booked and then…
Covid! We had three choices: suck it up and
carry on promoting ‘Grit…’ once lockdown
ended, do bugger all and see how we feel or
crack on and make the best album we have
done thus far! [Laughs] We reckon we did
the last one.
James: Yeah, life has been quite “normal”
because of lockdowns and no touring
happening. We just had more time to write,
hence why the album is coming out a bit
earlier than normal. Mikey (Kew, guitars)
and Hutch (Martin Hutchison, drums) left as
well; they had time to reflect and decided to
pursue other things.
A change of line-up is always a big
challenge for the band of course,
but also for the fans. Can you tell us
more about the arrival of Billy Taylor
(ex-Inglorious) on guitars and Pete
Newdeck (Nitrate, Midnite City) on
drums?
James: We’ve known all those bands and
some of the guys in them a long time. Pete
we’ve all worked with on various things
in the past, so he was an easy fit and with
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Billy, he was somebody we admired and had
chatted with when we played festivals and
stuff together.
Nick: Marcus (Thurston, guitars) has
known Pete since they met in the bomb
shelters during World War II, so it was
important for him to have a friend who
shares the same medical condition of being
old! We knew that Mikey and Hutch were
going to leave at some point as they didn’t
really get involved creatively, but it has been
insane since Billy and Pete joined. We had
the songs written at the point they joined
but not sounding like they do now! We’ve
got a fantastic system going... the songs
started with Tom (Martin, bass) and James
and on a couple of occasions me. I would
write the vocal parts and then the songs
went to Billy, who pretty much re-recorded
the music, before they bounced back to me.
I would re-do what I needed to do to suit
any changes he made and then ship it off to
Pete. He did his thing with the drums and
added some really nice production touches
to the songs and then we were done. I went
to Pete’s to record all the proper vocals and
then a chap called Tony Draper mixed it. It
sounds complicated but it was the easiest
album we have ever done!
The title and cover are very
impressive: raw, direct and high-impact
as is the whole album, would you say
that it’s a “mission statement”?
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Nick: I had the idea of calling it ‘Anarchy’
and dropping the anarchy “a” into the Vega
logo, but as time went on that seemed
so negative in what was such a positive
experience... musically of course, not the
whole Covid thing! So, I added the ‘Unity’
and suggested the ‘fist’ thing. Jim then took
that idea to the artist and came up with the
cover. Not so much a “mission statement”
but not a statement of the climate we wrote
and recorded it in either.
James: Yeah, no statements here! The
songs are written and then the best make
the album. Like Nick said, the album was
originally gonna be called ‘Anarchy’ but as
the front cover was coming together, Nick
added the ‘Unity’ and we all liked it. We had
a headache getting the cover to the point
where we all liked it but we are really happy
with the outcome and it goes to show that
sometimes you have to go through a little bit
of grief to get the best results!
This album marks a growth in
every way, from the songwriting to
a more muscular musical approach.
Can you draw a line from ‘Kiss Of
Life’ to ‘Anarchy And Unity’? Is there
something that hasn’t changed and
something else instead completely
different from the past?
Nick: Well, the songs have all started in
the same way that the others have with the
Martin boys and I, but this time we added
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another layer to the cake with Billy and
Pete. Billy changed the tuning of the whole
album so it automatically sounds muscular,
and the freshness the two newbies brought
just invigorated us and put us in a very cool,
productive mind set. We were like excited
kids every time one of us sent something
new, it was fun times!
James: Thanks! We always try and keep
a memorable chorus in the song, but we’re
always trying to see what we can do a little
differently to keep things fresh. It might be
chords, drop tuning, structures, lyric angles
and if we all like it then there’s a chance
others will to. Having the new lads involved
in the writing was something different from
previous albums also. The last thing we
wanna do is keep writing the same album.
I like the kind of albums that remind you of
a time in your life and have an atmosphere
about them, and I’d like to think we’ve
achieved that with this.
As usual, everything you do seems
to be so natural; elegance is the trait
that shines the most. How can you
perfectly mix power and refinement,
without losing your efficacy, your
catchiness?
Nick: We just write what we write and
don’t try to write a certain type of song or
to a formula. You have to realise that for
the eleven tracks that made it to the album,
twenty more didn’t. That’s where the lack of
elegance resides! [Laughs]
James: We really love what we do and
music is a joy to create for all of us, so
maybe there’s an honesty about it… I guess
Nick’s voice links everything together and
keeps things familiar. Also, once the keys
and sprinkles are added it all starts sounding
more like Vega I guess. It’s all done naturally
without any agenda and that keeps it fresh.
There’s an upbeat lightness to
‘Anarchy And Unity’ yet, also a deeper
soul in songs like ‘End Of The Fade’
and ‘Welcome To Wherever’. Can you
tell us something more about these
songs and lyrics?
Nick: Yeah, the songs have their dark
side but all with positivity. I am the eternal
optimist so it would be remiss of me to keep
it all doom and gloom. ‘Kneel To You’ is
defiantly poking fun at a certain ex-President
who continues to poison our eyes and ears.
‘End Of The Fade’ may sound dark, but it
really is about starting a new chapter in your
life and putting the past behind you, Like
I said, positive! The topics really do vary
and they are mini movies in my head, but
I can tell you for certain that there are no
songs about Covid… fuck me, that’s all we
need isn’t it? Music is about escapism and
entertainment so it’s never going to be shoegazing songs from Vega!
James: The lyrics are always Nick’s thing,
that’s one of the things that separates us
from other bands I think. Nick loves writing
and has a note pad for lyric ideas and
titles and stuff, and I think that makes the
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difference. When I’m writing lyrics for other
stuff outside of Vega it’s a real chore... I call it
the washing up! [Laughs]
If you had to describe ‘Anarchy And
Unity’ to someone who hasn’t heard
Vega before, where would you start?
Nick: Energetic anthems… crunching
riffs with tons of melody that will get you a
speeding ticket!
James: Ha, good question! Good songs
that stick in your head with 80s elements
all wrapped up with a modern production,
interesting lyrics, massive chorus stadium
Rock!
The production is impeccable as
always. People frequently complain
about productions of modern records,
accusing them of being too “cold”
or “impersonal”. Given that Vega’s
experience is exactly the opposite, is
there something true in these complaints
or is it just the wrong perception of a
modern way of working?
Nick: Everyone has an opinion about the
sound of albums, but what drives me mad
is if someone says a record sounds shit just
because it doesn’t agree with their sonic
palette. We produced this album but the
sound of it is thanks to Tony Draper who
mixed the album. Everyone in the band has
a studio set up so we all produced our own
parts. Pete did a really good job of doing an
initial mix but the plan was always to take it
outside of the band.
James: Everyone likes a different sound
I guess. It seems everyone is a producer
these days and with home studio set ups
being more affordable… you can tell when
albums are put together by a lad in his
bedroom and everything just sounds so
midi and processed. That’s not for me but
some people love that kinda thing. What’s
the saying again, “one man’s meat is another
man’s poison.”
Nick: You can’t say that Jim. It has to be
“one man’s vegan sausage is another man’s
poison!”
About that – the production thing,
not the vegan sausages – you once said
that Vega always “like to have another
set of ears on the songs.” Maybe that’s
the key to making a good record, not
just sitting in your comfort zone but
actively consulting with producers and
outsiders?
Nick: One hundred percent. You can get
too close to something and too used to the
way a song sounds to be objective. On this
album it was a little different; Pete and Billy
were the outside opinions. Tony Draper did
an amazing mix but he wasn’t there for the
recording. So the guys were given licence
to do what they wanted and it worked out
perfectly. To be honest, Billy and Pete have
done more creatively in ten month than
previous band members did in years and
years. That isn’t a dig at the old members
but more of a tip of the hat to the new boys.
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My other half is sometimes too honest for
my liking too! [Laughs]
James: Yeah, it’s always good to have
feedback and stuff, we encourage that. We
all have families and close friends we run the
songs by and filter these opinions between
us, and of course there’s six of us to please
as well and we are pretty honest with ideas.
I remember slaving over a song idea and
presenting it to the lads and being met with
laughs and bad feedback, so it can be pretty
harsh at times!
Nick: I can’t remember the song, but I
do remember taking about four cracks at a
chorus until you and Tom were happy.
James: Oh, yeah. I can’t remember which
one either.
Nick: My time was well spent then!
[Laughs]
Last but not least there are the
fans… being away from stages for so
long must be difficult. Do you think
the lack of live music can perhaps
reawaken an interest, maybe fan the
flames a little? Could it be the silver
lining of the whole pandemic thing?
Nick: That remains to be seen. We booked
a UK tour in the hope that things would be
unlocked and they have, but there is still the
ongoing talk and fear of future lockdowns
and all the uncertainty that brings… it’s
bound to have an impact on sales. Having
said that, we will play to one man and his
dog at this point! We are desperate to get
out there and we hope the fans turn up on
the night. We have two albums to promote,
so choosing a set list has been a headache.
We are here now though and it’s going to be
a cracker of a set-list.
James: It seems that way. If you look at
the reaction from Steelhouse Festival and
it being a sell-out, then that’s a good sign.
2022 is looking great for us with dates in the
UK and Europe confirmed, so let’s just hope
they get to go ahead.
What about you guys and the band,
how have you been and how do you
feel today? Do you think music could
be the right medicine to bring people
back to everyday life?
James: Of course! Yeah, we feel good
thanks, we’re ready to get back out there
and promote the two albums live that we
haven’t had the chance to yet. The new setlist is gonna be very exciting for us, but it will
be a nightmare choosing what to play and
what not to play. Not too bad for a headline
show but festivals and support slots will be
a challenge.
Nick: I am good too thanks and have
kept positive throughout. My fiancé lives in
Sweden but I have a residence permit so I
was able to travel; music was the medicine
throughout and has always been my
medicine... all of the live streams and bands
doing special recordings was just great. I
think 2022 will be an amazing year and that
2021 is going to be the first course of a gut
busting musical feast!
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Interview by Dave Scott. Photo by Marko Syrjala

oro Pesch has regularly appeared within these pages, so the
Queen Of Heavy Metal will require no introduction. Following
the release of her multi-disc ‘Magic Diamonds’ “Best Of ”
compilation last year, Doro has kept busy throughout the pandemic
by working on a new live release to commemorate the thirty-fifth
anniversary of the Warlock album ‘Triumph And Agony’. Fireworks
caught up with the singer on Skype to find out more…

How have you been since we
spoke to you last year?
I guess everybody tells you the
same thing. It was the first time
we couldn’t tour as much as we
wanted; we just played a couple
of drive-in shows. That was
interesting because people were
so far away, stuck in their cars,
but I think we made the best out
of it and everybody had fun. It’s
hard work and to reach the people
you have to give out ten times
more. Now, we’ve just done a
couple of beach open-air shows
and that was the same; people
were sitting in deckchairs rather
far away but we had big screens.
After the first show, my body was
so sore and I thought, “Wow!”
It’s like when you work out for
the first time after years of not
working out, but now I am back
in the groove. Tomorrow, we go
to Belgium, there’s this festival –
the Alcatraz Festival – in Kortrijk.
It’s a great three-day event, and
this will be our first big festival
for more than a year and a half.
My last big show was the last one
with Saxon. Then the following
day one of the politicians here
said, “Okay, only one thousand
people in the venues” and it went
downhill from there. All the tours
got cancelled – two European
tours, two American tours, all the
festivals – but now, hopefully,
it will all work out again. It’s
been so hard; so many people
have been depressed. My last big
tour in America was with Metal
Church and Mike Howe was
such a great guy. We were great
friends, we were singing together
every night… singing ‘Breaking
The Law’ together because I am
such a Judas Priest fan… then I
found out a few weeks ago that
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he committed suicide. So many further away… it was like a really
people suffer from depression big deal.
I told Joey about my first
and they don’t know what to do.
promotional tour for the ‘Burning
‘Triumph
And
Agony The Witches’ album, and the first
Live’ is due out at the end of time I was in the former East.
September. It’s been nearly We were in Hungary and we had
thirty-five years since Warlock the trunk full of ‘Burning The
released the original album Witches’ vinyl. We were all happy
back in 1987… can you tell and excited about being there, but
me about your memories of then at the border they took all
the records away and that was
making it?
I always wanted to go to the end of all that; it was really
America and I went to New York scary and we felt it was totally
for a little three-day promotion different. You can’t say what you
tour. It was great and after two want to say and you really have to
days I made up my mind that I watch your ass. They said, “No,
wanted to stay. I had Alex Grob it’s pornography” because of the
supporting me, he wasn’t the cover with the naked girl on the
Warlock manager at the time but candle. It was just a fantasy cover
he became our manager later on. but they took everything away,
Although he was an American and then nothing else worked
citizen, he came from Switzerland during that whole trip. I told
so he was fluent in German. I was Joey about it and said, “Man, it’s
in New York and he said, “Okay so different, you can’t imagine
Doro, you have to check out the it. Being an American you are
scene, get to know the clubs and born and raised free, you can
stuff.” He introduced me to Joey do whatever you want to do, go
Balin who was a guitar player… a wherever you want to go; it’s
nice guy who was a little bit older not the same over there.” He
than me; we went to see all the was really interested and that’s
clubs and record stores. We did how we wrote our first song
all kinds of stuff and then late one together, ‘East Meets West’. We
night Joey said, “Do you want recorded it on a little Walkman
to see another club?” I replied, and the next day I went to Alex
“Joey, to be honest, in Europe we and said, “Alex, it was great, the
have really great Metal clubs as clubs are great, the record stores
well, it’s not that different here. are awesome… but we wrote a
New York is great, but in Europe great song as well.” He checked
it’s just the same… same people, it out and said, “I think you guys
same kind of crowd and same have great chemistry, why don’t
kind of clubs.” He said, “So, you go on?” So, the next day we
what shall we do?” I suggested wrote a song about Alex, it was
that maybe we did a jam session, called ‘Three Minute Warning’,
so we went back to his apartment it was a fast song with lots of
and got talking… and you have energy.
As a teenager, I was always
to remember that in 1987 you
couldn’t fly to America as easily curious and I wanted to check
as you can now, it seemed much out everything. Joey said,
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“Have you ever played with
a Ouija Board?” and I said,
“No, I think it’s forbidden in
Germany.” At the time, I think
it was forbidden and you know
how it is when something is
forbidden, you just have to do
it! [Laughs] So, we played the
Ouija Board, which really ended
up rather bad. In the end, I had
to move out of my apartment
because it got so intense. You’re
supposed to contact dead people
or something, whatever it is I
don’t really know, but it works
and one night and I said to Joey,
“Hey, ask the spirits or whatever
if they have a message for me?”
He said, “Okay” and asked… and
out came ‘Make Time For Love’
and we thought, “Ah, we have
our first ballad!” We wrote ‘Make
Time For Love’ and it was a
really nice, cool song with lots of
soul. After three songs Alex said,
“You have to record it for real,
not like on a little Walkman with
an acoustic guitar.” We then went
into the Power Station Studio
and it was the best studio in the
world… and the most expensive!
Not that it looked it, it looked like
it was full of old wood; it was a
little bit dirty, it smelt of cigarettes
and sweat, but it was a magical
place. We had a great engineer
in Steve Rinkoff; he was a young
guy who went on to become the
engineer for Jim Steinman and
Meatloaf. He was super talented
and super nice with great energy.
We recorded those three songs,
but Joey is more like a normal
guitar player and I said, “Joey, I
need more Metal.” He replied, “I
know a Metal guy, he’s a friend
of mine, maybe he can do some
solos and stuff.”
His name was Tommy Bolan,
He came into the studio and
he was so wild… he’s still as
crazy now as he was back in the
eighties. Tommy was playing
and he was sweating, bleeding,
playing on the floor on his back…
I thought it was awesome; it gave
the record so much great energy.
We recorded everything but there
was one song – ‘Touch Of Evil’
– where I needed somebody
who had real power; I wanted to
scream like I’d never screamed
before. I told Alex that I needed
somebody with heavy, heavy
energy and power. He said, “I
know somebody. Go to the studio
tomorrow morning and there’ll
be somebody there.” I asked if he
was good and Alex replied, “He’s
very good!” I went to the studio
the next day and it was Cozy
Powell! He asked if I “Needed
some power?” and I said, “Yes,
we have ‘Touch Of Evil’ and
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we need more power”; then
he played and it was amazing.
For one song I wanted to do
something different; we had the
Tango rhythm and it became
the ‘Metal Tango’… something
special.
By that time the record was
almost done, but we thought that
‘All We Are’ was another song we
could make extra special. I told
Joey I thought it needed a gang
vocal because I wanted it to be
like a real anthem. I told him I was
a big fan of Accept, so he listened
to them and I said, “Let’s get
some people into the studio.” We
got all our friends, some people
from the street… there were only
guys and they were singing in the
studio. While they were singing,
I was sitting with Steve Rinkoff
watching everybody’s face light
up. There was so much energy;
everybody was smiling and
they were going full force and
at that point we thought it could
be a single. We were mixing the
album, which was nine songs
long, and we felt so empty
because when something is done,
you don’t know what to do with
yourself. It’s like the end of tour,
it can get really depressing. So I
said, “Shall we write one more
song?” and Joey replied, “Yeah,
let’s do one more, it can’t hurt
and we don’t even have to record
it. What kind of song would
you like?” I said, “Joey, I’d like
the heaviest, meanest, most
aggressive motherfucking song
we have ever written”… and out
came ‘Für Immer’! [Laughs]
We recorded it and felt that
it had magic. We then presented
the whole album to the record
company and everybody said,
“We love it, we will support it
and it is great, but one song has
to go.” I thought, “Which song?”
because I loved them all; I thought
everything had the same quality
level. They said, “The German
song has to go” and I replied “No!
I know it has magic even though
it’s the first time that someone
has sung in German in this way”
– remember, Rammstein came
much later, so now it’s totally
accepted and people love it – but
they said ‘Für Immer’ had to go.
We had a big discussion, and me
being like a teenager – in the
beginning I was always freaking
out, like screaming, throwing
stuff – and in the end the record
company guy said, “Okay, last
song, last side.” Then we went
on tour with Ronnie James Dio,
and immediately ‘All We Are’
and ‘Für Immer’ became the
biggest hits. Everybody wanted
to hear those two, and then the
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record company said, “Okay,
after the first single, let’s do
a second one… it should be
‘Für Immer’!” [Laughs] I said,
“Didn’t you guys just say that
you wanted to throw that song
off the record?”, and they were
like, “No, it has potential and
everybody loves it.” So we did
‘Für Immer’ as the second single
and it became really successful.
We did the European tour with
Dio, in America it was Megadeth
and before that a big tour with
Judas Priest… and in England
we got on the W.A.S.P. tour. It
was a perfect time, everything
was building and building, and
‘Triumph And Agony’ became
our biggest record. I think, for
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me, it was when Metal was so
huge and so exciting… I have
only the best memories, it was so
unbelievable. Then worldwide,
every time I played somewhere
everybody knew ‘All We Are’…
it’s still the same today.

drummers were all… they had
like such a cool sway, a swagger,
but that wasn’t what I wanted. I
tried to explain it and we ended
up with eight drummers. We
made a combination of all of
them, Cozy is on there, and the
other seven drummers. A great
drummer played on it as well,
a guy called Sterling Campbell
who went on to play with Duran
Duran. He’s a great drummer; he
also played on ‘Metal Tango’. It
was definitely not easy to make,
but it was great and I wouldn’t
change a thing.

Looking back is there
anything you wish you’d done
differently, or would you do it
exactly the same way again?
Everything was just so perfect,
it holds great memories for me,
but it wasn’t easy to make. For
example, we had to mix ‘Für
Immer’ six times. I wanted to
You previously mentioned
have that very Germanic, stiff feel
to the snare; more like a military that you wanted to do
type of vibe but the American something to commemorate
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the anniversary of this album.
Are you pleased with the end
result?
Oh yes. I called Tommy Bolan
and said, “Hey Tommy, it’s
almost the thirtieth anniversary,
shall we do the whole album
through in its entirety?” He said,
“I was waiting for thirty years
for your phone call!” So we did
an American tour, a Spanish
tour, some festivals… Graspop,
Norway Rock and Sweden Rock
was the first time we did it, that
was the most magical. That’s
the reason why the Blu-ray is
only Sweden Rock. There’s also
a documentary and the whole
thing is ninety minutes long,
I think. It sounds great and it
looks great; it was such a great
day. There’s always something
special when you do something
for the first time. There’s this
innocence and this great energy,
so we picked that. On the CD,
it is a mixture of Sweden Rock
and Spain.

During that tour, did you
do ‘Triumph And Agony’ in
the middle of the show, with an
opening and closing section, or
did you spread the album out
across the set?
We played the whole of
‘Triumph And Agony’ first and
then in the encores we played
everything else… like all the
other highlights. In Sweden, we
only had one hour because of the
size of the festival, so it was only
‘Triumph And Agony’.
Did you ever consider
playing the tracks in the same
order as they appear on the
album, or would that have
been difficult from a flow
perspective?
No, because on the original
record ‘All We Are’ opens the
album, and where do you go

How many hours of
recordings did you have to go
through?
When we last talked, it was
just like a vague idea. I did the
“Best Of” compilation and I
wanted to do something special
for that, like live mixes and
some newer versions. Then I
checked out the ‘Triumph And
Agony’ stuff and there was this
one version of ‘Make Time
For Love’, which I thought,
“Ooh… that is nice” because
we had never played the song
live before. We picked it, mixed
it and I thought, “This sounds
pretty good.” When I found out
that we couldn’t tour anymore,
I went back into the studio and
listened to everything else – all
the tapes, all the visuals, all the
audio. It took nearly six months from there? [Laughs] We always
want to build and build, keep it
to do it.
interesting. For example, songs
I take it you must have like ‘Kiss Of Death’ are very
recorded most nights on the moody; a little dark, romantic,
various tours to have that much sinister… so you have to make
sure the flow is good. Starting
to wade through?
Sort of, but not every night... with ‘All We Are’ is impossible.
we didn’t record anything in If you do, people aren’t hungry
America; in Spain, we recorded anymore, they’re done and
and some other festivals. they’ve heard what they want to
Sweden Rock was a perfect hear, so it never crossed my mind
recording, all the microphones to play the album in its original
were great. In Spain, they were order.
smaller venues and it sounded
Did you ever consider mixing
like a smaller club on the
recording, so that didn’t mix the audio album in the same
well. That’s why most of it is order as the actual album?
You know, when something
from Sweden Rock because it
sounded grand and big. I mean, feels good, it’s done. Don’t
the excitement in Spain was fix something if it ain’t broke.
unbelievable, but it sounded However, the cassette is a little
different, and the vinyl is in a
different.
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a vinyl edition and I wanted to
have a picture disc, but in this
day and age it’s impossible to
get factory use to do it. They are
short on the materials, the colour;
sometimes you have to wait a
year or more, so I thought no…
let’s do it in marble, that works,
and maybe we’ll do a picture disc
Did the audio side require later on.
much production work?
What is the one thing that
It took a lot of production.
When you play live and will stick with you from making
everybody is going full force, this live album?
I would say the Sweden Rock
sometimes people trip over
your cables, the guitar is lost or show, it was so great. There
there’s noise. We had three guitar was a huge catwalk, and when
players, so that had to be all in I walked out and we started the
order. There was some work to performance, I felt the fans were
do to make it right. Sometimes, embracing every song. It felt so
I sang different lyrics…when good, like when you go home
I’m singing live I get so into it and get a big hug from somebody
and occasionally I make up new who loves you and you love. It
lyrics spontaneously, so we fixed was pure… it was such a warm
and good feeling. It felt great
and especially at Sweden Rock,
everybody was good, the whole
band, everybody was in a good
mood. We all clicked.
different order because of time.
The CD is exactly like the Bluray and in the order of the show. I
wanted to have all that old-school
stuff…there’s the nice, marbled
vinyl, there’s the cassette and
there’s a little box-set with a
figurine.

Aside from the coloured
vinyl, have you done everything
that you wanted to do?
Yes, apart from the picture
disc everything else is cool. I love
the sound; I think it sounds better
than the original studio record
because of the fans, and because
of the power and stuff. I’m totally
happy with it. It gave me some
great motivation to write songs
for a new record.

that. There was a fair amount of
fixing. I would love to tell you it
was all perfect, but no it wasn’t.
It was real life and there was a lot
of work.
Was it always your intention
to do all the different editions?
No, it wasn’t planned.
Usually, I never have much of a
plan to start something, maybe
a little bit, but then it ends up
totally somewhere else. For
example, “Magic Diamonds”
was only supposed to be fifteen
songs originally, then it turned
out to be fifty-six tracks!
[Laughs] No, I didn’t plan it, but
as we went along there were all
sorts of different thoughts, like
something special for a box-set.
Of course, vinyl was always on
my mind. I always want to have
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Can you give us an update
on the new album?
Six songs are done, not really
recorded yet but they are…
usually, we did demos in the
eighties and then we re-recorded
everything, which totally sucked
because the original was always
the most magical thing. Now,
we have demos, but I think they
sound really good; they just
need some touching up. We have
six songs, maybe I’d like to do
another double album, but we’ll
see. It’s hard because people are
all over the world, and with the
travel restrictions and all that
stuff… but we’ll see. Next year,
I want to put it out and it will
probably fall between ‘Forever
Warriors,
Forever
United’
and ‘Triumph And Agony’.
There’ll be great anthems, fast
Speed Metal songs, heavy, very
soulful… some nice soulful
things. That word ballad is
always such a bad word, but
great songs with great melody,
and intense, nice lyrics… plus
some other stuff that is positive
and uplifting.
FIREWORKS

MARTY FRIEDMAN
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Interview by Mónica Castedo-López. Photo by Susumu Miyawaki

nitially recognised worldwide for being the guitarist in Cacophony alongside his counterpart Jason Becker,
later widely known for joining Megadeth, Marty Friedman has an equally impressive solo career. The Japanbased American releases the third part of his ‘Tokyo Jukebox’ concept, where he covers popular Japanese
songs in his own style. It is undoubtedly a great way to get familiarised with the country’s music and at the same
time indulge in Friedman’s heavenly guitar playing. In this interview he explains how ‘Tokyo Jukebox 3’ came
to life and what his future plans are.
Whilst there were only two years
between ‘Tokyo Jukebox’ and ‘Tokyo
Jukebox 2’, ‘Tokyo Jukebox 3’ is released
ten years after its predecessor. Why did
you wait all this time?
In the interim I released ‘Inferno’ and‘Wall
Of Sound’, which were my main albums, but
I also released ‘B: The Beginning – The Image
Album’, three albums by Metal Clone X and
was touring and doing TV the whole time. It
was the craziest decade of my life, for sure!
The album, however, was recorded
and finished in less than a year. Was it an
easy process?
It was just as hard as any other album I’ve
done, which means it took every ounce of my
energy to get it close to where I wanted it. But
one thing that made it a bit easier was that with
Covid, most musicians’ schedules were wide
open, so I had my pick of my favourite people
without stressing over when certain ones were
available. Same went for studios, so it was a
piece of cake picking and choosing certain
studios for certain sessions.
Aside from all the Japanese covers,
you also include two of your own
compositions. You must be over the
moon on so many levels about ‘Japan
Heritage Theme’? Not
only did you work
with the Tokyo

Philharmonic Orchestra, where your
wife also plays cello, this is also the
track you wrote when the Japanese
government asked you for a theme
song to play at state-sponsored events
to celebrate Japanese heritage. Tell us
how this all came about and how you feel
about the outcome.
I always wondered why the government
appointed me as an Ambassador to Japan
Heritage. I did a few events and symposiums,
but not a whole lot of stuff but then it came
to light when they asked me to compose this
official piece of music to be played at political
events and the like. I was flattered, but that
soon was overshadowed by responsibility. I
didn’t want to blow it, as that was the reason
they appointed me to be an ambassador in the
first place. The suits liked it, I liked it and it
was worth the sleepless nights I had trying to
make the melody “feel” Japanese rather than
“sound” Japanese. It’s easy to take a Japanese
motif and write music around that, but that’s
obvious. I wanted to avoid Japanese clichés
altogether while making a piece of music that
Japanese people could feel was “theirs”.
The video for ‘Makenaide’ features
three extremely young kids; are they the
actual musicians who played the song?
Oh no! They are just super cute kids who
have a little band here. They worked really hard
to make it look like they were playing the song
confidently. They kicked ass on it!
On the video you asked fans from
around the world to play so they are
all on the footage. How did this
idea occur to you? I spotted
Andrea Martongelli and
Jason Becker.
Yes! Andrea is
there. Most of the
people were from
the fan group but
Jordan Ziff who
plays in my solo
band was in there,
as was my drummer
Chargeeee, a few girls
from Metal bands and two
of my fave guitar techs, Alan
Sosa and Willie Gee. New Japan
Pro Wrestling Champion Hiroshi
Tanahashi also dropped in for a bit.
‘The Perfect World’ is
the only vocal song on the
album and the other only
original song, which you
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actually wrote years ago for the Netflix
series ‘B: The Beginning’. This time it
features J-Pop female singer Alfakyun...
how did this contribution happen?
I originally released it with Man With A
Mission vocalist Jean-Ken Johnny singing. He has
a distinct low voice which I loved, so I tossed
the idea of a cover to Alfakyun because she
has a magical voice which can do anything and
surprise you. She hit a home run on the song
and stole the show in the music video.
You have been living in Japan for
almost two decades and are known
to love the Japanese culture. When it
comes to choosing Japanese songs to
cover, do you choose them because
you know them all beforehand, or does
your entourage suggest songs you could
feature on the albums?
This time I chose songs that would bring
power to the athletes in the Olympics; alas the
games were postponed but it still worked out.
They used my version of ‘Makenaide’ in the
Olympic broadcast of the Women’s Softball,
which Japan took a Gold medal in. My dream
is to have my music used in Olympic figure
skating, but this is as close as I’ve come so far.
Will there be a TJ4?
I sure hope so. It’s a hellish project, but a
labour of love.
Do you have any plans to do a followup to 2017’s ‘Wall Of Sound’?
Definitely… I have a ton of music in the
can ready for pre-production, but nowadays,
release dates are extremely important, and I
want to make sure I can tour the entire world
when my next album comes out. I did a full
Japan tour for ‘Tokyo Jukebox 3’ which I’m
grateful for, but having not toured outside Japan
for this album yet has left me and the label in
a holding pattern for the next release. I don’t
want to do an album I can’t tour for.
What’s next in the pipeline for you?
I’m hoping for touring to become real again
so I can tour ‘Tokyo Jukebox 3’ to the fullest.
The songs are great live and my band is really on
fire. For now, I’m doing a few shows and events
in Japan, and some streaming, so please check
my socials if you are interested in that. The
Rock Fujiyama YouTube channel is starting to
do English subtitles of the classic shows, as well
as produce new shows in English, so check that
out. Most importantly, please let me know what
you think of the album; it’s my most exciting and
deepest album yet, and if it can introduce you to
my music or Japanese music, that’s great.
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espite being at the vanguard of the ‘second wave
of Thrash Metal’ in the mid-eighties, Arizona’s
Flotsam And Jetsam are still perhaps best known
to UK audiences as the band Jason Newsted left to join
Metallica. Delve a little deeper however and their story (not
to mention their music) is far more complex. Since joining
the AFM Records roster a few years ago they’ve been on
an exponentially increasing creative high, their recently
released ‘Blood In The Water’ album gaining near universal
plaudits from anyone who cared to listen. As they prepare
to venture out on the road once more, Fireworks caught up
with longstanding vocalist Eric “A.K.” Knutson to look back
at their forty year career…
Originally put together in 1981, the
band went through a number of names –
Paradox, Dredlox and The Dogz – before
finally settling on Flotsam And Jetsam,
a name inspired by the musings of one
J.R.R. Tolkien.
“I joined the band in 1983,” A.K.
explains, “we were called The Dogz at the
time but the name wasn’t getting that much
traction. Jason (Newsted, original bassist)
had been reading one of the Tolkien books,
and one of the chapters (chapter nine in the
first book of ‘The Two Towers’) was called
‘Flotsam And Jetsam’. And when we looked
it up, we saw that it was the debris from a
wrecked ship. The other meaning was like
homeless people and bag ladies and stuff, so
we figured that fit us pretty well!”
“Back then we did a mix of covers and
original material,” he continues. “We did
a lot of Judas Priest… ‘Green Manalishi’,
‘Victim Of Changes’ and stuff like that. We
did ‘Number Of The Beast’, ‘Killers’… we
did some old Twisted Sister too, some old
Van Halen; we were doing all kinds of crazy
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decent sized local bands that we would open
up for all the time. Surgical Steel, which was
basically a Judas Priest covers band, and
then School Boys who went on to become
Icon; we opened for them a lot.”

stuff. But then ‘Ride The Lightning’ hit
whilst we were writing our own tunes, and
that kind of changed our direction.”

With Metal on the rise in America, it
wasn’t too long before the band struck their
first deal with Metal Blade.
“Jason had this crazy idea that we should
send a copy of the demo to any label we
could get an address for,” A.K. laughs, “and
if we didn’t hear back from them, he’d send
them another one until they told us to go
away or something. Luckily it worked pretty
well. The first demo we sent to Metal Blade
they wrote back and said ‘Hey, we want to
put you on ‘Metal Massacre’ and we want to
talk about a deal’. It happened pretty much
right away; they saw some potential there
and ran with it.”

When the furore surrounding the
NWOBHM began to fizzle out, magazines
such as Kerrang! started to focus their
attention on the other side of the Atlantic
as new and exciting names like Malice,
Megadeth and Armored Saint heralded
the dawn of an American invasion. In and
around their hometown of Phoenix as well
as further afield in California, Flotsam And
Jetsam got swept along in the growing
euphoria as they opened shows for anyone
and everyone.
“I was just getting into the groove of
people liking what I was doing and pretty
much catching the bug of Metal,” A.K.
recalls. “We opened up for anybody that
would let us… Autograph; we opened up for
the original Riot once, that was pretty crazy.
Any big band that was coming into town we
would just hound the promoter until they
gave us a spot, and there were a couple of

Duly signed and granted a modest
budget, the band set to work on debut
album ‘Doomsday For The Deceiver’ with
producer (and Metal Blade CEO) Brian
Slagel. Released to acclaim on 4th July 1986,
it wasn’t long before their ambitions suffered
a severe setback.
“We had delusions of grandeur going
on,” says A.K. “We thought we were
a couple of years away from buying a
different coloured Lamborghini for every
day of the week… then Jason just left. We
saw the article in a local newspaper about
Cliff Burton (former Metallica bassist) and
his passing. Just a tiny little article, but
he read it and said ‘I’m gonna be the next
bass player for Metallica.’ And we’re like
‘Shut up dude, you are not, there’s gonna
be a million people auditioning for that.’
Then a few weeks later he was going back
for audition number two, and then audition
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number three… it was a crazy time. It
went really fast; from having beers with
the guy one night and him sleeping on my
couch, to he’s ‘gone to Metallica’… almost
overnight, and it was a blow because he
did all the business and he did most of the
songwriting. We felt a little lost at first, but
once we sat down and thought about it ‘you
know what, we’re a viable band, we can do
this without him’, we just moved on from
there.”
“The other weird thing about it,” he adds,
“was that Metallica were telling him ‘Do not
help your old band, don’t mention them in
interviews, don’t do anything. We don’t want
them riding your coattails and following us
around like a sick little puppy dog’; they
basically told him to completely forget
about us. At the time we were like ‘Great,
he’s in Metallica, we’re gonna ride this’,
but that idea just went down immediately!
[Laughs] It wasn’t his choice and he told us
that. Jason’s always been the same guy that
he was when he was sleeping on my couch;
same personality, same dude, same drive…
the only difference now is that he has more
money than he knows what to do with!”
Whilst obviously a blow at the time,
the loss of Newsted was only a temporary
setback and by the time second album ‘No
Place For Disgrace’ emerged some two years
later, a major label deal had been struck with
Elektra thanks to the infamous Michael
Alago (who had also brought Metallica to
the label).
“Michael has been a great friend forever,”
A.K. affirms. “He came and saw us at a local
gig in Phoenix and said ‘I’m gonna sign you
guys up. We’re gonna go and do another
record and we’re gonna make it bigger than
the last one.’ That opened doors for us. We
went to Europe with Megadeth… it was a
bill with them, Testament, Sanctuary and us.
That was a great tour, a lot of fun to do… we
played a lot of really cool places. The size
of the crowds was ridiculously different to
what we were used to back home. We’ve got
a lot of hard-core fans here in the States but
they’re so spread out that you do a show in
one town and twenty people show up, you
do a show in the next town and fifty people
show up. Over there you do a show and there
are thousands of people and they’re all hardcore fans, it’s quite a different thing. Metal is
much bigger in Europe than it is here”
Surprisingly, after gaining ground with
that Elektra debut, by the time third album
‘When the Storm Comes Down’ appeared
in 1990, they’d moved on to yet another
label and were now part of the MCA roster.
Often disparaged as the ‘Music Cemetery of
America’ because of their struggles to break
bands they’d signed, it turns out the move
was a business deal the band had no input to.
“You know, MCA wanted their
Metallica,” A.K. remembers. “Every label
wanted a Metallica and we were on Elektra
with them and a few other bands… and
people were jealous of Elektra. They were
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like ‘You guys are gonna take over this
whole Metal thing and we need a piece of
that.’ So they bought us from Elektra; they
told us ‘we’re gonna gear you guys up to
be our Metallica’. They pumped a bunch
of money into us and we did three records
with them, and then one day they sold
MCA to Seagram’s. One of their higherup’s came to MCA, grabbed their list of
bands and said ‘We’ve never heard of these
people, you’ve gotta get rid of ‘em, We’ve
never heard of these people, you gotta get
rid of ‘em, Oh, Elton John… you can keep
him. You can keep Triumph…’ but anybody
that they’d never heard of before, they just
dumped off the label. We were one of those
bands and even though they’d put a lot of
money into us, the new owners just decided
that we were gone.”
“They were trying to look forward to see
what was getting big and what was getting
a lot of notoriety,” A.K. continues. “And
even though Metal had not hit its peak yet,
the Grunge stuff was taking over quickly,
so they started concentrating on that rather
than Metal. Metal didn’t look at the time
like it was going to be the next big thing, it
looked like Grunge was. So everything got
put on a shelf until they figured out what
was going on.”
“We actually owed them a lot of money,”
he laughs wryly. “We hadn’t recouped
anything because they were still building
us. Thankfully, a few years later we got a
letter from them. It was in December and
they said ‘Merry Christmas, you don’t
owe us anything, we’re calling it even’.
They didn’t make any more of those three
records, but they didn’t push ‘em. It was
just kind of a wash at that point, so we went
back to Metal Blade. They’re very family
orientated with us; we are friends with
everybody at that label, and it was a saving
grace for us to go back.”
Despite cutting two more albums for
Metal Blade in the late nineties, the lack of
forward progress was becoming increasingly
frustrating. As the millennium clock ticked
over to the 21st century, A.K. formed his own
Country band – The ‘A.K. Corral – and after
2001’s ‘My God’ album still failed to make
any real headway, he quit.
“I was really sick of the business end
of being in a band,” he explains. “Every
time you turned around you couldn’t go do
a show or a tour somewhere because you
weren’t getting enough money. I can’t just
leave and tell my family to starve, ‘sorry
guys, I’m going on tour so go ahead and
live in the street!’… that’s not going to
happen. I got really sick of it and decided
to go and concentrate on something else.
I couldn’t leave ‘music’ because I love to
sing so much, so I decided to just put a little
Country album out. I did it for fun really; I
figured that I knew enough musicians who
would jump in with me… I got a weird little
cult following with it. But it wasn’t too long
after that when I realised that this whole
Metal thing and the Metal crowd; the whole
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music part of the industry was really deep
in my blood and I couldn’t do without it, so
I had to come back.”
“At that point they’d done about half
a tour with James Rivera (vocalist from
Helstar),” he adds, “but people were not
digging it. They were like ‘this isn’t the
same Flotsam anymore; Rivera’s a great
singer but it’s just not the same.’ And then
they ended up getting dropped on the side
of the road; all their equipment and luggage,
and the bus just took off, you know, ‘Call
me when you can pay me’ kinda thing. They
said ‘that’s it, we’re either going to get A.K.
back, or we’re done’. So they asked me if I
wanted to do some more touring and stuff,
and I was like ‘Sure, I’ve had a long enough
break, I’m good to go’.”
After releasing the disturbing concept
album ‘Dreams Of Death’ in 2005 (where
much of the lyrical content centred around
A.K.’s nightmares) and ‘The Cold’ in 2010,
Flotsam and Jetsam decided to change tack
when it came to their next album. Less
than impressed with the dwindling support
offered by labels at the time, they decided
to go it alone and ask their fans to help them
raise funds for what would become ‘Ugly
Noise’. Released in December 2012, the
album was their first, and only, experience
of working with the ill-fated Pledge Music.
“It worked out pretty good for us,” A.K.
admits. “At the time it seemed like labels
really weren’t doing anything. They wouldn’t
pay barely anything for you to record, and
then once the record was done they’d sell
the rights to all the other countries. They’d
make their money back tenfold and then
they’d just drop it; they didn’t have to do any
pushing or anything because they’d already
made their money back. It seemed like they
were just there to kill your album and make
a little bit of money off it… and we were
like ‘We can do that ourselves!’[Laughs] So
we did the Pledge thing and it worked out
really well for us. We got more money for
recording than we wanted which was great,
but when it came time to getting people
their product, we realised how much work
it really is. That’s when we decided that we
needed to get back on a label!”
Two years later the band re-recorded
their major label debut and reissued it
through Metal Blade as ‘No Place For
Disgrace 2014’.
“We wanted to remix it and fix a couple
of things,” A.K. explains. “We called up
Elektra and said ‘Hey, we need to get our
masters so we can remix it’, and they said
‘Flotsam who?’ So it was like pulling teeth
to try to find this thing and in the end we
thought ‘why don’t we just re-record the
whole damn thing? We’ll change a couple
of words here and there in case there’s
copyright troubles’… so that’s what we did.
Production wise it turned out better, but I
don’t think it really had the drive or the
hunger to it that the original had.”
Chinks of light however could be seen
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at the end of the tunnel and a whole new
chapter for the band opened up when they
signed with German label AFM Records.
“We just kind of stumbled across them,”
A.K. recalls. “They were looking at a few
other 80s Metal bands… I think they just
wanted to dip their toe in the water to see
what was going on but signing with them
rejuvenated us, it gave us back the hunger
that was missing. We had Jason Bittner
(former drummer) in the band and the
songwriting was going really well; we were
really pleased with everything. So when we
did the self-titled record on AFM it really…
ever since then everything we’ve done has
been driving that hunger again, driving our
willingness to keep going. We haven’t hit
the notch on the ladder yet that we think we
should’ve been at if things didn’t go wrong
for us, but we’re definitely climbing towards
that position. Nothing is slowing down for
us at this point.”
As the years have gone by the Flotsam
And Jetsam line-up has seen a modest, but
steady, turnover of musicians, the latest
‘new’ faces being the addition of legendary
drummer Ken Mary in 2017 and bassist Bill
Bodily just last year.
“Every time I change a member it ends up
better,” A.K. states, “and I either stick with
them forever or they go on to do something
that they like better. It’s funny because Mike
(Gilbert, guitarist since 1985) and I keep
saying that we seem to be the farm band
for bigger bands. You know, we get a bass
player and we train him up and take him out
on tour, we show him how to write songs
and how to get along with everybody, then
they leave us and go to some other band!
[Laughs] But the line-up we have right now
is ridiculously cohesive, everybody gets
along great, we’re all on the same page with
everything and it really feels more cemented
than it ever has before.”
Buoyed by the success of their self-titled
album, the band went on to even greater
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heights with follow-up ‘The End Of Chaos’.
Released in early 2019, it saw them head back
to Europe as part of the European Killfest
Tour with Destruction and Overkill. At the
end of the year they announced that work
was about to start on a new album and that a
headlining tour of North America would start
the following spring… then Covid hit and
everything came crashing to a halt.
“I guess that it was a curse and a blessing
at the same time,” A.K. muses. “Just like
every other band it kept us at home, but at
the same time it gave us a lot of extra time to
write the songs for this new record. We got
to go back in and just take a microscope to
every note that any of us played. It allowed
us to go in and change a couple of things that
were kind of iffy. I like not being under the
pressure of a deadline, and Covid gave us
that extra time to really explore our talents
and our creativity on this record.”
“We all recorded separately because of
the situation,” he adds, “and the only time
we got together was when I did the vocals at
Ken’s studio. He’s recorded my vocals in the
past and gotten a lot of stuff out of me that I
would not otherwise have gotten by myself,
and I really like that. Ken is really easy to
work with when it comes to recording, and
his ideas, even if I don’t use ‘em, they spark
ten more ideas out of me. So he’s a real joy
to work with when it comes to recording.
Release date kept getting pushed back and
back, but it wasn’t too long after the whole
Covid lockdown happened that we finished
the album and sent it over to Jacob (Hansen,
mixing and mastering) to put his magic on
there.”
As with all their releases, the subjects
explored in some of the songs on ‘Blood In
The Water’ are deeply evocative.
“I think There’s a little bit of ‘wow, I
really love that part or that lyric’ in every
song,” A.K. enthuses. “‘The Walls’ is kind
of an anti-suicide song. I have friends who
tried that a couple of times because they
were going through some dark stuff… and
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there’s one lyric, ‘there’s something I’m
here for’. That song is trying to drive that
message into anyone’s head who has those
dark thoughts and is thinking about ending
it all. There’s something else you’re here
for, this can’t be it. If life has driven you to
this point, this can’t be the end of it, there
has to be something else that you are on the
planet for… something that you are destined
to do. And, you know, if you end it all right
now, you’ll never know what that is. I think
this whole album can be wrapped up by the
song ‘Blood in The Water’… you’ve got to
be careful, there’s sharks everywhere. Don’t
let your blood drop in the water because the
sharks will come swimming immediately.
And that comes with everything… the music
industry, agents, managers, the government,
anything… you can kind of correlate that
vibe of the sharks are coming or are circling
around you in any walk of life.”
Overwhelmingly positive reviews once
again for the new album have made the band
even more determined to get back out and
play as soon as possible.
“I’ve been dying to get out on the road
for so long that my family want to kill me!”
A.K. laughs. “Next month (August) we’re
going to do a couple of weeks in the western
half of the US, just to knock the cobwebs
off. And in January, so far if it hasn’t been
cancelled yet, we have the Accept tour in
Europe. After that we’re gonna come back
and do a couple of weeks on the East Coast.
We’re going back over to Europe to do some
festivals and we really want to get to South
America towards the end of next year. We
haven’t done any South America stuff ever
and we’ve got a pretty big following there;
they’re begging us to come. So we really
want to get there you know… do some
touring in Brazil and Chile… anywhere
that’ll have us. Personally speaking, I would
like to get back out on the road tomorrow
and just stay there until it’s time to get back
in the studio again!”
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